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To Ronél, my best friend, fellow birder, co-adventurer and loving wife...thank you for Red-
chested Flufftails, Eurasian Bitterns, Pink-throated Twinspots, Great Knots, Dusky Larks, 

African Crakes, Dimorphic Egrets, Pitta-like Ground Rollers, Pallid Swifts, Cinderella Waxbills, 
Golden Pipits, African Black Oystercatchers, Cinnamon-breasted Warblers, Mangrove Pittas, 

Red-billed Queleas, Southern Boubous...and especially Bronze Mannikins.  
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FAMOUS FOR HARDWARE since 1903

David Chamberlain (left) and Manie Barnard (right)



SPONSOR'S FOREWORD
Like Africa, LBJs are not for sissies. When some birders encounter one of these little critters, they 
close their eyes, refuse to comment and drive on, feeling most frustrated. The few birders brave 
enough to face the challenge may find themselves in a serious argument with colleagues—LBJs 
have caused many birding friendships to break up.

However, the challenge remains, and can become addictive. It is important that we are able to 
identify the more difficult species, as this expertise will add considerably to the value of atlasing 
projects and conservation initiatives aimed at our threatened indigenous birds, many of which 
are LBJs.

Faansie’s book is outstanding in many ways. He follows in the footsteps of the revered Ken 
Newman, as both the author and artist. It is with pride and excitement that we offer this 
magnificent work, the fourth book to be sponsored by our company, to the growing army of 
birders in Southern Africa. 

Faansie maintains that “with practice, pipit identification will become an engaging discipline.”  
There's only one way to find out...

Good luck!

DAVID CHAMBERLAIN
Managing Director

Volhoubare waardetoevoeging is een van die belangrikste besigheidsbeginsels waarin  
ek glo. Met die borg van hierdie vierde voëlboek is Chamberlains verbind tot volhoubare  
waardetoevoeging aan die gemeenskap.

Hierdie boek is die resultaat van passie wat in ‘n mens se beroep uitgeleef word. Ek het groot 
bewondering vir die akkurate en fyn inligting wat oor jare saamgeweef is tot ‘n waardevolle 
kunswerk. 

Chamberlain's LBJs gaan deur duisende voëlkykers, oor baie jare wat kom, gebruik word om ons 
kennis van KVVs (of Klein Vaal Voeltjies) met genot te verbreed.

Die voëlkykgemeenskap is afhanklik van passievolle kundiges soos jy Faansie. Baie dankie dat jy 
dit met ons deel.

MANIE BARNARD
Groep Finansiële Direkteur



Southern Africa has an exceptionally rich diversity of birds, with 964 species recorded in 
the region. Although many of our birds are colourful and easy to identify, a large number 
are small, brown and, with few distinguishing features, can present an identification 
nightmare for birders. In fact, 235 species, or nearly a quarter of Southern Africa's birds, 
can be described as Little Brown Jobs or LBJs. These species pose a daunting identification 
challenge, not only for beginner birders, but even for experienced twitchers. Chamberlain’s 
LBJs will be an invaluable resource for birders, providing the necessary information to assist 
with the identification of Southern Africa’s wealth of LBJs.

Being able to identify LBJs is important, not only for local birders, but also for inter-
national avitourists. There is a growing number of both, and the birdwatching industry has 
significant economic value in South Africa, recently estimated at between R927 million and 
R1.725 billion per annum. Chamberlain’s LBJs fills an important niche among the plethora 
of bird books available to birders in Southern Africa, and will contribute to driving and 
strengthening this important and sustainable industry. Many birders are also citizen 
scientists, who contribute to critical bird research and monitoring projects; in this regard, 
being able to identify LBJs accurately is essential for atlasers as they compile checklists of 
birds for the Southern African Bird Atlas Project (SABAP2).

There is no one better qualified to produce a book on our region’s LBJs than Faansie 
Peacock. Faansie is a talented artist and author, a knowledgeable ornithologist, and an avid 
and observant birder. He is regarded as the region’s foremost expert on pipits—a group of 
birds considered by many to be Africa's ultimate LBJs. His book, Pipits of Southern Africa, is 
widely recognised as a benchmark for monographs about a group of African birds. Faansie 
is commended for his important contributions to birding in Southern Africa.

The publication of the book would not have been possible without the financial 
support of FH Chamberlain, and this is the fourth book this company has sponsored. David 
Chamberlain, the company’s Managing Director, is a passionate birder and conservationist 
(and also an admirable opera singer). He is applauded for his philanthropic support of 
important conservation and education causes.

BirdLife South Africa, as the only dedicated bird conservation NGO in South Africa, 
focuses its work on the conservation of threatened birds (especially red data species) 
and the natural habitats they occur in (particularly Important Bird Areas). BirdLife South 
Africa’s work is driven by scientific and objective criteria, so a conservation project on the 
threatened Rudd’s Lark, a very cryptic species found only in the Grassland Biome, could 
be more important than a project on a large, attractive and charismatic bird species in 
Kruger. Chamberlain’s LBJs will help to open birders’ eyes to the hidden beauty of LBJs, and 
enable them to realise that these birds are as fascinating and delightful, and as deserving 
of conservation attention, as for example, raptors or seabirds.

FOREWORD

MARK D. ANDERSON
Chief Executive Officer 
BirdLife South Africa



PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
For the last several years, I have had the immense privilege of studying, painting, writing about 
and enjoying birds every day. This book is the result of four years of full-time work, but the 
research, experience and inspiration formative to the project long preceded the first step of what 
turned out to be a very long but fulfilling journey. Unfortunately, producing a bird book does not 
necessarily mean that you get to spend a lot of time in the field. It does inevitably mean that you 
will spend a lot of time in front of a computer. Nevertheless, the journey that LBJs have led me 
on has been filled with countless small discoveries, surprises and wonders, and not a day goes 
by that these little brown birds don't thrill, amaze and entertain me. Through this book, I hope to 
share my admiration and adoration of LBJs.

While working on this book I was fortunate enough to undertake many field trips to study 
LBJs, including visits to Namibia, Mozambique, Namaqualand, the Drakensberg, Zululand, 
the Bushveld and many other parts of our picturesque region. Trips to Madagascar, Spain and 
Thailand gave me an international perspective, renewed vigour and an objective approach to 
bird identification. For a part of the production phase I had the privilege of living in the birding 
hotspot of Langebaan on the West Coast. Here I became more familiar with a number of western 
LBJs, not least the resident Cape Buntings and Karoo Scrub Robins that occasionally visited me in 
my office when I left the sliding door open. 

The primary aim of this book is simple: to assist birders with the field identification of 
Southern African LBJs. The book was born out of my personal affection for this group of birds, 
and shaped by continued requests by birders for advice. The idea was to produce a practical and 
non-technical but simultaneously detailed and informative guide that does not burden readers 
with unnecessary technicalities, but which also does not oversimplify what is undeniably a 
complicated birding discipline. To achieve this, I opted for a strong visual component, subscribing 
to the principle that a picture is worth a thousand words. However, identification cannot be truly 
mastered without an understanding of a bird's biology and ecology, and this information was 
also deemed important. It is my hope that birders will find this book helpful in the field, but 
also sufficiently interesting to peruse at home. Ultimately, increased knowledge will also benefit 
commendable atlasing and conservation efforts.  

First and foremost, I wholeheartedly thank David Chamberlain, and the entire Chamberlain 
family. They have passionately supported the project from the outset, not only through financial 
sponsorship but also through sound business advice, motivation and friendship. Without the 
support of the Chamberlain group, this book would not exist.

Although I was tempted to jump in and get 
going, a great deal of planning was required 
before I typed the first word or sketched the first 
outline. For the first month or two, most of the 
work involved sitting and thinking about aspects 
such as species inclusion, plate layout, style and 
content. During these early stages, but also right 
through to printing, I appreciated the support, 
encouragement and advice of my colleague and 
friend Etienne Marais, who stood by me through 
an economic recession, the publication of a 
competing book and multiple computer crashes. 
His vast field experience, creative thoughts on 
bird identification and eternal optimism have 
helped shape the book.

Spotted Flycatcher,  
first-winter



Perhaps because they require so much more time and effort, I viewed the paintings as the 
main component of the project, and the accompanying text only as supportive. However, both 
are attempts at capturing something of the birds' lives and characters, and I hope that my 
excitement for LBJs is detectable in the material. Personally I am most fond of the small thumbnail 
illustrations (which often took up more time than the main paintings); these are based on actual 
birding memories, and I ended up painting hundreds of objects I never thought would be in a bird 
book: car tyres, aeroplanes, tractors, roof tiles, signboards, hosepipes, bridges, buildings, huts, 
mountains, beaches, lawns, hammers, spanners, cast-iron pots, snakes, chameleons, terrapins, 
antelope, insects, fingers, golfers, soccer players and birders, to name a few. If anything, this is 
testament to the fact that birds are all around us, always. A part of life.

As with everything in life, practice makes perfect, and (in my humble opinion) my artistic 
skills improved considerably as the project progressed. One of the frustrating consequences of 
this was that I had to repaint many of the earlier images. I am happier with some of the images 
than others, but overall I trust that the paintings are realistic and representative. The day that an 
author decides his work is now ready for printing, is both terrifying and liberating. Some errors 
are sure to have been overlooked, but I console myself that this is a good excuse to produce a 
second edition somewhere in the future. 

A subsequent edition could also benefit from the inclusion of a CD with a collection of bird 
sounds. Due to time constraints it was decided not to include a CD with this book, as most readers 
already possess one or more collections of bird sounds (see multimedia and sound recordings on 
p. 27). On that note, all Southern African birders owe Guy Gibbon their gratitude; in particular, I 
am very grateful to him for making his excellent sound recordings available for the sonograms 
presented in this book.

Illustrating the birds as they truly appear in the field was an important requirement from the 
outset; not only because size, proportions, posture and carriage are essential in LBJ identification, 
but also to help transform the birds from two-dimensional paintings into representations of 
living, breathing creatures that might fly off the page at any moment. Therefore I relied heavily 
on personal field experience and field notes in conjunction with reference books, specimens, 
video clips and photographs. I am very grateful to the many skilled (and amateur) photographers 
who made their material available to me. 

The many thousands of reference photos that I collected for this 
project include some truly spectacular images from the region's 
most talented photographers; however, I also placed equal value 
on images of juveniles, depictions of the various races, photos 
of birds in fresh and worn plumage, or pictures showing the 
underwing coverts, wing formula, tail feather patterns and palate 
colour, regardless of how grainy, blurry or distant. I am particularly 
grateful to Hugh Chittenden, Trevor Hardaker, Gareth Hazell, Dirk 
Human, Clive Kaplan, Alan Manson, Phil Penlington, Niall Perrins, 
Kevin Ravno and Bruce Ward-Smith, among many others. 

Nevertheless, it is said that a bird in the hand is worth two in 
the bush (true from an artist's, but definitely not a conservationist's 
perspective). I spent many educational days examining the 
specimens in the bird collection of the Ditsong National Museum 
of Natural History (formerly Transvaal Museum). I wholeheartedly 
thank Greg Davies and Tamar Cassidy for their help. 

As philosophers have pointed out for ages, the more you learn 
about a specific subject, the more you realise how much remains 
to be learnt. In pursuit of answers to questions exceeded in their Namaqua Warbler



complexity only by their specificity, I tracked down experts in America, Belgium, China, England, 
Germany, India, Marion Island, Mauritius, Singapore, Thailand, Tibet, and all across Southern 
Africa. For their help with specific requests, I especially thank Mark Boorman, Mark Brown, Jeffrey 
DaCosta, Morné de la Rey, Derek Engelbrecht, Ursula Franke, Joe Grosel, Marc Herremans, Ian 
Merrill, Michael Mills, Dieter Oschadleus, Vincent Parker and Peter Ryan. I am also grateful to 
Margaret Koopman, of the Niven Library, who supplied me with many obscure references.

Upon completion of the manuscripts and plates, I requested the help of some of Southern 
Africa's top birders in critically reviewing my preliminary material—a daunting prospect for any 
author. In addition, I had the audacity to set a deadline for commentary. To these friends and 
colleagues, for their willingness to donate their time and expertise, I extend my heartfelt thanks. 
I am especially grateful to Keith Barnes, Patrick Cardwell, Hugh Chittenden, Callan Cohen, Greg 
Davies, Rihann Geyser, John Graham, Mostert Kriek, Etienne Marais, Dieter Oschadleus, Frank 
Rheindt, Peter Ryan and Stephan Terblanche. For their rapid yet meticulous proofreading, I am 
indebted to the father and son team of David and Dave Chamberlain, my own father, Derick 
Peacock, and Nathalie Bonny Verhaeghe. 

There are hundreds of other people who contributed to the book directly or indirectly, 
and I appreciate their input regardless of how big or small. I thank all my family and friends—
even the non-birders—for their continued support. For their enthusiasm and the happy hours 
spent in the field, I am particularly grateful to Jason Boyes, Cliff and Suretha Dorse, Eve Gracie, 
Trevor and Margaret Hardaker, Ralda and Louis Heyns, André Marx and Dewald Swanepoel. I am 
grateful to Mark Anderson, David Chamberlain and Manie Barnard for the views expressed in the 
respective forewords. For their readiness to share their technical savvy, and bring some theory to 
technological chaos, I thank Werner Burger, Willem Söhnge and Martin Carstens, as well as Grant 
Peacock. All of my earliest memories relate to birds in some way; for instilling a love of nature in 
me at a young age, nurturing this interest during childhood, and tolerating my obsession during 
adulthood, I thank my parents, Mariana and Derick Peacock. My sincerest apologies to anyone I 
might have inadvertently forgotten.

The greatest thank-you of all is due to my miraculously patient, understanding and loving 
wife (and rightful co-author) Ronél. Her selfless support carried me throughout and I appreciate 
her ceaseless encouragement, many sacrifices and never-wavering belief in me, more than I can 
express in words. Thank you Love—it's finally done! 

Finally, acknowledgement is due to our Creator for blessing Africa with such a diverse array 
of creatures. I hope to spend the rest of my lifetime discovering and admiring His magnificent 
handiwork. God may have an inordinate fondness for beetles, but LBJs are a close second.

FAANSIE PEACOCK
Pretoria, South Africa
August 2012



10 INTRODUCTION

What are LBJs?
'LBJ' is an abbreviation for the term Little Brown Job, 
a tongue-in-cheek designation that frustrated birders 
assign to any smallish, brownish and featureless bird 
that defies identification. Unfortunately for birders 
who dread an encounter with Ornithologicum night-
mariensis, Southern Africa is home to a bewildering 
array of these nondescript birds. In fact, more than 
200 species, roughly a quarter of the region's total, 
can be considered LBJs. This number depends on your 
level of experience, so each birder has his or her own 
opinion on which species qualify as LBJs.

However, few birders can claim not to feel some 
degree of apprehension when faced with a lark, pipit, 
warbler or cisticola; in the case of the latter group, 
even laymen are vaguely aware of the similarity of 
'tinktinkies'. In winter, birders are presented with an 
additional challenge in the form of weavers, bishops, 
widowbirds and whydahs in their spectacularly dull 
non-breeding plumage; to be precise, females of these 
groups are perennially dull. To this already intimidating 
list can be added honeyguides, greenbuls, flycatchers, 
chats, wheatears, scrub robins, penduline tits, prinias, 
eremomelas, sparrows, canaries and buntings. 

Why are there so many LBJs?
One of the reasons why humans appreciate birds, is 
that we communicate in similar ways: mainly by sight 
and sound (as opposed to smell, as in most mammals). 
In many LBJs, songs (and associated displays) play a 
more important role in communication than colours 
do. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that in some 
LBJs, such as reed warblers, even the birds themselves 
have trouble distinguishing between their own and 
other species based on appearance alone. The great 
diversification of LBJs worldwide, with around 100 
larks, 45 pipits, 50 cisticolas and 200 warblers, testifies 
that bright plumage is not necessarily a prerequisite 
for attracting mates or repelling rivals. In the same way 
that bright plumage or long tails have a sexual and 
territorial function in other birds,  LBJs may selectively 
mate with  that have more complex, louder, longer 
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or otherwise more 'attractive' songs. Alternatively, 
in polygynous groups such as weavers, bishops, 
widowbirds, whydahs and indigobirds,  exhibit 
their striking br. plumage only during the breeding 
season. In such cases,  that have the richest colours 
or longest tail streamers may attain the best territories 
and mate with the most . The trade-off to producing 
bright plumage is that it is both ener getically costly 
and makes the wearer more vulnerable to predation.

Birders versus LBJs
Many birders are content to dismiss a challenging bird 
as an LBJ, ignore it, and instead focus on something 
larger, more colourful or at least cooperative. This 
strategy is practised by virtually all beginners, who 
feel that there are more than enough easier species 
to be enjoyed. Many experienced birders have also 
given up and are of the opinion that identifying LBJs 
is practically impossible, or is a skill possessed only by 
professional ornithologists or bird ringers who can 
examine the birds in the hand.

However, once you have mastered the common, 
conspicuous and colourful, your attention will start 
turning to more challenging groups. Paging through 
a field guide, you cannot help but feel that you are 
missing out, considering that a large proportion of 
the book is dedicated to LBJs. In the field you will start 
noticing more and more nameless little brown birds, 
regardless of where you go birding.

Once you do decide to tackle LBJs, their diversity 
is overwhelming, and initial attempts at identifying 
them can be very frustrating. After hours of trying to 
match your bird to the pictures in the book, you are 
likely to find that it either looks like all the paintings, 
or none at all. If you do decide on an answer, it can 
be disheartening to discover that your chosen bird's 
habitat or distribution makes it impossible that it 
was the species you actually saw. Alternatively, upon 
telling a more experienced birding friend about your 
sighting, they might brutally point out your error. 

After a few such failed attempts, many birders 
decide that LBJs are not for them. However, it is 
important to persevere at this stage, because like 

OthersTotal LBJs
Species
Regular
Vagrant
Introduced
Endemics
Near-endemics
Br. endemics

235
219
14
2

48
36
1

729
594
126

9
50
40
3

964
813
140
11
98
76
4

LBJs %
24.4
26.9
10.0
18.2
49.0
47.4
25.0

LBJ diversity. Of the 964 bird species recorded in 
Southern Africa, nearly a quarter are LBJs. However, 
LBJs account for only 10% of vagrant species. Of the 
11 established alien species introduced to Southern 
Africa, 2 are LBJs (House Sparrow and Common 
Chaffinch). Note: totals include the probably invalid 
Damara Canary and Kimberley and Long-tailed Pipits. 

vagrants
other 
birds

LBJs

endemics:  
other birds

endemics: 
LBJs

LBJ diversity. A total of 235 LBJ species are featured 
in this book (including 2 introduced and 14 vagrant 
LBJs); together, these represent about a quarter of 
the region's total bird species. Of the remaining 729 
other birds, 126 (17%) are rare vagrants. For visiting 
international birders, targeting LBJs is essential, as 
85 (48%) of Southern Africa's 178 endemics, near-
endemics and breeding endemics are LBJs.
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anything in life, practice will eventually make perfect. 
See your mistakes not as failures, but as learning 
opportunities. There are many ways to seek help: ask a 
more experienced birder; listen to a sound recording; 
post a photo, sketch or description online; consult a 
specialised book (preferably this one); join a bird club 
outing; attend a ringing session; or visit the museum's 
bird collection. But always get back in the field and try 
again. With dedication, you will become familiar with 
the basic LBJs in your area in just a few weeks.

Remember that even the experts struggle with LBJs 
(so listen to their advice but make up your own mind). 
Do not get discouraged: of the hundreds of thousands 
of photos I collected while working on this project, 
many are still labeled "unknown.jpg". I regularly 
receive private emails from some of the country's 
foremost birders asking for help with LBJ quandaries. 
Like birding in general, learning to identify LBJs is a 
continuous and lifelong learning curve.

Why even bother?
Identifying LBJs should be seen as a fun and fascinating 
challenge and not as a punishment or unfortunate 
necessity. In time, many birders who embrace the 
former attitude, have found that LBJs are truly some of 
the most charismatic, enjoyable, impressive and even 
attractive birds in the region. Warblers, larks, cisticolas 
and pipits are favourites among many experienced 
birders. At the end of the day, birding should stimulate 
both hemispheres of the brain: the analytical left brain 
for identification, and the artistic right brain for simply 
enjoying the sights, sounds and emotions of being in 
the field and appreciating the birds. A study of LBJs 
fulfills all of these requirements.

In addition to the sense of personal accomplishment 
in identifying a cryptic species, a study of LBJs offers 
many other joys. Firstly, it is an engaging exercise in 
general bird identification and will help improve your 
overall birding skills, as well as your sight, hearing, 
memory, ability to discern details, logical and creative 
reasoning, fieldcraft, insights into biology and 
conservation, and of course, your lifelist. 

Secondly, almost half of Southern Africa's endemics 
and near-endemics are LBJs. The importance of 
targeting LBJs is thus obvious for visiting international 
birders. For resident birders, a pursuit of LBJs will lead 
you into some of the most dramatic and picturesque 
natural habitats in the region: stark deserts, scrubby 
plains, rolling grasslands, snow-capped mountains, 
imposing cliffs, stagnant swamps, and damp lowland 
forests. On the other hand, many LBJs can also be 
found in towns, cities and even in your own garden; 
if it is daytime, chances are you can see one or more 
of the 30 most common LBJs (see p. 25) by simply 
looking out of the nearest window.

Thirdly, just because LBJs are dull in appearance 
does not mean they are dull in other respects. In fact, 
they are some of the most interesting and remarkable 
of all birds. For example, what many LBJs lack in 
terms of bright colours they more than compensate 
for with beautiful, complex, or highly characteristic 

ENDEMICS1

Apalis, Chirinda
Canary, Black-headed
Canary, Cape
Canary, Damara
Canary, Protea
Chat, Ant-eating
Chat, Buff-streaked
Chat, Sickle-winged
Eremomela, Karoo
Grassbird, Cape
Lark, Agulhas Long-billed
Lark, Barlow's
Lark, Botha's
Lark, Cape Clapper
Lark, Cape Long-billed
Lark, Dune
Lark, Eastern Long-billed
Lark, Karoo
Lark, Karoo Long-billed
Lark, Large-billed
Lark, Melodious
Lark, Red
Lark, Rudd's
Lark, Sclater's
Lark, Short-clawed
Longclaw, Cape
Pipit, African Rock
Pipit, Kimberley
Pipit, Yellow-breasted
Prinia, Drakensberg
Prinia, Karoo
Rock Thrush, Cape
Rock Thrush, Sentinel
Scrub Robin, Brown
Scrub Robin, Karoo
Siskin, Cape
Siskin, Drakensberg
Sparrow-Lark, Black-eared
Tit-Babbler, Layard's
Warbler, Barratt's
W., Cinnamon-breasted
Warbler, Knysna
Warbler, Namaqua
Warbler, Roberts's
Warbler, Rufous-eared
Warbler, Victorin's
Weaver, Cape
Weaver, Sociable

NEAR-ENDEMICS2

Apalis, Rudd's
Bunting, Cape
Bunting, Lark-like
Canary, Lemon-breasted
Canary, White-throated
Canary, Yellow
Chat, Herero
Chat, Karoo
Chat, Tractrac
Cisticola, Cloud
Cisticola, Grey-backed

Cisticola, Rufous-winged
Finch, Red-headed
Finch, Scaly-feathered
Flycatcher, Chat
Flycatcher, Marico
Lark, Benguela Long-billed
Lark, Eastern Clapper
Lark, Fawn-coloured
Lark, Gray's
Lark, Monotonous
Lark, Pink-billed
Lark, Sabota
Lark, Spike-heeled
Lark, Stark's
Penduline Tit, Cape
Rockrunner
Rock Thrush, Short-toed
Scrub Robin, Kalahari
Sparrow, Cape
Sparrow, Great
Sparrow-Lark, Grey-backed
Tit-Babbler, Chestnut-vent.
Wheatear, Mountain
Whydah, Shaft-tailed
Wren-Warbler, Barred

BREEDING ENDEMICS3

Pipit, Mountain

NON-BREEDING 
NEAR-ENDEMICS4

Lark, Dusky
Pipit, Long-tailed
Warbler, Olive-tree
Warbler, River

1. Endemic: Entire global 
range restricted to Southern 
Africa. Includes many dry 
west and fynbos specials, 
and larks in particular.

2. Near-endemic: Most 
of global range restricted 
to Southern Africa, but 
extends marginally beyond 
our borders (often into S 
Angola, Zambia or Malawi).

3. Breeding endemic: 
Breeds only in Southern 
Africa but leaves the region 
in the non-breeding season.

4. Non-breeding near-
endemic: Migrants that 
spend their non-br. season 
mostly in Southern Africa. 
Many of the world's Icterine 
and Marsh Warblers and 
Thrush Nightingales also 
winter in Southern Africa.

ENDEMISM IN LBJs
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vocalisations. The songs of species like Rufous-naped 
Lark, Rattling Cisticola and Green-backed Camaroptera 
form an essential part of the auditory ambiance in 
their respective habitats, to such and extent that even 
non-birders are familiar with their catchy songs. 

In terms of vocal complexity, few birds can match 
the continually varied mimicry of the Melodious Lark 
or Marsh Warbler; the latter incorporates imitations 
of approximately 75 other species in its rapid song. 
Many consider the scrub robins to be some of Africa's 
finest songsters, while the nightingales are deservedly 
famous for their powerful voices. Singing may be 
accompanied by visual displays, such as the 'swoop-
and-stoop' song-flights of long-billed larks (p. 79) that 
always draw appreciative gasps from onlookers. There 
are indirect advantages to learning the song and calls 
of LBJs as well: on more than one occasion, I have been 
'warned' about the close proximity of a venomous 
snake by the alarm calls of Neddickies.

Their singing talent is just one interesting aspect  
of LBJs. Some species have fascinating breeding 
habits, such as the Sociable Weaver, which builds the 
largest nest of any bird in the world. Others, such as 
the honeyguides and whydahs, build no nests at all, 
but instead parasitise other birds. Some are adapted 
to survive in hostile environments, such as the desert-
dwelling Sclater's Lark (p. 95). Some undertake global 
migrations, such as the Northern Wheatear, which has 
the longest known migration of any passerine. 

The House Sparrow lives commensally with hu mans 
and has the largest distribution of any bird species 
(see p. 267); others are restricted to very specific 
habitats or are limited to a few square kilometres, such 
as the Rudd's Lark. Some LBJs are locally abundant but 
are so secretive that they can remain overlooked for 
years, such as the River Warbler. The Red-billed Quelea 
is believed to be the most abundant bird species on 
the planet. Some species exhibit dramatic seasonal 
differences in plumage, such as the record-breaking 
Long-tailed Widowbird. Clearly, there is a lot more to 
LBJs than initially meets the eye. 

Fourthly, more than any other group of birds, LBJs 
hold great potential for discovery. Genetic analyses, 
supported by other characters, has led to many birds 
being split into multiple species, including the long-
billed larks, clapper larks, grey-headed sparrows, 
camaropteras, spotted prinias and wetland cisticolas. 
Some contentious splits, such as the Damara Canary 
and Agulhas Clapper Lark, remain unresolved. On 
the other hand, some previously described species 
are now believed to be invalid, such as the intriguing 
Kimberley Pipit and Long-tailed Pipit (p. 105). 

Further unexpected changes may occur in future 
and rumours have been circulating for years about new 
species awaiting discovery: a lark in Namibia, another 
pipit in the N Cape and a new canary in Bushmanland, 
to name a few. Many interesting developments have 
also occurred at higher taxonomic levels, such as the 
dramatic breakup of the warbler family (p. 158). LBJs 
are undoubtedly still hiding many secrets.

Field identification of LBJs is a skill that requires 
practice, and there is no substitute for field experience.  
Having quick reflexes, sharp eyes and good hearing 
help, but persistence and a desire to learn are equally 
important. Initially your success rate might be more 
modest, but as you become familiar with more species, 
the process becomes considerably easier.

A multi-faceted approach is required: just looking 
at a bird's colours is not enough. You should also 
consider its distribution, habitat, status, movements, 
size, shape, behaviour and voice. It is unwise to rely 
too heavily on identification 'shortcuts' such as keys, 
formulae and cumulative elimination schemes, which 
can be misleading. Such supplementary information 
presented in this book is intended as a guideline only; 
this should not replace careful scrutiny of the plates, 
dedicated reading of the species accounts and, of 
course, meticulous field observation.

The basics: Distribution, habitat and status
Birding is far more than matching what you see in 
the field to a picture in a book. Indeed, with LBJs in 
particular, the first steps towards identification do 
not require you to look at the bird at all (although in 
a literal sense that would be foolish: always study the 
bird for as long as possible while it is in view). Asking 
yourself the following 4 questions, whether out loud 
or subconsciously, will already help eliminate the vast 
majority of the possible candidates: 

• Which species occur here?
• What habitat is the bird in?
• What time of the year is it?
• How likely is it?
 
Distribution 
Birds' ability to fly gives them mobility unparalleled 
elsewhere in the animal kingdom. Nevertheless, each 
bird species on the planet is confined to a specific 
distribution or range. A bird's distribution represents 
the intersection of many variables that it requires for 
survival and reproduction, and may be influenced by 
its habitat, ecology, breeding systems, seasonality, 
diet, migration pathways and competition with rivals.  
Consequently, even in long-distance migrants or  
nomadic wanderers, only a negligibly small percent-
age of individuals ever wander outside the established 
borders of their distribution ranges. 

The very first step is to consult the distribution 
maps. In this book, the maps have been compiled from 
data of both SABAP1 and SABAP2 (see p. 27), which 
represent many millions of records and more than 25 
years' worth of observations by thousands of birders. 
It is reasonable to assume that if you are outside of a 
bird's plotted distribution range, that species is highly 
unlikely to be seen. In addition, the distribution maps 
also show relative abundance, to indicate in which 
parts of its range the species is most common.

How to identify LBJs
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SCENARIO 1: While on a hiking trail in the Magalies-
berg, you spot an LBJ perched on a shrub but it vanishes 
before you've had a decent view. You decide it was 
definitely a cisticola, and one of the larger species as it 
seemed about sparrow-sized. [Start with 12 options].

Distribution: Magaliesberg, W of Pretoria, Gauteng.
[Scrutiny of the distribution maps shows that Lazy, 
Rattling, Levaillant's, Tinkling and Wailing are the 
only possibilities around Pretoria; 5 options].
Habitat: A fairly steep grassy mountain slope with a 
few big boulders and some scattered shrubs. [From 
the habitat descriptions, only Lazy and Wailing are 
likely to be seen on mountain slopes; however, Lazy 
prefers well-wooded areas while your bird was on an 
open grassy slope with only a few shrubs; 1 option].
Season: February. [All cisticolas are resident and can 
be seen throughout the year; 1 option].
Likelihood: Wailing is a common resident. [1 option].
Answer: Wailing Cisticola.

SCENARIO 2: While canoeing on a quiet side-channel 
of the Vaal River you briefly glimpse a brownish warbler 
disappearing into a reedbed. [Start with 19 options].

Distribution: Vaal River, near Parys, N Free State. 
[The distribution maps show that 7 species do not 
occur near your location; 12 options remaining].
Habitat: A fairly tall Phragmites reedbed in 1.5 m 
deep water. [Only 6 are associated with aquatic 
vegetation; despite their names River Warbler and 
Marsh Warblers can be eliminated; 6 options].
Season: July. [Lesser Swamp and Little Rush are 
resident throughout the year, and African Reed is a 
partly migratory; 3 options remaining].
Likelihood: From the distribution map's colours, the 
Vaal River seems too far S for African Reed in winter. 
Deciding between Little Rush and Lesser Swamp is 
less easy, but the habitat descriptions state that the 
former prefers low, dense tangles further away from 
open water, while the latter prefers tall reeds over 
deeper water. [1 option most likely].
Answer: probably Lesser Swamp Warbler.

SCENARIO 3: While admiring the flowers in the West 
Coast National Park you notice a streaky LBJ running 
over open sandy patches between the low bushes. You 
decide it is a pipit or a lark. [Start with 47 options].

Distribution: Near Langebaan, W Cape. [You decide 
to keep the vagrant Red-throated Pipit as an option 
as your bird looked similar in colour and was equally 
streaky below, and because Red-throated Pipits 
have been recorded in coastal areas; 10 options].
Habitat: Low scrub near the coast. [Not of much 
help, but Long-billed Pipit (which prefers rocky 
slopes) and Grey-backed Sparrow-Lark (which likes 
dry fields) can be eliminated; 8 options remaining].
Season: September. [Probably a little early for Red-
throated Pipit; all the other lark and pipit species are 
resident; 8 options remaining].
Likelihood: All of the above make Red-throated 
Pipit unlikely. The heavy streaking eliminates other 
pipits and Red-capped Lark. [4 species remaining].
Answer: possibly Karoo Lark, Large-billed Lark, 
Cape Clapper Lark or Cape Long-billed Lark.

EXAMPLES: THE BASICSHabitat
Each bird species has, through thousands of years of 
evolution, adapted to a specific habitat. Some species, 
termed generalists, are able to exploit or tolerate a 
wide range of conditions and are consequently found 
in diverse habitats. Conversely, other species are 
habitat specialists that are restricted to a very specific 
vegetation type, a small range of climatic conditions, 
a narrow altitudinal band, a certain soil type or some 
other limiting factor. Specialists tend to be rarer and 
more localised while generalists are more common 
and widespread. However, both the generalists and 
specialists are extremely unlikely to be seen outside of 
their respective habitats. Because of its importance in 
identifying LBJs, habitat is the first aspect discussed on 
the plates and in the species accounts.
 
Seasonality
Around 10% of Southern Africa's LBJs are migrants that 
are only present during a specific time of year (mostly 
in summer, Oct-Apr). Migrants very rarely overwinter, 
so seasonality can be useful in identification; for 
example, it is safe to assume that a warbler seen in 
the middle of winter will be one of the few resident 
species and not one of the Palearctic migrants. 
Migrants are indicated on the distribution maps with 
red and pink colours. Also consult the season bars 
below the distribution maps, which show in which 
months migrants occur, and when residents breed.

Likelihood
It goes without saying that common birds are more 
common than rare ones. In practice this means 
that you are far more likely to encounter a common 
species in the field than its rare look-alike and you 
should therefore first eliminate the more likely 
possibility before considering a less likely candidate. 
For example, the ubiquitous African Pipit is more 
than twice as numerous as all the other brown pipits 
combined. The status section of the species accounts 
discusses each bird's abundance, and as mentioned 
above, the distribution maps use darker colours to 
show where birds are more common. That being said, 
most LBJs are reasonably numerous in the right area, 
in the right habitat and at the right time of year. The 
30 most common LBJs are listed in the table on p. 25; 
getting to know these well, in their various age-, sex- 
and moult-related variations, is an excellent start. 

Behaviour
A bird's habits, such as the wing flicking of chats or the 
tail wagging of pipits, can have direct identification 
value, but also help explain differences in plumage 
and shape; for example, resident warblers have short 
wings and fly low and weakly, while migrants have 
long, pointed wings and fly high and strongly. Pay 
particular attention to flight, foraging and flocking 
behaviour, in addition to movement, posture, carriage, 
tameness, perch choice, interactions and displays. The 
identification paragraph in the species accounts starts 
with a note on the typical behaviour of each species.
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Effect of background colour on perceived size. The 
same African Dusky Flycatcher looks considerably 
bigger against a paler, more contrasting background. 
In addition, the bird seen against the blue sky also 
looks notably darker, but is in fact the same colour.

Colours and markings
Despite their reputation for similarity, most LBJs do in 
fact differ subtly in colour; one of the requirements for 
LBJ identification is the skill to distinguish the various 
shades of brown (see table on p. 16). Beginners and 
advanced birders may differ in their opinion about 
which species have distinctive plumage: for example, 
experienced observers may consider the very slight 
colour differences between the different warblers or 
larks sufficient for identification. However, plumage 
colours and markings should be considered together 
with other characters, and is not more important than 
e.g. shape, size, habitat, behaviour or voice.

The most important plumage features to look for 
are summarised in the what to look for box, in each 
group's introduction. In general, the main colours and 
markings to consider are: the colour of the upperparts 
and underparts and the degree to which they contrast; 
streaking, mottling or barring on the mantle and/or 
breast; the face pattern; markings on the folded wing; 
and the tail pattern (especially the outer tail feathers). 

Moult and feather wear
Although feathers consist of similar keratin proteins as 
hair and nails, they do not keep growing continually. 
Therefore, once a feather is fully grown, it starts 
deteriorating through physical wear and abrasion 
(especially in skulking terrestrial species) and solar 
bleaching. Heavily worn feathers can impair a bird's 
flight, temperature regulation and waterproofing, and 
are thus replaced in an annual process called moulting. 
In groups such as weavers, widowbirds and whydahs,  
dramatic seasonal changes in appearance are also due 
to the replacement of dull feathers by bright ones in 
the moult process. Importantly for birders, feather 
wear also influences a bird's appearance.

Moult sequences, extent and timing varies greatly 
between families and species. A full synopsis of moult 
is beyond the scope of this book, but it is helpful to 
understand a few basic patterns. Most passerines 
moult their entire plumage (including the wings and 
tail) once a year. Because moult is costly in terms 
of energy, it is usually timed not to coincide with 
breeding and migration; therefore, most resident 
LBJs moult from worn plumage into fresh plumage 
after breeding. Migratory species may moult on their 
br. grounds before migration (but after breeding), at 
migration stop-overs, or on their non-br. grounds. 
The main annual moult is termed a complete, post-
breeding moult. Many LBJs replace their body plumage 
(but not their wing and tail feathers) a second time 
each year, usually in a partial, pre-breeding moult.

In fresh plumage, birds tend to look richer with 
softer streaking and neat, smooth feather edges. In 
worn plumage, they generally look paler, greyer and 
more washed-out, with whiter, narrower and often 
visibly abraded feather edges (especially on the wings) 
and sharper, narrower dark streaks on the mantle and 
underparts (see e.g. p. 56). During active moult, some 
birds can show a very strange mix of non-br. and br. 
plumage (see e.g. transitional whydahs, pp. 322-326).

Jizz, size and shape
Only after you have considered a bird's distribution, 
habitat, migratory status and abundance, is it time 
to look at its appearance. By definition, most LBJs are 
drab in colour and lack obvious field marks. For this 
reason, the use of size and shape is often essential in 
identifying LBJs in the field. Structure, together with 
movements, mannerisms, and the overall 'feel' of the 
bird, is collectively referred to as a bird's jizz by birders.  
This acronym is apparently derived from the military 
term GISS, the General Impression of Size and Shape.

Although jizz can be very useful when identifying 
LBJs, it is a relative or comparative concept: 'compared 
to species B, species A has a more leggy and upright 
jizz'. When starting out, such a statement is not very 
meaningful, and it is only through personal field 
experience that jizz can truly be understood (not by 
reading about it). Developing a feel for jizz requires 
training your senses to focus on size, shape and 
movements instead of colour (which is what birders 
automatically tend to emphasise when starting out). 
Start by simply trying to identify every bird you see, 
including flying, glimpsed, distant, partly obscured or 
poorly lit ones. Try to describe a bird to another birder 
without referring to its colours or markings.

Size plays a very important role in bird identification. 
However, accurately judging a bird's size can be 
difficult: not only does size vary individually and 
geographically, but apparent size is influenced by a 
number of factors. For example, the amount of contrast 
between a bird and the background can create a false 
impression of size: the more contrast, the larger a bird 
tends to look. Another common size-illusion can occur 
when looking through high-magnification binoculars 
or a telescope, when more distant birds may appear 
larger than closer ones of the same size. In misty or 
hazy conditions birds generally appear larger, and on 
some days, all birds just appear inexplicably bigger. 
It helps comparing the bird directly or mentally to 
another species, such as a sparrow (which is around  
15 cm in length). In terms of shape, pay attention to 
head size, crown shape, bill shape, neck length, wing  
and tail length and shape, leg length and claw length.
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Chestnut

Rufous

Cinnamon

Golden

Buff

Flesh

Buff-white

Grey-brown

Brown

Olive-brown

Olive-green

Grey

Blue-grey

Chestnut-backed 
Sparrow-Lark (mantle)

Rufous-naped Lark  
(wing panel)

Cinnamon-breasted 
Bunting (underparts)

Bushveld Pipit  
(mantle feather edges)

Buffy Pipit (flanks)

Southern Red Bishop 
(bill and legs)

Karoo Prinia (underparts)

Common LBJ colours. In the field, distinguishing 
between such subtly different shades can be difficult. 
Perceived colour is also influenced by the intensity 
and angle of the light and the background (see p. 104).

Basra Reed Warbler 
(mantle)

Barred Wren-Warbler 
(upperparts)

River Warbler (mantle)

Lesser Honeyguide  
(wing coverts)

Olive-tree Warbler 
(upperparts)

Ashy Flycatcher 
(upperparts)

With the exception of the species listed in the Appendix 
(p. 342), all of Southern Africa's LBJs belong to 1 of 5 
main groups: honeyguides & honeybirds ( ); larks 
& pipits ( ); chats, scrub robins and flycatchers ( ); 
warblers & cisticolas ( ); and seed-eaters( ). These 
groups form the foundation of this book and assigning 
a bird to the correct group is an important step 
towards identification. These 5 main groups, and their 
subgroups, are introduced on the following pages.

Main LBJ groups

Variations in appearance
Perceived colour is strongly influenced by distance, 
light, angle and other factors. For example, from far 
away, or in dull or very bright light, a Long-billed Pipit 
looks plain above; from close and in good light it is 
clearly streaked. Similarly, bright light makes pipits 
look more uniform and generally paler, while they 
appear noticeably darker and more contrasting in 
overcast conditions (see p. 104). Colour also changes 
with observation angle (and thus light direction and 
shadows), so that a bird's colour can look notably 
different when seen from the side or from the back. 
Reflective light is also influential e.g. many warblers 
look greener or yellower among green foliage.  Also 
consider staining and soiling, e.g. the white outer 
tail feathers of a pipit might look browner if coated 
in dust. A very small percentage of birds have bill or 
leg deformities or plumage abnormalities. These and 
other factors may all be misleading to the unwary.

Ageing
Determining a bird's approximate age can be useful 
in identification. Unlike larger birds such as raptors 
and seabirds, ageing LBJs is fairly straightforward. The 
first fully-feathered plumage after leaving the nest is 
termed the juvenile plumage. This plumage is fairly 
short-lived: usually within a few weeks or months 
juveniles undergo a complete or partial post-juvenile 
moult into immature (or first-winter) plumage; in most, 
the resultant plumage is similar to adult plumage, but 
in some species, juvenile tail or wing feathers may be 
retained. Juveniles (or immatures in non-br. migrants) 
are illustrated for virtually all species and are described 
in the species accounts. A bird can usually be aged as 
a juvenile by looking for a few simple characteristics.

Nestlings have swollen gapes ('mouth corners') that 
are usually conspicuously white, pink or yellowish; a 
pale, fleshy gape is often still noticeable in fledged 
juveniles. Many juv. LBJs are darker and more heavily 
marked than adults, and many have darker feathers 
with a pronounced pale margin or pale tip, giving 
them a heavily scalloped, scaly or spotted appearance 
on the crown and mantle. Their wing covert feathers 
may also show pale buffy tips. In species with streaked 
breasts, the young birds' markings tend to be rounder 
and more diffuse. Juv. cisticolas and warblers tend to 
show a yellowish wash below. In many species, young 
birds also have darker, greyer eyes than adults.

Juv. plumage often looks 'looser' and 'fluffier' than 
adult plumage, and the wing and tail feathers are 
often narrower with more pointed tips (less rounded 
than in adults). Careful evaluation of moult may also 
be informative: just after leaving the nest, juveniles 
have fresher wing and tail feathers than their parents, 
but because juv. plumage is relatively weak and more 
susceptible to wear, juveniles soon look more worn 
than their parents once the latter have undergone 
their post-br. moult. In terms of size there is little 
difference: young birds are as large as or larger than 
their parents. Keep in mind that juveniles may also 
differ from adults in structure, behaviour and voice. 

Voice
Songs and calls are often the easiest and most reliable 
way to identify LBJs in the field, and becoming familiar 
with LBJ vocalisations is very helpful. Memorise those 
of the common LBJs in your area, from CDs or in the 
field. General tips, and discussions on voice renditions 
and sonograms, are provided on p. 24 and p. 30.
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LARKS & PIPITS   
Families Alaudidae & Motacillidae

Even expert birders struggle to distinguish these similar, but in fact unrelated, families. Therefore, they are treated in 
the same chapter, which begins with a discussion on how to tell larks and pipits apart, on p. 46. With practice, they  
can be identified by considering the combination of distribution, habitat, voice, behaviour, jizz and plumage. 

Typical sighting: Smallish to large, leggy, brown, greyish or rufous LBJs which may be streaked or plain. 
Usually singly or in pairs, but some form mixed flocks. Walk or run on the ground in open, grassy habitats.

Habitat: Most inhabit flat or gently sloping, short grassland, scrub or sparse savanna; some occur on open 
or wooded rocky slopes or in the woodland understorey. Often seen in heavily grazed, bare or burnt areas.

Perches: Strongly terrestrial. Some larks will sing from the top of small trees or bushes, but do not usually 
enter the canopy. Pipits may perch in trees if flushed or when singing, and some species may walk along the 
lengths of the branches. Nevertheless, larks and pipits never move through dense vegetation like warblers.

Movement: Both groups are most likely to be seen on the ground, either running, walking purposefully or 
sometimes creeping with small steps while crouched (but not hopping). Pipits, and to a lesser extent larks, 
often stand very upright while stationary. Most pipits (but not larks) wag their tails up and down.

Bill shape: All pipits have similarly thin bills. Larks exhibit many different bill shapes, depending on their diet 
and foraging method. Some smaller, mainly granivorous larks have conical bills like seed-eaters.

Vocalisations: Larks are among the best songsters of all LBJs, and many have distinctive, simple and far-
carrying songs that are easy to learn. Others have more complex, protracted songs including much mimicry. 
Pipits generally have simple, sparrow-like songs.  sing from the ground or a termite mound, boulder, fence 
post, bush or the top of a small tree. Both, but especially pipits, regularly give a simple call when flushed.

Plumage: Sexes are alike in most species, and seasonal changes are minimal. Most are variably streaked 
above and below. Some have strong face patterns, pale outer tail panels or rufous wing patches. 

Confusion risks: See p. 46 for tips on how to distinguish larks and pipits. Small seed-eating larks could be 
mistaken for bishops (p. 292) or whydahs (p. 310). Pipits, particularly the plainer species, may be confused 
with flycatchers (e.g. p. 150), chats (e.g. p. 134) or rock thrushes (p. 345), or the related juv. longclaws (p. 347).

Larks p. 48
Pipits p. 982

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

HONEYGUIDES & HONEYBIRDS   
Family Indicatoridae

These drab but fascinating birds are the only non-passerines in this book (and differ from all others in e.g. their foot 
shape, with 2 toes pointing forward and 2 backward). They are generally uncommon but are very easily overlooked.

Typical sighting: Smallish to medium, short-legged LBJs. Unobtrusive but inquisitive. Usually seen in deeply 
undulating flight, when their white outer tails are displayed. Alternatively may be seen while calling from 
the canopy or during dipping aerial song-flights. Usually singly, but gather in small groups at honeycombs. 

Habitat: Dense woodland, forest edges, gardens and plantations of alien trees. Seldom far from trees.

Perches: Mostly arboreal, with short legs adapted to perching (upright or horizontally) or clinging to vertical 
surfaces. Seldom seen on the ground, where they sit low and move about clumsily. May catch insects in flight.

Bill shape: Honeyguides' diets consist partly of wax. They have short, stout, stubby bills with raised, almost 
tubular nostrils (bill longer in Greater, and pinkish in ). Honeybirds have thin, sharp, curved bills.

Vocalisations: Songs are very simple, repetitive phrases, croaks, chirps or trills that are distinctive and easily 
remembered. A variety of other calls are used in specific contexts but are seldom heard by birders. Guiding 
Greater Honeyguides chatter insistently. Many species sing from a favourite high perch that might be used 
for years. Honeybirds give their insect-like calls while performing high-speed aerial chases. 

Plumage: Sexes are alike in all except Greater. All have broad white outer tail panels (conspicuous in flight). 
Rather drab: 2 species are grey-brown above and pale below, and 4 are greenish above with a greyer head. 

Confusion risks: Depending on the species, could be mistaken for flycatchers (p. 154) or sparrows (p. 273).

p. 361
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CHATS & WHEATEARS, SCRUB ROBINS & FLYCATCHERS   
Family Muscicapidae 

Although chats, wheatears, scrub robins and flycatchers all belong to the same family, they differ notably in 
plumage, behaviour and voice, and require different identification approaches. What the members of this family 
have in common is that they are mainly insectivores that catch their prey either in flight, by flying to the ground from 
a low perch or by pursuing prey on the ground. Many species flick their wings and tails. Flycatchers are relatively 
plain but chats, wheatears and scrub robins all have striking tail patterns. In all species, juveniles are heavily spotted.

3

CHATS & WHEATEARS   
Family Muscicapidae

Of the 10 chat and wheatear species, 4 are very rare vagrants. Chats and wheatears mostly hunt on the ground or by 
watching from a low perch; they perform wing and tail flicking. All species have distinctive tail patterns.

Typical sighting: Smallish to medium-sized, long-legged LBJs that mostly occur in open habitats. Usually 
seen singly or in pairs and likely to be seen on the ground or on a 1 m high vantage point.

Habitat: Open plains with scrub or short grass; some chats occur on rocky slopes or around buildings; 
stonechats are most common at wetland edges or along roads. Often in burnt or overgrazed habitats.

Perches: Mostly on or near the ground; often sit upright on a completely exposed 0.3-1 m high perch e.g. a 
termite mound, rock, fence, post, bush, tall grass stalk, weed, etc. They do not enter dense vegetation.

Movement: Either move about on the ground, or watch from a perch and then fly down and hop after prey. 
Also catch prey in flight. Often flick wings (especially chats) or raise tails (especially wheatears). 

Bill shape: All have slender, delicate bills suited to a diet of insects.

Vocalisations: Wheatears and stonechats give lively, warbling phrases; the songs of Cercomela chats are 
simpler. All have simple, similar calls typically consisting of 2 harsh, grating notes and often a short whistle.

Plumage: Sexes are alike or different. Migratory species undergo seasonal changes in plumage. Most have 
striking tail patterns (see p. 129) and many also have white uppertail coverts and/or rumps.

Confusion risks: Pipits (p. 98) spend less time on perches, and do not flick their wings. Flycatchers (p. 148) 
have plain tails and are less terrestrial. Scrub robins (p. 140) have white-tipped (not dark-tipped) tails.

p. 126
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SCRUB ROBINS   
Family Muscicapidae

Despite being common, resident and often very confiding, scrub robins are nevertheless unobtrusive and seldom 
venture far from thickets. They betray their presence by their simple, musical songs, often heard at first and last light.

Typical sighting: Slim, medium-sized robins seen singly or in pairs, running on the ground near cover.

Habitat: Require low, dense, scrubby thickets to retreat to if disturbed. Found in various habitats, from Karoo 
scrub to dark forests, but not on exposed plains with very short grass and no denser cover (unlike chats).

Perches: Mostly seen on the ground, but also perch on or within bushes, trees and tangles to sing.

Movement: Often raise or swing the tail and may fan it in low flight, exposing the prominent white tips.

Bill shape: All have slender, delicate bills suited to a diet of insects.

Vocalisations: Scrub robins have rich and melodious but repetitive songs. Calls are low and short.

Plumage: Sexes alike. All have prominent white eyebrows and white tail tips. Some also have strong face 
patterns, rufous rumps, smudged or streaky breasts, dark malar stripes and white wing patches or bars.

Confusion risks: Few other LBJs have white-tipped tails that are often raised or fanned.

p. 140
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FLYCATCHERS   
Family Muscicapidae

A group of 7 nondescript insectivores that hunt on the wing or by pouncing from a perch (or by leaf-gleaning in 1 
species). They are fairly common and confiding but inconspicuous and quiet. Identified by size, shape and colour.

Typical sighting: Small to large, plain LBJs seen singly, in pairs or in small parties. Most watch for prey from 
a perch, giving an occasional wing or tail flick; then either flutter to the ground or catch prey on the wing.

Habitat: Most occur in woodland, savanna and forest edges with trees and bushes to use as hunting perches.

Perches: All species perch quietly for extended periods. Most prefer perches 1-3 m high that offer a good 
view and easy aerial access. Smaller species tend to choose shaded perches at the edge of trees and bushes 
(sometimes also fences, posts, etc.) while larger species often perch more openly, even on telephone wires. 

Movement: Prey is caught in agile flight, often with an audible bill-snap, or on the ground. Larger flycatchers 
may hop slowly on the ground with raised tails for long periods. All species occasionally briefly flick their 
wings and tails. The Grey Tit-Flycatcher differs in hunting style from all other species: it actively gleans insects 
inside the canopy and often fans, raises and swings its white-tipped tail.

Bill shape: Small flycatchers have dorsoventrally flattened and slightly hook-tipped bills and prominent rictal 
bristles; the larger species have laterally flattened bills with weak hooks and rictal bristles (see p. 149).

Vocalisations: Songs are generally weak, soft and indistinct. Calls include hisses, clicks and churring sounds.

Plumage: Sexes alike. All except Grey Tit-Flycatcher have plain tails. Most are brown above and paler brown 
or white below; 2 species are blue-grey. Most are unmarked but the Spotted Flycatcher is weakly streaked.

Confusion risks: Honeybirds (p. 44) have white outer tail panels. Chats (p. 126) have striking tail patterns.

p. 148
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AFRICAN WARBLERS & CROMBECS
Families Macrosphenidae

This newly created family should not cause major identification problems. In addition to the extralimital longbills, 
the family includes an assemblage of large, colourful, primitive and taxonomically unique warblers, as well as the 
characterful, fairly conspicuous and well-known crombecs with their stubby tails and long, decurved bills.

African warblers: 4 species occur in Southern Africa: the endemic Cape Grassbird and localised Victorin's 
Warbler; the near-endemic Rockrunner; and the restricted Moustached Grass Warbler. All are common but 
skulking residents that are seen singly or in pairs. They are reluctant to leave cover, but may give their simple 
distinctive songs from a bush, tall grass clump or rock. They forage in dense low vegetation or on the ground.

Crombecs: One could be forgiven for mistaking these entertaining stub-tailed little warblers for some other 
species that has lost its tail. Crombecs are seen singly or in pairs, and often join woodland bird parties. They 
have strong legs used to clamber acrobatically on twigs, branches and bark, both near the ground and in the 
canopy. They have simple, rhythmical songs and trilling calls.

p. 198

•

•

WARBLERS, CISTICOLAS & ALLIES   
Families 'Sylviidae' & Cisticolidae

With a total of 71 species, warblers and cisticolas form one of the most important LBJs groups. Genetic studies have  
proved that the diverse 'Sylviidae' family actually consists of multiple independent lineages. As such, the 'warblers' 
are  divided into 4 separate groups. The first (African warblers) includes several primitive taxonomical oddities such 
as Victorin's Warbler, Cape Grassbird and Rockrunner, as well as the crombecs. The second group (warblers) includes 
9 genera in 4 families and all the species that most birders would call 'warblers'. The third group (cisticolas) includes 
20 species of confusingly similar cisticolas. The fourth and final group (cisticolid warblers) includes the remainder of 
the Cisticolidae family i.e. the wren-warblers, camaropteras, apalises, prinias and eremomelas, as well as the similar 
but unrelated penduline tits. For more details, and tips on separating warblers and cisticolas, see p. 158.

4 p. 158
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WARBLERS   
Families Sylviidae, Phylloscopidae, Acrocephalidae & Locustellidae

Warblers are notoriously secretive and difficult to identify, which is why they are loved by advanced birders. Warblers 
are best identified not only by plumage but also by habitat, height above the ground, season, shape and voice. 

Typical sighting: Small or medium, plain LBJs seen singly or in pairs. Most are very difficult to see well and 
are usually just glimpsed through gaps in thick vegetation, whether reeds, undergrowth or tree canopies.

Habitat: Warblers are skulkers that hide in dense thickets. 9 out of 24 species are associated with water 
(reeds, rushes, sedges, etc.) while most of the remainder occur in moist woodland thickets.

Perches: Most spend their time within 1 m of the ground, but some species remain higher up in the canopy.

Movement: Warblers are rarely seen in the open (but may emerge into clearings near cover to hunt). Semi-
terrestrial warblers clamber through dense vegetation and can run rapidly on the ground but are reluctant 
to fly and then only flutter a few metres. Arboreal warblers tend to hop from twig to twig, occasionally flying 
fluently and quickly to a new tree. Reedbed warblers hop from stem to stem or sidle up and down reeds. 

Bill shape: Warblers are insectivores with fairly thin, pointed bills that can be spiky, elongated or dagger-like.

Vocalisations: Most species have protracted, rapid, varied songs ('warbling') which are different from other 
groups, but hard to tell from each other. Some species have simpler accelerating songs (e.g. Little Rush), utter 
sharp sonar-like sounds (e.g. Broad-tailed), give short musical phrases (e.g. Willow) or produce rhythmical 
insect-like shuffling (e.g. River). All have short alarm and contact calls that can be useful in identification.

Plumage: Sexes are similar and plumage is almost constant year-round. Most warblers are frustratingly dull, 
uniform brown and are best identified by size and shape. Only 1 species (Sedge) is faintly streaked above, 
but the remainder have plain upperparts (whereas most cisticolas are streaked). A few have faintly mottled 
breasts, pale wing panels, patterned undertail coverts, white outer tail panels or other diagnostic features. 

Confusion risks: For tips on telling warblers from cisticolas, see p. 158. 

p. 160
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CISTICOLAS
Family Cisticolidae

Cisticolas make up a large group of confusingly similar resident insectivores. Some species are almost impossible to 
identify unless singing, but other good clues are habitat, distribution, size, tail length, streaking and displays.

Typical sighting: Very small to medium LBJs seen singly, in pairs or in small groups. They spend most of their 
time on the ground, but are more often seen when perched 0.5-3 m up, or when performing song-flights. 

Habitat: Mostly open, short to medium grassland, or sparse savanna with a grassy understorey. Some species 
are found in riverine bush, reeds, wetlands, semi-arid scrub, forest edges or on open or wooded rocky slopes.

Perches: Cisticolas forage on or near the ground, but perch conspicuously on tall grass stalks, bushes, rocks, 
or on top of live or dead trees.  sing from such perches, but also (in most species) during aerial displays.

Movement: Although they can be skulking at times (but not to the same degree as warblers) cisticolas often 
perch openly to scold intruders. Some species lift, cock or fan their tails, especially while calling.   

Bill shape: They have fairly strong bills that often look notably decurved. Br.  may show black mouths.

Vocalisations: Cisticolas have simple but distinctive songs and calls and can be quite vociferous in the br. 
season. Their voices are definitely the safest way to differentiate between the species (see pp. 214-215).

Plumage: Sexes are similar but may differ subtly in plumage and size. Tails are generally longer and colours 
brighter in non-br. plumage. Most species have strongly graduated tails with pale tips and dark subterminal 
spots. The majority (14 of 20) are streaked above. Only 3 species sometimes show narrow streaking below.

Confusion risks: Most warblers are plain above and have flatter crowns and shorter, plainer tails and less 
curved bills; for more details see p. 158. Prinias (pp. 242-248) have longer tails that are more often held cocked.

p. 208
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As their name implies, most of the members of this extensive group are mainly granivorous and therefore have 
strong, short, conical bills adapted to cracking seeds. Furthermore they are generally compact or plump in build with 
shortish legs and tails. Some forage primarily in trees or grass, but most search for seeds by hopping on the ground in 
a hunched, horizontal posture. Many seed-eaters are highly sociable and are found in large mixed flocks, especially 
in winter. 52 species from 6 families are included in this book, and are divided into 5 groups for easier identification.

5

A diverse group of small insectivores, that are often very common in their respective habitats yet easily overlooked. 
Includes the apalises, camaropteras, wren-warblers, prinias, eremomelas and the unrelated penduline tits.

Typical sighting: Small to very small (includes the smallest birds in Southern Africa). Seen singly, in pairs or 
in small groups. Easily overlooked but often confiding. Draw attention by their piping calls and cocked tails.

Habitat: A diverse group, found in forests, woodland, scrub, wetlands and on rocky slopes.

Perches: Most prefer dense vegetation, whether in the understorey or the canopy but are less skulking than 
true warblers and do not hide in deep thickets for long periods. Some occasionally forage on the ground. 

Movement: Active and constantly on the move, clambering or hopping on the ground or in vegetation. In 
long-tailed species, the tail is often cocked, raised and lowered, or swivelled from side-to-side. 

Bill shape: Most have slender, delicate bills but penduline tits have unique, sharply pointed triangular bills.

Vocalisations: Songs are generally simple, repetitive piping, whistling, clicking, snapping or buzzing series.

Plumage: Sexes similar. Plumage is more or less constant throughout the year. Tail length varies from short 
to very long; tails may be graduated and pale-tipped in some (e.g. apalises and prinias). Colour varies, but all 
except 1 are unstreaked above. Several species are yellow below, or green above, or have dark throat bands. 

Confusion risks: Identification is fairly straightforward, but compare cisticolas (p. 208) and crombecs (p. 204).

CISTICOLID WARBLERS   
Family Cisticolidae

p. 240
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This group includes 10 common, attractive and strikingly patterned LBJs: 5 sparrows, the Yellow-throated Petronia, 
the White-browed Sparrow-Weaver, the Sociable Weaver and the 2 Amadina finches: Cut-throat and Red-headed.

Typical sighting: Medium-small LBJs seen in pairs or small to large flocks, often with other seed-eaters. 

Habitat: Some are abundant in towns and cities, but others prefer natural savanna, scrub or woodland.

Perches: Feed on the ground on bare patches, short grass, sports fields, lawns, parking lots, etc. Perch on or 
inside trees and bushes; urban species are often seen on walls, TV aerials, roof beams, telephone wires, etc.

Movement: Sparrows mostly feed on the ground, hopping, shuffling or scuttling with their bellies close to 
the ground. The Yellow-throated Petronia tends to walk more upright, and also flicks its wings and tail. 

Vocalisations: Sparrows have simple and rather slow-paced songs consisting of mellow chirping notes.

Plumage: Sexes differ in most. Seasonal plumage changes are minor. Sparrows have characteristic bright 
chestnut or rufous upperparts; 4 have black throat bibs; 3 have unusually prominent white eyebrows. The 
White-browed Sparrow-Weaver has a striking white rump. The Amadina finches and Sociable Weaver are 
scalloped or barred above and below, and  of the former have red heads or throat bands.

Confusion risks: Distinctive. Yellow-throated Petronia and the 2 grey-headed sparrows may cause problems.

SPARROWS & ALLIES   
Families Passeridae, Ploceidae & Estrildidae

p. 266
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SEED-EATERS   
Families Passeridae, Estrildidae, Ploceidae, Viduidae, Fringillidae & Emberizidae
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Weavers are celebrated for their nest-building skills and can be studied at leisure at their nesting colonies in summer. 
In winter they often form roving mixed flocks and are much harder to identify when in non-br. plumage.

Typical sighting: Fairly large LBJs often seen in small groups. Most species have green and yellow plumage. 
In summer, usually found near their nesting colonies (nests may help in identification; see p. 280). Quite bold, 
noisy, aggressive and conspicuous and includes some of the region's most common and familiar LBJs.

Habitat: Some weavers occur in drier open areas and some in forested biomes, but all are partly arboreal and 
are thus restricted to habitats with trees and bushes. Some species breed in wetlands or above open water. 

Perches: May be seen searching for seeds on the ground or taking seeds directly from grass stalks. Also eat 
insects that are sought on bark, or gleaned from mid-level vegetation or the tree canopy. 

Movement: On the ground weavers stand rather upright and hop strongly on their short legs and large feet. 
They can also move with agility through vegetation, sometimes hanging upside down.

Bill shape: As insects form an important component in the diets of many weavers, some species have more 
elongated and pointed bills compared to other seed-eaters. Red-headed has a diagnostic reddish bill.

Vocalisations: Songs of br.  are complicated, protracted 'swizzling' compositions. Flight calls can be 
distinctive to the practiced ear but are not easily told from those of e.g. bishops and widowbirds.

Plumage: Sexes differ (more pronounced in the br. season). Br.  are very distinctive, but  and non-br.  
are duller and very similar to other species. All species (except Chestnut) have yellow and green plumage, with 
a variably whiter belly. None are streaked below. Eye colour (pale, red or brown) is important in identification.

Confusion risks: The unstreaked underparts and yellow-green plumage of weavers distinguishes them from  
most other seed-eaters, such as bishops and widowbirds. Many weavers are also larger and have more pointed 
bills than other seed-eaters. In addition, other groups do not have red or whitish eyes as some weavers have.

WEAVERS   
Family Ploceidae

p. 278
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BISHOPS, WIDOWBIRDS & QUELEAS   
Family Ploceidae
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p. 292

Br.  bishops and widowbirds (collectively known as euplectids) are spectacularly colourful and some sport long tail 
streamers. However, in winter, when  lose their bright br. plumage, euplectids can be very hard to identify. 

Typical sighting: Small to medium-sized, compact, plump, short-tailed LBJs with brown, streaky upper parts 
and variably streaked underparts. In winter, often seen in large mixed flocks busily feeding on lawns.

Habitat: Virtually all species occur in open, often treeless grasslands or wetlands; some are also found in 
savanna clearings. In the non-br. season may also be seen on lawns, ploughed fields or burnt grass.

Perches: May perch in trees but often perch on grass stalks, bushes, fences, etc. Feed mostly on the ground.

Movement: Spend much time hopping or shuffling (sometimes walking) about on the ground, usually in a 
horizontal posture with the belly close to the ground. Flocks are tightly coordinated and often nervous.

Bill shape: All species have strong, conical bills suitable for cracking open grass seeds.

Vocalisations: Songs of br.  are complicated, protracted, buzzy compositions. Flight calls can be distinctive 
to the practiced ear but are not easily told from those of e.g. weavers, finches and sparrows.

Plumage: Sexes differ vastly in br. plumage but only subtly in non-br. plumage. All are brownish or grey and 
clearly streaked above. Many are also extensively streaked below.  euplectids may retain black flight feathers 
and/or coloured shoulder patches in winter. The widespread Red-billed Quelea has a distinctive coloured bill 
and eye-ring (compare whydahs and indigobirds). All species have dark brown eyes.

Confusion risks: Weavers (p. 278) are generally larger, greener/yellower, longer-tailed and unstreaked below. 
Brood parasites (p. 310) are smaller, and many have coloured bills/legs and prominent head stripes.

•
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This group of parasitic finches (collectively known as viduids) includes the whydahs, indigobirds and the unique 
Cuckoo Finch. They lay their eggs in the nests of waxbills, firefinches, pytilias, and in the case of the Cuckoo Finch, 
prinias and cisticolas. Like bishops and widowbirds, viduids can be hard to identify in their dull non-br. plumage.

Typical sighting: Very small to small LBJs seen in small groups or singly with other species. In summer mostly 
seen at established call-sites, but in winter inconspicuous and easily missed in mixed flocks of seed-eaters.

Habitat: Most species occur in savanna and woodland but Cuckoo Finch prefers grassland and wetland 
edges and Pin-tailed Whydah occurs in various habitats, including suburban gardens. 

Perches: In summer,  perch on dead twigs at the tops of tall trees; in winter mostly seen on the ground.

Movement: Expose seeds by executing a quick 'double scratch' with both legs and then jumping back. 
During the br. season  perform song-flights and hovering courtship 'dances'. Flight is fast and high.

Bill shape: Bills short and conical. Bill- and leg colour diagnostic in some: red, white or orange.

Vocalisations: In all except Pin-tailed Whydah and Cuckoo Finch, the song of the br.  includes mimicry of the 
host species. Indigobirds also produce a harsh, carrying, non-mimetic chattering (see p. 315). 

Plumage: In most species the sexes differ vastly in the br. season but only barely in the non-br. season. Br.  
whydahs are identified by their plumage colours and tail shapes, and br.  indigobirds by their bill- and leg 
colours and plumage gloss.  and non-br.  are drab and featureless but may retain coloured bills and legs, 
and most species have bold dark lateral crown stripes and a pale central crown stripe.

Confusion risks: Closely resemble some bishops and widowbirds (p. 292) but most viduids are smaller, less 
streaked below and have more boldly striped faces and crowns. Compare also e.g. Red-billed Quelea (p. 306) 
and Pink-billed Lark (p. 88).  Cuckoo Finch could be taken for a weaver or canary;  is very bishop-like.

BROOD PARASITES   
Family Viduidae

p. 310
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CANARIES & BUNTINGS
Families Fringillidae & Emberizidae
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p. 328

A relatively small group of slim, sociable seed-eaters with attractive, twittering songs and high, whistled calls. Many 
canaries lack yellow plumage and are confusingly cryptic. More species are briefly discussed in the Appendix (p. 350). 

Typical sighting: Very small to medium-sized LBJs with or without yellow plumage. Usually seen in pairs or 
small flocks, either on the ground or feeding from grass stalks, weeds or aloes. May also be seen perched in 
bushes or trees or passing overhead in fluent, dipping flight. Often mix with other seed-eaters.

Habitat: Range from arid scrubland to moist coastal palm savanna; also woodland, gardens, mountain 
fynbos, alpine grassland, rocky slopes and in the case of the introduced Chaffinch, alien plantations.

Perches: If disturbed while feeding on the ground, canaries typically fly into the nearest tree, where they 
perch 2-10 m up. Buntings are often found in rocky areas where they perch prominently on boulders.

Movement: Canaries search for fallen seeds by hopping about on the ground but also take seeds directly 
from grass stalks. Many species are fond of nectar, and may be seen raiding aloes. Buntings are more pipit-like 
in jizz, and move with small quick hops or by walking, and may briefly spread their tails.

Bill shape: Small canaries and siskins have tiny bills, but the larger 'seedeaters' have bulky bills. Buntings 
have very short but sharp bills. Many eat fruit, flowers, buds, nectar and insects in addition to seeds. 

Vocalisations: Canaries have high, musical twittering songs. Buntings sing simpler fixed phrases.

Plumage: Sexes differ in some species:  often have brighter colours, bolder markings and some yellow. 
3 canaries have diagnostic yellow rumps; others can be identified by their face patterns, wing bars or white 
tail or wing tips. Buntings have characteristic striped heads (subdued in Lark-like).  

Confusion risks: Canaries resemble sparrows (p. 266), while buntings could be taken for viduids (p. 310).•
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There is no substitute for personal field experience. 
However, the suggestions given below will help you 
to locate, observe and identify LBJs more effectively. 
General tips that apply specifically to each family are 
given in the introductions of each group.

Use your ears
The first and most important tip to identify LBJs is to 
use your ears. After a field outing, the beginner might 
be surprised at the long list of species the expert birder 
has recorded, without ever lifting their binoculars. In 
fact, in dense habitats experienced birders rely almost 
exclusively on their ears, which gives them the distinct 
advantage of being able to identify birds without 
actually seeing them (and many more birds will be 
heard than seen in almost all habitats). 

In addition, identification based on sound is often 
easier and more reliable than identification based on 
visual characteristics. This is particularly true when it 
comes to LBJs, many of which have loud, distinctive 
and fairly simple songs that are easy to memorise. 

Unfortunately however, learning to recognise bird 
sounds is one of the most frustrating aspects of birding 
for the beginner. Even many experienced birders 
struggle to identify birds by their voices. Birders who 
have mastered this skill do not have better hearing or 
musical talent, but have simply trained their minds to 
recognise and process sounds more effectively. 

Like learning a new language, learning bird sounds 
requires practice and repetition. The first step is simply 
to become aware of the birds singing around you, 
even if you are unsure which species are singing. If you 
hear something intriguing, try to locate the singer and 
identify it: the longer you struggle to identify a sound, 
the better you will remember it in future. Continually 
ask yourself what you can hear at this moment.

For species that have relatively simple vocalisations 
(such as most larks and cisticolas), the actual notes 
can be remembered, but for LBJs with more complex 
or rapid songs (such as warblers) this becomes 
impossible. Therefore the most useful criteria to listen 
for are pitch (low or high); changes in pitch (falling/
descending as opposed to rising/ascending); quality 
or tone (e.g. sharp, pure, whistled, thin, rolling, buzzy, 
slurred, swizzling, rattling, scratchy, harsh, sweet, etc.); 
structure (e.g. phrased, continuous, repetitive, varied, 
constant); and rhythm (rapid or slow).

Representing birds' voices in written language 
is difficult and sometimes subjective. Nevertheless, 
reading the written voice transcriptions out loud 
(and applying the associated adjectives) can be very 
useful in learning and identifying LBJ sounds. For 
some species, sonograms have also been included 
(see p. 30 for more details). Even better than reading 
about bird sounds, is to listen to them on commercial 
sound recordings (see p. 27). However, even the 
most comprehensive collections can never capture 
all of a bird's repertoire and vocal variations. Just as 

How to observe LBJs with plumage, birds' voices also vary geographically. 
Therefore the very best way to learn bird sounds is 
through first-hand field experience. In some cases the 
English renditions (such as drink coffee or drink tea for 
Levaillant's Cisticola) are intended more as an easy 
way to remember a bird's song than a strictly accurate  
rendition of its voice. It is highly recommended that 
you likewise describe bird sounds in your own words, 
in addition to reading the descriptions provided in the 
book. Comparisons to another species that you know 
well, or to some other memory or mental association, 
can be effective tools in learning bird sounds. Do not 
get discouraged: paradoxically, the more sounds you 
learn the easier it becomes to learn additional ones.

 
Learn to see details
Consciously training your brain and senses to observe 
and remember more detail is the best way to progress 
from a beginner to an advanced birder. Always study a 
bird for as long as possible in the field, before starting 
to page through a book or trying to get a photo. Ask 
yourself questions while looking at the bird. Knowing 
what to look for beforehand is a powerful tool (consult 
the what to look for boxes in the respective group 
introductions). However, it is also important to note 
what you do not see. Even after you have identified a 
bird, keep watching it to commit it to memory.

Look for patterns
Learning to recognise patterns is a birding skill that can 
be applied to all species and anywhere in the world. 
First and foremost, learn to distinguish the different 
feather groups by studying the basic bird topography 
diagrams shown on pp. 34-35. Secondly, having a basic 
understanding of classification will go a long way; for 
example, the differences between larks and pipits, or 
the distinctions between the different warbler genera. 
Thirdly, remember that birds' lives are governed by 
patterns. Every bird occurs in a specific territory, within 
a specific habitat, in a certain geographical area and at 
a certain time of year. Many birds also follow fixed and 
predictable daily activity schedules.

Keep a notebook
The practice of keeping a field notebook is waning 
in modern birding, largely due to the belief that a 
photograph is a superior substitute. However, the 
two processes have very different goals. The aim of 
taking notes is not only to represent what you see in 
the field but ultimately also to develop more effective 
observation skills and to force you to look at birds in 
more detail and remember details better. Sketching 
is even more beneficial in this regard, regardless of 
your artistic skills; remember that the aim lies in the 
process and not the product. Keeping a notebook is 
undoubtedly the fastest (and arguably also the most 
satisfying) way to improve your birding skills.

Learn the common birds first
Getting to know the most common LBJs well is an 
excellent starting point. Once you have mastered 
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The 30 most common LBJs, ranked in decreasing 
order of abundance, based on data from The Atlas of 
Southern African Birds (SABAP1). Records gives the 
total number of records during the atlas period. Range 
is the approximate percentage of Southern Africa 
where the species occurs. Rate is the chance of an 
encounter within the range of the species. Note that 
Karoo and Drakensberg Prinias were lumped during 
the atlas gathering period and their statistics are 
combined under 'spotted' prinias; the same applies 
for Green-backed and Grey-backed Camaropteras 
(combined as 'Camaroptera species'). In addition to 
the species above, the following common LBJs (with 
their total records) can be found in the Appendix 
on p. 342: Cape Longclaw (26950); Ant-eating Chat 
(25611); White-browed Sparrow-Weaver (24530); 
Sombre Greenbul (24322); Cape Canary (22706); 
Bronze Mannikin (20759); Yellow Canary (20517); and 
Mountain Wheatear (17718).

House Sparrow
Cape Sparrow
S Masked Weaver
S Red Bishop
African Stonechat
S Grey-headed Sparrow
Pin-tailed Whydah 
Cape Weaver
African Pipit
Neddicky
Tawny-flanked Prinia
Familiar Chat
Levaillant's Cisticola
'Spotted' prinias
Black-chested Prinia
Long-tailed Widowbird
Black-throated Canary
Long-billed Crombec
C.-vented Tit-Babbler
Red-billed Quelea
Bar-throated Apalis
Rufous-naped Lark
Zitting Cisticola
Camaroptera species
White-br. Scrub Robin
Streaky-headed Canary
Village Weaver
Red-headed Finch
Lesser Swamp Warbler
Red-capped Lark

44.7
54.3
39.9
32.4
34.6
29.6
26.6
35.2
22.9
25.6
32.4
20.8
25.9
39.1
33.4
35.3
27.5
18.4
23.0
19.9
23.0
20.8
14.6
24.9
24.4
16.3
22.5
23.2
14.5
14.0

58.6
54.7
76.3
42.8
35.7
63.5
39.4
20.4
54.5
38.9
29.0
54.4
26.1
22.2
54.4
15.8
44.1
60.1
59.0
53.4
21.3
41.1
41.5
32.2
33.7
25.5
19.7
38.1
26.7
41.3

61222
60757
54365
40240
40124
34803
32907
30642
30115
29215
25433
25421
25048
23546
21913
21326
20947
20912
20867
20173
20169
19848
17851
17611
17528
15956
15792
15376
15021
14446

RateRangeRecordsSpecies

these species, something 'odd' will stand out in e.g. 
a flock of non-br. Southern Red Bishops. The 30 most 
common LBJs are listed on this page. Study these 
species whenever an opportunity arises; pay attention 
to plumage changes through the year, try ageing and 
sexing the birds, distinguish worn from fresh plumage, 
and note variation when visiting other parts of the 
region. Also get to know their songs and calls well.  

Birding by habitat
Expert birders can accurately predict which birds are 
likely to occur in a specific area. By paying attention 
to habitat (dominant plant species, altitude, climate, 
slope angle, etc.) you will gain valuable insights into 
birds' ecology. This will give your birding a more 
wholistic approach, and finding a target species will 
largely become a matter of finding the right habitat. 

Eyes before binoculars
The best strategy for locating birds, particularly in 
dense habitats, is to scan for movement with the 
naked eye before you raise your binoculars. Once you 
do spot movement, lift your binoculars quickly but 
smoothly while keeping your eyes on the bird; if you 
lose sight of your quarry, rather lower your binoculars 
and quickly scan with the naked eye again.

Stalking birds
It goes without saying that you will see more birds, 
and get better views of them, by walking slowly, 
talking quietly, and not making sudden movements 
(e.g. when pointing something out). Where possible, 
bird alone or in small groups. Keep the sun at your 
back and try not to break the skyline. Learn to judge 
how close you can approach a bird before it becomes 
uncomfortable and flies off; sometimes it is better 
to stand still and allow the birds to come to you. 
Alternatively, bird from a vehicle or a hide. 

Spishing
Producing hissing, sucking or squeaking noises (that 
mimic the alarm calls of passerine birds) can be an 
effective way to entice skulking birds into view. This 
works particularly well in dense habitats. Stand still 
and be patient when spishing, and remember that 
the birds interpret spishing as a signal that danger 
threatens, so do not unnecessarily harass them. 

Check flocks and bird parties
Particularly in the winter non-br. season, many birds 
become less territorial and may be seen in mixed 
flocks or mixed bird parties. This presents a valuable 
opportunity to compare multiple species directly, 
which makes discerning small differences in size, 
shape, plumage and behaviour much easier. 

Get involved
Getting involved in the birding community (through 
a bird club, email newsgroup or the SABAP2 atlasing 
project) gives you the opportunity to learn from others, 
meet like-minded people and support conservation.

Stay positive 
As long as the birds' welfare is put first, you are free 
to enjoy birding in whichever way you please. Do not 
get discouraged: remember that even the experts 
make mistakes (and theirs tend to be correspondingly 
bigger). One of the great joys of birding is making your 
own discoveries, so view mistakes as valuable learning 
opportunities. A lot can be learnt from birding with 
more experienced friends, joining bird club outings or 
hiring a guide, but always try to verify facts for yourself. 
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Bird photography used to be a specialised, expensive 
and time-consuming discipline practised only by 
a few professionals. However, the advent of digital 
cameras, and specifically the ability to take thousands 
of high-quality pictures at a negligible cost, has turned 
bird photography into an extremely popular pastime.  
Indeed, in the last few years there has been a notable 
shift from birdwatching to bird photography. 

Pros and cons
The advantages of bird photography are manifold. It 
is first and foremost a valuable way of immortalising 
birding memories, and an artistic medium used to 
express appreciation of a bird's beauty in its natural 
surroundings. Photography adds a new dimension 
to birding, and some birders enjoy this challenge 
so much that they keep a 'photo lifelist'. Photos also 
allow you to share your experiences with others, 
and can help clinch difficult identifications or prove 
the accuracy of a rarity claim. Patience is essential in 
photography, and spending more time with each bird 
will give you a greater insight into its behaviour.

On the other hand, some birders feel that they see 
fewer birds and are more restricted when concen-
trating on photography. Birding and photography 
require different strategies in the field. The aim of the 
former is simply to observe, which allows one more 
freedom and a faster reaction time, and does not 
require a very close subject or ideal light and weather 
conditions. Photography aims to capture what you 
see, which, if a high-quality result is desired, requires 
the combination of a cooperative bird and good light. 

To an extent, the problem has to do with weight. 
Carrying binoculars, a camera, a telescope, 2 tripods,10 
books and a flask of coffee in the field is impractical. 
Birding from a stationary position (such as a hide) or 
from a car is one solution. Some birders reserve the 
use of a camera for special moments or rare species; if 
your aim is to obtain a low-quality 'record shot', a small 
inexpensive camera will suffice, particularly if used in 
conjunction with a telescope ('digiscoping'). 

Attitudes and ethics
Many people make the inaccurate assumption that 
taking a photograph allows you to see more detail. 
This can be true, and a high-resolution image may 
reveal details that are very difficult to see in the field. 
However, equipment is far less important than simply 
using your eyes, ears and brain. Indeed, the realisation 
that you might see a bird only for a second, and not 
have the chance to subsequently study it on a photo, 
forces you to observe it more keenly. You will also 
find that your capacity to see and remember details 
is greatly increased by keeping a notebook or making 
a sketch after a sighting. Always remember that top 
birders rely more heavily on their brain, ears, eyes 
and gut (in that order), than on their equipment. It is 
usually much easier to identify birds in the field than 
from a computer screen. 

Photographing LBJs When photographing birds, always place the birds' 
welfare above getting a good photo. With patience 
and stealth, birds will usually allow a close approach, 
but do not proceed past the point where the bird 
becomes noticeably uncomfortable; not only can this 
be detrimental to conservation efforts, but it can also 
flush your subject. Be careful when photographing 
threatened species, birds in flocks or birds at the nest.

Guidelines for photographing LBJs
Bird photography is already challenging, and in 
addition, LBJs are generally small, active and often 
reclusive. These guidelines will improve your results: 

Familiarise yourself with your equipment, so as not to 
waste time unnecessarily with settings and controls.
Move quietly and slowly, preferably alone or in a 
small group. Avoid bright clothes and busy paths.
Plan ahead by noting birds' movements, favourite 
perches, territory limits and food sources. 
Natural cover can be used for concealment; alter-
natively, photograph from a hide or from a car.
When it comes to LBJs, a side-on profile photo is 
often most useful, as this shows the proportions, 
wing shape and bill shape most realistically. Ideally, 
also obtain photos from the front and from the back. 
The tail pattern, wing markings and colour of the 
un  derwing coverts can be important in identifica-
tion, but are difficult to see on photos. Be ready to 
take a burst of shots as the bird flies or stretches.
Size can be hard to judge from photos. To convey 
scale, photograph the bird with familiar background 
objects, or directly alongside other species. 
Shape can be deceptive in photos; therefore try 
to take as many images as possible from different 
angles and with the bird in different poses. 
Colours are influenced by the light, back ground, 
exposure and camera settings. Two photos of the 
same bird are rarely identical. Keep this in mind 
when trying to compose a representative picture. 
Some colour correction can be done with software.
Many LBJs vary in appearance depending on the 
region and the bird's age, sex, moult progression and 
degree of feather wear. Ideally, photograph multiple 
individuals of the same species wherever possible.
Habitat is important, so it might prove helpful to take 
some photos of the bird's immediate surroundings.

Videography
One of the main disadvantages of photos is that they 
do not always convey an accurate impression of a 
bird's jizz, movements and habits, and cannot capture 
its voice. For this reason, video can be helpful. The 
main drawback is that the image quality is inferior to 
photos; also, large video files are less easily shared. 
On the plus side, even inexpensive, handheld video 
cameras have remarkable zoom capability and are 
small enough to be easily carried in the field. A clip of a 
special sighting, complete with background sounds, is 
a wonderfully emotive way to relive birding memories.
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Further reading and selected references
Specialised references that pertain specifically to LBJs 
are listed below. These have been consulted exten-
sively for this book, and are highly recommended. 

Alström, P. & Mild, K. (2003). Pipits & Wagtails. Princeton 
University Press.

Baker, K. (1997). Warblers of Europe, Asia and North Africa. 
Princeton University Press.

Barnes, K. N. (ed.) (1998). The Eskom Red Data Book of Birds 
of South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland. BirdLife SA.

Beaman, M. & Madge, S. (1998). The Handbook of Bird 
Identification for Europe and the Western Palearctic. Helm.

Beresford, P., Barker, F. K., Ryan, P. G. & Crowe, T. M. (2005). 
African endemics span the tree of songbirds (Passeri): 
molecular systematics of several evolutionary ‘enigmas’. 
Proceedings of the Royal Society B, 272: 849–858.

Brown, L. H., Urban, E. K., Newman, K., Fry, C. H. & Keith, 
G. S. (eds.) (1982-2004). The Birds of Africa. Vol. 1-7. 
Academic Press & Helm.

Byers, C., Olsson, U. & Curson, J. (1995). Buntings and 
Sparrows. Pica Press.

Chittenden, H., Allan, D. & Weiersbye, I. (2012). Roberts 
Geographic Variation of southern African birds. John 
Voelcker Bird Book Fund.

Clancey, P. A. (1990). A review of the indigenous pipits 
(Genus Anthus Bechstein: Motacillidae) of the Afrotropics. 
Durban Museum Novitates 15: 42-72.

Harrap, S. & Quinn, D. (1996). Tits, Nuthatches & 
Treecreepers. Helm.

Harrison, J. A., Allan, D. G., Underhill, L. G., Herremans, M., 
Tree, A. J., Parker, V. & Brown, C. J. (eds.) (1997). The Atlas 
of southern African birds (Vol 1-2). BirdLife South Africa.

Hockey, P. A. R., Dean, W. R. J. & Ryan, P. G. (eds.) (2005). 
Roberts - Birds of Southern Africa (VII). John Voelcker Bird 
Book Fund.

Kennerley, P., Pearson, D. & Small, B. (2010) Reed and 
bush warblers. Helm.

Liversidge, R. (1996). A new species of pipit in southern Africa. 
Bulletin of the British Ornithologists' Club 116: 211-215.

Liversidge, R. (1998). The African pipit enigma. Bulletin of 
the African Bird Club 5: 105-107.

Liversidge, R. & Voelker, G. (2002). The Kimberley Pipit: a new 
African species. Bulletin of the British Ornithologists' 
Club 122(2): 93-109.

Mullarney, K., Svensson, L., Zetterström, D. & Grant, P. J. 
(1999). Collins Bird Guide. Harper Collins.

Oatley, T. & Arnott, G. (1998). Robins of Africa. Acorn Books 
& Russel Friedman Books.

Oschadleus, H. D. (2011). Iris colour in sexing and ageing 
South African Ploceus weavers. Afring News 40: 7-12.

Payne, R. B. (1996). Field identification of Indigobirds. 
Bulletin of the African Bird Club 3(1): 14-25.

Peacock, F. (2006). Pipits of southern Africa. Published by 
the author (www.pipits.co.za).

Raijmakers, J. M. H. & Raijmakers, J. H. F. A. Identifying 
warblers in the hand. http://safring.adu.org.za.

Ryan, P. G. (1998). Barlow's Lark - A new endemic lark for 
southern Africa. Africa Birds & Birding 1(4): 65-70.

Birding resources Ryan, P. G. & Bloomer, P. (1999). The long-billed lark complex: 
a species mosaic in SW Africa. The Auk 116: 194-208.

Ryan, P. G., Hood, I., Bloomer, P., Komen, J. & Crowe, T. 
M. (1998). Barlow's Lark: a new species in the Karoo 
Lark Certhilauda albescens complex of southwest 
Africa. Ibis 140(4): 605-619. 

Ryan. P. G. & Marshall, H. K. (2005). Variation in the wing-
clapping displays of Clapper Larks. Ostrich 76(1&2): 73–77.

Sample, G. (2003). Collins Field Guide: Warbler Songs and 
Calls of Britain and Europe (3 CDs). Harper Collins.

Shirihai, H., Gargallo, G. & Helbig, A. J. (2001). Sylvia 
Warblers. Helm.

Tarboton, W. (2012). Roberts Nests & Eggs of southern African 
birds. Trustees of the John Voelcker Bird Book Fund.

Voelker, G. (1999). Molecular Evolutionary Relationships in 
the Avian Genus Anthus (Pipits: Motacillidae). Molecular 
Phylogenetics and Evolution 11(1): 84-94.

Multimedia and sound recordings
A range of electronic products are available through 
Southern African Birding (www.sabirding.co.za) incl. 
video, sound recordings and the highly recommended 
Roberts VII Multimedia software package.

Recommended websites
The following websites offer good reference photos,  
details on LBJ identification, biology, distribution and 
conservation, and notes on birding and birding sites.

African Bird Club: www.africanbirdclub.org
African Bird Images: www.birdquest.net/afbid
Animal Demography Unit: http://adu.org.za
Birding Africa: www.birdingafrica.com
Birding Routes: www.birdingroutes.co.za
BirdLife Botswana: www.birdlifebotswana.org.bw
BirdLife South Africa: www.birdlife.org.za
BirdLife Zimbabwe: www.birdlifezimbabwe.co.zw
Endangered Wildlife Trust: www.ewt.org.za
Gauteng Birding: www.gautengbirding.co.za
Identification: www.ibercajalav.net; http://safring.adu.

org.za/species_guides.php
IOC World Bird List: www.worldbirdnames.org
Indicator Birding: www.birding.co.za 
Indigobirds: www.indigobirds.com 
Internet Bird Collection: http://ibc.lynxeds.com
IUCN Threatened Species: www.iucnredlist.org.
Namibia Bird Club: www.namibiabirdclub.org
Ornithological Observations: http://oo.adu.org.za
Percy Fitzpatrick Institute: www.fitzpatrick.uct.ac.za
Photos: www.hardaker.co.za; www.johann grobbelaar.

co.za; www.niall.co.za; www.warwicktarboton.co.za; 
Pipits of Southern Africa: www.pipits.co.za
Roberts Online: www.robertsonline.co.za
SABAP2: http://sabap2.adu.org.za
SANPARKS forum: www.sanparks.org/forums
Southern African Birding: www.sabirding.co.za
Taxonomy: http://jboyd.net/Taxo/taxo1.html
Weaver Watch: http://weavers.adu.org.za
Xeno-Canto (bird sounds): www.xeno-canto.org
ZestForBirds: www.zestforbirds.co.za
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
The primary aim of this book is to assist birders in 
identifying LBJs in the field. A practical approach has 
been adopted in terms of the species order and plate 
arrangement, which differs from conventional field 
guides. Although identifying LBJs is an advanced 
branch of birding, an attempt has been made to 
avoid technicalities and jargon (e.g. by using eyebrow 
instead of supercilium); however, knowing some terms 
is essential; these are explained on pp. 31-33; terms 
relating to build/feathers are portrayed on pp. 34-35.

Book layout
Most species are allocated 1 column of images and 1 
column of text. Wherever possible, the 4 most similar 
species are shown on facing pages to facilitate direct 
comparison, with their texts located on the following 
spread. Particularly challenging or variable species, 
such as cisticolas and pipits, are allocated a full plate 
(but still only 1 column of text). Arrows next to the 
page number show in which direction to page (or look) 
to find the relevant text/illustrations. On each plate, 
the birds are shown in similar postures and in scale to 
each other. Throughout the book the illustrations are 
arranged in the same positions, with the juvenile at 
the top, the  in the middle, the br.  at the bottom, etc. 
Scan horizontally across the page to compare species. 

Group introductions
Broad colour bars indicate the start of a new group. 
Summary statistics in the corner of this bar give the 
number of species and genera in the group (excluding 
any that are not treated in the book), as well as how 
many of the species are residents, vagrants and 
migrants and how many are classified as threatened. 
The endemic listing gives the number of endemics/
near-endemics, while restricted indicates how many 
species have small ranges within Southern Africa. 

All the species in the group are pictured at the 
same scale, compared to a hand (approximately 19 cm 
in length). The species images are grouped by genus 
and as they are arranged in the book (reflected in the 
introductory boxes at the top of each plate). 

The general characteristics section gives a broad 
introduction to the group and highlights some 
interesting shared features. This is followed by a brief 
explanation of the origin of names of the species and 
genera, with the name of the first person to describe 
the genus in brackets. The abbreviations Gr (Greek), 
L (Latin) and Tsw (Tswana) are commonly used. The 
classification and relationships sections discuss the 
taxonomy and systematics of the group, and may be 
accompanied by a 'family tree' to show relatedness. 
Biology briefly touches on diet and breeding.

The identification section starts with suggestions   
and tips on observing the species in the group. This 
is followed by an essay on identification and a what 
to look for box that notes important identification 
characters, with the most useful printed in bold.

Size bars: Grey vertical lines show the actual size 
of an average specimen from bill tip to tail tip (of races 
and sexes combined, unless otherwise indicated).

'New' English name, scientific name and (Afrikaans 
name). Alternative ('old') names are provided at the 
top of each species text, under ALT NAME(S).

Measurements: L = body length in centimetres, 
measured from bill tip to tail tip. M = mass in grams, 
with minimum mass (usually ), average mass in 
brackets, and maximum mass (usually ). Mass can be 
a good indication of a bird's overall size and bulkiness, 
but varies considerably, especially in migrants.

Flight illustrations show the details of the tail pat-
tern as well as upperwing and underwing patterns. 

Summary paragraph: A concise summary of the 
most important identification information, including 
notes on the bird's habits, structure and appearance 
and where it is most likely to be encountered.

Thumbnail illustrations show the bird in its 
typical habitat and as it really appears in the field. These 
sketches are also used to demonstrate characteristic 
behaviour, show the bird engaged in interactions, or  
to illustrate nests, displays or plumage variations.

Subspecies or races: If multiple subspecies occur 
they are listed here (numbers correspond to those on 
the distribution map). In the polytypic Cape Sparrow, 
3 subspecies occur: Passer melanurus melanurus (the 
nominate), P. m. damarensis and P. m. vicinus.

Book structure 
A total of 201 species are included, with a further 
34 briefly discussed in the Appendix (p. 342). 
There are 5 main LBJ groups, each with a different 
colour scheme. Some groups have additional 
sub divisions. If you are sure which group your 
bird belongs to, proceed directly to the relevant 
chapter; if not, read the summaries on pp. 17-23.

Introduction (p. 10)
Honeyguides & honeybirds (p. 36)
Larks (p. 48)
Pipits (p. 98)
Chats & wheatears (p. 126)
Scrub robins (p. 140)
Flycatchers (p. 148)
Warblers (p. 160)
African warblers & crombecs (p. 198)
Cisticolas (p. 208)
Cisticolid warblers (p. 240)
Sparrows & allies (p. 266)
Weavers (p. 278)
Bishops, widowbirds & queleas (p. 292)
Brood parasites (p. 310)
Canaries & buntings (p. 328)
Appendix: additional species (p. 342)
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Coloured tabs: The book is divided into 7 main 
chapters which have different colour schemes.

Endemism and IUCN status: Endemic (E); Near-
endemic (NE); Breeding Endemic (br. E); Intro duced 
(I); Vagrant (V); Critically Endangered (CR); Endan-
gered (EN); Vulnerable (VU); Near-Threatened (NT). 

Seasonal status bars show the species' relative 
abundance in each month of the year (which may 
reflect migration or changes in conspicuousness), 
as well as the timing of egg-laying: peak breeding 
months ( ); and alternative breeding months ( ).

Page order: In most cases, two species are 
depicted on a plate, and their texts are found 
on the following page. An entire plate has been 
dedicated to some variable species (e.g. large  
brown pipits, cloudscraper cisticolas).

Key identification pointers are given in 
the plate annotations. These are not necessarily 
diagnostic when taken in isolation and the species 
text should be consulted for a full discussion on 
identification. Refer to the bird topography diagrams 

An introductory box at the top of each plate  
briefly highlights similarities between the species 
and important shared identification features, and 
lists each bird's main habitats. Consult this box 
first, together with the distribution map.

Plate order: Flight illustrations are found at the 
top of each plate; these are followed by the juvenile 
(or immature in migratory species); next the  or 
adult in non-breeding plumage is illustrated; finally, 

 or adult in breeding plumage is shown at the 
bottom. Scan horizontally to compare species.

Labels indicate the age, sex and subspecies 
(note the arrow's direction), as well as a site 
where the species or subspecies may be seen: 
Bot: Botswana; EC: Eastern Cape; FS: Free State; 
GP: Gauteng; KZN: KwaZulu-Natal; Les: Lesotho; 
Lim: Limpopo Province; MP: Mpumalanga; Moz: 
Mozambique; Nam: Namibia; NC: Northern Cape; 
NW: North West Province; SA: South Africa; Sw: 
Swaziland; WC: Western Cape; Zim: Zimbabwe.

Distribution maps represent data from SABAP1 
and SABAP2. Where applicable, the approximate 
boundaries of subspecies are depicted by dotted 
lines. The colours indicate migratory status (see 
below) and relative abundance: darker shades 
show in which parts of its range the species is 
most common (even for species that are rare 
overall), while lighter shades show areas of lower 
abundance. Vagrants are indicated by red crosses. 

Resident throughout the year.
Summer visitor (typically present Oct-Apr).
Winter visitor (typically present May-Sep).

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Cape Sparrow
Passer melanurus (Gewone Mossie)
L: 14-16 cm   M: 20-(30)-38 g
[1: P. m. damarensis; 2: P. m. 
melanurus; 3: P. m. vicinus]. 
Familiar, con� ding and cheery 
sparrow. Seen in pairs or, after 
breeding, in � ocks with other 
seed-eaters.  has a black head 
with arching white 'C';  has a 
similar but subdued pattern. 
Seen on lawns, pavements, TV 
aerials, brick walls 
or at bird baths.

URBAN SPARROWS: Common sparrows found 
near humans. Indigenous and near-endemic 
Cape Sparrow occurs in towns, cities, gardens...

JUVENILE  
melanurus�
Citrusdal, WC

ADULT  
melanurus�
Uitenhage, EC

JUV.  
damarensis�
Kgalagadi, NC

boldly pied 
head: black, 

with white 
C-shape

�AD. vicinus
Nigel, GP

pair at nest in 
roof beams dark

pale C-shape: 
eyebrow and 

throat bar 
almost meet

indigenous 
and near-
endemic

more common in modi� ed 
than natural habitats

dark

rusty 
rump

'mossie' considered the 
typical LBJ by laymen; 
actually quite attractive 
and brightly coloured

plain

2

1
3

SPARROWS & ALLIES     � 269

 NE

�AD.  vicinus
Frankfort, FS

URBAN SPARROWS: Common sparrows found 
near humans. Indigenous and near-endemic  
Cape Sparrow occurs in towns, cities, gardens... 

Abbreviations 

 breeding
non-breeding
juvenile
immature
adult

br. 
non-br.
juv.
imm.
ad.

female / females
male / males
variation
approximately
central

 /  
/

Var.
c.
C
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N
E
S
W
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Abundant
Very common 
Common
Fairly common
Uncommon
Rare 
Very rare

Records in suitable habitat
50-100+ per day
10-50 per day
5-10 per day
1-5 per day
1-10 per month
1-5 per year
1 every 5 years (or longer)

Status

Resident

Migrant/visitor

Altitudinal 
migrant
Nomad

Vagrant

Localised

Overlooked

Endemic
Near-endemic

Br. endemic

Description
Present and sedentary year-round, 
and breeds in Southern Africa.
A seasonal visitor, usually either 
from the Palearctic or further N in 
Africa, in summer (Oct-Apr). Can  
be either a br. or non-br. visitor.
Moves from a higher to a lower 
altitude in the non-br. season.
Moves erratically (usually within 
Southern Africa), depending on 
rain, fires, grazing, land-use, etc.
A rare, usually transient and non-
br. visitor that does not normally 
occur in the region.
Restricted to a specific habitat or  
a small geographical area.
More common than it appears e.g. 
quiet, secretive, small or dull.
Occurs only in Southern Africa.
Range extends only marginally 
outside of Southern Africa.
Breeds only in Southern Africa  
but migrates to elsewhere.

Category

Abundance classes and status categories. 

tseeo-tsii'oooprrp,         tseeo-tsii'ooo

kHz

2

4

6

S 1s

Example of a sonogram (of Rufous-naped Lark).
2s 3s

Species texts
A full column of text is dedicated to each species. 
After the English, scientific and Afrikaans names, 
any commonly used alternative names are given. 
This is followed by a box that lists the 5 most useful 
identification features. Habitat discusses the species' 
preferred habitats, and may include an altitudinal 
range. Status indicates how common the species is 
within its distribution and habitat; refer to the table 
(right) for definitions. It also mentions whether the 
species is resident, nomadic or migratory and if it is 
likely to be seen singly, in pairs or in flocks. 

The identification section starts by describing 
how or where the species is most likely to be 
encountered. A discussion of the structural and 
plumage features that are most useful in field 
identification follows, with diagnostic features 
emphasised in italics. If the sexes are notably different 
this is discussed in the main text; if not, a few words 
on distinguishing the sexes are provided under the  
—Sex: heading. Juveniles (or immatures in non-br. 
migrants) are illustrated for most species; a sentence 
on how they differ from the adults is provided under 
the —Juv: heading. The section is concluded with 
a brief summary of any significant regional or other 
appearance variations, under the —Var: heading.

Direct comparisons to similar species are provided 
in the confusion risks paragraph. Behaviour discusses 
typical habits or displays, particularly where this has 
identification value. Biology mentions the bird's main 
food, and briefly summarises its nesting behaviour.

Voice transcriptions
Voice can be very useful in identifying LBJs. In the 
species texts, songs are normally described first, and 
calls second. Songs are typically longer and more 
complex and have a territorial or sexual function, and 
are mostly given by the  in the br. season. Calls are 
shorter, simpler notes given by both sexes throughout 
the year; many LBJs have a great repertoire of calls that 
are used in different contexts, but many of these are 
seldom heard by birders; therefore the focus is mostly 
on flight calls (given when flushed or when passing 
overhead), alarm calls (given when threatened, excited 
or concerned), and contact calls (given to maintain 
flock or pair cohesion, especially in dense habitats). 

Representing a bird's voice in text is difficult and 
often inexact (see p. 24). In some cases, such as in 
species with long or complex songs, textual renditions 
have been omitted in favour of a description of the 
song's quality. Nevertheless, a general idea of what 
the bird sounds like can be obtained by reading the 
vocal transcriptions (given in italics) out loud; make 
sure to match any mentioned qualities with your voice, 
paying attention to pitch, changes in pitch, tempo and 
emphasis. It often helps to whisper. 

Longer sounds are indicated by more vowels, 
e.g. whiit is longer than whit. Vowels are also used 
to indicate pitch, e.g. fiii is higher than feee which is 
higher than fooo, as well as changes in pitch e.g. feeeeo 

drops in pitch while fooeee rises in pitch. Tempo is also 
suggested e.g. ti, ti, ti... is slow and well-spaced, ti-ti-
ti... is faster, tititi... is fast and almost continuous, and 
ti'i'i'i... is very fast, sounding more like a trill or rattle. 
Emphasis is indicated by capitals, e.g. chiree vs. chiREE.

Sonograms
A sonogram is a visual representation of sound, which 
plots frequency or pitch (measured in kiloHertz) on 
the vertical axis, against time (in seconds) on the 
horizontal axis. The higher-pitched the sound is, the 
higher on the vertical axis it will lie. In the example 
of the Rufous-naped Lark shown below, the song is 
introduced by 5 audible wing claps (prrp), which last 
only a split second. This is followed by 2 loud whistles, 
which together last almost 1 second. The first whistle 
falls slightly in pitch (tseeo); after a short break, the 
second whistle starts very high (tsii) and flows into 
a lower, evenly pitched ending (ooo). The whistled 
phrase is repeated at intervals of almost 2 seconds.
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Taxonomy and names
In the last decade, molecular genetic studies have 
proved that some traditional bird classifications do not 
accurately reflect birds' true evolutionary relationships 
and relatedness. For birders, keeping track of the latest 
changes in bird species, families and even orders, and 
consequently also the species and family sequences, 
can be difficult. The breakup of the old warbler family 
is a good example (see p. 158). In this book a more 
pragmatic approach is followed by grouping visually 
and ecologically similar species together (such as the 
unrelated pipits and larks). More detailed insights can 
be found in the classification and relationships sections 
in the respective group introductions. 

In a commendable attempt to standardise bird 
names internationally, birders have had to endure 
continually changing bird names. In many cases this 
concerns principles of hyphenation and capitilisation, 
which should not cause confusion. The names 
used in this book largely follow the IOC's bird name 
committee (see websites, p. 27) except in cases where 
Southern African birders are likely to be unfamiliar with 
the new names (e.g. Chestnut-vented Tit-Babbler is 
used instead of Chestnut-vented Warbler). Alternative 
names are listed at the top of each species text.

Scientific names and subspecies
Each organism on the planet has a two-part scientific 
name (usually in Latin or latinised Greek). The first 
word is the genus (plural: genera); the generic name 
always begins with a capital letter. The second word 
is the species name or specific epithet, and is written 
in lower-case. For example, the scientific name of the 
Lesser Honeyguide is Indicator minor. 

Even a cursory glance at a bird's scientific name can 
be useful; for example, although they are all called 
warblers, this group consists of several discreet genera 
which differ from each other in build, plumage, moult, 
behaviour, migration, habitat and voice. In the case of 
honeyguides, Lesser belongs to the genus Indicator, 
along with 3 other local honeyguide species (as 
opposed to the 2 honeybirds in the genus Prodotiscus).

Many birds exhibit geographical variation in size 
and colour; different populations may be designated a 
third name to indicate subspecies (race). In the case of 
the polytypic Lesser Honeyguide, 3 subspecies occur 
in Southern Africa: Indicator minor minor (called the 
nominate subspecies), Indicator minor teitensis, and 
Indicator minor damarensis. The genus and species 
names may be abbreviated e.g. I. m. damarensis or 
even omitted e.g. just damarensis. No subspecies are 
defined for the monotypic Greater Honeyguide.

In most LBJs there are no fixed borders between 
adjacent subspecies, because changes in appearance 
occur gradually along a geographical gradient (called 
clinal variation). Thus, adjacent populations grade into 
each other through a continuous progression of inter-
breeding intermediates. In practice, this often makes 
it impossible to identify LBJs to subspecies-level in the 
field, although extremes may look notably different.

Acacia: genus of thorn trees with fine, compound leaves.
Afromontane: mostly applied to the series of isolated 

mountain forests and upland grasslands found 
along SA's main escarpment and in E Zimbabwe.

Afrotropical: Africa south of the Sahara.
Alate: a winged termite.
Alarm call: a special sound produced in response to a 

threat, disturbance or other form of danger.
Alien: an introduced or escaped exotic species.
Altitudinal migration: movement between different 

heights above sea-level in different seasons e.g. 
from high mountains to the coastal plain in winter.

Alula (bastard wing): 2-3 small, stiff feathers on the 
bend of the wing that help to prevent stalling when 
flying at low speed. Usually looks like a small dark 
wedge on the lower front edge of the folded wing. 

Anisodactyl: standard passerine foot structure with 3 
toes pointing forwards and 1 backwards.

Aquatic: closely associated with water. 
Arboreal: living in trees.
Arthropod: invertebrates with exoskeletons, segmen-

ted bodies and jointed appendages e.g. insects,  
spiders, scorpions, millipedes, centipedes, etc. 

Ascendent (numbering of primaries): system in which 
the primaries are numbered from the outside in; see 
descendent and diagrams on p. 35.  

Bare parts: unfeathered parts: bill, eyes, legs and feet.
Breeding endemic: a species that breeds only in 

Southern Africa, but migrates to outside the region 
in the non-br. season, e.g. Mountain Pipit. 

Broad-leaved woodland: a biome dominated by 
deciduous trees with broad leaves, typically found 
on sandy or rocky soils (as opposed to fine-leaved 
Acacia thornveld on clay soils). Strictly speaking 
includes miombo, teak and mopane woodlands.

Brood parasite: a bird that lays its eggs in the nest 
of another species (see host species); in the case of 
LBJs, the honeyguides, whydahs and indigobirds.

Buff: pale yellowish brown (see p. 16).
Bushveld: woodland/savanna biome dominated by 

dense scrub and smallish trees (mainly thornveld or 
mixed woodland), at lower elevations in N SA.

Chestnut (colour): reddish brown (see p. 16).
Cinnamon (colour): pale, warm, orange-brown (p. 16).
Clade (monophyletic group): a taxonomic group of 

related species; includes the most recent common 
ancestor and all of its descendants. 

Clinal variation: gradual changes in size, structure,  
plumage or another character that occur along 
a geographical gradient in adjacent populations 
e.g. E birds are darker and W birds are paler, with a 
continuous progression of intermediate forms, that 
interbreed, between the extremes.

Clutch: the set of eggs laid in each breeding attempt.
Commensal: a species that lives with another species; 

one party benefits from the relationship while the 
other is not significantly influenced, e.g. House 
Sparrows living among humans. 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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Congener: a related species in the same genus. 
Contact call: a special sound produced by e.g. pair 

members to communicate their locations.
Convergent evolution: similar features in non-related 

species due to similar but independent evolutionary 
pathways, e.g. larks and pipits (p. 46).

Cooperative breeding: breeding system in which 
a breeding pair is assisted (in nest-building, incu-
bation or chick-rearing) by a helper, which is usually 
related to the breeding pair (often an immature from 
the breeding pair's previous brood). Occurrence is 
facultative in most LBJs, i.e. optional or occasional 
but not necessarily obligatory.

Crepuscular: active in low light-levels at dawn/dusk. 
Cytochrome b: a gene of mitochondrial DNA, often 

used to determine phylogenetic relationships.
Culmen: the ridge on top of the upper mandible. 
Dambo: seasonally flooded grassy clearing in savanna 

or woodland (especially miombo). 
Decurved: curved downwards. 
Descendent (numbering of primaries): system in 

which the primaries are numbered from the inside 
out, e.g. the primary next to the last secondary is 
P1, and the reduced outermost primary is P10; used 
throughout this book (as opposed to ascendent). 

Dimorphic: occurring in 2 colour forms. 
Disyllabic: a sound that has 2 syllables.
Donga: a steep-sided erosion gully. 
Dorsoventral: from top to bottom. 
Double-brooded: after rearing the first brood, lays a 

second clutch of eggs in the same br. season. 
Eclipse plumage: dull non-br. or winter plumage. 
Emargination: notable narrowing of the tip of the 

outer web of the outer primaries; see p. 35. 
Endemic: a species in which the entire global range 

is restricted to a specific area (e.g. Southern Africa).
Epaulettes: patches on the shoulder or breast sides.
Euplectids: a collective name for widowbirds and 

bishops of the genus Euplectes; see p. 292.
Extralimital: outside the borders of Southern Africa. 
First-winter (first-year): see immature.
Flesh (colour): With a pinkish tinge (see p. 16).
Flush: to cause a bird to take flight.
Fresh plumage: newly acquired feathers grown in the 

moult process; generally appear darker and brighter 
than worn, bleached and abraded (old) feathers.

Fynbos (macchia): a scrubby, species-rich vegetation 
type dominated by restios, ericas and proteas; 
mostly restricted to coastal areas and mountains in 
the winter-rainfall regions of the W Cape. 

Gape: joint at the bill-base where the upper and lower 
mandibles meet. Young birds have engorged and 
brightly coloured or whitish gape tubercles.

Genus/genera: A taxonomic rank that groups closely 
related species together and is represented as the 
first word (called the generic name) in an organism's 
scientific name. In hierarchy, below order and family 
but above species and subspecies.

Graduated: changing stepwise; e.g. in many LBJs each 
tail feather is longer than the underlying feather, 
giving the tail a graduated or fan-like shape. 

Granivore: a species that eats mainly seeds.
Gregarious: sociable; living in groups.
Highveld: grassland plateau, mostly >1300 m in C SA.
Host species: a species that falls victim to a brood 

parasite, and raises the young of the parasite with or 
instead of its own offspring.

Hybrid: offspring of 2 different species or subspecies.
Immature: a young bird that has undergone the 

post-juvenile moult during which it exchanges (or 
partly exchanges) its juvenile plumage for adult-like 
plumage. Also called first-year or first-winter.

Indigenous: occurring naturally (not introduced). 
Insectivore: a species that eats mainly insects.
Inselberg: isolated hill or mountain on a plain. 
Intra-African migrant: a migrant that moves within 

sub-Saharan Africa (e.g. Dusky Lark).
Irruptive: prone to erratic temporary abundance in an 

area, often following good rainfall.
Jizz: the general impression of a bird's size, shape and 

movements, which gives it a certain 'feel' in the 
field. Jizz is hard to convey in writing and is best 
learnt through personal field experience. See p. 15.

Juvenile: the age-class of a young bird in its first fully 
feathered plumage; in many LBJs juvenile plumage 
is replaced within a few weeks or months of leaving 
the nest with immature or adult plumage. 

Kalahari: a region of sandy semi-arid savanna in much 
of Botswana, NW SA and parts of Namibia.

Karoo: a semi-arid vegetation type characterised 
by dwarf shrublands (Nama Karoo and Succulent 
Karoo); found in the interior W of SA and Namibia.

Kloof: valley, gully or ravine (Afrikaans).
Koppie: hill (Afrikaans).
Lateral: on the side (as opposed to dorsoventral).
Lek: a communal arena where  display. 
Leucism: plumage abnormality in which the intensity 

of the colour pigment of feathers is reduced, giving 
the bird a pale, washed-out look. 

Malar stripe: a band of feathers (often a dark line) 
from the bill-base down the sides of the throat. 

Migration: regular, annual (seasonal) movement.
Miombo: dense broad-leaved woodland dominated 

by Brachystegia and Julbernardia trees. In Southern 
Africa, mostly in Zimbabwe and Mozambique.

Mitochondrial DNA: genetic code in the mitochondria 
organelles of cells (i.e. not nuclear DNA).

Mixed bird party: a loose, temporary foraging flock 
formed by multiple species, especially in winter.

Mixed woodland: consists of a mixture of broad-
leaved tree species and thorn trees.

Monogamous: mating system where a single  and a 
single  form a breeding pair.

Monotypic: a genus containing only 1 species, or a 
species without any subspecies.

Montane: pertaining to mountains.
Mopane: hot, dry, lowland woodland dominated by 

the Mopane tree, Colophospermum mopane.
Morph: distinctive plumage or colour variation (not to 

be confused with subspecies or race). 
Morphology: an organism's form and structure.
Moult: The annual or biannual replacement of a bird's 
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feathers; usually in a complete moult (all feathers) 
or partial moult (excludes the wings and tail).

Near-endemic: a species that occurs only marginally 
outside Southern Africa, typically in S Angola.

Nomadic: prone to erratic wanderings in response 
to weather, fires, food availability and land-use; 
especially prevalent in arid-country species. 

Nominate subspecies: in species that have 2 or more 
subspecies, the first subspecies to be described 
carries the same name as the species as a whole 
and is known as the nominate e.g. Passer melanurus 
melanurus or just P. m. melanurus.

Olive (colour): with a greenish tinge (see p. 16).
Palate (mouth): interior of the bill; usually pinkish or 

orange in colour, but black in  of some cisticolas.
Palearctic: a region of the N Hemisphere, incl. N Africa, 

Europe, the Middle East and N Asia. Many migratory 
species breed in the Palearctic and migrate to the 
Afrotropics in the non-br. season (Sep-Apr).

Partial migrant: species in which only a proportion of 
the total population undergoes migration. 

Passage migrant: a migrant that is only temporarily 
present while moving to another destination. 

Passerine: a member of the largest bird order, the 
Passeriformes. Includes all LBJs except honeyguides. 
Sometimes called songbirds or perching birds.

Phylogeny: the evolutionary history of a taxon.
Polygamy: breeding system in which 1 bird mates 

with >1 partner (see also polygyny). 
Polygyny: breeding system in which 1  mates with 

>1 ;  normally undertake all the parental care. 
Primaries: the 9-10 long, outermost flight feathers 

attached to the hand bones. Used in wing formula.
Primary projection: the distance which the tips of the 

primary feathers project beyond the tertials on the 
folded wing; see p. 35 for details.

Race: Synonymous with subspecies.
Rectrix/rectrices: tail feathers; numbered T1-T5/T6.
Remex/remiges: main flight feathers; the primaries, 

secondaries and tertials.
Renosterveld: a localised, threatened type of fynbos.
Restio: a genus of short, rush-like or grass-like plants 

common in fynbos plant communities.
Rictal bristle: short, stiff, bristle-like feathers at the 

base of the bill that assist in catching prey; most 
prominent in insectivorous species e.g. flycatchers. 

Riparian: Of or on riverbanks e.g. riparian forest.
Rufous (colour): rich reddish brown (see p. 16).
Sandveld: sparse scrubby savanna on sandy soils.
Savanna: widespread woodland biome characterised 

by relatively sparse tree cover and a grassy under-
storey. Termed 'woodland' if the tree cover is >80%.

Scalloped (scaly): having the appearance of partly 
overlapping reptilian scales, as in juveniles of many 
LBJs; caused by pale edges to dark feathers.

Scree: fallen rocky rubble on steep slopes. 
Secondaries: the 6-8 broader inner flight feathers 

attached to the forearm bones; used to generate lift.
Sedentary: remaining in one place; not migratory.
Sexual dimorphism: a distinct difference in colour, 

structure or size between the sexes of a species. 

Spish (or pish): to produce a hissing, sucking or 
squeaking sound (that mimics the alarm calls of 
passerine birds) in order to coax birds from hiding 
to investigate a perceived disturbance or predator.

Stoop: a steep aerial dive with closed wings. 
Strandveld: a mix of fynbos and Karoo scrub, found on 

low-lying sandy soils along the S and W coasts. 
Sub-adult: an age-class intermediate between imma-

ture and adult; not generally applicable to LBJs. 
Subsong: an unstructured, rambling song given at 

low volume and often from within cover, typically 
by young birds or adults during the non-br. season. 

Subspecies (race): A population of a species that 
differs in morphology and genetics from another 
population of the same species that occurs in a 
different geographical area. The definition of a 
subspecies and the difference between a subspecies 
and a species is often subjective and debatable.

Subterminal: just before the tip of a structure e.g. the 
dark subterminal tail band of some cisticolas.

Supercilium: pale eyebrow (see p. 34).
Superspecies: a group of closely related species 

which do not overlap in distribution. 
Tarsus: the lower, unfeathered part of a bird's leg, 

between the 'knee' and the foot.
Taxon/taxa: a member of any taxonomic grouping, i.e. 

a subspecies, species, genus, family, order, etc.
Taxonomy: science of classifying and naming organisms.
Teak: Woodland dominated by Baikiaea teak trees.
Terminal: At the tip of a structure e.g. the tail tip.
Terrestrial: living mainly on the ground e.g. larks.
Tertials: the 3-4 large innermost secondaries.
Tibia: the upper part of a bird's leg, above the 'knee'.
Type specimen: the single collected specimen from 

which a new species or subspecies is first described.
Thornveld: a woodland/savanna biome dominated 

by thorn trees of the genus Acacia.
Tongue spot: usually 2-3 dark spots on the tongue of 

a nestling; fades with time but might still be visible 
in fledged juveniles for several months.

Transient: temporary; staying only a short time.
Vagrant: an individual of a species that is observed 

outside of its normal distribution range.
Veld: general term for natural countryside (Afrikaans).
Ventral: pertaining to the bird's underside.
Vestigial: a structure that has been greatly reduced  

through disuse and now has little or no function 
e.g. the tiny outermost primary of many passerines. 

Viduids: brood parasites in the genus Vidua (p. 310).
Vlei: permanently or seasonally flooded marsh.
Wing bar: a contrasting band usually formed by the 

pale or coloured tips of the greater wing coverts.
Wing formula: a mathematical representation of the 

relative lengths of the primaries; see p. 168. 
Wing panel: usually formed by the contrasting edges 

of the secondaries when the wing is folded (see e.g. 
Mirafra larks, p. 70 and Hippolais warblers, p. 180).

Worn plumage: old feathers damaged by abrasion 
and bleaching; paler and greyer than fresh plumage.

Zygodactyl: foot structure with 2 toes pointing 
forwards and 2 backwards; as in the honeyguides.
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common feather patterns
from top left: Buffy Pipit; S Red Bishop; Cape Clapper Lark;  
Tree Pipit; Zitting Cisticola; African Dusky Flycatcher (juv.)

barredbroad 
streak

thin 
(shaft) 
streak

pale spot; 
dark edge

subterminal 
band

pale tip

moustachial stripe

eyebrow 
(supercilium)

eyestripe (dark)

eye-surround/
eye crescents

(feathers)

malar stripe

submoustachial stripe

lores
central crown 
stripe (pale) lateral crown 

stripes (dark)

eye-ring (skin)

facial 
markings 
e.g. Tree Pipit

BIRD TOPOGRAPHY

culmen

upper 
mandible

lower 
mandible

nostril

base
cutting 

edge
gape

bill shape 
e.g. Lesser Honeyguide

throat

breast

flanks

belly

tibia (thigh)

tarsus

crown

nape (hind-neck)

ear-coverts 
(cheeks)

eyebrow 
(supercilium)

forehead

mantle scapulars

back

rump

uppertail 
coverts

undertail 
coverts 
(vent)

hind-claw

primary 
tips

tertials

lores

chin

tail feathers 
(rectrices)

shoulder  
(lesser coverts)

alula

body feathers 
and general 
topography 
e.g. Familiar Chat

To a large extent, birding is nothing but the study 
of feathers. Except for a bird's bill, eyes and legs, its 
entire body is covered in feathers. These miraculously 
evolved keratin structures not only provide water-
proofing, insulation, protection, and of course the 
power of flight, but also give a bird its shape, colours 
and markings. One of the most important steps in 
bird identification is learning to distinguish feather 
groups. Unfortunately most beginners, and many 
advanced birders, ignore diagrams like those shown 
below; however, a thorough understanding of bird 
topography will allow you to observe and appreciate 
birds in greater detail; contrary to what one might 
expect, mastering this skill will also greatly 
simplify birding. This is because feathers  
are not distributed randomly across 
the body, but instead grow in very  
specific feather tracts (or pterylae). 
The placement of feather groups, 
and the number of feathers in 
each, are surprisingly similar 
across all birds. It is therefore 
possible to practise recog-
nising different feathers 
on virtually any bird, 
from a canary to crane. 
Start by studying pet 
birds or photos. 

Before long you will be able to instantly distinguish 
the different feather groups on any bird you see in 
the field. Pay particular attention to the complex 
arrangement of the wing feathers, noting how the 
outer feathers slide beneath the inner feathers as the 
wing closes. The same principle applies to the tail 
feathers. Further definitions are provided on pp. 31-33. 
See also p. 168 for notes on the use of wing formulae.
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P10 (often vestigial)

primary coverts

alula feathers

marginal coverts
lesser coverts
median coverts
greater coverts

P9

P8P7
P6

P5

P4

P3

P2

P1

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

outer primary

emargination

wingtip

primaries

secondaries

tertials

upperwing  
feathers 
e.g. African  
Reed Warbler

alula 
feathers

primary 
coverts

lesser 
coverts

reduced 
P10

primary 
emargination 

primary tips  
(here, 6 visible)

primary 
projection

primaries

secondaries

tertials
greater 
coverts

median 
coverts

pipits and larks have elongated 
tertials which obscure their  
primaries (thus little or no 
primary projection)

folded wing
e.g. African Reed Warbler

folded wing
e.g. Sabota Lark

folded wing
e.g. Little Rush Warbler

cisticolas and some resident 
warblers have short, rounded 
wings with short primaries (thus 
minimal primary projection 
beyond the tertials)

emargination

outer web

inner web

shaft (rachis)

notch

primary 
feather

P8 from left wing

T6

T5
T4

T3T2T1

T6

T5
T4

T3T2T1

uppertail coverts

outer tail feather (T6)

central tail 
feather (T1)

tail feathers
e.g. African Pipit

uppertail; right 
half spread

undertail; left  
half spread

outer tail feather (T6)

undertail coverts

T6
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HONEYGUIDES & HONEYBIRDS
Family Indicatoridae

Species 6
Residents 6
Vagrants 0

Threatened  0

Genera 2
Migrants 0

Endemics 0/0
 Restricted 3

Despite being dull in plumage and inconspicuous by 
nature, honeyguides are some of the most fascinating 
birds on the planet. Their name is derived from the 
Greater Honeyguide's amazing habit of guiding man 
to beehives, in the hope that the humans will open the 
nest and drive off the bees, giving the bird access to 
the wax, bee pupae and eggs. African tribesmen have 
been collaborating with honeyguides for millennia, 
while early missionaries noted that the birds entered 
churches to peck at beeswax candles. Being led 
through the bush by an insistent honey guide is likely 
to be one of the highlights of any birder's life. Sadly, 
this practice is waning in the modern world.

Guiding behaviour is by no means honeyguides' 
only peculiarity. They are among the very few birds 
that can efficiently digest wax, with the help of 
enzymes excreted by stomach bacteria. They have 
an extraordinary sense of smell, which helps them 
locate beehives. Being brood parasites, they have a 
love-hate relationship with their host species: they are 
frequently chased and sometimes viciously attacked 

HONEYBIRDS p. 44

LARGE HONEYGUIDES p. 40

GREATER
SCALY-

THROATED

SMALL HONEYGUIDES p. 42

BROWN-BACKEDGREEN-BACKED

LESSER PALLID

SPOTTED FLYCATCHER

(to compare)

Genus 
Prodo-
tiscus

Genus 
Indicator

 

 

size

by barbets or other hosts, but jealously guard them 
against competing honeyguides. They can sometimes 
be attracted by playback of their host species' calls. 

Secretive but incurably inquisitive, they will closely 
approach and thoroughly inspect disturbances or 
noise, e.g. people, vehicles and fires. They are also 
attentive to the movements of other honeyguides (of 
their own and other species) which is why the location 
of beehives soon becomes common knowledge. Their 
songs are simple but captivating and several perform 
acrobatic aerial displays. The W African Lyre-tailed 
Honeyguide is thought to use its bizarre tail and wings 
to produce carrying honking sounds in flight.

Tropical honeyguides are poorly known, with egg 
colour, hosts or even song unknown for some. It is 
possible that new species await discovery; the Yellow- 
footed Honeyguide, for example, was only described 
as recently as 1981. Honeyguides are easily overlooked, 
even in suburban areas. Given the brief glimpses that 
they usually offer birders, they can be challenging to 
identify. [Afrikaans: Heuningwysers, Heuningvoëls].

General characteristics
A fairly species-poor group, only 2 of the world's 17 
species (which represent 4 genera) do not occur in 
Africa (the tropical Asian Yellow-rumped Honeyguide 
and Malaysian Honeyguide). Most occur in woodland 
or forest, with their distribution partly limited by the 
abundance of beehives and the presence of cavity-
nesting hosts. Some species have undergone range 
expansions, due to the planting of alien trees or 
the spread of their hosts (e.g. Acacia Pied Barbets 
spreading into the W Cape). Conversely, some have 
decreased in number owing to the felling of dead trees 
for firewood, and consequently the disappearance of 
their barbet and woodpecker hosts.

Honeyguides have several unusual morphological 
and anatomical features related to their diet and social 
and breeding systems. Unlike most birds, they have a 
keen sense of smell, with a well-developed olfactory 
lobe in the brain and prominently raised nostrils. 
Another reflection of their association with bees is 
their thick skins, which afford them some protection 
against, but not immunity to, bee stings; dead 
honeyguides have been found with more than 300 
stings. Their tough skins also offer some protection 
against attacks by their hosts, and during fights with 
other honeyguides at food sources.

When a rich food source such as a deserted beehive 
is located, as many as 50 honeyguides of 4 species 
may gather, resulting in frequent squabbling and 
confrontations. In such situations, a fairly strict feeding 
hierarchy exists, depending on the bird's species and 
age. Young honeyguides are usually dominant (then  
ad.  and lastly ad. ). Young Greater Honeyguides, 
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with their unique yellow underparts, generally 
dominate all others. A patch of bare orbital skin 
surrounds the eye (and extends over the face under 
the feathers). This skin is typically dark grey in adults 
but light grey (most), blue (Greater) or yellow (Scaly-
throated) in juveniles. In some, juveniles also have pink 
mouth interiors (greyish in ad. , black in ad. ). Young 
birds also tend to be darker and greener than adults 
(or barred blackish below in Scaly-throated). Except 
for Greater, the sexes are alike in the local honeyguide 
species (although some differ in gape colour). 

One of the distinctive uniting features of honey-
guides is their white outer tail feathers, which are 
striking in flight and help to distinguish them from 
most other LBJs (but are often hidden when the tail 
is closed and seen from the back). Honeyguides have 
12 tail feathers, of which the outer 4 on each side are 
white, while honeybirds have 10 tail feathers, of which 
the outer 3 pairs are white. In adults (except Green-
backed) the feathers have dark tips, but juveniles have 
more pointed tail feathers with reduced dark tips. 
Adults' white tails may act as a cue for immatures to 
follow to beehives. In much the same way, birders are 
also most likely to notice honeyguides by a brief flash 
of white as the birds flit through the trees. 

All species are mostly resident, and can often 
reliably be found at favourite song posts throughout 
the year. Nevertheless, they are capable of rapid flight 
and are highly mobile within their territories, and may 
feed, roost, guide or call from trees several kilometres 
apart. They tend to range widely during the complete 
post-br. moult, and are sometimes encountered in 
unexpected places. They are usually seen singly.

All honeyguides have simple but distinctive and 
often far-carrying songs, that aid in their identification 
(see p. 39). Generally  sing during the br. season, 
often from a traditional song post in the lower canopy 
of specific trees or copses. Such song posts may be 
used by multiple  for many decades (but more 
often a  will switch regularly to new song posts). In 
aggressive encounters,  Greater Honeyguides have 
also been known to sing. The song is delivered with 
the neck arched, bill down and rump fluffed up.

Classification and relationships
Honeyguides belong to the family Indicatoridae, 
1 of 9 families in the order Piciformes, which also 
includes the barbets, woodpeckers, toucans, puffbirds 
and jacamars. As the only non-passerines included 
in this book, honeyguides differ from other LBJs in 
the arrangement of their toes: honeyguides have 
zygodactyl feet, with 2 toes pointing forward and 2 
backward (while passerine LBJs have anisodactyl feet, 
with 3 toes pointing forward and 1 backward).

Within the family, a distinction should be made 
between the larger Indicator genus (11 species; 4 
of which occur in Southern Africa) and the smaller 
Prodotiscus genus (2 of 3 which occur locally). The 
former have fairly stubby bills, slit-like raised nostrils, 
10 primaries, 12 rectrices and tough skin resistant to 
bee stings (beeswax forms an important component 
of their diet), and primarily parasitise other members 
of their order that nest in cavities. The enigmatic 
Prodotiscus honeybirds have more rounded nostrils, 
9 primaries, 10 rectrices, softer feathers, erectile white 
patches between the flanks and rump and thinner 
skin (as wax is obtained mainly from scale insects); 
they parasitise white-eyes, warblers and cisticolas. 

Biology
The name honeyguide is somewhat misleading, as 
the birds guide people to beehives not in search of 
honey but of beeswax. In addition they also eat bee 
eggs, larvae and pupae (but few adult bees). In the 
smaller honeybirds, the wax component of their diet 
is obtained from the protective coverings exuded by 
scale insects and woolly aphids. However, both genera 
supplement their diet with other insects such as ants, 
beetles, bugs, caterpillars, flies, grasshoppers, mayflies 
and termites, as well as spiders. Prey is caught in a 
short aerial pursuit (like a flycatcher), or gleaned from 
twigs, bark or leaves; smaller species may hover briefly 
in front of flowers to check for prey. Fruit and seeds are 
rarely eaten. Their wax-dominated diet necessitates 
frequent drinking but honeyguides seldom bathe. 

Lesser (left) 
and  Greater 
Honeyguides  
(right) feeding 
from a honey-
comb

(L) - small king or prince.
(L) - of the Zambezi River.
(L) - one who points something 
out (referring to guiding habit).
(L) - loves honey.
(L) - small.
(L) - spotted patterning.

regulus (Brown-backed)
zambesiae (Green-back.)
indicator (Greater)  

meliphilus (Pallid)
minor (Lesser)
variegatus (Scaly-throat.)

Origin of names
There are no prizes for guessing how these remarkable 
birds attained the name honeyguide (although the 
phenomenon of guiding humans to beehives is 
practised only by the Greater Honeyguide). Likewise,  
the Latin origin of their genus, Indicator (Stephens), 
is obvious. The genus of the honeybirds, Prodotiscus 
(Sundevall), is derived from the Greek prodo (to 
proclaim) or prodotes (a betrayer). Species names:
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belly colour?

What to look for: honeyguides

throat: colour, 
streaks, dark 
malar stripe? 

colour of bare 
orbital skin/

eye-ring?

colour of head 
e.g. brown, grey 

or greenish?

number of 
white tail 
feathers?

colour of 
mantle?

dark 
tips?

white loral 
spot? (often 
hard to see)

size and 
shape of 

bill?

prominent 
mottling?

rump?

pale edges to 
wing coverts?

small yellow 
shoulder bar?

erectile white 
patches? flanks streaked?

Also note: 
•	Voice	and	displays
•	Jizz,	shape	and	size

•	Habitat	and	distribution

 2 toes pointing 
back? (different 

from other LBJs)

Like viduids (p. 310) honeyguides are brood parasites, 
i.e. they do not build nests or raise their own young, 
but delegate these tasks to host species. The larger 
honeyguides mainly parasitise species that nest in 
cavities in trees or earth banks, including barbets, 
tinkerbirds, woodpeckers, wrynecks, hoopoes, wood 
hoopoes, scimitarbills, kingfishers, bee-eaters, tits, 
martins, swallows, chats, starlings and petronias. The 
Brown-backed Honeybird parasitises birds with closed 
oval nests: cisticolas and their relatives in particular. 
The Green-backed Honeybird specialises in using 
the African Yellow White-eye as its host (as well as 
flycatchers, wattle-eyes and sunbirds elsewhere). 

Breeding is timed to coincide with the host's, as 
eggs laid before the host's are likely to be destroyed.  
Most honeyguides lay thick-shelled, plain white eggs 
that closely match those of their hosts; the Green-
backed Honeybird lays either white or pale turquoise-
blue eggs. About 20 eggs are laid in a season, in sets of 
3-5 (1 egg every second day in each set). The  closely 
monitors the host, waiting for an opportunity to slip 
into its nest and deposit 1 egg (which may take only 
10-15 s). It has been suggested that the  may distract 
the hosts while the  enters their nest; while there, 
the  may puncture or remove 1 or more of the host's 
eggs. The eggs take 12-18 days to hatch, an incubation 
period shorter than, or equal to, that of their hosts. 

Upon hatching the honeyguide chick is blind and 
naked but possesses spiny heels and hooks on each of 
its mandibles; the latter are used to puncture the eggs 
or kill the nestlings of its host (but if 2 honeyguide 
chicks hatch in the same nest, both survive due to 
their thick skins). The hooks disappear after 7-14 days. 

Nestlings beg insistently and grow rapidly, leaving 
their foster nest after a lengthy 17-38 days. By the time 
it fledges the young honeyguide resembles the adult 
and mostly ignores its foster parents' guidance. This 
may result in the bizarre situation where the hosts 
feed the young honeyguide when it is perched, but 
instinctively and aggressively chase it off when it flies 
(then recognising it as a parasite). Therefore young 
honeyguides usually become independent after only 
a few days. Fledgelings may beg from their biological 
parents too, and indeed from any bird that vaguely 
resembles their foster parents.

Identifying honeyguides
Given their subdued plumage, general scarcity and 
secrecy, honeyguides easily confuse beginners and 
frequently catch expert birders offguard. Given a 
good view, some species (such as Scaly-throated and 

 and imm. Greater) are distinctive, but others (such as 
Lesser and Pallid) are always difficult to tell apart. They 
can also be confused with various other LBJ families.

Observing honeyguides
Honeyguides are remarkably unobtrusive birds that 
remain mostly overlooked, even in areas where they 
are fairly common. At times they seem to appear out 
of thin air: only hours after I had removed a beehive 
from the roof of my house, 4-5 Lesser Honeyguides 
appeared to investigate (although I had never seen 
them in the garden before). Their inquisitiveness often 
betrays them however, and they may spontaneously 
approach people or camps closely, often entering 
vehicles or buildings. Some species seem to be 
attracted to fires. Fortunately  are easier to locate 
during the br. season (and sometimes in other months 
too) as they sing for hours from a favourite song post, 
such as a copse of mature eucalyptus trees; however, 
they can be hard to spot in the canopy, as they tend 
to remain fairly still. One of the easiest ways to attract, 
study and photograph the larger honeyguide species, 
is to leave honeycombs outside, which the birds 
rapidly locate (probably by smell). In some areas they 
frequently drink from birdbaths. Always be alert to a 
flash of white tail feathers as the birds flit by; this is 
usually the first indication of a honeyguide's presence.

Honeyguide chicks use special hooks on the tips 
of their bills to puncture unhatched host eggs, or to 
kill their foster siblings (which usually hatch after the 
honeyguide). Swiveling its head around, the chick 
latches onto any smooth surface (incl. a human finger) 
and proceeds to bite, grasp and shake for 1-5 minutes.
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Scaly-throated Honeyguide. An example of an aggressive, 
chattering agitation call given between rivals, e.g. at a food source.

S 2s 4s
kHz

4

6

2

ch'chi-chi-ch'chi-ch'chi-chi...

Brown-backed Honeybird. During song-flight gives a loud, 
sharp, piercing, grasshopper-like TZICK or DZREE, about 1/s.

S 2s 4s
kHz

8

10

6

Brown-backed Honeybird. The simplistic, primitive song of 
this species is a dry, churring trill lasting 2.5-7 s. Usually given from 
a treetop. Easily mistaken for a cicada or other insect; less musical 
and less prolonged than the song of Crested Barbet. 
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6
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Scaly-throated Honeyguide. The main territorial song of 
this species is an eerie rising trill lasting 3-4 s. The trill starts 
as a low croak and ascends to a high, vibrating screech. Given 
intermittently during the day, sometimes starting before sunrise.
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4

6

2

puuuuuuuurrrrrrrrrrrrrRRRRRRRRRREEEEEEEEE

Greater Honeyguide. The loud, distinctive and carrying song 
of this species is probably one of the most iconic African bird 
sounds. After taking a bow, the  (or rarely the ) gives a sharp, 
forced whistle (VIC or WHIT) followed by a short trill (-tor or -purr). 

S 2s 4s
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4

2

VIC      -tor          VIC     -tor        VIC     -tor       VIC     -tor        VIC     

Lesser Honeyguide. This species' simple but diagnostic song 
starts with a single downslurred whistle (chew), followed by 10-30 
(usually 18-24), short, well-spaced chirps ( frip, frip, frip...) every 0.5-
1 s. Different  may sing from the same traditional song post.
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chew

frip            frip            frip            frip           frip           frip          frip

TZICK!                   TZICK!                 TZICK!                       TZICK!

chr'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'r...

Pallid Honeyguide. Like Lesser, gives a long series of simple 
notes (up to 23x, at a rate of about 0.8/s). However, instead of 
clipped chirps, gives longer hollow whistles (HU or fwee) that are 
more clearly disyllabic. After 2-3 whistles a soft clicking element  
(whit or tik) can be heard at close range. Recording from E Africa.
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hu                 HU                HU't            HU'whit         HU'whit        HU'whit

fwo              fwo              fwee'tik        fwee'tik          fwee'tik      fwee'tik

Green-backed Honeybird. Most often heard is a penetrating, 
harsh, high-pitched skee'a or chew-wit, repeated at 0.5-1 s inter-
vals during song-flight above the canopy. Calls more clearly 
disyllabic and given in quicker succession than Brown-backed's.
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2

 skee'a, skee'a, skee'a, skee'a, skee'a...

Separation from other groups
Honeyguides' many morphological peculiarities, such 
as their raised nostrils, bare orbital skin and zygodactyl 
feet, are difficult to see in the field. Fortunately their  
3-4 striking white outer tail feathers (in all species) are 
obvious in flight and useful in identification; in most 
other LBJs (except wheatears) the white is restricted 
to the outermost tail feather, or the feather tips. The 
combination of honeyguides' broad white tail panels 
and fast, dipping, undulating flight is distinctive.

Identification: Plumage and structure
Relative size is useful when separating honeyguides  
(most obvious when directly compared): Greater and 
Scaly-throated are about the size of a bulbul or robin-
chat; Lesser is sparrow-sized; Pallid and the honeybirds 
are closer to a small flycatcher in size. The shape of 
the bill is important: bill length, thickness, angularity, 
curvature and to a lesser extent, colour, should be 
noted. In terms of plumage, take note of the colour 
of the upperparts (typically green or brown) and 
throat, and check whether there are any prominent 
patterns on the head, face, throat and breast e.g. a 
pale cheek patch, mottling on the breast and throat, 
faint streaking, a dark malar stripe on either side of the 
face, a whitish loral spot or band near the bill-base, etc. 

Identification: Voice
 honeyguides have simple, recognisable and easily 

remembered songs that are usually the best clue to 
their whereabouts. In addition to the 's territorial 
song, both sexes also have a broad repertoire of 
other calls. These include trilling, whistling, piping, 
chattering, squeaking, chittering, rattling, buzzing, 
yelping, wailing, snarling, purring and hissing. The 
elusive Prodotiscus honeybirds are most often spotted 
while performing their high aerial song-flights ac-
com panied by sharp, insect-like calls. Although rarely 
witnessed, the larger honeyguides also perform short 
aerial displays in certain interactions, during which 
they can produce audible sounds with their wings.
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Greater Honeyguide
Indicator indicator (Grootheuningwyser)
L: 18-20 cm   M: 41-(48)-54 g
[I. indicator]. Usually detected 
by unmistakable VIC-tor song. 
Very insistent and conspicuous 
when guiding. Roughly like a 
bulbul in size and shape but has 
short legs and white outer tail 
feathers.  easily identified by 
black throat, pink bill and pale 
cheek spot;  less distinctive.

Scaly-throated Honeyguide
Indicator variegatus (Gevlekte Heuningwyser)
L: 18-20 cm  M: 37-(48)- 56 g
[I. variegatus]. An unobtrusive 
forest honeyguide more often 
heard than seen: listen for 3-4 s  
rising trill. About bulbul-sized. 
Diagnostic mottled, spotted or 
scaly breast markings can be 
hard to see in the forest canopy; 
then looks green above with 
grey head and buffy white belly.

pink

 identifiable by 
white tail panels, 
mottled rump, yellow 
shoulder, pale edges 
to wing coverts and 
arrangement of toes

adult 
Swellendam, WC

ad.  
Maun, Bot

guiding bird gives 
demanding nasal 
chattering from a 

conspicuous perch

often 
mottled 

white

pale cheek 
spot

juv. 
Manzini, 

Sw

black

ad.  
Tswaing, 

GP

yellow

yellow 
shoulder 

hard to see

listen for long rising 
croak from canopy

juv.
Knysna, 
WC

adult
Magoebas -
kloof, Lim

breast markings 
can look faint

coarsely barred; 
black spots

streaky head

brownish 
green

mottled 
breast

adult
Ndumo,  
KZN

flight 
fast and 
dipping

white panels 
on 4 outer tail 
feathers distinguish 
honeyguides from 
other groups (but 
only visible when 
tail fanned)

note foot 
structure 

(zygodactyl)

size: large

white

LARGE HONEYGUIDES: Peculiar, primitive birds known for guiding people to beehives. Greater is 
found in various wooded habitats including savanna, woodland, forest edge, riverine strips, plantations 
and gardens. Scaly-throated limited to riverine, coastal and evergreen forests and mature woodland. 

blue 
orbital 
skin

size: large

yellow 
orbital 
skin
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As is the case in other honeyguides, this species' well-
developed sense of smell assists it in locating beehives 
(as is evident from its prominent raised nostrils).

habitat Riverine, coastal and montane evergreen 
forests, riparian forest and dense mature woodland.

status Uncommon to fairly common but localised 
resident. Easily overlooked unless calling. Solitary.

identification An unobtrusive forest honeyguide 
that is best seen by trying to pinpoint the source of the 

's rising croak in the canopy. Fairly large (about the 
size of a bulbul), with a smallish, pink-based bill; most 
conspicuous feature is white outer tail with black tips. 
Diagnostic streaked throat and scaly or mottled breast 
can be hard to see from a distance (especially against 
the sun, or washed in green canopy light); then looks 
rather plain, with a grey head, green upperparts and 
buff-white underparts. — Sexes:  > . — Juv: Differs 
from ad. in bolder breast markings (looks spotted or 
barred with black), barred flanks, narrow yellow eye-
ring and dark head finely streaked white. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks All other honeyguides have plain 
breasts. From a distance could easily be mistaken for 
Lesser but is larger and lacks the dark malar stripe and 
white loral spot of that species. About the same size as 
Greater, but breast marked, rump green (not mottled 
white), greener above, lacks paler edges to wing 
feathers and yellow shoulder, and has smaller bill. At a 
glance could be mistaken for a forest greenbul (p. 343) 
or even a  small green cuckoo.

behaviour  sings for long periods from a high 
branch below the canopy, intermittently switching 
to new perches. Ventriloquial quality of call can make 
the source of the sound difficult to locate, despite the 
bird sitting on an exposed branch. Otherwise quite 
secretive, elusive and sneaky, but very inquisitive: will 
quietly approach humans closely and watch from the 
shadows; sometimes flies slowly over camps, comes 
to fires or enters vehicles. Also monitors activities of 
other honeyguides and hosts. May visit beehives up 
to 5 km from song post; attracted to scent of honey 
and wax (can be lured into gardens with honeycomb). 
Joins mixed bird parties but aggressive towards other 
honeyguides. Sometimes catches insects on the wing. 

biology Food bees' pupae, larvae and wax; also 
other insects, fruit and seeds. Parasitises barbets and 
woodpeckers. Lays 1 white egg per host nest.

voice Song of  is a strange, eerie purring trill that 
starts as a growling croak and rises to a high, loud 
tremulous crescendo: purrrrRRRREEEE. Aggression call 
is an irritated nasal chattering ch'chi-chi-ch'chi-chi... 

As its scientific name suggests, this species is famous for 
guiding humans to beehives in the hope that the person 
will break open the hive to allow the bird access to the 
wax, eggs and larvae. Being guided by this iconic African 
species is an unforgettable birding experience.

habitat Occurs in most habitats with trees (and 
bees): wood land, savanna, riverine bush, forest edges, 
fynbos, plantations, orchards, golf courses, gardens.

status Uncommon and localised. Mostly resident 
but sometimes encountered in odd places. Solitary.

identification Infrequently seen unless singing or 
guiding. In the latter instance, impossible to ignore: 
calls incessantly from a nearby branch, then flies in 
an exaggerated dipping motion for a few metres and 
calls again.  easily identified by its pink bill, pale cheek 
patch and black throat;  less distinctive, but both 
sexes have 4 white outer tail feathers, pale-edged wing 
coverts, a small yellow wedge on the shoulder (often 
hard to see) and usually a whitish mottled rump. — 
Juv: Breast and sometimes belly yellow; skin around 
eye blue; face blackish; crown golden. — Var: Minor. 

confusion risks Short legs, toe arrangement 
(2 forward, 2 back) and white on tail will prevent 
confusion with e.g. bulbuls. Scaly-throated has a 
streaky head and breast and is greener above. Lesser is 
smaller, with a stubbier bill and dark malar stripe.

behaviour Flight strong, fast and dipping; in flight  
can make a drumming sound like a snipe by vibrating 
its tail and swooping down. Both sexes (as well as 
immatures) guide humans to beehives; rumoured to 
guide honey badgers, baboons, etc. A guiding bird 
will repeatedly fly off and return to try and convince 
a human to follow. May lead >1 km to a memorised 
location of a beehive. Attracted to scent of honey. 
Imm. dominant over adults and other honeyguides.

biology Food bees' eggs, larvae and wax (latter 
digested by special bacteria). Parasitises >30 hole- 
nesting species including hoopoes, barbets, wood-
peckers, bee-eaters, kingfishers, tits, martins, chats 
and star lings. Lays 1 egg per host nest. Upon hatching, 
the chick kills its foster siblings using hooks on its bill. 

voice In summer  sings intermittently throughout 
the day from a favourite song post, which may be 
used for many decades. Song unmistakable, easy to 
remember and audible for up to 700 m: a sharp whistle 
followed by a short trill, VIC-torr or WHIT-purr, repeated 
at 1 s intervals, 4-14 times (ends on VIC note). When 
guiding gives a rapid nasal chattering like a box of 
matches being shaken; this is usually very successful 
in attracting one's attention. Hisses when threatened.

•	white	on	tail	and	(usually)	on	rump
•	  has pink bill, black throat and pale cheek
•	  dull; note white tail and yellow shoulder
•	juv.	has	yellow	breast	and	blue	eye-ring
•	energetically	guides	people	to	beehives

•	white	tail	sides	visible	when	tail	spread
•	mottled,	spotted	or	scaly	breast
•	from	afar	looks	plain	grey	and	green
•	prefers	forest	or	mature	woodland
•	song	a	strange,	croaking,	rising	trill

Scaly-throated Honeyguide
Indicator variegatus (Gevlekte Heuningwyser)
ALT NAME(S): Variegated Honeyguide

Greater Honeyguide
Indicator indicator (Grootheuningwyser)
ALT NAME(S): Black-throated Honeyguide
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Lesser Honeyguide
Indicator minor (Kleinheuningwyser)
L: 14-15 cm   M: 21-(28)-39 g
[1: I. m. damarensis; 2: I. m. 
teitensis; 3: I. m. minor]. The 
region's most common honey-
guide. Smallish, with a beady 
eye and stubby bill. Inconspicu-
ous but inquisitive and often 
bold. Head grey; mantle green 
and streaked. Most have dark 
malar stripes. White outer tail 
striking in flight. Easily located 
by repetitive chirping song.

Pallid Honeyguide
Indicator meliphilus (Oostelike Heuningwyser)
L: 11-13 cm   M: 11-(16)-21 g
[I. meliphilus]. An uncommon 
and easily overlooked species 
restricted to forest edges and 
tropical woodland in extreme 
NE. Not easily separated from 
Lesser in the field; many records 
erroneous. Smaller, with even 
shorter and more stubby bill 
and paler more washed-out 
plumage, plainer and yellower 
upperparts and no dark malar 
stripes. Song includes a 
clicking element.

adult 
Dondo, Moz

moves body and head 
from side-to-side while 

watching for prey

juv. 
Honde  
Valley,  
Zim

juv.
teitensis
Harare,  
Zim

green wash 
on head

ad. minor 
Johannesburg, GP

flight fast, dipping 
or direct; often 

chased by  
hosts

a  visiting a  at his 
traditional song post, 
in tall Eucalyptus trees

whitish 
loral spot

green; 
subtly 

streaked

obscurely 
streaked

adult minor
Grahams town, EC

lightly 
streaked; no 
dark malar 
stripe

most common  
honeyguide,  
especially in  
gardens

(usually) dark 
malar stripe

stubby 
bill

ad. 
Haroni-
Rusitu, 
Zim

whitish  
loral spothead pale 

grey, nape 
greener

golden grey; 
almost plain

flanks usually 
streaked

ad. lacks dark 
malar stripe

very short, 
stubby bill

darker grey 
below than  
adult

all juvenile 
honeyguides 
have smaller 
dark tips and 
more pointed 
feathers

clambers like 
a woodpecker; 
inspects holes

uncommon, 
localised and 
restricted to 
tropical NE

21

3

SMALL HONEYGUIDES: Similar honeyguides that form part of a complex of African species. Slinking, 
quiet and easily overlooked, even where common. Lesser widespread: woodland, riverine bush, forest 
edges, thickets, parks and gardens. Pallid very localised: forest edges, secondary growth and woodland.

white

lacks white 
loral spot

head 
grey

white panels on 
outer 4 tail feathers

size: small

size: very small
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•	noticeably	pale,	washed-out	plumage
•	head	pale,	often	with	greenish	wash
•	adult	lacks	dark	malar	stripe
•	bill	smaller	&	mantle	plainer	than	Lesser
•	only	in	E	Zimbabwe	and	C	Mozambique

•	white	tail	sides	visible	when	tail	spread
•	grey	head	with	dark	malar	streaks
•	stubby	bill,	bordered	by	white	feathers
•	green	mantle,	rump	and	wings
•	song	of	  repetitive chew-frip-frip-frip... 

Lesser Honeyguide
Indicator minor (Kleinheuningwyser)
ALT NAME(S): None

Pallid Honeyguide
Indicator meliphilus (Oostelike Heuningwyser)
ALT NAME(S): Eastern/Eastern Least/Kilimanjaro Honeyguide

The small global range of this elusive and poorly known 
tropical honeyguide barely extends into Southern Africa.

habitat Forest edges, degraded forest patches, 
clearings, mature woodland and secondary growth. 

status Uncommon localised resident. Solitary.
identification A sought-after special of C Mozam-

bique and E Zimbabwe. Many claimed sightings 
actually refer to the far more common Lesser which 
overlaps in range and habitat. Usually seen perched 
motionless high in the canopy. Moves body and head 
from side-to-side while watching for prey. As its name 
suggests, looks pale and washed-out, with nearly plain 
golden-grey mantle, pale grey head washed greenish 
on nape and pale grey underparts. Has a whitish 
loral patch but lacks darker malar stripes. Throat and 
flanks lightly streaked. Very small, stubby, angular bill 
is probably the most reliable identification feature.   
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Darker: slightly darker grey 
below and more yellowish green above. Lacks a white 
loral spot. Tail feathers whiter and with more pointed 
tips (as in all juv. honeyguides). — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Very difficult to tell from Lesser 
but: (1) slightly smaller; (2) bill even shorter and more 
stubby, with more sharply angled lower mandible; (3) 
nape washed greener, but beware of similar fresh ad. 
and juv. Lesser; (4) throat and flanks streaked in both 
but more obviously in Pallid; (5) plumage overall paler; 
(6) paler grey below sometimes with a dull yellow 
wash; (7) lacks darker malar stripes (but this absent in 
juv. Lesser and not always clear in ad. Lesser either); 
(8) mantle more golden grey than greenish grey, and 
usually less clearly streaked; (9) song has a clicking 
element. Told from Green-backed Honeybird (p. 44) by 
thicker bill and dark-tipped white outer tail feathers.

behaviour Clambers on trunks like a woodpecker, 
enters crevices in bark, gleans from leaves and twigs 
and catches insects on the wing. Moves body and 
head from side-to-side and fans tail. Unobtrusive.

biology Food mainly bees, wax and insects. Hosts 
unconfirmed: probably barbets, tinkerbirds, etc.

voice Like Lesser, song is simply a long repetition 
of high, sharp notes; similar, especially if the singer 
is far away. Instead of chirps Pallid gives high hollow 
whistles (a bit like a Pearl-spotted Owlet); after 2-3 
whistles, adds a softer clicking sound e.g. hu, HU, HU't, 
HU'whit, HU'whit, HU'whit... or fwo, fwee'tik, fwee'tik, 
fwee'tik, fwee'tik... Final note given up to 23x, at about 
0.8/s. Overall effect is somewhat like a Black-backed 
Puffback in reverse (i.e. first a whistle, then a click). Also 
makes a mechanical whirring sound in song-flight.

 Lesser Honeyguides jealously guard their barbet host 
pairs while the  watch and follow the hosts around.

habitat Forest edges, woodland, riverine bush, city 
parks, gardens and alien plantations or avenues. Often 
in tall, isolated alien trees, especially eucalypts.

status Locally fairly common. Singing  are 
often reliably present in the same copse of trees for 
decades. Nevertheless sneaky and easily overlooked; 
usually seen singly, but more birds remain unseen e.g. 
surprising numbers may gather at opened beehives 
(or store-bought honeycombs). Resident or nomadic.

identification The most common and widespread 
honeyguide, particularly in suburbs. May approach 
people to investigate a disturbance, but most often 
located by the 's simple but carrying song. Likely to 
be seen sitting quietly on an open branch in the lower 
canopy of a tall tree. First impression is of a sparrow-
sized bird with a small grey head, small beady eye 
and green wings and mantle. Close up, shows faint 
mantle streaks, a short stubby bill, a whitish loral spot 
(often hard to see) and usually a darker malar stripe 
on each side of the throat. White, black-tipped outer 
tail feathers revealed in flight. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: 
Has a green wash on the head, paler grey skin around 
the eye, lightly streaked throat and buffy breast. Lacks 
a white loral spot and dark malar stripe. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Locally, occurs alongside very 
similar Pallid (see that species). Larger Scaly-throated 
could also be taken for this species in poor light or if 
seen from the back. Green-backed Honeybird (p. 44) is 
smaller with a thinner bill. Like S Grey-headed Sparrow 
(p. 272), but has a green mantle and white outer tail. 

behaviour Does not guide people to beehives, but 
is well-aware of where these are located; can even find 
honeycomb (by scent) inside buildings. Fairly aggres-
sive towards other birds. Hawks insects on the wing or 
checks crevices, leaves and branches for prey. 

biology Food adult, larval and pupal bees, wax, 
insects and spiders. Main hosts are bee-eaters and 
bar bets; possibly also wrynecks, wood peckers, wood 
hoopoes, starlings, king fishers, petronias, etc.  lays 
1 whitish egg, often while  distracts the hosts. Chick 
kills its foster siblings with special bill hooks.

voice Most often located by simplistic song: a series 
of 10-30 deliberate chirps at intervals of 0.5-1 s (speed 
variable); introduced by a short downslurred whistle: 
chew, frip, frip, frip, frip, frip... Songs are repeated every 
30 s to 3 min, mostly Aug-Feb. Also utters squeaks, 
rattles and chittering. Produces whirring or drumming 
sounds (mechanically) during courtship flight.
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Green-backed Honeybird
Prodotiscus zambesiae (Dunbekheuningvoël)
L: 10-12 cm  M: 9-(10.5)-11 g
[P. z. zambesiae]. A tiny and 
unobtrusive bird usually seen 
perched quietly in the canopy; 
the only time that it draws 
attention to itself is during its 
acrobatic aerial chases. Stocky, 
with a domed head, short legs 
and spiky bill. Bobs or shakes 
head. Often joins bird parties.

Brown-backed Honeybird
Prodotiscus regulus (Skerpbekheuningvoël)
L: 12-13 cm   M: 12-(14)-18 g
[P. r. regulus]. Inconspicuous 
flycatcher-like bird that is easily 
overlooked except when calling 
from the top of a tree or when 
performing its impressive aerial 
chases. Slim and upright, with 
short legs, high forehead and 
sharp, decurved bill. Shakes or 
bobs head when perched.

thin, 
sharp, 

curved 

juv. lacks 
dark tips

adult 
Pretoria, GP

adult 
Mooi River, 
KZN

dark 
centre; 
dark 
tips

flight fast and dipping; 
may hawk insects in 

agile flight like  
a flycatcher

tzick!   tzick!   tzick!

often sits on dead 
branches at very 

top of tree, calling 
and moving head 
side-to-side or up 

and down

chr'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'r

in high acrobatic 
display 1 bird chases 
the other in fast, 
erratic, dipping  
flight while giving 
sharp calls

dark band visible 
from below (tail looks 
all dark from above)

erectile 
white 

patches 
usually 

obscured

recalls a small 
flycatcher (p. 154)

outer 3 tail 
feathers white 
with dark tips

grey-
brown

juv. 
Bulembu, 
Sw

tiny  
spiky  
bill

adult 
Panda, Moz

adult 
Masvingo, 
Zim

mostly 
white

flight fast and dipping; 
occasionally catches 
insects during short 

aerial sallies

difficult to spot while sitting 
quietly in canopy; often peers 
about or bobs head up and down

erectile 
white 

patches 
usually 

obscured

domed 
head

outer tail feathers 
white or with small 
dusky tips only

olive-
green

juv. 
Harare,  
Zim

grey 
throat

in acrobatic  
aerial display,  
10-20 m above  
canopy, 1 bird  
chases another in  
erratic, dipping flight, 
calling skee'a at each dip

often joins mixed 
bird parties

arched 
head

white 
throat

HONEYBIRDS: Small, delicate warbler- or flycatcher-like birds with sharp, curved bills. Quiet and mostly 
overlooked unless displaying. Green-backed found in miombo and teak woodlands. Brown-backed in 
savanna, woodland and thickets, often at forest edges or in wattle and other alien trees, in hilly areas. 

whitish 
eye-ring

size: very 
small

size: 
small
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•	white	outer	tail	feather	with	dark	tips
•	sharp,	delicate,	slightly	decurved	bill
•	grey-brown	plumage;	no	streaking
•	sharp	calls	during	high	aerial	chases
•	sits	at	top	of	trees;	moves	head	about

•	outer	tail	feathers	mostly	white
•	tiny	with	spiky	bill	and	domed	head
•	green	above;	grey	head;	paler	belly
•	piercing	calls	during	aerial	chases
•	restricted	to	N	miombo/teak	woodlands

Green-backed Honeybird
Prodotiscus zambesiae (Dunbekheuningvoël)
ALT NAME(S): Slender-billed Honeyguide, Eastern Honeybird

Brown-backed Honeybird
Prodotiscus regulus (Skerpbekheuningvoël)
ALT NAME(S): Sharp-billed Honeyguide, Wahlberg's Honeybird

The best way to locate this small, nondescript and 
unobtrusive parasite is to listen for its sharp insect-like 
calls given during a spectacular, high-speed aerial chase.
habitat Open or patchy woodland, mostly on slopes 
or in valleys; also suburban gardens, parks, alien 
plantations (especially wattles) and forest edges.

status An uncommon and localised but very easily  
overlooked resident or local migrant. Singly or in pairs. 

identification One of the region's most over looked 
birds due to its quiet, reserved nature, small size and 
nondescript plumage. Presence in a garden or local 
park can remain entirely unknown; seldom seen 
'by accident' and best located by voice. Yet, not shy: 
perches openly for long periods (often on dead twigs 
at the very top of a tree). Alternatively may be seen 
during acrobatic aerial display, repeated several times 
a day in spring: a bird chases another, keeping right 
on its quarry's tail, in fast, erratic and dipping flight; at 
each dip gives a sharp call. Sits very upright with head 
turning from side-to-side. Shape unusual: smaller 
than a sparrow, with a small head but high crown and 
steep forehead; bill small, sharp and notably decurved. 
Plain grey-brown above and paler grey below, with a 
whitish throat and lower belly. In flight, shows striking 
white outer tail feathers with dark tips; a good view 
may show fluffy white tufts on upperside of flanks.  
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Paler above and more yellowish 
below, with an orange gape and 'loose' plumage; lacks 
dark tips to white outer tail feathers. — Var: None.

confusion risks Bill shape different from larger 
Lesser Honeyguide (p. 42). Lacks green tones of Green-
backed. Resembles small brown flycatchers (p. 154) 
but lacks streaking and has a white outer tail. At a 
glance could be taken for e.g. Garden Warbler (p. 176), 
Grey Penduline Tit (p. 264) or Familiar Chat (p. 134).

behaviour Not as closely associated with bees as 
typical honeyguides. Forages both low down and in 
the canopy, gleaning scale insects from twigs/bark. 
May join bird parties. Sometimes catches prey in flight.

biology Food mostly scale insects and aphids. Br. 
biology poorly known: parasitises cisticolas, prinias, 
camaropteras and possibly other birds with spherical 
nests. Number and appearance of eggs unknown, but 
probably lays a single plain white egg per host nest. 

voice Simple song is a dry, unmusical churring rattle  
lasting 2.5-7 s, repeated at intervals: chr'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'r... 
Recalls a cicada or Crested Barbet. In song-flight gives 
a sharp, very loud, piercing, grasshopper-like, metallic 
buzz every 1.5 s, TZICK or DZREE. Slower and more 
raspy than song of Zitting Cisticola (p. 216).

This small unimposing parasite may prove frustratingly 
elusive to birders because it is easily overlooked in the 
overwhelming throng of a miombo bird party. 

habitat Mature miombo and teak woodland; less 
numerous in mopane, riverine woodland and gardens.

status Uncommon to locally fairly common but 
easily overlooked. Mostly resident. Singly or in pairs. 

identification Typically seen high in the canopy 
where first impression is of a tiny but stocky, rather 
sluggish warbler or flycatcher, but outer tail obviously 
white (or with small dusky tips) and shape is unusual: 
head rather large and domed, with an almost vertical 
forehead. Eye looks large; accented by a thin white 
eye-ring. Bill is a tiny spike. Above plain olive-green; 
head and throat grey, grading to white on belly. About 
75% of sightings occur when the birds perform their 
song-flights: a bird closely chases another in an erratic, 
weaving, dipping path, 10-20 m above the canopy; at 
each dip gives a sharp call and may fan the tail to show 
the white panels; sometimes more birds join in, and 
the flight may continue under the canopy. — Sexes: 
Alike. — Juv: Paler with buffier underparts, fluffy 
plumage and an orange gape. — Var: None.

confusion risks Easily told from Brown-backed by 
green upperparts, greyer head and throat, all-white 
outer tail and shorter, less curved bill. In colour more 
like a tiny Lesser or Pallid Honeyguide (p. 42), but bill 
much smaller, head more domed, outer tail white or 
with only small dark tips and never has dark malar 
stripes or streaked flanks or a whitish loral spot. Could 
be taken for a camaroptera (p. 258) but does not cock 
its tail and keeps to canopy. At a glance, may be taken 
for a white-eye or warbler or Tiny Greenbul (p. 343).

behaviour Not as closely associated with bees as 
typical honeyguides. Keeps to the canopy; creeps 
about on bark like a tit, gleans from twigs and leaves 
like a warbler or ventures out on short pursuits like a 
flycatcher. Often bobs or waves head when perched.

biology Food mostly scale insects as well as other 
insects and some small fruits. Parasitises African Yellow 
White-eye (extralimitally also wattle-eyes, sunbirds  
and flycatchers). Lays 1-2 pale blue or white eggs  
(colour matches host's eggs).  removes 1 host egg; 
upon hatching, the honeybird chick kills its foster 
sibling with hooks temporarily present on its bill. 

voice Voice poorly documented. Most often heard 
is a penetrating, harsh, sharp, high skee'a or che'wit 
repeated at 0.5-1 s intervals during aerial display; may 
run into an aggravated chattering stutter: che'wit, 
che'che'che'che... Call described as tsit or fit.
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Together, larks and pipits constitute one of the largest 
and most challenging groups of LBJs, both locally 
and globally. Despite their similar appearance, larks 
and pipits are in different families and are not closely 
related; the similarities between them are due to 
convergent evolution and adaptation to a terrestrial 
lifestyle in open habitats. Being a predominantly semi-
arid region, with vast plains and spacious grasslands, 
it is not surprising that Southern Africa is home to a 
bewildering array of larks and pipits: 45 species (31 larks, 
14 pipits) occur, >60% of which are endemic or near-
endemic. This total represents approximately a third 
of the world's species, making the region one of the  
planet's richest hotspots for these fascinating birds. 

Telling larks and pipits apart is a subtle art. There are 
few consistent differences between them and most 
of these are technicalities of little use in the field. 
Instead, experienced birders largely rely on jizz: the 
combination of a bird's size, shape, proportions, gait, 
posture and behaviour. This is a skill obtainable only 
through practice and first-hand field experience.

Jizz, shape and proportions
Larks vary immensely in shape and size but, unlike 
the slim pipits, most are fairly thickset, compact and 
powerful in build, with short, thick necks and large 
heads with rounded, peaked or angular crowns. Their 
toes and legs (especially tibia) are typically shorter and 
thicker than those of pipits, and their claws stronger 
and blunter. A lark's bill shape depends on its diet: 
mostly granivorous larks (e.g. the small Spizocorys and 
Eremopterix species) have short and conical bills for 
cracking seeds; in partly insectivorous larks that dig 
for prey in sand, the bill is longer, thinner and often 
curved. Nevertheless, all larks have thicker-based bills 
than pipits do. In many larks  are notably larger and 
heavier than , and can have >20% longer bills.

It is useful to remember that pipits are closely 
related to wagtails. This is immediately evident by 
their similar slender, elongated bodies, small and 
rather flat heads, delicate bills and long tails that are 
wagged up and down in some species. Pipits also walk 

or run like wagtails, often with their heads bobbing 
back and forth. On the whole, pipits are fairly 'standard' 
with minimal size and shape differences between the 
species. Pipits have long, slender legs and toes, with 
thin claws. Their bills are delicate, fairly short, thin-
based, straight and flat, suitable for an insectivorous 
diet. Sexual size differences are minor in pipits.

Plumage
Both groups have cryptic, predominantly brownish, 
variably streaked plumage that can be confusingly 
similar. In general, larks tend to be more reddish brown 
and pipits more greyish brown, although there is some 
overlap. Widespread species in both groups vary 
regionally: W birds are usually paler, greyer and plainer 
while E birds are darker, redder and more streaky 
(with some exceptions, e.g. E Long-billed Lark). Given 
a sufficient view, facial pattern details may be useful. 

Distinguishing larks and pipits

single row 
of scapulars

exposed 
nostrils

no obvious crest (crown 
feathers not longer)

bill thin, delicate, 
fairly straight; 

similar in all 
species

pale crescent under 
eye less obvious

dark moustachial 
stripe horizontal

narrow ear-coverts; 
shallow angle

malar stripe joins here

PIPITS

2 rows of 
scapulars

nostrils partly 
covered by 

feathers in some

many larks have crests 
(longer crown feathers)

variable shape/
length, but stronger 

than pipits'; upper 
mandible usually 
distinctly curved

pale eye-surround

often dark, vertical 
bar ('tearstreak')

LARKS

pale cheek spot in 
some species

broad, angular ear-
coverts; malar stripe 

joins here at 90° anglePipits and larks differ subtly 
in face pattern details. Larks have 
broad pale circles around their eyes, bordered below 
by a darker band; in pipits, the pale eye-surround 
is less obvious, and the dark lower border stops 
'halfway'. In addition, larks have shorter malar stripes 
that join the lower border of the ear-coverts. Many 
larks have dark vertical bars below their eyes and pale 
cheek spots, not generally discernable in pipits.

head looks small; 
eye large; neck long

head looks bigger; 
eye smaller; neck 
shorter

LARKS & PIPITS
Families Alaudidae & Motacillidae

Pipits (left) and 
wagtails (right) 
are closely 
related and 
similar in  
jizz

Larks p. 48
Pipits p. 98
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no primary 
projection

3 tertials

simpler feather 
pattern: paler edges 

with dark centre; single 
row of scapulars

longer 
tibia

rather 
delicate  

bills in all 
species

smallish, pointed head; 
longer, thinner neck

pipits tend to  
stand more  

upright than larks 
and spend less time 

crouched down 
close to the ground 

some show short 
primary projection

4 tertials in many 
larks (but shortest 
can be hard to see)

often show complex 
patterns: feathers 

often tri-coloured; 2 
rows of scapulars

PIPITSLARKS

highly 
variable  

bill shape

larger, rounded, peaked 
or more angular head; 

thicker neck

shorter 
tibia

often shorter, 
broader

often longer, 
narrower

Structural 
differences 
between 
larks (left) 
and pipits 
(right)

almost 
straight

often curved

Feet of larks (left) and pipits (right). Larks tend to 
have shorter, thicker legs and toes, that are covered in 
many small rough scales, plus thick, blunt claws. Pipits 
have longer, more slender legs and thinner toes plus 
thin, sharp claws. Claw length varies in both groups.

rounded; 
many small 
scales

thicker, 
blunter

small, rough 
scales

angular; 
single plate

thin, 
sharp

alternating long & 
short scales, smoother

LARKS PIPITSsmall 
scales

larger 
scales

Many larks have intricately decorated plumage, 
particularly on their scapulars, wing coverts, tertials 
and central tail feathers. In many larks, these feathers 
feature 3 clearly contrasting colours and may also boast 
complex patterns, cross-barring or dark subterminal 
bands (see e.g. p. 74). Certain larks (particularly in 
the genus Mirafra) have bright rufous wing feathers, 
showing as a rufous panel on the folded wing and a 
striking rufous patch in flight. In contrast, pipits have 
much simpler plumage patterns, each feather usually 
showing only a darker centre and a paler edge. 

Behaviour
When foraging, larks tend to move slower and more 
horizontally than pipits, often squatting down with 
their bellies held close to the ground for extended 
periods while pecking at seeds or digging. Larks tend 
to move around or among grass tufts instead of over 
them as pipits sometimes do. Furthermore, larks do 
not habitually wag their tails (but may do so during 
rare social interactions). Many larks regularly raise 
their elongated crown feathers into a crest, particularly 
when alarmed, excited or hot. While some larks are 
territorial year-round and usually found in pairs, others 
are highly gregarious and usually encountered in tight, 
coordinated flocks, sometimes of hundreds or even 
thousands of birds, accompanied by other species.

Pipits forage actively by walking or running briskly 
about in a fairly upright fashion, and seldom crouch 
for long periods or shuffle forward with their legs bent. 
Between runs, most pipits stop and stand very upright 
while wagging their tails (with tail wagging frequency 
and depth varying among species). Pipits lack erectile 
crests. In flight, pipits generally look lighter, faster and 
more agile than larks, with narrower wings, and often 
fly in a more dipping path (but similar in some larks). 
While larks often prefer to run away, pipits are typically 
difficult to approach and easily flushed. Pipits are less 

sociable than larks, but may be found in small, loose, 
uncoordinated associations, especially in winter.

Songs, calls and displays 
Larks are some of the most accomplished songsters in 
the avian world. Many species have protracted, varied, 
musical and highly complex songs, including trilling, 
whistling, twittering, clicking, rattling, tinkling and 
chattering elements and often much expert mimicry. 
Even in larks that give simple, repeated phrases, many 
different song types are usually discernable. Several 
larks also produce mechanical sounds such as the 
audible wing clapping of the clapper larks (p. 74). 

In contrast, most pipits have short, simple songs of a 
few monotonously repeated, sparrow-like notes. Pipits 
do not practise mimicry or audible wing clapping. In 
both larks and pipits  sing from the ground, a low 
perch or during an aerial song-flight. Pipits are more 
inclined to call when flushed than larks; their flight 
calls are generally sharper and more sibilant than the 
trilling, rounded flight calls given by larks.
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LARKS
Family Alaudidae

In few parts of the world are larks better represented 
than the arid NE and SW corners of sub-Saharan 
Africa. In the latter region, the dry scrublands of the 
Karoo, rolling dunes and endless plains of the Namib 
and sparse sandy savannas of the Kalahari support 
an unparalleled diversity of endemic larks, as do the 
Highveld grasslands of SA's central plateau.

Of Southern Africa's 31 lark species, 16 are endemic 
and 10 near-endemic to the region. This astoundingly 
high degree of endemism ensures that larks feature 
prominently on the target lists of international and 
local birders; see p. 93 for tips on where to find larks. 

Fortunately, identifying larks is generally far easier 
than is the case with the unrelated but superficially 
similar pipits. Unlike pipits, larks differ greatly in body 
size, bill shape, behaviour and voice, and to a lesser 
extent, plumage details. Many larks are restricted to 
small geographical areas and very specific habitats.

Nevertheless, beginners may find lark identification 
bewildering; even experts are more regularly stumped 
than they like to admit. Part of the problem is due to 
geographical variation: larks vary tremendously in 
colour (to match the soils they occur on), streaking 
(depending on the vegetation density) and bill shape 
(depending on the substratum hardness). 

Several lark species have been split in recent years, 
such as the karoo (p. 62), long-billed (p. 78) and 
clapper (p. 74) lark complexes. Further research may 
result in even more splits in the future.

However, experienced birders will testify that larks 
are worth studying. They are amiable, approachable, 
fascinating and surprisingly beautiful birds that have 
inspired writers, poets, painters and musicians for 
centuries. Some larks have spectacular displays, boast 
unrivaled vocal talents or produce bizarre audible wing 

Species 31
Residents 30
Vagrants   0

Threatened   6

Genera 11
Migrants 1

Endemics 16/10
Restricted 11

clapping; some are partly nocturnal, have complex 
social systems or have remarkable adaptations to live 
in hyper-arid areas (p. 95); some rest in underground 
rodent burrows, can mimic hundreds of other birds or 
have some of the shortest breeding cycles of all birds. 
In addition, the lark family includes some of SA's most 
threatened species. [Afrikaans: Lewerikke].

General characteristics
Of a world total of 98 species (in 21 genera), 69 larks 
occur in sub-Saharan Africa, either as residents or 
non-br. visitors from the Palearctic. A further 8 species 
occur in N Africa, and 2 are endemic to Africa's islands; 
80% of the world's lark species are thus represented 
in Africa. Elsewhere, several species occur in Europe, 
on Asia's steppes and in SE Asia, with 2 species in 
Australia, none in New Zealand and 1 in the Americas. 

All larks are strongly terrestrial, foraging, roosting 
and nesting on the ground.  larks often sing from 
conspicuous, open perches e.g. rocks, fence posts or 
the tops of bushes or small trees. Most also sing in 
aerial displays that involve repeated low-altitude 
manoeuvres or longer high-altitude singing sessions.

With a few exceptions, larks are accomplished 
songsters with musical, varied and diagnostic voices 
that greatly aid in their identification. Many species 
incorporate mimicry in their songs. In a few, audible 
wing clapping accompanies or virtually replaces song. 

Most larger, partly insectivorous larks are resident 
and sedentary year-round, or at most, undergo small-
scale nomadic shifts after breeding. They are usually 
encountered singly, in pairs or in small family parties. 

Conversely, many of the smaller, mainly granivorous 
larks and sparrow-larks are highly nomadic, particularly 
in arid areas; they are often found in massive mixed-
species flocks that follow rain fronts. Such irruptive 
species often breed in high densities, forming noisy, 
localised 'colonies', and have rapid breeding cycles. 
The Dusky Lark is a non-br. summer migrant. 

In most larks the sexes are alike, although  are 
often appreciably larger, heavier and longer-billed 
than  (by as much as 20-25%). Sexes differ markedly 
in sparrow-larks. Juveniles have white or buff tips to the 
feathers of their crowns, mantles and wing coverts that 
give them a spotted appearance, as well as browner, 
less defined and more rounded breast markings. 

Juvenile plumage is replaced within 1-3 months 
of leaving the nest, in a complete or partial post-juv. 
moult. Adults typically undergo an annual complete 
post-br. moult, with many variations depending on the 
region, rainfall and species in question.

On a more technical note, larks differ from other 
passerines in having rounded hind-tarsi with scales 
(p. 47), and a syrinx (vocal organ) with only 5 sets of 
muscles and no bony central pessulus.

1 4 8 12 16

Number of lark species. The greatest diversity of 
larks occurs in Namibia and the arid interior of SA, 
where 8-12 species may occur in close proximity.
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Calendulauda

KAROO LARK COMPLEX p. 64-66

DUNE BARLOW'S KAROO RED

SAVANNA LARKS p. 68

BLACK-EAREDCHESTNUT-BACKEDGREY-BACKED

Eremopterix

SPARROW-LARKS p. 94-96

EASTERN AGULHAS

LONG-BILLED LARK COMPLEX p. 78-84

Certhilauda

KAROO BENGUELA CAPESHORT-CLAWED

Mirafra

MIRAFRA LARKS p. 70-72

MELODIOUS MONOTONOUS RUFOUS-NAPED

CLAPPER LARKS p. 74-75

FLAPPET EASTERN CLAPPER CAPE CLAPPER

SMALL GRASSLAND LARKS p. 86-88

RUDD'S BOTHA'S PINK-BILLED SCLATER'S STARK'S GRAY'S

SMALL DESERT LARKS p. 90-92

Hetero
mirafra

Spizocorys Ammomanopsis

UNIQUE LARKS p. 58-60

LARGE-BILLEDRED-CAPPED

Calandrella Galerida

DUSKY SPIKE-HEELED

Pinarocorys

SABOTA FAWN-COLOURED

size

Unlike pipits, larks come in all 
shapes and sizes. Most measure 
14-17 cm in length, but the largest 
larks reach 18-24 cm, whereas 
smaller species are only 12-14 cm. 
With practice these distinctions  
will become obvious in the field. 
Note that  may be 20% larger 
and longer-billed than . 

Chersomanes
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Like Ammomanes, desert larks.
After John E. Gray (1800-1875), 
English zoologist and author.
(L) - a small lark.
(L) - ashy or greyish.
Combination of the lark genera 
Calendula and Alauda.
(L) - resembling Rufous-naped.
(L) - whitish (pale plumage).
After C. S. Barlow (1905-1979), 
businessman, conservationist.
(L) - red (like a young red ox).
(Gr) - red mantle.
(Tsw) - Tswana name for larks.
Certhia (treecreepers) plus 
Alauda (larks); from long bills.
(L) - from Benguela.
(L) - short bill.
(Tsw) - Bechuana (Botswana).
(L) - curved beak.
(L) - half-collared.
(L) - almost crowned.
(Gr) - fond of barren lands.
(L) - white band (on tail tip).
(Gr) - desert bird/desert wing.
(L) - of the south.
(Gr) - white-eared.
(L) - upright (posture).
(L) - helmeted or capped.
(L) - large beak.
(L) - wonderful + Africa (?)
(L) - of Africa.
(L) - dotted (patterning).
(Tsw) - from Chenyane 
Mountains, N of Zeerust (?).
(L) - banded or barred.
(L) - sparrow-like.
(L) - reddish cinnamon-brown.
(Gr) - A different Mirafra.
After Charles D. Rudd (1844-
1916), diamond dealer and 
associate of Cecil John Rhodes.
(Gr) - dirty, lark-like bird.
(L) - blackish.
(Gr) - finch-like lark.
(L) - cone-billed.
(L) - resembling a finch.
After William L. Sclater (1863-
1944), ornithologist who 
completed Stark's work before 
dying in WWII in London.
After Dr. A. C. Stark (1850-1899).

Ammomanopsis
grayi (Gray's)
  
Calandrella
cinerea (Red-capped)
Calendulauda 
 
africanoides (Fawn-col.)
albescens (Karoo)
barlowi (Barlow's) 
 
burra (Red)
erythrochlamys (Dune)
sabota (Sabota)
Certhilauda 
 
benguelensis (Benguela)
brevirostris (Agulhas L.B.)
chuana (Short-clawed)
curvirostris (Cape L.B.)
semitorquata (East L.B.)
subcoronata (Karoo L.B.)
Chersomanes
albofasciata (Spike-heel)
Eremopterix
australis (Black-eared)
leucotis (Chestnut-back)
verticalis (Grey-backed)
Galerida
magnirostris (Large-bill)
Mirafra
africana (Rufous-naped)
apiata (Cape Clapper)
cheniana (Melodious) 
 
fasciolata (E Clapper)
passerina (Monotonous)
rufocinnamomea (Flap)
Heteromirafra
ruddi (Rudd's) 
   
  
Pinarocorys
nigricans (Dusky)
Spizocorys
conirostris (Pink-billed)
fringillaris (Botha's)
sclateri (Sclater's)
   
   
   
starki (Stark's)
   
   
   
  
 

Origin of names
The origin of the English lark is uncertain but is likely 
derived from dialectal terms for playing or frolicking; 
'lark' is also used as a noun or verb to describe care-
free adventures, pranks or amusements. The Afrikaans 
lewerik is derived from the Dutch leeuwerik.

Classification and relationships
Larks belong to the family Alaudidae, which includes 
21 genera and 98 species; however, it is possible that 
further taxonomic re-evaluations may reveal even 
more species in the future. The true larks should not 
be confused with other birds known by that name, 
such as the New World meadowlarks (family Icter idae) 
or the Australian magpie-larks (family Grallinidae) and 
songlarks (family Cinclorhamphus).

With the exception of swallows, larks are the only 
passerines sufficiently unique in morphology (e.g. 
the pattern of the scales on their legs), to be defined 
at family level by their anatomy alone. In traditional 
classification schemes such features were considered 
primitive and resulted in larks' placement at the start 
of the passerine sequence, after suboscines such as 
broadbills, asities and pittas, but before oscines such 
as swallows and all other passerines. 

Modern classifications suggest that larks form a 
basal group in the passerine superfamily Sylvioidea, 
which includes the warblers, cisticolas, white-eyes, 
babblers and bulbuls (p. 158). Genetic data suggests 
a possible relationship with the Asian parrotbills. Note 
that larks are here grouped with pipits due to their 
visual similarity; they are not closely related.

The advancement of molecular analysis tools, in 
combination with traditional evidence, has led to the 
recent recognition of several additional lark species 
in Southern Africa. Some of these splits were already 
suggested in the past e.g. Roberts listed 4 species 
of long-billed larks (p. 78) as early as 1940, which 
were subsequently lumped into a single species. In 
addition to the splits listed below, the wide-ranging 
and variable Sabota Lark is sometimes considered 
2 species: thick-billed W forms are collectively called 
'Bradfield's Lark, C. naevia'; however, as in other larks 
with multiple subspecies, variation is mostly clinal, 
with gradual changes and intermediate forms.

Pre-split

• 

•

•

Karoo Lark, C. albescens
Barlow's Lark, C. barlowi

Eastern Clapper Lark  
M. fasciolata
Cape Clapper Lark, M. apiata 
(including 'Agulhas Clapper 
Lark, M. marjoriae')

Eastern Long-billed Lark
C. semitorquata
Agulhas Long-billed Lark  
C. brevirostris 
Cape Long-billed Lark 
C. curvirostris
Karoo Long-billed Lark 
C. subcoronata
Benguela Long-billed Lark 
C. benguelensis

Post-split

Karoo Lark
C. albescens

Clapper Lark
M. apiata

Long-billed Lark
C. curvirostris

• 
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Biology
A lark's primary diet can often be inferred from its bill 
shape: a longer, decurved bill allows some species 
to dig through sand or loose soil in search of insects; 
in contrast, larks with short, strong, conical bills are 
mostly seed-eaters. Nevertheless, all larks take both 
insects and seeds; the former is an essential source 
of moisture in arid areas, and even in granivorous 
species, chicks are fed mainly on live prey. 

Insect prey includes ants, beetles, bugs, cock-
roaches, caterpillars, flies, grasshoppers, lace wings/
antlions, mantids, moths, stick insects, termites and 
wasps; they also eat earthworms, milli pedes, spiders, 
solifugids, scorpions, ticks and snails. Seeds of a wide 
variety of grasses, forbs, sedges, succulents, legumes, 
cereals and shrubs are taken, as are small fruits, corms, 
fleshy leaves and flowers. Grit (up to 5 mm in diameter) 
is often swallowed and may help with digestion.

Food is mainly obtained from the ground or low 
vegetation, but larks sometimes employ various 
creative foraging strategies: flipping stones, digging 
with their bills (leaving raking patterns, craters or 
holes up to 4 cm deep), scratching with their feet, 
pulling at plants with their bills or feet, probing into 
grass tufts, breaking open animal dung and termite 
shelters, foraging around and inside rodent burrows, 
following digging mammals like Aardvarks, or leaping 
or flying up to take flying insects or out of reach fruits. 
They are among the first birds to arrive in burnt areas.

All Southern African larks are monogamous. In the 
Spike-heeled Lark, a helper may assist the parents 
in feeding the young. Especially in nomadic species, 
the timing of breeding varies regionally and annually, 
and is largely determined by rainfall (see p. 95). Some 
species regularly raise 2 broods in a season.

Larks lay 2-4 eggs (usually 2-3; up to 5 in Spike-
heeled, but always only 1 in Sclater's, p. 95), usually 
at 1-day intervals. Eggs are whitish or pale buff with 
heavy speckling or blotching to aid in camouflage. 

All larks nest on the ground. Nests are sunk into 
excavated hollows or natural depressions (e.g. animal 
hoof prints) so that the nest rim is about level with 
the ground. In some species the nest is well-hidden 
among thick grass tufts but in arid areas nests may 
be completely exposed, although they are usually

Identifying larks

Melodious Lark 
feeding chicks

Monotonous Flappet Rufous-naped Large-billed

Larks typically lay 2-3 speckled or blotchy eggs that 
vary in colour and patterns. Markings may be concen-
trated around the egg's thick end. Extremes shown.

placed against the S or 
E side of a forb, tuft,  

stone, clod of earth or 
animal dropping to 

maximise shade.

In some species the nest has a fully or partly domed 
roof but in others it is a simple, open cup. Nests may 
be fringed by an 'apron', 'doormat' or 'ramp' of small 
pebbles, sticks or sand-encrusted spider web. 

The nest itself is built on a foundation of sticks or 
pebbles in the nest scrape. It is a neat cup of fine grass, 
small sticks, leaf skeletons, rootlets, inflorescences, 
wool, feathers or hair, the coarser material used on the 
outside and the finer material for nest lining. Nests are 
built by both sexes or by the  alone, in about 4-5 days.

Incubation periods are unknown for many species. 
On average eggs are incubated for 12-14 days in large 
species and about 10-12 days in smaller larks (as short 
as 8 days in Black-eared Sparrow-Lark; among the 
shortest of any bird). Chicks are fed by both sexes; they 
leave the nest after 8-12 days, before they can fly.

Larks are often considered a featureless, uniform and 
virtually identical family by beginners. In fact, they are 
more diverse than any other group of LBJs. Experience 
and practice will elucidate consistent, obvious and 
unmistakable differences between all species. Size, 
structure, bill shape, sociability, voice and displays 
all offer good clues, in addition to plumage patterns, 
colours, distribution and habitat. Get to know the 
common species in your area (see p. 73); depending on 
the location, these may include Rufous-naped, Red-
capped, Large-billed, Spike-heeled and Sabota to start 
with. A basic understanding of the different genera 
(p. 52) will go a long way. Vast geographical variation 
shown by widespread lark species adds a fascinating 
challenge. All in all, larks are some of Southern Africa's 
most inspiring, charismatic and spectacular birds and 
are deservedly firm favourites among many birders.

Observing larks
Because about 30% of Southern African larks have 
highly restricted distributions, some amount of travel 
and searching will be required to observe all the 
species; some suggested locations and strategies are 
discussed on p. 93. Fortunately, larks are often among 
the most numerous, vocal and conspicuous terrestrial 
passerines within their respective ranges and habitats. 
They can usually be located by scanning open soil 
patches or short grass for foraging birds, checking 
suitable open perches for singing  and by listening 
for birds calling while flying overhead.
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SPIKE-HEELED LARK   Chersomanes   p. 58

Look for: short, white-tipped tail.
Size & Shape: medium-small (13-15 cm); fat; 
stands upright; tail short; bill long.
Bill: long, thin and decurved (17-25 mm).
Markings: white band on tail tip; rufous or buff 
underparts contrast with paler throat. 
Sociability: in pairs or small close-knit groups.
Song: hollow, insistent chattering.

DUSKY LARK   Genus Pinarocorys   p. 58

Look for: bizarre wing-lifting behaviour.
Size & Shape: large (19-20 cm); very long wings.
Bill: relatively small for size (16-20 mm).
Markings: dark charcoal above; often scaly; 
thrush-like face pattern; heavy blotches below. 
Sociability: singly or in loose groups. 
Song: usually quiet in the region.

RED-CAPPED LARK   Genus Calandrella   p. 60

Look for: plain red cap and epaulettes.
Size & Shape: medium (14-15 cm); pipit-like.
Bill: small and sharp (13-16 mm).
Markings: red cap and epaulettes; white below.
Sociability: in small groups or large flocks.
Song: listen for high, drawn-out chrreeep!

LARGE-BILLED LARK   Genus Galerida   p. 60

Look for: yellow bill-base.
Size & Shape: large and bulky (18-19 cm).
Bill: very large in W, smaller in E (19-23 mm).
Markings: bold streaking below; strong face 
pattern incl. pale cheek patch; often raises crest.
Sociability: usually singly or in pairs.
Song: pleasant, high, squeaky jumble.

Most larks will allow a reasonably close approach if 
an observer advances slowly. However, the birds are 
usually less stressed if one uses a vehicle as a mobile 
hide, which has the added advantage of being able to 
scan road verges, roadside fence posts and firebreaks. 
Larks frequently forage on the road surface if the 
surrounding grassland becomes too high and dense 
in late summer or before winter fires. 

Although some larks apparently survive without 
access to water (p. 95), many species drink regularly, 
and waiting at a pool or trough is often the best way 
to get decent views of small, elusive species such as 
Pink-billed and Sclater’s Larks. 

Larks’ evocative voices and captivating displays are 
usually the most reliable way to locate and identify 
them; they are generally most vocal on spring and mid-
summer mornings (earlier in winter-rainfall regions), 
but many species are territorial and vocal throughout 
the year. In arid areas, rainfall may stimulate rapid and 
frenzied breeding at any time of year. Judicious use of 
playback usually elicits a strong territorial response, 
but this potentially disturbing activity should always 
be kept to a minimum, and wholly avoided when it 
comes to threatened species (see p. 89).

When watching a lark, shape, size and structure 
are just as important to observe as plumage, if not 
more so. A side-on photo may prove useful to judge 
fine details of plumage and proportions, but can also 
convey deceptive impressions of jizz. Keep in mind 
that  are often considerably larger and longer-billed 
than ; ideally, try to observe both pair members. Also 
consider geographical variation, feather wear and age.

Identification: First steps
When identifying larks (and all other LBJs for that 
matter), begin by executing the 3 basic steps outlined 
below, before referring to the plates, species accounts, 
identification keys and other details.

• Step 1: Separation from other families
Telling larks from pipits is a challenging but impor-
tant first step. Jizz, bill shape, plumage, face pattern, 
habits and voice all offer good clues; see p. 46. Also 
compare scrub robins, wheatears and seed-eaters.

• Step 2: Allocation to lark genera/groups
While not a critical identification step, gaining a basic 
understanding of the major lark genera helps divide 
this large and potentially confusing family into 
more manageable divisions. However, due to larks' 
immense diversity, defining sensible groups is not 
so straightforward: most of the groups (in the tables 
with blue headings at right and on the opposite 
page) are based on the major genera; nevertheless, 
several genera are represented by a single species in 
Southern Africa and are thus discussed individually 
('unique larks'; should rightly also include Gray's and 
Rudd's, which are discussed under 'small larks'). The 
tables list the most important aspects of structure, 
markings, sociability and voice of each group; the 
'look for' heading is worth memorising. 

• Step 3: Identification basics
A logical first step in birding is to eliminate potential 
candidates by consulting the distribution maps in the 
species accounts. While this strategy will definitely 
help reduce the possibilities, most parts of Southern 
Africa still support 8-12 species of larks. In terms of 
movements, only the Dusky Lark is truly migratory 
(and may be present 9 out of 12 months in any 
case). Likewise, habitat choice may be of use but it 
is not unusual to find 5-6 species with overlapping 
territories. Important habitat considerations include:

• Soil type and colour (sand, clay, rocks, gravel)
• Topography (slope angle, altitude, etc.)
• Presence and density of trees and shrubs
• Cover (grass height and density, fire frequency, 
   grazing pressure, human influence, etc.)
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KAROO LARK COMPLEX & SAVANNA LARKS   Genus Calendulauda   p. 62-68 

Look for: most lack rufous wing panel; 3 have small ranges; often on sands.
Size & Shape: medium to large (14-19 cm); size, shape and tail length varies.
Bill: variable within and between species: small and sharp (Fawn-coloured) to 
longish, slender and slightly curved (e.g. Barlow's, Dune) to robust (Red). 
Markings: colour varies to match soil in most species; streaking varies. 
Sociability: usually seen singly, in pairs or rarely in small family groups.
Song: short, clicking and rattling phrases in the Karoo lark complex (p. 62); 
twittering phrase in Fawn-coloured; varied musical mimicry in Sabota.

Species:
Dune (p. 64)

Barlow's (p. 64)
Karoo (p. 66)

Red (p. 66)
Sabota (p. 68)

Fawn-coloured (p. 68)

SPARROW-LARKS   Genus Eremopterix   p. 94-97

Look for: black or pied .
Size & Shape: small (12-13 cm); rather slim; wings often held away from body.
Bill: small (10-13 mm) and triangular; bluish white.
Markings:  black or pied;  with black belly patch or heavy streaking below.
Sociability: in small to massive flocks, often with other species (including larks).
Song: simple, finch-like calls; high, tinny songs not very distinctive.

Species:
Grey-backed (p. 94)

Chestnut-backed (p. 96)
Black-eared (p. 96)

LONG-BILLED LARK COMPLEX   Genus Certhilauda   p. 78-85

Look for: large size, elongated shape and long, thin bill.
Size & Shape: large (16-24 cm). Slender and pipit-like; long wings, tail and bill.
Bill: medium-long (17-22 mm in  Short-clawed and  Eastern) to awkwardly 
long and hoopoe-like (e.g. 26-34 mm in  Cape); looks thin-based, rather 
delicate and clearly decurved (similar to Spike-heeled, p. 58).
Markings: virtually plain (e.g. Eastern) to heavily streaked (e.g. Agulhas, Cape).
Sociability: usually found singly or in pairs.
Song: single or double descending whistles, often in spectacular aerial displays.

Species: 
Short-clawed (p. 80)

Eastern Long-billed (p. 80)
Agulhas Long-billed (p. 82)

Cape Long-billed (p. 82)
Karoo Long-billed (p. 84)

Benguela Long-billed (p. 84)

MIRAFRA LARKS   Genus Mirafra   p. 70-77

Look for: contrasting rufous wing panel; rufous tones overall.
Size & Shape: medium-small to large (12-18 cm). Fairly compact; tail medium.
Bill: small and fairly conical in smaller species (13-15 mm in Melodious) to fairly 
long and robust (18-23 mm in Rufous-naped); with slight curve and sharp tip.
Markings: clearly streaked on mantle and breast; some have intricate barring 
and mottling above and on coverts; rufous wing panel; buff to rufous below.
Sociability: found singly or in pairs, but sometimes in high densities locally in 
optimal habitat (Melodious and Monotonous in particular, form br. 'colonies').
Song: variable: croaking phrase (Monotonous); mimicry (Melodious); simple 
whistle (Rufous-naped); wing clapping, with or without rising whistle (clappers).

Species:
Melodious (p. 70)

Monotonous (p. 70)
Rufous-naped (p. 72)

Flappet (p. 75)
Eastern Clapper (p. 75)

Cape Clapper (p. 75)

SMALL GRASSLAND & DESERT LARKS   Heteromirafra, Spizocorys, Ammomanopsis   p. 86-92

Look for: small size, finch-like shape; usually in groups (most species).
Size & Shape: small (12-14 cm); squat, compact, finch-like; short legs; scurries 
about close to the ground. Rudd's is exception: stands upright on long legs.
Bill: short and conical (11-17 mm) for cracking seeds; pink in 3 species. 
Markings: from plain and almost white (Gray's) to heavily streaked and rich 
rufous (E Pink-billed); face pattern often distinct e.g. dark 'tearstreak'; Rudd's has 
beautiful scaly pattern above and pale stripe down middle of crown.
Sociability: in small to large groups, often with others. Rudd's singly or in pairs.
Song: mostly simple, indistinctive finch-like notes; Stark's gives varied, musical 
rambling; Gray's gives very high squeaks; Rudd's has a buzzy aerial song.

Species: 
Rudd's (p. 86)

Botha's (p. 86)
Pink-billed (p. 88)

Sclater's (p. 90)
Stark's (p. 90)
Gray's (p. 92)
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Sclater's:
'upturned'

Stark's:
'swollen'

Grey-backed:
conical, small

Karoo:
slender, curved

Rufous-naped:
longish, robust

Flappet:
short, compact

Spike-heeled:
fairly long, thin,  
slightly curved

Agulhas:
long, thin,  

slightly decurved

Cape Long-billed:
very long, thin, 

clearly decurved

erectile crest 
noticeable?

face pattern e.g. dark 'tearstreak', 
white cheek spot, dark lores, malar 

stripe, contrasting white throat?

intensity/extent of breast markings?

flanks streaked or plain?

background colour of flanks and belly?

upperparts streaked, mottled, scaly or plain?

feather pattern details (p. 74)?

length, width, 
'heaviness' of tail?

broad white tips?

coloured pectoral patches/epaulettes?

dark belly patch?

mantle 
colour?

bill length, curvature 
shape and colour?

boldness of 
pale eyebrow

colour and 
length of legs 

and hind-claw?colour and pattern of tail?

rufous wing patch?

• habitat, distribution and season?
• upright, diagonal or creeping posture? 
• shape, size and proportions?
• wing shape and flight style?
• behaviour and sociability?
• songs, calls and displays?

What to look for: larks

Identification: Bill shape
Bill shape, i.e. length, depth (thickness), curvature, size 
and shape, is arguably the most useful identification 
criterion for larks. Bill shape is largely a reflection of 
diet (insects vs. seeds) and foraging strategy (pecking, 
digging, probing or grabbing). Bill size varies between 
the sexes (bill of  can be >20% longer than 's) as well 
as regionally and depending on substratum hardness; 
compare e.g. Sabota's E nominate and W bradfieldi or 
Large-billed's W nominate and upland harei.

Identification: Structure and jizz
A glance at p. 49 makes it clear that, unlike pipits, 
larks vary immensely in size and body shape; these 
factors, combined with posture, carriage, proportions 
and movement, give each species a characteristic 
jizz. Often one's first immediate impression of jizz is 
best; however, such visual judgements can be very 
subjective and identifying birds by jizz is a skill that 
should be honed through personal experience. The 
primary structural aspects to verify are: 

Lark bills. Top: short-billed, mostly grani vorous 
larks. Middle: larks with medium-length, slender 
to fairly stout bills; exposed length (distance from 
feather base at top to bill tip) equal or shorter than 
distance from nostril to back of eye; length <2.5x 
depth, measured through nostril. Bottom: larks with 
long, thin-based, curved bills; longer than distance 
from nostril to back of eye; length >2.5x depth.

Overall size and shape
Evaluate shape compared to a sparrow (c. 15 cm); 
select best shape adjectives: bulky, fat, compact, 
robust, elongated, slim, dainty, average, angular, 
thick-necked, bulbous-headed, attenuated, etc.

Proportions
Judge apparent relative lengths and proportions 
of body parts: wing length, absence of primary 
projection; tail 'heaviness', length and width;  
relative size of head and bill; bill length, depth 
and curvature; length of legs and claws.

Posture, carriage and movements
After extended observation, determine if the 
bird's posture is generally upright, diagonal or 
horizontal and if the bird mainly walks, runs, 
creeps or shuffles; note singing posture e.g. with 
head up, back hunched, neck thrust forward, 
body held flat, tail drooped or legs extended. 

Presence of a crest
Almost all larks can raise their crown feathers into 
a crest when hot, excited, alarmed or singing. This 
habit is more prominent in e.g. Rufous-naped, 
Red-capped, Large-billed and Stark's.

• 

•

•

•
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Identification: Colours and markings
Despite their reputation for being dull and featureless, 
most larks can be reliably identified based on the 
colours and patterns of their plumage and bare parts. 
Knowing what to look for before venturing into the 
field is better than trying to remember details after a 
sighting; in this regard a prepared mind will serve you 
better than a long lens or good binoculars.

Larks vary immensely in colour and markings 
depending on the region and habitat. Therefore it is 
more important to check the diagnostic features listed 
in the box below than to place too much emphasis on 
overall colour. Pay particular attention to face pattern, 
belly colour, the type of markings above and the 
boldness/extent of the streaking on the underparts.

Knowledge of the different feather groups and their 
positions will prove invaluable; study the diagrams on 
pp. 34-35 and note the locations of e.g. the lores, malar 
stripe, scapulars, greater and median coverts, tertials, 
secondaries, primaries, etc.

Sabota Lark. Song consists of varied, musical phrases that 
often start with very high sharp notes; includes a great deal of 
mimicry, here of Violet-backed Starling (A), Yellow-fronted Canary 
(B), Kurrichane Thrush (C), Rattling Cisticola (D), Southern Black Tit 
(E), Chestnut-vented Tit-Babbler (F) and Diederick Cuckoo (G).

for syrup is sweet rolling chattering

kHz

2

4

6

S 1s 1s 2s

S 1s 2s 3s
kHz

2

4

6

8

4s

A B C D E F G

Monotonous Lark (left) & Spike-heeled Lark (right). Former 
has a short, croaking, low-pitched phrase repeated incessantly 
all day and sometimes at night. Spike-heeled gives long, rolling, 
hollow chattering, often performed by 2 birds together.

prrp,    tsee-tsee'ooo squeaky jumble

kHz

2

4

6

S 1s 1s 2s

Rufous-naped Lark (left) & Large-billed Lark (right). Quick 
bursts of wing clapping often precedes Rufous-naped's simple, 
liquid whistle. Large-billed gives a rapid jumble of squeaks.

Identification: Behaviour
Patiently observing a lark's behaviour can prove useful 
in identification. Sociability is a good first clue: the 
larger, insectivorous species tend to be encountered 
singly or in pairs while the smaller more granivorous 
species are found in small groups or occasionally large 
flocks (often alongside other species). However, in 
optimal habitat all larks can occur in high densities 
and several  can often be heard from any one point. 

 of most larks (regularly or occasionally) sing 
during an aerial display, the duration, height and style 
of which can be informative. When singing from a 
perch, note perch choice and singing posture. 

As mentioned above, be sure to take notes on 
posture, carriage and movements. Also consider tame-
ness, flight style, agility, foraging strategy, wing lifting, 
breeding activities and any interactions or displays.

Identification: Voice
Many birders, not to mention poets and composers, 
consider larks among the finest songsters in the 
avian world. All species can be distinguished by ear, 
although closely related groups, such as the Karoo 
lark complex and long-billed larks, can sound similar 
and the smaller, finch-like larks have simpler songs. 
The practice of mimicry is common in many larks: 
the songs of Sabota and Melodious in particular, are 
composed mostly of mimicry. The clapper larks, and to 
a lesser extent Rufous-naped, produce bizarre audible 
wing clapping. See also p. 63, 74 and 79.

Face pattern
plain: Fawn-coloured, Spike-heeled, Gray's
bold face pattern with dark 'tearstreak' and pale  
cheek spot: Pink-billed, Sclater's, Large-billed
eyebrow white: Sabota, Fawn-coloured
eyebrow buff, poorly defined: Monotonous
malar stripe present: Sabota (vs. Fawn-coloured)

Colour and streaking: underparts
belly white: Fawn-coloured, Red-capped
belly buff: Monotonous, E Long-billed, Botha's 
belly rufous: E Clapper, Spike-heeled, Pink-billed
contrasting pale throat: Spike-heeled, Melodious
breast plain: Red-capped, Gray's
breast with thin or weak streaks: Fawn-coloured,  
Dune, Spike-heeled, E Long-billed, Stark's 
breast boldly streaked: Sabota, Melodious
breast blotches: Dusky, Large-billed, Red
flanks streaked: Karoo, Cape Long-billed, Botha's

Streaking on upperparts
mantle plain: Gray's, Dune, some Dusky
mantle with thin streaks: Fawn-coloured
mantle heavily streaked or mottled: most species
mantle with complex patterns: clappers
mantle scaly: Dusky, Rudd's, Spike-heeled, and
juveniles of many species

Specific markings/colours
black underwing coverts: sparrow-larks
black belly patches: some  sparrow-larks
rufous wing panel: most Mirafra species
intricate patterns/bars: clappers, Rufous-naped
pale central crown stripe: Rudd's
plain rufous cap and epaulettes: Red-capped
bright yellow bill-base: Large-billed, juveniles
mostly pink bill: Pink-billed, Botha's, Rudd's
long hind-claw spikes: Spike-heeled, most Long- 
billed larks, Large-billed, Rudd's

•
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Heavily worn 
plumage

Fresh 
plumage

Variation, ageing and feather wear
Geographical variation is more pronounced in larks 
than any other group of birds in Southern Africa. In 
some cases, the differences within a species exceed 
the differences between species. Larks' spectacular 
diversification (and speciation) is most pronounced 
in species that are sedentary and territorial through-
out the year. Adaptations to different habitats also 
lead to changes in appearance and small differences 
between the sexes help limit competition. 

A myriad subspecies or races have been defined 
to address geographical variation in larks. However, 
in most cases the borders between neighbouring 
subspecies are not clearly defined and adjacent 
populations tend to grade gradually into each other. 
It may therefore be impossible to identify birds to 
subspecies level in transitional areas. Even species 
limits remain unclear in some groups, such as the 
recently split long-billed larks (p. 78).

Juvenile larks may look very different from their 
parents for the first 1-3 months of life, at which 
stage they undergo their first moult. In most species, 
juveniles have pale tips to their mantle feathers and 
wing coverts that give them a spotted appearance; 
compared to adults, their breast marks are rounder 
and more diffuse and their face patterns bolder.

The timing of moult varies considerably, but 
adults typically undergo an annual complete post-
br. moult into fresh plumage in mid- to late summer. 
Worn birds are generally paler and greyer above and 
whiter below. However, the effect of feather wear 
does not usually pose a major identification hurdle.

Plumage wear in Sabota Lark. In fresh plumage 
(top) looks much richer in colour, with golden/rufous 
tones on wings; washed yellowish below with broader, 
softer streaks. In worn plumage (bottom) looks paler 
and greyer overall; edges of wing coverts whiter 
and narrower (can be worn off almost completely); 
dark streaks on mantle and face often sharper; and 
distinctly whiter below with sharp, narrow streaks.

Key to identification of Larks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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•
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Belly mostly black or with black patch...............2
Belly not black................................................................5

Underparts mostly or entirely black....................3
Black patch on lower belly.......................................4

No white; wholly black below......  Black-eared
White crown; dark flanks; grey back; linked nape 
bar; no black shoulder...................  Grey-backed 
Black crown; white flanks; chestnut back; isolated 
nape bar; black shoulder......  Chestnut-backed 

Heavily mottled below; chestnut mantle; pale 
collar around neck...................  Chestnut-backed 
Less obvious dark belly patch; pale, rather plain 
grey above; no pale collar.............  Grey-backed

Bill mostly or entirely pink........................................6
Bill not mostly pink.....................................................8

Stands upright on long legs; tail short/narrow;  
back scaly; pale central crown stripe; top of bill 
darker; singly or in pairs; rare....................Rudd's
Shape squat, finch-like; back streaked; lacks a 
central crown stripe; bold face pattern; entire bill 
pink; often in small groups......................................7

Flanks streaked; lower belly whitish; bill slender; 
repeated chi-ree calls; rare...........................Botha's
Flanks plain; face bold; belly often rufous; bill 
stubby; tinkling calls; widespread.....Pink-billed

Large with thrush-like markings and bold face 
pattern, dark charcoal above, sometimes scaly; 
often looks unkempt; lifts wings while foraging; 
mostly in savanna or woodland................Dusky
Not as above...................................................................9

Bill heavy (in W) with bright yellow base; erectile 
crest; large, dumpy; heavily streaked below;  
thin streaks extend to flanks........Large-billed
Base of bill not bright yellow...............................10

Plain red crown and epaulettes.......Red-capped
Lacks red crown and epaulettes..........................11

Bill long, thin-based, slim, curved i.e. length (tip 
to forehead) longer than distance from nostril 
to back of eye; length >2.5x depth (p. 54)........12
Bill short to medium, but stout; conical, straight, 
or slightly curved; length equal or shorter than 
distance from nostril to back of eye..................17

Shape fat, upright; short tail with white tip; 
rufous belly contrasts with paler throat;  smaller;
often in small chattering groups...Spike-heeled
Tail medium to long; belly pale buff to whitish; 
song descending whistles; singly or in pairs....13



Key to identification of Larks (continued)
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In open savanna and thornveld; Kimberley to 
Gaborone and near Polokwane......Short-clawed
Habitat moist rocky upland grassland in E SA; 
smallish; rather plain...........Eastern Long-billed
Habitat arid plains, grassland, scrub, strandveld 
and agriculture in dry W and on S Coast..........14
 
Flanks and undertail coverts plain or weakly  
streaked; song a single descending whistle....15
Flanks boldly streaked; song often 2 whistles...16

In N Namibia (p. 78).......Benguela Long-billed
In S Namibia & SA (p. 78)........Karoo Long-billed

Along W Coast (p. 78)...............Cape Long-billed
In S Cape (p. 78)....................Agulhas Long-billed

Smaller than a sparrow, fairly squat; often in  
small groups, larger flocks or local 'colonies'....18
Sparrow-sized or larger; singly or in pairs....23

Plain above; on gravel plains in Namib.....Gray's
Clearly streaked or mottled above.....................19

Obvious contrasting rufous wing panel..............20
Lacks contrasting rufous wing panel.................21

Mostly in sparse savanna; song a repeated 
croaking phrase given from a perch or during 
repeated low flights..........................Monotonous
Mostly in Highveld grassland; rambling song 
almost fully mimetic, given during protracted, 
high-altitude fluttering flight...............Melodious

Heavy streaking below, extending to belly;  
bill very short....................................  Black-eared
Lighter streaking, only on breast; bill longer....22

Very pale overall, almost white; plain face; 
white belly; erectile crest; pale bill.........Stark's
Darker; strong markings on face and breast; buff 
below; bill heavy and 'upturned'.............Sclater's

Obvious contrasting rufous wing panel or much 
decorative mottling/barring (not streaks).......24
Lacks contrasting rufous wing panel................29

Mottled and barred (not streaked) on mantle and 
coverts; loud clapping in aerial display.........25
Streaked above; little or no wing clapping......27

Rather dark above; gives rapid bursts of wing 
claps not accompanied by drawn-out whistles 
during sustained, high flight; in sandy or rocky 
woodland or E Coast grassland...............Flappet
Buff, rufous or mottled grey above; rising 
whistle(s) with clapping, usually in repeated low 
rise-and-fall flights; in grassland or scrub.......26

Pale or bright rufous; clapping does not speed 
up; Kalahari, Namibia, C SA.........Eastern Clapper
Mottled grey and red, clapping speeds up; in 
scrub or agriculture in S and W.....Cape Clapper

Belly white, face plain but brow and circle under 
eye white; thin streaking above; song a canary-
like twittering ending in a slur; in sandy scrub 
or sparse woodland........................Fawn-coloured
Belly pale to dark buff; eyebrow buff, pale circle 
under eye not so pronounced; heavily streaked 
or mottled on mantle................................................28

Very large; heavyset; bill long, heavy; has erectile 
rufous crest (or plain rufous patch on nape if 
lowered); song a simple tsee-tsee'ooo whistle 
given from a low perch, often after jumping and 
rattling rufous wings......................Rufous-naped
Small with short, conical bill; lacks rufous crest/
nape; usually in busy, noisy local 'colonies'....20

Between Port Nolloth and Walvis Bay..............30
Habitat scrub, dunes or savanna, elsewhere...31

Fairly prominent streaks on breast, tertials and 
central tail; S of Lüderitz...........................Barlow's
Virtually unstreaked; N of Lüderitz...............Dune

Flanks heavily streaked; bill thin and decurved; 
W Karoo, Namaqualand, W Coast...............Karoo
Flanks plain or with few scattered streaks........32

Smallish & compact; heavily streaked above; 
song varied, musical, incl. much mimicry; often 
sings from treetop; common in bushveld and 
along riverbeds in dry W; widespread.....Sabota
Large, bulky; long, heavy tail; bill short but  
strong; bold blotchy marks on breast; above plain 
red, or brown and weakly streaked; song full 
varied rattle; localised in N Cape....................Red

Use of identification keys
Starting at question number 1, keys prompt 
readers to select which of 2 (occasionally 3) 
options best describes the bird in question. 
The selected option will refer you either to a 
new question or a possible result (in bold).

Be warned that keys can be deceptive 
as they are based on a small number of 
characters. They should always be used in 
conjunction with the species accounts and 
plates. The final result should be treated 
as a likely possibility only; if the final result  
seems unlikely, begin anew or retrace your 
steps to see at which question an alternative 
answer may have been acceptable.

LARKS57
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flies strongly in 
undulating motion: 

a few flaps then a 
long glide

imm. moulting 
Punda Maria, Lim

ad. nigricans
Alldays, Lim

long-winged

regularly pauses  
and briefly flicks  
wings open

juv. 
occidentis
Hwange,  
Zim

imm. 
nigricans
Pretoria, GP

whitish

ad. nigricans
Mkuze, KZN

striking  
face pattern

compare 
Groundscraper 

Thrush (left)

Dusky Lark
Pinarocorys nigricans (Donkerlewerik)
L: 19-20 cm   M: 30-(38)-46 g
[1: P. n. occidentis; 2: P. n. nig  ri
cans]. Large. Looks elongated 
due to long wings (only lark 
or pipit with marked primary 
projection). Plumage varies but 
typically has very heavy breast 
spots and a bold face pattern. 
Some plain above, others with 
heavy 'scales'. Legs blue-white.  
Frequently flicks wings.

UNIQUE LARKS: Unrelated larks; the only local members of their respective genera. Dusky is the 
region's only migratory, non-br. summer visitor lark; found in woodland clearings and savanna. Spike-
heeled wide-ranging: in short grassland or sparse scrub on flat plains, often in open, degraded patches.

1
1

1 & 2

long wing

mix of dark ad. 
and brown juv. 

feathers

scaly

dark

Spike-heeled Lark
Chersomanes albofasciata (Vlaktelewerik)
L: 13-15 cm   M: 20-(25)-36 g  
[1: C. a. erikssoni; 2: C. a. bo
weni; 3: C. a. arenaria; 4: C. a. 
barlowi; 5: C. a. kalahariae; 6: 
C. a. alticola; 7: C. a. albofas
ciata; 8: C. a. meinertzhageni; 
9: C. a. bushmanensis; 10: C. a. 
garulla; 11: C. a. macdonaldi]. 
Features: fat body, short white-
tipped tail, long decurved bill, 
and contrasting throat.

ad. kalahariae
Sekoma, Bot

wings  
look short  

& round
white tips 

(diagnostic)

short

bouncy 
flight; then 

stalls and 
drops to 
ground

juv. garulla
Port Nolloth, NC

sometimes 
raises crown 
feathers

in pairs 
or small 
groups

very long, 
slender and 

decurved

colour  
variable; most 
between these  

2 extremes

ad.  
erikssoni
Etosha, Nam

 notably smaller; bill 
20% shorter than  's

upright

short tail with 
white tips 
forming band

contrasting  
pale throat

spike

white tips 
when fresh

scaly

1
2

8

6

7

5
4

3

9
NE

ad.  
alticola
Standerton, 
MP

often stands very 
 upright but also squats 

low; shape diagnostic: 
plump with short tail and 

long, curved bill (compare 
long-billed larks p. 78)

bold 
spots

2

10
11
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A true intra-African migrant, this boldly marked species is 
the only lark that does not breed in Southern Africa.

habitat A woodland lark, mostly encountered in 
open broad-leaved or mixed woodland and savanna 
on flat, sandy or stony ground. Often in clearings, on 
bare patches or in areas with overgrazed or burnt 
grass. Also parks, safari camps, lawns and along roads.

status Breeds in C African woodlands; a non-br. 
migrant to Southern Africa, where present Oct-Jul 
(mostly Dec-Apr). Presence erratic and unpredictable; 
local abundance varies much within and between 
years. Generally uncommon and localised. Recorded 
singly, in pairs or in small dispersed groups; at other 
times temporarily locally numerous and may be seen 
several times a day. In N, flocks of hundreds recorded 
on passage. A regular vagrant outside its normal range.

identification A charismatic, photogenic, sought-
after lark often discovered 'accidentally' on lawns or 
along dirt roads (especially in late summer when the 
natural grass is very long). As a non-br. migrant, usually 
quiet and fairly inconspicuous but not shy and usually 
quite approachable. Large size, white underside with 
very bold spots, strong face pattern and a habit of 
briefly flashing its wings open recall Groundscraper 
Thrush. Migratory lifestyle reflected in long wings 
(only lark/pipit to show marked primary projection); 
long wings plus whitish legs and long, heavy tail gives 
it an attenuated shape. — Sexes:  paler and browner. 
— Juv: wings and upperparts plainer and browner.  
— Var: Worn birds (early summer) are more uniform 
dark charcoal above with whitish wing feather edges. 
Fresh birds (late summer) look browner above with 
'random' scalloping and rufous-edged wing feathers.

confusion risks Does not overlap with Large-billed 
(p. 60) but compare Sabota (p. 68). Groundscraper 
Thrush has a longer bill with a yellow base, yellowish 
legs, a broader vertical bar through the eye, spotted 
flanks, pale wing flashes and a more upright posture. 

behaviour Searches for insects by walking about 
purposefully, regularly pausing and briefly opening 
both wings (to flush prey). Also forages near grazing 
animals, catching displaced insects and inspecting 
animal dung. Flight strong and deeply undulating. 
Frequently perches in trees or on top of bushes.

biology Food insects and seeds. Br. extralimital 
(but has been seen with nest material in Botswana).

voice Usually silent. Calls chuk in flight and gives 
a soft wek-wek-wek contact call. In song-flight utters 
monotonously repeated, forced CReep-CReep-CReep... 
Rarely, strings together hesitant, bulbul-like notes.

• very large with long wings and tail
• white below with very bold breast spots
• striking pied facial pattern
• dark grey-brown above, sometimes scaly
• often stops to flick wings while walking

Dusky Lark
Pinarocorys nigricans (Donkerlewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Dusky Bush Lark

• short tail with diagnostic white tips
• long, slender and decurved bill
• whitish throat contrasts with breast
• upperparts usually appear scaly
• in small groups; gives trilling chatter

Spike-heeled Lark
Chersomanes albofasciata (Vlaktelewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Beesley's Lark (split)

This characteristic and very likeable lark exhibits much 
regional colour variation: more than 20 races have been 
described, although some of these are probably invalid.

habitat Occupies more diverse habitats than most 
other larks: from open, moist Highveld grassland in 
the E to gravelly desert plains in the W; also Karoo 
scrub, Kalahari dunes, dry pans, strandveld and 
various grassland types (excluding alpine grassland). 
Prefers flat ground (as reflected in its Afrikaans name). 

status Fairly common to common. Mostly resident. 
In pairs or small groups of 3-5 (up to 10). Near-endemic.

identification Almost invariably seen in small 
groups (a good first clue to its identity), scuttling 
over plains, resting in shade or patrolling road verges. 
Distinctive and fairly easily identified thanks to shape: 
long, slender and decurved bill, rotund body, very 
short tail, and upright stance. Variable in plumage, 
but has a pale throat that contrasts strongly with 
the rufous belly and scaly upperparts. When flushed, 
groups fly a few metres in bouncy flight, then stall 
and fall into cover or land on a bush to survey their 
environment. In flight, the short black tail clearly 
shows a white terminal band (formed by the white 
tips of the outer 5 tail feathers). The long hind-claw 
('spike-heel') is difficult to see in the field. — Sexes: In 
direct comparison,  is notably smaller and shorter-
billed. — Juv: Even more scaly above and breast 
diffusely spotted. — Var: Colour varies considerably 
to match the soil and vegetation; in general, paler in 
NW and darker in SE. Some races are questionable 
(probably only represent clinal extremes).

confusion risks No other lark has white tail tips or 
Spike-heeled's unique shape; however, long bill could 
lead to confusion with long-billed larks (pp. 78-84). 
Pipits are slimmer, shorter-billed and longer-tailed.

behaviour A sentinel watches for danger from a 
bush; if a threat is detected, the other group members 
come running and join the sentinel or run away while 
crouching low. Rests in shade of a bush or in a rodent 
burrow. Forages by digging with bill or by picking prey 
from the ground or vegetation. In a rare display,  rises 
2 m, then glides down while calling. Rarely drinks.

biology Food mainly insects, spiders, scorpions and 
solifugids plus some fruit and seeds. Lays 2-3 speckled 
eggs in a cup on the ground. Helpers may feed chicks.

voice See p. 55. Song is an agitated, hollow, trilling 
chatter with a shrill, tremulous quality e.g. t't't'-trrip-
trrip-trrip or trree-trree-trree... Similar sounds are used 
as contact calls between group members and as alarm 
calls when flushed or reacting to playback.
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UNIQUE LARKS: Unrelated larks; the only local representatives of their genera. Red-capped in virtually 
any habitat with bare ground, including road surfaces, overgrazed patches, burnt grass and ploughed 
fields; often in flocks. Large-billed in dry grassland, scrub and fields in the Cape, Karoo and Lesotho.

Large-billed Lark
Galerida magnirostris (Dikbeklewerik)
L: 18-19 cm   M: 35-(42)-48 g
[1: G. m. magnirostris; 2: G. m. 
sedentaria; 3: G. m. harei]. Big 
robust lark with heavy, yellow-
based bill, patterned face and 
dark blotches on breast. Raises 
crest when alarmed or excited. 
Best located by squeaky song. 
Compare Karoo Lark (p. 66) and 
Sabota Lark (p. 68). 

Red-capped Lark
Calandrella cinerea (Rooikoplewerik)
L: 14-16 cm   M: 20-(24)-26 g
[1: C. c. spleniata; 2: C. c. 
alluvia; 3: C. c. cinerea]. Slim, 
delicate lark easily told by its 
red cap and breast sides. Can 
raise a short crest. Thin bill, 
long, pointed wings, slim body 
and long tail more like a pipit. 
Can be hard to spot on the 
ground, despite bright colours.

ad. sedentaria
Carnarvon, NC

ad. harei
Mohale, Les

often raises crest smaller 
bill than 
W birds

heavy 
blotches 

on breast

large, with 
yellow base

looks noticeably big  
and bulky in the field

broad 
wings  
& tail

sings  
in flight, from 
the ground, or 
from a low perch

adult 
magnirostris
Saldanha, WC

yellow 
base

(fresh)

(worn)

ad. cinerea
Springbok, NC

adult 
spleniata
Skeleton 
Coast,  
Nam

dark 
patches 
on sides

white 
spots

plain bright 
rufous cap

variable red 
epaulettes 

(more in )

whitish belly

ad. cinerea
Potchefstroom, NW

slim, dainty 
and elongated 
(pipit-like)

short crest 
raised when hot 
or alarmed 

very 
pipit-like 
in flight

rufous 
rumpsings 

in high 
song-
flight

chrreeep!

2
1

3 21 3
 E

often shows 
thinner streaks 

on flanks

juv. 
sedentaria
Loxton, NC

bold face markings; 
pale cheek spot

long, 
pointed, 
tapering

unstreaked

small

juv. 
cinerea

Delmas, MP
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Common and widespread in the SW half of SA and, like 
many other arid-country species, the Lesotho highlands.

habitat Found in various semi-arid habitats e.g. 
dry fynbos, strandveld, Karoo scrub, suc culent scrub, 
arid grassland and planted, ploughed, harvested or 
fallow cereal fields. In montane heath in Lesotho.

status Common resident or local nomad. Usually 
singly or in pairs. Territorial year-round. Endemic.

identification Numerous throughout its range 
and in some regions one of the most conspicuous, 
approachable and noisy birds. Attracts attention by 
its characteristic squeaky 1 s song phrases, given in 
high song-flight, from a low perch or from the ground. 
Thick and heavy but relatively short bill with yellow 
base diagnostic (bill more slender in E and Lesotho). 
Looks large, bulky and heavyset. Head often looks 
peaked (and bigger) due to small erectile crest that 
is raised when singing or alarmed. Plumage quite 
striking and attractive: above greyish brown or straw-
coloured (lacks rufous) with bold dark blotches on the 
breast, extending as thinner streaks onto the flanks, 
and a strong face pattern: buff brow and eye-surround 
bordered below by dark horizontal and vertical bands; 
note dark malar stripe and pale cheek. — Sexes:  > . 
— Juv: Has whitish spots on crown, wings and mantle 
and diffuse breast spots. — Var: See plate. 

confusion risks Like W Sabota (p. 68) which can 
also raise a small crest, but Large-billed has a yellow 
(not greyish pink) bill-base, more heavily marked 
breast, often streaked flanks, buffier underparts, buffy 
(not white) eyebrow and shorter, less variable song. 
Often alongside Karoo (p. 66) but less petite and has a 
pale cheek spot and thicker yellow-based bill. 

behaviour In rather laboured song-flight,  climbs 
15-50 m, cruises in a circling, dipping path while 
singing, then dives down. Walks with a crouched 
posture, pecking at bushes, bases of vegetation or 
animal dung, or digging with bill. Drinks regularly.

biology Food insects, seeds and small fruits. Lays 
2-3 mottled eggs in a small cup of dry vegetation 
placed against the shady side of a stone, tuft or bush. 

voice See p. 55. Highly vocal. Short, squeaky song 
is a major component of the arid-country bird chorus. 
Song varies, but essentially consists of 3-8 sharp fluty 
squeaks rolled into a quick (1 s) liquid phrase rising 
slightly in pitch; often introduced by 1-2 clicks e.g. 
trup-tree'lee'lee-lip. Often likened to a rusty gate being 
opened. Most like Karoo Lark's song (p. 63). Also has 
a more continuous song type, mixing own song with 
mimicry. Calls are mostly soft, low and indistinct.

• yellow base to lower mandible
• bill thick in W birds, thinner in E
• blotches on breast, streaks on flanks
• often raises smallish, rounded crest
• song a short squeaky phrase

Large-billed Lark
Galerida magnirostris (Dikbeklewerik)
ALT NAME(S): (Southern) Thick-billed Lark

• bright, unstreaked rufous cap
• white below; red patches on sides
• shape more like a pipit than a lark
• can raise a short crest at times
• often in flocks on bare surfaces 

Red-capped Lark
Calandrella cinerea (Rooikoplewerik)
ALT NAME(S): None

This attractive and easily identified lark may form flocks 
of thousands of birds in the non-breeding season.

habitat Occurs in various flat, open habitats with 
bare soil and short cover, from sea-level to high 
altitude e.g. cropped pastures, montane grassland, 
scrub, strandveld, agricultural fields, road verges and 
burnt, overgrazed, eroded, ploughed or mown areas.

status Common to locally very common. Resident, 
nomadic or migratory. In small groups; forms flocks of 
hundreds or rarely thousands in the non-br. season.

identification A common and widespread lark of 
short-grass plains and agricultural areas. Often seen 
on country roads; when flushed more unseen birds 
appear and the whole flock flies off speedily. Can often 
be located by scanning ploughed fields, dry pans, 
trampled margins of waterholes, cattle paddocks or 
lawns. Seems constantly on the move, flying a few 
metres and chasing rivals about, while giving a sweet, 
drawn-out flight call. Easily identified given a good 
view. Shape is first clue (even in flight): with long and 
pointed but broad-based wings, slim body, longish tail, 
small head and thin bill; looks more like a pipit than a 
lark. The combination of a white belly, rufous pectoral 
patches (epaulettes), white eyebrow and plain, bright 
rufous cap is diagnostic. Often raises a short crest. —
Sexes:  > with bigger rufous pectoral patches that 
sometimes almost merge in centre of breast. — Juv: 
Variable and very different from adult: recognisable 
by dark solid or speckled patches on breast sides.  
— Var: W spleniata is much paler; N alluvia is darker 
and richer rufous with heavy blackish streaks above.

confusion risks Adult is unmistakable but may be 
taken for a pipit given a brief view. Mixes with other 
larks, sparrow-larks, pipits, finches, etc. (keep in mind if 
seen only from rear). Juvenile differs from other young 
larks by shape and dark breast sides; often with adults.

behaviour Walks or runs on open ground, crouch-
ing to peck at plants, animal dung or termite nests. 

 sings during a high song-flight: rises almost 
vertically to c. 50 m, cruises in a dipping path, then 
dives down. Calls often, and frequently relocates to 
a new spot in low flight. Flocks fly high, fast and far  
if flushed. Drinks regularly. Roosts on bare ground. 

biology Food small invertebrates and seeds. Lays 
2-3 heavily marked eggs in a deep cup built next to 
a clod of earth, animal dropping, grass tuft or stone.

voice Most often heard sound is pleasant, drawn-
out, sparrow-like flight call: a sweet rolling chrreeep 
or cheery. Song is a long series of chirps and whistles, 
including mimicry; usually given during song-flight.
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The Karoo, Barlow's, Dune and Red Larks together 
constitute the so-called 'Karoo Lark complex' and are 
sometimes collectively referred to as 'red-backed larks'. 
These 4 species are so similar in structure, plumage, 
voice, habitat and behaviour that their taxonomy has 
been the subject of lengthy investigations; historical 
classifications proposed anything between a single 
variable species and up to 6 species. Modern insights 
are mainly from vocal and genetic evidence. 

distribution Fortunately the distribution ranges of 
these 4 larks are mostly exclusive. Care should be taken 
where neighbouring species occur in close proximity, 
such as along the Red/Karoo border, and in particular, 
in the restricted Barlow's/Karoo hybridisation zone in 
the coastal strip between Port Nolloth and the Orange 
River (see specimens, right). Barlow's also comes into 
close contact with Dune inland from Lüderitz towards 
Aus in Namibia (birds in the Koichab River valley and 
northwards are presumed to be Dune Larks).

bill shape Bill length varies within and between 
species, depending on sex ( 's bill up to 20% longer), 
as well as region and habitat: birds on sandy soils often 
have longer bills, while those on harder substrata 
have shorter, sturdier bills. On average, Karoo has the 
shortest, finest and most delicate bill, which usually 
looks clearly decurved. Barlow's has the longest bill 
of the group. Many Dune Larks show long but slender 
and decurved bills. Red has a short but robust bill. 

size and shape Subtle structural differences can 
provide further clues. Red Lark is the largest of the 4, 
with big  looking almost thrush-sized; it has a long 
tail and bulky head that is empha sised by its deep, 
heavy bill. Karoo is the smallest of the group (especially 
, which is only slightly larger than a sparrow). Dune 

and Barlow's fall between these extremes. Karoo 
looks small-headed and rather delicate in the field, in 
contrast to the big-headed, strong-billed and thick-
necked ('bull-necked') Barlow's. Dune Lark always 
appears long-legged, and is capable of long strides (up 
to 19 cm) as it runs across hot sand dunes. 

The Karoo lark complex

BOTSWANA

Dune Lark
Barlow's Lark

Karoo Lark
Red Lark

NA

Karoo Lark guttata
Rufous-brown above (some very red)

Karoo Lark codea
Pale greyish or sandy brown; less 
heavily streaked than S albescens

Springbok
Aggenys

Pofadder

Upington

Brandvlei
Van Wyksvlei

Prieska

Walvis Bay

Swakopmund

Barlow's patae
Pale coastal form;  
overlaps with Karoo 
Lark S of Orange River

Lüderitz

Dune Lark
Matches sand: 
yellow, orange 
or pale red

Red Lark
Debatable 'subspecies' overlap 
and interbreed locally: 

Plain-backed red 'burra' on 
NW dunes around Aggenys. 
Streaky-backed brown 'harei' 
on central alluvial plains.
Plain dark red 'aridula' on 
dunes around Van Wyksvlei.

Barlow's Lark cavei
Rufous-brown, pinkish or 
reddish above; inland of patae

Barlow's Lark barlowi
Pale and rather plain; very similar to 
neighbouring Dune Larks, but not 
known to occur N of Koichab River

Kuiseb River

Koichab River

NAMIBIA

SOUTH AFRICA

Karoo x Barlow's hybridisation 
zone between Port Nolloth 
and Orange River (see p. 63)

Windhoek Gobabis

Keetmanshoop

Karoo Lark 'saldanhae' is rufous 
or pink above; probably guttata x 
codea/albescens hybrids

Karoo Lark albescens
Dull grey to sandy above, heavily 
streaked; from just N of Cape Town

P. Nolloth

Saldanha

Cape Town

Sutherland Beaufort West

Karoo Lark karruensis
Darker, browner, less red and 
shorter-billed than guttataNote: borders of subspecies are not clearly defined

Graaff-Reinet Cradock

Colesberg

Bloemfontein

Mafikeng

Gaborone

GrahamstownOudtshoorn

Worcester

Swellendam
George

Aus

•

•

•
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bill longer 
and deeper 
than Karoo's

small, decurved bill

bold, broad 
blackish 
blotches

thinner streaks clearly 
extend onto flanks and 
even undertail coverts

head rather 
small in relation 

to body

face pattern and 
size of head and bill 

intermediate

typically paler, greyish or 
peach-coloured above 

(variable)

indistinctly mottled on 
mantle and crown

larger and more 
robust than Karoo, 
with big head and 
thick neck

barlow's lark patae
Near mouth of Orange River, SA

hybrid
Between Port Nolloth 

and Alexander Bay, NC

karoo lark codea
15 km N of Port Nolloth, NC

Occasional pairing of  
(usually)  Barlow's patae 

and  Karoo codea produces 
hybrid offspring with inter-

mediate proportions and  
weak flank streaking.

unmarked 
flanks

some streaking on 
upper flanks

plumage A key plumage feature to investigate is the 
intensity and extent of the streaking on the underparts; 
note the colour and breadth of the streaks, and how far 
they extend down onto the flanks. Also consider the 
colour of the mantle, but keep in mind that this varies 
even within a relatively small area, to match the colour 
of the sand on which the birds occur. The amount of 
streaking on the mantle should also be verified (most 
streaked in Karoo), as should the intensity of the facial 
markings. The pattern of the tail and tertial feathers 
can be informative: for example, around Aus and the 
Koichab River, Barlow's can be distinguished from the 
almost identical Dune by the dark central streaks on its 
tertials and central tail feathers.

voice  utter monotonous territorial songs year-
round. The exact song composition varies regionally, 
and  may have several song types in their repertoires. 
The songs of all 4 are similar in basic structure, and also 
recall the jangle of Fawn-coloured Lark (p. 68), another 
member of the genus Calendulauda. Typical song 
phrases are introduced by a number of short, staccato, 
frog-like clicks (sometimes accelerating) that run into a 
high whistle which ends in a stuttered trill. Each phrase 
lasts 1-3 s and consecutive phrases are repeated at 2-5 s  
intervals. A practiced ear is required to confidently tell 

the songs apart; concentrate particularly on the pitch 
and the number of introductory clicks. Both sexes have 
a number of other calls, used in different contexts. 

Karoo and Red Lark songs. Song composition varies con-
siderably but on average Karoo has the shortest and highest song 
of the 4 species, with only 1-2 introductory clicks. Red Lark has 
a lower-pitched, rounder and more powerful song which may 
include complex motifs and often ends with a full, trilling rattle. 

Karoo

1s

Red

1s 2s 3skHz

2

4

6

Dune and Barlow's Lark songs. Dune has a slightly longer 
and higher song than Barlow's, with a long series of introductory 
clicks. Compared to Karoo, the song of Barlow's is longer, slower, 
lower-pitched and features more initial clicking sounds.

1s 2s 1s 2s

Barlow'sDune
kHz

2

4

6

S

S
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KAROO LARK COMPLEX, NAMIBIA: Closely related larks that vary regionally in colour to match their 
sandy habitats. Dune endemic to Namibia's vegetated dunes. Recently split Barlow's found in S Namibia 
and extreme NW SA; occurs on inland sands and arid coastal plain, where Euphorbia bushes abound.

Dune Lark
Calendulauda erythrochlamys (Duinlewerik)
L: 17-18 cm   M: 25-(29)-33 g
[C. erythrochlamys]. Within 
its small range, often one of the 
only birds present on sparsely 
vegetated dunes. Big-headed 
but overall rather slender, with 
a longish tail and long legs. Bill 
long but slim and decurved. 
Plumage very plain, matched 
to sand colour. Breast streaks 
indistinct, narrow and rufous.

Barlow's Lark
Calendulauda barlowi (Barlowlewerik)
L: 17-19 cm   M: 25-(30)-36 g
[1: C. b. barlowi; 2: C. b. cavei; 
3: C. b. patae]. Recently split 
from Karoo Lark with which it 
hybridises between Alexander 
Bay and Port Nolloth (p. 62). 
Barlow's has unstreaked flanks, 
strong, long bill, thick neck and 
heavy compact shape. N birds 
close to Dune Lark in plumage 
and voice.

dark

dark 
central 
wedge

diffuse 
rufous 
spots

flanks unstreaked

weakly 
streaked 

1
2

3

 E E

adult
Walvis Bay, Nam

juvenile
Rooibank, Nam

adult
Sossusvlei, Nam

adult
Lüderitz, Nam

narrow rusty streaks

bill long, 
decurved but 
fairly slender

no dark 
central 
wedge

plain

long legs: 
looks lanky

diffuse 
rufous 
spots

runs swiftly 
over dunes

almost 
plain

look for  
footprints, 

slide marks down 
slopes & conical 

excavations 
in sand

large, 
round 
head

rather 
plain 
face

ad. patae
Port Nolloth, NC

juv. patae
Alexander 
Bay, NC

adult cavei
Rosh Pinah, Nam

ad. barlowi
Aus, Nam

ad. patae
Port Nolloth, 

NC

almost 
plain

thick 
neck

strong face 
pattern

fairly bold, 
brown streaks

robust bill

colour varies 
considerably, 

to match sand

more dumpy 
than Dune

very similar 
to Dune
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• virtually plain, sandy pink or orange
• limited, fine breast streaking
• long legs (runs fast over open sand)
• long, thin, high clicking song
• few other birds on Namib dunes

The Dune Lark, Namibia's only true endemic, can be 
tracked by the tell-tale signs it leaves on the sand surface.

habitat A true Namib Desert specialist, restricted 
to dunes between the Koichab River near Lüderitz 
(26°30'S) and the Kuiseb River near Walvis Bay (23°S). 
Prefers inter-dune slacks and lower, undulating dunes 
to steep high dunes; requires cover in the form of 
scattered grass tufts, dead tangles and low shrubs. 

status Can be fairly common in its specialised 
habitat, with territories of 2-4 ha. Resident. May be 
seen singly, in pairs or in small parties. Endemic. 

identification This characterful species holds 
fond memories for birders who have explored the 
spectacular dune landscape of the Namib. It is best 
located by its remarkably thin but carrying song, but 
may be tracked on foot by small signs on the sand: 
well-spaced footprints (up to 19 cm apart on hot sand), 
slide marks down slopes and small conical 'craters' (like 
antlion dens) formed when digging with bill. Medium-
sized and fairly slim but with a big, round head; legs 
long; bill long and distinctly decurved but rather 
slender. Very plain overall, with hardly noticeable 
rufous streaks above; breast streaking limited to a few 
narrow, rusty streaks on the upper breast. — Sexes:  
slightly larger with c. 20% longer bill. — Juv: Illustrated. 
— Var: Colour of upperparts varies to match sand: may 
be greyish pink, reddish orange or dull yellow. 

confusion risks Range abuts that of very similar N 
nominate of Barlow's between Lüderitz and Aus (p. 61); 
Dune typically lacks dark central streaks on its inner 
tertial and central tail feathers. Smaller, more rotund 
Gray's (p. 92) occurs on gravel plains (not sloping sand 
dunes). Compare also Tractrac Chat (p. 135). 

behaviour Strides across dune surfaces looking for 
insects in the early morning; digs for seeds using bill 
later in the day. Retires to shade for a midday 'siesta'. 
Adept at disappearing when pursued, but not shy.

biology Food invertebrates and seeds. Does not 
drink, instead obtaining required moisture from insect 
prey. Lays 1-2 liberally spotted eggs in a domed grass 
nest placed in a hollow excavated in a secluded spot.

voice See p. 63. Sings in a circling song-flight or 
from a bush or dune. Song is high and thin, but carries 
well: 10-13 (rarely fewer) introductory clicks that run 
into a short whistled motif, then a soft trill: tc-tc-tc-tc-tc-
tc-tc-che'chee-trrrrrrr. Very similar to some Barlow's but 
gives more initial clicks and slightly higher and longer 
(2.0-2.5 s vs. 1.5-2.0 s; p. 63). Sometimes gives more 
complex, warbled songs. Calls include sharp squeaks, 
rattles and buzzes in alarm and contact whistles. 

Dune Lark
Calendulauda erythrochlamys (Duinlewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Certhilauda erythrochlamys

• streaking does not extend to flanks
• subtly streaked/almost plain above
• averages longest bill of 4 species
• robust; big-headed with thick neck
• restricted range in S Namibia & N SA

The recent recognition of Barlow's Lark as a valid species 
gives birders an excuse to visit the remote Sperrgebiet 
or the starkly beautiful landscapes in the NW corner of 
SA. However, keep in mind that finding a 'pure' Barlow's 
might require some searching as S birds hybridise with 
Karoo Larks in the coastal strip N of Port Nolloth (p. 62). 

habitat Range restricted to a small area from just 
N of Port Nolloth to the Koichab River near Lüderitz. 
Found on pink, orange or whitish sands, inland and 
along coastal plain. Habitat low vegetated dunes and 
sparse Euphorbia-dominated scrub; avoids bare areas.

status Fairly common to uncommon and localised 
resident. Singly, in pairs or small parties. Endemic.

identification Birders travelling through the range 
of this species should stop frequently to scan for birds 
perched on bushes or executing their song-flights and 
to listen for this species' staccato song. Looks fairly 
large with a thick neck, big head and strong, robust bill 
(longer in birds living on soft sands). Plumage varies 
greatly: upperparts grey, sandy brown, pinkish or 
orange, with variably intense streaking; breast streaks 
fairly bold and dark but do not extend to flanks (see 
comments about Barlow's x Karoo hybrids, p. 63). Face 
pattern usually well-developed. — Sexes:  has c. 15% 
longer bill. — Juv: Has diffuse round breast spots and 
scaly or barred upperparts. — Var: Inland races redder 
above, but much overlap depending on soil colour.

confusion risks S coastal birds very like Karoo, 
differing mainly in their larger size and more powerful 
build with a thicker neck and stronger, less delicate 
bill, unstreaked flanks and song (see p. 63). In N, very 
close to Dune but typically has darker central streaks 
to tertials and central tail feather, heavier and darker 
brown breast streaks, shorter legs and a stronger bill. 

behaviour Forages around the base of bushes, grass 
tufts and rocks. Often digs vigorously, using strong bill, 
in search of prey. Rests in shade when hot, but not 
known to drink. Sings from a wire, fence, shrub or in an 
extended song-flight while circling over territory. 

biology Food invertebrates and seeds. Br. biology 
poorly documented but similar to other 3 species.

voice See p. 63. Song is simple but variable; similar 
to those of Dune and Karoo. Barlow's usually gives 
fewer introductory clicks than Dune (song 1.5-2 s in 
Barlow's; 2-2.5 s in Dune). Compared to Karoo, Barlow's 
gives more clicks (usually 6-9 in N; 2-5 in S; 1-2 in Karoo 
Lark); song also longer and slower than Karoo's (see  
p. 63). Has an apparently unique 'rattling song' just N 
of the Orange River. Calls include short buzzy whistles, 
low rattles and excited conversational phrases.

Barlow's Lark
Calendulauda barlowi (Barlowlewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Certhilauda barlowi
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KAROO LARK COMPLEX, SOUTH AFRICA: Closely related to the previous 2 species and share their 
liking for sandy habitats. Karoo Lark in succulent vegetation of Namaqualand, strandveld on W Coast 
and dwarf shrublands in SW Karoo. Most Red Larks on grassy, red dunes; brown form on scrubby plains.

Karoo Lark
Calendulauda albescens (Karoolewerik)
L: 16-17 cm   M: 26-(29)-33 g
[1: C. a. albescens; 2: C. a. 
guttata; 3: C. a. codea; 4: C. a. 
karruensis]. Smallest member 
of the complex: bill noticeably 
more delicate, head smaller, 
and neck thinner. Also most 
heavily marked, with heavy 
streaking below extending to 
flanks. Exhibits much regional 
colour variation.

Red Lark
Calendulauda burra (Rooilewerik)
L: 18-19 cm   M: 32-(37)-43 g
[C. burra]. Localised endemic 
with a restricted range and a 
very specific habitat. Large and 
bulky, with a short but strong 
bill and long tail. Birds on red 
dunes are plain and reddish 
above; those on plains are 
browner and variably streaked. 
Heavy blotchy streaks below. 
Song a musical rolling rattle.

1

23
4

  VU E E

strong face 
pattern

flanks streaked

clearly 
streaked

range not known to 
overlap with others' 
but compare Large-
billed Lark (p. 60)

rather slender & 
delicate, decurved

more 
delicate  
in build

ad. albescens
Langebaan, WC

ad. guttata
Sutherland, NC

ad. 
karruensis

Victoria 
West, NC

ad. guttata
Garies, NC

juv. 
guttata

Vanrhyns-
dorp, WC

flight  
heavy with  
slow wingbeats on 
broad wings; often 
with head up and  
tail down and  
spread

relatively 
small

heavy blotches

may show a 
few scattered 

streaks on 
flanks

long, 
heavy 

tail

short, strong 

adult
Brandvlei, NC

adult
Vanwyksvlei, NC

juv.
Aggenys, 
NC

adult
Koa Valley, NC

deep, rattling song 
delivered in flight or 

from a perch on dune 
crest; note horizontal 

posture and 'stiff' legs

typical habitat:  
red dune crests

very large  
and bulky

brown, 
streaked (on 

plains)

red, plain 
(on dunes)

heavily 
streaked
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• heavy blotches on breast
• flanks sometimes finely streaked
• brown, streaked or plain red above
• large and bulky with deep, strong bill
• small range and specific habitat

Red Lark
Calendulauda burra (Rooilewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Ferruginous Lark, Certhilauda burra

The global population of this handsome endemic is 
estimated at only 9400 birds, occupying 1400 km2.

habitat Associated with the picturesque, rolling 
reddish sand dunes of Bushmanland. Mostly on dune 
crests with plentiful grass and some shrubs to serve as 
song perches; sometimes on interdune areas. Brown 
birds are found on sands, shales or clay plains.

status Restricted to the N Cape where it occurs in 
a small wedge of land between Steinkopf (40 km N of 
Springbok) and Vanwyksvlei (200 km S of Upington) 
and S to the Brandvlei area. Locally fairly common 
(density c. 1 pair/30 ha) but very localised. Resident. 
In pairs. Classified as Vulnerable due to its small range, 
specific habitat and decreasing population. Endemic.

identification This species is usually one of the 
main targets of a birding trip to the N Cape and will 
likely be seen at one of a few well-known stakeouts. It 
is often located by its deep, rolling song, given either 
in an aerial song-flight or from a post or bush. Large 
size is immediately apparent, as is bulky build, long 
heavy tail (often held slightly downwards) and short 
but strong, deep-based bill. Above plain or faintly 
streaked on deep brick-red to orange-red mantle. 
Has heavy blotches on breast, sometimes extending 
less obviously onto flanks. Plains birds are darker and 
browner and more boldly streaked above. — Sexes:  
> . — Juv: Looks spotted above due to pale feather 
tips. — Var: Previously proposed subspecies are now 
known to interbreed and intergrade: plain, paler red 
'burra' in W; deeper red 'aridula' in E; and brown and 
streaked 'harei' on central plains (see p. 62).

confusion risks Minimal overlap with Karoo; Red 
is identified by its larger size, heavier bill and song. 
Fawn-coloured (p. 68) also likes sandy areas but Red is 
larger, stronger-billed, darker and redder above, more 
boldly streaked below and has a dark malar stripe. 
Large-billed (p. 60) is greyer and more streaked above 
and has a yellow bill-base and a spiky, erectile crest.

behaviour Body held horizontally and long legs 
stiffly while singing from a perch. Alternatively, sings 
while circling about 15 m above territory with slow 
wingbeats and tail fanned. Large bill suited to digging 
in sand. Rests in shade when hot. Not known to drink.

biology Food invertebrates and seeds. Lays 2-3 
speckled eggs in a domed nest, placed among grass 
tufts. The first nest was discovered as recently as 1986.

voice See p. 63. Song is given in 1.0-1.5 s phrases; 
consists of 4-5 introductory notes followed by a rapid, 
varied motif or a full, melodious rattle. Details vary, but 
lower and deeper than Karoo Lark's.

• heavily streaked below, incl. flanks
• clearly marked above; colour varies
• usually bold face pattern
• fairly small and delicate; bill weak
• W Karoo, Namaqualand and W Coast

Karoo Lark
Calendulauda albescens (Karoolewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Certhilauda albescens

This SA endemic is best located by its short trilling song.
habitat Usually in fairly tall and dense vegetation 

that still permits terrestrial foraging beneath bushes 
or on patches of open sand. Found in coastal fynbos, 
strandveld, succulent vegetation and scrub, especially 
on sandy soils. Avoids overgrazed and agricultural land. 
Disappeared from Cape Town due to development.

status Fairly common to common. Mostly resident, 
pairs defending their territory year-round. Endemic.

identification An amiable, attractive and often 
confiding lark, usually located by its short, high 
clicking, trilling song which is uttered from a bush or 
in a song-flight over its territory. Appears more petite 
and delicate than others in the Karoo lark complex, 
with a smaller head, thinner-looking neck and fairly 
slender, decurved bill. In terms of plumage, strikingly 
marked with a bold face pattern and heavy streaking 
below; the only species in the complex with distinctly 
streaked flanks and sometimes undertail coverts 
(streaks thinner than on breast). Colour of mantle 
varies immensely but usually quite clearly marked 
above. — Sexes:  > . — Juv: Spotted above, with 
rounded diffuse marks below. — Var: E karruensis 
is dull, dark brown to reddish chocolate; C guttata 
is paler and redder (bright red in SW Bushmanland; 
compare Red Lark); W codea and albescens vary from 
grey through pinkish to very pale sandy brown above. 

confusion risks Range mostly exclusive from 
others in the complex (see Barlow's and Red, and 
p. 62). Occurs alongside larger and plumper but 
almost equally streaky Large-billed (p. 60): Karoo has 
a smaller bill with a dull pink-grey (not bright yellow) 
base, lacks a distinct pale spot on its ear-coverts and 
does not often raise its crest (which is rounded, not 
peaked). Occurs with larger and longer-billed Cape 
Long-billed (p. 82) and richer Cape Clapper (p. 75).

behaviour In display, cruises laboriously with slow 
wingbeats on broad-looking wings, often with tail 
spread and lowered but head raised, about 20-30 m  
up; alternatively flutters up just above the vegetation 
and dives down again. Often digs in sand with bill. 

biology Food insects, snails, spiders seeds and 
green plant material. Lays 2-3 finely speckled eggs in a 
domed grass nest at the base of a grass tuft or shrub.

voice See p. 63. Song is a sharp, carrying, fixed 
phrase of 1-2 introductory clicks followed by staccato 
notes and a trill; each phrase lasts 1-1.5 s; higher, faster 
and shorter than others'. Many song variations, e.g. 
longer trills and complex sunbird-like phrases. Uses a 
variety of shrill calls; in alarm, a low rattling.
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SAVANNA LARKS: Regionally variable larks. Sabota common in thornveld and savanna; W subspecies  
(bradfieldi, herero, naevia; often collectively called 'Bradfield's Lark') in taller vegetation in dry regions. 
Fawn-coloured found on sandy soils (plains, low dunes or rocky ridges) with scrub or broken woodland. 

Fawn-coloured Lark
Calendulauda africanoides (Vaalbruinlewerik)
L: 14-16 cm   M: 21-(23)-30 g
[1: C. a. harei; 2: C. a. makari
kari; 3: C. a. sarwensis; 4: C. a.  
africanoides; 5: C. a. vincenti].
Highly variable lark of sandy 
soils; very common in Kalahari. 
Lacks distinct field marks, and 
most easily identified by song. 
Fairly elongated and slim with 
a small bill; often in horizontal, 
hunched pose. Face and breast 
weakly marked. ad. sarwensis

Sekoma, Botsits in horizontal posture: 
back hunched, tail down

ad. africanoides
Cullinan, GP

ad. 
harei
Nossob,  
NC

ad. makarikari
Rundu, Nam

typical 
posture

rufous 
panel

juv. vincenti
Panda, Moz

usually pure 
white below

weak, 
narrow 
streaks

small bill

no malar stripe

found on sandy 
soils, e.g. scrubby 
plains, low dunes, 
open savanna and 
rocky hills with 
broad-leaved  
woodland

sings from  
a bush or in  

low, fluttering  
song-flight

Sabota Lark
Calendulauda sabota (Sabotalewerik)
L: 14-16 cm   M: 21-(24)-31 g
[1: C. s. naevia; 2: C. s. herero; 
3: C. s. bradfieldi; 4: C. s. ansor
gei; 5: C. s. waibeli; 6: C. s. 
sabotoides; 7: C. s. sabota; 8: 
C. s. suffusca]. Common Bush-
veld lark; usually near trees. 
Much variation: E birds darker 
golden brown with small bills; 
W birds paler, greyer with heavy 
bills. Fairly small and compact. 
Song mostly mimicry.

ad. brad
fieldi
Loxton, 
NC

ad. waibeli
Etosha, Nam

common lark of  
bushveld and 
savanna

ad. herero
Spitzkoppe, Nam

sings from tops of 
Acacia trees

juv. suffusca
Letaba, Lim

boldly streaked

strong face 
pattern; thin 
malar stripe

slender

often buffy

no rufous 
patch

thick

sharp white 
eyebrow most 

prominent field 
mark

bill size 
varies

ad. sabota
Modimolle, Lim

flies into 
trees if 

flushed

2

1

3

4

5 6

7

8

2

1 3

4

5

 NENE

boldly streaked

lacks 
rufous 
panel

rufous 
patch

indistinctly 
streaked

plain 
face

white belly

distinct  
whitish eyebrow
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• always has distinct whitish eyebrow
• no dark moustachial or malar stripes
• indistinctly streaked above/below
• obvious rufous patch in wing
• colour varies to match sand

Fawn-coloured Lark
Calendulauda africanoides (Vaalbruinlewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Fawn-coloured Bush Lark, Mirafra africanoides

This variable lark's preference for sandy soils is evident by 
its strongholds in the Kalahari and Mozambique.

habitat Scrubby plains, bushy grassland, open 
Kalahari savanna, vegetated dunes and light, broken 
broad-leaved woodland (e.g. on rocky ridges and in 
clearings). Found on sandy soils throughout its range.

status Common resident or local nomad in core 
of range (especially in Kalahari); more localised in 
Zimbabwe and N SA. Singly or in pairs. Near-endemic.

identification A frequently misidentified species 
owing to its lack of distinct field marks and regional 
variability. Reliably identifiable by its sweet, phrased, 
accelerating song. With practice, also recognisable by 
shape/posture: longish wings and tail but slim body 
('pinched hindquarters'); bill small and sharp; often 
perches in a horizontal posture with back hunched 
and tail slightly depressed, especially when singing. 
Face almost plain (expression rather gentle) except 
for a distinct pale eyebrow and white crescent below 
the eye (as in many larks); lacks dark moustachial 
and malar stripes. Underparts white (or at most pale 
buff) with a yellower wash on breast sides and a 
few indistinct streaks. Typically sandy fawn-brown 
above, with weak, narrow streaking. — Sexes: Alike. 
— Juv: Pale feather tips on crown, mantle and wings 
create spotted look. — Var: Much regional variation, 
particularly in colour of upperparts (to match sand).

confusion risks Recalls Sabota but Fawn-coloured 
much less boldly streaked above and below, lacks dark 
moustachial and malar stripes and has a plainer face, 
whiter belly, rufous wing panel and more elongated 
shape. Smaller than Red Lark (p. 66) with a plain face, 
rufous wing panel and less heavily streaked breast. 
Monotonous (p. 70) is smaller and stockier and has a 
less distinct white eyebrow and different song (but 
also sits in hunched posture on bushes when singing).

behaviour Walks or runs on open sandy patches, 
stopping to dig with bill.  sings from a bush, small 
tree, fence, etc. Also sings in fluttering song-flight, 
while cruising 10-20 m above territory. Not too shy but 
runs for cover or flies to a tree when disturbed.

biology Food invertebrates and much seed. Lays 
2-3 spotted eggs in a domed cup at a grass tuft's base.

voice Song is a pleasant, musical jumble of c. 3.5 s, 
given every 7-10 s. Phrases start hesitantly but quickly 
accelerate into a complex, hurried, high, canary-like 
twittering, often ending with a softer, downslurred 
buzz e.g. zip, zip, chirry-ZIRRY-ZIP'ZIP-CHIRRY-ZWIP,
cheeer. Structure recalls Cape Grassbird (p. 200). May 
include mimicry. Alarm note is a whistled feee.

• very distinct long white eyebrow
• heavily streaked above and below
• no obvious rufous patch in wing
• high, mimetic song from treetops
• common lark of bushveld & savanna

Sabota Lark
Calendulauda sabota (Sabotalewerik)
ALT NAME(S): 'Damaraland/Bradfield's Lark, C. neavia', Mirafra sabota

This quintessential Bushveld lark is a skillful mimic.
habitat In E associated with bushveld, thornveld, 

savanna and sparse woodland (including mopane), 
mostly on flat clay plains or stony soils. In W limited to  
areas with trees or tall scrub e.g. along watercourses. 

status Common and widespread resident or local 
nomad. Usually singly or in pairs. Near-endemic.

identification The most common and often the 
only lark in bushveld and savanna. Easily spotted 
while giving high whistles and mimetic song from the 
top of an acacia, telephone wire or other high, open 
perch. Otherwise runs or walks about on dirt roads or 
bare patches, but flies up to a tree if disturbed. In E: 
looks smallish to medium, compact but delicate with 
a slender, sharp bill. Most obvious feature is a striking 
white eyebrow extending to back of head (capped). 
Shows very bold, blackish streaking on crown, mantle 
and breast plus thin moustachial and (usually) malar 
stripes. Golden-brown when fresh, greyer when worn 
(see p. 56). — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Has pale feather 
tips on its crown, mantle and wings. — Var: W races 
(naevia, bradfieldi, herero) are paler and less clearly 
marked; some have very big, slightly upturned bills. 
Often considered a separate species, 'Bradfield's Lark 
C. naevia'; however, many intermediate forms occur.

confusion risks Like Fawn-coloured (see), but 
Sabota prefers more wooded habitats, usually on 
clay or stony ground (not sand). Rufous-naped (p. 72) 
is much larger and has a buff (not white) eye brow, 
less boldly streaked breast and rufous wings. Habitat 
overlaps with Monotonous (p. 70) but latter usually 
in noisy 'colonies' and has a simple song, rufous wing 
and less distinct markings. Flappet (p. 75) is darker 
and more rufous, with more intricate markings, rufous 
(not white) tail edges and gives audible wing-clapping 
in song-flight. W races of Sabota resemble Large-
billed (p. 60) but Sabota is a little smaller with whiter 
underparts, unstreaked flanks, a sharper and longer 
white eyebrow, a grey-based slightly upturned (not 
yellow-based, decurved) bill and different song. 

behaviour Feeds on the ground but takes refuge 
in a tree if flushed.  sings from a high perch or in 
a cruising song-flight 20-50 m up. When alarmed, 
mimics predators or alarm calls of other birds.

biology Small invertebrates and seeds. Lays 3 
speckled eggs in a grass cup, often with a domed roof.

voice Rambling song (see p. 55) is not always easy 
to recognise due to its large amount of mimicry (>60 
species recorded). Best is to listen for the very high, 
thin whistles that introduce mimetic song phrases.
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Monotonous Lark
Mirafra passerina (Bosveldlewerik)
L: 13-14 cm   M: 21-(25)-28 g
[M. passerina]. Replaces very 
similar Melodious in savanna. 
Irruptive: abundant at times,  

 singing from every bush; 
then disappears for months. 
On the ground looks compact 
with stout bill but nondescript. 
Singing  inflates and stretches 
neck. Voice unmistakable.

Melodious Lark
Mirafra cheniana (Spotlewerik)
L: 12 cm     c. M: 15-(20)-25 g
[M. cheniana]. Energetic grass - 
land endemic with exceptional 
talent for mimicry:  hovers 
20 m up, giving continuous out-
pouring of mimicry, matched 
to neighbours' songs. On the 
ground looks smallish, rather 
heavily marked above and rich 
buff below; note rufous wing 
panel. 

SMALL MIRAFRAS: Smallish rufous-winged larks named for their insistent songs and energetic displays. 
Both breed in noisy, semi-colonial groups with adjacent pairs nesting as little as 50 m apart. Melodious 
in open grassland on flats or gentle slopes. Monotonous in stony or sandy savanna and open woodland.

 NE

adult 
Centurion, GP

rufous
short, 

narrow

white sides rufous

darker 
& more 

scalloped 
than adult

extended song-flight

ad. pale
Welkom, FS

juv.
Brandfort, 

FS

some have rich 
orange-buff belly

well-marked, 
dark upperparts

fairly short, 
narrow tail with 
white sides

contrasting  
white throat

short, 
conical

habitat 
 open grassland

adult 
Midrand, GP

dark streaks, often 
denser on throat sides

distinct eyebrow, 
strong face pattern

rufous

flutters up
floats down 
with wings 
in V-shape

singing 
posture 

rufous
dirty 

white

medium

ad. Sowa, Bot

white 
sides

face pattern 
and eyebrow 

less distinct

very pale buff or 
whitish belly

 inflates 
white throat 

when singing

often raises 
crest (compare  
Rufous-naped)

ad. pale
Etosha, Nam

juv.
Polok-
wane, 

Lim

adult 
Letaba, Lim

rufous

short, 
conical

plainer than  
Melodious in  

some, but most 
birds alike

medium- 
short tail with 
white sides

habitat 
sparse woodland

 NT E
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After good rains,  display in almost colonial densities, 
territorial song repeated over and over, day and night.

habitat Broad-leaved, mopane, acacia and mixed 
savanna, typically on stony or sandy soils with sparse, 
tussocky grass on bare or burnt ground. Also requires 
shrubs or small trees (or fences) as song posts.

status Highly nomadic depending on rainfall and 
veld conditions: at times abundant with adjacent  
singing only 50-100 m apart; in other years completely 
absent. Movements mysterious: few records outside 
br. season (possibly overlooked). Near-endemic.

identification Inescapable at height of erratic br. 
episodes, when unwavering, croaking song seems to 
sound from every bush. Singing  adopts a contorted, 
hunched pose and may raise a small bump of a crest. 
Pale buff below with a buffy, streaked breast band 
(breast may be plain). Face poorly marked; eyebrow 
short and often indistinct. Distinct rufous wing patch. 
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Scalloped above. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Very similar to Melodious Lark but 
habitat, range and voice prevent confusion; very 
rarely both breed together in transitional areas. Mo-
no  to nous is bigger overall with a 6-10 mm longer 
tail. Plumage differences are subtle: Monotonous 
has a plainer face e.g. less black at gape and weaker 
eyebrow that usually does not meet bill; often more 
distinct white spot on rear of ear-coverts; whiter belly; 
and underwing dirty white (not bright rufous); also 
technicalities: P10 not as tiny as on Melodious and T5 
lacks white on inner web. May occur with Sabota Lark 
(p. 68) but has a plainer face and rufous wing patches. 
Rufous-naped (p. 72) is much larger and longer-
billed. Fawn-coloured (p. 68) is obviously slimmer and 
longer-tailed. Stark's (p. 90) lacks rufous in its wings. 

behaviour In short song-flight,  climbs 5-10 m on 
rapidly beating wings, then glides down with wings  
in a V-shape. Singing  hunches over with stretched 
neck and bulging throat. Otherwise secretive.

biology Food insects and seeds. Lays 3 speckled 
eggs in cup with a domed roof, placed on the ground.

voice Short and simple but captivating song of 
 is a sweet, throaty phrase of liquid gurgling and 

sharp whistles (p. 55). Each phrase lasts 0.5-1 s and is 
repeated monotonously every 2-3 s, sometimes for 
hours on end, day and night. Structure varies; this, 
plus similarity to speech (due to fast alternation of low 
and high elements) has inspired many local renditions 
e.g. Groot-Ma-Ri-co; for-syrup-is-sweet; Pur'rple-Jeep; or 
even Mo-no-TO-nous-LARK. Noise from chorus travels 
well; sounds like croaking frogs from a distance.

• small and compact with stubby bill
• belly and throat white; breast buff
• bright rufous patches in wing
•  's song a simple croaking phrase
• breeds in high densities in savanna

Monotonous Lark
Mirafra passerina (Bosveldlewerik)
ALT NAME(S): White-tailed Bush Lark, Monotonous Bush Lark

• small and fat, with stubby conical bill
• belly rich to pale buff; throat white
• bright rufous patches in wing
•  's song a stream of mimicry; in flight
• breeds in local 'colonies' in grasslands

Melodious Lark
Mirafra cheniana (Spotlewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Latakoo (Bush) Lark, (Southern) Singing Bush Lark 

This unimposing grassland endemic has an unrivaled 
talent for mimicry, performed in an energetic song-flight.

habitat Open grassland, 550-1750 m. Prefers grass 
<0.5 m high, with bare soil between tussocks e.g. lush 
Eragrostis pastures, natural grassland (where Themeda 
triandra is dominant) and drier sweet grasslands in W. 

status Fairly common but localised. Usually singly 
or in pairs, but at localised display 'leks' occurs at semi-
colonial densities. Movements poorly known and 
largely overlooked unless displaying. Endemic. 

identification Although not visually impressive, 
this small grassland lark's penchant for mimicry makes 
it one of the region's most impressive birds (and the 
author's favourite species). In high song-flight little 
more than a vibrating reddish speck; on the ground 
looks small and compact with a short, conical bill and 
a short, white-edged tail. Dark and boldly marked 
above. Distinct rufous patch in wing. Rich to pale buff 
belly separated from white throat (often puffed up) 
by a dark necklace of breast streaks, denser at sides.  
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Scalloped above. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks See Monotonous for comparison. 
Pink-billed and Botha's (p. 86-88) have entirely pink 
bills, more distinct face patterns, finch-like shapes and 
lack a rufous wing panel. Fawn-coloured (p. 68) is a 
bigger, less compact bird, with a longer bill and tail; 
whiter below and not as boldly marked above. Sabota 
(p. 68) is found in thornveld. Larger E Clapper (p. 75) 
also has red wings but is heavier, with a robust bill  
and intricately marked wing and tail feathers. 

behaviour In song-flight  rises 15-25 m (some -
times >50 m), then hovers with rapid, shallow wing-
beats and plumage puffed up (like a giant bumble-
bee). Remains level for 10-25 (up to 40) minutes, 
staying in one spot or moving slowly in a large circle. 
Occasionally sings from a fence or termite mound. 

biology Food insects and seeds. Lays 3 speckled 
eggs in a cup with a domed roof, hidden in grass.

voice Unique (own) song is alternating sets of 1-4 
notes e.g. chew-chew-chew, choo-choo-choo, churrr, 
chip-chip-chip... Main part of song is expert mimicry of 
other birds (each  's repertoire probably >50 species). 
Imitations delivered in short 0.5-3 s phrases (good 
practice in bird call recognition). However, certain calls 
are apparently preferred and copied repeatedly and 
for longer (favourites include African Quailfinch, Little 
Swift and African Pipit). When singing simultaneously, 
adjacent  practise song matching (mimicking the 
same species at the same time). Possibly mimics birds 
in 'ecological groups' e.g. waterbirds or groundbirds.
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 NE

Rufous-naped Lark
Mirafra africana (Rooineklewerik)
L: 15-18 cm   M: 33-(44 ; 40 )-49 g 
[1: M. a. africana; 2: M. a. rostrata; 3: M. a. zuluensis; 4: M. a. transvaalensis; 5: M. a. ghan
siensis; 6: M. a. griscescens; 7: M. a. pallida]. Often the most common lark species in grassland 
and savanna habitats. In summer,  sings incessantly from a low, visible perch e.g. a termite mound, 
rock, bush or post. Easily identified by simple 3-note whistled song, robust shape and frequently 
raised, 'funky' rufous crest. Despite abundance and familiarity, often confused with pipits and other 
larks when not singing. Told from pipits by bright rufous Mirafra wing patches, strong and slightly 
decurved bill and robust shape. When crest is not raised, it shows as a plainer, rufous patch on the 
hind-crown. Colour varies regionally: E birds are darker and richer, W birds are paler and duller. 

RUFOUS-NAPED LARK: Large, robust lark with rufous wings, erectile crest and strong bill. Found in 
open grassland with scattered 0.5-1.5 m high song perches; also coastal grasslands, moist to arid grassy 
savanna, woodland clearings, fringes of suburbia and farmland. Usually on flat or gently sloping ground. 

 sings from a prominent 
low perch; jumps up, 
flutters wings and raises 
erectile rufous crest

when crest not raised, 
often confused with 
pipits or other larks; 
compare African Pipit

adult  
griscescens
Kasane, Bot

ad. transvaalensis
Rustenburg, NW

diagnostic bill shape: 
strong, longish and slightly 

decurved (compare e.g. 
slender-billed pipits)

 

adult  rostrata
Pietermaritzburg, KZN

juvenile 
transvaalensis

Pretoria, GP

ad. pallida
Etosha, Nam

ad. africana
East London, EC

raises rufous crest when 
singing (but crest not 

always up)

song is a 
characteristic 

fluent whistle: 
tsee-tsee'oo

crest shows as 
plainer, rufous 
patch on nape

bright rufous wing 
patches obvious 

in flight

flight slow, bouncy 
with bursts of beats 

(not smoothly dipping 
as in pipits, p. 98)

buffy white 
tail sides

longish, 
heavy

obvious 
rufous 
patch

habitat virtually any grassland 
or open savanna with adequate 

perches such as rocks, bushes, 
termite mounds or fence posts to 

sing from; also recently  
burnt grass

narrow 
buff to 
off-white 
panels

streaked (usually) 
not barred pattern larger than Flappet 

and E Clapper (p. 75) 
and less intricately 

patterned; streaked 
more than barred

scaly/ 
bars

diffuse 
spots

rufous

rufous wing 
panel (as other 

Mirafra larks)

robust 
shape and 

large size

 typically sings from 
exposed perch, 0.5-1.5 m up

strong, slightly 
decurved bill

singing  
(top) and 
foraging  
(left)

unlike  
pipits, many 

larks have 
tri-coloured 

feathers

1

2

3

4

5

467
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This attractive lark is a favourite among photographers 
as it is very confiding while singing from a low perch.

habitat Grassland or savanna with bare ground 
between tussocks plus scattered bushes, poles, rocks 
or termite mounds to serve as song posts. From near 
sea-level in moist E Coast grasslands to arid savanna in 
N Namibia. Even occurs on the outskirts of cities.

status Usually the most common lark in its range. 
Seen singly or in pairs, but several neighbouring  
can often be heard from any one spot. Resident.

identification This common and at times very 
conspicuous lark will be many birders' introduction 
to LBJs. Large and robust in build, with a long, strong, 
slightly decurved bill. With practice, singing  can be 
identified with a mere glance: stands upright on a  
1 m high perch, with bright rufous crest raised; sings 
with the bill wide open and occasionally jumps a few 
cm up with whirring wings. On the ground (when 
crest not raised) identification is more difficult; best 
features to note are shape, strong bill, plainer rufous 
patch on hind-crown/nape and rufous wing panel 
(latter points to genus Mirafra). —Sexes: Alike;  > . — 
Juv: Scalloped above. — Var: W pallida and ghansiensis 
are paler; N griscescens is significantly greyer in colour.

confusion risks Larger and notably longer-billed 
than Flappet (p. 75) and E Clapper (p. 75), and in 
general less barred above (but some similar). Larger 
than Melodious or Monotonous. Less sociable than 
Spike-heeled (p. 58) and bill is stronger and tail is 
longer and lacks white tips. Short-clawed (p. 80) and 
Sabota (p. 68) lack rufous nape and wings. Pipits 
(p. 98) have slender bills and lack rufous wing patches.

behaviour Forages on the ground, scratching with 
feet and bill and picking prey from soil or grass. Bold 
when singing, but at other times fairly shy and elusive, 
creeping away with hunched posture when disturbed. 
Flies slowly with bursts of wingbeats in a bouncy path.

biology Food invertebrates and some seed. Lays 2-3 
speckled eggs in a domed cup hidden between tufts.

voice Atmospheric song is repeated endlessly in 
summer, and is closely associated with grasslands 
by birders (and subconsciously by non-birders too). 
Simple and easy to learn: 3 whistles, with a slight pause 
between 1st and 2nd, 2nd flowing into 3rd (see p. 55) e.g. 
tsee-tsee'oo or sii-su'eee or tree-tree'loo or see-saw'who 
or with a little imagination even ruuu-fous'nape. Each 
phrase 0.5-1 s, and repeated every few seconds. May 
give a burst of audible wing clapping between songs. 
Rarely sings a long, rambling song (mostly mimicry) in 
fluttering flight. Calls include peeet and pree, pree. 

• large, robust lark with strong bill
• erectile rufous crest; plainer rufous  
  patch on hind-neck when not raised
• bright rufous patches in wing
•  's song a simple 3-note whistle

Rufous-naped Lark
Mirafra africana (Rooineklewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Rufous-naped Bush Lark Knowing which species are common and widespread 

and which are rare and localised is a logical starting 
point. The table below ranks larks by the relative size of 
their distribution ranges, the total number of records 
of each species and the percentage chance one has 
of finding each species within its range. The table is 
based on data collected during the first Southern 
African Bird Atlas Project (mostly 1987-1991).

The 3 data columns should be studied together and 
common sense should be applied; e.g. although Red 
Lark occurs in only 1% of the region and was recorded 
only 92 times, it boasts the 4th highest reporting 
rate; this is because most birders who visit its range 
specifically target and search for this species.

Rufous-naped, Sabota, Red-capped and Spike-
heeled Larks are among the most widespread and 
frequently recorded species, with Fawn-coloured and 
Large-billed Lark and Grey-backed Sparrow-Lark also 
noteworthy in this regard. Not surprisingly, Botha's 
and Rudd's rank as some of the rarest and most 
localised species. Despite their wide ranges, Dusky 
and Melodious are rather rarely encountered. 

Relative abundance of larks

Relative abundance of larks (from SABAP1 data). 
Range lists % of Southern Africa the species occur in. 
Records gives the total number of records obtained 
during SABAP1. Rate indicates % 'mean reporting rate 
within range' i.e. chance of an encounter within the 
range of the species. Numbers in brackets denote the 
relative rank of each species for each category. Note: 
the 5 Long-billed, 2 Clapper and Karoo/Barlow's Larks 
were lumped during SABAP1 data-gathering.

Black-eared
Botha's
Chestnut-b.
Clapper
Dune
Dusky
Fawn-colour.
Flappet
Gray's
Grey-backed
Karoo
Large-billed
Long-billed
Melodious
Monotonous
Pink-billed
Red
Red-capped
Rudd's
Rufous-naped
Sabota
Sclater's
Short-clawed
Spike-heeled
Stark's

7.1
0.4
22.7 
29
0.8
10.2
31
12.1
1.6
39.6
5.9
15.3
23.7
3.5
13.6
8.8
1.0
41.3
0.2
41.1
44.5
1.7
2.0
33.9
6.6

758
74
4397
8022
136
870
3181
3483
235
6804
1384
5977
5422
429
1245
1640
92
14446
108
19848
11995
98
228
11500
646

14.9
5.2
9.6
11.5
12.2
4.5
13.2
13.1
6.5
13.1
12.3
20
8.9
2.6
5.8
5.7
19.9
14
10.5
20.8
17.5
10.8
11.6
20.8
7.6

Species Range % Records # Rate %

(15)
(24)
(9)
(7)
(23)
(13)
(6)
(12)
(21)
(4)
(17)
(10)
(8)
(18)
(11)
(14)
(22)
(2)
(25)
(3)
(1)
(20)
(19)
(5)
(16)

(16)
(25)
(9)
(5)
(21)
(15)
(11)
(10)
(19)
(6)
(13)
(7)
(8)
(18)
(14)
(12)
(24)
(2)
(22)
(1)
(3)
(23)
(20)
(4)
(17)

(6)
(23)
(17)
(14)
(12)
(24)
(8)
(9)
(20)
(9)
(11)
(3)
(18)
(25)
(21)
(22)
(4)
(7)
(16)
(1)
(5)
(15)
(13)
(1)
(19)
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As their respective names imply, the 3 species of 
'clapper' larks are known for the audible clapping 
sound  make during their song-flights. This bizarre 
noise is produced mechanically by rapidly hitting the 
wings together beneath the body. In these species, 
wing clapping has partly replaced the use of song in 
territorial and sexual advertisement and is thought to 
convey the same messages to mates and rivals. 

In addition to differences in genetics, habitat and 
distribution, the 3 species also differ in their song-
flights. This has contributed to the recognition of the 
Cape and Eastern Clapper Larks as different species. 
The song-flights of the 2 subspecies of Cape Clapper  
(W Coast apiata and Agulhas Plain marjoriae) also 
differ; these may represent 2 distinct species as well. 

In high, level flight, Flappet Lark gives short rapid 
bursts of clapping without protracted whistles but 
sometimes interspersed with lively whistled song 
phrases. Eastern and Cape Clapper Larks give longer 
clapping bouts followed by drawn-out rising or falling 
whistles; they often flutter up and float down with 
each clapping burst and whistle. 

Song-flights of clapper larks

Eastern Clapper. Relatively slow (12-14/s) wing clapping at a 
constant rate (not accelerating), then a single rising whistle. May 
add mimicry or thin singing between clapping bouts.

1s 2s 3s 4s 5s

constant clapping rising whistle mimicry

1s 2s 3s 4s 5s

accelerating clapping 2 falling whistles

Cape Clapper Lark marjoriae ('Agulhas Clapper Lark'). Wing 
clapping accelerates as in nominate Cape Clapper. However, gives 
2 descending whistles (not a single rising whistle), the first of 
which overlaps entirely with the wing clapping. 

1s 2s 3s 4s 5s

bursts of clapping whistled song clapping

Flappet Lark. Bursts of fast wing clapping without distinct 
whistles. Some variation, but often a short introductory wing 
burst followed by a longer burst. Sometimes gives melodious 
whistled songs between clapping bouts (often hardly audible).

1s 2s 3s 4s 5s

accelerating clapping rising whistle

Cape Clapper apiata. Differs from E Clapper in that its wing 
clapping clearly accelerates (from 12-14/s to 25-28/s) and that the 
rising whistle climbs more in pitch (here from 2 kHz to 4 kHz).

S
kHz

2

4

6

kHz

2

4

6

S

kHz

2

4

6

S

kHz

2

4

6

S

call

Cape 
Clapper Lark 

apiata

Cape 
Clapper Lark 

marjoriae

The 3 species of 'clapper larks' all have beautiful, 
intricately marked feathers on their upperparts and 
wing coverts. These complex patterns give them a 
cryptic quail-like or nightjar-like appearance. Each 
feather has a rufous or greyish base colour, with paler 
edges; the dark transverse bars vary in completeness, 
intensity and spacing. A seemingly infinite number of 
variations on this basic pattern occur and even within 
the same area, 2 birds are seldom identical. Some 
common examples of 3 feathers are shown above: the 
shortest tertial feather (left), an inner greater covert 
(middle) and a scapular feather (right).

Eastern 
Clapper Lark 

fasciolata

Flappet 
Lark pintoi
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FLAPPET LARK: Best told by wing clapping 
song-flight over open, broad-leaved savanna, 
woodland clearings and coastal grasslands.

Flappet Lark
Mirafra rufocinnamomea (Laeveldklappertjie)
L: 14-15 cm   M: 21-(27)-32 g
[1: M. r. fischeri; 2: M. r. pintoi; 
3: M. r. mababiensis; 4: M. r. 
smithersi]. Attracts attention 
by its bursts of audible wing 
clapping during its high song-
flight. On the ground, looks 
compact with a dark, stubby 
bill. Note intricate markings 
and rufous outer tail.

ad. mababiensis
Mahango, Nam

rather short, small, 
fine and dark bill

listen for 
bursts of wing 
clapping 50-
100 m up

ad. fischeri
Marromeu, Moz

prrrt, prrrr-rrrrrrt

rufous or buff 
outer tail 
panels

fairly 
short, 
narrow

rufous

rufous

ad. pintoi
Letaba, Lim

juv. smithersi
Rust de Winter, Lim

can raise 
small crest

intricate 
pattern

intricate mottled/ 
barred pattern

habitat mostly 
 woodland clearings 

especially in hilly regions

shorter-billed, smaller and 
darker than Rufous-naped; 

greyer than E Clapper

rufous

1

2

3 4

4 Energetic wing clapping partly replaces song in this lark.
habitat Open woodland, savanna and grassland 

with scattered trees. Prefers rocky broad-leaved wood-
land e.g. miombo, mopane and in SA, mixed Burkea, 
Combretum and Terminalia woodland. Seldom perches 
in trees however; keeps to grassy clearings, drainage 
lines and edges. Also flat sandy woodland and coastal 
grassland in E. Rare in thornveld. Up to 1700 m.

status Fairly common but sparse resident. Seen 
singly or in pairs, although multiple  may be heard 
from any point in good habitat, especially at dawn.

identification Will almost invariably be located by 
the 's unmistakable audible wing clapping bursts. 
However, this sound is quite soft and muffled (unless 
close overhead). As  displays 50-100 m up, few details 
are visible: a medium-small, compact lark with a 
relatively short, narrow tail and rufous wings (as in all 
Mirafra larks). Difficult to see on the ground and only 
rarely perches on stumps, termite mounds or bushes; 
sometimes also seen in roads. At first, looks rufous 
overall and dark greyish above, but closer inspection 
will reveal intricate mottled, barred and scaly pattern 
on mantle and wings. Face and malar area speckled. 
Bill short, fine and rather dark. Outer tail rufous to buff. 
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Darker, heavily marked; breast 
diffusely spotted. — Var: Marked colour variation: NW 
mababiensis is paler, greyer; E races are darker, redder. 

confusion risks Little overlap in habitat with E 
Clapper; Flappet does not give rising whistles in its 
display, is smaller, greyer and darker and has a rufous 
or buff (not whitish) outer tail and less barred tertials. 
Easily confused with larger Rufous-naped (p. 72) but 
Flappet is darker with bolder patterns and has a much 
shorter bill, less reddish wing and less obvious crest. 
Compare Sabota and Fawn-coloured (p. 68).

behaviour In song-flight,  climbs 50-100 m, then 
circles over a c. 1.5 km2 area with bursts of wing 
clapping; then dives, levels off and drops to ground. 
May display year-round, but mostly in summer (when 
displays start before dawn). Shy and hard to see on the 
ground, running fast, crouching and flying reluctantly. 

biology Food insects and seeds. Lays 2-3 speckled 
eggs in cup with a domed roof, placed on the ground.

voice Amazing, rapid 'flappet' sound mechanically 
produced by hitting wings together beneath body 
at a rate of c. 24/s. Often gives a short burst followed 
by a longer e.g. prrrt, prrrr-rrrrrt (but up to 5 bursts), 
every 3-4 s. Individual and regional variation occurs. 
Between clapping bouts may give 1 s canary-like song.  
Sometimes gives whistled calls when perched. 

• bursts of wing claps; no rising whistle
• small and compact, with short bill
• rufous wing and outer tail in flight
• intricate patterning on wing and mantle
• breeds in grassy woodland and savanna

Flappet Lark
Mirafra rufocinnamomea (Laeveldklappertjie)
ALT NAME(S): Cinnamon Bush Lark
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Cape Clapper Lark
Mirafra apiata (Kaapse Klappertjie)
L: 13-15 cm   M: 23-(27)-44 g
[1: M. a. apiata; 2: M. a. mar
joriae]. Rather elusive endemic 
lark. In display, claps wings at 
an accelerating rate, then gives 
1-2 whistles and floats down. 
Plumage patterns cryptic, com-
plex and beautiful. S marjoriae 
sometimes considered a distinct  
species, 'Agulhas Clapper Lark'.

CLAPPER LARKS: Attractive, medium-sized larks previously lumped as 1 species; differ in distribution, 
colour and speed of audible wing clapping. Eastern in Highveld grassland, grassy Karoo, Kalahari, semi-
arid savanna, etc. Cape endemic to SA's fynbos, strandveld, succulent Karoo and agricultural landscapes.

Eastern Clapper Lark
Mirafra fasciolata (Hoëveldklappertjie)
L: 13-15 cm  M: 26-(31)-34 g
[1: M. f. fasciolata; 2. M. f. ka
laharica; 3. M. f. nata; 4. M. f.  
deserti; 5: M. f. damarensis; 
6: M. f. reynoldsi]. Attractive 
and entertaining lark of open 
grassland and scrub. In display 
flutters up with audible wing 
claps (at constant rate), gives a 
rising whistle and floats down.

claps 
wings 
at fixed 
rate

phoooeee

adult 
fasciolata
Vrede, FS

fairly 
short, 
narrow

ad. fasciolata
Centurion, GP

juv. fasciolata
Kimberley, NC

fairly short, stubby 
bill (smaller than e.g. 
Rufous-naped Lark's)

buff bright 
rufous

floats 
down

rufous

SA birds 
look bright 
red all over

habitat grassland  
with bushes, rocks or 

termite mounds

intricate, 
mottled/ 

barred 
pattern

buff or 
whitish 
outer tail 
panels

rump and 
central 
tail often 
barred

intricate mottled/ 
barred pattern

can raise 
small crest

colouration variable: 
darker and redder in SE; 
paler and greyer in NW

ad. damarensis
Etosha, Nam

ad. apiata
Lamberts Bay, WC

ad. apiata
Darling, WC

juv. apiata
Nieuwoudtville, NC

orange  
to rufous

habitat fynbos on  
sandy plains or slopes, 
renosterveld, farmland

greyer than 
nominate

ad. marjoriae
Vleesbaai, WC

buff mostly 
greyish 

buff

wing 
clapping 

accelerates

greyer

rump and 
central tail 
barred

whitish 
buff outer 
tail panels

barring effect may 
extend to flanks

complex, 
nightjar-like 

pattern

bill smaller, sharper and 
darker than E Clapper's

can raise 
small crest

recently split from E Clapper; 
S race marjoriae (left) gives 2 
falling whistles in display; N 
apiata gives 1 rising whistle 

1

2

3

4

1

2  ENE

5
6
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• accelerating wing clapping, with 1 rising  
  whistle (N) or 2 falling whistles (S) 
• orange to rufous below and grey-brown  
  above with nightjar-like barring
• habitat fynbos, renosterveld, farmland

Cape Clapper Lark
Mirafra apiata (Kaapse Klappertjie)
ALT NAME(S): 'Agulhas Clapper Lark'

This cryptic, patterned lark can clap its wings together a 
remarkable 28 times per second in its territorial display.

habitat Scrubby vegetation (often quite high and 
dense) on sloping or level ground, including restio-
dominated fynbos on sandy coastal plains, mountain 
fynbos, renosterveld, succulent Karoo scrub and less 
commonly coastal strandveld. Ventures into cereal 
fields adjacent to patches of natural habitat.

status Fairly common to common resident, but 
easily overlooked if not singing. Several  may be 
heard in a small area, but typically seen singly or in 
pairs. Virtually endemic to SA (also S Namibia).

identification A rather shy endemic lark worth 
searching for to witness its bizarre, accelerating wing 
clapping display and appreciate its intricate patterns 
(one of the most beautiful larks in the region). Hard 
to see well however; runs away if approached and 
difficult to flush, but sometimes seen on a bush, rock 
or post. Looks smallish and compact with a smallish, 
pointed bill. Below orange to rufous with smudges 
on the breast and often flanks (which may be faintly 
barred). Mantle and wings show a complex mosaic of 
red and grey with much black barring (10-40% of each 
tertial/greater covert), producing a nighjtar- or quail-
like pattern. Central tail feathers barred; outer tail 
feathers edged pale buff. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Pale 
feather tips more striking. — Var: Smaller S marjoriae 
(Cape Flats, Overberg, W Garden Route) greyer and 
more barred above. Also differs in genetics and song-
flight details (see p. 74); for these reasons, sometimes 
considered a different species, 'Agulhas Clapper Lark'. 

confusion risks See E Clapper. Compare also Karoo 
(p. 66), Large-billed (p. 60) and Spike-heeled (p. 58).

behaviour Forages on the ground, investigating 
the bases of bushes and grass tufts. Often shy but may 
respond to spishing. Easily spotted when displaying: 
flutters a few metres up and glides down; may also 
sing repeatedly in cruising flight for 5-10 minutes.

biology Food insects, seeds and small fruits. Lays 
2-3 speckled eggs in a domed cup-nest on the ground.

voice Displays mostly in the morning and evening 
(sometimes at night) in br. season. Flutters up while 
hitting wings together; audible wing clapping initially 
given at 12-14/s but then noticeably accelerates to  
25-28/s. At height of climb, N apiata gives 1 rising 
whistle phoooeee (with a greater rise in pitch than E 
Clapper). S marjoriae gives 2 descending whistles, 
wheeeoo feeeeoo, the first whistle overlapping with 
the wing clapping (see p. 74). From a distance only the 
whistles are audible. Rarely mimics. Calls as Eastern.

• constant wing clapping; rising whistle
• SA birds bright reddish all over
• bright rufous wings; outer tail whitish
• intricate patterns on wing and mantle
• habitat tall, open grassland

Eastern Clapper Lark
Mirafra fasciolata (Hoëveldklappertjie)
ALT NAME(S): Clapper Lark, Mirafra apiata (split)

This shy lark may follow Aardvarks in search of termites.
habitat Open, fairly sparse grassland on flats or 

gentle slopes, usually with tall grass, scattered bushes, 
boulders, bare patches and termite mounds. Found 
in Highveld grasslands, sweet grassland, grassy Karoo 
and in NW, semi-arid plains and open savanna. 

status Common but easily overlooked resident or 
local nomad in SA and Botswana; sparse in Namibia. 
Several  may be heard in a small area, but typically 
seen singly or in pairs. Near-endemic (also Zambia).

identification Rather shy and elusive but betrays 
its presence by energetic wing clapping displays 
(especially at dawn and dusk). Often difficult to 
study, quickly running away, but sometimes seen 
in vehicle tracks or perched on a rock or post. In SA, 
first impression is of a medium-sized, compact, bright 
rufous bird. Indeed, much of body and extensive wing 
patches bright reddish. Red is overlaid by beautiful and 
intricate barred and mottled patterns; above faintly 
mottled rather than streaked. Barring often extends 
over tertials and tail. Tail sides white to pale buff. Bill 
fairly short but strong and rather pale. — Sexes: Alike. 
— Juv: Pale feather tips creates a spotted impression. 
Some are paler or almost white below. — Var: Varies 
even in the same area; paler and greyer in the NW.

confusion risks. Slightly larger than Cape Clapper 
and has a stronger, paler bill; paler below, more rufous 
and less boldly marked above and has redder wing 
patches; claps wings more slowly at a constant rate. 
Similar to Flappet but Eastern usually in more open 
habitats, slightly larger, tertials barred (not streaked), 
outer tail paler and has a different display. Rufous-
naped (p. 72) is larger, with an obviously longer and 
stronger bill. Spike-heeled (p. 58) has a long bill and 
short white-tipped tail and is often seen in groups. 

behaviour Remarkable song-flight is performed 
mostly at dawn and dusk in summer br. season (see 
Voice). Often elusive and flushes reluctantly. Adults 
wing-snap in bouncy flight if their nest is threatened. 

biology Food insects and seeds. Lays 2-3 mottled 
eggs in a cup with a domed roof between grass tufts.

voice In display,  flutters a few metres up while 
hitting wings together to make a rattling pr'r'r'r'r'r'r'r 
(not accelerating); at apex of climb, gives a 1.5 s rising 
whistle, phoooeee; then floats down on open wings. 
From afar only the rising whistle is audible. May add 
short melodious sequences (including mimicry) after 
whistle. Displays launched from the ground or a perch, 
or given every 15-30 s in cruising flight. Calls include 
peek whistles, short trrt noises and mewing sounds. 
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The classification of long-billed larks has been hotly 
debated for several decades. In the 1940s, 4 species 
were proposed; subsequently these were lumped as 
a single, variable, wide-ranging species named 'Long-
billed Lark, Certhilauda curvirostris'. Detailed research 
in the late 1990s, focusing particularly on genetic 
data, suggested that it should be split into at least 5 
different species. Genetic evidence is supported by 
differences in colour, amount of streaking, body size, 
bill length, and to a lesser extent, voice. The 5 species 
also have mostly exclusive distribution ranges that 
greatly simplify their identification. They are:

• Eastern Long-billed Lark, C. semitorquata (p. 80)
• Cape Long-billed Lark, C. curvirostris (p. 82)
• Agulhas Long-billed Lark, C. brevirostris (p. 82)
• Karoo Long-billed Lark, C. subcoronata (p. 84)
• Benguela Long-billed Lark, C. benguelensis (p. 84)

Cape Town

SpringbokP. N.

Upington

Prieska

Brandvlei

Mossel B.

Oudtshoorn

Port Elizabeth

E.L.

Durban

Johannesburg

Pretoria

Polokwane
Gaborone

Swakop.
Walvis Bay

Windhoek

Sesfontein

Uis

KeetmanshoopLüderitz

Knysna

Saldanha

Bloem.
Kim.

Maseru

Cradock

Queenstown

Beaufort W.
Sutherland

Worcester

Ruacana

Vanrhynsdorp

Colesberg

Nelspruit

Kokstad

S.dam

Pof.

G.R.

Grahamstown

Potch.

Thabazimbi

Benguela 
benguelensis 
darker, more streaky

Benguela kaokoensis
pale cinnamon to dull 
rufous, poorly streaked

extends 
into 
Angola

Benguela from 
about Uis mine 
northwards

'Brandberg gap' 
at 21°30'S

Karoo damarensis
small, pale, virtually plain; should 
possibly be placed under Benguela

Avoids Namib 
desert proper

Karoo bradshawi
paler, redder and plainer 
than subcoronata and gilli

Border possibly at  
c. 25°S, but transition 
probably gradual

Karoo subcoronata

Karoo gilli
darker, browner and more streaky; 
belly/flanks often lightly streaked

Agulhas
smallest range

Border
c. 25°E?

Cape falcirostris
largest and longest-billed; grey, 
heavily streaked; single whistles

Cape curvirostris
slightly smaller, warmer and 
less streaky than falcirostris; 
extra short whistle in song

Eastern algida
browner above, more 
streaky, greyer below

E. semitorquata

E. transvaalensis
warm brown, plainer

Short-clawed

Short-clawed

Abrupt transition between browner, 
streaky birds and plainer, redder birds larger, 

streaky

smaller, 
plainer

smaller, 
plainer

streaky

break in clinal trend

Olifants R.

Cape Fold Mountains form 
natural barrier between species

Cape and Karoo occur together

BOTSWANA

NAMIBIA

SOUTH AFRICA

ZAMBIA
ANGOLA

Short-clawed Lark
Eastern Long-billed Lark

Agulhas Long-billed Lark
Cape Long-billed Lark

Karoo Long-billed Lark
Benguela Long-billed Lark

The ecologically similar Short-clawed Lark (p. 80), 
which replaces the other species in open woodlands 
in N SA and Botswana, belongs to the same genus; it 
can be considered a 'Savanna Long-billed Lark'.

range Of the 6 Certhilauda larks all but Benguela 
Long-billed (which extends marginally into Angola) 
are endemic to Southern Africa. Their distribution 
ranges are mostly discreet (although some borders 
are inferred and not fully 'field-tested'). This limits 
confusion possibilities, although care should be taken 
in areas of potential overlap: between Cape and Karoo 
in W Richtersveld; between Agulhas and Karoo in the 
Swellendam area; between Karoo and Eastern at 25°E;  
and between Karoo and Benguela in the 'Brandberg 
gap' (see comments under the latter on p. 85). 

variation Most species show some degree of 
clinal (gradual) variation in e.g. their body size, colour 
and the amount of streaking above and below. In 
both the widely distributed Karoo and Eastern, S 
birds are generally darker, browner, larger and more 

The long-billed lark complex
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flies low above the 
ground (1-3 m); 
level flight strong, 
fast and undulating suddenly swings 

up dramatically, 
flapping wings 
energetically

closes wings on 
ascent; last part of 
climb driven only  
by momentum

stalls at apex of 
trajectory, then 
angles sharply 
downward

gives a long, descending 
whistle at apex or while 
starting to plummet

peeeeuuo!

dives down headfirst, 
with wings closed and 
tail slightly fanned

only opens wings 
just before hitting 
the ground

continues in 
level flight 
low above 
the ground

may repeat 'swoop-
and-stoop' display 
2-3x; or lands on a 

perch or the ground

5-10 m, 
sometimes 

15 m above 
the ground

Song-flights of 
long-billed larks

Long-billed Lark voice. Main territorial song of  is a simple, 
drawn-out, descending whistle lasting 0.8-1.0 s. This whistle is 
typically repeated every 8-15 s when singing from a perch, but 
is also given during a spectacular 'swoop-and-stoop' song-flight. 
This bird can be identified as a Karoo Long-billed Lark by the short, 
soft 'inhalation' (hu) before each falling whistle (peeeeuuo). Also 
gives a variety of rolling, gurgling whistles.

peeeeuuo

S 5s 10s 15s

hu- hu- hu-

rolling whistlesmarked whereas N birds are paler, redder, smaller 
and less streaked. Karoo shows a sharp transition in 
Bushmanland (the border between subcoronata and 
bradshawi), where it abruptly becomes almost plain 
reddish-buff above. The N race of Karoo (damarensis) 
is very pale and plain; some ambiguity exists about 
its classification, and it is possibly more closely allied 
to Benguela (see p. 85 for comments about the break 
in clinal pattern and 'Brandberg gap'). Within its tiny 
range (only c. 200 x 75 km) Agulhas does not show 
pronounced variation, and appears relatively short-
tailed and heavily streaked throughout.

evolution Being sedentary and territorial year-
round has contributed to the diversification of long-
billed larks. Adaptation to local conditions also plays 
a role: species that live on soft sands have longer bills 
and hind-claws; matching of plumage to soil colour; 
and a decrease in streaking as the habitat becomes

vs. pipits Long-billed larks' slim bodies, long wings, 
long tails, small heads and upright gait could lead 
to confusion with pipits. This is especially true of  
which have bills up to 25% shorter than  (can thus 
be shorter than e.g. Long-billed Pipit; see below). 
Apart from their different songs and calls, pipits 
appear lighter and more delicate than long-billed larks 
in the field, and have straighter bills, subtly different 
face patterns, greyer (less red) plumage and broad 
white or buff outer tail panels (not just pale edges).

more open (e.g. grassland 
and desert species are 
virtually plain).

straight
(barely) 

decurved
longer, 

decurved

 

Bill shapes. A pair of Eastern Long-billed Larks with 
a Long-billed Pipit (right). The bill length to depth or 
thickness ratio can also prove useful: in  long-billed 
larks bill length increases in the order: Short-clawed < 
Eastern < Benguela < Karoo < Agulhas < Cape, while 
bill depth increases in the order: Agulhas < Eastern = 
Short-clawed < Karoo = Benguela < Cape.

peeeeuuo peeeeuuo

kHz

2

4

Short-clawed
Cape
Agulhas
Eastern
Karoo
Benguela
Gray's
Spike-heeled
Other larks

voice and displays  give a simple descending 
whistle as their territorial song. Variations occur: In 
some S Karoo Long-billed, a short 'inhalation' precedes 
the whistle; in the nominate subspecies of Cape Long-
billed (S of Olifants River) a short introductory whistle 
is given; and in Agulhas, 2 whistles are uttered. Songs 
are given from a perch, while walking around, or in a 
spectacular 'swoop-and-stoop' song-flight (below). 

Within the Certhilauda 
genus, Cape and Agulhas 
are more closely related, as 
are Karoo and Benguela.
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LONG-BILLED LARKS: Large but slim larks with elongated bodies, relatively long, decurved bills and 
long tails. Listen for drawn-out, descending whistles in song-flight. Short-clawed in open savanna with 
open ground and short grass. Eastern in upland grassland, usually on rocky ridges. Both endemic. 

Eastern Long-billed Lark
Certhilauda semitorquata (Grasveldlangbeklewerik)
L: 16-20 cm   M: 30-(39)-48 g
[1: C. s. algida; 2: C. s. semi
torquata; 3: C. s. transvaal
ensis]. On average, smallest, 
plainest and least streaky long-
billed lark. Slender shape and 
relatively short bill could lead 
to confusion with pipits (p. 98). 
Sings from the ground, a rock 
or in a swoop-and-stoop song-
flight (p. 79).

 E

Short-clawed Lark
Certhilauda chuana (Kortkloulewerik)
L: 18-20 cm   M: 28-(35)-44 g
[C. chuana]. Within its small 
range, silhouette is distinctive: 
large but slim with long, heavy 
tail, smallish square head and 
long, slightly decurved bill. 
Sings from the ground, a low 
perch or most conspicuously,  
in a swoop-and-stoop song-
flight (p. 79). Often occurs with 
Rufous-naped and Sabota. 

ad.
Steenbok-
pan, Lim

long, 
heavy 
tail

bib of neat 
arrowhead 
streaks

brown; richly 
patterned

no rufous 
panel in wing

short claw is  
not diagnostic

adult 
Polokwane, Lim

broad eyebrow 
creates strongly 

capped effect

longish 
but fairly 

thin bill

juvenile
Kanye, Bot

adult
Mafikeng, NW

in song-flight 
swerves up, calls 
and drops again

rufous 
rump

no rufous 
patch in 
wings

capped

adult  
semitorquata

Injasuti, KZN

for a long-billed 
lark, bill shortish, 

weak and only 
slightly curved

juv. algida
Cradock, EC

ad. algida
Cradock, EC

peeeeuuo!

adult  
transvaalensis
Dullstroom, MP

bill of  
c. 25% 

shorter

virtually 
plain

reddish, 
lightly 
streaked

indistinctly 
streaked

S birds more 
streaky; closer 

to Karoo Long-
billed Lark

very similar 
to pipits

medium-
length tail

1
2

3

 E
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• smallest, least streaky and shortest-billed
  member of the long-billed lark complex
• reddish above, with indistinct streaking
• buff below, with weak streaking on breast
• note range and rocky grassland habitat

Eastern Long-billed Lark
Certhilauda semitorquata (Grasveldlangbeklewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Long-billed Lark, Certhilauda curvirostris (split)

The upland grassland representative of the long-billed 
lark complex, this species is easily confused with pipits.

habitat Upland grassland, usually on rocky ridges. 
In S, mixed grass and scrub, especially in hilly areas. 

status Generally uncommon resident. Solitary or in 
pairs, sometimes in small parties. Endemic.

identification Usually the first clue to this lark's 
presence is a long, descending whistle; scanning 
the horizon should reveal its location when  flies 
up: rises 5-10 m, then whistles when stalling, before 
dropping down and opening wings just above the 
ground. On the ground, looks more like a pipit than a 
lark due to elongated and slim body, longish tail, long 
wings, small head and relatively short bill (especially 

); furthermore, plumage is rather plain, with an 
almost unmarked red-brown mantle and weakly 
streaked breast (but more marked in S). — Sexes:  >  
(10-15%; bill 25% longer). — Juv: Pale feather tips on 
mantle, crown and wings; breast more spotted than 
streaked. — Var: NE transvaalensis is plainer, paler and 
redder above and buff below. S algida is more marked 
and greyish white below, browner and more streaky 
above, with a hint of a contrasting grey nape. 

confusion risks S birds close to Karoo Long-
billed but smaller, with a shorter and less curved bill; 
redder and less streaky above, with a less contrasting 
grey nape, and with lighter streaking below. Spike-
heeled (p. 58) is more scalloped above, fatter, and 
has a shorter tail with white tips and is often in small 
chattering groups. Rufous-naped (p. 72) has a shorter 
but stronger bill, rufous wing patch, more stocky 
body and different voice and singing habits. E Clapper 
(p. 75) has bright rufous wings, a more patterned 
mantle and wing feathers and a shorter bill. Pipits 
(p. 98) appear more delicate and lighter in build, with 
straighter bills (p. 79), slightly different face patterns 
(p. 46), greyer and less reddish plumage and extensive 
pale outer tail panels (not just pale edges).

behaviour Like other long-billed larks. Searches 
for prey by walking around on the ground or probes 
vegetation with bill. Flight strong and undulating. 

biology Food mostly insects and some seed. Lays 
2-3 heavily spotted eggs in a cup placed against or 
partly under a shrub, grass tuft or stone. The nest is 
flanked by a 'driveway' of small stones.

voice  sings all year, but especially Sept-Nov. Main 
song typical of long-billed larks: a drawn-out, falling 
whistle lasting 0.8-1 s, peeeeuuo. Given repeatedly 
from a low perch (e.g. rock) or during a song-flight. 
Also lower-pitched, conversational, rolling whistles.

 

• strong eyebrow creates capped effect
• distinctive slim shape and long, heavy tail
• rump rufous, but no rufous patch in wing
• longish, fairly strong, slightly decurved bill
• small range and specific habitat

Short-clawed Lark
Certhilauda chuana (Kortkloulewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Mirafra chuana

While the bulk of its global population occurs in SE Bot-
swana and adjacent SA, most birders tick this endemic 
lark in the isolated population around Polokwane, where 
it has become something of a municipal mascot.

habitat Sparse savanna and thornveld with about 
80% open ground; also heavily grazed land with some 
bushy regrowth and scattered small trees. 

status Uncommon, localised endemic. Resident 
but responds to veld conditions. Singly or in pairs.

identification Finding a Short-claw may require 
some dedicated searching (or a good stakeout tip); 
most likely to be located by its drawn-out, mournful 
whistles. Shares its impressive song-flight with other 
long-billed larks: a low-flying  suddenly swoops up, 
closing its wings, then gives a long whistle and dives 
down with wings closed but tail open. Large but slim; 
long heavy tail, long wings and smallish, square head 
more pipit-like. Bill longish, fairly strong and slightly 
decurved. Above buffy brown to grey-brown, with 
dark streaking. Strong white or buff eyebrow, together 
with plain face, dark eyestripe and greyer, less streaky 
nape give it a distinctly capped appearance. Short 
hind-claw is not diagnostic. — Sexes:  > . — Juv: 
Richer and more spotted. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Range and habitat does not 
overlap with long-billed larks. Rufous-naped (p. 72) is 
similar in size but is more heavily built, with an erectile 
crest when singing, rufous nape, rufous wing patch, 
more intricately patterned mantle and wing covert 
feathers, relatively shorter tail and shorter, heavier 
bill. Sabota (p. 68) is similar in plumage but is smaller, 
more compact, shorter-tailed, shorter-billed and often  
has more dark markings on its face and malar region. 
Large-billed (p. 60) is more dumpy and boldly streaked 
below; its shorter, thicker bill has a brighter yellow 
base. No (adult) pipit is as heavily marked above. 

behaviour Walks upright, with bill slightly upwards. 
Pants with bill open during the hottest hours, or rests 
briefly in shade. Sings in flight, or from the ground, a 
fence post or bush. In conflict  posture with their 
tails cocked, wings drooped and feathers puffed out. 

biology Food insects, especially ants and termites. 
Lays 2-3 spotted eggs in a cup on the ground.

voice  sings all year, but mostly Sept-Dec. Many 
complex regional variations, but listen for weeping 
tone: very high, thin, drawn-out, sad whistles falling 
or rising slightly in pitch e.g. sii-tseeeu or pip-peeeo 
or feee'ee. Ecstatic song more varied. Gives a long, 
descending whistle during aerial display, feeeeuuuu. 
Alarm call 1-3 lower whistles, almost like a person.
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Agulhas Long-billed Lark
Certhilauda brevirostris (Overberglangbeklewerik)
L: 18-21 cm   M: 35-(45)-48 g
[C. brevirostris]. S Cape range 
exclusive from others in the 
long-billed lark complex. Most  
closely related to S race of Cape 
Long-billed: equally streaky be-
low but smaller, and tail and bill 
shorter. May be seen perched 
on a fence post or giving double  
descending whistles in display.

Cape Long-billed Lark
Certhilauda curvirostris (Weskuslangbeklewerik)
L: 20-24 cm   M: 40-(55)-65 g
[1: C. c. falcirostris; 2: C. c. 
curvirostris]. Largest member 
of long-billed lark complex and 
largest lark in the region overall. 
N  have spectacularly long, 
hoopoe-like bills; shorter (still 
impressive) in  and S birds. 
Listen for double descending 
whistle (in S) given in stooping 
song-flight or from a low perch.

 NT E

1

LONG-BILLED LARKS: Large, slim larks with heavily streaked underparts. Bill long in Agulhas and very 
long to absurdly long in Cape. Ranges exclusive: Agulhas on scrubby plains and in agricultural fields in 
Overberg region. Cape found in strandveld, fynbos, scrub and agricultural landscapes along W Coast.

 E

in song-flight rises 
5-15 m, whistles and 

dives down

adult
Bredasdorp, WC

longish but only 
slightly decurved 
and relatively thin

adult 
Vleesbaai, WC

adult
Mossel Bay, WC

buffy 
brown

heavily 
marked

streaking extends far 
down on flanks, often 

to undertail coverts

medium-
length

very streaky

very small  
range in 

Overberg region

buffy 
brown

adult  
falcirostris

Port Nolloth, NC

streaking 
extensive 

but not so 
heavy 

greyish 
brown

adult 
curvirostris

Langebaan, WC

long tail

streaking extends far 
down on flanks, often 

to undertail coverts

N  have 
monstrous, 
hoopoe-like 

billsthin streaks 
extend far 
down

pale 
greyish 
brown

range from  
N of Cape Town to  

about Orange River

juv. falcirostris
Hondeklipbaai, NC

ad. curvirostris
Paternoster, WC

2

juv. 
De Hoop, WC
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This, the 'original' Long-billed Lark (now split into 5 
species), definitely measures up to its common name.

habitat Short, patchy scrub on sandy or rocky soils: 
dunes, strandveld, renosterveld, sandy fynbos, fallow 
or recently ploughed or planted agricultural fields, etc.

status Generally uncommon but can be locally 
fairly common in good habitat. Resident and territorial 
year-round. Usually seen in pairs. Endemic.

identification A large and impressive lark (largest 
in the region) with a disproportionately long bill; bill is 
especially lengthy in  of N falcirostris race, which can 
have truly monstrous, hoopoe-like bills. As with other 
long-billed larks, usually located by long descending 
whistle given from a bush or, more amusingly, during 
song-flight:  rises 5-10 m, closing wings while still 
ascending, then stalls, whistles and dives down 
headfirst, opening wings just before landing. On the 
ground looks massive but slim, with a long tail. Above 
greyish brown to washed-out dirty grey. Below whitish 
or cream, with blotchy breast markings and thinner 
streaks extending onto flanks and often undertail 
coverts. — Sexes:  10-15% larger with a notably 
longer bill. — Juv: Warmer than adult, with pale tips 
to feathers on upperparts and wings. Breast markings 
more rounded and diffuse. — Var: Longer-billed and 
larger falcirostris (N of Olifants River) is greyer above 
and whiter and more streaky below. 

confusion risks Thanks to large size and lengthy 
bill unlikely to be confused with any other lark within 
its small range. In marginal contact zone, Karoo Long-
billed is redder above with a more contrasting grey 
nape and is less extensively streaked below. Overlaps 
widely with Large-billed (p. 60) and smaller Karoo 
Lark (p. 66) but bill much longer. Spike-heeled (p. 58) is 
smaller and has a short, white-tipped tail.

behaviour Often walks with 'knees' bent. Digs with 
bill, flicks stones over or probes into bases of grass 
tufts. May enter shallow rodent burrows. Flight strong 
and undulating. Camouflaged in dry vegetation, and 
easy to lose sight of. Perches on posts and bushes.

biology Food mostly insects, small invertebrates 
and some seed. Lays 3 heavily spotted eggs in a grass 
cup on the ground, between bushes or stones.

voice  sings all year, but most vociferously Aug-
Oct. Main song is a descending whistle lasting 0.8-1 s,  
peeeeuuo. In N (race falcirostris) whistle has a shaky 
quality; S nominate race gives an additional, short, soft 
introductory note, hwee-peeeeuuo. Given every 10 s 
from a perch (e.g. top of bush) or during song-flight. 
Also gives various lower-pitched, gurgling whistles.

 

• W Coast: range hardly overlaps others'
• N birds have absurdly long bills
• looks large, long-tailed and heavy
• extensively streaked; greyish above
• long descending whistle (double in S)

Cape Long-billed Lark
Certhilauda curvirostris (Weskuslangbeklewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Long-billed Lark (split)

• S Cape representative of long-billed larks;  
  range does not overlap with others'
• buffy brown on upperparts
• heavily streaked below, including flanks
• song double descending whistles

Agulhas Long-billed Lark
Certhilauda brevirostris (Overberglangbeklewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Long-billed Lark, Certhilauda curvirostris (split)

Restricted to Agulhas Plain from Caledon to Mossel Bay.
habitat Sparsely vegetated scrubby plains; in N of 

range, locally in semi-arid Karoo; in S in coastal fynbos. 
Adaptable to agriculture, if crops are not too dense; 
often common on fallow or recently ploughed fields, 
especially where natural scrub adjoins such habitats. 

status Locally common resident. Seen singly, in 
pairs or sometimes in small parties. Endemic.

identification Fairly easy to find within its small 
range. Often seen on fence posts or during impressive 
song-flight when  swerves 5-10 m up, closes its wings, 
whistles and then drops down, opening its wings just 
above the ground. Gives such performances either 
from a low perch or repeatedly in level flight. Can 
also be located on the ground by dedicated scanning. 
Looks large but slim with a smallish head, long wings, 
heavy tail and longish, slightly decurved bill. Clearly 
marked above on a rich buffy brown to grey-brown 
background. Below greyish white to pale buff; heavily 
streaked on breast, with thinner streaks extending 
onto flanks and often undertail coverts. — Sexes:  > . 
— Juv: Looks spotted above due to pale feather tips 
on mantle, crown and wings; breast diffusely spotted 
rather than streaked. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Range not known to overlap 
with other long-billed larks. Most closely related to 
S curvirostris race of Cape Long-billed but smaller, 
shorter-tailed, shorter-billed and more buffy. Range 
approaches that of Karoo Long-billed along upper 
Breede River; Karoo is redder and less streaky above 
with a contrasting grey nape and mostly unstreaked 
flanks (see also Voice). Often occurs alongside Large-
billed (p. 60) but that species has a shorter, thicker, 
yellow-based bill. S race of Cape Clapper (p. 75) also 
gives 2 descending whistles in its song-flight, but 
these are accompanied by audible wing clapping. 

behaviour Walks about on the ground, occasionally 
digging in sandy patches with bill or scratching with 
feet. Flight strong and undulating. Sings from a fence 
post, during a song-flight or softly from the ground. 

biology Food insects and some seed. Lays 2-3 
spotted eggs in a shallow cup, often under a shrub. 

voice  sings all year (especially during Aug-Oct 
mornings). Like other long-billed larks, main song is a 
drawn-out, descending whistle given every 10 s or so; 
however, has an additional, softer introductory note: 
sweeo-peeeeuuo. S race of Cape Long-billed also has 
a 2-note song, but first note is shorter in that species; 
Karoo gives a barely audible 'inhalation' before its 
single whistle. Also gives lower rolling whistles. 
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Karoo Long-billed Lark
Certhilauda subcoronata (Karoolangbeklewerik)
L: 18-22 cm c. M: 35-(45)-55 g
[1: C. s. damarensis; 2: C. s. 
bradshawi; 3: C. s. subcoro
nata; 4: C. s. gilli]. The most 
common and widespread long-
billed lark. Variable in colour: N  
birds sandy peach above with 
little streaking; C birds reddish 
with a contrasting grey nape; S 
birds darker, browner and more 
streaky. Voice and habits 
as others.

Benguela Long-billed Lark
Certhilauda benguelensis (Kaokolangbeklewerik)
L: 18-20 cm c. M: 35-(45)-55 g
[1: C. b. benguelensis; 2: C. b. 
kaokoensis]. Distinction from 
Karoo based mainly on genetic  
data. Very difficult to tell from 
N damarensis race of Karoo; 
similar in voice and habits.   
Quite common in rocky desert 
grassland in Kaokoveld. S limit 
thought to lie around Uis and 
Brandberg.

LONG-BILLED LARKS: Large but slim larks with elongated bodies, long, decurved bills and long tails. 
Streaking above and below varies, but heavier in S. Both give a long, descending whistle from a perch or 
in a song-flight. Karoo on scrubby or stony plains (often near ridges). Benguela in arid, rocky grasslands.

 NE

adult 
bradshawi

Aggenys, NC

long, sturdy, 
decurved bill

browner, 
streaked

highly variable: N 
birds plainer, paler

adult gilli
Beaufort West, WC

juv. 
bradshawi

Aus, Nam

damarensis

gilli

ad. sub
coronata

De Aar, NC

contrasting 
grey nape

reddish, 
lightly 
streaked

streaking variable; 
typically restricted to 

breast but thin streaks  
may extend onto flanks 

long tail

most common 
long-billed lark; 

widespread in Karoo 
and Namibia

adult 
benguelensis

Sesfontein, Nam

long, sturdy, 
decurved bill

adult 
kaokoensis 
Brandberg, 

Nam

juv. 
benguelensis

Skeleton Coast, 
Nam

adult 
kaokoensis

Uis, Nam

atlas data suggests 
a band of 70-150 km 

between Benguela and 
Karoo, but probably 

overlap locally

lightly 
streaked on 
pale sandy 
upperparts

long tail

cinnamon

occurs  
from Uis and 
Brandberg to 

Angola

1

2
3

4

1

2

 E
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• occurs in Namibia N of 'Brandberg gap'
• very like N damarensis race of Karoo, but 
  slightly smaller and more streaky
• buff or whitish below; breast streaked
• best sought from Uis northwards

Benguela Long-billed Lark
Certhilauda benguelensis (Kaokolangbeklewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Long-billed Lark, Certhilauda curvirostris (split)

Separation from Karoo Long-billed is based mostly on 
genetic data (6-7% difference in cytochrome b gene). 
Some debate exists about whether the northernmost 
damarensis race of Karoo should fall under Benguela, 
but the case against this is evidenced by an abrupt 
change in clinal trends (i.e. the gradual decrease in 
streaking and size from S to N) at the border of these 2 
taxa. Perhaps most significantly, bird atlas (SABAP1) 
data indicates a corresponding 70-150 km wide band of 
isolation in the range of long-billed larks at about 21°30'S 
(the 'Brandberg gap'). This band extends NE from about 
Hentiesbaai, running just N of Spitzkoppe and Omaruru. 
Thus, from Uis and Brandberg to Angola, Benguela is the 
only species of Long-billed Lark present.

habitat Arid, sparse grassland mixed with light 
scrub, on stony or rocky ground, often near ridges.

status Common. Considered resident, but possibly 
undergoes some movements in response to rain; S 
limit uncertain. Singly or in pairs. Near-endemic.

identification Voice and behaviour as for other 
long-billed larks. Sandy buff to cinnamon-brown 
above, lightly streaked to almost plain. Below greyish 
white to pale buff with thin to bold breast streaks. 
— Sexes:  larger and longer-billed. — Juv: Like juv. 
Karoo. — Var: S kaokoensis is warmer and less streaky 
above; whiter below; throat buff and lightly streaked.

confusion risks In theory, range separated from 
damarensis race of Karoo Long-billed by 'Brandberg 
gap' (see above) but exact S limit of Benguela's range 
unknown (possibly some overlap with Karoo, probably 
depending on rainfall). It is not clear which characters 
are reliable in telling the 2 species apart; on average 
Benguela is slightly smaller and more streaked on the 
crown, mantle and breast than nearby populations of 
Karoo. Given individual and sexual variation in both, 
reliable separation (outside of their known respective 
ranges) is doubtful based on current knowledge.

behaviour Perches on low rocks with an upright 
stance and long tail slightly depressed. On the ground, 
walks calmly and pipit-like, with 'knees' bent (often 
with head down). Stops to dig with bill, peer into 
clumps of vegetation or probe under stones with bill. 
Puts on occasional bursts of speed, then stands at a 
45° angle.  and  often in close proximity, e.g. when 
defending their territory. Flight strong and undulating.

biology Food insects, seed. Br. habits poorly known.
voice Descending whistle of  almost identical to 

others' but possibly a touch lower-pitched, longer, 
more trailing and with a smaller drop in pitch. Lower, 
rolling whistles include a sharp prrreo-prrreo. 

• upperparts brown in S, redder and plainer  
  in N, paler and more sandy in Namibia
• most show contrasting, plainer grey nape
• flanks and belly usually unstreaked
• song 1 whistle, with a soft inhalation (SA)

Karoo Long-billed Lark
Certhilauda subcoronata (Karoolangbeklewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Long-billed Lark, Certhilauda curvirostris (split)

The long, descending whistle of this species is a virtually 
ever-present background sound throughout the Karoo.

habitat Widespread in dry habitats in S Namibia 
and Karoo W of 25°E. Found on scrubby or stony plains 
and in bushy grassland, often near rocky ridges. 

status Common to very common resident. Occurs 
in higher densities than other long-billed larks (up to 
10/km2), with several singing  often audible from 
any one spot. Usually singly or in pairs. Endemic.

identification A conspicuous and common mem-
ber of the Karoo bird community. Like other longbills 
usually located by its loud, descending whistle. 
Sings from a low perch (e.g. a bush or fence post) or 
in impressive song-flight (see p. 79). Large with long 
wings and tail, but rather slim (especially when neck 
stretched). In general, the best features to look for 
are the greyer, less streaked nape contrasting with 
the crown and mantle and the unstreaked or weakly 
streaked belly, flanks and undertail coverts. — Sexes: 

 bigger and longer-billed than . — Juv: Much as ad. 
of respective races, but has whitish tips to upperparts.  
— Var: Varies in colour and amount of streaking. S 
birds (gilli, subcoronata) are darkest and most streaked. 
Some gilli can show chocolate brown upperparts and 
lightly streaked flanks. In N Bushmanland, bradshawi 
is redder and plainer, with light streaking above and 
plain flanks. Namibian damarensis is pale greyish or 
peachy, with a few light streaks on the breast only.

confusion risks Overlaps marginally with Cape  
Long-billed in extreme NW SA but Karoo is smaller 
with a shorter bill, unstreaked flanks and redder 
mantle. Similar to Eastern (occurs in close proximity 
around 25°E) but Karoo is larger, bulkier and longer-
billed, with browner (less orange) upperparts, heavier 
streaking and a more contrasting grey nape. Range 
borders that of Agulhas around upper Breede River 
but Karoo is a little smaller, and more heavily streaked. 

behaviour Forages by digging with bill, turning 
over stones, probing at base of plants or breaking 
termite shelters. Flight strong and undulating.

biology Food insects, small invertebrates, seeds, 
fruit and corms. Lays 2-3 spotted eggs in a neat cup 
placed in a hollow at the base of a stone or bush.

voice  sings all year, but especially before nesting. 
Main song, shared by all long-billed larks, a drawn-
out descending 1 s whistle, peeeeuuo. In SA adds a  
short, barely audible 'inhalation' before song e.g. hu-
peeeeuuo. Given in spectacular song-flight, or every 10 s 
from a perch. Also utters softer, conversational, rolling 
whistles, e.g. during territorial interactions. 
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THREATENED, UPLAND GRASSLAND LARKS: Extremely localised SA endemics restricted to <500 km2 
of open, high-rainfall, sour grassland plateaus. Vulnerable Rudd's found in short to medium grass at 
altitudes of 1700-2200 m. Endangered Botha's found in heavily grazed veld on clays, at 1500-1900 m.
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Rudd’s Lark
Heteromirafra ruddi (Drakensberglewerik)
L: 14-15 cm M: 25-(27)-29 g
[H. ruddi]. Extremely localised 
lark of short upland grasslands. 
Most likely to be located by its 
song, given from the ground or 
in aerial display. Shape unique: 
head looks bulbous, bill broad-
based, tail short and narrow, 
hind-claws very long, posture 
upright. Plumage attractive in 
colour and patterns; note pale 
middle crown stripe.

 VU E

upright posture

dull 
rufous

Botha’s Lark
Spizocorys fringillaris (Vaalrivierlewerik)
L: 13-14 cm M: 16-(19)-21 g
[S. fringillaris]. Small, finch-like
lark with limited range. Walks 
upright but crouches low when 
pursued. Often in small groups 
that give simple chuck or chi-
reee calls when flushed. Note 
small pinkish bill, fairly distinct 
eyebrow and face pattern and 
streaky flanks. Very similar to 
Pink-billed Lark.

walks with upright 
posture but squats 
down when feeding 
or concerned

EN E
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flushes easily and makes off 
in dipping flight, then dives 

vertically back into grass.
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• stands upright on long legs
• short narrow tail; large bulbous head
• attractively patterned, scaly upperparts
• pale stripe down middle of crown
• highly localised: range <500 km2

This localised SA endemic is classified as Vulnerable, with 
an estimated global population of only 2500-5000 birds. 

habitat Restricted to high-rainfall sour grasslands 
on flat plateaus at 1700-2200 m; sometimes around 
pans and upland vleis. Prefers heavily grazed areas.

status Small, contracting and highly fragmented 
range estimated at <500 km2 in Mpumalanga (Dull-
stroom, Wakkerstroom areas), Free State/KZN border 
region and E Cape (Matatiele, Molteno). Generally rare, 
but locally common in prime breeding habitat (up to  
1 pair/1.6 ha). Largely resident, depending on veld 
conditions. Usually found singly or in pairs, but several 

 may display in close proximity. Endemic.
identification Seeing this rare lark requires a visit 

to one of its few remaining strongholds. Its upright 
posture, long legs, bulbous 'bobble-head' and thin 
neck give it the look of a miniature courser. Plumage 
beautiful: dark above with golden and white 'scales'; 
face rather plain, with a pale band around the eye; 
long crown feathers (erectile) extend down paler 
nape; creamy central crown is diagnostic but hard to 
see; breast streaks narrow. In flight, tail looks short 
and narrow; dark central and white outer feathers are 
shorter (tail thus looks forked); note dull rufous wing 
patch. Broad-based pink bill is darker around nostril. 
Long hind-claw spikes are virtually impossible to see 
in the field. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Similar to ad. — Var: 
Worn birds are duller, greyer and less vividly marked. 

confusion risks Often occurs near Botha's but 
that species is more squat and finch-like in build, with 
shorter legs and a thicker neck; Botha's lacks a pale 
crown stripe and has streaked (not scaly) upperparts, 
streaked flanks, a thinner shorter bill and shorter 
hind-claws; often in small flocks. Same applies for 
Pink-billed. Upright posture like Spike-heeled (p. 58) 
but Rudd's is more secretive and less sociable and 
has a shorter pink bill and white tail sides. Compare 
Melodious (p. 70), juv. pipits and longclaws (p. 347).

behaviour Difficult to see well, even in short grass; 
crouches when pursued or slinks away. In song-flight 
rises steeply for 15-100 m, then sings while circling for 
up to 40 minutes. Also sings from the ground.

biology Food insects and seeds. Lays 2-4 spotted 
eggs in a domed nest at the base of a grass tuft.

voice Song consists of short (usually <1 s) phrases 
of 3-4 (up to 8) buzzy whistles or short trills; usually 
with a louder, trailing last note, e.g. cheery-cheerup-ZEE 
or s'sip-up-your-TEA. Variations: wiri'wi-ZEEroh or short 
we-CHIR'roh. Repeated at intervals of 5 s, then switches 
to new song type. Alarm call a rapid pi'pi'pi'pi'pip.

Rudd's Lark
Heteromirafra ruddi (Drakensberglewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Long-clawed Lark

• slender, pointed orange-pink bill
• streaks heavy on breast, thin on flanks
• prominent eyebrow and face pattern
• dark above, yellow-buff & white below
• highly localised: range <500 km2

Largely due to the loss of its grassland habitat through 
agriculture, this SA endemic is classified as Endangered, 
with a total remaining population estimated at <5000.

habitat Short, upland sour grassland on plateaus 
and other relatively flat terrain, usually on dark clay 
soils; restricted to areas with high annual rainfall and 
altitudes of 1500-1900 m. Often on bare patches and in 
overgrazed grass, especially in winter. 

status Both range and population have declined 
significantly and now restricted to <500 km2, mainly 
in the Vaal River catchment. Rare and highly localised; 
occurrence patchy even within core of range, but fairly 
common locally. Resident or local nomad, depending 
on grass height, rainfall and fires. Singly, in pairs or in 
groups of 3-6, sometimes up to 10. Endemic.

identification Not easily located and may require 
prolonged patient scanning of grazed fields; also listen 
and watch for small groups flying about. Small, fairly 
squat and finch-like in build (typical of Spizocorys). 
Carriage upright, but squats down when feeding or 
alarmed. Thin, short, sharp, pink or orange-pink bill 
eliminates most other species. Above rather dark grey-
brown and heavily streaked. Breast yellow-buff shading 
to whitish on lower central belly and undertail covers. 
Breast heavily streaked; flanks with thin streaks. Face 
pattern and eyebrow fairly distinct. Tail often fanned 
in flight, showing broad white panels (tips darker) on 
outer 2 feathers. —Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Shows spotted 
pattern above; breast streaks diffuse, rounded and 
rufous; bill darker. — Var: Worn birds are paler.

confusion risks May occur alongside similar Pink-
billed, but Botha's has a thinner bill, less bold face 
pattern, streaked flanks, white (not buff) outer tail, 
generally paler underparts (belly and undertail coverts 
whitish; underparts uniformly pale rufous in Pink-
billed) and different calls. Melodious (p. 70) prefers 
taller grass, and has rufous wings and plain flanks. 

behaviour Usually secretive, unobtrusive and hard 
to approach. Flushes easily, making off in dipping flight 
and often flying in a large circle before diving down. 
Apparently lacks a song-flight. Drinks regularly. 

biology Food insects and seeds. Lays 2-3 heavily 
speckled eggs in a cup placed between grass tufts.

voice Vocalisations simple. Most often heard is a 
repeated, high chi-reee, given both on the ground and 
in flight. This call is very similar to that of Red-capped 
Lark, but is slightly lower and more clearly composed 
of 2 syllables. Other calls include a straighter chirry-
chirry and a harsh, finch-like chuck, often rapidly 
repeated. Apparently lacks a distinct song. 

Botha's Lark
Spizocorys fringillaris (Vaalrivierlewerik)
ALT NAME(S): None
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Pink-billed Lark
Spizocorys conirostris (Pienkbeklewerik)
L: 12-13 cm   M: 12-(14)-17 g
[1: S. c. damarensis; 2: S. c. barlowi; 3: S. c. crypta; 4: S. c. conirostris]. A small, short-tailed, 
short-legged and dumpy lark with a finch-like shape (genus Spizocorys = ‘finch lark’). Recognised 
by short but strong, conical, pink, pale red or light orange-pink bill. Bold 'clown face' pattern formed 
by dark stripes on face and throat. Heavily streaked below, but markings limited to breast (not 
extending to flanks). Colour varies geographically: in E grasslands, underparts (including central 
belly and undertail coverts) bright rufous, orange-brown or dark buff; in arid regions pale buffy 
yellow to off-white, with whiter belly and undertail coverts. In small area of overlap, difficult to tell 
from Botha's. Widely distributed but patchy and uncommon. However, easily overlooked due to 
small size and inconspicuous nature. Often in small groups that fly up with cheerful, tinkling trills. 

1
3

2

4

 NE

PINK-BILLED LARK: An easily overlooked nomadic near-endemic. Often seen in small flocks, especially 
in winter. Range centred on Highveld and S Kalahari. Seldom far from longer grass cover, but more easily 
seen on burnt, overgrazed or bare patches, agricultural lands, verges of gravel roads and when drinking. 
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• strong, conical pinkish bill
• in E rufous-buff below; in W paler
• striking decorative facial pattern
• breast heavily streaked, flanks plain
• often in small flocks

Pink-billed Lark
Spizocorys conirostris (Pienkbeklewerik)
ALT NAME(S): None

 Arguably Southern Africa's most attractive lark species.
habitat Range centred on the moist grasslands of 

the Highveld S of c. 26° and more arid grasslands of the 
N Cape, NW Province and grassy Karoo. Less common 
in the Kalahari and Namibia. Often found in a mixture 
of taller grass or scrubby cover and open, overgrazed, 
trampled or burnt areas. Also pastures and croplands.

status Uncommon to fairly common. Some birds 
are resident but many are highly nomadic in search of 
suitable habitat. Often in groups of 5-20 or more, but 
typically in pairs when breeding. Near-endemic.

identification A rather shy, easily overlooked lark 
that can be difficult to get decent views of. The best 
strategy is to listen for the characteristic tinkling flight 
calls of groups flying about, or to wait at farm dams 
or puddles for drinking birds. Sometimes flushed from 
verges of dirt roads. Looks stocky, compact and finch-
like with short legs and tail. As its name implies, has a 
short but strong and stout, pinkish, dull red or orange-
pink bill. Face pattern striking ('clown face') with a pale 
eyebrow and eye-surround, bordered below by a dark 
line, plus a dark vertical 'tearstreak' and dark malar 
stripe. Colour varies considerably: E birds are very 
attractive, with pale to dark rufous-buff underparts 
(including belly and undertail coverts); W birds have 
a pale yellow-buff wash on the breast and off-white 
bellies. Breast heavily streaked but flanks plain.  
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Dark with whitish spots above; 
diffuse spots below; bill darker. — Var: Illustrated. 

confusion risks Pink bill eliminates e.g. Melodious 
(p. 70), Stark's and Sclater's (p. 90). Where range 
overlaps with Botha's, Pink-billed differ in its (usually) 
darker, richer underparts (belly and undertail not 
white) plus plain flanks, stronger bill, bolder face 
pattern, buff (not white) outer tail and flight call. 

behaviour Fairly shy and difficult to approach, 
but may be more cooperative when viewed from a 
vehicle. Drinks often. Walks, runs or shuffles about on 
the ground while feeding. During short song-flight,  
sings while in jerky flight low over its territory.

biology Food insects and seeds. Nest placed in a 
hoof print or other hollow, usually on the S/E side of a 
grass tuft, clod or small bush; constructed of 700-800 
pieces of vegetation. Clutch 1-3 heavily speckled eggs.

voice Most often heard call is a characteristic, rapid, 
cheerful, tinkling trill of 2-3 notes, repeatedly given in 
flight: pli-pli-pli or si-si-si (like first part of Melodious 
Lark's song, p. 70). Also gives a harsher tree-tree-tree. 
In song-flight  intersperses this call with complex 
whistles and chattering while flying low over the grass.

Of the 31 lark species occurring in Southern Africa, 8 
are currently, or have been in the past, identified as 
conservation priorities on a global scale. The reasons 
for this high proportion are manifold. Half of the 
region's larks are endemic, and 35% are restricted to 
very small geographical areas or very specific habitats; 
for example, Botha's Lark (now considered Southern 
Africa's most threatened lark species) is limited to an 
area of less than 500 km2. Some species historically 
occurred over wider areas but have undergone range 
contractions and local extinctions. Other larks have 
naturally limited ranges and small populations, which 
make them particularly vulnerable from the outset; 
this is true especially of grassland specials which are 
threatened by agriculture, afforestation, urbanisation, 
mining, fire management and other human activities. 

On the other hand, species such as the Dune Lark, 
Namibia's only true endemic, occur in environments 
unsuitable for human habitation and exploitation. 
A fortunate few species are able to partly adapt to 
altered habitats; the Agulhas Long-billed Lark is able to 
persist in wheatfields or pastures for example, and may 
have benefitted from such habitat conversions.

One of the first important steps towards securing 
the future of threatened species is to classify them 
into risk classes, such as the IUCN's Red List categories 
(see table below) and to identify potential threats and 
mitigation procedures for each species. In the case 
of Rudd's Lark, which is endemic to SA's moist, high-
altitude grasslands, research has indicated that grazing 
pressure is of critical importance to its survival: if cattle 
and sheep are removed from its habitat the grass 
would quickly grow too long and dense to facilitate 
its terrestrial lifestyle; conversely, if the grass becomes 
too intensely grazed, a detrimental invasion of weeds 
and forbs might result. Some good news is that thanks 
to the efforts of conservationists, researchers and 
land-owners, as well as due to discoveries of new 
populations by birders, Rudd's Lark has now been 
downgraded from the severe Critically Endangered 
category to the more manageable Vulnerable category, 
as indicated in the table below.

Threatened Larks

Species

Rudd's Lark
Botha's Lark
Red Lark
Melodious
Agulhas L.B.
Short-clawed
Barlow's Lark
Sclater's Lark

2000

CR
EN
VU
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT

2012

VU
EN
VU
NT
?

LC
LC
NT

Population 

2500-5000
1500-5000
c. 9400
Fairly common
Fairly common
Locally common
Fairly common
Uncommon

Threatened larks. IUCN Red List categories of larks 
in 2000 and 2012, and approximate total population. 
Categories ranked in decreasing order of severity: 
CR - Critically Endangered; EN - Endangered; VU - 
Vulnerable; NT - Near-Threatened; LC - Least Concern. 

reddish
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DESERT LARKS: Semi-desert specialists with fascinating physiological and behavioural adaptations to 
survive in arid environments. Endemic Sclater's found on desolate gravel plains with some grass. Near-
endemic Stark's in open scrub and sparse grassland and on calcrete flats; nomadic, flocks following rain.

Sclater’s Lark
Spizocorys sclateri (Namakwalewerik)
L: 13-14 cm  M: 17-(20)-21 g
[S. sclateri]. Uncommon and 
localised endemic. Unique, long 
and heavy bill looks slightly up-
turned or 'upside-down'. Face 
pattern often bold, especially 
dark vertical mark under eye. 
White on outer tail broader at 
base. Can be found by scanning 
dry gravel plains or by waiting 
at a water trough.

Stark’s Lark
Spizocorys starki (Woestynlewerik)
L: 13-14 cm  M: 14-(18)-23 g
[S. starki]. Common nomadic 
lark of arid grasslands. Often 
in large flocks with e.g. Grey-
backed Sparrow-Lark and Lark-
like Bunting. Looks very pale 
in the field, with limited breast 
and face markings. Bill pale; 
medium to heavy with bulging 
top. Often raises long crown 
feathers into a spiky crest.

drinks regularly;
here with Lark-like 
Bunting, Yellow 
Canaries and 
Namaqua Dove

buffy 
orange 

best told  
by unique  
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distinct 
orange 
wash
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triangle 
(chat-like)

white

looks small and compact, 
with long wings but  
short tail and legs

bare 
gravel 
plains

often tilts 
bill slightly 

upwards

stands on a low 
perch and opens 

wings to cool 
down in breeze

raises 
long, 
spiky 
crest

broad 
white 
sides

white

looks 
pale in 
flight

bill pale; heavy,  
with bulging top

long, erectile 
crown feathers

always streaked 
(unlike Gray's)

 NT E NE

juvenile
Pofadder, NC

dark 
'tear'

ad. dark
Brandvlei, NC

warm grey-brown, 
streaked darker

adult
Beaufort West, WC

adult pale
Van Wyksvlei, NC

juvenile
Uis, Nam

ad. pale
Augrabies, NC

ad. dark
Usakos,  
Nam

forms 
large  
flocks  
with  
sparrow-
larks

often 
squints

longershorter

looks 
 white at 

a distance, 
usually only 

lightly streaked

plain
 face

adult
Upington, NC
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• long, heavy bill looks 'upside-down'  
  and often held tilted slightly upwards
• boldly marked face, with dark 'tear'
• pale to fairly dark orange-buff below
• preferred habitat bare gravel plains

This fascinating endemic lark lives on hyper-arid, stony 
plains where few other bird species occur (see p. 95). 

habitat Prefers sparsely vegetated quartz gravel 
or stony plains, sometimes with some scattered grass 
tufts or scrubby bushes, on shales or clays. Often one 
of the only species present in such arid habitats.

status Uncommon, localised resident or local 
nomad. Most numerous in Bushmanland (Brandvlei, 
Pofadder, Van Wyksvlei, Prieska areas). Small isolated 
populations occur outside core range, from Mariental 
to Beaufort West. Found singly or in pairs in the br. 
season, otherwise in loose flocks of up to 25. Endemic.

identification One of the most elusive arid W 
endemics; may be found by dedicated scanning of 
desolate plains, by listening for birds flying overhead, 
or by waiting at water troughs or small dams for birds 
coming to drink. Single most outstanding feature is 
long, heavy, horn-coloured bill with unique shape: 
looks slightly upcurved or 'upside-down'. Most have 
boldly marked faces (pattern like other small larks 
but more pronounced); note especially prominent 
dark vertical mark ('tearstreak') below eye. Above 
warm grey-brown with dark streaks. Below rich, dark 
orange to buff, with bold breast streaks. Tail dark with 
white panels on outer edges of outer 2-3 tail feathers, 
creating tapering white wedges on tail base (like a 
Cercomela chat, p. 135). Looks small and compact, with 
short legs and tail, but long wings. — Sexes: Alike. 
— Juv: Face pattern less distinct. — Var: Minor. 

confusion risks Stark's is much paler, with whiter 
underparts, erectile crest, peaked crown, almost plain 
face and less boldly streaked breast; bill paler and  
shape different. Range and habitat mostly excludes 
Pink-billed (p. 88); face pattern similar but bill horn-
coloured, stouter and upcurved in Sclater's. Compare 
Large-billed (p. 60) and  sparrow-larks (pp. 94-96).

behaviour Forages by flipping stones with bill and 
pecking at bases of grass tufts. Often holds bill tilted 
slightly up. Flight fast and dipping. Drinks regularly.

biology Food insects and seeds. Nest often fully 
exposed on a plain; surrounded by a ring of pebbles 
(see p. 95). Lays a single egg. Adult shades chick.

voice Betrays presence by flight call when flying 
overhead; also calls from the ground. Vocalisations 
simplistic. Most often heard is a repeated, low purp-
purp-purp or prrp-prrp-prrp not unlike Red-headed 
Finch; often followed by a descending, sparrow-like 
chrreew or preeu. Also gives hissing rattles and soft 
twittering. In song-flight,  gives more musical notes, 
mixed with the harsher calls described above.

Sclater's Lark
Spizocorys sclateri (Namakwalewerik)
ALT NAME(S): None

• heavy pale bill with curved top
• looks pale overall; mostly white below
• markings on face and throat weak
• long crown feathers form spiky crest
• often in large flocks, with other species

Named after A. C. Stark (1850-1899), a doctor and noted 
mountaineer who died in the Boer War at Ladysmith.

habitat Sparse, arid grassland on stony or gravel 
plains, calcrete flats, dry pans, open semi-desert scrub.

status Highly nomadic; range and abundance 
largely determined by rainfall. Often in roving flocks 
of hundreds or thousands with Grey-backed Sparrow-
Lark and Lark-like Bunting. Pairs nest singly but often 
in high densities (up to 12 birds/ha) in optimal habitat. 
In droughts, vagrants occur further E. Near-endemic.

identification At times locally abundant; yet, 
can be overlooked on the ground, but true numbers 
revealed when flocks take flight. Slimmer and more 
elongated than other small larks with longer spindly 
legs, bulbous head and relatively long tail. From a 
distance looks pale overall, with streaked, sandy buff 
upperparts and mostly white underparts with narrow 
breast streaks. Face pattern similar to other small larks' 
but more subdued e.g. dark 'tearstreak' virtually absent 
and lores usually pale. Heavy, bulky bill pale bluish or 
pinkish white in colour, with a 'bulging', curved upper 
mandible. Long, erectile crown feathers seem to lie 
loosely over the nape; can be raised into a long, spiky 
crest when hot or excited. —Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Pale 
tips on crown, mantle and wing coverts. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Sclater's is darker orange below, 
with a bolder face pattern, darker 'upturned' bill and 
shorter tail and legs. Gray's has plain upperparts, a 
different tail pattern and lacks a crest.  Grey-backed 
Sparrow-Lark (p. 94) has a dark belly patch.  Black-
eared Sparrow-Lark (p. 96) is more heavily streaked 
below. Fawn-coloured (p. 68) has a thinner darker bill  
and rufous wing panel and is not found in flocks. Lark-
like Bunting (p. 340) is cinnamon below, with a small 
bill with a dark top, longer tail and rufous wing panel.

behaviour In song-flight,  rises to a height of 
20-100+ m; then hovers or circles for several minutes 
while singing. Also sings in low flight with dangling 
legs. In hot weather often squints, pants, retires to 
shade or partly opens wings. Creeps or walks slowly 
on the ground, squatting and swiping at sand with bill. 
Drinks in dry conditions but not dependent on water.

biology Food mostly seeds; also green plant matter,  
insects, spiders and solifugids. Lays 2-4 speckled eggs. 
Nest placed against a tuft, rock or forb or in the open.

voice Song is a pleasant, sustained mixture of trills, 
whistles and chirps with a starling-like tone; typically 
repeats each phrase 3-5x before switching to the next,  
e.g. preo-preo-preo, prii-prii-prii, prio'chirro-prio'chirro... 
Flight call a repeated trree-trree or chop-chop.

Stark's Lark
Spizocorys starki (Woestynlewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Eremalauda starki
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• very plain with unmarked face/mantle
• often looks strikingly white in the field
• fairly long, robust, pale bluish bill
• usually encountered in small groups
• on barren desert plains in Namibia

Gray's Lark
Ammomanopsis grayi (Namiblewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Gray's Sand/Desert Lark, Ammomanes grayi

This unique desert denizen displays mostly at night.
habitat Flourishes in barren, arid habitats virtually 

devoid of other species. Common on flat gravel or 
pebble plains with sparse vegetation. Generally avoids 
sandy areas but common on coastal gravel flats just 
inland of the seashore. Endemic to Namib Desert.

status Common but easily overlooked. Resident 
with some local movements and interchange between 
groups, depending on rainfall and winds. Usually in 
groups of 5-6 birds (up to 30). Near-endemic.

identification A small, very pale desert lark best 
sought by patiently scanning bare gravel plains. May 
allow a close approach once spotted. Small groups 
might be taken for pebbles until they move or fly 
a short distance. Usually looks rather rotund, fluffy 
and 'cute'. Appears virtually white with a plain face 
and mantle and only few small breast spots. Bill long 
and stout; pale bluish with a darker culmen/tip. Tail 
dark with white base, sides and tips. — Sexes: Alike. 
— Juv: Has a spotted crown, dark shaft streaks on 
mantle, yellow bill and eye-ring and yellow-green legs. 
— Var: Darker brown hoeschi occurs N of Cape Cross.

confusion risks More like overlapping Tractrac 
Chat (p. 135) than other larks; Gray's has shorter paler 
legs, a thicker paler bill, lacks a white rump, does not 
sit on perches for long and does not habitually flick 
its wings (may briefly shake plumage or partly open 
wings); both stand upright at times, but Tractrac does 
not often crouch or shuffle along close to the ground. 
Stark's has a streaked mantle and (usually) breast, and 
an erectile crest.  Grey-backed Sparrow-Lark (p. 94) 
has a dark belly, mottled mantle, different tail pattern, 
more conical bill and is usually with the pied . Larger 
Dune Lark (p. 64) prefers sloping, sandy dunes.

behaviour Walks briskly about while crouched, 
sometimes rushing this way and that in an upright 
stance. Sweeps grit sideways with bill, pecks at bases 
of tufts and jumps onto rocks or small bushes. When 
alarmed, group members either freeze or assemble on 
a slight rise in upright, alert stances. When hot, rests 
in rodent burrows or shade (e.g. of telephone poles).

biology Food seeds and small arthropods. Seldom 
drinks. Lays 2-3 eggs in a thick-walled grass cup placed 
in a shallow hole dug in the shade of a rock or bush.

voice Voice remarkable, with a metallic, 'ultrasonic' 
quality. In seldom-seen aerial display, mostly given 
before sunrise and after sunset,  sings odd, sunbird-
like song consisting of soft bell-like notes, sharp 
crystalline clicks and rising whistles, mixed with wing-
whirring sounds. Calls include a thin tsiit and low tew.

DESERT LARKS: Common but easily overlooked
Namib endemic found in small groups on flat, 
open, gravel plains with or without sparse grass.

Gray’s Lark
Ammomanopsis grayi (Namiblewerik)
L: 13-14 cm  M: 18-(22)-27 g
[1: S. c. hoeschi; 2: S. c. grayi]. 
Unique Namib specialist best 
found by thoroughly scanning 
barren plains. Colour matches 
desert gravel: above, plain pale 
creamy buff (darker brown in 
N); below white. Often looks 
strikingly white. Bill fairly long 
and stout. Usually seen in small 
groups. Voice high and thin.
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Short-clawed Lark: Most birders target the isolated 
population of this species occurring around Polokwane 
(try Polokwane Nature Reserve and the nearby airport). 
Further W try Botsalano Nature Reserve near Mafikeng; 
across the border in SE Botswana, it is fairly common 
between Good Hope, Phitsane and Ramatlabama.

Agulhas Long-billed Lark: Confined to the Agulhas 
Plain, from Caledon eastwards. Listen for its double 
whistles in fallow cereal fields and scrub. May be found 
along any quiet road, but check e.g. near Malgas (E of 
Bredasdorp) or near Gouritsmond (W of Mossel Bay).

Cape Long-billed Lark: This W Coast special, with 
its hoopoe-like bill, is one of SA's most spectacular 
endemics. Listen for its descending whistle, often 
given in a swoop-and-stoop display (p. 79). Search in 
more open, dry strandveld and wheat stubble around 
Langebaan town, N of Paternoster and anywhere along 
the coastal plain from Lambert's Bay to Port Nolloth.

Benguela Long-billed Lark: Finding this Kaokoveld 
special is usually straightforward after the gruelling 
drive to get into its range. Most birders first encounter 
it along the C35 N of Uis mine or at the foot of the 
Brandberg inselberg. It may occur further S too (p. 85).

Rudd's Lark: This rare and highly localised endemic has 
a severely fragmented range. It can be hard to locate 
outside the br. season and it is worth requesting help 
from a local guide. It is best sought in early summer 
when it displays over short, high-altitude grasslands N 
of Wakkerstroom or S of Memel. Smaller populations 
occur near Dullstroom and Matatiele.

Botha's Lark: Finding this small, nomadic and rather 
secretive species, the region's most threatened lark, 
can be challenging. The Wakkerstroom and Amersfoort 
region is definitely the most reliable area, especially 
with the help of a local guide. It also occurs sparsely in 
W Mpumalanga and the N and E Free State. 

Sclater's Lark: This elusive species often proves to 
be one of the most difficult larks to locate. It may be 
found by scanning patches of bare gravel or by waiting 
at cattle troughs for birds coming to drink. It is most 
numerous in Bushmanland (e.g. Brandvlei, Kenhardt 
and Pofadder areas) with scattered populations S to 
Beaufort West and N to Mariental in Namibia.

Gray's Lark: The uniform plumage of this Namib 
endemic makes it virtually impossible to spot while 
driving. However, it can be surprisingly common once 
one stops to scan the bare gravel plains it frequents. 
Try just N of Swakopmund, between Hentiesbaai and 
Spitzkoppe and along the C14 inland of Walvis Bay.

Black-eared Sparrow-Lark: Although widespread, 
the erratic, nomadic, irruptive lifestyle of this species 
means that it can easily be missed on short trips to 
the region. It may be encountered N of Upington, 
throughout Bushmanland and S to Beaufort West.

Finding Southern Africa's wealth of lark species will 
lead birders through some of the most untamed, 
dramatic and challenging habitats of the region, from 
icy mountain plateaus to barren desert plains. A high 
degree of endemism ensures that larks always feature 
on the target lists of visiting international birders.

Fortunately many larks are resident and territorial 
throughout the year, albeit in a small area or specific 
habitat, and are thus fairly easy to find. Conversely, 
some are nomadic and irruptive and may be abundant 
for a season only to disappear again. Tips on where to 
find the 15 most challenging larks are given below. For 
more details, consult a birding site guide (e.g. Southern 
African Birdfinder), together with a good road atlas.

Dusky Lark: This unusual migratory woodland lark is 
often encountered by chance on lawns, along quiet 
roads or in woodland clearings; however, it is erratic 
in occurrence and its movements are unpredictable. 
In SA, sometimes found just N of Pretoria (mostly Feb-
Apr), but the Kruger National Park and Limpopo Valley 
are more reliable. Occurs widely N of the Limpopo.

Dune Lark: Namibia's only true endemic, this aptly 
named species is restricted to the dune sea between 
Walvis Bay and Lüderitz. Most of its range falls within 
the Namib-Naukluft Park. Search the Kuiseb River bed 
just S of Walvis Bay and near Rooibank, or check the 
dune bases between Sesriem and Sossusvlei.

Barlow's Lark: Most of the range of this recently 
recognised species falls within inaccessible diamond-
mining zones in S Namibia. It is publicly accessible in 
the extreme NW corner of SA but beware of hybrids 
(see p. 63) between Port Nolloth and Sendelingsdrif 
in the Richtersveld; Barlow's prefers the arid, sparse 
scrub closer to Alexander Bay. It may also be found on 
pinkish sands 10-20 km inland along the Orange River.

Red Lark: The unstreaked, red-backed form of this 
handsome Bushmanland endemic is locally common 
on red dunes S of the N14 near Aggenys. The browner 
form occurs on the plains around Brandvlei.

Melodious Lark: This widespread but under-recorded 
grassland endemic often breeds in busy and noisy 
but localised 'colonies'. Not uncommon in remaining 
undeveloped land in Gauteng and surrounds (e.g. 
around Centurion, Midrand, Bronkhorstspruit and 
Suikerbosrand). Its range also includes most of the Free 
State (may be found by taking a short detour from the 
N1) as well as the E parts of NW Province.

Cape Clapper Lark: In spring, listen for the accelerating 
wing clapping of this species in strandveld, scrub and 
agricultural landscapes along the W Coast, e.g. around 
Darling, Langebaan, Lambert's Bay, Nieuwoudtville 
and Kamieskroon. The marjoriae subspecies may be 
found by exploring dirt roads that cross the Agulhas 
Plain, especially between Bredasdorp and Mossel Bay 
(often in the same areas as Agulhas Long-billed Lark).

Where to find larks
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GREY-BACKED SPARROW-LARK: A small sociable lark, often abundant in the arid W (further E in 
droughts). Flocks found in various dry landscapes including overgrazed or burnt grassland, bare ground 
around waterholes, dry pans, open plains, sparse scrub, bare agricultural fields, etc. Mostly on pale soils.

Grey-backed Sparrow-Lark
Eremopterix verticalis (Grysruglewerik)
L: 12-13 cm   M: 12-(17)-21 g
[1: E. v. damarensis; 2: E. v. khama; 3: E. v. verticalis]. A widespread and common species in 
the W half of the region. Almost invariably found in small groups to sizeable flocks. Finch-like in 
build, with a short, pale, conical bill, short legs and a short tail but broad wings (emphasised by 
dark underwing coverts). In terms of plumage, shows complex variations according to sex, age 
and region but presence of distinctive  indicative. However, frequently occurs in mixed flocks 
with other sparrow-larks, Stark's Lark (p. 90), Lark-like Bunting (p. 340), Red-headed Finch (p. 276), 
Cape Sparrow (p. 270) and others. Searches for seeds by shuffling forward with bent legs, often 
with wings held slightly away from body at shoulder. May perch on low trees, fences, etc. Often first 
noticed when calling in flight to and from drinking spots. 
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One of the most numerous species in arid regions; after 
good rains, loose br. colonies can have up to 25 birds/ha.

habitat Present in various arid, open habitats, often 
on pale soils (to match upperparts), including bare 
ground around waterholes, dry pans, overgrazed or 
burnt grass, gravel plains, sparse grassland and scrub, 
dry savanna, road verges and bare agricultural fields.

status Common to locally abundant nomad or 
partial migrant; movements determined by rainfall. In 
drought years range extends much further NE, even to 
Mozambique. Gregarious: in small groups or flocks of 
hundreds or even thousands, often with other small 
larks and various seed-eaters. Near-endemic.

identification This small, sociable, nomadic lark is 
regularly seen when travelling in the W parts of the 
region; groups may be flushed from the roadside, 
heard flying overhead to and from drinking points, or 
seen shuffling about on the ground. Often in mixed 
flocks with other species, facilitating comparison. 
Strikingly pied  has a small white cap (like a Jewish 
kippah), diffuse white bar across the nape linked to 
the white cheek patch, and dark flanks. Both sexes are 
pale to dark grey or brownish grey above, usually with 
relatively faint darker mottling. — Sexes:  has a sooty 
belly patch, lightly streaked breast and indistinct face 
pattern. — Juv: Like  but with pale feather tips and 
often reduced belly patch. — Var: W damarensis is 
paler and warmer buff. NE khama is greyer above. 

confusion risks Both sexes told from Chestnut-
backed by greyish (not rich brown) upperparts; note 

 Grey-backed's white cap, diffuse nape bar linked to 
cheek patch, dark flanks and lack of dark shoulder;  
Grey-backed overall paler with less heavily streaked 
breast.  told from Black-eared by greyish upperparts, 
belly patch, faint breast streaks and plain flanks. From 
Stark's (p. 90) by belly patch, less distinct face pattern, 
plainer upperparts and lack of an erectile crest. 

behaviour Creeps with 'knees' bent, but often 
stands very upright. May perch on bushes and other 
vantage points. Not dependent on water but drinks 
regularly when possible. Rests in shade, holds wings 
out at shoulder, or flies with dangling legs when hot. 

biology Food seeds and some insects. Lays 1-5 
(usually 2-3) eggs in a cup ringed with pebbles.

voice Voice rather high and sharp. In flight gives a 
piercing weaver-like chik, high pink, or when alarmed, 
a harsher creep or zreek. In low, circling song-flight,  
repeats a fast trip-trip'teep, with slight variations; in 
more complex versions gives a 2-3 s, hurried, canary-
like warbling phrase with a tremulous quality.

• both sexes brownish grey above
• : white cap, black flanks, linked nape bar
• : with dark belly patch, lightly streaked 
  breast, plain flanks and pale upperparts
• widespread in dry, open habitats in W

Grey-backed Sparrow-Lark
Eremopterix verticalis (Grysruglewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Grey-backed Finchlark Thanks to remarkable physiological and behavioural 

adaptations, larks are among the most successful 
families in the world's arid landscapes. Many species 
not only survive, but thrive in habitats where few other 
birds occur. Southern Africa's arid W is a global hot spot 
for lark diversity with 13 species endemic to the Karoo, 
Namaqualand, W Coast and Namib regions. 

Most small, mainly granivorous larks (such as those 
on pp. 86-96) lead nomadic, opportunistic lifestyles. 
They wander far in search of seeds and are quick to 
arrive in previously unoccupied areas after good rains. 
Some species form massive flocks at times, frequently 
consisting of multiple desert wanderers (such as Stark's 
Lark, Grey-backed Sparrow-Lark and Lark-like Bunting). 

Breeding is equally opportunistic. The br. cycle is 
rapid: eggs may hatch in 8 days in Black-eared Sparrow-
Lark (one of the shortest incubation periods of any 
bird). Egg laying may occur at any time of year and 
may start within a week of rainfall. In optimal habitat 
nesting occurs at densities of several pairs per hectare, 
with adjacent nests within a few metres of each other.

Rain seems of less concern to other species. Sclater's 
Lark for example, tends to breed during the driest part 
of the year, even during droughts. The primary duty of 
the parents is to shade their single egg/chick from the 
blistering sun, and the adults are extremely reluctant  
to leave the nest during hot conditions. 

Most desert-dwelling larks will drink regularly if 
water is available, particularly during the dry season 
when fewer insects are to be found. However, some 
populations are thought to survive without access to 
water. Certain species may have benefitted from the 
construction of dams and cattle drinking troughs.

During the heat of the day larks retreat to shady 
spaces beneath bushes, under telephone poles, or 
even in rodent burrows. Alternatively a bird will stand 
on a low perch with its wings held away from its body 
to allow the breeze to reach its less densely feathered 
flanks and underwings. Other behaviour to deal with 
heat stress include panting, squinting, raising feathers 
and flying with dangling legs. Displays are mostly 
performed during the cooler periods around dawn or 
dusk, or even at night in the case of Gray's Lark.

Living in arid environments

Sclater's Larks breed on bare gravel plains exposed 
to the blistering sun. During hot weather adults spend 
most of the day shading their single egg.
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SPARROW-LARKS: Small, nomadic, mainly granivorous larks usually seen in flocks. Chestnut-backed in 
burnt, bare or overgrazed areas, including airstrips, agricultural lands, road verges, open savanna, etc. 
Black-eared in sparse scrub or arid grassland. Both species most common on red soils (to match colour).

Chestnut-backed Sparrow-Lark
Eremopterix leucotis (Rooiruglewerik)
L: 12-13 cm   M: 14-(22)-24 g
[1: E. l. hoeschi; 2: E. l. smithi]. 
A small, finch-like lark. Both 
sexes have rich chestnut-brown 
upperparts, pale nape bands, 
pale rumps and conical, whitish 
bills.  striking;  variable but 
usually has a dark belly patch. 
Listen for flocks passing above 
or carefully scan overgrazed or 
burnt plains for foraging birds.

Black-eared Sparrow-Lark
Eremopterix australis (Swartoorlewerik)
L: 12-13 cm   M: 12-(14)-16 g
[E. australis]. A sought-after, 
sociable nomad of the arid W. 
Mostly black  conspicuous, 
especially in flight; resembles 
indigobirds (pp. 318-320). Dull 
 heavily streaked below but 

lacks a dark belly patch. Darker 
and richer above than Grey-
backed. Often seen along N 
Cape roads after good rains. 
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• both sexes rich brown above
•  has entirely black head & underparts
•  heavily streaked below; lacks dark belly 
  patch, hind-neck collar and pale rump
• in arid shrublands of N Cape & Namibia

Black-eared Sparrow-Lark
Eremopterix australis (Swartoorlewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Black-eared Finchlark

Breeds in high densities after rains, with nests only a few 
metres apart and  displaying in the sky all around.

habitat Dry, open scrub and sparse grassland in 
the Karoo, Bushmanland and SW Kalahari. Mostly 
found on red sands but also on clays and gravel plains.

status Erratic, but can be locally common during 
optimal conditions (though usually still outnumbered 
by Grey-backed). Largely nomadic, following rains. 
Usually in flocks (average flock size 40 birds). Endemic.

identification A nomadic, unpredictable endemic 
that is sometimes locally abundant but at other times 
inexplicably absent. When present, distinctive all-black 

 seldom remains unnoticed for long: while travelling, 
flocks of small LBJs punctuated by striking black  
are a frequent sight along roads.  has broad wings, 
all-black below, rufous-edged above. Underparts and 
head black. Mantle and rump rich brown, mottled 
darker. — Sexes:  similar above but whitish below 
with heavy, blotchy streaks extending onto flanks, 
but not melding into a dark belly patch. No pale collar. 
Bill pale blue-grey with a darker culmen. — Juv: Like  
but with pale feather tips above. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Black  told from other sparrow-
larks by absence of white in plumage; more likely to 
be taken for a vagrant indigobird (pp. 318-320).  told 
from Chestnut-backed by mostly exclusive range, 
brown (not pale) rump, darker culmen and lack of dark 
belly patch and pale hind-neck collar. Often with Grey-
backed, but Black-eared darker and richer above, lacks 
belly patch and has broader breast streaks extending 
to flanks. From Sclater's (p. 90) by bill shape, heavily 
streaked breast, plainer face and tail pattern.

behaviour Displaying  circles a few metres above 
its small territory with slow, deep wingbeats like a 
giant black butterfly, sometimes with dangling legs.  
On the ground  raises its head and tail when 
approaching . Flocks forage on the ground and make 
off in bouncy flight if flushed. Both parents defend the 
nest by aggressively flying towards predators with 
loud wingbeats, perching on bushes, fluttering their 
wings and giving alarm calls; injury-feigning displays 
may be used to lure predators away. Seldom drinks.

biology Food seeds and insects. Nest cup placed in 
an excavation on the S/E side of a bush or tuft; built 
by  in 4-5 days. Nest rim decorated with sand-coated 
spider web. Lays 1-4 (usually 2-3) finely speckled eggs.

voice Has a variety of simple calls. In flight gives a 
repeated, mellow, rather deep djew or prreu; in alarm a 
sharper dzree or preep. Calls generally lower than Grey-
backed. Song a short, twittering, canary-like medley.

• both sexes rich, chestnut-brown above
• : black cap, white flanks, black shoulder
• : variable, but usually with dark belly 
  patch, pale bar across nape & pale rump
• bare areas in grassland and savanna

Chestnut-backed Sparrow-Lark
Eremopterix leucotis (Rooiruglewerik)
ALT NAME(S): Chestnut-backed Finchlark, White-cheeked S.-Lark

Historically associated with large herds of game; today 
found alongside cattle, in burnt fields or in fallow fields.

habitat Burnt, cropped, overgrazed, trampled or 
otherwise bare areas in open savanna and grassland, 
including agricultural fields, dry plains around rural 
villages, dusty floodplains, airstrips, road verges, etc.

status Generally uncommon, but can be locally 
abundant in suitable habitats. Usually in small 
flocks of 5-50 (rarely >100), but pairs more isolated 
when nesting. Movements poorly understood: very 
nomadic in most regions, unexpectedly irrupting in 
large numbers depending on rain, fire and land-use.

identification An attractive little lark associated 
with bare or severely degraded habitats where it may 
be one of the few species present. Identity of flocks 
indicated by presence of colourful , but often mixes 
with Grey-backed and others.  has rich chestnut-
brown upperparts and wings (usually matching soil 
colour) with a paler grey rump; black below with 5 
white areas: patch on cheeks, isolated bar across nape, 
at shoulder, on thighs, and on lower flanks. — Sexes: 
Variable  the same rich-brown to earth-brown colour 
above; usually has a dark belly patch grading into 
heavily marked breast; shows a pale collar around 
hind-neck. — Juv: Like  but has broad, pale feather 
tips above and a variably spotted/barred breast; belly 
patch often reduced. — Var: Colour and markings vary. 
NW hoeschi is greyer above, paler below;  has a less 
distinct (sometimes absent) dark belly patch.

confusion risks Often mixes with Grey-backed; 
 Chestnut-backed is richer, darker brown above, 

lacks a white cap, and has an isolated white nape bar, 
white (not grey or black) flanks, and a black shoulder 
(lesser coverts).  Chestnut-backed is richer above and 
darker below, and has a pale hind-neck collar.

behaviour Crouches low and shuffles forward while 
foraging, sometimes running short distances. Stands 
erect when alarmed. Flight fast and erratic. Flock may 
circle above intruders. Perches on wires, fences or tops 
of bushes, with wings drooped if hot. Drinks often.

biology Food mostly grass seeds plus some insects 
(especially when breeding). Lays 1-3 speckled eggs in 
a small grass cup, level with the ground, usually on the 
S/E side of a bush, clod of earth, grass tuft or stone.

voice  sings from the ground or in a circling song-
flight, usually when  is nearby. Song rather soft and 
infrequently heard; consists of high-pitched squeaks, 
rattles and whistles. More often located by flight 
call: a high chirp or chii'rip or chew'p; also a harsher 
dzzeu or chrew, not unlike Scaly-feathered Finch.
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PIPITS
Family Motacillidae

From an identification perspective, pipits are among 
the world's most challenging birds, even for expert 
birders. Most pipits are dull and cryptically coloured 
and lack reliable field marks, and many distinctions 
between species may only reflect 'average differences' 
but not absolute differences. Considerable variation, 
depending on region, age and feather wear, increase 
the likelihood of errors in identification. In addition, 
pipit taxonomy is by no means conclusive: 2 new 

species have been described from the Kimberley area 
of the N Cape: 'Long-tailed Pipit' (1996) and 'Kimberley 
Pipit' (2002). However, both have been omitted from 
this book as they are probably invalid and, based on 
current data, are not safely identifiable in the field or 
in the hand; see p. 105 for details. Despite, and as a 
consequence of these obstacles, pipits are a reward-
ing and fascinating group of LBJs, that offer birders 
much potential for discovery. [Afrikaans: Koesters].

General characteristics
Despite their superficial similarity, pipits are diverse 
and remarkable birds, differing greatly in aspects of 
their distribution, migration, moult, habitats, evolution 
and habits. Between 45 and 49 species are recognised, 
occurring on every continent except Antarctica.

Pipits are easily confused with larks (see p. 46). 
This similarity is due to convergent evolution and 
adaptation to a terrestrial lifestyle and not relatedness. 
Nevertheless, the first step in identification is to 
distinguish pipits from larks: pipits are typically more 
slender and streamlined, with thinner necks, flatter 
crowns, proportionately longer legs and tails, long, 
thin toes and claws and fairly delicate bills for catching 
insects (not for digging or eating seeds as in many 
larks). Further pointers are provided on page 46.

Pipits' true family affinities lie with the wagtails;  
this is useful to remember when distinguishing pipits 
and larks, as pipits are strongly reminiscent of wagtails 
with their slender shapes, small heads, delicate bills, 
horizontal walking gait with the head bobbing back 
and forth and their long tails (wagged in some).

All pipits are predominantly terrestrial, but some 
species temporarily perch in trees, where they may 
sing from the canopy and walk along larger branches. 
All pipits forage and nest on the ground. Some 
are sedentary but most are nomadic or undertake 
altitudinal migrations in winter. The Mountain Pipit is 
thought to be a br. intra-Africa migrant, while Tree and 
Red-throated are non-br. visitors from the Palearctic 
and Golden is a nomadic vagrant from NE Africa. 

Striped and African Rock Pipits have melodious 
and pleasant songs, unlike most other pipits which 
have simple and monotonous voices that can sound 
confusingly alike. Songs are given from the ground, a 
rock or fence, a treetop or in aerial song-flights. Most 
species also utter a short call when flushed.

Pipits range in size from 12-18.5 cm;  are slightly 
smaller than  in most species, but otherwise the 
sexes are alike. Juveniles are darker than adults, with 
scalloped upperparts. Pipits have square or slightly 
rounded or forked tails with 12 feathers, 1-3 of the 
outermost (T6-T4) having contrasting paler panels. 
Their body plumage is a cryptic mix of browns, with 
variable streaking above and below. Many pipits have 
elon gated hind-claws (shorter in woodland species).

Species 14 
Residents 10
Vagrants   2

Threatened   1

Genera 2
Migrants 2

Endemics 2/1
Restricted 6

Genus Anthus

SHORT-TAILED BUSHVELD TREE RED-THROATED

DWARF PIPITS
p. 108

SMALL PIPITS
p. 110

LARGE BROWN PIPITS pp. 112-119

AFRICAN MOUNTAIN WOOD

LONG-BILLED PLAIN-BACKED BUFFY

ROCK-LOVING PIPITS p. 122

AFRICAN ROCK STRIPED

YELLOW PIPITS p. 124

YELLOW-BREASTED GOLDEN

Tmetothylacus

size
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Origin of names
The genus Anthus (Bechstein) is probably derived 
from the Greek anthos (a flower). The English pipit is 
from the birds' voices (perhaps their quick pi'pit-type 
flight calls). The Afrikaans koester is from their habit of 
ducking behind grass tufts. Origin of scientific names:

Classification and relationships
The true pipits (genus Anthus) belong to the family 
Motacillidae, together with the wagtails (Motacilla; 12 
species) and longclaws (Macronyx; 8 species) as well 
as 2 unique species in their own genera: the Golden 
Pipit (Tmetothylacus tenellus) and the Forest Wagtail 
(Dendronanthus indicus). Recent findings suggest 
that the São Tomé Shorttail (Amaurocichla bocagii) 
might constitute a third monotypic genus. Several 
alternative genera have been proposed for pipits, e.g. 
the unusual Yellow-breasted is sometimes placed in 
the genus Hemimacronyx (Greek: 'half-a-longclaw'). 

Contrary to traditional classifications, where pipits 
were placed between flycatchers and shrikes, they are 
now thought to be more closely related to accentors 
(Prunellidae) and Old World sparrows (Passeridae). 
Pipits' similarity to larks is a result of their similar 
habitats and lifestyles, and not direct relatedness. 

Genetic analysis suggests that pipits fall into 4 
main groups: the 3 'dwarf pipits' restricted to Africa 
(Bushveld, Short-tailed and Sokoke); a South American 
radiation of 9 species; a group of 9 migratory Eurasian 
species (including Tree and Red-throated); and the 
most diverse group, an assemblage of 24 larger pipits 
(including large brown pipits and rock-loving pipits). 

Subspecies (or races) have been assigned to 6 of the 
14 species occurring in the region (bringing the total 
taxa up to 27). In many cases the ranges of subspecies 
are contiguous, and adjacent subspecies gradually 
grade into each other; this makes it impossible to 
safely identify some birds to subspecies level. In 
other cases, well-defined, geographically isolated 
subspecies exist (compare e.g. map of Plain-backed 
vs. Buffy). As with most LBJs, the general trend is that 
W birds are paler and less boldly marked than E birds. 
Slight size differences may also be apparent.

(Gr) - brachy + urus = short tail. 
(L) - old name for E Cape tribes.
(L) - cervus = deer. Reddish
brown or deer-coloured (throat).
(L) - green or greenish yellow.
(L) - cinnamon-coloured.
(L) - scalloped.
After Walter Hoesch (1896-
1961), a retired German soldier 
who collected birds in Namibia.
(L) - white eyebrow.
(L) - streaked belly.
From Nyasaland (now Malawi).
(L) - similar (to other pipits).
(L) - trivial or commonplace.
(L) - from Vaal River.

brachyurus (Short-tailed)
caffer (Bushveld)
cervinus (Red-throated) 
 
chloris (Yellow-breasted)
cinnamomeus (African)
crenatus (African Rock)
hoeschi (Mountain)
   
  
leucophrys (Plain-backed)
lineiventris (Striped)
nyassae (Wood)
similis (Long-billed)
trivialis (Tree)
vaalensis (Buffy)

Biology
The fine, rather delicate bills of pipits (fairly standard 
among all species) are adapted to a diet consisting 
primarily of insects (85-90% of diet). Stomach content 
analysis shows that insect prey includes beetles, 
especially weevils (25-50%), ants (30%), grasshoppers 
and crickets (5-10%), termites (<5%), bugs (<5%) and 
various larvae (<5%) with flies, lacewings, dragonflies 
and mantids less prominent. Other prey recorded 
includes millipedes, centipedes, spiders and snails. A 
smaller plant component includes seeds (2-10%), fruit, 
berries, buds and new leaves. Soil, grit and feathers  
are frequently, but probably accidentally, ingested.

Of the 14 local pipit species, 11 breed in Southern 
Africa. All are monogamous, and pair members are 
usually in close proximity, at least during the nesting 
season. Breeding mostly takes place in early- to mid-
summer, but depends on rainfall: some breed in 
different seasons in winter- and summer-rainfall areas, 
or may breed opportunistically throughout the year. 
If the clutch is lost, a replacement clutch may be laid.

Pipits lay 2-4 (usually 3, rarely 5) eggs at 1-day 
intervals. As in other terrestrial breeders, the eggs are 
pale with darker blotches and speckles, sometimes 
concentrated in a band around the egg's thick end. 

Nests are almost exclusively built by the  in as little 
as 3-4 days. The nest architecture is fairly consistent 
among species: an outer rim of grass blades, roots, leaf 
fragments, small twigs and other coarse plant stubble; 
and a neater inner cup lined with finer material. The 
nest cup is sunk almost level to the ground, hidden 
within or at the base of a grass tuft, between tufts or 
against or partly under stones, logs or small bushes 
(see illustration below). 

Eggs are incubated by the  for about 2 weeks. The
chicks are fed by both sexes and leave the nest after 
about 12 days to hide in surrounding grass cover. 
During this period, adults may hover over intruders 
while giving repeated alarm calls or perform injury-
feigning displays: walking or fluttering weakly away 
from the nest with their wings spread, as if broken. 
Chicks' survival rate is around 35%, mostly due to 
predation and trampling by animals. 

Long-billed Pipits  
often construct their cup-shaped  
nests partway beneath a sloping rock slab.



DWARF PIPITS   p. 108 

• Size: very small: body 12-14 cm, wing 62-80 mm.
• Status: residents or local altitudinal migrants.
• Shape: delicate but dumpy and rather compact.
• Tail: medium to short; white sides; not wagged.
• Legs: short and thin; short, curved hind-claws.
• Streaking: clearly streaked above and below.
• Face: face plainer than others': lacks an eyebrow 
   but has a white eye-ring; broken malar stripe.
• Voice: simple buzzy songs and nasal calls.
• Species: Short-tailed, Bushveld.

SMALL PIPITS   p. 110 

• Size: small: body 14-16 cm, wing 80-92 mm.
• Status: non-br. summer migrants or vagrants.
• Shape: streamlined and elegant.
• Tail: medium to longish; white sides; wagged.
• Legs: fairly short with short or long hind-claws.
• Streaking: streaked above, often with white bands;    
   blotches on breast and streaking on flanks.
• Tertials: Evenly spaced.
• Face: Distinct brow, face pattern and malar stripe.
• Voice: Complex songs not often heard; calls sharp.
• Species: Tree, Red-throated.

YELLOW PIPITS   p. 124

• Yellow plumage in br. Yellow-breasted of both 
   sexes; duller in winter, with yellow belly patch and 
   underwing, white tail sides and long hind-claw.
• Yellow plumage in  Golden year-round;  has 
   yellow belly, underwing and outer tail; small,  
   with unfeathered tibia and a short erectile crest.
• Species: Yellow-breasted, Golden.

ROCK-LOVING PIPITS   p. 122

• Size: large: body 17-18 cm, wing 79-93 mm.
• Status: mostly resident.
• Shape: powerful and compact with robust bills.
• Tail: proportionately shorter; not wagged.
• Legs: fairly short with strong, short hind-claws.
• Streaking: extensive, but diffuse in African Rock.
• Feather edges: greenish yellow on wings.
• Voice: Loud musical songs; calls seldom heard.
• Species: African Rock, Striped.

LARGE BROWN PIPITS   p. 112-119; also p. 121

• Size: medium-large: 16-19 cm, wing 79-110 mm.
• Status: residents or local nomads; 1 br. migrant.
• Shape: slight variations; generally slim, upright
   with long legs and tails and long, slender bills.
• Tail: long; white/buff sides; wagged in most species.
• Legs: medium to long; hind-claw short or long.
• Streaking: very heavy to completely plain.
• Tertials: longest 2 tertials' tips closer together.
• Face: variable but often fairly distinctly marked.
• Voice: song simple repeated notes; calls vary.
• Species: African and Mountain; Wood and Long-
   billed; Plain-backed and Buffy.

African Pipit in  
fresh plumage on  
a termite mound

Identifying pipits
Pipits are best identified by structure, behaviour and 
voice in addition to subtle plumage details. Getting to 
know the common species is important, particularly 
the ubiquitous African Pipit, to which other species 
should be compared. However, field identification 
of pipits can be a formidable challenge and a safe 
approach warrants that some individuals are best 
left unidentified, particularly when it comes to the 6 
species in the 'large brown pipits' group (see p. 121).

Observing pipits
Pipits are often skittish and difficult to approach; 
notable exceptions include Bushveld and Striped 
Pipits, which can be confiding or even curious. Pipits 
that live alongside people, e.g. on the lawns of busy 
resorts, can also become very tame. On the whole 
however, most species are difficult to observe on foot 
(unless using a telescope), and are best seen by using 
a vehicle as a mobile hide. This usually works very well 
as many pipits (and other terrestrial birds) tend to 
feed along road verges or on roadside firebreaks if the 
surrounding grass becomes too dense or high. 

Getting a feel for the general habitats that pipits 
frequent is useful: it is usually worthwhile to check 
trampled areas around cattle watering points, any 
burnt patches, lawns, bare agricultural fields, airstrips 
or any other patch with very short vegetation, within 
other broader habitats. Checking prominent boulders 
or fences may be useful, and always keep an ear open 
for calling birds flying overhead. Many pipits are more 
nomadic outside the breeding season, and scanning 
any burnt fields in winter may allow for side-by-side 
comparisons between multiple species. 

Be sure to observe any pipit for as long as possible  
and from all angles, taking note of all the structure, 
plumage and behaviour aspects mentioned in the 
what to look for box on p. 101. Photos are of value, but 
cannot convey size, behaviour, jizz or voice; careful 
field observation or video is often more useful. A 
notebook helps focus one's attention to detail, and a 
quick field sketch is valuable. Also pay attention to the 
direction and intensity of sunlight and background 
colour, which influences the perceived image (p. 104). 

As with all LBJs, early- to mid-summer is the  
optimal time to study pipits: most are then  

breed ing and the songs and displays of  
 facilitate identification (calls and 

songs discussed on p. 103). It is  
worth looking at pipits in winter  
too, as most will then be in fresh  

plumage (see p. 103 for some 
comments on the effects of  

moult and feather wear).
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Identification: First steps
When identifying pipits in the field, working through 
the 3 steps outlined below is a good place to begin. 
Thereafter, consult the plates, species accounts and 
other details. Alternatively work through the key on  
p. 107 or the schematic summary on p. 106.

• Step 1: Separation from other families
The first major obstacle is telling pipits from larks; 
tips for distinguishing these groups through build, 
plumage, behaviour and voice are provided on p. 46. 
To a lesser extent pipits may be confused with other 
groups such as longclaws (p. 347),  rock thrushes 
(p. 345), chats and wheat ears (p. 126), scrub robins 
(p. 140) and some of the brown flycatchers (p. 148).

• Step 2: Placement in main pipit groups
To reduce the number of candidates, decide which 
pipit group the bird belongs to by consulting the 
blue table (left), which lists the most important 
characteristics of the 5 pipit groups. While not an 
essential step towards identification, understanding 
the basic groupings also provides insights into the 
evolution and taxonomy of pipits.

• Step 3: Identification basics
Eliminate unlikely options by checking their range,  
migration and abundance on the distribution maps 
(year-round residents in green; summer visitors in 
red; winter influxes in blue). Pale shades show areas 
of lower abundance. Finally, check the table below 
to determine the preferred habitat of each species.

Short-tailed Pipit
Bushveld Pipit

Tree Pipit
Red-throated Pipit

African Pipit
Mountain Pipit

Wood Pipit
Long-billed Pipit

Plain-backed Pipit
Buffy Pipit

African Rock Pipit 
Striped Pipit

Yellow-breasted Pipit
Golden Pipit

Habitat

Species

= main habitat
 = less common
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What to look for: pipits

boldness and 
extent of breast 

streaking?flanks streaked?

outer tail 
feathers white 
or pale buffy 
brown?

relative length of 
tibia ('upper leg')

underparts colour?

pale wing bars?

relative length of 
tarsus ('lower leg')

malar stripe?

bill-base colour?

length and 
shape of bill?

face pattern: prominence and 
colour of eyebrow, eye-ring and 
dark moustachial stripe?

wing formula? 
(in-hand, p. 104)

rump/uppertail 
coverts streaked?

length of hind-claw?

length  
of tail?

mantle plain, 
indistinctly marked, 
clearly mottled, or 
scalloped?

general 
colour?

colour of flanks?

tail wagging? 
If so, how deep 
and deliberate?

head and crown flat, 
angular or rounded?

greenish yellow 
feather edges?

Also take note of:

• The Basics: habitat, distribution and season?
• Carriage: walking style, movement pattern and     
   speed; upright, diagonal, horizontal or creeping 
   posture; active or more methodical foraging?
• Shape: relative proportions; length, 'weight' &
   width of tail; legginess; bulky or slim; head 
   shape; overall size; length of claws, legs, bill?
• Behaviour: choice of perch; walking along tree 
   branches; tail wagging; flight style; sociability?
• Voice: songs and displays; flight calls?

lores 
dark?
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Caution: structure and jizz can 
be misleading!

Relaxed African Pipit: legs 
and neck retracted, feathers 
fluffed up; looks quite short-
legged and small, but squat.

Same African Pipit in alert, 
active posture: neck stretched, 
legs extended, feathers sleek: 
looks long-legged and slim.

relaxed/
cold

alert, 
active

Identification: Structure and jizz 
The general impression of a bird's size and shape, as 
well as its proportions, carriage, movement styles and 
posture is known as its jizz. This can be very useful 
in pipit identification, but can be highly subjective 
and is best learnt through personal experience. The 
most important criteria to check are: body shape, e.g. 
lanky, slim, delicate, muscular, compact; legginess i.e. 
relative length of tarsus ('lower leg') and especially 
tibia ('upper leg'); lengths of toes and hind-claw; width 
and proportional length of tail; upright alert posture 
or hunched, creeping shape (see below); angles and 
relative size of head and crown; bill shape and size; 
weight carried in belly or chest; etc.

Identification: Behaviour
Mannerisms and behavioural quirks can help identify 
some pipits. Many pipits (especially those of the 'large 
brown pipits' group) wag their tails up and down to a 
greater or lesser extent. This is believed to help flush 
their insect prey from hiding, and probably also acts 
as a signal to mates, rivals or predators. The frequency, 
strength and depth of tail wagging can be informative, 
e.g. Buffy typically gives very deep and exaggerated 
and almost continual tail wagging, whereas Plain-
backed usually gives 1-3 deep wags between runs; 
African gives occasional, erratic, shallow wags; and 
Long-billed usually only gives infrequent, subtle 
wagging. Note that tail wagging varies depending on 
the bird's mood, immediate environment and age.

Other behavioural clues that may prove useful 
are: walking speed and style; foraging and stationary 
posture; flight style; tameness; sociability; choice of 
perch when singing or flushed (e.g. flits into trees and 
walks along branches); and interactions and displays.

Identification: Plumage
By definition, LBJs are difficult to identify on plumage 
alone and pipits are no exception. All are brown 
above, some with dark feather centres that form 
bands or mottling on the mantle, and paler below, 
with some streaking on the breast and sometimes 
flanks. Although there is much overlap between 
species, knowing what to look for beforehand will 
prove helpful. The most important plumage features 
to look for are highlighted in the box below:

• Mantle markings and colouration
- distinctly marked e.g. Mountain 
- indistinctly marked e.g. Long-billed 
- plain or very lightly marked e.g. Plain-backed 
- scalloped or scaly e.g. juveniles of larger species
- greyish brown e.g. African, Plain-backed
- warmer brown e.g. Bushveld, Buffy
- greenish brown e.g. Tree, Striped

• Colour and streaking on underparts
- plain or indistinctly streaked e.g. Buffy
- distinct, limited streaking e.g. African
- thinner streaks on flanks e.g. Tree
- broader streaks on flanks e.g. Striped
- colour (whitish, buff, rufous or yellowish)
- yellow feathers e.g. Yellow-breasted, Golden

• Colour of outer tail feathers
- white e.g. Bushveld, Yellow-breasted, African
- pale buff to light brown e.g. Long-billed, Buffy

• Intensity of face pattern
- distinctly patterned face and strong eyebrow 
   e.g. juveniles of larger species, Tree, African
- speckled face, no distinct eyebrow e.g. Bushveld
- weaker face pattern e.g. Buffy, most Long-billed

Identification: Bare parts
The bill's length and shape can aid in identification, 
but much overlap exists and  have slightly shorter 
bills. The colour of the base of the lower mandible may 
help distinguish some pairs (e.g. African vs. Mountain, 
Plain-backed vs. Buffy) but is not always reliable as it is 
influenced by light and blood circulation (and hence is 
the same dull colour in all museum specimens); it can 
be difficult to judge from afar, and it is sometimes hard 
to decide on the exact colour: some pipits even have 
bicoloured bills with a pink bill-base but yellow gape. 
Generally, yellow tends to contrast more and is thus 
visible from a greater distance than pink. Leg and eye 
colour are not useful field characters in pipits.

The length of the legs and claws is also important. 
Hind-claw length is used for identification of speci-
mens, but is seldom of much use in the field (and some 
overlap exists). The shape of the claw is a reflection 
of the bird's habitat: longer and straighter in semi-
arboreal species, short and curved in terrestrial forms. 

Slight average length and curvature differences in 
hind-claw length can be hard to see in the field (easiest 
when perched on a wire; or from good photos).

           Buffy                      Plain-backed                         African

long & 
straight 
but weak, 
10-13 mm

short, 
curved 
8-12 mm

long, 
straight  
& sturdy, 
8-17 mm
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Ageing, moult and feather wear
Juvenile pipits often look very different from adults 
and are frequently the cause of incorrect identification 
or 'mystery pipits'. In most pipits, juveniles start their 
post-juvenile moult soon after leaving the nest (c. 2-5 
weeks). This means that they are only in juv. plumage 
for a relatively short period, during which time they 
may still be accompanied by their parents. 

The post-juvenile moult is usually partial, and 
involves changing the head and body feathers and 
some wing and tail feathers. The resultant immature 
plumage (sometimes called first-winter) resembles the 
adult except for the retained juv. feathers. However, 
imm. plumages should not cause much confusion 
from an identification perspective. In the migratory 
Tree and Red-throated, juveniles undergo their first 
moult on the Eurasian br. grounds; they are thus very 
rarely or never seen in our region in full juv. plumage.

Juveniles are generally darker than adults above, 
with dark feather centres and pale feather edges 
creating a scalloped or scaly pattern on the mantle 
and crown. They are often whiter or greyer below with 
rounded breast spots, and often streaked flanks.

The timing of moult and extent of feather wear can 
have a major influence on pipits' appearance. In worn 
plumage (mostly late winter/spring to mid-summer) 
feathers looks paler, greyer and more washed-out; 
the mantle streaks can look darker and more obvious 
in worn birds, with even the plain-backed group 
showing thin, dark shaft streaks (not very visible in the 
field); streaks on the breast/flanks usually look sharper 

 

juvenile                   adult fresh                adult worn

Identification: Voice
Songs and calls are often the easiest way to locate 
and identify pipits, although some have confusingly 
similar voices. Song is given by , mostly during the 
br. season, often from a conspicuous perch or during 
a song-flight. Songs range from 2-3 very simple, 
sparrow-like notes or repeated single notes, to musical 
and complex verses. Calls are given by both sexes 
when flushed or alarmed and are short and high.  

Juv. pipits can look very different from adults. 
About 2-5 weeks after fledging they start their post-
juvenile moult into first-winter or immature plumage 
(similar to adult). Pipits can be aged as juveniles by 
using the criteria highlighted above. 

juvenile Buffy Pipit                       adult Buffy Pipit

diffuse, 
round 
breast 
spots

dark malar 
stripe

bright yellow to 
white, fleshy gape

crown  
& mantle 
darker with 
pale edges 
(scalloped)

bill slightly 
stubbier, tri-
coloured

thin dark 
streak

more 
subtle 
streak

darker, 
richer

paler, 
greyer
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Flight calls of Bushveld (left), Tree (middle) and Red-
throated (right). When flushed, Bushveld gives a low, buzzy call. 
Tree's call is sharper and higher. Red-throated's call is slightly 
longer, and very clear, high and thin. However, discerning such 
fine distinctions in the field requires a practiced ear.

Song of Long-billed Pipit. This species' simple song consists of 
well-spaced, sparrow-like chirps, mono tonously repeated (here, in 
a typical series of 3 notes). The song tempo is faster when the bird 
is singing in flight. The song is very similar to those of Wood, Buffy 
and Plain-backed (but the latter usually repeats only 2 notes).

Song (left) and typical call (right) of African Pipit. During its 
song-flight, the African Pipit gives 3-6 notes in a 1 s burst, at 2 s  
intervals. Instead of bursts of notes, the Mountain Pipit slowly 
repeats a single, deeper note. Both species give a sustained out-
pouring of such notes while diving downward after displaying.

Song phrases of African Rock (left) and Striped (right). The 
songs of these 2 related species are still fairly simple, but are far 
more musical and pleasant than the songs of other Afrotropical 
pipits (closer to Eurasian species such as Tree and Red-throated).
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wing
62-68
68-80
82-92
80-92
79-95
88-98
84-99

89-104
87-105
88-110
80-93
79-93
80-90
78-87

Species
Short-tailed
Bushveld
Tree
Red-throated
African
Mountain
Wood
Long-billed
Plain-backed
Buffy
Striped
African Rock
Yellow-breasted
Golden

bill
10-12
10-16
12-17
10-16
12-18
16-19
17-18
18-22
17-20
18-21
18-21
18-22
16-18
13-17

P5
1-3
2-4 

11-16
8-15
7-10
8-13
1-5
1-5

5-10
5-10
1-3
0

1-3
4-5

P5 E 
—
e

—
—
—
—
E
E
e
e
E
E
E

—

tail
39-41
44-57
53-64
54-63
58-70
61-72
60-70
69-83
62-80
72-80
59-72
59-71
59-72
55-64

T6
white
white 
white
white
white
buffy
buffy
buffy
buffy
buffy
white
buffy
white
yellow

base
pink
pink
pink

yellow
yellow

pink
either
either
yellow

pink
pink
dark

greyish
greyish

tarsus 
16-18
16-19
20-23
19-23
23-29
28-30
23-25
24-30
25-31
25-32
26-30
27-31
22-26
25-29

claw
5-7
5-8

6-10
8-13

10-13
9-14
10-?
7-12
8-17
8-12
7-10
9-12

10-17
10-13

In-hand identification of pipits (all lengths in millimetres). Wing length gives a reasonable idea of body size. The 
value given under P5 is the P5 shortfall, i.e. the length in millimetres from the tip of P5 (the 5th major primary from 
the outside) to the tip of the adjacent P6 (the 4th major primary from the outside). The next column, P5 E, indicates 
whether P5 is emarginated (E), slightly so (e) or not at all (—); see p. 35. T6 notes the colour of the pale panels on 
the outer tail feathers; some variation and overlap in colour may occur, e.g. some Long-billed Pipits can have an 
off-white T6. Bill length and the colour of the base of the bill follow. Measurements include the full range of the 
species, for adults of both sexes and all subspecies for which data is available. 

Effects of light angle and intensity on perceived 
colours of e.g. Plain-backed Pipit. In warm, soft, low-
angle light at sunrise and sunset (top left) looks rich, 
warm brown. The same bird in harsh midday light 
(top right) looks greyer and washed-out with sharp 
shadows and highlights. The background can change 
the apparent colour and impression of size too: pipits 
tend to look larger and paler against dark burnt grass 
(bottom left) but smaller and darker against a pale 
background (same bird, bottom right).

and thinner in worn plumage too. The base colour of 
the wings is paler and browner, and the pale edges to 
the tertials and wing coverts are paler and narrower  
(may be worn off completely). In contrast, birds with 
fresh plumage (mostly after br. in late summer and 
early winter) appear overall darker and richer with 
softer, paler and less contrasting streaking. 

The moulting patterns of Afrotropical pipits are 
poorly understood but are apparently prolonged and 
variable. The migratory Palearctic breeders (e.g. Red-
throated and Tree) have 2 isolated moults: a complete 
post-breeding moult during which body, tail and wing 
feathers are replaced, from Jul-Sep; and a partial pre-
breeding moult on the African non-br. grounds, in 
which body plumage and some wing and tail feathers 
are replaced. Locally breeding pipits appear to have a 
single, prolonged post-breeding moult Oct to May/Jul 
(mostly Oct-Feb). Some body feathers may be moulted 
prior to breeding too (perhaps constituting a partial 
pre-breeding moult overlapping with breeding). 

Other considerations 
Birders should always keep potential pitfalls in mind 
when identifying pipits, such as age, geographical 
variation, feather wear, effects of background colour 
and light (see right), variability in measurements and 
occasional aberrant individuals (including partially 
or wholly leucistic birds). Behavioural traits may also 
vary between birds: e.g. juveniles often exhibit more 
frantic tail wagging than adults. When a pipit feels 
threatened it may either adopt an unusually upright 
posture for a better view, or alternatively squat down 
to avoid detection. If surprised, an African Pipit may 
temporarily perch in the crown of a tree. 
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ad. 'long-tailed pipit'
(based on description)

wing long 
(same as  
Buffy)

Recently described pipits
The discovery of 2 new pipit species in the Northern 
Cape has caused equal amounts of excitement and 
confusion in birding circles. Both are omitted in this 
book because recent research suggests that they are 
not valid species. Furthermore they are not safely 
identifiable in the field or in the hand. The background 
information, maps and illustrations below are based 
on the original published descriptions of these species  
(but see comments under Conclusion).

'Long-tailed Pipit' 
'Anthus longicaudatus'
This enigmatic taxon was 
described in 1996, when  
flocks of up to 40 pipits  
were seen on sports fields 
in the city of Kimberley. The 
birds were first thought to 
be something unusual due 
to their foraging habits:  

remaining very horizontal and wagging their tails 
deeply and almost continually. They most resembled 
Buffy Pipit (difference in cytochrome b gene 5.2%). 
Specimens suggested that they differed from Buffy in 
their shorter bills (average 16.2 mm vs. 19.25 mm) and 
hind-claws (8-9 mm vs. 8-11 mm), slightly darker colour 
and behaviour. The Long-tailed Pipit is described as 
bulky and heavy-bellied with long legs, wings and tail; 
plain dark greyish brown above; washed buffy below, 
darker on the breast and flanks with variable smudges. 
The base of the bill is said to be yellowish horn in most 
birds but pink in other birds.

It was described as an uncommon non-br. winter 
visitor, present May-Sep (peak Jul-Aug), with isolated 
claims in Feb-Nov (SA) and Sep (on a floodplain in 
NE Botswana). The breeding grounds are unknown, 
but thought to be in NW Zambia based on sightings 
of fledgelings with adult pipits that roughly fit the 
description of this species. Call a single, short note.

wing
97-113
88-110
84-100
79-95

89-104

Species
Long-tailed
Buffy
Kimberley
African
Long-billed

bill
14.7-18.5

18-21 
8.6-14.8

12-18
18-22

tail
71-82 
72-80 
65-91
58-70
69-83

tarsus 
31-32
25-32 
26-31
23-29
24-30

claw
8-9

8-12
11-13
10-13
7-12

Conclusion: Measurements of wing, tail, tarsus and 
hind-claw lengths overlap completely with Buffy, but 
bill length averages shorter in 'Long-tailed'; however, 
this distinction is based on very few specimens and 
measured with unspecified techniques. Tail wagging 
and foraging behaviour are very similar between 
the 2 species, and colour is matched by some Buffy 
specimens. The claimed difference in the wing formula 
of 'Long-tailed' (P9 equal to P6, not P9=P8/7) is also 
present in many Buffy specimens. Given the lack of 
diagnostic features the 'Long-tailed Pipit' should be 
considered invalid based on current knowledge.

'Kimberley Pipit'
'Anthus pseudosimilis'
This pipit was first described 
in 2002, after its accidental 
discovery through genetic  
analysis of a sample initially 
presumed to be of a Long- 
billed Pipit. The genetic data 
suggested close ties with 
the E African Malindi Pipit. 

Further genetic analysis suggests hybridisation with 
African and Plain-backed. Said to closely resemble 
Long-billed Pipit (hence its scientific name) but to 
differ in: more frequent and mainly downward tail 
wagging; taking more steps between pauses; habitat 
(flat plains, not rocky slopes); more rufous ear-coverts; 
more distinct brow; longer hind-claw; short bill; and 
wing formula (P5 not emarginated and much shorter 
than P6). Said to differ from African Pipit in darker 
brown streaks above, more extensive and heavier 
breast streaking, larger size and Long-billed-like song. 
Bill-base pale yellow to flesh. Outer tail buff or white. 

Described as a fairly common endemic resident 
that occurs singly or in pairs on flat or gently sloping 
ground in grassy Karoo, Kalahari sandveld, arid 
savanna and other open habitats as well as sports 
fields. Range (based on specimens and sight records) 
includes much of the N Cape and W Free State.

Conclusion: The type specimen of the 'Kimberley 
Pipit' is now believed to be an African Pipit, based on 
its wing formula, size, measurements and plumage. 
In fact, most of the published photographs and 
sound recordings of 'Kimberley Pipit' are actually of 
African Pipits. Several other specimens claimed to be 
'Kimberley Pipits' are indistinguishable from Long-
billed. Given the lack of any diagnostic features, the 
wrongly identified type specimen and insufficiently 
convincing genetic data, the 'Kimberley Pipit' should 
be considered invalid based on current knowledge.

said to remain 
horizontal and wag 

tail deeply (like Buffy), 
but doesn't stand as 

boldly upright

short

0-5 mm 
shorter than 
Buffy

as  
Buffy

dark grey-
brown

?

?

Measurements of pipits, in millimetres. 
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Selected shortcuts
Plain upperparts....................................................... 12 17

Scalloped upperparts............................................. 8 12

White outer tail................................... 2 5 10 13 15

Buff outer tail.................................................... 16 17 18

Streaked flanks.................................................. 3 5 11

throat tinged red in 
most adults; broad flank 
streaks; rare vagrant to 

open habitats

unstreaked mantles; 
frequent and intense tail 
wagging; very difficult to 

distinguish

greenish yellow feather 
edges; stubby bills; no tail 

wagging; melodious songs; 
usually silent when flushed

open slopes;  
plain

wooded slopes;  
streaky

AFRICAN ROCK STRIPED

tail wagging; 
simple songs

song repeated single notes 
or strings of notes; usually 
during high dipping flight

white outer tail; 
yellow bill-base; 
widespread in 
most habitats

buffy outer tail;  
pink bill-base; br.  
migrant to high  

altitudes

AFRICAN MOUNTAIN

slow, sparrow- 
like songs

bill-base 
yellow

bill-base 
pinkish

PLAIN-BACKED BUFFY

song (usually) 3 or more 
sparrow-like notes, from a 
tree, rock or other perch

habitat woodlands 
in Zimbabwe, 
Botswana and 
Caprivi Strip

widespread; 
habitat mainly 

grassy, rock-
strewn slopes

WOOD LONG-BILLED

streaked  
mantles

tail wagging less;  
perches in trees

elongatedheavyset

GOLDEN

YELLOW-BREASTED

Genus Tmetothylacus; 
 bright yellow with black 

bib;  has yellow belly, outer 
tail and underwings; lower 
tibia bare; very rare vagrant

yellow in 
plumage

sometimes placed in genus 
Hemimacronyx; both sexes 
yellow below in br. season; 

yellow belly patch and 
underwing in winter; outer 
tail white; localised resident

non-br. summer migrants from Eurasia; 
small and slim; distinct eyebrows; musical 

songs; sharp calls; medium-length tail 
with white sides, wagged when nervous

strong face pattern; 
thin flank streaks; 

uncommon visitor to 
park-like woodland

RED-THROATED TREE

size > 14 cm
wing > 80 mm

habitat open wood land; 
breast but not flanks 

streaked; flies into tree 
canopy if disturbed 

resident; tiny but fairly compact; 
speckled faces; whitish eye-rings; 

simple, buzzy songs; short, narrow 
tails with white sides, not wagged

habitat open 
grassland; breast and 
flanks streaked; does 

not perch in trees

BUSHVELD SHORT-TAILED

small 
pipits

dwarf 
pipits

yellow 
pipits

rock-
loving 
pipits

large 
brown 
pipits

large 
brown 
pipits





Schematic summary
This classification scheme 
summarises the most useful 
identification characters for 
each pipit species and is 
worth memorising. Follow  
the thick line from 1 or 
go directly to the 'selected  
shortcuts' box.

 1

4

2

3

5

7 6

8

9

10
11

12 13

14

15 16 19

17

18 19

18

20

Yellow 'armpits'........................................................... 8 11

Weak breast streaking.............................. 8 12 17 20

Sparrow-size or smaller............................ 2 5 9 15

Woodland habitat....................... 4 6 9 13 19 20

Sings in flight................................ 2 5 8 14 18 20

Summer visitor only.......................................... 5 9 16



• Upperparts plain or very lightly marked...........17
• Upperparts definitely marked................................18

• Wags tail subtly, infrequently or never..............15
• Wags long tail energetically...................................11

• Habitat woodland/clearings, wooded slopes...19
• Habitat grassland/treeless rocky slopes.............24

• Mantle scalloped (not streaked); yellow wash 
   on belly; outer tail yellow; bare tibia.....  Golden
• Mantle streaked; belly not yellowish..............20

• Sparrow-sized or smaller.........................................21
• Larger than a sparrow.............................................22

• Above greenish brown; flanks streaked; bold
   eyebrow; wags tail rhythmically........................Tree
• Above golden brown; speckled face; whitish
  eye-ring; does not wag tail...................Bushveld

• Flanks clearly streaked...................................Striped
• Flanks not streaked..................................................23

• In or near woodland N of Limpopo...............Wood
• Habitat grassland, rocky slopes or sparse wood-
  land in SA and Namibia.........................Long-billed

• Mantle scalloped; yellow belly; dark moustachial
 stripe.........................juv./non-br. Yellow-breasted
• Mantle streaked; no yellow on belly..................25

•  Flanks streaked; sparrow-sized or smaller..............8
• Flanks unstreaked; larger than a sparrow........26

• Song delivered from ground or in low, fluttering 
   flight: series of sparrow-like chirps....Long-billed
• Song delivered in aerial display or from ground: 
  repeated single notes or strings of notes........27
• Song not heard............................................................28

• Well-streaked; fairly large; bill-base pink; outer 
  tail buff; summer; Drakensberg...........Mountain
• Slim, rather small; bill-base yellowish; outer tail 
  white; present all seasons/habitats...........African

• Habitat high Drakensberg......................................29
• Grassland or rocky slopes elsewhere...............30

• Darkly streaked; bill-base pink.............Mountain
• Grey or straw above; breast streaking weak or
  moderate; bill-base yellowish or pale flesh...30

• Small, slim; strong face pattern; claw long; tail
 sides white; tschissik call; flat areas......African
• Large and muscular; usually weak face pattern;
   claw shorter; bill long (variable); outer tail usually     
  buffy; mostly on rocky slopes............Long-billed

• Throat bright yellow.......................................................2
• Throat white, buffy, brown or other colour............3

• Black bib; yellow wing; bare tibia............  Golden 
• No bib, wing brown.................br. Yellow-breasted

• Outer tail feathers yellow............................  Golden
• Outer tail feathers white...............................................4
• Outer tail feathers buffy or light brown................10
• Outer tail feathers not seen......................................16

• Habitat woodland...........................................................5
• Habitat open grassland.................................................7
 
• Above pale golden brown..........................Bushveld
• Above greyish, greenish or olive-brown.................6

• Large size; weak facial marks; streaks on flanks 
   bold; habitat wooded, rocky slopes...........Striped
• Size smallish; stronger facial markings; streaking  
  on flanks thin; rhythmical tail wagging............Tree 

• Flanks streaked................................................................8
• Flanks unstreaked...........................................................9

• Very small, squat; speckled face; bold white eye-
  ring; very short tail; dark overall.......Short-tailed
• Size medium; distinct eyebrow; medium-length   
  tail; throat sometimes rufous.........Red-throated

• Bright yellow on belly; no malar stripe; dark mark
  below eye.................juv./non-br. Yellow-breasted
• No yellow patch on belly; face markings distinct;  
  breast distinctly streaked; tschissik call.......African

• Wags tail deeply; upperparts plain........................11
• Tail wagging weak, infrequent or absent (but not
  deep); upperparts plain or streaked.....................12

• Mantle pale sandy brown; wags tail & rear body
 deeply; bill-base pink; shape lanky............Buffy
• Mantle grey-brown; tail wagging less intense; 
   bill-base yellow; shape typical.........Plain-backed

• In or near woodland, N of Limpopo..........Wood
• Habitat grasslands or mountains.......................13

• Habitat high Drakensberg.......................................14
• Grasslands/rocky areas not in Drakensberg......15

• Boldly streaked; summer only..............Mountain
• Upperparts and breast plain or only weakly
   marked; resident in all seasons.............................15

• Dark brown above; squat and heavily built; tail 
  and legs not long; bill dark..............African Rock
• More sandy coloured above; elongated and slim; 
  legs and tail long; bill-base pale........Long-billed

Key to identification of adult pipits

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30
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DWARF PIPITS: Members of a trio of very small Afrotropical pipits (together with E African Sokoke Pipit). 
Generally uncommon and localised. Short-tailed breeds in open, fairly sparse grassland in hilly country, 
but also occurs in moist, sandy coastal grasslands. Bushveld in broad-leaved woodland and savanna.

Short-tailed Pipit
Anthus brachyurus (Kortstertkoester)
L: 12-13 cm   M: 14-(16)-17 g
[A. b. brachyurus]. Elusive 
and uncommon but mostly 
overlooked. Tiny and compact. 
Breast and flanks streaked. Face 
rather plain: lacks a distinctive 
eyebrow but has a noticeable 
white eye-ring. Difficult to see 
on the ground; more often seen 
in song-flight or when flushed. 
Entirely terrestrial.

Bushveld Pipit
Anthus caffer (Bosveldkoester)
L: 13-14 cm   M: 17-(18)-19 g
[1: A. c. caffer; 2: A. c. traylori; 
3: A. c. mzimbaensis]. Delicate
and diminutive woodland bird. 
Easily overlooked. Gives hoarse 
buzzy call when flushed and 
flits into trees (often landing 
on a dead branch). Golden 
brown, intricately streaked and 
speckled. Face plain: lacks a 
distinct eyebrow but has a bold 
white eye-ring. ad. traylori

Mkuze, KZN
adult
Cape Vidal, KZN

adult worn
Machadodorp, MP

ad. mzimbaensis
Matobo, Zim

hard to see while 
creeping about on 
the ground

tail very short 
and narrow; 
white sides 

short

bizarre display: 
2-3 birds perform 
acrobatic tumbling 
and twisting

 sings during 
dipping, circular 
song-flight

broad-based, 
triangular

stubby

lacks a distinctive 
eyebrow but has a 

bold white eye-ring

rather plain, speckled 
face with yellow wash

medium-
length, 
narrow; 
white  
sides

intricately streaked 
on golden brown 
background

flanks usually 
unstreaked

terrestrial; does not 
perch in trees

diffuse but 
prominent 
brown streaks

often tame and 
approachable; 
walks about 
in woodland 
clearings with 
deliberate steps 
and body at 45°

flits into trees when flushed; 
sings from dead twigs and 
walks along branches

rather plain, 
speckled face

tiny but 
robust tiny and 

delicate

does not 
habitually 
wag tail

calls bzzeeap! 
in flight

habitat: 
woodland

boldly 
streaked 
or mottled 
above

ad. traylori
Hazyview, MP

delicate bill

broken stripe

rufous tint 
when fresh

ad. fresh
Umzinto, KZN

habitat: 
grassland

thinner streaks 
extend to flanks

very bold 
and dark 
streaks

broken 
stripe

dark

1 2

3

lacks a distinctive 
eyebrow but has a 

bold white eye-ring
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Listen for this tiny woodland pipit's diagnostic flight calls.
habitat Breeds in open broad-leaved woodland or 

mixed savanna, on sandy soils or gently sloping, stony 
ground. Less common in pure thornveld and miombo. 
Requires some open soil for foraging e.g. at bases of 
trees, trampled areas, vehicle tracks, bush airstrips, etc.  
Avoids treeless areas. Visits recently burnt patches.

status Uncommon but easily overlooked nomad 
or resident. Singly, in pairs or in small groups in winter. 

identification A tiny, delicate, compact but slim 
woodland dweller. Usually first noticed when flushed 
from the ground or a vehicle track: flies with light, 
erratic wingbeats while giving a diagnostic buzzy call; 
almost invariably lands in a nearby tree (often on an 
open branch below or at the edge of the canopy). Very 
small size already narrows options; also note rather 
featureless, speckled face (lacks a bold eyebrow) and 
large eye surrounded by a broad, bold white ring. 
Golden brown above with intricate markings on the 
mantle. Breast finely streaked but flanks usually plain. 
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: More spotted than streaked 
below, and scaly above. — Var: N mzimbaensis and E 
traylori are slightly paler, with streaked rumps.

confusion risks Very similar to closely related 
Short-tailed (see that species), but highly unlikely to 
be found in the same habitat. Smaller than all other 
pipits (excluding Short-tailed); size plus voice, habitat 
and behaviour should prevent confusion with most 
other pipits. In summer, occasionally found alongside 
slightly larger and more elongated Tree (which also 
flies into trees with a distinct flight call and walks along 
branches); however Bushveld lacks Tree's pale eyebrow 
and does not wag its tail. Much smaller than Wood 
(p. 115), and has a plainer face. Could be mistaken for 
a woodland lark e.g. Sabota (p. 68), Fawn-coloured 
(p. 68), Flappet (p. 75) or Monotonous (p. 70).

behaviour Forages by walking about on the 
woodland floor, investigating animal dung, stones, 
grass tufts, leaf litter, vehicle tracks, burnt patches, 
etc. Tame, sometimes spontaneously approaching a 
human or vehicle. Often joins mixed bird parties and 
mobs predators with other woodland birds.  

biology Food insects. Lays 2-3 speckled eggs in a 
small cup placed on the ground against a grass tuft.

voice Song given from an open branch or stump or 
in circling song-flight high above the canopy; some-
times in duet. Consists of a simple, slow, measured 
repetition of 2-3 buzzy nasal notes, alternately high 
and low e.g. zzee-chew, zzee-cheer... Listen for sharp, 
buzzy bzzeeap! or freeze! call when flushed. 

A tiny, secretive and easily overlooked grassland pipit.
habitat Breeds in moist upland grasslands on 

sloping ground in hilly regions. Fond of 10-20 cm high, 
green and lush but fairly sparse, tussocky grassland 
regenerating after winter fires. Also found on flatter 
coastal plain grasslands, often on sandy soils in moist 
locations, e.g. pan margins, floodplains and dambos.

status Uncommon and very localised. Movements 
poorly understood: thought to be partially migratory, 
moving to the coastal plain in winter, but some breed 
near sea-level too. Singly, in pairs or in small groups.

identification A tiny, stocky grassland pipit. Dif-
ficult to see well and often overlooked until flushed, 
when the wings appear broad-based and triangular 
(like a 'stealth bomber') and the tail looks short and 
narrow with white sides. On the ground resembles a 
heavily marked  bishop, but note the large, dark eye 
surrounded by a whitish ring, boldly streaked breast 
and featureless, speckled face with a faint yellow wash. 
— Sexes: Possibly differ slightly in colour (see below). 
— Juv: Has denser breast spots and a scaly mantle.  
— Var: Most are off-white below, but others are dark 
buff or have a strong yellow wash on the underparts.

confusion risks Similar to Bushveld but does 
not occur in woodland and never perches in trees; 
tail shorter; darker in colour and with bolder streaks 
below extending onto the flanks. Compared to larks 
(e.g. Botha's, p. 86) has indistinct face markings and a 
less conical bill. Differs in the same ways from bishops 
(p. 292); in addition, is less sociable, does not perch on 
grass stalks and has white outer tail feathers.

behaviour Furtively slinks away with body close 
to the ground like a rodent or quail. Difficult to put to 
flight (usually flushes at about 5 m), but once airborne 
flies fast and often far, in erratic zigzag manner. In a 
bizarre display, 2 birds stall in flight and tumble down 
with feet almost touching. Entirely terrestrial: never 
perches on trees, bushes or fences, but may sing from 
boulders, anthills, rocks, etc. Does not wag tail.

biology Food insects. Lays 2-3 whitish, lightly 
speckled eggs in a deep grass cup set in the heart of,  
or against the side of, a grass tuft or low forb. 

voice Sings during an extended circular song-
flight, often before dawn (but also later during peak 
br. activities). The song is indistinct, soft and blends 
into the background noise: a slow, well-spaced series 
of very thin, nasal buzzes interspersed with soft wing-
snapping e.g. bzrrrrt, bzieeu, bzreet... Like a mix of 
Rudd's Lark, swallow twittering and widowbird song. 
May give a nasal bzeent call when flushed.

• very short tail with white sides
• heavily streaked above and below
• face fairly plain: lacks obvious eyebrow
• large, dark eye with bold pale eye-ring
• habitat grassland; doesn't perch in trees

• medium-length tail with white sides
• streaked below; intricate markings above
• face fairly plain: lacks obvious eyebrow
• large, dark eye with bold pale eye-ring
• habitat woodland; often perches in trees

Bushveld Pipit
Anthus caffer (Bosveldkoester)
ALT NAME(S): Little Tawny Pipit, Little Pipit, Bush Pipit

Short-tailed Pipit
Anthus brachyurus (Kortstertkoester)
ALT NAME(S): None
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SMALL, MIGRATORY PIPITS: Attractive non-breeding visitors from the Palearctic (Oct-Apr, mostly Nov-
Feb). Elegant and streamlined shape and heavy streaking characteristic. Tree uncommon in understorey 
of open, park-like woodland in hilly areas. Red-throated a very rare vagrant to grassland near water.

Tree Pipit
Anthus trivialis (Boomkoester)
L: 14-16 cm  M: 18-(22)-33 g
[A. t. trivialis]. Charming, aptly
named migratory pipit often 
seen in small groups. Walks on 
lawns or patrols open ground 
below or near tree cover with 
a characteristic gait. If flushed, 
flies into trees and walks along 
branches. On the whole un-
common, but unobtrusive and  
quiet and easily overlooked.

Red-throated Pipit
Anthus cervinus (Rooikeelkoester)
L: 14-15 cm   M: 17-(21)-28 g
[A. cervinus]. Very rare but 
possibly overlooked vagrant; 
normally extends to C and NE 
Africa. May associate with wag-
tails and other pipits. Perches 
on fences, rocks and shrubs but 
only rarely in trees and mostly 
terrestrial. Significant variation 
in streaking on underparts and 
pinkish-orange wash on head.

adult
Harare, Zim

when excited, gently, 
rhythmically pumps 
tail up and down

gait deliberate, 
stealthy, careful: 
stalks close to the 
ground with bent 
'knees'; also walks 
along branches

long, pointed 
wings (migrant)

obvious 
white bars

imm. / ad. fresh
Rustenburg, NW

adult worn
Vumba, Zim

longish; 
white 
sides

neat dark 
blotches

streaks thinner 
on flanks

obvious 
whitish 
wing bars

bold stripe

distinct 
eyebrow

broken white 
eye-ring

sturdy, with 
pink base

short, curved 
(semi-arboreal)

plain rump

buffy 
yellow 
breast; 
paler belly

indistinct 
dark & pale 

spots

elegant shape

olive-green to 
grey-brown

quiet and unobtrusive but 
usually fairly tame: walks 
on lawns under trees, 
flies into trees when 
disturbed

longish; 
white 
sides

white 
'braces'

imm. / ad.  
 pale

Mauritania

ad.  pale
Siberia

immature
Russia

streaked 
rumpred varies:  

average redder and 
more streaked, but 
much overlap; non-
br. birds usually show 
pale orange  
face (duller  
in )

unbroken 
eye-ring

fine,with 
yellow base

uniform white to 
yellowish buff below 

(belly not much paler)

flank streaks as 
broad as those 

on breast
long, straighter 

(terrestrial)

fairly squat

pale lores 
(look darker 

from front)

pinkish 
orange

white tail 
sides

calls beez! when flushed

ad. 
typical 

Israel

white tail 
sides

pink 
blush

variable; usually 
heavily streaked

bars
calls pssiih! 

when flushed

bars

brown

long, pointed

rump 
streaky

could be taken for 
juv. African (p. 112)

V
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• very heavily streaked on breast & flanks
• uniformly white or buff below
• often has pinkish-orange face & breast
• pale lores; unbroken eye-ring; yellow bill
• rare summer vagrant to moist grassland

• blotches on breast, thin streaks on flanks
• yellow wash below; green tinge above
• prominent eyebrow and dark malar
• dark lores; broken eye-ring; pink bill-base
• habitat woodland; often perches in trees

Tree Pipit
Anthus trivialis (Boomkoester)
ALT NAME(S): Forest Pipit, Brown Tree Pipit, Eurasian Tree Pipit

Red-throated Pipit
Anthus cervinus (Rooikeelkoester)
ALT NAME(S): Vinaceous-throated Pipit

This vagrant pipit's scientific name is from the Latin 
cervus (a deer), referring to its red or deer-coloured face.

habitat In N Eurasia breeds in wet, scrubby tundra. 
In Africa occurs in various open habitats: grassland 
(especially near water), cultivation, irrigated areas and 
ditches, lakeshores, seashores, river mouths, etc. From 
sea-level to 2500 m (rarely to 3000 m in E Africa).

status Very rare vagrant. Breeds from Scandinavia 
to Siberia and winters in SE Asia and Africa, mainly N of 
the equator. Very few confirmed records in Southern 
Africa (exact number uncertain, but <10). Most likely 
to be encountered singly, Jan-Apr. 

identification Sightings of this exceptionally rare 
vagrant should be documented in detail. Fortunately, 
several reliable identification characters exist, not least 
being the red (or more usually pinkish orange) throat. 
Most adults show at some degree of rusty pink or or-
ange-brown on the throat year-round; in br. birds (es-
pecially ) the reddish colour can extend to the brow 
and face, and down the breast. Pale-throated birds 
are mostly imm. or ; then identified by very heavy 
streaking on breast and flanks (flank streaks almost as 
broad as those on breast), uniform whitish to yellow-
buff underparts, bold black streaks on brown mantle, 
alternated with distinct white or creamy 'braces', open 
face (complete eye-ring and pale lores), thin bill with 
yellow base, and long hind-claw. — Sexes: See above. 
— Imm: Throat pale (as dull ). — Var: See above.

confusion risks In shape, size and plumage, most 
like Tree but most birds have at least a hint of pink on 
the throat. Note also Red-throated's usually unbroken 
eye-ring, pale lores, fine spiky bill with a yellowish 
base, flank streaks as broad as breast streaks, longer 
hind-claw (more terrestrial), heavier belly, whiter 
stripes down mantle, uniformly coloured underparts, 
browner upperparts, and streaked rump. Juv. African 
(p. 112) has a longer tail/legs and less streaky flanks.

behaviour Elsewhere in non-br. range, found in 
small groups (rarely up to hundreds); often feeds and 
roosts with Yellow Wagtails. Forages on the ground, 
creeping about and wagging tail in jerky, erratic 
fashion when excited. Reluctant to flush; then makes 
off in jerky (but not very bounding) flight. 

biology Food insects, snails, seeds. Br. extralimital. 
voice Song not likely to be heard: a sweet, canary-

like twittering. Gives an explosive, clear call when 
flushed; similar to Tree, but longer, more pure and less 
hoarse (only a hint of a harsher tone at close range): 
peeez or pssiih. Double variations given in social 
situations. Rarely heard alarm call a soft tsip, repeated. 

This pipit's vast breeding range stretches from Scotland 
to Russia; hence its scientific name of 'trivial pipit'.

habitat Park-like woodland (especially miombo)  
with a mix of smallish trees and short grass. Also edges 
of forests and plantations, woodland clearings, camps, 
botanical gardens, golf courses, etc. More common in 
mountainous landscapes; usually at 450-2400 m.

status Generally sparse, but fairly common in Zim-
babwe (especially C plateau and E highlands). Rare 
in SA, where regular at very few localities. A non-br. 
Palearctic migrant, present Oct-Apr (mostly Nov-Feb); 
very rarely overwinters. Seen singly, in pairs or often in 
small groups of 4-5 (or up to 10) birds. 

identification An attractive migrant pipit of open 
woodland and forest edge. Fairly approachable but 
unobtrusive. Likely to be seen singly or in small groups, 
walking stealthily about on lawns beneath trees. If 
disturbed, flits into lower tree branches, sometimes 
with a sharp call, and walks lengthwise along branches 
or rhythmically pumps tail up and down. In addition 
to habits, also identified by its bold, blotchy breast 
markings (on a yellowish background) extending as 
thinner streaks onto the flanks. Also note bold malar 
stripe, green-tinged streaked mantle, distinct brow, 
short pink-based bill, 2 whitish wing bars and white 
outer tail. — Sexes: Alike. — Imm: Similar. — Var: Worn 
birds are greyer above and whiter below.

confusion risks Habitat, range and behaviour 
partly overlap with the smaller and more delicate 
Bushveld, but Tree has an obvious eyebrow, bolder 
breast markings, more distinct white wing bars and 
frequently wags its tail. Less partial to rocky slopes 
than Striped (p. 122) which is larger and has yellowish 
wing and tail edges, a predominantly white (not 
yellowish) breast and is usually silent when flushed. 

behaviour Not very vocal or conspicuous and thus 
easily overlooked. Wags tail in regular, rhythmical, 
slow fashion (mostly when nervous, and in trees). 
On the ground, walks calmly about with a deliberate, 
creeping gait and bent 'knees'. May roost in larger 
groups at night. On br. grounds, sings from treetops, 
occasionally launching into song-flights: at apex of 
climb, sings and parachutes down to another perch. 

biology Food mostly insects; also spiders, snails, 
nectar, fruit, seeds and buds. Breeding extralimital. 

voice Song is seldom heard in Southern Africa: 
cheerful, melodious verses of rapidly repeated 
whistles and trills, like a chaffinch or bunting. When 
flushed, may give a sharp, hoarse, rather high speez or 
beez call. In alarm, repeats a soft, metallic sit or sip. 
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LARGE BROWN PIPITS - AFRICAN: By far the most abundant and widespread pipit throughout; the 
standard to which others should be compared. Present in virtually any open flat grassy habitat, whether 
natural or modified: savanna, grassland, burnt areas, sports fields, roadsides, airstrips, ploughed lands.

ad. bocagii
Rehoboth, Nam

ad. lichenya
Harare, Zim

75% of this race 
have little or no 

white on T5

mostly white T6 
& much white 

on T5 too
calls chree-chree-chree-chree (3-6x) 

during each dip of song-flight

displaying over 
rugby field

note shape change when 
alert (back) or resting (front)

juvenile 
rufuloides
Centurion, GP

ad. 
grotei
Etosha, 

Nam

adult 
rufuloides 
Jozini, KZN

adult 
rufuloides

Memel, FS

imm. 
rufuloides 

Nelspruit, 
MP

hind-claw 
11-15 mm 

long & rather 
straight

yellow base 
(sometimes 

pink with 
yellow gape)

note 
contrast 

between 
ad. and juv.  

feathers

unlike most 'large pipits' 
outer tail white (best seen 

on tail underside)

sharp and bold but narrow 
breast streaks form neat 
necklace on upper throat

varies geographically; redder in  
E, buff in C areas, whiter in W

clearly 
marked

strong face markings  
on smallish head

dark blotches 
concentrated 
on throat sides

juv. has lightly 
streaked flanks

dark background; 
sharp pale edges 
create scaly effect

in display, flies in 
dipping path or 
circle, 30 m+ up, 
giving 3-6 chree 

notes in each dip; 
then dives down 

with stream of 
chree notes

wing edges sharper and 
whiter than adult's

bill dusky pink  
to dirty orange; 

gape yellow

SHAPE: size small; shape 
delicate, wagtail-like and 

slim; head looks small, 
neck thin; bill fine; legs 

and tibia look long;  
claw long; tail medium.

long tibia

wags tail 
erratically, 
lazily

flight 
call short 
kissing 
sound: 
tchis'k

some have 
fainter streaks

African Pipit
Anthus cinnamomeus (Gewone Koester)
L: 16-17 cm     M: 22-(25)-29 g
[1: A. c. rufuloides; 2: A. c. bocagii; 3: A. c. grotei; 4: A. c. spurium; 5: A. c. lichenya]. The most 
frequently seen pipit and one of the most common birds in grassland habitats. Important to get to 
know well as a basis for comparison to others. Widespread, conspicuous and approachable (espe-
cially where it occurs near people, e.g. on sports fields or golf courses). Plumage varies even within 
a small area, so slender delicate shape and smallish size are important clues to identity. Note large 
white panels on outer tail, long hind-claw, yellow bill-base, strong face pattern and streaked breast 
and mantle. Voice distinctive: song in dipping song-flight and short call when flushed.

2

1

3

4

4

5
3

2
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LARGE BROWN PIPITS - MOUNTAIN: A br. visitor to Lesotho and adjacent SA where locally common in 
alpine grassland and open scrub, usually >2000 m. Wintering grounds possibly in C Africa (but perhaps   
winters locally and just overlooked). Passage migrants, thought to be this species, rarely seen elsewhere.

Mountain Pipit
Anthus hoeschi (Bergkoester)
L: 18-18.5 cm     M: 23-(26.5)-28 g
[A. hoeschi]. An enigmatic migratory pipit with a tiny global br. range: almost entire population 
breeds within Lesotho's borders (where common in highlands); extends into adjacent FS, KZN and 
EC (where localised and uncommon). Present on br. grounds from late Oct to early Apr. Only a few 
likely confusion risks: related to African Pipit, with similar song-flight but notably slower song, pink 
(not yellow) bill-base and buff (not white) outer tail; typically occurs at higher altitudes. Long-billed 
Pipit has weaker streaking above and below. Often alongside Large-billed Lark, which has a crest, 
yellow bill-base, streaked flanks and different face pattern. Voice diagnostic.

adult
Thaba-Tseka, 

Lesotho

outer & most 
of inner web 

of T6 buff

adult
Naudesnek, EC

pink base

always clearly 
streaked; back-

ground medium to 
dark brown

usually boldly streaked on 
breast; sometimes with more 
limited, narrower streaks

pale buff to greyish white; 
some washed pale rufous

very dark 
blotches

often a few thin 
streaks on flanks

pale feather edges 
create scaly effect

from a distance 
looks almost 
black above face markings 

very distinct

head often looks large 
& bill thus relatively 

short and robust

chirREEchirREEchirREE

chirREE-chirREE-
chirREE-chirREE...

often perches on  
tops of low bushes

T5 dark or 
with small 

buff tip

buff panels on 
outer tail feather 
(best seen on tail 

underside)
Large-billed Lark 
(bottom) often  
mistaken for  
Mountain  
Pipit hind-claw 

9-14 mm

pink 
base

in display, flies in 
dipping path 15-50 m 

up, calling deep chirree 
in each dip; then dives 
down with stream of 

chirree notes

juvenile
Mohale, Les

adult
Sani Top, Les

adult
Matatiele, KZN

SHAPE: size medium;  
shape robust and fairly 
compact; legs and tail 
medium-length; claw 

longish; bill often looks 
short and spiky; head  
looks big, neck thick.

flight 
call like 
African

 Br. E
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The region's 'default' pipit, this ubiquitous grassland bird 
is one of the most important LBJs to get to grips with.

habitat Virtually any open, flat grassland from sea-
level to 2200 m: savanna, Highveld, semi-desert, grassy  
Karoo, edges of pans, floodplains, low coastal dunes, 
grazed/burnt grass, cultivated fields, airstrips, lawns.

status Very common; pairs may breed only 50 m 
apart. Resident or partly migratory. Singly or in pairs; 
in winter in loose groups with other pipits and larks.

identification This widespread grassland bird ac-
counts for most pipit sightings. Its smallish size, slim 
wagtail-like build and long legs are the first clues. 
Other important field marks are its extensive white 
(not buff) outer tail, marked mantle, strong facial 
pattern, bold malar stripe, neat necklace of narrow 
breast streaks and yellow bill-base. The long hind-
claw is hard to see. — Sexes: Similar. — Juv: Blacker 
and scaly above with darker breast and face markings, 
lightly streaked flanks and a whiter belly. Imm. like 
ad. but often with some juv. feathers. — Var: Varies 
regionally. W grotei and bocagii are paler and less 
marked; N lichenya is redder; E spurium is darker.

confusion risks Told by the combination of its small 
size, slim shape, mottled mantle, bold face markings, 
neatly streaked breast, white outer tail, voice, habitat 
and behaviour (see species texts and p. 121).

behaviour Tail wagging usually random, shallow, 
lazy and mostly downwards but more pronounced 
when excited; often 1-5 quick wags while standing 
upright during short pauses between runs. Very active, 
dashing around or over tufts, often changing direction 
or retracing steps, or bending down and shuffling 
to pick up prey. Usually runs 0.3-1.5 m (up to 10 m) 
in a burst with body horizontal. Perches on fences, 
stones, termite mounds (rarely on trees). In display  
rises 30-75 m in diagonal steps, then cruises in deeply 
undulating path while singing, progressing straight or 
in a large circle; then dives with half-closed wings. In 
disputes, postures with tail high, wings drooped and 
head low. Performs distraction display near the nest.

biology Food mainly insects. Lays 1-5 (usually 3) 
speckled eggs in cup hidden by overhanging grass.

voice In song-flight,  gives 3-6 (range 2-11) chree 
or trreet notes in a 1 s burst, repeated at intervals of 
2 s with each dip in flight path e.g. chree-chree-chree-
chree...(pause)...chree-chree-chree-chree...(pause)... 
Then dives down with a long stream of the same note 
at about 7/s. Flight call a short, sharp, kissing sound 
with 2 syllables: chissik or chippit (often sounds more 
like tchis'k or cheerp or sheep). Repeated in alarm.

• smallish, slender, delicate, wagtail-like pipit
• pure white panels on 2 outer tail feathers
• mottled mantle; neat breast streaking
• strong facial markings; base of bill yellow
• common in virtually any flat grassland

African Pipit
Anthus cinnamomeus (Gewone Koester)
ALT NAME(S): Grassveld/Richard's Pipit/A. novaeseelandiae (split)

• Oct-Apr; mostly restricted to Lesotho
• in grassland >2000 m; migrants elsewhere
• mottled above; bold breast streaking
• outer tail buff; base of bill pink
• dipping song-flight with deep chirree notes

Mountain Pipit
Anthus hoeschi (Bergkoester)
ALT NAME(S): None

One of 3 breeding species virtually endemic to Lesotho.
habitat Alpine grassland and scrub, usually >2000 m 

(mostly 2400-3100 m). Prefers relatively flat ground 
with short-grazed or burnt grass (but sometimes on 
30-40° slopes). May forage in ploughed fields. Passage 
migrants have been seen in atypical drier habitats.  

status Locally common br. endemic. Migratory: 
present late Oct to early Apr. Pairs nest 100-500 m 
apart. Possibly winters in C Africa (but perhaps merely 
a widely overlooked local altitudinal migrant).

identification In summer, the simple slow song of 
this species is a characteristic sound of the mountain 
air in its small range. Fairly bulky and dark, with bold 
markings on the breast, crown, face and mantle, and 
often a pinkish or faint orange wash below. Very like 
African but bill-base pink and outer tail buffy brown. 
— Sexes: Similar. — Juv: Darker and scaly above. 
— Var: Worn birds (late summer) plainer and greyer.

confusion risks Like African in markings, voice and 
display. Breeds at higher altitudes, but some overlap. 
Differs in pink (not yellow) bill-base and buff (not 
white) panel on T6 (plus small buff wedge on T5; not 
large white panel). Larger and bulkier. On average 
more heavily streaked above and below. Song slower, 
deeper and hoarser. Overlaps with Long-billed which 
prefers rocky slopes and looks more elongated with a 
longer tail and bill, but shorter legs; Long-billed is less 
clearly marked on its face and mantle and its breast 
streaking is more subdued but often more extensive. 
African Rock (p. 122) is plain above, darker richer 
brown below, has yellow wing edges and a trilling 
song and prefers rocky slopes. Occurs with Large-
billed Lark (p. 60) which has a thick yellow-based bill, 
streaked flanks, short crest and 'rusty gate' song.

behaviour In song-flight,  rises 15-50 m (usually 
30-40 m) at an angle, then cruises in a dipping path 
while singing; then dives down, often landing on a 
bush. Walks and runs about on the ground like African. 
Beats large prey items before swallowing them. Fairly 
secretive, flushing easily and often flying fast and far.

biology Food mainly insects. Lays 3 speckled eggs 
in cup on the ground, downslope of a tuft or bush.

voice In song-flight,  gives a single deep chirREE 
note during each dip in flight path (about 1/s); at end 
of display gives a continuous stream of the same note 
(at about 4/s) while plummeting down e.g. chirREE...
chirREE...chirREE... (3 dips) chirREE-chirREE (double note 
before dive), chirREE-chirREE-chirREE-chirREE... (stream 
of notes while diving). Call very like African's: a short 
kissing sound, tschisk, at times rapidly repeated.
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LARGE BROWN PIPITS - WOOD: Previously lumped with Long-billed Pipit; replaces that species in 
woodlands N of the Limpopo. Frequents miombo and teak woods, where it forages in leaf litter on the 
woodland floor or along roads. Flies up into the tree canopy if disturbed. Often joins mixed bird parties. 

Wood Pipit
Anthus nyassae (Boskoester)
L: 16-18 cm     M: 22-(25)-26 g
[1: A. n. frondicolus; 2: A. n. chersophilus]. A reserved and easily overlooked woodland denizen. 
Often located by its simple song; otherwise only likely to be spotted when flying from the woodland 
floor to the canopy (often with a sharp call). In plumage and shape, closest to related Long-billed, 
but a woodland specialist. Wood is also smaller, less robust and more richly coloured with a bolder 
face and breast pattern and whiter eyebrow; bill and tail shorter. Also recalls African but bigger and 
longer-tailed. Note: 3 other pipits take refuge in trees when flushed: tiny Bushveld (p. 108), migra-
tory Tree (p. 110) and bulky Striped (p. 122). Song is a simple repetition of variable sharp notes.

adult 
frondicolus

Masvingo, 
Zim

most of T6 
buffy white

ad. chersophilus
Mahango, Bot

bill-base usually yellow, 
sometimes dull pinkish

streaking not 
always obvious at 

first glance; can 
look plain from a 

distance

variable; typically bold 
but narrow streaks

washed buff 
below; whiter  
in W birds

pale feather edges 
create scaly effect

habitat miombo and teak woodlands

large buffy 
white wedge 
on T5; no buff 

on T4

extensive, sharp whitish buff 
panels on 2 outer tail feathers

duller Caprivi 
race chersophilus 
foraging on 
woodland  
floor

hind-claw 
short, curved 

& strong, 
7-12 mm

base 
yellow or 
pinkish

feeds on the  
ground but  
flies into tree 
canopy if disturbed; 
walks confidently 
along branches like 
Bushveld, Tree and 
Striped Pipits

juv. frondicolus
Mutare, Zim

adult 
frondicolus
Marondera, 

Zim

adult 
frondicolus

Gweru, Zim

SHAPE: size medium; shape 
elongated, long-tailed; fairly 
slim and delicate (not quite 
as dainty as African but less 
muscular than most Long-

billed); head looks smallish (bill 
thus bigger); legs fairly short; 

claw short (usually <toe)

gives 
sharp, 
thin call 
in flight

crisp white 
eyebrow

eye-catching 
white eyebrow a 
good field mark

strong face pattern, 
with bold dark band 

through eye

tail dark

reddish brown above; 
greyer when worn

legs look 
proportionately 
shorter and tail 
longer than e.g. 

African Pipit

1
2
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LARGE BROWN PIPITS - LONG-BILLED: A widespread but generally uncommon, highly variable pipit.
When breeding, associated with boulder-strewn slopes in hilly country, canyons, dongas or lightly  
wooded ridges. Particularly in winter, visits flatter ground e.g. burnt fields, lawns, golf courses, etc.

Long-billed Pipit
Anthus similis (Nicholsonkoester)
L: 17-19 cm     M: 25-(30)-38 g
[1: A. s. palliditinctus 2: A. s. leucocraspedon; 3: A. s. nicholsoni; 4: A. s. primarius; 5: A. s. 
petricolus]. The 'in-between' pipit: in terms of jizz, plumage and behaviour does not fit comfortably 
into any category. Looks fairly large and elongated but bulky, with a long, heavy tail but short 
legs. Common name misleading: bill only marginally longer than most pipits' (and shorter in ). 
Lacks strong plumage contrasts: narrow, poorly contrasting eyebrow and indistinct moustachial 
and malar stripes; mantle only faintly streaked (often looks plain from a distance); belly and throat 
buffy and only a little paler than breast and flanks. Breast streaking narrow but often extensive. 
Base of bill usually pink but yellowish in some birds. 

adult 
petricolus
Magalies- 
burg, NW

ad. petricolus
Pilgrim's Rest, MP

juv. petricolus
Bergville, KZN

adult 
primarius

Queenstown, EC
(dark bird)

ad. leucocraspedon
Windhoek, Nam

adult 
petricolus
Hendrina, MP

buffy white 
panels have 

diffuse edges

yellowish pink

streaking not 
always obvious 

at first glance; 
looks plain 

from afar

very narrow, almost 
invisible streaks to long dark 
smudges; on average more 
extensive than other pipits

belly buff; greyer in some head often looks 
pointed (flat crown 

and longish bill)

breeds mainly on rocky slopes

usually 
tiny pale 
tip on T4

buffy 
white

usually subtle  
tail wagging; 
slightly more  
if excited hind-claw 

short, curved 
& strong, 
7-12 mm

base 
yellow or 
pinkish

SHAPE: size large; shape 
elongated, long-tailed but 

muscular and bulky (e.g. less 
dainty than African); head 

pointed; tail long, broad  
and heavy; legs short;  
claw short and curved

gives 
sharp 
killink in 
flight

bill not always 
longer than 
other pipits'

face pattern usually 
weak: eyebrow and 

dark moustachial  
stripe indistinct

tail paler; 
long and 

heavy

looks short-
legged but 
long-tailed

most have weak malar stripes

sings in flight or 
from perch

juv. darker  
than adult 

3

2

3

1

4

5
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• bill not obviously longer than other pipits' 
• large and bulky; tail long but legs short
• rather plain overall, lacks strong contrasts
• variable breast streaks narrow but extensive
• breeding habitat chiefly rocky slopes

Long-billed Pipit
Anthus similis (Nicholsonse Koester)
ALT NAME(S): Nicholson's Pipit, Brown/Persian/Indian Rock Pipit

This 'in-between' pipit's common name is misleading.
habitat Mainly open rocky hillsides, slopes littered 

with boulders and scree, canyons, dongas, etc. Most 
common in grasslands and mountains, but also semi-
arid regions, fynbos and lightly wooded ridges. Visits 
burnt fields, plains and lawns, especially in winter.

status On the whole uncommon. Resident. In pairs 
when breeding but forms loose groups in winter.

identification Not hard to spot standing on top of 
a boulder; otherwise best located by its simple song. 
A big, long-tailed but short-legged pipit, with rather 
plain plumage and a relatively unadorned face. Man-
tle streaking not so obvious (may look plain from a 
distance). Breast streaking variable: usually weak and 
narrow but extensive. Bill not always notably longer 
than others'. — Sexes: Similar, > . — Juv: See plate. 
— Var: Paler, greyer and plainer in NW; darker in SE.

confusion risks African is smaller and frailer, with 
a straighter hind-claw, longer legs, thin neck and 
bulbous head, weaker bill, strong face markings, more 
boldly marked mantle, bolder (but less extensive) 
breast streaks, notably whiter belly and shorter tail 
with white (not buff-white) sides; African tends to 
move more actively and remain more upright and is 
usually found on flat ground. Mountain has broader, 
more blotchy and darker breast streaks. African Rock 
(p. 122) has a shorter tail, yellow-edged wing feathers, 
smudges (not narrow streaks) on the breast and a 
musical song. Not know to overlap with Wood. Mantle 
may look plain: compare Buffy and Plain-backed (pp. 
118-119). Occurs with similar E Long-billed Lark (p. 80).

behaviour Tends to walk or creep around slowly 
(not often standing boldly upright). When flushed 
flies briskly off with dipping flight, often landing on a 
wire, rock or tree (sometimes even walks on branches 
like Wood). Tail wagging is usually subtle, shallow 
and infrequent, but is deeper and more frequent 
when excited. In song-flight flutters up while singing, 
sometimes circling; then glides down with tail spread. 

biology Food mostly insects. Lays 3 speckled eggs 
in a grass cup, often placed under a sloping rock. 

voice Song is a slow repetition of 2-5 sparrow-like 
notes (like Wood, Plain-backed, Buffy). Sings from a 
perch (at 1 note/1.2 s) or in song-flight (at 1 note/0.8 s). 
Each note sounds simple but actually contains detailed 
elements and varies between . A typical example of 
a song with 2 notes is e.g. chu'weet...chreeu...chu'weet...
chreeu.. or with 3 notes: tswii...chewee...ch'roop...tswii...
chewee...ch'roop. Flight call is a sharp, metallic killink, 
sometimes repeated or varied into longer sequences. 

• habitat miombo and teak woodland
• flies to tree canopy; walks along branches
• contrasting, crisp white eyebrow
• streaky breast/mantle; strong face pattern
• buffy white panels on outer tail

Wood Pipit
Anthus nyassae (Boskoester)
ALT NAME(S): Woodland Pipit, Chapin's Pipit, Brachystegia Pipit

As its name implies, seldom ventures far from trees.
habitat In Zimbabwe in Brachystegia/Julbernardia 

miombo, often around bases of rock outcrops or along 
roads; in Caprivi in Burkea/Baikiaea teak woodland on 
sandy soils. Forages on the ground so needs relatively 
open areas with short grass, leaf litter, clearings, etc. 

status Locally fairly common resident. Singly or in 
pairs; rarely in small, loose flocks. Joins bird parties.

identification A reserved woodland dweller, at 
home on the ground and in the canopy. Woodland 
floor habitat is a good first clue to its identity. The most 
striking field mark is a crisp white eyebrow, contrasting 
with a dark eyestripe. Streaked above (but can look 
plain from afar). Breast streaks narrow but usually 
distinct (variable). Tail longish and dark with sharp buff-
white sides. — Sexes: > . — Juv: See plate. — Var: W 
chersophilus is less rufous above and whiter below. 

confusion risks. Often viewed as a race of Long-
billed but ranges not known to overlap. Wood avoids 
open rocky slopes (but Long-billed sometimes occurs 
in sparse woodland, and may perch on open branches 
too). Wood is a little smaller and more delicate, with a 
shorter bill and shorter, darker tail with more extensive, 
sharper buffy white panels (but no buff on T4). African 
is found in woodland clearings but differs in its 
voice, smaller size, shorter tail, longer-looking legs, 
less horizontal posture and habits (e.g. more active, 
seldom in trees). May occur with migratory Tree (p. 110) 
in summer and both take refuge in trees when flushed; 
Wood is larger and longer-billed and lacks a green 
tinge above and yellow wash below; breast streaks 
do not extend to flanks; also has a less stealthy gait, 
and does not wag its tail as much. Bushveld (p. 108) 
also flits into trees but is much smaller and plain-faced. 
Could be mistaken for a woodland lark e.g. Sabota 
(p. 68), Fawn-coloured (p. 68) or Dusky (p. 58).

behaviour Hunts by walking about on the ground, 
usually remaining rather horizontal. If flushed, flies up 
into the lower or mid-canopy, often with a sharp call. 
Confident in trees, walking on branches, preening etc.

biology Food mostly insects. Lays 2-3 heavily 
speckled eggs in a small cup set against a grass tuft.

voice Song is a relaxed repetition of 3-5 sparrow-
like notes at 0.5-1 s intervals, from a tree. Each note 
sounds simple, but actually contains several detailed 
elements and varies between . A simplified song 
with 5 notes is e.g. ch'zeee...chi'up...chirroo...cheer'rup...
chei'ro. Very similar to Long-billed but more variable, 
sharper, higher and more metallic. Call is a sharp, 
sibilant tseep or lower zeer, sometimes repeated.



LARGE BROWN PIPITS - PLAIN-BACKED: Overlaps extensively with very similar Buffy. Fond of open, 
disturbed habitats with bare soil e.g. overgrazed or burnt grassland, agricultural fields, clearings around 
rural villages, roads and even beaches. Less common in savanna than Buffy. N race found on floodplains.

Plain-backed Pipit
Anthus leucophrys (Donkerkoester)
L: 16-17 cm     M: 21-(25)-32 g
[1: A. l. leucophrys; 2: A. l. tephridorsus]. Unmarked mantle and indistinct breast streaks should 
prevent confusion with African, Mountain, Wood and Long-billed (though the latter may also look 
plain). Separation from Buffy Pipit is fraught with pitfalls and exceptions (see tips on p. 121); best 
distinguished by combination of yellow (not pink) bill-base, darker, greyer mantle, shape, posture 
and behaviour. Compare also African Rock (p. 122) and Long-billed (p. 116). In addition to plain 
mantle, look for longish tail with buff sides, pronounced eyebrow, longish legs and long hind-claw. 
Runs a short distance, then stands fairly upright and wags its long tail deeply 1-3x. 

adult 
leucophrys

Parys, FS

most of T6 
buffy

ad. leucophrys
Gans Bay, WC

base yellow;  
bill fairly long

unmarked (at 
most, suggestion 
of darker feather 

centres)

streaking variable: 
usually indistinct

typically more uniform 
below than Buffy

unlike adult, 
obviously 
marked 
above

prefers moister habitats than Buffy; here in 
cliff-top grasslands and on beach in E Cape

buffy outer 
web and tip 

on T5

buff to pale 
brown panelsoften wags tail 

deeply 1-3x but 
does not raise tail 
as high as Buffy

hind-claw long, 
c. 12 mm

base 
yellow

juv. leucophrys
Mbabane, Sw

adult 
leucophrys

Kei Mouth, EC

adult 
tephridorsus

Moremi, Bot

SHAPE: size moderately large; compared 
to Buffy has heavier belly (not chest), 

somewhat shorter, lighter-looking 
tail and lacks small-headed/broad-

shouldered look; bill moderately  
long; legs longish (but looks  

less lanky than Buffy);  
hind-claw long

rump 
not 
paler

on average more 
contrasting face than 
Buffy; whiter eyebrow

plain, dark, cold  
grey-brown aboveseldom 

stands as 
boldly upright 

as Buffy

like most pipits, 
fond of recently 

burnt fields

(worn)

throat usually contrasts  
with browner breast

(fresh)

heavily spotted, 
unlike adult

notches on 
P2-5 closer 

to tips

tail shorter 
and less heavy 
than Buffy's

1

2
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adult 
vaalensis

Graham-
stown, EC

outer web 
& tip of T6 

buffy

ad. exasperatus
Gaborone, Bot

base 
pinkish;  
long

plain (at most, 
hint of darker 

feather centres 
when worn)

streaking usually faint

most pale sandy buff, 
with richer flanks

unlike adult, 
obviously 
streaked 
above

body horizontal 
when foraging; 
at times stands 
boldly upright 
with chest out

tip of T5 
buffy

buff to pale 
brown panels

extreme tail wagging: 
frequently bobs tail and  
rear body in exaggerated,  
wagtail-like fashion;  
lifts tail higher than  
Plain-backed,  
showing vent  
from behind

hind-claw 
shorter, curved,  

c. 10 mm

base 
pink

juv. vaalensis
Letaba, Lim

adult 
vaalensis
Bela-Bela,  

Lim

ad. chobiensis
Bulawayo, Zim

SHAPE: size large; shape slim and 
lanky; compared to Plain-backed 

has heavier chest (not belly), longer,  
heavier-looking tail and looks 

small-headed and broad-
shouldered; bill long; legs  

long; claw shorter

rump 
paler, 
richer 
than 
mantle

rather uniform face 
with buffy brow

paler, warmer, sandy 
brown above; unstreakedin ploughed 

field

(worn)
(fresh)

notches on 
P2-5 closer 

to base

tail long 
and heavy

LARGE BROWN PIPITS - BUFFY: In area of overlap with very similar Plain-backed, often in drier, lower-
lying habitats on flatter ground e.g. savanna and light woodland. However, occurs together in grasslands, 
agricultural fields, grassy Karoo, etc. Fond of overgrazed plains, airstrips, burnt grass and pan edges.

Buffy Pipit
Anthus vaalensis (Vaalkoester)
L: 17-18.5 cm     M: 24-(30)-36 g
[1: A. v. vaalensis; 2: A. v. exasperatus; 3: A. v. chobiensis; 4: A. v. namibicus]. Unmarked 
mantle and (usually) weak breast streaks distinguishes Buffy from most pipits. Not always reliably 
separable from Plain-backed Pipit however (see tips on p. 121) but upperparts on average paler, 
richer and more sandy brown (less grey-brown) and base of bill pink (not yellow). Further clues 
lie in shape: broad shoulders, smaller-looking head on longer, thinner neck, long bill, longer tibia,  
longer, heavier-looking tail and shorter hind-claw. Typically remains more horizontal when feed-
ing but occasionally stands boldly upright with chest out and head back. Wags tail even more 
deeply and frequently than Plain-backed, the whole rear half of the body bobbing up and down.

overlaps with  
Plain-backed,  
but more common  
in semi-arid savanna;  
here on bush airstrip

1

2

34
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This large, lanky pipit's scientific name is derived from the 
Vaal River, but applies equally well to its dull plumage.

habitat Mostly found in semi-arid open savanna 
with patches of bare soil, termite mounds or scattered 
bushes, typically on flat ground. Spends most time 
in areas with minimal grass cover: trampled ground 
around waterholes, overgrazed plains, airstrips, fallow 
fields, dirt roads, burnt grass, etc. Less common in 
Highveld grassland, on slopes and in grassy Karoo.

status Fairly common resident, nomad or local 
migrant. Singly or in pairs; sometimes in loose groups.

identification A large, slim, elongated pipit with a 
long, heavy tail and dull, plain plumage. Often seen on 
dirt roads or standing upright on a low perch; attracts 
attention by its exaggerated tail wagging. Note plain 
sandy brown mantle, weakly streaked breast, long 
pink-based bill and buff/pale brown outer tail. — 
Sexes:  > . — Juv: Scalloped above and spotted 
below. — Var: N races smaller. NW namibicus is darker 
grey with heavier breast streaks; C exasperatus has 
darker feather centres above; N chobiensis is richer. 

confusion risks Not always reliably separable from 
Plain-backed in the field (see p. 121) and some birds 
best left unidentified. Much larger than African (p. 112) 
and has a streaked mantle, weak malar stripe, faint 
breast streaks and buff (not white) outer tail which is 
wagged more often and more vigorously. Some Long-
billed (p. 116) can appear plain above and are similar 
in size and colour to Buffy, but look more compact and 
short-legged, perform only subtle tail wagging, and 
prefer rocky slopes. Wood (p. 115) is found in denser 
woodland and often perches in trees. 

behaviour Remains horizontal when foraging. Runs 
short distances or walks about, then stands upright, 
wagging tail so vigorously that whole rear half of body 
bobs up and down; raises tail higher than Plain-backed, 
showing vent when viewed from behind. Sometimes 
assumes a cocky upright posture with chest out and 
head back. Perches on bushes, rocks and posts (and  
briefly in trees or on wires). Song-flight undescribed.

biology Food mainly insects. Lays 2-3 speckled 
eggs in a bulky grass cup hidden at the base of a tuft.

voice Voice like Plain-backed and Long-billed. Song 
is a repetition of short and simple, mellow, sparrow-
like notes at 0.5-1.5 s intervals e.g. chree...chreep...
chru...chireep...choor... or chir'reo...chir'reo...chree-o... 
Voice possibly more varied and lower than other 
pipits', but doubtfully distinguishable. When flushed 
gives a quick t'tsip-ip-pip (again, like Plain-backed).

• very like Plain-backed (see p. 121)
• unstreaked upperparts pale sandy brown
• weak breast markings and malar stripe
• base of bill pinkish; outer tail buff
• swings tail vigorously up and down

Buffy Pipit
Anthus vaalensis (Vaalkoester)
ALT NAME(S): Sandy/Pale/Buffy Plain-backed Pipit 

• hard to distinguish from Buffy (see p. 121)
• unstreaked upperparts dark greyish brown
• weak breast markings and malar stripe
• base of bill yellow; outer tail buff
• wags tail deeply 1-3x, not as high as Buffy

Plain-backed Pipit
Anthus leucophrys (Donkerkoester)
ALT NAME(S): Dark Plain-backed Pipit

This aptly named pipit and the very similar Buffy present 
one of the greatest identification challenges to birders.

habitat Short grass with patches of bare soil plus 
scattered shrubs or rocks, in both flat or sloping terrain 
and natural or modified habitats. From beaches to  
c. 2000 m. Grassland, Karoo, sparse fynbos, fields, burnt, 
mown or grazed grass, plantation edges, outskirts of 
villages, edges of wetlands/estuaries. N tephridorsus 
occurs in open savanna and on floodplains. 

status Fairly common resident or local migrant. 
Usually singly or in pairs; sometimes in loose groups.

identification Pairs are often seen walking along 
dirt roads, running about on bare ground or perched 
on low rocks. Frequently wags tail deeply. Looks fairly 
big and robust (but slightly smaller and less lanky than 
Buffy). Note plain grey-brown mantle, weakly streaked 
breast, yellow bill-base and buff or pale brown outer 
tail panels. — Sexes:  > . — Juv: Boldly scalloped 
above and spotted below. — Var: N tephridorsus is 
greyer above and whiter and less streaked below.

confusion risks Not always reliably separable 
from Buffy in the field (see p. 121 for pointers). Larger 
than African (p. 112), with a plain mantle, weak breast 
streaking, faint malar stripe and buff (not white) outer 
tail which is wagged more deeply and regularly. Long-
billed (p. 116) may also look plain above, but has more 
extensive and darker breast streaks, a weaker face 
pattern and typically darker, less sandy upperparts; tail 
wagging subtle and infrequent. African Rock (p. 122) 
has shorter legs, a dark bill, stocky body, yellow wing 
edges and sweet song and frequents rockier slopes.

behaviour In song-flight,  rises 10-20 m (some-
times 50 m+) at a 45° angle, then circles in dipping 
flight. On the ground runs some distance, then stops 
and stands upright (but not as vertically as Buffy) and 
wags tail deeply (variable); often wags tail deeply 
once, followed by 1-2 shallower wags (more when ex-
cited). When flushed flies in a deeply undulating path.

biology Food mainly insects. Lays 3 speckled eggs 
in cup at the base of grass tuft or against a clod.

voice  sings from the ground, a boulder, shrub 
or wire or in circling song-flight. Simple sparrow- 
like song very like Long-billed, Wood and Buffy: a slow 
repetition of (usually) 2 paired, well-spaced notes 
at 0.5-1.5 s intervals e.g. tchreep...tchreeo...tchreep...
tchreeo... In flight, song is slightly faster (0.5 s intervals) 
and more varied e.g. creep...chur'ro...zero...creep...
chur'ro...zero... Calls include a repeated clipped tzep! 
and a sharp t'tsip-tsip lengthened to t'tsip-tsip-tsip-tsip.
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Many birders consider African, Mountain, Wood, 
Long-billed, Plain-backed and Buffy Pipits to be 
Southern Africa's most challenging LBJs. In addition 
to being relatively similar in build and colour, it 
is not unusual to find up to 4 species in the same 
habitat (especially burnt fields in winter). In terms of 
voice, 4 of the 6 species give simple, monotonous 
sparrow-like songs that are not easily distinguished. 

Even sensible experts leave some birds unidenti-
fied in poor conditions or if views are distant, and 
some intermediate birds may be impossible to 
identify with certainty. Nevertheless, with practice, 
pipit identification will become an engaging disci-
pline. It is important to consider plumage but also 
size, shape, habitat and behaviour. See also p. 106.

African Pipit
Statistically, there is an 80% chance that any pipit 
encountered will be an African. Aberrant individuals 
of this species account for most 'mystery pipits'. 
African is notably smaller than other pipits with a 
rather delicate, slim, wagtail-like build and long 
legs (with very long hind-claws). The white outer 
tail feathers are diagnostic, but often difficult to 
see in the field. Colouration varies extensively 
but the mantle is always clearly mottled and the 
upper breast has neat, small dark streaks forming 
a necklace on the lower throat. This species has 
bold facial markings, including a prominent pale 
eyebrow and dark moustachial and malar stripes. It 
has a yellowish bill-base. Occurs in any type of flat 
open grassland. Gives a short chissik when flushed.

Mountain Pipit
As its name implies this species is restricted to high-
altitude habitats in Lesotho and the Drakensberg, 
where it is present Oct-Apr. Very similar to African 
in most respects, but is slightly bigger and bulkier, 
with a pink (not yellow) bill-base, buff-brown (not 
white) outer tail feathers and a deeper, slower song. 

Wood Pipit
This species' woodland habitat is a good clue to its 
identity. It takes refuge in the tree canopy if flushed 
(which Long-billed occasionally does, but the others 
seldom do). Like the smaller African Pipit it has a 
clearly marked mantle and bold white eyebrow. 

Long-billed Pipit
A highly variable species usually found on rocky 
slopes, but occasionally also on flatter ground and 
burnt fields. It is larger and more robust than African, 
with a longer bill but relatively short legs. Its mantle 
is mottled, but this is often faint and the mantle 
may look plain from a distance (compare Buffy and 
Plain-backed). Its name is somewhat misleading as 
its bill is not necessarily longer than other pipits' 

Identifying large brown pipits

Relative abundance of pipits (from SABAP1 
data). Range lists the % of Southern Africa where 
the species occurs. Records gives the total number 
of records obtained during SABAP1. Rate indicates 
the % 'mean reporting rate within range' i.e. chance 
of an encounter within the distribution. From 
this table it is clear that African Pipit is the most 
widespread and by far the most common (in fact, 
more than twice as numerous as the other species 
combined). Wood and especially Mountain Pipit 
have small ranges, while Buffy, Long-billed and 
Plain-backed occur in about 16-18% of the region. 
Apart from the ubiquitous African Pipit, the chance 
of encountering any of the other pipit species on a 
birding outing is approximately 5%. 

African
Buffy
Long-billed
Mountain
Plain-backed
Wood

54.4
18.7
16.2
0.6 

16.8
4.3

30115
848

3243
61

3187
466

22.9
4.0
4.7
5.6
4.5
6.6

Species Range % Records # Rate %

(especially in the shorter-billed ). It is variable in 
plumage, but usually looks fairly plain, often with 
narrow but quite extensive breast streaking. Tail 
wagging is typically shallow and infrequent.

Plain-backed and Buffy Pipits
This problematic pair has caused many heated argu-
ments between birders, and according to rumours, 
at least one fist fight. While there is much overlap in 
range, Buffy Pipit prefers drier, lower-lying savanna 
habitats. Subtle differences in size and shape can 
be helpful: Buffy is a larger, slimmer bird with 
long lanky legs, broad shoulders, a thin neck and 
small head and a 'heavy-chested' look. In contrast, 
Plain-backed has more typical proportions and a 
'heavy-bellied' look. Buffy has a longer, heavier tail 
which almost seems to 'weigh down' the bird, as 
well as a longer bill but shorter and more curved 
hind-claw (although the latter is seldom of use in 
field identification). Both species have weak breast 
markings and plain mantles. Much variation occurs 
in terms of colour, but on average Buffy is warmer, 
paler sandy brown above, while Plain-backed is 
colder grey-brown; Buffy is often paler and warmer 
below, with darker, richer flanks; it also has a weaker 
eyebrow, whereas Plain-backed has a whiter, more 
distinct eyebrow (on average). If a good view is 
obtained, the colour of the lower mandible can be 
useful: pink in Buffy and yellowish in Plain-backed. 
Both species exhibit more frequent and intense 
tail wagging than other pipits; in Buffy, the tail is 
wagged very deeply, the movement causing the 
whole rear half of the body to bob up and down; in 
Plain-backed the tail wagging is typically shallower, 
with the tail not usually raised above the horizontal. 
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singing from 
rock outcrop

yellowish 'armpits'

Striped Pipit
Anthus lineiventris (Gestreepte Koester)
L: 17-18 cm   M: 30-(34)-37 g
[A. lineiventris]. Big, attractive 
and often tame pipit told by 
its boldly streaked whitish un-
derparts, mottled grey-green 
upperparts and yellow-green 
wing feather edges. Robust in 
shape with a sturdy bill, short 
strong legs & claws and stocky 
body. Song more musical than 
most other pipits'. 

ROCK-LOVING PIPITS: Closely related, unusual pipits differing from others in their build, yellow feather 
edges and musical songs. Both like steep rocky slopes: African Rock in treeless C and W areas (Lesotho, 
Drakensberg and Karoo); Striped on well-wooded rock outcrops, hills, gorges and quarries in N and E.

African Rock Pipit
Anthus crenatus (Klipkoester)
L: 17-18 cm   M: 29-(31)-33 g
[A. crenatus]. Elusive endemic
best located by its beautiful, 
trilling song. Build robust with 
a sturdy dark bill, short strong 
legs and claws, rather short tail 
and small, flat head. Variable: 
some birds plain, others with 
extensive diffuse bands. Note 
yellow feather edges on wings  
and tail (can be hard to see).

diffuse 
bands

ad. dark
Cradock, EC

heavyset, with  
rather short  
legs & tail

juv.
Mohale,  
Les

ad.
Wakker- 
stroom,  
MP

adult pale
Colesberg, NC

singing from boulder 
(note characteristic pose  

with head tilted up)

yellow on underwing
pale buffy 

brown

yellow  
visible at 

close range
rather 
short

plain

yellow

strong, 
short

sturdy

almost 
all-dark

greenish 
yellow

habitat open, rocky slopes

grey-
brown 

to rusty 
brown

bold eyebrow, dark 
line through eye

does not  
habitually  
wag tail

yellow  
edges

extensive
bold streaking on 

whitish background

ad. dark
Barberton,  
MP

heavyset &  
muscular

juv.
Pretoria, 
GP

ad.
Mutare,  
Zim

adult pale
Vaalwater, Lim

white

yellow  
visible at 

close rangedark tail, 
white corners

streaks

strong, 
short

sturdy bill; 
pink base

greenish 
yellow

habitat wooded rocky slopes

greenish grey 
above, with darker 

streaking

does not  
habitually  
wag tail

 E
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Like the related African Rock, this distinctive pipit shows 
yellow-green wing feather edges, is robust in shape, has 
a musical song and prefers rocky (but wooded) habitats. 

habitat Breeds on rocky slopes with plentiful grass, 
bushes and trees e.g. wooded rock outcrops, gorges, 
steep-sided valleys, mountain slopes and cliffs. Also 
quarries, road cuttings and mines. Less often in old 
pine, eucalyptus or wattle plantations or along forest 
edges. In winter may descend to lower-lying, flatter 
areas including lawns, farmyards and woodland floor.

status Fairly common but localised. Mostly resi-
dent. Singly, in pairs or sometimes in small groups. 

identification A large, distinctive and often tame 
pipit of wooded rock outcrops. May be spotted singing 
from rocks or trees, walking along quiet roads or 
patrolling lawns. Takes refuge in trees when flushed. In 
addition to diagnostic musical song, easily identified 
by whitish underparts with bold streaks extending 
over breast and flanks. Colour of upperparts hard 
to judge; usually looks greenish-grey with dark grey 
streaking in the field. Edges of some wing feathers 
greenish yellow or lemon-yellow (like related African 
Rock) but this can be hard to see from a distance. 
In flight tail looks very dark with contrasting white 
corners. More robust in build than typical pipits, with 
short, strong legs and claws, a sturdy bill with a dull 
pinkish grey base and a relatively short tail that is not 
habitually wagged. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Resembles 
adult but more distinctly mottled above. — Var: Some 
clinal variation in colour and boldness of streaking.

confusion risks Good clues to identity are shape, 
voice and habitat. In terms of plumage, more heavily 
streaked below than other pipits and wing feathers 
edged greenish yellow. Rarely with migratory Tree 
(p. 110) but Striped is larger and more robust in shape. 

behaviour Walks slowly and confidently with bent 
'knees' and body in horizontal posture (in trees may 
sit with head up). Clambers about between rocks and 
scrambles up banks in search of prey. Usually tame, 
but flies up into trees when flushed, where it walks 
along branches (like Tree and Wood). Sings from a 
conspicuous position atop a boulder, tree, wire or wall.

biology Food insects and small invertebrates. Nest 
a grass cup hidden on the ground among rocks or 
grass tufts. Lays 2-3 heavily marked eggs. 

voice In the br. season the loud, distinctive, musical 
song is often heard from higher up on a slope. More 
likely to be confused with a thrush, robin or canary 
than any pipit: consists of bursts of melodious notes 
given in 2-5 s phrases and repeated at short intervals. 

• white below with streaks to flanks
• greenish grey and mottled above
• compact in build; bill robust
• wing feathers edged yellow-green
• musical, robin-like song

Striped Pipit
Anthus lineiventris (Gestreepte Koester)
ALT NAME(S): Large Striped Pipit, Striped Yellow-tufted Pipit

• looks plain from a distance
• obvious eyebrow and dark eyestripe
• compact in build; tail short
• edges of some wing feathers yellow
• best located by musical trilling song

African Rock Pipit
Anthus crenatus (Klipkoester)
ALT NAME(S): Yellow-tufted Pipit, Rock Pipit, Koppie Lark

In the minds of birders the musical trill of this endemic 
pipit is synonymous with imposing mountain slopes.

habitat Rocky, boulder-strewn slopes with some 
grass, scattered bushes, open soil and bare rock 
surfaces, both on arid koppies in the Karoo and moist 
mountain slopes in the Drakensberg (up to 3000 m). 

status Considered rare and elusive by frustrated 
birders, but can be locally common, e.g. one of the 
most common terrestrial passerines in the Lesotho 
highlands. Highly localised outside core range (but 
localised populations exist SW of Johannesburg and 
in N Cape. Mostly resident. Singly or in pairs. Endemic.

identification Usually the first indication of this 
unusual pipit's presence is its far-carrying haunting 
song. With determined scanning, the singer is likely 
to be spotted atop a boulder or bush at the skyline, 
singing with its head tilted up. Compact in build (like 
Striped), with a strong, usually all-dark bill, small flat 
head, robust body, short and strong legs and claws 
and a relatively short tail. From afar, looks almost plain 
except for a conspicuous off-white eyebrow bordered 
below by a darker eyestripe. A closer view will reveal 
faint diffuse streaks above and below, a dark malar 
stripe and, in optimal viewing conditions, greenish 
yellow edges to some wing feathers (especially the 
primaries, alula feathers and lesser coverts). — Sexes: 
Alike. — Juv: Poorly known. More distinctly mottled 
above than adult. — Var: Minor variation in the extent 
of streaking, general colour and face pattern.

confusion risks Not found in flat grassland and 
further differs from others in its shape, yellow feather 
edges and voice. Does not habitually wag its tail 
and rarely calls when flushed. Compare Long-billed 
(p. 116), Plain-backed (p. 118) and Mountain (p. 113).

behaviour Elusive but not shy; often tame, curious 
and approachable. If disturbed, disappears behind a 
boulder or grass clump and reappears some distance 
away. When singing intensely,  stands conspicuously 
on a boulder or bush, with body held upright and 
head tilted back (sometimes lifts tail too). Performs 
distraction displays near nest. Rarely sings in flight.

biology Food insects, spiders and seeds. Lays 2-3 
mottled eggs in a cup hidden in a grass tuft. 

voice Atmospheric and far-carrying 2-note song is 
unmistakable (despite regional variation in details of 
elements). Starts with a sharp, pure whistle increasing 
slightly in volume, followed by a trill or rattle (whole 
phrase lasting 1.5-3 s) e.g. wheeEE-chrrreeo or seeEE-
here or in more stuttered variation, wheeo-pR'R'R'eo. 
Rarely heard call reportedly a plaintive whistle.



Yellow-breasted Pipit
Anthus chloris (Geelborskoester)
L: 16-18 cm   M: 24-(25)-26 g
[A. chloris]. Vulnerable and 
localised endemic. Both sexes 
easily told by bright yellow 
breast in br. plumage; in dull 
non-br. plumage yellow only 
on central belly and underwing. 
Elusive when pursued, creeping 
away low to the ground. Sings 
from a rock or in a song-flight. 
Winter range poorly known.

Golden Pipit
Tmetothylacus tenellus (Goudkoester)
L: 14-16 cm   M: 18-(20)-22 g
[T. tenellus]. Rare, erratic and 
usually short-staying vagrant. 
Worth searching for:  shock-
ingly bright neon-yellow on 
most of body, wings and tail, 
with black bib and wingtips. 
Duller  may be overlooked but 
note yellow on outer tail, wing 
edges, belly and underwing.

juv.
Wakker- 
stroom,  
MP

ad. br.
Memel, FS

ad. 
br.
Memel, 
FS

breeds in 
high-altitude 

grasslands

yellow 
spot

amount of 
yellow varies 

(more in )

some 
streaks

scaly (unlike 
most pipits)

white

dark moustachial stripe 
but no malar stripe

faint 
yellow 
wash

often elusive; 
yellow is hard 

to see when 
back is turned

white  
sides

  VU E 

YELLOW PIPITS: Unrelated pipits with bright yellow plumage (depending on season/sex, respectively). 
Yellow-breasted is a range-restricted SA endemic: breeds in level to gently sloping, moist, mountain  
plateau meadows; winters in lower-lying grasslands. Golden is a rare vagrant to woodland and thornveld.

scaly

grey

ad. non-br.
Suikerbosrand, GP

hind-claw  
12-17 mm

pale 
lores grey 

base

yellow, 
black & 
white

ad. non-br.
Dullstroom, MP

white  
sides

indistinctly streaked

shape and 
size like 
African  
Pipit 

adult 
Somalia

adult 
Pongola, KZN

juvenile
Tanzania

ad. 
Kenya

ad. 
Satara,  

MPyellow

yellow 
edges

yellow 
sides

faint 
yellow 
edges

variable 
spots

young  may 
already show 
some yellow

yellow 
sides

often 
raises 
crest

 singing 
from treetop

very like a 
typical pipit

yellow 
wing 
edges

yellow  
sides

yellow 
wash on 
belly

compare Yellow-
throated Longclaw  

(p. 347)

lower  
tibia bare 
(unique)

rather small and 
slender, with long, 
spindly legs & toes

claw  
long, 10-
13 mm

almost all records of ; 
 probably overlooked

yellow tail,  
black tips 

V
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A unique, crowd-pleasing and sought-after vagrant.
habitat Woodland, thornveld and savanna. In NE 

Africa also semi-arid grassland with bushes or trees.
status Normally restricted to NE Africa. Numbers 

and range fluctuate depending on veld conditions, 
and vagrants regularly reach Arabia and Southern 
Africa. Recorded <20 times in the region (most often 
in Kruger National Park and Zululand reserves). Almost 
all records are of  (  surely overlooked). Mostly 
transient; only 2 have stayed for longer periods (Rust 
de Winter 1986, and Pongola 2010). Usually singly. 

identification Undoubtedly the most attractive 
pipit: ludicrously neon yellow  features high on the 
wishlists of most birders. Conspicuous; with luck, may 
be seen walking about in woodland clearings, singing 
from treetop or performing amazing song-flight with 
wings held in V-shape above back. Wings and tail 
yellow with black tips to primaries, primary coverts, 
alula feathers and some tail feathers. Mantle, crown 
and wing coverts greenish grey, often infused with 
yellow; black breast band. — Sexes:  trickier: looks 
small and slender with long spindly legs (accentuated 
by unique unfeathered lower part of 'upper leg'); has 
yellow on 2 outer tail feathers, edges of flight feathers, 
underwing coverts and central belly. — Juv: Very like 
typical pipits, but may show a faint yellow wash below 
and yellowish wing feather edges. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Ad.  could be taken for Yellow-
throated Longclaw (p. 347), but is smaller and more 
slender with a thinner bill; yellow extends onto wings 
and tail, breast sides unstreaked and black breast band 
does not reach face. At a glance, could be taken for 
a weaver, canary or oriole. Duller  differs from other 
pipits in yellow on tail, wing edges, underwing coverts 
and belly patch, as well as unfeathered lower tibia. 

behaviour In its short song-flight,  flutters from 
a treetop with exaggerated wingbeats, then holds 
wings in V-shape above body and fans tail while 
floating down. May also flash wings and tail open 
while perched. Often raises crest. Wags tail powerfully. 
Walks about with a deliberate, high-stepping gait. 
Aggressive towards other yellow birds in territory.

biology Food insects. Not known to have bred 
locally; elsewhere lays 2-4 spotted eggs in a grass cup.

voice Usually silent but vagrant  may temporarily 
proclaim a territory with a fast, rich, variable song: 
usually a short sequence with rapid mixtures of high 
whistles and scratchy, weaver-like sounds; some 
phrases can recall Sabota Lark (p. 68). Song phrases 
are often introduced by a quick double dzjeep-dzjeep. 

•  has bright yellow body, wings & tail, 
  with black wing tips and breast band
•  has yellow on tail, central belly and  
  wing panel; plus scaly upperparts
• unique unfeathered tibia ('upper legs')

Golden Pipit
Tmetothylacus tenellus (Goudkoester)
ALT NAME(S): None

• in br. plumage both sexes yellow below
• in non-br. plumage has yellow belly
• yellow, black & white underwing coverts
• pale lores; dark moustachial stripe
• upperparts scalloped like a longclaw

Yellow-breasted Pipit
Anthus chloris (Geelborskoester)
ALT NAME(S): Hemimacronyx chloris, Small Yellow-tufted Pipit

Seeing this endemic may require an arduous search in 
cold, misty upland grasslands, but is worth the effort.

habitat Breeds in lush, meadow-like 15-30 cm 
high grassland on level to gently sloping ground, 
e.g. mountain plateaus, shallow valleys and convex 
hillsides. Restricted to altitudes of 1400-2400 m (but 
mostly 2000-2300 m). Non-br. birds have been found 
in burnt firebreaks, tall dry grass and fallow fields. 

status Fairly common, highly localised endemic; 1 
pair/3-15 ha. Vulnerable, with a global population of 
only 2500-6500. Resident or local altitudinal migrant. 
Winter range poorly known (e.g. recently discovered 
in SE Gauteng). Singly, in pairs, or in small groups. 

identification This spectacular species is restricted 
to a small area of SA's escarpment grasslands. It can 
be approachable at times but quickly becomes elusive 
if pursued (slinking away with a hunched back, and 
flying fast and far once eventually flushed). Given a 
good view, the yellow breast of both sexes is diagnostic. 
Much less distinctive (and thus widely overlooked) in 
winter when best told by: scalloped (not streaked) 
mantle, yellow spot on belly, black, white and yellow  
underwing coverts, pale lores, dark moustachial stripe 
(but no malar stripe), long hind-claw, often grey-based 
bill, and white tail sides. — Sexes:  is on average a 
little duller than , with less distinct streaking below. 
— Juv: Belly faintly washed yellow. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Distinctive when seen well in br. 
plumage. In dull non-br. plumage told from vagrant  
Golden by habitat, yellow belly spot (not yellow wash), 
dark moustachial stripe, less obvious yellow wing 
panel, more robust shape, less arboreal habits and 
feathered tibia. Told from African (p. 112) and other 
large brown pipits by yellow belly and underwing, 
scalloped (not streaked) mantle, pale lores, absent 
malar stripe, limited breast streaks and grey bill-base. 

behaviour In song-flight  climbs 15-25 m, then 
sings while travelling slowly in wide circle with flutter-
ing wings. Mostly remains hidden in taller grass, but 
occasionally climbs onto rocks, termite mounds or 
cow pats; rarely perches on fences. Sometimes stands 
upright but posture mostly creeping and horizontal.

biology Food insects. Lays 2-3 eggs (with markings 
often bolder at thick end) in a cup among grass tufts.

voice Simple song is a sweet whistle followed by 
an abrupt harsher note, slowly repeated e.g. pseeu-
CHIK or tseeeu-chik or sometimes tseeeu-pip-chik. Calls 
in clude mellow single whistles e.g. tseeo and tseeu-
wip (vaguely like Willow Warbler). Alarm call is an 
aggravated widowbird-like chik-chik-chik-chik-chik...
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CHATS & WHEATEARS
Family Muscicapidae

Species 10
Residents 6
Vagrants   4

Threatened   0

Genera 3
Migrants 4

Endemics 1/2
Restricted 0

This group includes some of Southern Africa's most 
common LBJs, such as the ubiquitous African Stone 
chat and the familiar Familiar Chat, but also some 
of the rarest. All birders share a fondness for chats, 
despite the dull plumage of most species: they are 
visually conspicuous and often very confiding birds 
with striking tail patterns, distinct body language, 
entertaining displays and adaptable breeding habits. 
[Afrikaans: Skaapwagters, Spekvreters, Bontrokkies]. 

Genus 
Cercomela

CERCOMELA CHATS pp. 134-136

STONECHATS p. 138

size

Genus 
Saxicola

AFRICAN STONECHAT WHINCHAT

FAMILIAR SICKLE
WINGED

TRACTRAC KAROO

WHEATEARS pp. 130-132

Genus 
Oenanthe

CAPPED NORTHERN

ISABELLINE PIED 

General characteristics
In total, 59 species of chats and wheatears are 
recognised worldwide (depending on your taxonomic 
viewpoint). Most are restricted to Africa, Eurasia and 
the Middle East, but the Northern Wheatear occurs 
sparingly in Greenland, Alaska and Canada as well. 
In fact, this species undertakes one of the longest 
migrations known for any passerine: all populations 
winter in Africa; thus, depending on their origin, some 
birds traverse Siberia, the Sahara or 25003500 km 
of the Atlantic Ocean; in total some birds may travel  
30 000 km every year between their N Hemisphere br. 
grounds and their African wintering (nonbr.) grounds. 

Of the 10 species, 4 are very rare migrants that 
seldom reach Southern Africa: Northern Wheatear 
and Whinchat have both been recorded only about 
20 times, while only 1 record of Pied Wheatear exists; 
the single claim of Isabelline Wheatear is un confirmed. 
Some may be overlooked due to the difficulty in sepa
rating them from their common resident relatives. 

The remaining 6 species are resident, nomadic or 
short-distance migrants. Sicklewinged is endemic 
to SA and S Namibia, and Tractrac and Karoo Chats 
extend only marginally into S Angola. Interestingly, 
these 3 SW African specials have pointed tips to their 
outermost primaries (opposite); recent taxonomic 
reviews afford them their own genus, Emarginata. 

Open habitats are preferred and in particular, often 
arid, eroded, degraded or burnt areas. This is partly 
due to chats' hunting strategy: either dashing a short 
distance and jabbing at prey, or watching from a low 
perch and flying down (rarely also aerial flycatching). 

Most chats and wheatears have prominent tail 
patterns which is the most reliable way to separate 
otherwise similar species (see p. 129). Such contrasting 
patterns might play a signalling role or help to flush 
their insect prey. To a greater or lesser degree, all 
exhibit distinctive mannerisms including bowing, 
head bobbing, tail raising and wing flicking, especially 
if alarmed and during social interactions.

Unlike other LBJs, voice is not of great importance 
in the identification of chats. All species give similar 
lively, phrased, warbling songs (soft and infrequently 
heard in Cercomela chats). Calls are generally short 
paired rasps or clicking sounds (like stones knocked 
together), often accompanied by a sharp whistle. 

The sexes differ markedly in the stonechats and in 
br. plumage in the vagrant wheatears. In the latter 
group, the striking br. plumage is obtained through 
wear: in fresh (nonbr.) plumage the colours are largely 
obscured by pale feather tips which gradually wear 
away to expose the underlying patterns. Juveniles are 
heavily spotted above and mottled below, but soon 
moult into adultlike immature plumage.
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Origin of names
Wheatears belong to the genus Oenanthe (Vieillot), 
which is also used for a group of poisonous water 
dropwort plants; the word is derived from the Greek 
'wine' and 'flower', as the migrant Northern Wheatears' 
arrival in Greece coincides with the flowering of 
grapevines. The name wheatear does not have 
anything to do with crops, but is a corruption of the 
folk name 'white arse', referring to the birds' white 
rumps. The genus Cercomela (Bonaparte) is from the 
Greek 'black tail'. The genus of the stonechats, Saxicola 
(Bechstein) is from the Latin 'stonedwelling', despite 
these birds' preference for flat marshy ground; the 
English Stonechat could also hint at the alarm call 
which sounds like stones knocked together. Whinchat 
is probably of Scandinavian origin, referring to 'bent 
grass', or 'gorse', a type of spiny shrubbery. The name 
chat is onomatopoeic of the group's typical calls. 

(L)  familiar or wellknown.
(L)  greyish yellow in colour 
(like old parchment); original 
origin unclear; possibly from 
pelt of a sable (worn as fashion 
accessory) or from a lion's coat.
(Gr)  a vine blossom; see above.
(L)  capped. 
(Ru)  from Russian plesch, 
meaning a 'bald head' (white 
crown); sometimes erroneously 
called Pleschanka's Wheatear.
(L)  reddish; or a small bird.
After Herman Schlegel (1804
1884), a German ornithologist, 
writer and museum director.
(L)  with a wavy edge (refers to 
attenuated tip of outer primary).
(L)  collared.
Onomatopoeic, from alarm call.

familiaris (Familiar)
isabellina (Isabelline)  
   
   
  
 
oenanthe (Northern)
pileata (Capped)
pleschanka (Pied)  
   
   
 
rubetra (Whinchat)
schlegelii (Karoo)  
  
 
sinuata (Sicklewinged) 
  
torquatus (Stonechat)
tractrac (Tractrac)

Classification and relationships
Chats and wheatears, together with flycatchers, scrub 
robins, alethes, Ficedula flycatchers, redstarts, rock 
thrushes, nightingales and extralimital groups such as 
forktails, shortwings and niltavas, are members of the 
family Muscicapidae. This speciesrich family (which 
includes some 318 species in 54 genera) is currently 
undergoing a major taxonomic revision. 

Many changes are warranted in the wheatear/chat 
subfamily, Saxicolinae. Genetic evidence suggests that 
the genus Cercomela should be disbanded, with some 
species (e.g. Familiar Chat) moving to Oenanthe, and 
the 3 SW African species with pointed outer primaries 
(see left) returning to the revived genus Emarginata. 
Further developments are: the 'Common Stonechat' 
is split into 7 species: African, Madagascan, Reunion, 
Canary Islands, European, Siberian and Stejneger's 
(and possibly even more species); the Buffstreaked 
Chat (p. 344) is placed in the monotypic genus 
Campicoloides; and the Mountain Wheatear (p. 344) 
is moved to Myrmecocichla with the Anteating and 
Arnot's Chats. An updated family tree (depicting only 
Southern African chats) is shown below; the position 
of the unique Herero and Boulder Chats is unclear.

Outer primaries of Cercomela chats. From top: 
Sickle-winged, Karoo, Tractrac, Familiar. The Sickle-
winged Chat's name is derived from the dramatically 
narrowed tip of its outer primary (P9), which forms 
a 1 mm x 10 mm spike in some birds. A sickle is also 
present, but less pronounced, in Karoo and Tractrac.

Sicklewinged

Karoo

Tractrac

Familiar

African Stonechat (Saxicola)
Whinchat (Saxicola)
Buffstreaked (Campicoloides)
Karoo Chat (Emarginata)
Sicklewinged (Emarginata)
Tractrac Chat (Emarginata)
Mocking Cliff C. (Thamnolaea)
Anteating (Myrmecocichla)
Mountain W. (Myrmecocichla)
Arnot's Chat (Myrmecocichla)
Northern W. (Oenanthe)
Capped Wheatear (Oenanthe)
Isabelline W. (Oenanthe)
Pied Wheatear (Oenanthe)
Familiar Chat (Oenanthe)

Biology
As is evident from their slim bills, chats mainly eat 
small invertebrates, e.g. antlions, ants, beetles, bees, 
bugs, flies, crickets, grasshoppers, butterflies, moths, 
caterpillars, termites, centipedes, millipedes, earth
worms, spiders, solifugids, mites, snails and woodlice. 
They occasionally catch lizards and even small fish. All 
supplement their diets with some fruit and seeds. 

Chats are opportunistic birds and may use creative 
foraging strategies: hovering to reach 'floating' 
spiders; using animals as 'beaters' to flush prey; taking 
ectoparasites from animal fur; eating fat from drying 
hides; searching for insects in mammal burrows; 
scavenging at road kills; foraging on rocky and sandy 
seashores; stealing pet food; and begging scraps from 
humans. The Afrikaans name spekvreter ('fat eater') was 
given to the Familiar Chat by early settlers because of 
its fondness for the fat used to grease wagon wheels.
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Around human habitation Familiar Chats often 
choose unusual locations for their bulky nests; here 
among tools on a shelf inside a workshop.

contrast of 
underparts?

What to look for: chats

prominence of 
pale eyering?

tail pattern: 
shape/amount 
of black?

width and 
colour of 

eyebrow?

mottling? 
(sometimes 

very faint)

compare also additional species in the appendix, pp. 344-346

wing colour? 
white patches?

length?

Also note: 
• Size, shape and posture
• Behaviour, e.g. wing flicking
• Range, habitat and season

colour of 
underwing 

coverts?

rump/uppertail 
coverts colour?

length?

colour?

Identifying chats & wheatears
Young and nonbr. wheatears and the 4 Cercomela 
chats can be very difficult to identify with confidence 
in the field, particularly as their diagnostic tail patterns 
and underwing coverts are often concealed. To some 
extent, all species vary regionally and with season, 
age and sex. In addition to plumage, consider size and 
shape plus habitat, range and season. Behavioural 
quirks such as wing flicking can also be informative. 
The vagrant Northern, Pied and Isabelline Wheatears 
and Whinchat are very rare and only likely in summer.

Observing chats & wheatears
For the most part, finding chats and wheatears is a 
matter of scanning bushes, posts, fences, termite 
mounds and other low, open perches. Some species 
become exceptionally tame, while others endeavour 
to stay a safe distance from birders. In either case, 
patient, extended observation may be necessary to 
discern all the diagnostic features and get a feel for 
the bird's behaviour (video may prove useful). Seeing 
the tail pattern and underwing coverts is important 
but often tricky; a series of inflight photographs is a 
good bet; obtaining photographic evidence should be 
a priority to confirm claims of the vagrant wheatears.

Identification
The single most important field mark to look for is the 
tail pattern (see opposite page); in particular, verify 
the shape and extent of the black triangle or terminal 
band (often said to be in the shape of a letter: 'V', 'T' or 
'E'). The size of the white rump patch (if present) should 
also be checked. Stonechats and Whinchats have small 
white wing flashes that are exposed in flight. 

Biology (continued)
Only 6 of the 10 chats treated here breed in Southern 
Africa. All are monogamous and territorial. Breeding 
peaks in spring and early summer (AugDec) but is 
more opportunistic in arid regions. The sizeable nest 
is constructed by the  in as little as 3 days. Nests may 
contain a remarkable amount of material and weigh  
>1 kg: one Familiar Chat built its nest with 361 stones 
and 250 other items, including nails, wood, bamboo, 
tin, plaster, mud, dung, bones, paint, glass and rubber. 
An initial foundation is built with stones, clods of soil, 
bark, twigs and other coarse materials. This is topped 
with a bulky base of grass, rootlets, hair, wool, string 
and cloth, into which is set a neat, warmly lined cup.

Most chats breed on the ground, placing the nest 
under a bush, grass tuft or rock that offers concealment 
and shade. In natural situations Familiar Chats usually 
breed in a crevice in a rock face or bank, or in an old 
swallow, starling, beeeater or Sociable Weaver nest. 
Around human habitation this species often nests in 
creative locations: in mine shafts, machinery, walls, 
buildings, roofs, tins, nest boxes, letter boxes and in 
one case, a regularly raised customs roadboom. 

Capped Wheatears breed underground, e.g. in a  
1 m long gerbil burrow, or sometimes in a termite 
mound or under rubble. As in other species that 
breed in dark tunnels, its eggs are whitish. The eggs of 
other chats are typically pale turquoise or bluish, with 
fine speckling. 24 (usually 3) eggs are laid at 1day 
intervals and incubated by the  for 1315 days. Chicks 
are fed by both sexes, and fledge after 1318 days.
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Chat tail patterns (tails shown from above). Chats and wheatears have distinctive patterns on their tails and 
rumps/uppertail coverts which, given a sufficient view, are diagnostic. However, the tail pattern is only fully 
visible when the tail is spread; if folded, only the central black feathers (T1) are visible when the bird is seen from 
behind, and only the outermost feathers (T6) are visible if it is seen from the front. Pay particular attention to the 
extent of white on the uppertail coverts and rump, the length of the central black bar, the extent of white on the 
tail base and sides, and the width and shape of the black feather tips.

small white 
tail base

African Stonechat Whinchat

Familiar Chat Sickle-winged Chat

rump and 
uppertail coverts 
buffy brown with 
dark spots  
(no white)

uppertail coverts white 
(sometimes with buff 
tips or faintly darker 
centres, but white 
patch always  
stands out)

tail uniformly 
dark (no white)

width of black tail 
band varies: almost 

absent in some  
C. f. angolensis

orangerufous 
uppertail coverts 
and tail base

black central bar

black band

usually dull, pale 
pinkish orange 
but strawyellow 
or creamy buff in 
some birds

broad black 
triangle

outer web of outer 
feather often whitish; 
can extend almost to  

tip (thus, when tail 
closed, suggests  

white outer  
tail feathers

Tractrac Chat Karoo  
Chat

broad white patch
even width white 

panel on outer 
web; extends 

to tip
white

C. s. pollux C. s. schlegelii

greyfeather edges and 
tips sometimes pale 

in fresh plumagebase of central 
tail feathers white 
(black does not 
reach rump)

black triangle

compare 
Gray's Lark  

(p. 92)

C. t. barlowi

Capped 
Wheatear

Isabelline 
Wheatearblack like 

inverted 'V' little 
white

white/black 
about equal

short 
black

variationO. isabellinaO. p. pileata O. p. pileata

variation

Northern 
Wheatear

black 'T'

O. o. oenanthe variation

much 
white

long 
black

more white 
than black

O. pleschanka variation

Pied 
Wheatear white 

extends 
far up

black narrower near 
centre than at sides; 

like a sideways 
capital 'E'

C. s. sinuataC. f. hellmayri

S. rubetraS. t. stonei
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CAPPED AND PIED WHEATEARS: Capped is a common, bold and demonstrative resident or nomad; 
found in open, flat, short grassland e.g. overgrazed plains, burnt grass, agricultural lands, airstrips and 
bare ground around pans. Pied is an exceptional vagrant, recorded once in a sugar cane field in KZN.

Capped Wheatear
Oenanthe pileata (Hoëveldskaapwagter)
L: 1618 cm   M: 23(27)33 g
[1: O. p. neseri; 2: O. p. pileata; 
3: O. p. livingstonii]. Adults 
of both sexes conspicuous and 
distinctive but juv. problematic 
(responsible for many claims of 
vagrants). Young birds vary in 
colour and markings but most 
show mottling on the breast. 
Black forms 'V' on tail. Fairly big.

Pied Wheatear
Oenanthe pleschanka (Bontskaapwagter)
L: 1415 cm   M: 14(20)25 g
[O. pleschanka]. Br.  highly 
distinctive; also occurs in a rare  
white-throated morph. Browner  
and mottled in fresh (non-br.) 
plumage (Sep-Oct).  dark grey-
brown with sharply demarcated 
brown throat and upper breast. 
Black on tail broader on sides. 
Underwing coverts 
very dark.

both sexes have 
diagnostic broad 

black collar

mottled  
breast band 

(can be faint)

little 
white

greyish 
underwing

adult and immature in 
burnt grassland; latter 

shows a partial, broken 
black breast band

variation

white 
extends 

far up

almost 
black

mottled

silvery

pure white or  
faintly yellow

perches on twigs, 
bushes, trees and 
rocks; mostly hops 
(rather than runs) 
after prey on the 
ground

brown 
breast 
band

black bar 
broader on 
sides (like 
capital 'E')

2

1

3

ad.  'vittata'
Azerbaijan

juv. neseri  
Etosha, Nam

ad. pileata
Malmesbury, 
WC

black forms 
inverted 'V'

juv. 
pileata

Bapsfontein, GP

yellow 
gape/
base

some birds darker; 
sometimes mottled

rich orange
rufous edges

much black; 
Vshaped

adults 
non-br. 
Russia

dark 
throat

appearance 
highly variable 
depending on 
extent of wear

small, 
slender and 
lightly built black

ad.  
non-br.
Kenya

ad.  br.
Romania

ad.  
non-br.
Ethiopia

imm. 
similarnarrow  

at middle,  
broad at sides

 V
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The scientific name of this vagrant is of Russian origin, 
and means a 'bald head', in reference to its white crown.

habitat Only local record was from a fallow sugar 
cane field. In NE Africa also woodland edges, plains 
with trees and bushes, rocky slopes, montane areas, 
cultivation, bare ground, etc. Often in moister, higher 
and steeper habitats than others but also occurs in 
dry, stony areas; vagrants could occur anywhere.

status 1 record of a  from the farm Twinstreams, 
near Mtunzini, KwaZuluNatal, 2327 Jan 1984. Possibly 
overlooked (especially  and immatures). Breeds in E 
Europe, from the Black Sea to Mongolia, migrating to  
India, Arabia and NE Africa (mostly Ethiopia, Somalia 
and Kenya), where present SepMar; normal S limit is 
N Tanzania. Territorial. Found singly, or rarely in pairs.

identification A small, slim wheatear likely to be 
seen hopping on the ground or perched 13 m up on 
a bush or small tree.  gradually attains its contrasting 
pied br. plumage through wear; when heavily worn 
has a black face and throat, connected to the black 
mantle and wings; crown silvery white (often with a 
darker centre); underparts white or with a faint yellow 
wash. In fresh plumage (SepOct)  has paler brown 
feather tips that partly obscure its black plumage, 
giving it an unkempt, mottled appearance.  is also 
variable: typically cold, dark grey-brown above, with 
a faintly mottled or barred crown and mantle when 
fresh; throat/upper breast band dark pinkish brown, 
contrasting with white belly. Note tail pattern: width 
of black tail bar not even: often very thin or reduced to 
isolated black spots near centre (T2T5) but wider on 
outer tail (T6). Underwing almost black. — Imm: Like 
fresh ad. — Var:  also occurs in a rare whitethroated 
morph ('vittata'), possibly the result of hybridisation 
with Blackeared Wheatear, O. hispanica, in E Europe.

confusion risks Told from other wheatears by dark 
underwing, uneven narrow black tail bar, dark throat 
and very extensive white rump.  told from Mountain 
Wheatear (p. 344) by dark (not white) shoulder and tail 
pattern, and from Buff-streaked Chat (p. 344) by white 
tail base and dark or mottled (not pale) scapulars.

behaviour Generally hops instead of runs on the 
ground. Spends more time perched on bushes, trees, 
twigs, rocks or poles than other wheatears, watching 
the ground. Droops wings and spreads tail in display.

biology Food mostly insects. Br. extralimital. 
voice Song given in short, clipped phrases at 35 s 

intervals; rather simple, high and twittering (somewhat 
like a stonechat or lark); may include mimicry. Call is a 
raspy, dry, coarse cherk, not unlike Whiskered Tern.

• black on tail broader at sides
• br.  (in worn plumage) distinctly pied 
• non-br. /  mottled; with a dark throat 
• underwing coverts almost black
• very rare non-br. vagrant (1 record)

Pied Wheatear
Oenanthe pleschanka (Bontskaapwagter)
ALT NAME(S): Pleschanka's Wheatear/Chat

• tail with extensive black inverted 'V' 
• adult has broad black collar; sexes alike
• juv. usually has mottling on breast, 
  plus yellow gape & orange wing edges
• common all year in short grassland

Capped Wheatear
Oenanthe pileata (Hoëveldskaapwagter)
ALT NAME(S): None

This strikingly patterned wheatear breeds underground, 
building its nest 0.3-2 m down a rodent burrow.

habitat Bare, grazed or burnt grassland on flat or 
gently sloping ground e.g. trampled pan margins, 
heavily grazed plains, eroded soil, recently burnt areas, 
firebreaks, dry flats, sparse scrub, outskirts of rural 
villages, bare agricultural lands, cattle pens, airstrips.

status Localised but, at times common e.g. in 
recently burnt grassland. Movements complex: some 
resident but many move from moist br. grounds to dry 
W in NovMay. Singly, in pairs or in small family groups.

identification The most widespread and common 
resident wheatear. Brightens up any birding day with 
its striking pied plumage and excessive tail spreading 
and wagging. Seen on the ground or on a 0.31 m 
high perch. Uppertail coverts and a limited area on 
tail base white (white hardly visible from below when 
tail closed); black forms a triangle or inverted 'V' on T2
T5; usually longer on T6. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Not 
easily identified if not accompanied by its parents; 
most claims of vagrant wheatears actually refer to juv. 
Capped. Some are dark grey-brown above, others are 
pale sandy buff. Intensity of mottling on breast (and 
sometimes crown and mantle) also varies: usually 
darkest where the black breast band of the adult will 
appear, but the breast can look plain in older juveniles. 
Edges of wing feathers usually deep orange. Signs of 
young age are pale tips of median coverts and yellow 
gape and bill-base. Identified by large size, tail pattern 
and mottled breast. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks In size and tail pattern juv. is most 
like Isabelline but is darker with a grey underwing and 
(usually) yellow gape and mottled breast. Larger than 
Northern, with a slightly shorter wing, mottled breast, 
broader orange wing edges and larger black 'V' (not 
'T') on the tail. Compare Cercomela chats (pp. 134
136),  Buff-streaked Chat (p. 344) and pipits (p. 98).

behaviour Forages by running or hopping on the 
ground (but stands very upright when stationary).  
Alternatively watches for prey from a molehill, termite 
mound, rock, bush or fence. Often spreads and wags  
tail, bows, bobs head and flicks wings. Hovers with tail 
spread in songflight. Sometimes sings at night.

biology Food insects, spiders, solifugids, millipedes, 
centipedes, fruit and seeds. Lays 24 whitish eggs in a 
grass cup, usually placed at the end of a rodent tunnel. 

voice Song given in short, cheerful, rapid phrases, 
containing mumbled warbling, high scratching and 
much mimicry (also of mammal sounds). Call is a stony 
chak-chak or jerk-jerk, often given with a sharp whistle.
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VAGRANT WHEATEARS: Migratory Palearctic wheatears that winter in Africa (normally as far S as 
Zambia/Tanzania). Northern is a very rare vagrant, recorded <20 times. The occurrence of Isabelline is 
unconfirmed. Both species are likely in open dry habitats e.g. overgrazed savanna or burnt grassland.

Northern Wheatear
Oenanthe oenanthe (Europese Skaapwagter)
L: 1416 cm  M: 21(24)27 g
[O. o. oenanthe]. A rare but 
possibly overlooked vagrant. Br. 

 told by blue-grey upperparts 
and black face;  similar but 
lacks a mask. Browner in fresh 
(non-br.) plumage when told 
from other wheatears (with dif-
ficulty) by plumage details, tail 
pattern and dark underwing.

Isabelline Wheatear
Oenanthe isabellina (Isabellaskaapwagter)
L: 1517 cm   M: 21(26)27 g
[O. isabellina]. Status unsure: 
should probably be removed 
from local bird books; future 
records should be thoroughly 
documented. Both sexes pale 
creamy grey-brown (incl. wing). 
Seasonal changes minor. Note 
broad black tail bar, plain wing 
and white underwing.
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• black 'T' on tail; broad black bar
• sexes alike: body creamy, sandy buff
• pale brown background on wings
• underwing coverts mostly white
• occurrence uncertain

Isabelline Wheatear
Oenanthe isabellina (Isabellaskaapwagter)
ALT NAME(S): Isabelline Chat

Isabelline describes a pale, greyish yellow colour, like that 
of old parchment, or according to a popular legend, the 
underwear of a Spanish queen by the name of Isabella. 

habitat Prefers flat, open, dry habitats with stony 
or sandy soils e.g. open savanna, burnt grass, scrub 
and overgrazed plains around rural villages.

status This species is included on the Southern 
African list on the basis of 2 birds photographed in 
Chobe, Botswana, on 7 Dec 1972. However, this record 
is not accepted by BirdLife Botswana and subsequent 
claims have not been confirmed (or have turned out to 
refer to imm. Capped Wheatears). It should therefore 
be removed from the Southern African list until an 
unequivocal record is obtained. Breeds in E Europe and 
C Asia, and migrates to India, Pakistan, the Middle East 
and W and NE Africa (as far S as Kenya and N Tanzania, 
where it is common from OctMar). Wintering birds 
occur singly in territories of 23 ha. 

identification A nondescript wheatear with pale 
sandy-buff plumage that blends into the dry habitat 
it inhabits. Its only decorative patterning is a narrow 
white rump patch and a whitebased, blacktipped 
tail; the latter is important in identification: tail fairly 
short and rounded, with a short white base (usually 
barely visible when tail is closed); black forms an 
inverted 'T' but the central black 'stem' is very short or 
even absent in some birds, because the tail is relatively 
short and the black terminal bar is broad; black and 
white about equal in width. The wing has a grey-brown 
(not black) background, which contrasts less with the 
broad buffy feather edges (i.e. the coverts contrast 
less with the mantle than with the primaries). Black 
alula often stands out. Underwing coverts whitish or 
pale buff. — Sexes: Similar but  has blacker lores. 
— Imm: Closely resembles a fresh . — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Difficult to tell from  or imm. 
Northern (see that species), but Isabelline has a 
broader black tail bar and narrower white rump/
tail base and pale underwings. Tail pattern and size 
suggest juv. Capped but Isabelline is paler with a 
plainer breast; black on tail is Tshaped (not Vshaped).

behaviour Confrontational and expressive: sings, 
spreads tail, wags tail 34x, flicks wings and bobs head; 
may perform circling or hovering songflights. Mostly 
hunts by running rapidly on the ground, but may also 
pounce from a low perch. Often stands erect.

biology Food mostly insects. Br. extralimital.
voice Song consists of protracted, chatty phrases 

including long strings of whistles. Calls include a sharp, 
whistled chii, a scratchy chzik and a deeper chack.

• black 'T' on tail; narrow black bar
• br.  is bluegrey above with black face 
• blackish background colour on wings
• underwing coverts mottled dark grey
• very rare non-br. vagrant, Oct-Mar

Northern Wheatear
Oenanthe oenanthe (Europese Skaapwagter)
ALT NAME(S): Common/Eurasian/Greenland/Seebohm's Wheatear

The Northern Wheatear undertakes the furthest known 
migration of any passerine, with some birds from Alaska 
and Canada travelling an epic 30 000 km, including a 
gruelling 3500 km crossing of the North Atlantic. 

habitat Most likely to be seen in dry, open habitats  
with scattered low perches such as stumps, termite 
mounds, rocks, bushes or fence posts, e.g. open 
savanna, sparse woodland, scrub, overgrazed or burnt 
grassland, eroded plains, rocky hills and plateaus, 
cattle pens and agricultural landscapes.

status Very rare nonbr. summer migrant, with 
<20 records and some unconfirmed claims; however, 
possibly overlooked due to similarity to imm. Capped 
Wheatear. Most likely Sep/OctMar; rarely also in other 
months in Malawi and Zambia (the S limit of its normal 
wintering range, where it can be fairly common). 
Mostly sedentary and territorial on the African nonbr. 
grounds (with a 24 ha territory). Singly or in pairs. 

identification A smallish, shortlegged wheatear 
with a broad white rump. Tail white with a long black 
centre and narrow black terminal band, forming an 
inverted 'T'. Br.  (worn plumage) has a blue-grey 
mantle and crown, black face mask, black wings and a 
faint yellow wash below.  is similar but is greybrown 
above; face only slightly darker (and more rufous) 
than crown. In nonbr. (fresh) plumage both sexes are 
paler and more uniform brown above with buffedged 
black wing feathers and a variable orangebuff wash 
below. — Imm: As nonbr. adult . — Var: Wearrelated.

confusion risks Imm. and nonbr.  are not easily 
told from other wheatears. Most like Isabelline but 
Northern is slightly smaller, with a shorter tarsus, 
weaker bill and slightly longer tail (almost touches the 
ground); also has a narrower black tail band (white 
broader than black) and larger white rump; deeper 
orangebuff wash below (variable); darker wings (e.g. 
blackcentred coverts contrast more with mantle 
than with primaries); darker underwing coverts; and 
an eyebrow that is narrower and buff in front of the 
eye and white and broader behind; performs faster, 
shallower head bobbing and stands less upright. 

behaviour Prey is caught by pouncing from a low 
perch, by running on the ground or in flight. Both 
sexes are aggressively territorial. Frequently wags tail, 
often quickly down and then slowly up and down. 
Stands upright and bobs head rapidly when alarmed. 

biology Food mainly insects. Br. extralimital.
voice Song is a rapid mix of clicks, whistles, trills, 

chirps and mimicry, in short, lively phrases. Calls 
include a 'tongueclicking' chak and a thin wiit whistle.
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CERCOMELA CHATS: A genus of small dull chats that share the characteristic habit of briefly flicking 
their wings when landing on a perch. Familiar is found in rocky areas or around buildings. Sicklewinged 
occurs on flat Karoo plains, in fallow fields and in alpine grassland and scrub at high altitudes.

Sickle-winged Chat
Cercomela sinuata (Vlaktespekvreter)
L: 1415 cm   M: 17(21)24 g
[1: C. s. sinuata; 2: C. s. en
sifera; 3: C. s. hypernephela]. 
Small, dull chat of open, scrub-
covered plains, dry fields and 
high-altitude heath. Watches 
for prey from the top of a bush 
or rock. Appears pale, slim and 
leggy in the field, with upright 
posture. Note tail pattern and 
pale underparts.

Familiar Chat
Cercomela familiaris (Gewone Spekvreter)
L: 1415 cm M: 15(22)29 g
[1: C. f. angolensis; 2: C. f. gal
toni; 3: C. f. familiaris; 4: C. f. 
actuosa; 5: C. f. hellmayri; 6: 
C. f. falkensteini]. Featureless 
except for orange rump and 
tail sides, but easily identified  
by behaviour: flicks wings open 
up to 4x when landing on a 
low perch or while hopping on 
ground. Usually near rocks 
or buildings.
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The common name of this endemic refers to the 10 mm 
long, 1 mm wide, sickle-like tip of its 9th primary feather.

habitat Scrubby plains, bushy, degraded or over
grazed grassland, strand veld, renosterveld, pastures, 
fallow fields and high, karroid heath in Lesotho.

status Fairly common resident, local altitudinal 
migrant (some Lesotho breeders winter lower down) 
or nomad (occasionally outside its normal range e.g. 
Gauteng, NW). Usually seen singly or in pairs. Endemic.

identification An upright, leggy chat of open 
plains. Easily spotted while surveying the ground 
from the top of a bush or rock. Looks rather slender 
and small-headed (but at times puffs up into a ball). 
Upperparts smoky greybrown, contrasting strongly 
with the pale buffwhite underparts (with a warmer 
wash on the flanks). Rump and tail base dull orange-
pink, straw-yellow, creamy buff, or even offwhite in 
bleached birds; pale tail base contrasts with a broad 
black triangular wedge. Note: pale outer edge of 
outermost tail feather may extend to the tail tip, and is 
pure white in some birds; can thus look like white outer 
tail feathers. Edges of wing coverts usually obviously 
paler orangebuff. Looks big-eyed due to conspicuous 
whitish eye-ring. Attenuated tip of 9th primary only 
visible in the hand (also slightly narrowed in Karoo and 
Tractrac). — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Spotted buff above; 
tips of wing feathers paler; scaly below. — Var: Rump 
pinkish in N hypernephela; yellower in upland ensifera. 

confusion risks Usually found in flatter, less 
rocky habitats than similar Familiar; Sicklewinged is 
slimmer, more leggy and more upright and looks paler 
with more contrasting underparts, wing edges and 
eyering; tail pattern differs. Rump not pure white (like 
Tractrac or N Karoo Chat) or grey (like S Karoo Chat). 

behaviour Scans for insect prey from a bush, rock, 
termite mound, fence or other vantage point. On the 
ground (where it may spend several minutes) runs or 
hops rapidly on long legs. When returning to a perch, 
flicks wings once very quickly (less often twice); wing 
flicking is less frequent than in Familiar and less delib
erate, more fluttery. Usually rather timid.

biology Food mostly small invertebrates. Lays 24 
pale bluish, faintly speckled eggs. Nest is a cup of soft 
plant material lined with hair, fluffy seeds or wool; 
placed on the ground under a grass tuft, bush or rock. 

voice Rather quiet (less vocal than Familiar). The 
infrequently heard song is a soft, indistinct warbling. 
Calls include high, rolling notes e.g. prreo-prreo (like a 
domestic Cockatiel) or an inhaled pirrrr, as well as low, 
harsh, raspy buzzes e.g. chzek, chzek or tazz-zzat. 

• eye looks big due to obvious eye-ring
• tail base pinkish, with black triangle
• upperparts contrast with underparts
• flicks wings less often than Familiar
• habitat dry plains or high mountains

Sickle-winged Chat
Cercomela sinuata (Vlaktespekvreter)
ALT NAME(S): None

• invariably flicks wings 1-4x upon landing
• tail rufous-orange, with inverted black 'T'
• brown in E, paler in W; rufous cheeks
• becomes tame at camps or picnic sites
• either near rocks or around buildings

Familiar Chat
Cercomela familiaris (Gewone Spekvreter)
ALT NAME(S): Redtailed Chat

The Afrikaans name Spekvreter ('fat-eater') was given to 
this species because it ate the lard used to grease wagons.

habitat Rocky terrain: mountains, koppies, kloofs, 
hills, gorges, gullies, dongas, etc. Adaptable to human 
habitation e.g. camps, resort and picnic sites (but still 
usually near rocks or in hilly areas). Rarely woodland.

status Common but fairly localised resident or 
nomad. Singly, in pairs or in small family parties.

identification The most common and widespread 
Cercomela chat. Seldom far from rocks (although 
buildings may also suffice). Often tame near humans. 
Despite lack of obvious field marks, its distinctive 
behaviour points to its identity: watches from some 
higher vantage point (wall, stone, twig, stump or 
post) then flies down to the ground to peck up food; 
then flies back to a perch and almost always flicks 
the wings halfway open up to 4x, and raises tail 1-2x. 
When spread, the tail is dull rufous-orange with a 
black centre and black terminal band (forming an 
inverted 'T'). Up close, note faint rufous wash on face 
and narrow eyering. Brown colour is darker than 
other Cercomela chats' but varies regionally (but belly 
not much paler than mantle). — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: 
Has buff spots on the head and mantle; tips of wing 
coverts paler; underparts scaly. — Var: Races vary in 
colour, intensity of rufous and width of dark tail band.

confusion risks Most like Sickle-winged, but has 
a dark 'T' and a rufous tail/rump (not a dark triangle 
and pink or creamy buff rump); Sicklewinged has a 
more distinct eyering, paler underparts that contrast 
more with the upperparts, more distinct wing feather 
edges and longer legs; Sicklewinged also flicks its 
wings less, spends more time on the ground, where it 
runs speedily, and often stands more upright. Spotted 
Flycatcher (p. 154) also flicks its wings when landing.

behaviour Mostly feeds on the ground, but also 
on the wing or whilst hovering. Opportunistic: visits 
roadkill carcasses, pecks fat from drying animal hides, 
forages in the intertidal zone, associates with antelope, 
begs scraps from people, etc. See also Identification. 

biology Food small invertebrates, seeds and fruit. 
Lays 24 bluish, lightly speckled eggs in a bulky cup 
built from plant material, soil, bark, stones, hair, seeds, 
wool, feathers and artificial materials. Nest is placed in 
any suitable crevice or hollow, even inside buildings.

voice Song is a soft, mumbled warbling with sharp 
whistles and scratchy sounds. Frequently given alarm 
call is a scolding, raspy check or chak, usually uttered 
twice with a short pause between the notes and often 
preceded by a short, high whistle e.g. fee, chak, chak.
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CERCOMELA CHATS: Small nearendemic chats of the dry W that overlap in range and partly in habitat: 
Tractrac on gravel plains, in desert grassland, on hummock dunes, on sandy plains and in dwarf shrub
lands on flat ground. Karoo in similar habitats but prefers taller cover or lightly wooded rocky slopes.

Karoo Chat
Cercomela schlegelii (Karoospekvreter)
L: 1518 cm   M: 25(32)35 g
[1: C. s. benguellensis; 2: C. s. 
schlegelii; 3: C. s. namaquen
sis; 4: C. s. pollux]. SA race is 
larger, longer-tailed and greyer 
than other Cercomela chats 
and has a grey rump and white 
outer tail panels. Paler N races 
much smaller, with white rumps  
(thus like Tractrac). Sometimes 
flicks wings (slowly).

Tractrac Chat
Cercomela tractrac (Woestynspekvreter)
L: 1415 cm   M: 20(23)25 g
[1: C. t. hoeschi; 2: C. t. albi
cans; 3: C. t. barlowi; 4: C. t. 
nebulosa; 5: C. t. tractrac]. 
A plump, upright, long-legged 
chat of arid plains. Colour var-
ies geographically but usually 
looks pale. On the ground runs 
quickly or stands straight up; 
upon return to low perch flicks 
wings and raises tail. Often 
tame. Note tail 
pattern.
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• looks large and long-tailed in the field
• tail black with narrow white sides
• S birds blue-grey with a grey rump
• N birds paler with a white rump
• occasionally flicks wings, rather slowly

Karoo Chat
Cercomela schlegelii (Karoospekvreter)
ALT NAME(S): Greyrumped Chat, Schlegel's Chat

N and S races may look like different species altogether. 
habitat Associated with taller, woody vegetation, 

succulent scrub or bushy koppies in the Karoo and 
Namaqualand. In Namibia also on arid stony plains 
with scant grass cover and scattered shrubs. 

status Common nearendemic resident. Usually 
encountered singly, in pairs or in small family groups.

identification One of the most common birds in 
dwarf shrublands and succulent scrub in W SA. Easily 
spotted thanks to its relatively large size, fairly bold 
nature and habit of perching prominently on low 
vantage points (including roadside fences). S race 
easily told from overlapping chats: in the field looks 
large with a slim body and long tail and a longish bill 
and legs; blue-grey colour and tail pattern distinctive: 
grey rump usually reaches black tail (but sometimes 
separated by a thin white band on the uppertail 
coverts); black tail is framed by narrow but obvious 
white sides. N races are smaller (but still look long-
tailed), much paler and have pale buff or white rumps 
(thus similar to others, but note shape and tail pattern).  
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Spotted. — Var: See above.

confusion risks Large size, bluegrey body 
(including rump) plus clear white panels on outer tail 
of SA race distinctive. Smaller Namibian races very like 
Tractrac but look slimmer and longertailed and have 
less white in tail (e.g. central tail feathers allblack, not 
whitebased). Tail pattern could also suggest  of grey 
form Mountain Wheatear (p. 344) but never has white 
on its shoulder (but Mountain Wheatear can lack this); 
also paler and less uniformly grey, and has an allwhite 
(not blacktipped) outer tail. Chat Flycatcher (p. 151) 
is browner, shorterlegged and lacks white in its tail. 

behaviour Watches for prey from atop a bush, small 
tree, fence or telephone wire, sometimes fluttering to 
maintain its balance. Catches prey on the ground, then 
returns to perch. Flicks wings occasionally (not as often 
as Familiar) in a rather slow manner. Also forages on 
the ground, inspecting bases of grass tufts and bushes 
or soil disturbed by digging mammals. Conspicuous 
and tame; aggressive towards competitors. Flies low  
from perch to perch in an undulating, wavy fashion. 

biology Food mostly insects; also small fruits. Lays 
24 finely to heavily freckled, bright bluegreen eggs 
in cup, placed on the ground under a shading bush.

voice Most vocal on spring mornings. Song a short 
series of simple, slightly rattling, deliberate notes e.g.  
chrek-chrek-chrik-chrik-chirp (can be remembered as 
I'm-a-KA-roo-chat). Other variations include chirr-chit-
chat and chirr-chit-chat-choot. Call chak-chak.

• almost pure white in N; darker in S
• tail base white with black triangle
• stands boldly upright on long legs
• looks long-billed, but short-tailed
• flicks wings often (compare Gray's Lark)

Tractrac Chat
Cercomela tractrac (Woestynspekvreter)
ALT NAME(S): Layard's Chat

A bold, inquisitive endemic that seems most at home in 
hyper-arid environments where few other birds prosper.

habitat Arid gravel flats, sandy plains, sparse stony 
grassland, dry dwarf shrublands, thinly vegetated low 
dunes, etc. Usually on flat or gently sloping ground.

status Fairly common nearendemic resident or 
nomad. Seen singly, in pairs or in small groups.

identification Like many arid W species, this small 
chat's colour varies locally to match the soil's colour; 
particularly impressive are the starkly white birds that 
live in the Namib, where it is one of the only birds  
found on hyperarid, barren gravel plains. Rather 
tame, curious and 'cute': plump body, square head 
and long, robust and slightly decurved bill, plus habit 
of standing boldly upright on very long legs, gives it 
a unique jizz. Tail pattern important: tail base white, 
contrasting with a broad black triangular wedge. 
Note: unlike Karoo Chat, the bases of the central tail 
feathers are also white; thus, the central black bar does 
not reach the (white) uppertail coverts. Rump white or 
pale buff. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Spotted buff. — Var: 
SA races are darker ashy brown to sandy buff above; 
white or washed grey or light buff below.

confusion risks Gray's Lark (p. 92) occurs in the 
same habitat, and is similar in colour and tail pattern, 
but has a paler, shorter and thicker bill, pale legs, 
darker rump and does not flick its wings. Occurs with 
the nominate race of Karoo Chat in Namibia: very 
similar in size and colour and both have white rumps; 
however, Tractrac looks plumper, much shortertailed 
and more upright; tail pattern subtly different (see  
p. 129). In SA, Tractrac can be distinguished from the 
larger S races of Karoo Chat by its white (not grey) 
rump, narrower white tail sides, plumper shape, 
smaller size and browner instead of bluegrey colour.

behaviour Watches from a conspicuous low perch 
such as a bush, rock or post, then flies down to secure 
prey. May spend some time on the ground where it 
runs or hops very fast with its body horizontal; then  
stops and stands confidently upright with its breast 
pushed out and head back. Upon returning to a perch 
raises tail and flicks wings (wing flicking regular but not 
very deliberate). Generally tame and approachable. 
When alarmed, often hovers briefly before landing. 
Also defends territory against Karoo Chats. 

biology Food small invertebrates. Lays 23 blue 
eggs in a bulkybased cup under a rock or shrub.

voice Rather quiet. Song is a soft but lively, musi
cal medley of bubbling, high trills and flat chrek notes. 
More often heard is sharp, raspy alarm call, trac-trac. 
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STONECHATS: Small, attractive chats that hunt from a low perch about 1 m up e.g. a fence, stalk or bush. 
Stonechat is a very common resident; Whinchat is a very rare, nonbr. summer vagrant. Both are fond of 
moist grassland but may be found in virtually any open habitat with ground access and low perches.

Whinchat
Saxicola rubetra (Europese Bontrokkie)
L: 1214 cm   M: 13(18)27 g
[S. rubetra]. A very rare, non-
br. vagrant. Like Stonechat but 
somewhat slimmer and with a 
smaller, less rounded head. Also 
hunts from low perch, pouncing 
on prey on the ground. Distinct 
eyebrow is a good field mark, 
as is white tail base, pale patch 
on primary coverts (visible in 
flight) and spotted rump.

African Stonechat
Saxicola torquatus (Gewone Bontrokkie)
L: 1214 cm   M: 12(15)17 g
[1: S. t. clanceyi; 2: S. t. tor
quatus; 3: S. t. stonei; 4: S. t. 
oreobates; 5: S. t. altivega]. 
Well-known, conspicuous little  
chat, easily spotted on roadside 
fences, weeds, etc. Flies down to 
the ground, then back to perch,  
and flicks wings and tail.  dis-
tinctive but  duller. Note white 
rump in flight.

ad. br.
France

white

spotted
white 
base

buff
area

imm. 
Uganda

ad.  
non-br.
Sierra 
Leone

ad.  br.
Poland

ad.  br.
Scotland

white 
patch

distinct buff 
eyebrow

spotted 
rump

spotted  
in some

wing patches 
less distinct 
than in 

some 
even 
duller 
below

black face framed 
with white

white 
base

white bar on inner 
wing coverts often 
obscured

imm. warmer 
buff but very 
similar to adult

rump and uppertail 
coverts spotted 
black and brown; 
white in Stonechat

ad. clanceyi
Papendorp, WC

white white

black 
tail

juvenile 
torquatus
Melkbos-
strand,  
WC

ad.  
stonei
fresh
Benoni, 
GP

ad.  stonei worn
Katima Mulilo, Nam

ad.  
torquatus

Grahamstown, EC

white 
half

collar

white  
rump

mottled

indistinct 
eyebrow pair usually 

in close 
proximity

white
wing 
flash

big, round, 
black head

rufous  
(variable)

white

pale edges 
when fresh

dull  and juv.  
best identified 
by size, shape, 
habits and white 
rump in flight

2

1

3

3

4

5

2 5
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• very distinct white or buff eyebrow
• small white area at base of tail
• white or buff patch on primary coverts
• rump and uppertail coverts spotted
• very rare non-br. summer vagrant

Whinchat
Saxicola rubetra (Europese Bontrokkie)
ALT NAME(S): European Whinchat, Marsh Bushchat

A handsome and strikingly patterned migrant that has 
been recorded in Southern Africa less than 20 times.

habitat Uses diverse habitats in the nonbr. season, 
given that low perches are available: moist grassland, 
open scrub, cultivation, cleared areas, wetland edges. 

status A nonbr. Palearctic migrant to Africa (as far 
S as Zambia), in OctApr. Very rare vagrant to Southern 
Africa, with few records in the last 2 decades. Previously 
recorded in N Botswana, Zimbabwe and moist E of SA; 
also Swakopmund. Likely to be encountered alone. 

identification At first glance likely to be dismissed 
as a Stonechat due to its similar size and short-tailed 
shape; also uses the same hunting strategy: watches 
for prey from a low vantage point, then flies down to 
the ground and back to a perch. Br.  is very appealing 
with a black or darkly mottled face framed by a white 
eyebrow and white band on the side of the throat; 
breast and triangle on central throat pale yellow to 
orange. Nonbr.  has a paler face, duller underparts 
and (sometimes) a finely spotted breast. In flight 
shows 3 white areas: on tail base, bar on wing near 
body and small patch on primary coverts). — Sexes:  
is more subdued, but the same basic plumage pattern 
as in the  is discernable, including the diagnostic 
white tail base. — Imm: Like nonbr. version of adults 
of respective sex. — Var: Feather wear affects plumage 
detail, but should not cause confusion.

confusion risks Not always easy to distinguish 
from African Stonechat. Differs subtly in shape: 
Whinchat is slimmer with smaller, less rounded head; 
tends to perch less upright, and performs less wing 
and tail flicking (except when alarmed). Plumagewise 
differs in bold white ( ) or creamy buff (  and imm.) 
eyebrow. However,  or imm. Stonechat can show a 
quite clear eyebrow; then best distinguished in flight: 
Whinchat has a white or pale buff base to the tail 
(can be invisible when tail folded), brown and black 
spotted (not white) rump and uppertail coverts, and 
(usually) a small pale patch on the primary coverts. 

behaviour In alarm, flicks wings and tail, vibrates 
tail or bobs up and down. Dives down from a low 
perch to secure prey on the ground, where it hops or 
runs. Flight low and fast; less fluttery than Stonechat's.

biology Food insects, snails, centipedes, spiders, 
earthworms and some seed. Breeding extralimital.

voice Voice recalls Stonechat's. Song (not often 
heard in Southern Africa) is a pleasant mixture of fluty 
notes and scratchy warbling, including mimicry. Alarm 
call is a short, sharp whistle interspersed with sounds 
like pebbles struck together e.g. few tek, few tek-tek...

•  unmistakable: black, white & rufous
•  dull but usually near distinctive 
• both sexes show white rump in flight
• both sexes show white on inner wing
• common in open areas; perches 1 m up

African Stonechat
Saxicola torquatus (Gewone Bontrokkie)
ALT NAME(S): Stonechat, European Stonechat (split), S. torquata

This ubiquitous but attractive chat's name is derived from 
its alarm call, which sounds like stones knocked together.

habitat Occurs in virtually any open habitat with 
ground access and low perches e.g. wetland edges, 
grassland on flats and slopes, fynbos and cultivated 
areas. Nonbr. birds also in lightly wooded landscapes.

status Common to very common. Mostly resident; 
partial altitudinal migrant in some regions. Usually in 
pairs; sometimes in small family groups with offspring.

identification A common, familiar and likeable 
little bird, seen perched upright on a low vantage 
point from where it flies out to catch prey, or flutters 
down to hop on the ground. Often returns to the same 
or a nearby perch, flicking wings and tail upon landing 
(or when agitated). Behaviour, combined with rotund 
shape and large rounded head distinctive. Almost 
invariably in pairs: dapper  is easy to recognise by its 
black head bordered by a broad white collar plus rich 
rufous breast (reminds of British royal guard uniform). 
— Sexes: Less distinctive  is more challenging (but  
seldom far). Identity easily confirmed in flight, when 
both sexes show a white rump and a white flash 
where the wing meets the body. — Juv: As  but with a 
mottled chest and more streaky look. Imm. much like 
fresh adult of respective sex. — Var: Fresh birds have 
pale feather edges, e.g. on the otherwise black crown 
and mantle of . Much racial variation occurs, e.g. in 
the extent of rufous on the underparts.

confusion risks  distinctive, but  might be taken 
for some other dull grassland bird (but note white 
rump, white wing bar, and small, compact shape);  
compare Buff-streaked Chat (p. 344). See Whinchat.

behaviour Perches conspicuously, about 1 m up 
on a weed, post, bush or fence. Dashes down to the 
ground, bounces rapidly after prey, then returns to a 
perch; also catches insects in flight, or hovers briefly. 
Flicks wings and tail regularly, especially if alarmed. 
Tame and inquisitive but careful; if flushed makes off 
low, in a jerky, fluttery motion. Displaying  flutters 
almost straight up, with hanging feet, while singing 
intensely. Shows off white patches in courtship. 

biology Food insects, spiders, snails and even small 
fish or lizards; some fruit and seeds. Lays 34 blue to 
brown eggs in cup placed low down or on the ground.

voice Song is a varied, pleasant, high warbling, 
in 12 s phrases; may include mimicry. Song ecstatic 
in short, bouncy songflight. May sing at night. 
Distinctive alarm call is a very sharp whistle as well as 
a knocking, grating sound like stones struck together: 
siii chek or sii chek-chek. Call is a sad, clear whistle, seei.
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SCRUB ROBINS
Family Muscicapidae

KALAHARI WHITEBROWED

BEARDED

KAROO

BROWN 

Genus 
Erythropygia

KAROO SCRUB ROBIN p. 143 

SAVANNA SCRUB ROBINS p. 144

FOREST SCRUB ROBINS p. 146

General 
characteristics
A total of 10 
scrub robins are 
recognised, most 
of them resident 
and endemic 
to subSaharan 
Africa's woodlands, 
forests and savannas. In 
addition to the 5 species 
that occur in Southern 
Africa, the Brownbacked Scrub 
Robin occurs in tall grass 

Species 5
Residents 5
Vagrants   0

Threatened   0

Genera 1
Migrants 0

Endemics 2/1
Restricted 1

Robins rank as some of the world's most familiar, 
wellstudied and beloved birds. However, given 
their secretive disposition and subdued plumage, 
the scrub robins are far less widely known. They can 
prove challenging to identify, especially in the gloomy 
halflight of the forest understorey or when briefly 
glimpsed flitting across a footpath. Nevertheless, what 
scrub robins lack in colour and familiarity they more 
than make up for in character: they are observant, 
inquisitive and energetic, with subtle but attractively 
decorated plumage, comical postures and entertaining 
tail jerking antics. Scrub robins often reward patient 
birders with very close views. However, they should 
not to be underestimated, and occasionally engage in 
intense or even violent interactions with competitors. 
Furthermore, the melodic, whistling songs (of most 
species) are a treat to the ear, and some consider scrub 
robins among the finest of all African songsters. They 
are often the dominant contributors to dawn and dusk 
choruses in their respective habitats. Despite decades 
of study, researchers agree that much still remains to 
be discovered about these fascinating and amiable 
birds. [Afrikaans: Wipsterte].

size

in C Africa; Miombo Scrub Robin (a close relative of 
Bearded) occurs just N of our borders; Forest Scrub 
Robin is restricted to parts of Angola, DRC and W 
Africa; Black Scrub Robin occurs in the dry Sahel and 
locally in the Middle East; and the partly migratory 
Rufoustailed occurs in N Africa, Eurasia and Arabia.

Scrub robins are medium-sized, terrestrial birds. 
They are cryptic in colour but attractive, with strong 
face markings and often white wing patches or wing 
bars that help to break up their outline and make 
them more difficult to spot in the dappled light of the 
understorey when stationary (a strategy they often 
employ). Their tails are long and strongly graduated 
(i.e. the central tail feathers are longest and each 
adjacent feather is shorter); the tail feathers have 
white tips that increase in size towards the outside. 

Most of a scrub robin's day is spent hunting insects 
and other small invertebrates on the ground, where 
they run or hop for a few metres, then pause to look 
around, often while raising their tails and/or flicking 
their wings. Indeed, their constant tail movements are 
highly characteristic (but vary between species and 
individuals). The tail may be raised, fanned, depressed, 
flicked, waved or 'ticked' to show off its decorative 
pattern. This behaviour might help to flush insects 
from hiding and plays a role in social interactions. 
Scrub robins seldom fly further than the nearest leafy 
sanctuary. Although skittish and partly crepuscular, 
they can become very tame around human habitation.

Scrub robins' true abundance is only revealed at 
dawn and dusk (especially during their spring and 
summer br. season), when their songs resound from 
all around. All species incorporate mimicry into their 
songs, but not to the extent of the celebrated robin
chats. Their alarm calls are churring or with metallic, 
almost electronic overtones. The Karoo Scrub Robin 
has different alarm calls for different predator types.

The sexes are alike. Juveniles resemble adults, but 
are faintly spotted or barred above and below and 
have bufftipped wing coverts and yellow gapes.
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Origin of names
The genus name Erythropygia (Smith) is derived from 
the Greek 'red rump'. Alternative genera (see below) 
are Cercotrichas (Boie), from the Greek 'longtailed 
thrush', as well as Tychaëdon (Rich mond), from ancient 
Greek mythology: Aëdon, the daughter of Pandareus, 
was turned into a nightingale, thus 'secret nightingale'.

 

Classification and relationships
Scrub robins belong to the family Muscicapidae, along 
with the chats, wheatears, robins and flycatchers. The 
relationships within this large family are still under 
investigation, but evidence suggests that scrub robins 
are part of a basal clade, which includes the alethes, 
magpierobins and shamas and certain flycatchers. 
Some authorities lump all the scrub robins (excluding 
the unrelated Australian scrub robins, family Petroi
cidae) in the genus Cercotrichas; Other taxonomists 
make a distinction between the genera Erythropy-
gia, Cercotrichas and Tychaëdon (the 'bearded robins' 
including Karoo). A still finer subdivision may even be 
warranted, as illustrated below.

The position of the Karoo Scrub Robin is un clear; this 
species differs from other scrub robins in such fun
damental aspects as egg colour and the presence of 
downy feathers on its hatchlings; other discrepancies 
include its less exaggerated tail movements, coopera
tive breeding, palate colour, nest architecture and tail 
pattern. It is sometimes placed in the genus Salsolicola.

(Gr)  in Attica, Greece, the 
coryphaeus was the leader of 
the chorus, a company of actors 
performing in a play. 
(Gr)  white eyebrow.
(Tsw)  after the Tswana name 
for the species, phêne or phêna.
(L)  4 streaks (face markings).
(L)  signed or patterned.

coryphoeus (Karoo)  
   
  
 
leucophrys (Whitebrow.) 
paena (Kalahari) 
 
quadrivirgata (Bearded)
signata (Brown)

The eggs of most scrub robin species are whitish, 
beige, pale green or reddish (Kalahari, left; Brown, 
middle) but those of Karoo (right) are bright turquoise.

Biology
All scrub robins are primarily insectivorous. Termites, 
ants and beetles form the dominant components in 
the diets of all species, but they also take adult and 
larval butterflies, moths, bugs, grasshoppers, crickets, 
mantids, wasps, bees and flies as well as other small 
invertebrates like spiders and millipedes. The majority 
of foraging time is spent searching for prey on the 
ground, often with the head cocked to one side and 
the tail raised. The bill is used to whisk leaves aside, 
to dig in soil, animal dung or humus, or to break open 
earthen galleries to expose termites. The Brown Scrub 
Robin has an apparently unique habit of tapping its 
foot on the ground to disturb prey. Scrub robins will 
also use mammals such as mole rats and porcupines 
as 'beaters', following them closely, sometimes for 
hours or even days at a time, and snapping up flushed 
insects; raiding driver ant swarms are attended by 
Bearded Scrub Robin (and probably others) for the 
same reason. Some species ascend into the canopy to 
sing and possibly to look for caterpillars. Fruit, seeds 
and nectar form a minor part of their diet.

A pair of Bearded Scrub 
Robins attending a driver 
ant swarm.

Scrub robins are monogamous and territorial. In the 
Karoo Scrub Robin each pair defends a core breeding 
territory and a larger feeding territory. In that species, 
cooperative breeding has been recorded: in some 
seasons the br. pair is assisted in caring for their young 
by helpers (usually offspring from the previous brood). 

Southern Africa's 5 scrub robin species differ in 
aspects of their nest architecture and placement. 
Brown and Bearded typically place their nests inside 
a natural crevice in a tree trunk, such as a rothole, 
broken trunk or a deep recess where the branches 
diverge. The nest itself is insubstantial, being little 
more than a pad of lining on the floor of the cavity. 

Kalahari and Whitebrowed Scrub Robins construct 
their cupshaped nests with blades of dry grass. 
The former's nest is placed higher up (15 cm1.5 m), 
inside a dense, often thorny shrub or small tree; the 
latter places its nest inside a grass tuft or among 
debris, only 1020 cm above the ground. The Karoo 
Scrub Robin constructs its substantial nest, complete 
with an entrance ramp, close to the ground under 
a concealing bush. The nest cup is lined with fine 
plant material, sheep's wool and rodent fur (which is 
apparently obtained from mongoose droppings). 

Karoo
Forest
Miombo
Bearded
Brown
Black
Rufoustailed
Kalahari
Brownbacked
White-browed

Salsolicola 

Tychaëdon 
('bearded 
robins')

Cercotrichas

Erythropygia 
('redrumped 
scrub robins')
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Nest construction is undertaken mainly or solely by 
the . Likewise, the 1115 day incubation period is also 
the responsibility of the , as is brooding or shading 
the chicks. Newly hatched chicks are blind and naked, 
although those of Karoo Scrub Robin have some wispy 
down feathers (neossoptiles). Both sexes feed their 
offspring, which leave the nest after 1117 days.

Clutches contain 3 (less often 24) eggs, laid at 1day 
intervals. The eggs are white, beige, pale greenish or 
reddish brown, and are liberally speckled and blotched 
with darker markings, concentrated around the thick 
end. The Karoo Scrub Robin has beautiful turquoise 
eggs, unlike those of other scrub robins, but like some 
chats'. Scrub robins are occasionally parasitised by 
Diederick and Redchested Cuckoos. 

Identifying scrub robins

• 

• 

• 
 

•
 
 
•
 
 
 
•
 
 
•
 
 
 
•

As scrub robins are fairly common and often confiding 
and easily studied, they are not usually considered 
very challenging to identify (although the number of 
wrongly labeled photographs in circulation suggest 
otherwise). As with other LBJs, their songs and calls 
are very useful in identification, but all scrub robins 
possess easily observed and reliable field marks too. 

Observing scrub robins
In wilderness areas, scrub robins are generally quite 
secretive and easily overlooked, and hard to keep 
in view once located. On the other hand, they are 
also brave and inquisitive and thus quickly become 
habituated where they come in contact with humans 
e.g. around rural villages or farm homesteads, in 
safari camps, at picnic sites, etc. In such places, they 
will allow a very close approach (often <1 m), if 
approached slowly and indirectly. Patience is usually 
rewarded, and sitting quietly in one place can also 
be an effective strategy. They are most vocal at dawn 
and dusk, when they emerge into clearings or sandy 
roads; in the middle of the day, they can be hard to 

find while resting silently in the shade. When singing 
or if alarmed they perch inside or on top of small trees 
or bushes; however, the majority of their day is spent 
on the ground or in low thickets. Scrub robins usually 
react to sound playback but this potentially disturbing 
activity should always be kept to a minimum.

Identification: Basics
Scrub robins could potentially be confused with 
several other LBJ groups, but the combination of their 
terrestrial habits, well-marked faces and white-tipped 
tails (that are often raised) is distinctive. Considering 
distribution and habitat should eliminate confusion 
between the various scrub robin species. Where their 
ranges overlap, they are usually separated by habitat 
preference. Otherwise consider the criteria mentioned 
in the what to look for box (below, left). 

Identification: Pitfalls
Given a good view, scrub robins are generally fairly 
easily identified. However, it is wellworth keeping the 
following specific potential problems in mind.

Kalahari and pale individuals of Karoo can look 
quite similar and marginally overlap in distribution.
On plumage alone, Karoo recalls dark individuals of 
African Rock Pipit (p. 122) but is found on plains.
A Kalahari diving into a bush or flashing across 
a road can easily be taken for a Browncrowned 
Tchagra, with which it overlaps widely in range.
White-browed could potentially be mistaken for 
terrestrial woodland birds with streaked chests e.g. 
Sabota Lark (p. 69) and Bushveld Pipit (p. 108).
White-browed of race ovamboensis in Namibia, 
N Botswana and NW Zimbabwe, has unstreaked  
orangewashed flanks and limited breast streaking 
and is therefore easily confused with Bearded. 
Brown halfobscured in the gloomy forest under
storey could be mistaken for e.g. a Terrestrial 
Brownbul (p. 342) or even a Barratt's Warbler (p. 194).
Brown of race tongensis in coastal KZN is browner 
and warmer in tone and more buffy below and is 
easily confused with Bearded, with which it has 
been known to hybridise on occasion.
Bearded has the same basic plumage pattern as the 
larger and orangebilled Kurrichane Thrush.

Identification: Voice
The Karoo Scrub Robin has a unique scratchy, husky 
voice and its diagnostic 'skizzlezit' calls have a piercing, 
agitated quality. Bearded and Brown have particularly 
rich and varied songs, while those of Whitebrowed and 
Kalahari are simpler and less varied but still musical, 
pleasant and atmospheric. As a great deal of regional 
and individual variation occurs, it is often better to 
listen to the song quality and tone rather than specific 
notes or phrases. All 5 species mimic the calls of other 
bird species, but this should not cause confusion as 
borrowed motifs are incorporated into songs only as 
brief snatches. With some practice, scrub robins' alarm 
and contact calls will also prove very useful.

What to look for: scrub robins
colour of tail 

base and 
rump?

colour and 
patterns 
on tail?

leg colour?
white on wing: at 
base of primaries, 
bars on coverts, 
on alula feathers?

breast 
colour and 
markings?

bill 
colour?

facial 
pattern?

malar 
stripe?

Also note: 
• Tail raising
• Wing flicking
• Song/calls
• Habitat and  
  distribution
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KAROO SCRUB ROBIN: A loud and confident aridcountry endemic, which shares some characteristics 
with chats (see p. 141). Normally reclusive but bold if confronted by a predator or if a novel feeding 
opportunity arises. A dominant species in dry but dense, low scrub e.g. Karoo shrublands and strandveld. 

Karoo Scrub Robin
Erythropygia coryphoeus (Slangverklikker)
ALT NAME(S): Karoo Robin
L: 1417 cm  M:18(20)24 g
[1: E. c. abbotti; 2: E. c. cinerea; 
3: E. c. coryphoeus]. A dull, 
dark, greyish brown robin with 
white tail tips. Pairs or groups 
scuttle about on the ground, 
but react aggressively to threats 
by fluttering onto bushes and 
giving piercing calls.

juvenile 
coryphoeus
Cradock, EC

adult 
abbotti
Upington,  
NC

ad. cinerea
Langebaan, WC

dark; 
white 
tips

no orange 
on tail base

underparts 
only slightly 

paler and 
warmer 

whitish 
throat and 
dark malar

compare African 
Rock Pipit (p. 122) 
and chats (p. 134)

thin white eyebrow 
and mark under eye

unlike other scrub 
robins, seldom 
raises tail >45°

szZikZsik...

1

32

• uniformly dark grey-brown above
• belly only a little paler and warmer
• contrasting white throat; dark malar
• blackish tail with white tips (no orange)
• in pairs or small groups in dry scrub

The Afrikaans name of this observant chat-like robin is 
derived from its skill at detecting snakes and making 
their presence known through its 'skizzlezit' alarm calls. 

habitat Common in dry, open, scrubby habitats, 
usually <1 m high, with sandy patches or footpaths 
for foraging: dwarf shrublands, strandveld, dry fynbos, 
wood  land along drainage lines and thorny thickets. 
Occasionally visits the intertidal zone on beaches.

status Common to very common resident (up to 
2 pairs/ha). Usually in pairs or small parties. Endemic.

identification Although rather dull and featureless, 
the species is one of the most conspicuous, noisy and 
frequently encountered birds of arid regions. Usually 
detected by its harsh calls given from a bush, or seen 
crossing roads and open spaces. Few field marks 
except for blackish tail with white tips on the outer 45 
feathers. Uniformly dark grey-brown above and just 
a little paler and warmer below, with a contrasting 
white throat plus grey malar stripe. Also note the thin 
white eyebrow and white crescent below the eye. 
Lacks any white on the wing or orange on tail base. Bill 
and legs dark. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Has a scaly breast 
and buff tips on the crown, mantle and wing coverts.  
— Var: E coryphoeus is darkest, while N abbotti and W 
cinerea are paler and greyer. A few coastal birds are 
very pale due to bleaching by salty sea winds.

confusion risks Kalahari (p. 144) is much paler, 
with a more prominent eyebrow, no malar stripe and 
orange tail base. African Rock Pipit (p. 122) is less 
sociable, more secretive, occurs on rocky slopes and 
has pale outer tail panels (not 45 white tips).

behaviour Hops and runs, generally keeping 
tail down, but sometimes jerking it up 30°45°. May 
perform odd rowing motions with the wings, e.g. in 
response to predators. Flicks wings during interactions 
or greeting displays. Prefers to run away rapidly when 
disturbed; flight is low and slow, over short distances. 
Often tame e.g. quick to approach gardeners.

biology Food invertebrates and some fruit. Lays 23 
bright turquoiseblue to aquamarine, spotted eggs in 
a cup with a ramp; nest placed in debris or under a 
bush. The br. pair is sometimes assisted by helpers.

voice Has a great variety of harsh, hoarse, scratchy 
calls (known as 'skizzlezitting'). Humans are scolded 
from a bush with a sizzling, chattering, zzzt-zzzt-zzzt, 
before diving into cover; the reaction to snakes or 
mongooses is much more intense. Also gives a short 
sharp chiek! Song, heard in the br. season, a sustained, 
improvised medley, often including mimicry. 

plain dark 
greybrown

 E
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SAVANNA SCRUB ROBINS: Common, characterful, familiar robins with exaggerated tail movements. 
Kalahari in sparse, arid savanna and scrub; often around cattle drinking troughs, homesteads or camps.  
Whitebrowed in bushveld, thornveld, mixed woodland, miombo, mopane and thickets, with grass cover.

Kalahari Scrub Robin
Erythropygia paena (Kalahariwipstert)
L: 1416 cm   M: 17(20)23 g
[1: E. p. paena; 2: E. p. oriens; 
3: E. p. benguellensis]. A plain 
and pale but attractive bird of  
arid savanna. Becomes tame  
where it occurs around man. 
Mostly orange tail is vigorously 
cocked upwards or is swung 
sideways, often while flicking 
wings. Slim and leggy. Lacks 
white in wing. 

White-browed Scrub Robin
Erythropygia leucophrys (Gestreepte Wipstert)
L: 1416 cm   M: 13(20)22 g
[1: E. l. ovam boensis; 2: E. l. 
pectoralis; 3: E. l. zambesi
ana; 4: E. l. simulator 5: E. l. 
strepitans; 6: E. l. leucophrys]. 
Common bushveld bird; more 
often heard than seen. Performs  
en tertaining exaggerated tail 
movements; this, plus 2 white 
wing bars and streaked under-
parts, is diagnostic.

juv. strepitans
Utrecht, KZN

ad. 
simulator
Mkuze, KZN

streaky

often 
lightly 

streaked

central  
tail dark

ad.
ovamboensis
Mahango, 
Nam

at each stop tail 
jerked vertically 
up, then lowered 
down to 45°

yellow 
base

2 bold white 
bars on wing

comically raises 
and lowers tail 

in a series of 
jerky steps

ad. pectoralis
Phalaborwa, Lim

limited 
streaking

may flick or droop wings

juv. oriens
Hammanskraal, GP

ad. paena
Ghanzi, Bot

plain
ad. paena
Gaborone, Bot

trembles or waves 
tail from side to side

no white 
in wing lacks 

malar 
stripe

dark

upon landing, 
jerks tail up 
over back, often 
while flicking or 
drooping wings

most of 
tail orange

2

1

3

2

1 3

pair in 
overgrazed 
savanna

 NE

4

6

5
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Usually the first and last woodland bird to sing each day.
habitat Virtually any woodland habitat with a well

developed grassy understorey and some open ground 
for foraging: bushveld, thornveld, thickets in savanna, 
valley thickets, mixed woodland, miombo and mo
pane. May be seen on vehicle tracks, game paths or 
clearings, in camps, or on trampled ground near cover, 
but mostly remains hidden low down in thickets.

status Common resident. Seen singly or in pairs.
identification This species' repetitive but musical 

song and churring calls are typical background 
sounds in the Bushveld, although the singer itself is 
infrequently seen. When driving or walking through 
the bush, the usual view is of a black and orange 
tail with white corners disappearing as the bird dives 
into cover; however it will soon reappear nearby and 
proceed to forage unconcernedly on the ground 
by running or hopping about, whisking leaves and 
sand sideways with the bill and constantly moving 
its tail up and down in jerky steps. Unmistakable, with 
intricate head markings, streaked underparts and 
2 white wing bars. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Spotted 
and barred with buff above; mottled or scaly below. 
— Var: Some variation in tail pattern and streaking. 
Larger ovamboensis race (Namibia, N Botswana, NW 
Zimbabwe) has a plainer orangebuff breast.

confusion risks N ovamboensis like Bearded, but 
has some streaking on the sides, plus white wing bars. 

behaviour Usually sings from a fairly exposed twig 
but position nevertheless hard to pinpoint. Spends 
much time on the ground, hopping or running (prints 
spread 710 cm apart). Upon stopping, raises and 
lowers tail about 30° or jerks tail up almost to back 
of head. May also 'tick' tail up and down in a halting, 
stepwise fashion. In intense social interactions, 
displays spectacularly by waving the spread tail up 
and down. Also briefly flicks the wings open or droops 
them down to perform a bizarre rowing motion.

biology Food invertebrates and some fruit. Lays 
24 (usually 3) speckled eggs in an open cup hidden 
in the heart of a low grass tussock or among debris.

voice The woodland dawn chorus is usually started 
by this species: often the first bird to sing (even when 
it is still dark) and the last to sing in the dying hours 
of the day. Song is highly variable but recognisable 
by its uncomplicated, short, repetitive phrasing of 
pure whistles; little variation between phrases which 
may be repeated for up to 40 minutes. Rarely includes 
mimicry. Call is a strident ratchetlike growl CHRRRrrr, 
given in alarm and last thing in the evening.

• streaked below (but plainer in N)
• double white bars on folded wing
• bright yellow lower mandible
• tail base orange, but centre dark
• common in most woodland habitats

White-browed Scrub Robin
Erythropygia leucophrys (Gestreepte Wipstert)
ALT NAME(S): Whitebrowed/Redbacked/Whitewinged Robin

The range of this aptly named near-endemic is centred on 
the Kalahari, where it is one of the most common birds.

habitat Open, semiarid savanna, sand  veld, dry 
thornveld or old fields with bush encroachment. 
Requires scattered low trees or tall bushes to serve 
as elevated song posts. Also needs open ground for 
foraging; thus often in trampled, eroded or overgrazed 
areas e.g. near cattle pens or drinking troughs, or 
around homesteads, rural villages and safari camps.  

status Fairly common (up to c. 1 bird/ha). Resident 
(unless grass cover becomes too dense). Singly or in 
pairs. Nearendemic, extending marginally to Angola.

identification A pale sand-coloured bird likely to 
be seen while singing from the top of a bush or low 
tree or hopping or running over open ground; attracts 
attention by its frequent and vigorous tail movements 
(both upwards and sideways) and wing flicking. Looks 
slim and leggy with a mostly dark, rather thin and 
slightly curved bill. Plumage pale buff to greybrown, 
paler on throat and breast and warmer on flanks and 
rump. Lacks darker malar stripes but has a dark eye
stripe and broad creamy eyebrow. Most of tail rich 
orange (including central feathers); black subterminal 
band and white tips. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Has a scaly 
look due to dark feather tips. — Var: NW benguellensis 
is smaller and paler; E oriens is darker brown. 

confusion risks Much paler than White-browed, 
and unstreaked below, lacks white wing bars and a 
larger portion of tail is orange. Karoo (p. 143) is darker 
greybrown, lacks the orange rump and tail base, is 
darker below and has a dark malar stripe. If glimpsed 
while diving into a bush or crossing a road, superficial
ly resembles cooccurring Brown-crowned Tchagra.

behaviour Forages by running or hopping on the 
ground, inspecting soil or digging and clearing debris 
with its bill. Tail frequently jerked up to 90° (some times 
almost touching back of head) or characteristically 
trembled or waved in short sideways motions; often 
accompanied by wing flicking or drooping (especially 
when alarmed). Territorial disputes are settled by 
singing, posturing, aerial pursuits and even fighting.

biology Food mostly insects, especially termites; 
some seeds and berries. Lays 24 offwhite, speckled 
eggs in a grass cup placed in a low, thorny bush. 

voice Song, given from a bush or treetop, can be 
tricky to recognise due to its variability and frequent 
incorporation of mimicry. Listen for repeated pure,  
high whistles e.g. teeyoo-teeyoo-teeyoo. Alarm call is a 
sharp, penetrating zzz-zzz-zzz with an almost robotic 
quality. Contact call is a mellow si-eeeu or see-you.

• overall plain, pale sandy buff
• wing lacks bold white markings
• rump and most of tail rich orange
• tail often moved up or sideways
• dry thornveld, savanna and scrub

Kalahari Scrub Robin
Erythropygia paena (Kalahariwipstert)
ALT NAME(S): Kalahari Robin, Cercotrichas paena
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FOREST SCRUB ROBINS: Retiring robins with attractive pied faces and wing patterns. Hard to spot in 
dappled light of forest or woodland understorey: often freeze to avoid detection. Bearded in sand forest, 
riverine bush, termitaria thickets, moist woodland and camps. Brown in coastal and evergreen forests. 

Bearded Scrub Robin
Erythropygia quadrivirgata (Baardwipstert)
L: 1518 cm   M: 21(26)31 g
[E. q. quadrivirgata]. Colour-
ful robin with pleasing song. 
Unobtrusive, but not shy: often 
forages nearby without being 
detected. Leaves shady cover 
of thickets at dawn and dusk 
to dustbathe on dirt roads. 
Orange breast and rump plus 
pied wing and face distinctive.

Brown Scrub Robin
Erythropygia signata (Bruinwipstert)
L: 1619 cm  M: 33(37)42 g
[1: E. s. signata; 2: E. s. ton
gensis]. A large, long-tailed, 
long-billed forest robin. Tame 
in camp sites, but 'wild' birds 
more often heard than seen. If 
flushed from forest floor, hides 
quietly, 3 m up; best located by 
musical song. Lacks any orange.

juv. tongensis
Sodwana, KZN

adult 
signata
Kei Mouth, 
KZN

taps leaf litter with 
foot, as if impatient

ad. signata
Magoebaskloof, Lim

3 white tips

grey
brown

dark grey
brown above

face pattern 
as Bearded, but 

more subtle

runs a few metres 
then stops and 
jerks tail up 90°

dark with 
white tips

rests with bill 
up and head 

retracted

singing 
posture

juvenile
Letaba, Lim

adult
Kasane, Bot

unobtrusive: 
freezes and lets 
humans walk 
right past

3 white tips

orange

wing often 
bluetinged

bold face pattern: 
scientific name, 

quadrivirgata means 
4 stripes (on face)

moves with hopping motion 
on the ground, bounds spaced 

1420 cm apart

broad 
white 
tips

broad 
white 
tips 

dustbathes daily: digs small 
hollow in loose sand with 
bill or rolls onto side, then 
scoops sand up with wing

adult
Ndumo, 
KZN

2

1

1

Zululand tongensis paler 
with a buffy wash below 
and a shorter bill

brown 
rump

narrow 
white tips

orange 
rump

raises tail 
up 45° 90°

 E
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This fine forest songster is endemic to Southern Africa.
habitat Coastal and evergreen forest. Also dune 

scrub, valley thickets and steepsided, forested ravines.
status A locally common but frequently overlooked 

resident. Seen singly or in pairs. Endemic.
identification A sombrely coloured and reclusive 

bird, difficult to spot in the dappled light of the forest 
understorey (but listen for pattering of feet on leaf 
litter). Its cryptic colouration and pied wing pattern 
help to break up its outline when stationary. Plain grey-
brown above (a touch warmer on rump) with grey-
white underparts with greyish smudges (sometimes 
forming 2 bars over breast). Also note wing, face and 
tail pattern. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Dark feather edges 
creates scaly pattern (may form a band across chest); 
wing coverts tipped buff. — Var: Lowland tongensis in 
coastal Zululand is 15% smaller, with a 37 mm shorter  
bill and paler, warmer upperparts and whiter under
parts with buff smudges. Hybridises with Bearded.

confusion risks Very similar to Bearded (especially 
E tongensis race which has a buffy breast and rump) 
but habitat choice limits overlap; Brown has a more 
subtle face pattern (e.g. paler malar stripe), brown or 
bufftinged (not orange) rump, smaller white tail tips, 
brown (not bluish) wing coverts and a greyish or buffy 
grey (not orange or cinnamon) breast and flanks. 

behaviour Forages on the ground by flicking 
leaves aside or digging small holes with bill; also has a 
unique, fidgeting foot pattering habit, probably used 
to disturb insects. May hop, but more often runs with 
the head, tail and body in a straight line, then stops and 
jerks tail up 90°. Uses mammals as 'beaters', following 
them closely and snatching up displaced insects. Less 
secretive at twilight when it may visit open patches 
(e.g. dirt roads) to bathe in puddles or sand.

biology Food arthropods; some seeds and fruit. 
Lays 3 reddish brown, blotchy eggs in a cupshaped 
nest hidden in a natural cavity in a tree trunk, 13 m up.

voice Song is one the most melodic and beautiful 
of all forest sounds; given yearround (more intensely 
SeptDec and AprMay), especially in dawn and dusk 
halflight. Each phrase is introduced by the same notes 
e.g. weee, youu... or cheee, chew... followed by 47 notes 
differing slightly in each subsequent phrase. May also 
incorporate limited mimicry. Quality is haunting and 
somewhat melancholy, but spirited. Regional dialects 
occur. Similar to Orange Ground Thrush. Alarm call is a 
harsh, piercing, robotic zzeet, rapidly repeated; a softer 
version is used as a contact call. Race tongensis has a 
simpler song and a single drawnout skizzzzzzz call.

• grey or buffy grey smudges below
• white primary flash; white alula tips
• grey-brown malar stripe
• uniformly grey-brown above
• understorey of evergreen forests

Brown Scrub Robin
Erythropygia signata (Bruinwipstert)
ALT NAME(S): Brown Robin, Tychaëdon/Cercotrichas signata

Despite its attractive plumage this Lowveld special has a 
talent for remaining undetected in its dense habitat.

habitat A subtropical species found in the under
storey of sand forest, riverine bush, moist woodland 
and tangled termitaria thickets. Forages unobtrusively 
on sand and leaf litter, hidden by overhead tangles. 
Locally also in shady gardens, reserve camps, etc.

status Fairly common but localised resident. Quiet 
and easily overlooked. Seen singly or in pairs.

identification Although this colourful robin can be 
bold and inquisitive, it generally prefers not to draw 
attention to itself (even its song has a ventriloquial 
quality). More often than not it is spotted standing 
motionless below a nearby thicket, quietly watching. 
Once found, it normally allows close study, showing 
off its pied head, orange or cinnamon chest, flanks 
and rump, blue-tinged wing, white primary flash and 
white-tipped alula feathers. Tail dark with broad white 
tips and white outer edges. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: 
Initially shorttailed, with dark scales on body, buff
tipped wing coverts and pale legs. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Quite similar to tongensis race 
of Brown, but seldom occur together (yet known to 
hybridise); Bearded has an orange or cinnamon (not 
buffy grey) breast and flanks, bolder face pattern (e.g. 
broader black line above the eye brow and a darker 
malar stripe), orange (not brown) rump, broader white 
tail tips and bluish wing coverts/secondaries (unique). 
At a glance, resembles Kurrichane Thrush.

behaviour Most foraging done by hopping about 
on the ground (but also searches for prey up to 15 m  
up in tree canopy). Occasionally jerks tail upwards to 
45°. Breaks termite tunnels and follows ant swarms 
(see p. 141). Flicks leaves sideways with bill while 
squatting. Most active and conspicuous at dusk, when 
it briefly emerges from thickets to bathe in dust or 
water; also bathes in tree cavities, 'reversing' in. 

biology Food invertebrates (especially beetles and 
ants). Lays 3 blotchy eggs in a cavity in a tree, 13 m up.

voice Considered by many to be one of Africa's 
finest songsters. Sings mostly at dawn and dusk, but 
also during the day in br. season. Territorial song given 
mostly by , but  can also sing. Song is pleasant, varied 
and persistent (may be given for >1 hr, with 219 s 
pauses between phrases). Consists of quick, lively, 
whistled phrases, often repeated 25x. May include 
mimicry. Alarm call (also given before going to roost) 
a sharp check-check or tzeck, sometimes repeated (like 
a chattering squirrel); often followed by a drawnout 
churring kwezzzzz or kiisssh. Also a soft sseeeep.

• orange or rich cinnamon wash below
• wings often blue-tinged, with white
• bold face pattern; dark malar stripe
• orange rump and uppertail coverts
• woodland and bush in tropical NE

Bearded Scrub Robin
Erythropygia quadrivirgata (Baardwipstert)
ALT NAME(S): (Eastern) Bearded Robin, Tychaëdon/Cercotrichas q.
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FLYCATCHERS
Family Muscicapidae

Species 7
Residents 6
Vagrants   0

Threatened   0

Genera 3
Migrants 1

Endemics 0/2
Restricted 0

Flycatchers are some of the most frequently spotted 
passerines in their respective habitats: they often 
perch conspicuously on low open vantage points and 
seem so engaged in watching for prey that they hardly 
notice humans. Consequently these nondescript yet  
en ter taining, amiable and elegant birds cause many 
LBJ queries. They are also easily confused with chats, 
pipits and other groups [Afrikaans: Vlieëvangers].

General characteristics
Worldwide, some 40 species of Old World flycatchers, 
in 510 genera, are recognised. They are restricted 
to Africa, Europe and Asia. Some are resident (6 of 7 
in Southern Africa) while others are long-distance 
migrants; this is often reflected in their build e.g. the 
short, rounded wings of the resident African Dusky vs. 
the long, pointed wings of the migratory Spotted. As 
their name suggests, flycatchers are remarkably agile 
and manoeuvrable in flight, which enables them to 
catch flies and other flying insects. Consequently they 
have short legs and weak feet but strong bills with 

SPOTTED AFRICAN DUSKY

ASHY

CHAT

GREY TITFLYCATCHER 

Genus 
Bradornis

LARGE BROWN FLYCATCHERS pp. 151-152

SMALL BROWN p. 154

BLUE-GREY FLYCATCHERS p. 156

size

Genus 
Muscicapa

Genus 
Myioparus

MARICO PALE

Genus Muscicapa

wide gapes and rictal bristles (see diagrams, opposite) 
as well as excellent eyesight and proportionately large 
eyes (some species can track tiny midges in flight). 
They are typically seen alone, in pairs or in small 
groups, perched upright on a 1-3 m high vantage point; 
ideal hunting perches are situated near cover (often in 
shade, at the edge of the canopy) and overlook open 
airspace. Prey is often caught with an audible billsnap 
in spectacular swooping, diving or hovering stunts, 
before returning to the same or a new perch. Some  
birds seem to prefer a mobile perch, hitching a ride on 
the backs of animals and snatching up flushed insects.

Aerial flycatching is not the primary hunting 
method used by all members of this group. The larger, 
bulkier, less agile Bradornis flycatchers tend to perch 
more openly and catch the majority of their prey on 
the ground; in fact, they may spend a considerable 
amount of time hopping slowly on open ground with 
their tails raised and wings partly spread. The delicate 
titflycatchers glean insects inside the canopy, in 
the manner of a warbler; they also have unique fan
shaped, whitetipped tails that are frequently spread 
and waved to flush hidden prey from hiding. 

Most flycatchers are fairly quiet and have fairly soft, 
indistinct voices. Songs typically consist of short and 
simple phrases composed of scratchy notes, sparrow
like chirping, squeaks or stuttering clicks. Most species 
use a long, sibilant hiss or a churring sound in alarm. 
In contrast, the Grey TitFlycatcher has a simple but 
highly distinctive tremulous whistled song.

In all the flycatchers treated here, the sexes are 
alike. Juveniles are heavily spotted above and streaky 
or scaly below as in other muscicapids; after the post
juv. moult, the immatures resemble adults but may 
retain some bufftipped wing coverts. Adults undergo 
a complete postbr. moult, usually in late summer.

Origin of names
Despite their common name, flycatchers' diet is by no 
means limited to flies, and they will pursue virtually 
any flying insect of manageable size. Not surprisingly, 
the genus Muscicapa (Brisson) is derived from the 
Latin for 'flies catcher'. The larger species belong to 
the genus Bradornis (Smith), from the Greek 'slow bird', 
hinting at their more sluggish movements and flight. 
The genus of the titflycatchers, Myioparus (Roberts), is 
a combination of the Greek 'fly' and Latin 'tit'. 

(L)  scorched (dark colour).
(L)  bluish (plumage colour).
(L)  dusky (plumage colour).
(L)  from Marico, NW Province.
(L)  pale or pallid.
(L)  leadgrey. 
(L)  striped (markings).

adusta (African Dusky)
caerulescens (Ashy)
infuscatus (Chat)
mariquensis (Marico)
pallidus (Pale)
plumbeus (Grey TitFly.)
striata (Spotted)
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The socalled Old World flycatchers are retained in the 
family Muscicapidae. They include the small brown 
(Muscicapa) and large brown flycatchers (Bradornis), tit
flycatchers (Myioparus), black flycatchers (Melaenornis) 
Fiscal Flycatcher (Sigelus), forest flycatchers (Fraseria), 
slaty flycatchers (Dioptrornis), Silverbird (Empidornis), 
Asian jungle flycatchers (Rhinomyias) and possibly 
Humblot's Flycatcher (Humblotia). Genetic evidence 
suggests flycatchers are related to scrub robins.

Biology
All flycatchers are primarily insectivorous. The smaller 
species, which catch most of their prey in flight, eat 
small beetles, caddisflies, dragonflies, flies, midges, 
grasshoppers, lacewings, flying termites and ants, 
mantids, butterflies, moths, caterpillars, bees and 
wasps, as well as spiders. Larger species that catch 
most of their prey on the ground, are capable of 
subduing vertebrates such as small snakes and 
geckos. All species supplement their diet with berries. 

Breeding occurs in SepMar (peak OctDec), but 
is more opportunistic in arid regions. Flycatchers 
are monogamous and territorial but in Marico (and 
probably others) a breeding pair may be assisted in 
caring for their chicks by other group members. This 
species has also been known to temporarily 'adopt' 
titbabbler chicks. Marico and possibly Pale are some
times parasitised by Diederick Cuckoos while African 
Dusky is a regular host of Klaas's Cuckoo. 

In Ashy and African Dusky Flycatchers the nest is 
built by both sexes in up to 22 days. It consist of a bulky 
outer cup of leaves, plant fibres, grass, bark, lichens, 
moss, rootlets, feathers, spider web and miscellaneous 
debris; a neater inner cup is lined with feathers, hair or 
dry fibres. Nests are usually located 35 m up (115 m) 
in virtually any type of cavity: a rock crevice, a crack in 
a sandy bank, a hollow in a tree trunk, behind bark, 
in a deep tree fork, among creepers or tangled dead 
leaves, or sometimes in an old woodpecker, starling, 
canary or weaver nest. Around buildings nests may be 
built in a hole in a wall, a pipe, under a thatch  
roof, in a potted plant or in other similarly  
creative locations. 

Classification and relationships
Taxonomically, the diverse flycatcher group found in 
older field guides is poorly defined. Ongoing research 
into their classification, particularly based on genetic 
data, has demonstrated that many species are only 
flycatchers by name. Paradise and crested flycatchers 
are now placed in their own family (Monarchidae), 
allied to the crows, shrikes and drongos. Likewise, 
the wattleeyes and batises also have their own 
family (Platysteiridae), related to the bushshrikes and 
vangas. Oddities such as Livingstone's Flycatcher and 
Fairy Flycatcher have caused much debate, but the 
former is now believed to be a bush warbler (Cettidae), 
while a new family (Stenostiridae) has been created 
for the Fairy Flycatcher and the Whitetailed Crested 
Flycatcher plus some extralimital species.

laterally 
flattened

fairly narrow

weakly 
hooked

few 
bristles

nostril 
open

broad

dorsoventrally 
flattened

many rictal 
bristles

nostril partly 
covered

Flycatcher bill shapes. Most of the smaller Musci
capa flycatchers (e.g. Spotted; left) have broad-based 
bills with a high width:length ratio; their bills are 
dorsoventrally flattened (i.e. thin), with nostrils partly 
concealed by a tuft of feather and bristles; they have 
up to 7 strong, long, nearly straight rictal bristles that 
have a sensory function, and help them to catch prey 
in flight. The larger Bradornis flycatchers (e.g. Marico; 
right) have thrush-like, laterally compressed (i.e. thick 
but narrow-based) bills with a strong culmen ridge; 
they have fewer, weaker and shorter rictal bristles as 
they catch most of their prey on the ground.

Some alethes
Scrub robins
Old World flycatchers
Niltavas & blue flycatchers
Robinchats, akalats, etc.
Shortwings
Nightingales
Bush robins & blue robins
Forktails
Whistling thrushes
Ficedula flycatchers
Redstarts
Rock thrushes
Stonechats
Chats & wheatears

Family  
Muscicapidae  
(extralimital  
groups in grey). A pair of African Dusky Flycatchers at their nest.
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Biology (continued)
The Grey TitFlycatcher breeds in a tree cavity, e.g. 
an old barbet or woodpecker nest, 310 m above the 
ground. In Marico, Chat and Pale Flycatchers the nest 
is built by the ; it consists of a fairly small, flimsy open 
cup, typically placed in the outside crown of a small 
tree or bush, 0.55 m (usually 14 m) above the ground. 

Typical clutches contain 23 (rarely 4) eggs that 
are laid at 1day intervals. Eggs are buffy, pale brown 
or pale greenish, with faint to very dark speckles or 
blotches, sometimes concentrated in a ring around 
the egg's thick end. The eggs of Chat Flycatcher are an 
unusual bright greenish blue. The eggs are incubated 
by the  for about 2 weeks. Chicks are fed by both 
sexes and leave the nest after 1115 days.

Identifying flycatchers
The plain flycatchers are some of the most featureless 
and nondescript of all LBJs. Plumage differences are  
subtle, but flycatchers differ notably in size, shape and 
proportions; other clues lie in habitat, range and 
season plus behaviour and hunting style. 

Observing flycatchers
Finding flycatchers is often relatively straightforward 
as they tend to perch conspicuously on low vantage 
points: while they are hard to miss when perched on 
fences, telephone wires, posts, dead trees or other 
such exposed lookouts, some species prefer more 
secluded, halfobscured and shaded perches at the 
edge of trees or bushes or just under the canopy. They 
may remain almost motionless for extended periods 
(with just an occasional wing or tail flick or turn of the 
head). With practice your eyes will become trained to 
automatically scan potentially suitable perches.

Most flycatchers are fairly quiet and have simple,  
soft and indistinct (but nevertheless diagnostic) calls  
and songs. The exception is the Grey TitFlycatcher, 
which is difficult to locate except by its melancholy 
whistle. Most species are strongly territorial and will 
react to sound playback, but this potentially disturbing 
activity should always be kept to a minimum. They are 
observant, fairly bold and sometimes aggressive, and 
respond to snakes, owls or mongooses with agitated 
calls. In safari camps, farmyards, botanical gardens, 
urban green strips and other such modified habitats, 
flycatchers become very tame and are easily studied. 

If all else fails, sleeping flycatchers can sometimes 
be located with a flashlight as they usually roost on 
fairly exposed twigs; in social species the whole group 
may sleep together, wedged shoulder to shoulder. 

Separation from other LBJs
In their erect postures, habit of hunting from low, 
open perches and wing and tail flicking, flycatchers 
recall the related chats, but have plain unpatterned 
tails (except for Grey TitFlycatcher) and shorter 
legs. Compared to most other LBJs, flycatchers have 
rounder heads, more prominent round eyes, (weakly) 
hooked bills and more obvious rictal bristles. Unlike 
warblers they are not likely to be seen inside thickets.      

colour of 
underparts?

What to look for: flycatchers

streaking on 
crown?

white
tipped tail 
feathers?

colour of 
mantle?

lores and 
eyering 
colour?

size?

streaking?

compare: chats (pp. 134-136), 
wheatears (pp. 130-132), nightingales  

(p. 192) and plain pipits (e.g. p. 118-119).

wing 
length?

tail 
length?

Also note: 
• Size and proportions
• Shape of head and bill
• Foraging strategy; perch height
• Behaviour e.g. wing flicking
• Distribution and habitat
• Voice (often indistinct)

Identification: Adults
Ashy and Grey TitFlycatchers have unusual blue-grey 
plumage very different from other flycatchers (but in 
certain light African Dusky can look bluegrey too). 
Titflycatchers are instantly identifiable by their fan
shaped, whitetipped tails that are spread or waved 
while moving about inside the canopy. The remaining 
5 brown species make up 2 groups: the large brown 
flycatchers (Bradornis) are bigger than a sparrow (15
21 cm), catch most of their prey on the ground, are 
more sluggish in their movements and have longer 
legs and tails and laterally compressed bills (p. 149);  
the small brown flycatchers (Muscicapa) are smaller 
than a sparrow (1215 cm), mostly catch their prey 
in agile flight, and have very short and weak legs, 
relatively short tails and short but broadbased bills. 
The migratory Spotted is absent MaySep. 

Chat: thrushsized; arid W; plain brown; lifts wings.
Marico: pure white below; thornveld.
Pale: buff below; mostly broadleaved woodland.
Spotted: migratory; streaked on crown/breast.
African Dusky: small, dumpy; dark; smudged below.
Ashy: bluegrey; plain tail; hawks insects in flight.
Grey Tit-Flycatcher: bluegrey; white tail tips.

Identification: Juveniles
Young flycatchers can look drastically different from 
adults. They are often accompanied by their parents; 
otherwise they are best identified by size, shape and 
habitat preference. Ironically, the spotted juv. plumage 
of the Spotted Flycatcher is mostly replaced on its 
Eurasian br. grounds, before it migrates to Africa.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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This aptly named flycatcher is a common sight on tele-
phone wires and fences along roads in the arid W regions.

habitat Occurs in various semiarid to arid habitats 
with low scrub and a few scattered taller bushes or 
small trees (or fences) to act as vantage points: Karoo 
shrublands, sparse savanna, semidesert scrub and 
other dry open habitats; usually on plains or plateaus.

status Fairly common (density 1 bird/1070 ha). 
Resident or locally nomadic. Seen singly, in pairs or in 
small family groups. Nearendemic (also in S Angola).

identification A confusingly nondescript bird often 
seen along roads while travelling; difficult to identify 
at speed and even once one has stopped, apparently 
lacks any field marks. Large (almost thrush-sized) 
but slim; looks broadshouldered, long-winged and 
rather leggy; tail long, broad and squareended. Dull 
brown above and only slightly paler below (darker on 
breast and often with a warm orange tint on flanks; 
sometimes lightly streaked on belly). Pale wing edges 
conspicuous; the pale bases of the primaries form a 
pale flash on the folded wing. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv:  
Unlike the plain adult, heavily spotted and streaked; 
often with a dark face and throat. Difficult to tell from 
other young flycatchers but note size, habitat and 
proximity of adults. — Var: Regional colour variation. 
NW benguellensis is smaller with a whitish belly. 

confusion risks Size, slim body, legginess and 
long tail suggest a pipit (e.g. p. 119) and can be thinly 
streaked below; however, pipits spend more time on 
the ground where they walk (not hop), and have long 
hindclaws, pale billbases, pale outer tail panels and 
longer tibia. Similar to e.g. Familiar and Sickle-winged 
Chats (p. 134); however, all chats, as well as wheatears 
(pp. 130132), scrub robins (pp. 143144) and  rock 
thrushes (p. 345) have coloured or patterned tails.

behaviour Perches conspicuously on a bush, fence, 
post or telephone wire. Flight rather heavy and clumsy 
for a flycatcher and only rarely catches prey in flight.  
More shrikelike: pounces on prey on the ground, and 
hops after victims. May raise or slightly open wings. 

biology Food insects and small vertebrates. Nest a 
large, untidy cup of plant material (often uses aromatic 
plants that may help to repel insects). Nest hidden in a 
shrub, about 1 m (0.34 m) up. Lays 24 blotchy eggs.

voice Normally rather silent; most calls are soft and  
indistinct. Gives a variety of deep, scratchy notes, with 
a musical or whistling undertone (somewhat like a 
distant flock of waders or terns). Alarm calls include 
churring and hissing notes, like other flycatchers, and a 
buzzy sound recalling Karoo Scrub Robin (p. 143).

• large; almost thrush-sized
• uniform warm brown to grey-brown
• breast contrasts weakly with mantle
• perches on bushes, fences and wires
• in sparse savanna or scrub in arid W

Chat Flycatcher
Bradornis infuscatus (Grootvlieëvanger)
ALT NAME(S): Brown Chatflycatcher, Melaenornis infuscatus

LARGE BROWN FLYCATCHERS: A large, chat
like bird often seen on wires, fences and tops of 
bushes along roads in dry scrub and savanna.

Chat Flycatcher
Bradornis infuscatus (Grootvlieëvanger)
L: 1921 cm   M: 35(37)40 g
[1: B. i. benguellensis; 2: B. i. 
namaquensis; 3: B. i. placi
dus; 4: B. i. infuscatus; 5: B. i. 
seimundi]. An almost thrush-
sized, featureless brown bird 
that could be taken for a chat or 
pipit as it spends much time on 
the ground. Note brown under-
parts, pale wing feather edges 
and long tail and wings.

typical 
perches

pounces 
from a perch; 
hops on the 

ground

darker 
breast

long, 
broad 
tail

pale flash

ad. namaquensis
Keetmanshoop, Nam

2

1

3

4 5

ad. seimundi
Kimberley, NC

juv. 
infuscatus
Hondeklip-

baai, NC

note size, 
habitat & 
adults

mousy 
greyish 
brown

warmer flanks

long legs

long 
wings

prominent  
pale edges to 
wing feathers

note large size, hunting strategy 
and dry, open habitat; compare 

also pipits (p. 98) and chats (p. 126)

 NE

151
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LARGE BROWN FLYCATCHERS: Tame, gregarious flycatchers that hunt from low perches and spend a 
fair amount of time on the ground. Marico is a conspicuous resident in thornveld and dry woodland. Pale 
is an uncommon, unobtrusive inhabitant of moist broadleaved woodland, mixed savanna and miombo.

Marico Flycatcher
Bradornis mariquensis (Maricovlieëvanger)
L: 1718 cm   M: 22(24)29 g
[1: B. m. territinctus; 2: B. m. 
acaciae; 3: B. m. mariquen
sis]. One of the most common 
thornveld birds. Usually seen in 
pairs or small groups, watching 
for prey from a conspicuous low 
perch. Identified by bright, pure 
white underparts that contrast 
strongly with brown upper-
parts. Calls sparrow-like. 

Pale Flycatcher
Bradornis pallidus (Muiskleurvlieëvanger)
L: 1517 cm  M: 21(22)23 g
[1: M. p. murinus; 2: M. p. divi
sus; 3: M. p. sibilans.] This slim, 
confiding species is the smallest 
of the large brown flycatchers. 
Quiet and easily overlooked due 
to reserved habits: hunts from a 
low perch, mostly pouncing on 
prey on the ground. Dull and 
featureless: grey-brown above 
and pale buff below. 

a pair hunting from a  
broken twig jutting out from  
the main trunk; may flick tail  
and wings briefly, like a chat

juv. best 
identified  
by habitat  
& adults

pounces from 
low perch; 

hops on the 
ground

hunting trio: pounces from 
low perch; hops on the 
ground with tail raised

brown with 
faint red or 
yellow hue

contrasting pure 
white underparts

most common in 
sparse, semiarid 
acacia woodland

juv. divisus
Punda Maria, Lim

21

3

ad. 
sibilans

Mkuze, 
KZN

rather 
weak bill

pale greyish  
buff below (off
white in some)

dull, soft 
brown with 

grey hue

prominent 
whitish eye

surround

adult divisus
Nylstroom, Lim

exceptionally dull and 
featureless; could be confused 
with various other LBJ families

appears 
fairly small 
and slim in 
the field

2

1

3

ad. 
acaciae

Kang, Bot

adult 
mariquensis
Zeerust, NW

juvenile 
mariquensis
Serowe, Bot

juv. best 
identified  
by habitat  
& adults

appears 
medium-sized, 
big-headed  
& robust in  
the field

 NE
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This unimposing insectivore is a good contender for the 
title of the dullest and most featureless LBJ in the region.

habitat Prefers broadleaved or mixed woodlands 
(including miombo) and savanna. Mostly replaced by 
Marico in dry thornveld, but may occur in this habitat 
in areas where Marico is absent (e.g. Lowveld and KZN). 

status Generally uncommon and localised; occurs 
in low densities and is often outnumbered by other 
flycatchers. Resident. Usually in pairs or small parties.

identification An unobtrusive and nondescript 
bird that spends its time quietly watching for prey from 
a low perch; often only noticed when it flutters down 
to the ground, where it hops chatlike after fleeing 
insects. The smallest of the larger brown flycatchers, 
with a relatively short tail, rounded head and delicate 
bill. Plumage uniform, unstreaked, soft grey-brown 
with slightly paler buff underparts; depending on 
the light, may look colder or warmer, or even whitish 
below. Face rather plain except for prominent whitish 
eye-surround. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Liberally spotted 
and streaked with pale buff; boldly streaked below. 
Best identified by proximity of adults and habitat.  
— Var: Minor colour and size variation. 

confusion risks Range and habitat barely overlap 
with Chat Flycatcher; the latter is much bigger, with a 
longer tail and legs and stronger bill, and is darker and 
richer below (its breast contrasts less with its mantle). 
Marico has white (not pale buff) underparts, although 
the palest Pale Flycatchers can look white in strong 
light; Marico is also darker and richer above. Spotted 
(p. 154) is more pointed in shape and is lightly streaked. 
African Dusky (p. 154) is smaller, shorterwinged, 
dumpy and has smudgy streaks below. Ashy (p. 156) 
has a strong bluegrey tint; unlike the latter 3 species, 
Pale catches prey mostly on the ground (not aerially). 
Compare also chats (p. 134), pipits (p. 98), Garden 
Warbler (p. 176) and Brown-backed Honeybird (p. 44). 

behaviour Often very tame, e.g. at picnic sites and 
camps. Waits silently on a favourite hunting perch 
overlooking open space, then drops down on prey on 
the ground. Sometimes hovers briefly to snatch insects 
from vegetation, or hawks flying insects on the wing. 
Often flicks tail and wings when returning to perch.

biology Food insects and small fruits. Nest an untidy 
cup of fine stems and rootlets; typically placed in the  
outer branches of a small tree. Lays 23 speckled eggs.

voice Generally quiet. Song is a fast, high, scratchy 
warbling. Noise of an excited group sounds like a flock 
of chattery finches. Calls include a harsh, rodentlike 
squeaky tseek, double tseep-tseep and a raspy churrr. 

• rather small, quiet and inconspicuous 
• plumage dull, uniform greyish brown
• slightly paler buff underparts
• perches low; hops on the ground
• mostly in broad-leaved woodlands

Pale Flycatcher
Bradornis pallidus (Muiskleurvlieëvanger)
ALT NAME(S): Mousecoloured/Pallid Flycatcher, Melaenornis p.

In winter this species is found in open acacia savanna but 
in summer it shifts to taller, denser thickets (possibly due 
to competition with the migratory Red-backed Shrike).

habitat Strictly a bird of acacia thornveld, mostly in 
semiarid parts of the Bushveld, Kalahari and Namibia; 
also old fields with low acacia bushes, acacialined river 
channels and mixed savanna and mopane with some 
acacia thickets. Frequents camps and picnic sites.

status Common (density up to 1 bird/ha). Mostly 
resident but ranges more widely in winter; undertakes 
local movements in response to rain, fires and grass 
height. Usually in pairs or groups of 35. Nearendemic.

identification One of the most frequently seen  
birds in dry, open thornveld: perches conspicuously 
on the lower outer branches of a bush or tree (or 
on a stump, fence or other low vantage point) from 
where it intermittently flies down to the ground to 
capture prey. Most eyecatching feature is strongly 
contrasting, pure white underparts: from a distance 
looks simply brown and white. Above reddish to sandy 
brown. Wing feathers edged orange. — Sexes: Alike. 
— Juv: Very different: below boldly streaked black 
(contrasting strongly with white underparts); wings, 
crown and mantle spotted white. Similar to other juv. 
flycatchers so best identified by proximity of adults and 
habitat. — Var: Minor colour and size variation. 

confusion risks Easily told from other flycatchers 
by strongly contrasting white underparts. At a glance 
could be taken for Kalahari Scrub Robin (p. 144), Red-
backed Shrike, Rattling Cisticola (p. 234) or Common 
Whitethroat (p. 175f), all of which also occur in acacia. 

behaviour Hunting perches typically <2 m up, 
overlooking open ground. Approximately 80% of prey 
is caught on the ground; may forage on the ground for 
extended periods, hopping awkwardly with tail cocked 
upwards. A smaller proportion of prey is caught by 
gleaning inside the canopy or rarely in aerial sallies. 
Usually returns to a new perch after each hunting 
pounce, flicking tail briefly upon landing. Can become 
very tame in camps, picnic sites and rural gardens.

biology Food insects and rarely small fruits. Nest is 
a small, loosely constructed cup of shredded grass and 
stems (lined with rootlets and feathers), placed in a fork 
in the midcanopy. Lays 24 (usually 3) plain buff eggs.

voice More vocal than most flycatchers, but calls are 
soft, sparrowlike and not very arresting. Song is a well
spaced, monotonous series of chirps with different 
vowels: tzew, tzerr, tzi'tzi-tza, tzew, tzi'zak.. Typical call 
is a single or double nasal chirp e.g. tzeeu or chew-tzir. 
Alarm call either a rasping chuur or a short, sibilant hiss. 

• diagnostic pure white underparts
• build rotund; about bulbul-sized
• fairly bold, vocal and conspicuous
• perches low; hops on the ground
• mostly in arid acacia thornveld

Marico Flycatcher
Bradornis mariquensis (Maricovlieëvanger)
ALT NAME(S): Mariqua Flycatcher, Melaenornis mariquensis
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African Dusky Flycatcher
Muscicapa adusta (Donkervlieëvanger)
L: 1213 cm   M: 10(12)14 g
[1: M. a. adusta; 2: M. a. fus
cula; 3: M. a. subadusta; 4: 
M. a. mesica]. Smallest and 
cutest flycatcher, with a dumpy 
body, large domed head and 
short wings (resident). Crown 
almost plain; breast smudged. 
Quietly waits on a low perch, 
catching insects in flight or on 
the ground; often calls from 
canopy. Does not flick 
wings as often as 
Spotted does.

SMALL BROWN FLYCATCHERS: Small and nondescript but common flycatchers that hunt from low 
lookout points. Spotted is a widespread nonbr. migrant to virtually any habitat (but especially open 
woodland). Dusky prefers forest clearings and edges, riverine woodland, plantations and shady gardens.

Spotted Flycatcher
Muscicapa striata (Europese Vlieëvanger)
L: 1315 cm   M: 13(16)21 g
[Races overlap: M. s. striata; 
M. s. neumanni; M. s. balea
rica; M. s. sarudnyi; M. s. inex
pectata]. A slim, elongated, 
streamlined, upright LBJ. Wings 
very long (migratory). Except 
for streaked crown and breast, 
lacks obvious features; best 
identified by shape and wing 
flicking. Common in open 
habitats, Oct-Apr.

'spotted' juv. plumage 
moulted before reaching 
Southern Africa, but may 
retain bufftipped coverts

streaked crown

looks distinctly 
longwinged 
(migratory)

greyish 
white 
below

diffusely 
streaked 

(may look  
plain)

plain 
greyish 
brown

small, 
spiky 

bill

long, 
tapering 

wings

flight dashing, 
swooping & 
agile; may 

hover briefly

short  
legs and 

weak feet

often darker lores 
and more distinct 
pale eyebrow/eye
ring than Spotted

looks distinctly 
shortwinged 
(resident or 
shortdistance 
migrant only)

short, 
narrow  
tail

short legs, 
weak feet

soft, dark 
greybrown 

smudges

tiny bill

darker below  
than Spotted

extensive golden or 
buffy white spots

relatively  
short wings 

& tail, but still 
agile in flight

identifiable by shape:  
looks 'cute' with compact, 

dumpy body, large head and 
short wings and tail

21

3

imm. 
striata
Brits, NW

waits unobtrusively on a 13 m 
high perch, idly flicking tail, then 
swoops out to catch a flying 
insect with an audible bill 
snap; upon landing  
flicks wings quickly

adult 
striata
Maun, Bot

adult 
neumanni

Masvingo, Zim

pale edges in 
fresh plumage

identifiable by  
shape: elongated, 

slender, streamlined; 
slim lower body

briefly flicks  
wings when landing  

(a habit shared with e.g. 
Familiar Chat, p. 134)

juv. 
adusta
Knysna,  
WC

1

4

essentially 
unstreaked 

crown large, 
domed 

head

ad. fuscula
Kosi Bay, KZN

ad. 
adusta

Tzaneen, 
Lim

plain dark 
greybrown

smallest 
flycatcher

scaly
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• very long, pointed wings (migratory)
• elongated with a slim lower body
• lightly streaked crown and breast
• flies out from low perch to catch prey
• flicks wings when returning to perch

Spotted Flycatcher
Muscicapa striata (Europese Vlieëvanger)
ALT NAME(S): None

The common name of this migrant describes its spotted 
juv. plumage (which is mostly replaced in a moult on its 
Palearctic br. grounds, before migrating to Africa).

habitat Widespread: main habitat requirements 
are perches from which to hunt and space for aerial 
pursuits. Common in most woodland types; in treeless 
regions (e.g. Karoo, Highveld) in riverine strips, valley 
bush, plantation/forest edges or gardens.

status Common but quiet and easily overlooked 
nonbr. visitor from Eurasia (mostly Scandinavia), Oct
Apr. Usually singly, rarely in pairs or small groups. 

identification A reserved but ferocious predator 
of flying insects. Usually seen watching over open 
spaces from an exposed twig at the edge of a tree 
or a similar accessible perch, 13 m up. Darts out in 
fluent, agile flight to secure prey, flicking wings upon 
return to the same or a different perch. Rather dull and 
nondescript but can be identified by shape: elongated 
and streamlined when sitting upright (sometimes 
more hunched); very long and pointed wings (long 
primary projection extends halfway down tail) and 
slim lower body; head looks big, with a flat or peaked 
crown; eye dark; legs short and feet weak. Greybrown 
above, silky white to pale grey below. Given a good 
view, note thin streaking on crown and breast, and 
in fresh plumage, pale edges to wing feathers, often 
forming a bar on the secondaries. — Sexes: Alike.  
— Imm: May retain buffy tips to greater coverts. — Var: 
5 races occur (striata, neumanni and sarudnyi are most 
common), that differ slightly in colour and streaking.

confusion risks Colours and size suggest many 
others, but aerial flycatching technique, slim shape and 
long wings limit the options. African Dusky is smaller, 
shorterwinged and dumpy. Brown-backed Honeybird 
(p. 44) is unstreaked and has a partly white tail. 

behaviour Usually tame and approachable but 
rather inconspicuous and often more common than 
one might think; perches quietly for long periods on 
a set of favourite perches (mostly 13 m high twigs, 
stumps, posts or fences) occasionally flicking the 
wings and tail. Prey is pursued on the wing in open 
airspace (rarely picked from the ground or vegetation). 

biology Food insects (rarely berries). Br. extralimital.
voice Quite vocal, but voice is soft and blends into 

background noise. Song seldom heard: a simple, slow, 
unimpressive progression of weak squeaks. Call is a 
hissing tsii or tsee (shorter than Dusky's, but similar to 
call used by many passerines as a warning near the 
nest). Alarm call is similar but is immediately followed 
12 clicks: tsi, tzick(-tzick) or his, chick(-chick). 

• relatively short wings (resident)
• cute: dumpy with big round head
• crown virtually plain; lores often dark
• underparts with smudgy grey streaks
• flicks wings less often than Spotted

African Dusky Flycatcher
Muscicapa adusta (Donkervlieëvanger)
ALT NAME(S): Dusky Flycatcher, Dusky Alseonax

This fearless little bird sometimes perches on the backs of 
animals and hawks the insects flushed by their hooves.

habitat Mostly a bird of evergreen forest, from 
sealevel to high altitudes. Prefers clearings and forest 
edges (e.g. along streams and roads) to the dark forest 
interior. Also riverine forest, miombo (uncommon), 
mature broadleaved woodland, plantations, shady 
gardens and marginally in fynbos, montane scrub, etc.

status Common but easily overlooked due to its 
small size, unobtrusive nature and indistinct calls. 
Territories 12 ha. Some resident but others migrate to 
coastal forests in winter. Usually singly or in pairs. 

identification A rather featureless but very 'cute' 
little flycatcher of forest edges. Usually overlooked 
unless calling (often from a dead branch in the canopy) 
or when a flash of movement betrays its presence. First 
impression is of a tiny but obese LBJ with a large domed 
head (which makes its miniscule bill look even smaller, 
but its eye bigger). Tail short and narrow. Often looks 
plain greybrown; at close range crown is unstreaked 
(or nearly so) and breast shows diffuse smudgy grey-
brown smears. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Heavily spotted 
with gold or whitish buff above; breast scaly. Best told 
from other juv. flycatchers by size and shape. — Var: 
Slight geographical variation in boldness of streaking 
below, darkness of upperparts and rump colour.

confusion risks Typically in more forested habi
tats than Spotted; Dusky is smaller, less elongated and 
much more dumpy with distinctly shorter wings (not 
migratory), plus an unstreaked crown and often more 
contrasting pale eyering and eyebrow and darker 
lores. May have a faint bluish wash which suggests 
Ashy, but is smaller, more compact and darker below.

behaviour Waits motionlessly on a shaded perch 
overlooking open airspace, 13 m high (sometimes 
on a lower stump or a rock protruding from water). 
Catches prey on the wing with an audible billsnap, or 
sometimes on the ground or from vegetation (while 
hovering). Opportunistic e.g. follows animals or people 
to catch flushed insects. Flicks wings occasionally.

biology Food insects (and rarely berries). Nest a 
substantial, untidy cup, placed in a recessed cavity in a 
tree trunk, stump, low cliff, bank, tangled vine, old bird 
nest, pipe, potplant or roof. Lays 23 brownish eggs. 

voice Song is a simple series of wellspaced, sharp 
squeaks. Call is a 0.82 s, high, descending hiss, tsiiieee; 
in forests could be mistaken for Grey Cuckooshrike 
(but thinner). Another common call is a short, cheerful 
string of rapid clicks, like a stuttered word, tsi'tsir'r'r or 
tsi'ri'ri'ree (could be taken for a katydid or other insect).
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BLUE-GREY FLYCATCHERS: Subtropical flycatchers with similar bluegrey plumage but very different 
foraging strategies: Ashy hawks insects at midlevels or canopy edge in moist woodland and at forest 
fringes; Grey TitFlycatcher gleans insects inside tree canopies in woodland, bushveld and riverine bush.

Ashy Flycatcher
Muscicapa caerulescens (Blougrysvlieëvanger)
L: 1415 cm   M: 12(16)19 g
[1: M. c. caerulescens; 2: M. c. 
vulturna; 3: M. c. impavida]. 
An inconspicuous but rather 
tame flycatcher with attractive 
blue-grey plumage. It spends 
much time watching quietly 
from a secluded, shady vantage 
point, hawking passing insects 
in flight, usually just below the 
canopy or between 2 trees. 

Grey Tit-Flycatcher
Myioparus plumbeus (Waaierstertvlieëvanger)
L: 1314 cm  M: 11(12)13 g
[1: M. p. catoleucum; 2: M. p. 
orientalis]. A dainty warbler-
like species. Blue-grey plumage 
recalls Ashy, but hunting strat-
egy different: actively searches 
for prey inside of canopy, often 
waving black, white-edged tail. 
Usually located by its trembling 
telephone-like song, but easily 
overlooked if silent.

long, dark, fan
shaped tail

delicate 

forages actively but  
unobtrusively by gleaning  

in canopy; rarely flycatches inside 
canopy too (if space allows)

grey 
lores

robustly built: less dainty 
than Grey Tit-Flycatcher, less 

elongated than Spotted and less 
dumpy than African Dusky

black lores; 
broken white 

eyering

strong, typical 
flycatcher bill

soft, pastel 
bluegrey 

no white 
in tail

often sits 
upright with 
head cocked 
to the side

tail often 
spread in 

flight

swoops & dives 
between trees 
or from branch 

to branch inside 
canopy

ad. impavida
Chobe, Bot

adult 
caerulescens
Durban, KZN

extensive 
golden buff 

spots

juv. vulturna
Skukuza, MP

trio waiting  
for passing 
insects

scaly or 
barred 
below

2

1

3
3

no 
white

frequently 
waves and 
fans tail while 
foraging

ad. catoleucum
Shakawe, Bot

adult 
catoleucum

Pilanesberg, NW

juv. 
orientalis

Mkuze, KZN

1
21

conspicuous 
white corners 

and sides when 
tail spread

slim and rather 
delicate in build; 

carriage horizontal

bluegrey 

white
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As both its old and new names imply, this species is easily 
identified by its attractive blue-grey plumage.

habitat Moist subtropical woodland, coastal forest, 
evergreen forest fringes and clearings, riverine bush, 
thickets in savanna and wellwooded gardens.

status Locally fairly common resident or altitudinal 
migrant. Usually seen in pairs or small parties of 37.

identification A confiding but inconspicuous fly
catcher likely to be seen in the middle or upper levels 
of trees. Behaviour typical of the genus: hawks insects 
in, around or below the canopy, launching attacks 
from a favourite perch and often flicking its wings 
upon return. Easily identified by its soft, pastel blue-
grey colour; pale blue to whitish below. Face pattern 
distinct: short white eyebrow and striking white eye-
ring, broken by a black eyestripe. In terms of jizz, 
largest of the small flycatchers with a fairly compact 
and muscular but wellproportioned build (i.e. lacks 
the elongated shape of Spotted and the dumpy body 
of Dusky). — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Liberally adorned 
with golden buff spots; breast, flanks and undertail 
coverts with darker barring or scaling. — Var: Minor 
regional colour variation: N and E races whiter below.

confusion risks Bluegrey colour makes confusion 
with Grey Tit-Flycatcher most likely. Unlike that species 
primary hunting strategy is aerial hawking (not leaf
gleaning); tail lacks white sides and tips and is not 
constantly fanned or lifted (except in courtship display 
or when alarmed); Ashy also has blacker lores and more 
upright posture. Easily confused with cooccurring 
African Dusky, which may look faintly bluegrey at 
times, but Ashy is larger, less dumpy and paler below. 

behaviour Catches most prey in flight at canopy
level, often between trees. Occasionally catches prey 
on the ground or picks insects directly from vegetation. 
Flicks wings and tail when returning to perch (and 
when alarmed). Sometimes joins bird parties. Several 
birds may sleep sidebyside on a twig at night.

biology Food insects and even vertebrates such as 
small geckos; rarely berries. Lays 23 blotchy eggs in a 
cup of plant fibres, often placed in a tree trunk cavity. 

voice A frequent contributor to the dawn chorus in 
wooded habitats. Short, rhythmical song consists of a 
descending stutter of 67 notes, each phrase lasting 
12 s; usually introduced by 34 sharp, spitting notes:  
pit, pit, pit, PIT-prew'rew; or with some imagination, just, 
just, just, just-for-you. When excited, song may end with 
extended rapid warbling and trills. In coastal forests,  
could be confused with Grey Sunbird. Calls include 
short, high contact notes and a long hiss in alarm.

• blue-grey plumage, paler below
• moderate shape (not slim or dumpy)
• no conspicuous white panels on tail
• black lores; broken white eye-ring
• hawks aerially from a vantage point

Ashy Flycatcher
Muscicapa caerulescens (Blougrysvlieëvanger)
ALT NAME(S): Bluegrey Flycatcher/Alseonax, Ashy Alseonax 

This species was historically classified as a tit-babbler or 
a relative of the Fairy Flycatcher, but is now considered a 
flycatcher based on e.g. its spotted juvenile plumage.

habitat Occurs sparsely in various woodland types 
with mature trees (seldom lower than 3 m), e.g. bush
veld, broadleaved woodland, mixed savanna, riverine 
bush and forest fringes. Uncommon in miombo and 
mopane. In dry areas prefers taller, denser trees e.g. at 
the bases of koppies, along rivers or even in gardens. 

status Uncommon resident. Very easily overlooked 
unless song is familiar. Seen singly or in pairs.

identification An unobtrusive warbler-like leaf-
gleaner usually located by its soft, quavering song. 
Mostly seen from below while actively moving about 
inside the canopy. Readily identified by its entertaining 
habit of continually fanning, swinging and raising its 
black, fan-shaped tail, thereby exposing the white 
outer tail feathers and tips (possibly to help flush 
insects from hiding). Blue-grey above; paler below. 
Usually shows a pale eyebrow and grey lores. Looks 
fairly small, slim and dainty in the field. — Sexes: Alike. 
— Juv: As other juv. flycatchers, spotted above and 
scaled below but already identifiable by white outer 
tail. — Var: N catoleucum is whiter below, greyer above. 

confusion risks Much like Ashy in colour but Grey 
TitFlycatcher has a longer, black, fanshaped tail with 
obvious white edges and tips, a weaker face pattern, 
whiter wing feather edges (depending on wear) and 
a more delicate build and horizontal carriage; mostly 
forages inside the canopy by picking prey from leaves 
and twigs (does not often hawk aerially outside the 
canopy). Compare also tit-babblers (p. 173), Chirinda 
Apalis (p. 250) and White-tailed Crested Flycatcher.

behaviour Restlessly searches for prey on foliage 
and twigs (in the style of a warbler rather than a typical 
flycatcher); rarely, does hawk insects in flight inside the 
canopy. Sharp contrasts of blackandwhite tail may 
help startle insects out of hiding; tail almost constantly 
moved about: waves closed or fanned tail sideways, 
upwards or in a circular path with jerky, stepwise ticks. 
A regular member of mixed bird parties.

biology Food insects. Nest a thin pad of grass, bark, 
lichens and feathers in a woodpecker or barbet hole or 
other tree cavity. Lays 23 pale brown, speckled eggs.

voice Soft yet farcarrying song is usually the first 
clue to this species' presence: a mournful, tremulous, 
plaintive but penetrating 1 s whistle, repeated every  
3 s; like a ringing phone (or distant Rufousnaped Lark): 
peee'errr-purrr or peery-perr or treee-troo or just treeeoo. 
Less often heard contact call is a rising wii-ri-ri-rit. 

• blue-grey plumage, paler below
• fairly small, slim and delicate in build
• black tail with white corners; almost 
  continually fanned, raised or rotated 
• actively leaf-gleans inside the canopy

Grey Tit-Flycatcher
Myioparus plumbeus (Waaierstertvlieëvanger)
ALT NAME(S): Fantailed Flycatcher; Leadcoloured Flycatcher 
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WARBLERS, CISTICOLAS & ALLIES 
Families 'Sylviidae' & Cisticolidae

• Cisticolas p. 208
• Other cisticolid 
   warblers p. 240

Changing taxonomy 
Historically all warblers and cisticolas were placed 
in the family Sylviidae, a single massive and rather 
liberally defined and highly diverse group. In addition, 
many species that proved taxonomically problematic 
or did not fit comfortably into any other family, were 
automatically dumped in Sylviidae (or the equally 
messy babbler family, Timaliidae). Consequently these 
families are often referred to as 'taxonomic trashcans'. 

In the past, taxonomists had to infer relationships 
between birds based on meticulous examination of 
physical morpho logical traits such as wing and tail 
formulae, skeletal features, musculature, foot structure 
and plumage, as well as aspects such as voice, nest 
architecture and egg colour. However, in the last 
decades the development of specialised technology 
has allowed scientists to add molecular genetic 
tools to their arsenal. By comparing specific DNA 
sequences (mostly of the cytochrome b gene in the 
mitochondrial genome) researchers have an unbiased 
and vastly informative resource. Genetic data either 
confirmed existing theories or spectacularly shattered 
preconceptions. The dramatic breakup of the Sylviidae 
is one of the most pronounced examples of the latter. 

Contrary to many people's beliefs however, the 
case is not necessarily closed after genetic analysis has 
been performed. A phylogenetic tree, such as the one 
on the opposite page, should always be viewed as a 
hypothesis only. Results may differ greatly depending 
on the evolutionary principles assumed, the statistical 
model applied and the species thresholds chosen. In 
addition, whole phylogenetic trees can collapse if a 
specimen is wrongly identified from the outset, or if 
fewer or more species are included in the analysis.

Initial attempts at elucidating relationships within 
the Sylviidae family produced tantalising results, 
which motivated researchers to attack this clearly 
over simplified group with greater vigour. After many 
iterations and variations, it became clear that the 
Sylviidae 'family' was actually made up of several 
independent families. The ultimate result was that the 
number of species in the Sylviidae was reduced from 
around 400 to only 33. An in-depth discussion on this 
topic is beyond the scope of this book; in addition, 
new findings are constantly changing the picture. 
However, a few basic points are worth noting. 

The warblers and cisticolas lie at the heart of the 
superfamily Sylvioidea (see tree, opposite). The first 
interesting finding to emerge is that several African 
oddities, including the crombecs, longbills and Cape 
Grassbird, Rockrunner, Moustached Grass Warbler 
and Victorin's Warbler, belong in their own family, 
which occupies a basal position relative to the rest. 
This newly created family, Macrosphenidae, is treated 
separately in this book; see p. 198. 

• Warblers p. 160
• African warblers 
  & crombecs p. 198

At 71 species, this is the largest group of LBJs, and 
includes the warblers, grassbirds, crombecs, cisticolas 
and cisticolid warblers such as prinias, eremomelas 
and apalises. Through practice and persistence, 
warblers and cisticolas will soon become old friends 
and some of the most fascinating and enjoyable 
birds in the region. As with other LBJs, familiarity with 
their voices is one of the keys to distinguishing these 
nondescript insectivores. Knowing what to look for 
beforehand is important, and having a basic grasp of 
the different genera or groupings will prove useful.

Distinguishing warblers and cisticolas
The first challenge is to tell warblers and cisti colas  
apart; despite their complex taxonomy, this is fairly 
straightforward. Some of the most useful pointers in 
the field are listed below; see also pp. 19-21.

About half of the warblers species are long-
distance migrants that are absent in winter (May-
Sep); migrant warblers have long pointed wings 
with clear primary projection while cisticolas and 
resident warblers have shorter, rounder wings 
with relatively little or no primary projection.

As a rule of thumb, most warblers are unstreaked 
above but most cisticolas are streaked. Only 3 (of 
30) warblers are streaked above (Sedge, and the 
unique Cape Grassbird and Rockrunner); only 5 
(of 19) cisticolas are plain above (but most prinias, 
apalises and other cisticolid warblers are plain).

Most warblers have flat, peaked or steep crowns
while cisticolas have round, domed heads.

Note tail shape and pattern: warblers have broad 
and graduated, or narrow and slightly rounded, 
notched or square-ended tails, usually plain or 
with white edges. Cisticolas have graduated, fan-
shaped tails with patterned tips (p. 209).

Warblers tend to have relatively straight bills, but 
those of cisticolas often look noticeably decurved.

While some warblers have simpler songs, many 
give complex, protracted improvisations (see 
discussion on p. 167). All cisticolas have loud,  
simple, unvaried songs (discussed on p. 214).

Almost all warblers are reclusive, skulking 
and hard to see well inside the dense thickets, 
wetlands or tree canopies they typically frequent. 
Most cisticolas are tame, bold and aggressive, and 
frequently perch openly on top of bushes, rocks or 
fences or hop about on open ground. Likewise, 
most warblers sing from a concealed position 
while cisticolas sing loudly in song-flights or from 
elevated, open perches. However, cisticolas can 
become more secretive outside the br. season.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Phylogenetic tree showing possible relationships of families in the superfamily Sylvioidea. Taxa not occurring 
in Southern Africa are printed in grey. Names in bold represent warblers, cisticolas and their allies (but extralimital 
genera within these families are not listed). The Fairy Flycatcher and related species, together with the tits, 
penduline tits and larks are found in a basal position relative to the warblers, cisticolas and babblers. The nicators 
and the new family Macrosphenidae, which includes the crombecs and several unique Southern African endemics 
(p. 198), are also primitive, early offshoots relative to the remainder of the families. Within the core Sylvioidea 5 
main groups exist (including, surprisingly, swallows and bulbuls); however, it is unclear how these core groups 
are related. Cisticolidae is discussed on p. 208 and p. 240; Macrosphenidae on p. 198; and Acrocephalidae, 
Locustellidae, Phylloscopidae and Sylviidae together on p. 160. 

Fairy, canary- & crested flycatchers
Penduline tits
Tits, titmice & chickadees
Bearded Reedling
Larks & sparrow-larks
Nicators
Achaetops (Rockrunner)
Sphenoeacus (Cape Grassbird)
Melocichla (Moustached Grass Warbler)
Cryptillas (Victorin's Warbler)
Sylvietta (crombecs)
Swallows & martins
Bulbuls & greenbuls
Wren-babblers
Iduna (Dark-capped Yellow Warbler)
Hippolais (Hippolais warblers)
Acrocephalus (reed warblers) 
Black-capped Donacobius
Malagasy warblers
Locustella (River Warbler)
Schoenicola (Broad-tailed Warbler)
Bradypterus (Little Rush, Knysna, Barratt's)
Camaroptera (camaropteras)
Calamonastes (wren-warblers)
Eremomela (eremomelas)
Oreophilais (Roberts's Warbler)
Phragmacia (Namaqua Warbler)
Apalis (apalises)
Heliolais (Red-winged Warbler)
Prinia (prinias)
Malcorus (Rufous-eared Warbler)
Euryptila (Cinnamon-breasted Warbler)
Cisticola (cisticolas)
Green Hylia & Tit Hylia
Long-tailed tits & Bushtit
Cettid bush warblers
Phylloscopus (leaf warblers)
Sylvia (Sylvia warblers, tit-babblers)
Parrotbills, Wrentit & fulvettas
White-eyes
Babblers & scimitar babblers
Ground babblers
Laughingthrushes (incl. local babblers)

Stenostiridae
Remizidae
Paridae
Panuridae
Alaudidae
Nicatoridae

Hirundinidae
Pycnonotidae
Pnoepygidae

Donacobiidae
Bernieridae

Cisticolidae

Hyliidae
Aegithalidae
Cettidae
Phylloscopidae
Sylviidae
Paradoxornithidae
Zosteropidae
Timaliidae
Pellorneidae
Leiotrichidae

Macrosphenidae

Acrocephalidae

Locustellidae

SYLVIOIDEA

The remaining warblers are sufficiently different to 
have warranted the creation of several new families, 
4 of which are represented in Southern Africa, namely 
Acrocephalidae (reed warblers & allies), Locustellidae 
(bush warblers), Phylloscopidae (leaf warblers) and 
Cisticolidae (cisticolas, prinias and other cisticolid 
warblers). The original Sylviidae is retained but much 
reduced; this family is more closely related to babblers 
and should thus properly be called sylviid babblers. 

Finally, the unrelated Thrush Nightingale (a warbler-
like chat; family Muscicapidae) and the 2 penduline tits 
(family Remizidae) have also been included. Warblers, 
cisticolas and their allies are thus treated in 4 chapters: 
warblers (p. 160); African warblers & crombecs (p. 198); 
cisticolas (p. 208) and cisticolid warblers (p. 240). 
Consult the simplified summary tree diagrams at 
the start of each chapter's introduction to see which 
family is under discussion.
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WARBLERS
Sylviidae, Phylloscopidae, Acrocephalidae, Locustellidae

Species 24
Residents 11
Vagrants   3

Threatened  2

Genera 9
Migrants 14

Endemics 3/1
 Restricted 6

Warblers (pronounced WAR-blurs) are inordinately 
popular among advanced birders, many of whom 
will gladly ignore more colourful or cooperative birds 
in favour of stalking an 'intriguing' uniformly brown 
warbler, half-glimpsed in the dusky undergrowth. This 
fascination seems surprising given warblers' secretive 
lifestyles and nondescript plumage (not to mention 
continuing changes in their names and classification). 
However, it is exactly because of these challenges that 
they are such firm favourites of many birders. 

Warblers are some of the most-studied birds in 
the world. For example, species such as Great Reed 
and Sedge Warblers are major contributors to our 
understanding of avian biology, song development 
and natural selection. On the other hand, other 
warblers are some of the most enigmatic, poorly 
known and threatened birds in the world. For example, 
the Aldabra Brush Warbler was discovered in 1967 and 
last seen in 1983, and is now feared extinct (again 
illustrating the vulnerability of island endemics). 
But there is also good news: previously known only 
from a single specimen collected in India in 1865, a 
Large-billed Reed Warbler was caught in Thailand 
in 2006 and its br. grounds subsequently discovered 
in NE Afghanistan in 2009. At a local level, both the 
Olive-tree Warbler and River Warbler were previously 
considered SA national rarities but are now known to 
be locally common. The latter is arguably the region's 
most overlooked bird: it can be locally abundant but 
may remain undetected for years.

Warblers' reputation for being difficult to identify 
is well-deserved in some cases. For example, Eurasian 
and African Reed Warblers can only be safely dis-
tinguished in the hand. Nevertheless, with some 
patience, practice, travel and homework, identifying 
warblers will become one of the great joys of birding 
and one of the most satisfying aspects of any birding 
trip. Start by getting to know the common residents, 
then acquaint yourself with the regular migrants, then 
move on to the rare, vagrant and localised species.

Nightingales
Sylviid warblers
Leaf warblers
Reed warblers
Bush warblers
African warblers
Crombecs
Cisticolas 
Apalises 
Camaropteras
Wren-warblers
Prinias
Prinia-like warblers
Eremomelas
Penduline tits

Sylviidae
Phylloscopidae
Acrocephalidae
Locustellidae

Muscicapidae

Macrosphenidae

Cisticolidae

Remizidae

Genus 
Acrocephalus

SWAMP WARBLERS p. 188

GREATER LESSER

LARGER ACROS p. 190

BASRA GREAT

SMALL, UNSTREAKED ACROS pp. 185-186

EURASIAN MARSHAFRICAN

SEDGE p. 182

DARK-CAPPED

YELLOW p. 182

SEDGE

Genus 
Iduna

HIPPOLAIS WARBLERS p. 180

OLIVE-TREEICTERINE

Family Phylloscopidae 
Genus Phyllo scopus

 LEAF WARBLERS p. 178

WILLOW

YELLOW-
THROATED

Acrocephalidae 
Genus Hippolais
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Family Sylviidae  
Genus Sylvia

SYLVIID WARBLERS pp. 175-176

TIT-BABBLERS p. 173

CHESTNUT-
VENTED

LAYARD'S

WHITETHROAT

GARDEN
BLACKCAP

SEMI-TERRESTRIAL SKULKERS p. 192

Muscicapidae
Genus Luscinia

Locustellidae
Genus Locustella

THRUSH 
NIGHTINGALE

RIVER 
WARBLER

KNYSNA

Genus 
Bradypterus

BARRATT'S

FOREST UNDERGROWTH WARBLERS p. 194

Genus 
Schoenicola

BROAD-
TAILED

LITTLE 
RUSH

HEAVY-TAILED WARBLERS p. 196

In many cases warblers are most easily located and 
positively identified by their songs and calls. However, 
telling the rapid, lively and virtually continuous 
songs of some warblers apart requires practice and 
preparation. Beginners should not be discouraged: 
very soon the first warbler to be heard each spring will 
become an annual highlight of your birding calendar. 

A thorough understanding of warbler taxonomy is 
not essential for identification. However, a grasp of the 
basic groups and their migration, breeding and moult 
strategies will prove useful. [Afrikaans: Sangers].

General characteristics
In this book a pragmatic family grouping has been 
followed: 24 species are included as 'warblers', from 
3 warbler families (Phylloscopidae, Acro cephalidae, 
Locustellidae), 1 babbler family (Sylviidae) and 1 chat 
(Muscicapidae). This excludes African warblers (p. 198),  
cisticolas (p. 208) and cisticolid warblers (p. 240). See 
the family tree (opposite) and p. 159 for details.

These families together represent an impressive 
260 species worldwide. However, the number of recog-
nised warbler species changes regularly: new species  
have recently been discovered (or rediscovered) and 
existing species have been split or lumped. 

Broadly speaking, warblers are primarily of African 
and Eurasian origin. They include both endemic 
residents which may remain in their small territories 
year-round, and globe-trotting migrants that under-
take epic annual migrations over deserts, forests and 
oceans. Many of the Palearctic migrant species breed 
in Europe and Asia (in May-Jul) and spend their non-br. 
season in ('winter in') Africa from Oct-Apr. 

In the E Palearctic many of the species that breed in 
E Asia and the Himalayas migrate S to winter in India 
or SE Asia. Warblers' remarkable ability to colonise 
isolated islands in the Indian and Pacific oceans have 
earned them the title of 'supertramps', a dubious 
honour which they share with groups such as scops 
owls, pigeons, drongos, white-eyes and sunbirds. 

Because of their different life strategies, resident 
and migratory warblers also differ in build, behaviour 
and biology. Given a sufficient view it is normally easy 
to tell residents with their short, round wings from 
long-distance migrants with their long, pointed wings 
(note e.g. primary projection, the distance the primary 
tips extend beyond the tertials; see p. 35). 

Furthermore, resident warblers breed in the S 
summer (roughly Sep-Feb) and as such are most 
vocal, demonstrative and territorial during this period; 
conversely, migrant warblers are present but usually 
much more skulking and quiet during the same period 
(although they become more vocal and conspicuous 
just prior to departure to the br. grounds). Moult is 
undertaken mainly after completion of the br. cycle; 
thus in late summer and early winter in residents, and 
in spring to mid-summer in migrants. 

Resident warblers are encountered singly or in 
pairs during the br. season; non-br. birds are usually 
alone but may form loose associations in good habitat 
(e.g. localised temporarily flooded wetlands) or where 
high food concentrations occur (e.g. fruiting shrubs). 

As their name implies, warblers are known for their 
songs. Again the difference between resident and 
migratory species is apparent. In the former, songs 
are often simple, short, repeated phrases (such as the 
'sonar beeps' of Broad-tailed, the accelerating series 
of Little Rush and the bubbling motifs of the swamp 
warblers). In migratory species the song is usually 
nearly continuous, very rapid and constantly varied. 
All have short and usually indistinct, but diagnostic, 
contact and alarm calls that also aid in identification.
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(Gr) - steep or sloping head.
(L) - of reeds.
(L) - of rivers; or brown colour.
(L) - thin bill.
(L) - grey; or after Griselda, a 
literary character from works of 
Chaucer and Boccaccio.
(L) - swampy habitats.
(L) - somewhat rufous.
(L) - living or walking in sedges.
(L) - living in sedges or rushes.
(Gr) - slow wing (reluctant to 
flush or flies slowly).
(L) - babbler; or (Gr) - chatterer.
After F.A. Barratt (c. 1847-1875).
(L) - living in woods.
(Gr) - horse bird (erroneous  
for warbler-like below).
(L) - jaundiced or yellow.
(L) - of olive trees.
(L) - suitable; or (Gr) - behold; or 
derived from (Gr) - nightingale.
(L) - from KwaZulu-Natal.
(L) - little locust (from song).
(L) - living near rivers.
(L) - a nightingale.
As above.
(Gr) - leaf examiner.
(L) - red hair or cap.
(Gr) - wren, mentioned by 
Aristotle; or to twist around.
(L) - in reeds or rushes.
(L) - short bill.
(L) - a wood or forest.
(L) - black hair or cap (crown).
(It) - Italian name.
(L) - communal or common.
After Edgar L. Layard (1824-
1900) civil servant; author of 
first complete book on SA birds.
(L) - blue-grey below.

Acrocephalus
arundinaceus (Great)
baeticatus (African)
gracilirostris (Lesser Sw.)
griseldis (Basra)  
   

palustris (Marsh)
rufescens (Greater Sw.)
schoenobaenus (Sedge)
scirpaceus (Eurasian)
Bradypterus  

baboecala (Little Rush)
barratti (Barratt's)
sylvaticus (Knysna)
Hippolais   

icterina (Icterine)
olivetorum (Olive-tree)
Iduna   

natalensis (Dark-capped)
Locustella
fluviatilis (River)
Luscinia
luscinia (T. Nightingale)
Phylloscopus
ruficapilla (Yellow-thr. W.)
trochilus (Willow)
  
Schoenicola
brevirostris (Broad-tailed)
Sylvia
atricapilla (Blackcap)
borin (Garden)
communis (Whitethroat)
layardi (Layard's)
   
  
subcaeruleum (C.V. Tit-B.)

Origin of names
The names of many warblers have been changed in 
the ongoing quest to standardise bird names globally; 
old names are listed in the table to the right, as are 
new names possibly forthcoming in the future. 

Warblers range in size from very small to medium-
large (11-20 cm, 7-42 g). Migrants are leaner upon 
arrival but fatten up before return migration (often 
increasing in mass by 40-70%, or even up to 135%). 
The sexes are similar (except in obviously sexually 
dimorphic species like Whitethroats and Black caps), 
but  are slightly smaller with shorter wings. Juveniles 
resemble adults but may be aged by plumage, leg 
and eye colours, feather wear, tongue spots and skull 
ossification. Useful aspects of plumage and build are 
discussed under Identifying warblers on p. 164.

New name
Iduna natalensis
African Reed Warbler
Little Rush Warbler
Cryptillas victorini (p. 202)
Lesser Swamp Warbler 
Marsh Warbler
Sedge Warbler
Sylvia layardi
Sylvia subcaeruleum 
Dark-capped Yellow W.

Possible future name
Notiocichla baeticata
Notiocichla palustris
Calamodus schoenobaenus
Notiocichla scirpacea
Notiocichla fusca
Fan-tailed Grassbird
Chestnut-vented Warbler
Caspian Reed Warbler
Layard's Warbler
Seicercus ruficapilla
Curruca communis
Curruca layardi
Curruca subcaerulea

Old name
Acrocephalus/Chloropeta n.
African Marsh Warbler
African Sedge Warbler
Bradypterus victorini
Cape Reed Warbler
European Marsh Warbler
European Sedge Warbler
Parisoma layardi
Parisoma subcaeruleum
Yellow Warbler

Current name
Acrocephalus baeticatus
Acrocephalus palustris
Acrocephalus schoenobaenus
Acrocephalus scirpaceus
Acrocephalus scirpaceus (split)
Broad-tailed Warbler
Chestnut-vented Tit-Babbler
Eurasian Reed Warbler (split)
Layard's Tit-Babbler
Phylloscopus ruficapilla
Sylvia communis
Sylvia/Parisoma layardi
Sylvia/Parisoma subcaeruleum

Classification and relationships
The breakup of the massive warbler family, Sylviidae, 
has been one of the most exciting and illuminating 
but also confusing developments in modern avian 
taxonomy. Full details on the continuing recycling of 
this 'taxonomic trashcan' are given on p. 158.

Consequently the name 'warbler' is here used in a 
broad sense: strictly speaking this chapter covers 18 
warblers, 5 babblers and a chat. This group is some-
times referred to as Old World warblers, to distinguish 
them from the unrelated, brightly coloured wood 
warblers of the Americas (family Parulidae).

Warblers belong to the superfamily Sylvioidea, 1 
of 3 such major divisions within the passerine order. 
In addition to several warbler families, the Sylvioidea 
includes tits, larks, nicators, swallows, bulbuls, white-
eyes and several Asian groups such as parrotbills, 
fulvettas, babblers and laughing-thrushes.

A total of 5 families are included in this chapter, 
3 of which were erected after the breakup of the 
traditional Sylviidae. The first is the primarily Asian 
Phylloscopidae, which consists of 79 species of tiny, 
delicate arboreal birds called leaf warblers. Only 2 
species occur: a non-br. summer migrant (Willow) and 
a br. resident (Yellow-throated Woodland); both are 
here placed in Phylloscopus, but the more colourful 
Yellow-throated is often placed in Seicercus.

The second new family is the Acrocephalidae,  
or reed warblers, which includes 11 species in this 
chapter (62 species in 7 genera worldwide). This 
family includes (2 of Africa's 3) yellow warblers in 
the genus Iduna, migratory warblers in the genus 
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Hippolais (sometimes called tree warblers) and both 
the resident and migratory reed warblers in the genus 
Acrocephalus. There is some motivation for dividing 
the latter into 3 genera (based on size and streaking).

The third new family, Locustellidae (sometimes 
called Megaluridae), includes 57 species in 13 genera 
worldwide, and are collectively called grassbirds or 
scrub, brush or bush warblers. Of these, 5 species occur 
in the region. The Thrush Nightingale, a warbler-like 
chat in the family Muscicapidae, has been included as 
it is more likely to be confused with a warbler than a 
chat (due to its dull plumage and skulking habits).

Finally, the Sylvia warblers or sylviid babblers of 
the family Sylviidae, are represented by 5 species 
(of 33 species worldwide). These include 3 migrant 
warblers and 2 resident tit-babblers (sometimes called 
parisomas), now all in the same genus, Sylvia. 

Further research is likely to result in more changes: 
evidence suggests that Little Rush Warblers from 
SA and E/W Africa should be split; Eurasian Reed 
Warbler might be split into Eurasian and Caspian Reed 
Warblers (the latter occurring in Southern Africa) or 
alternatively even lumped with African Reed Warbler 
under the name Common Reed Warbler. 

Many warblers boast several races or subspecies 
that differ subtly in size and colour. Be warned that in 
many cases the limits and differences between these 
are not well-defined and it may be impossible to safely 
identify birds down to subspecies-level in the field.

Biology
Warblers have fine-tipped, delicate bills suited to a 
diet of small invertebrates. Some, such as Great Reed 
and Olive-tree, have more powerful bills that enable 
them to subdue larger prey. The bill of Dark-capped 
Yellow Warbler is unusually broad-based but whether 
this is an adaptation to a special diet is unknown.

Typical prey includes ants and ant eggs, beetles, 
bugs, butterflies, crickets, dragonflies, earwigs, fruit 
flies, grasshoppers, moths, mantids, mayflies, mos-
quitoes, midges, roaches, stick insects, termites (also 
hawked in flight), caterpillars, worms and other insect 
larvae as well as wood lice, spiders, ticks and slugs. 
Larger species may take vertebrates such as small 
frogs. Many species (especially Sylvia) also eat soft 
berries as well as some nectar, fruit pulp and seeds.

Examples of warbler bill shapes: Icterine (left), 
Eurasian Reed (second), Marsh (third) and Dark-
capped Yellow (right). The bill of Icterine is stronger 
and more broad-based than those of the small reed 
warblers, with straight sides (sides often slightly 
concave in reed warblers). Dark-capped's bill has a 
very broad base with bulging, convex sides.

Less than half (11 of 24) of the warbler species that 
occur in Southern Africa breed in the region. All are 
thought to be monogamous, although some species 
breed in loose 'colonies' where several  sing 
and display in a small area, suggesting occasional 
polygyny. The African Reed Warbler (and possibly 
others) are optional cooperative breeders, with about 
10% of breeding pairs being assisted by an unrelated, 
usually  helper. Breeding occurs during spring and 
summer, peaking in Oct-Jan in most areas and in Sep-
Nov in winter-rainfall regions. 

Most warblers construct open, cup-shaped nests 
consisting of a substantial base or outer cup, roughly 
woven with shredded grass, reed blades, leaf petioles, 
fine twigs, rootlets and other pliable plant material; 
this structure supports a finely lined, snug inner cup. 
Reed warblers' nests are typically slung between 2-3 
vertical stems, 0.3-2.5 m (usually 0.5-1.5 m) above 
open water or mud, or are placed in the heart of a 
papyrus head or occasionally in a shrub, willow branch 
or herbaceous plant. Bush warblers' well-hidden nests 
are placed close to the ground in dense, low tangles 
such as thick grass, brambles, creepers, alien thickets, 
tangles of dead branches, flood debris or in the base 
of a reed clump. The beautiful domed nest of the 
Yellow-throated Woodland Warbler is constructed of 
green moss and is placed on a bank on the forest floor. 
Tit-babblers build thin-walled nests with a warm, fluffy 
inner cup, placed in a shrub, sapling or tree.

Warblers lay 2-3 (rarely 1 or 4) eggs with a whitish, 
buff or pale brown ground colour; eggs are liberally 
speckled and blotched with darker markings, often 
concentrated around the egg's thick end. Incubation 
is by both sexes or by the  only, and lasts 10-16 days. 
The chicks are fed (by both sexes) and leave the nest 
after a similar period of time. 

A pair of  
African Reed  
Warblers feeding  
their chicks. Breeding  
success is higher with  
smaller clutches, when  
assisted by a helper and  
in territories with thinner reeds.
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Identifying warblers

Warbler identification is one of the most challenging 
(and most rewarding) aspects of birding. While some 
are unmistakable, most warblers have several potential 
confusion candidates. Even in the hand, close scrutiny 
of wing formula, assessment of moult and detailed 
measurements may be required to separate closely 
related species (p. 168). However, the clues in habitat, 
foraging height, behaviour, jizz and especially songs 
and calls often make it easier to identify warblers in 
the field than in the hand. 

Observing warblers
Warblers are inherently skulking, furtive and elusive. 
This is especially true of the non-br. migrants which 
quietly and unobtrusively go about their business of 
moulting and fattening up for the return journey to 
their br. grounds; they do become more vocal and less 
shy in late summer (Feb-Mar), which is the best time to 
find migrant species. Conversely, residents are present 
and territorial year-round (and in winter, migrants can 
be eliminated from the candidate list); nonetheless, 
residents are most conspicuous Oct-Dec.

Most warblers rarely sit still or pose for photographs: 
the full picture has to be pieced together by mentally 
combining brief glimpses of the parts of the bird not 
obscured by foliage. If you do get a good view, be 
ready and know what to look for beforehand. It also 
pays to know where to look: some species prefer low 
thickets while others keep to the canopy.

Patience is essential when watching warblers as 
they are sensitive birds which quickly disappear (never 
to be seen again) if pushed. Instead of walking around 
a bush or wetland to find the best angle, rather stand 
still for at least 5 minutes; after a while the birds will no 
longer perceive you as a threat and will emerge from 
cover. Remember that many warblers are insatiably 
curious and are often as interested in you as you are 
in them. Watching gaps in the vegetation or canopy 
edges is more useful than staring into the darkest 
tangles. Warblers respond to alarm calls of other birds, 
which can be imitated by soft spishing.

Start by scanning for movement with the naked 
eye; only then raise your binoculars and keep track 
of the bird's movements. If you lose it, rather lower 
your binoculars and scan again for movement. Keep in 
mind that many warblers are partly terrestrial and are 
sometimes best seen by crouching down and peering 
under overhanging vegetation. Terrestrial species may 
also be flushed from leaf litter or thick grass while 
walking; always freeze immediately at the sound of 
fluttering wings, rustling leaves or alarm calls nearby.

Early risers may find warblers surprisingly bold and 
conspicuous (but it is usually still frustratingly dark 
this early). Fortunately for late sleepers, most species 
call intermittently throughout the day and some only 
really start singing when the day heats up: at times 
the subdued murmuring of warblers is the only sound 
competing with cicadas in the African heat. 

Wetland species provide additional challenges in 
terms of access. Hides and the walkways leading to 
them allow one to penetrate large reedbeds; other 
strategies include scanning from a bridge or raised 
vantage point such as a dam wall, car roof or even a 
tree, or perhaps birding from a boat or canoe.

Attending a bird ringing session (contact your local 
bird club) gives one the rare opportunity to handle 
and examine the birds first-hand, so to speak.

Size, shape and jizz are just as important to note 
as plumage details, if not more so. A directly side-on 
or flight photo may help in judging emargination and 
primary projection. With some exceptions, telling 
warbler songs apart can be challenging. Tone, speed 
and quality provide the best indicators, but these 
may be obvious only to an experienced ear. As with 
everything in life, practice makes perfect.

Status and habitat table for selected warblers. 
Large dots ( ) indicate main status or habitat; small 
dots ( ) indicate habitats where the species occurs 
only occasionally. This table will eliminate unlikely 
candidates, but should be consulted together with 
the species accounts, as unlikely species may occur 
together in mixed or transitional habitats.

Whitethroat
Garden Warbler
Willow Warbler

Icterine Warbler
Olive-tree Warbler
Dark-capped Y. W.

Sedge Warbler
Eurasian Reed W.

African Reed W.
Marsh Warbler

Greater Swamp W.
Lesser Swamp W.

Basra Reed W.
Great Reed W.
T. Nightingale
River Warbler

Knysna Warbler
Barratt's Warbler

Little Rush W.
Broad-tailed W.
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Status Habitat

Species

1 - Non-br. migrants are present Oct/Nov-Mar/Apr only.
2 - Water-associated species occur over or directly adjacent to 
water, over mud or in flooded grassland; species not associated 
with water may occur in e.g. riverine woodland or on islands.
3 - Reeds, sedges, rushes, flooded grassland, aquatic vegetation.
4 - Including riverine forest, low thickets and forest-like woodland.
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colour of legs/
feet/claws?

What to look for: warblers

length and strength 
of toes and claws?

pale wing panel?  
(fresh plumage)

mouth colour?

face pattern 
e.g. boldness of 

eyestripe, pale 
eye-surround?

length of 
eyebrow 

(behind eye)

slope of 
forehead

shape, size and 
colour of bill?

streaking?

length and 
colour of 
undertail 
coverts

shape of tail 
e.g. square, 
rounded, 
graduated?

thin white 
panels on 
side of tail?

length of 
primary 
projection? 
(beyond 
tertials)

number 
of tips 
visible?

colour of 
mantle, nape 
and rump?

length, 
width & 
colour of 
tail?

wing formula?
(see p. 168)

wing length/
shape?

colour of 
underparts?

head 
shape?

Season: br. resident or non-br. migrant?
Habitat: most important: proximity to water 
and height above the ground? 
Jizz: shape, size, proportions, wing shape, flight 
style, carriage, movements and posture?
Plumage: moult progression and feather wear?
Voice: song complexity, fluidity, mimicry, tone, 
speed and quality; contact/alarm calls; displays?

•
•
 
•
 
•
•

Identification: Season
Of the 24 warbler species, 13 are non-br. migrants 
that are only present in Southern Africa Sept-Apr (at 
the longest; most occur in Nov-Mar, and some only in 
Jan-Mar). The number of possibilities is thus reduced 
by half in winter. Residents also differ from migrants 
in having shorter, rounded wings, being more territo-
rial, exhibiting breeding behaviour (e.g. displays, nest 
building, feeding of young) and the timing of moult. 
Consult the status table (opposite) or the seasonal 
status bars under each bird's distribution map.

Identification: Habitat
The most useful variables to consider are proximity 
to water and height above the ground. In the former     
case, note that in water-associated species (see table, 
opposite) non-br. wanderers, passage migrants or 
dispersing juveniles may rarely occur in drier habitats. 
Conversely, dryland species may be found on wooded 
islands, river banks, etc. Each species specialises in 
foraging at different heights e.g. the canopy-dwelling 
Garden seldom descends to low thickets (except when 
tempted by fruiting shrubs) while Marsh Warbler is 
hardly ever found higher than 2 m above the ground.

Allocation to warbler genera/groups
An understanding of the main warbler genera helps 
order this potentially confusing group:

LEAF WARBLERS   Genus Phylloscopus   p. 178

Species: Yellow-throated Woodland, Willow.
Status: Common; 1 resident; 1 migrant (Sep-Apr).
Habitat: Woodland or forest canopy.
Size: Tiny to small (10-12 cm) and lightly built.
Plumage: Bright yellow and green, with green and 
rusty areas; or grey-brown and white/pale yellow.
Face: Bold dark eyestripe; sharp yellow eyebrow.
Bill: Tiny little spike.
Tail: Often notched or forked, sometimes square.
Wings: Medium to long; yellow wedge near alula.
Song: Yellow-throated gives high, sharp whistles. 
Willow has a who-it? call and cascading song phrase.

SYLVIA WARBLERS   Genus Sylvia   pp. 175-176

Species: Whitethroat, Garden, Blackcap.
Status: Uncommon non-br. migrants, Nov-Apr.
Habitat: Woodland, forest edge or savanna.
Size: Medium (13-15 cm).
Plumage: Whitethroat has a 'glowing' white throat; 
Garden is plain; Blackcap has a rufous/black crown. 
Face: Rather plain; eye prominent.
Bill: Rather strong but short and stubby.
Tail: Square; with broad white sides in Whitethroat.
Wings: Long; Whitethroat's has rufous edges.
Other: Only warblers where sexes differ markedly.
Song: Long or phrased warbling: scratchy (White-
throat), mellow (Garden), or high/fluty (Blackcap). 
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HIPPOLAIS WARBLERS   Genus Hippolais   p. 180 

Species: Icterine, Olive-tree.
Status: Locally common non-br. migrants, Nov-Mar.
Habitat: Dense canopies in 2 m+ high woodland.
Size: Medium to large (12-18 cm).
Plumage: Yellow, green or grey (no rufous).
Face: Plain: pale lores and short eyebrow.
Bill: Dagger-like; broad orange base; no dark tip.
Tail: Square-ended; Olive-tree has thin white sides.
Wings: Very long; pale panel on fresh secondaries.
Other: Undertail coverts shorter than reed warblers'.
Song: Continuous, lively chattering; gruff or nasal.

REED WARBLERS   Acrocephalus   pp. 182-190

Species: Sedge, Eurasian Reed, African Reed, Marsh, 
Greater Swamp, Lesser Swamp, Basra, Great Reed.
Status: Common to rare; 5 non-br. migrants (Nov-
Mar), 1 partial migrant/partial resident, 2 residents.
Habitat: Mostly wetland vegetation; Marsh (and 
some times others) in woodland thickets, gardens.
Size: Medium to very large (12-20 cm).
Plumage: Rufous or grey-brown, buffy white below. 
Sedge is the only warbler that is streaked above.
Face: Obvious eyestripe and eyebrow in most.
Bill: Slim, long and pointed in most; large in Great 
Reed; dull orange-pink below with a dark tip. 
Tail: Slightly graduated with slightly rounded tip.
Wings: Medium to very long; no pale panel.
Other: Undertail coverts long (60% of tail), pointed.
Song: Variable: continuous or phrased, rhythmical 
or improvised; lively; gruff, squeaky or chattering 
tone; some mimic; bubbling trills in swamp warblers.

Species: River (Locustella), Knysna, Barratt's, Little 
Rush (Bradypterus), Broad-tailed (Schoenicola).
Status: Uncommon to common but overlooked; 
2 non-br. migrants (Dec-Apr), 4 br. residents.
Habitat: Thickets in woodland/forest understorey, 
wetlands, grassland. All on or close to the ground.
Size: Medium (14-17 cm).
Plumage: Most are dark brown and mottled or 
streaked below; Broad-tailed paler and plain below.
Face: Indistinctly marked; plain or faint eyebrow.
Bill: Rather long but pointed and slender.
Tail: Proportionately long; heavy, broad, rounded 
and strongly graduated; dark brown to blackish.
Wings: Long and pointed in non-br. migrants; very 
short and rounded in semi-terrestrial residents.
Other: Colour of undertail coverts useful: dark with 
pale tips in River and Broad-tailed; rich in Little Rush.
Song: songs simple: rhythmical insect-like pulsing 
(River); an accelerating series (Knysna, Barratt's, 
Little Rush); or sonar-like squeaks (Broad-tailed).

Identification: Structure and movements
Careful adjudication of an unknown warbler's jizz (the 
overall impression created by the combination of its 
size, structure, shape, proportions and movements) is 
often far more informative than noting its colours or 
markings. The most important aspects to verify are: 

Size/shape (slim, compact, delicate or robust) 
Crown angle (flat, sloping, peaked or rounded)
Bill length, depth and width
Strength of the legs, feet and claws 
Tail width, length, shape and level of graduation 
Length of undertail coverts
Tail:wing ratio (approximate percentage)
Wing length and shape, and primary projection
Carriage (speed, posture, movement style, etc.)

Leaf warblers are light, fast and constantly on the 
move, and can thus be difficult to see properly while 
hyperactively flitting about, hovering briefly, hopping 
rapidly through the canopy, picking prey from leaves  
or peering about for prey. They always look tiny, dainty 
and delicate with thin legs and a small spike of a bill.

Reed warblers are light, nimble and active in their 
movements. They tend to hop through vegetation in 
a crouched posture, or sidle up reed stems with their 
bodies held upright, either diving directly back down 
or clambering down head-first. The movements of the 
larger species are correspondingly heavier and more 
clumsy. They spend most of their time 0.5-2 m above 
mud or water, although they may forage on lilies or 
flood debris at the water surface or occasionally on 
the open shoreline. They appear rather tapered with 
pointed heads, slender bills and long wings. The 
swamp warblers differ slightly in build, with shorter, 
rounder wings and very strong feet.

Sylvia warblers and Hippolais warblers spend most 
of their time in tree canopies, where they move about 
rather slowly, heavily and purposefully, by hopping 
or clambering (but can put on bursts of speed when 
excited by a passing insect). Sylvia species may also be 
found in lower fruiting shrubs (and tit-babblers also 
occur in treeless scrubby habitats). Hippolais warblers 
have broad-based, dagger-like bills, sloping foreheads 
and square-ended tails. Sylvia warblers are more 
compact with stouter bills and more rounded crowns 
(although Whitethroat often raises its crown feathers 
which makes its head look peaked, especially in ). 

Bush warblers spend their time either skulking in 
low thickets or walking/hopping about on the ground; 
when they do climb higher, they tend to walk, creep 
or scurry rodent-like along branches with their bodies 
held horizontally (but very upright when singing). 
They are hard to flush and often prefer to run or creep 
away; they flush close underfoot with fluttery, noisy 
wingbeats, fly a few metres with the tail drooping 
slightly, then dive back into cover not to be seen again. 
They have long, broad, graduated tails; short, round 
wings (but long in migrants); slender legs and long, 
thin toes; rather flat heads; and thin, pointed bills.

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

BUSH WARBLERS  Bradypterus & allies  pp. 192-196
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Garden Warbler. A typical example of the rapid, continuous 
song of a migrant warbler; in this case lively, protracted and varied, 
with a mellow, rounded quality. Not easy to distinguish from e.g. 
Whitethroat, Blackcap, Icterine, Marsh (see p. 184) or Sedge.
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Willow Warbler. The soft enquiring who-it? call is given 
through out summer. The light, fast, descending song cadence 
is heard mostly in late summer, when increased hormone levels 
stimulate singing before the return to the br. grounds.
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who-it?
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who-it?
cadence

Lesser Swamp Warbler. An example of the shorter, simpler and 
more phrased song of a resident reed warbler. Swamp warblers 
give pleasant, musical, rather low and deep phrases, which usually 
include distinctive slow, bubbling or chuckling trills.
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'bubbling'

River Warbler. Short or longer runs of rhythmical, insect-like 
stridulation ziki-ziki-ziki... that becomes louder and softer as the 
singer turns its head about (ventriloquial). Often introduced by a 
soft 'throat clearing' sound, only audible from close by.
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ziki-ziki-ziki-ziki-ziki-ziki-ziki-ziki-ziki-ziki-ziki-ziki...

Little Rush Warbler. An unmistakable accelerating series of 
krrk notes that ends in a short trill; often given in a low song-flight.  
The call is a nasal, bleating meow (not shown). The related Knysna 
and Barratt's have similar accelerating, but more musical songs.
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krrk krrk krrk krrk krrk krrk-krrk-krrk-krr'krr'krrrrrrrrr

Broad-tailed Warbler. The very simple song of this species is 
simply a slow, measured series of almost painfully sharp, thin and 
pure, sonar-like pinging notes, often given in a song-flight. 
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Identification: Voice
One of the factors contributing to birders' fondness 
of warblers is their evocative, captivating, and often 
astoundingly complex songs. In the few species which 
have been studied in detail (such as Great Reed, Sedge 
and Marsh), meticulous experiments have shown that 
a 's song repertoire is an indication of his fitness, 
age, health, parental effort, blood parasite load and 
territory quality;  choose to mate with the most 
'sexy singers' and so ensure that the strongest genes 
are perpetuated in the next generation. 

Birders may not be able to deduce quite as much 
from a warbler's song, but this is undoubtedly the 
safest way to identify warblers in the field. Resident 
warblers tend to have simple, repetitive songs with 
short phrases and a predictable progression (see for 
example Lesser Swamp, Little Rush and Broad-tailed 
sonograms, opposite). Resident warblers are most 
vocal in early summer (when they even sing at night), 
but may sing intermittently in winter too, and give 
contact and alarm calls throughout the year.

In contrast, most migrant warblers give a softer, 
subdued subsong which only reaches its full volume 
just prior to northward migration. Migrants have more 
complex and continuous songs with apparently end -
less variations. These can be very difficult to dis tinguish 
to the unpracticed ear. Remember that commercial 
sound recordings only represent a sample of a few 
seconds of 1 individual; what you hear in the field 
may sound significantly different. Relax and listen for 
several minutes, allowing your mind to be saturated 
with the sound. As songs are usually too fast-paced 
to distinguish individual notes or specific sounds, 
concentrate on the song's overall quality, pitch, tone 
and speed instead; in short, the song's 'feel'.

Try making a list of creative adjectives that you 
feel apply: sharp or round; mellow or tense; lively 
or subdued; pure or scratchy; consistent or varied; 
nasal or musical; fluid or halting; thin or full; frantic 
or relaxed; continuous or phrased; fast or slow; low or 
high. The song of each species has a specific quality, 
that, in combination with habitat and height above 
the ground, should help with a positive identification. 
A trained ear may also be able to identify warblers by 
their short, soft and indistinct but often diagnostic 
contact and alarm calls.

Great Reed Warbler in  
full song. Not surprisingly  
given its massive size, this  
species has a powerful, far- 
carrying song that can be  
recognised by its alternating  
gruff croaks and high-pitched 
squeaks (like a teenage boy  
whose voice is breaking).
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In-hand identification of warblers
Warblers often prove easier to identify in the field than 
in the hand (when aspects such as behaviour, carriage, 
jizz and voice are not relevant). However, species 
such as the Eurasian Reed Warbler are best identified 
using features only discernable in the hand. Wetland 
warblers are frequently caught by ringers targeting 
swallows or weavers in reedbeds; likewise, ringing 
in woodland habitats often proves that warblers are 
far more numerous than one may realise at first. The 
following pages are aimed primarily at ringers and 
museum workers. Some of these details may be visible 
on sharp photos of birds in flight or seen from the side.

A diagram of the upperside of the spread right 
wing is shown (scaled to the same size across species). 
This is accompanied by a wing formula bar listing 
the length difference between the tip of each of the 
9 main primaries (P9-P1) and the longest primary 
(usually P8). The reduced outermost primary (P10) is 
measured against the tip of the longest primary covert 
(abbreviated 'pc'). Note the presence and position of 
emargination, a dramatic constriction of the outer 
web; this is indicated by 'E' (or 'e' if less obvious or only 
sometimes present). All values are in millimetres. 

Important measurements are also listed (for sexes 
and races mixed, or for the most common race). 
Weight is not included as this varies too much to be 
reliable for identification; e.g. just before departure 
fattened migrants are commonly 40-70% heavier, and 
sometimes more than twice as heavy as upon arrival. 
Useful diagnostic features are discussed for each 
species, including primary projection (see p. 35).

Some practice is required to accurately judge wing 
formulae and minimise measurement errors. Also, 
live birds are slightly larger (1-5%) than museum 
specimens, as are adults compared to juveniles.

In this book primaries are numbered in descendent 
order, from the middle of the wing (i.e. the small outer 
primary is P10). A conversion bar to the alternative 
ascendental system (in grey) is given below.

P10

P1

P10
2-6<pc

P9
0-2

P8
0 E

P7
3-5 e

P6
5-9

P5
8-13.5

P4
12-16

P1
17-23

A medium-sized, featureless, bulky warbler.
Medium primary projection (c. 65-85% of tertials); 7-8 
primary tips visible on folded wing when fresh.
Lacks facial features except pale ring surrounding 
large, dark eye (gentle expression); short, stubby bill.
Plain grey or brown; blue-grey patch on neck sides. 
Inside of mouth pink (diagnostic; orange in others).

Garden Warbler (p. 176)

Wing Length
Tail Length
Tail:Wing
Bill Length
Tarsus Length

75-86 (80.1)
52-63 (57.8)
c. 65-70% (68%)
12.1-16.8 (14.5)
18.6-23.1 (20.8)

•
• 

•

• 
•

Diagnostic Features: 

Wing long, bluntly pointed 
(medium primary projection). 
P10 < P coverts. P8 (rarely P9) 
longest. P8 and usually also 
P7 emarginated. P8

Tit-Babblers (p. 173)

Both species are identifiable by their streaked throats, 
pale eyes, dark alula feathers with pale edges, black 
tails with white edges and corners, and grey plumage. 
Juveniles are duller. Both have short, rounded wings.

P10: the length of the (small) outermost 
primary is measured relative to the tip 
of the longest primary covert

tip of longest primary covert

Alulas

diagrams 
show right 
upperwing

P9P8P7
P6

P5
P4

P1 notch on P9 (inner web)

emargination on P8 (outer web)

length values (in mm) give the 
difference between the tip of 
that primary and the tip of the 
longest; in this case P9=0-2, 
i.e. the tip of P9 is equal to P8 
(longest) or up to 2 mm shorter

longest primary 
(number given)

P10
P1

P9
P2

P8
P3

P7
P4

P6
P5

P5
P6

P4
P7

P3
P8

P2
P9

P1
P10

Secondaries
Secondaries

P10

P1

P10
0.5-6<pc

P9
0.5-3

P8
0 E

P7
0-1 E

P6
1-3 e

P5
3-7

P4
6-8

P1
12-15

Distinctive plumage: rufous edges to wing feathers; 
bright silvery white throat; pinkish underparts ( ); 
grey ( ) or brown ( ) crown; brown mantle.
White or pale buff panels on outer tail feathers.
Medium primary projection (c. 60-75% of tertials); 6-7 
tips visible on folded wing when fresh.

Common Whitethroat (p. 175)

Wing Length
Tail Length
Tail:Wing
Bill Length
Tarsus Length

67-77 (72.2)
58-68 (63.6)
c. 80-90% (84%)
12.4-15.6 (13.9)
19.4-24.1 (21.4)

•

•
•

Diagnostic Features: 

Wing long, bluntly pointed 
(medium primary projection). 
P10 < P coverts. P8 (rarely P7) 
longest. P8-P7 and sometimes 
tip of P6 emarginated. P8

Eurasian Blackcap (p. 176)

Closely recalls Garden Warbler in general colour and 
structure but easily identifiable by crown colour: black 
in  or chestnut in . However, crown colour is hard to 
judge when the bird is seen in the canopy from below.
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P10

P1

P10
3-8<pc

P9
1.5-4

P8
0 E

P7
0-3 E

P6
3-7e

P5
7-11

P4
10-14

P1
18-23

Large size (wing >79; tail >60).
Very long P projection (80-100% ); 7-8 tips visible.
Massive bill (length >18, width >5); base yellowish.
Legs strong (toes smaller), dark greyish or blue-grey.
Grey colour; short white eyebrow and eye-surround.
Often pale wing panel when fresh (Mar-Apr).
Narrow but obvious white edge and tip on outer tail.

Olive-tree Warbler (p. 180)

Wing Length
Tail Length
Tail:Wing
Bill Length
Tarsus Length

81-92 (87)
60-71 (65)
72-82% (75%)
18.5-21.0 (19.9)
22.5-25 (23.5)

•
• 
•
•
•
•
•

Diagnostic Features: 

Wing long, pointed (very 
long primary projection). 
P10 = 50% of P coverts. P8 
(or P7) longest. P9 = P7 (or 
between P7 and P6).

P8

P10

P1

P10
2<pc<3

P9
1-3

P8
0 E

P7
1-3

P6
3.5-5

P5
5-8

P4
8-11

P1
12-16

For identification details consult pp. 184-187.
Small with long, pointed wing (usually >65).
Long primary projection (70-80% of tertials); 8 
primary tips visible (tips of outermost primaries 
closer together); folded wing extends past rump.
Long undertail coverts (looks short-tailed).
Very like Marsh; note rump, mouth and claw colour; 
bill, head and wing shape; wing; habitat; voice. 
Longer-winged and on average duller than African; 
moults Dec-Mar (not Apr-Jun as in African).

Eurasian Reed Warbler (p. 185)

Wing Length
Tail Length
Tail:Wing
Bill Length
Tarsus Length

65-72 (67.5)
49-56 (52.7)
75-80% (77%)
16.6-18.7 (17.6)
21-24 (22.9)

•
• 
•

• 
•

•

Diagnostic Features: 

Wing long, pointed (long P 
projection). P10 tiny, about = 
P coverts. P8 longest. P9 usually 
between P7/P6. P9 notch 10-13.5 mm 
(at P2/secondary tips in adult). Only P8 
emarginated. See p. 184 for details. P8

Yellow-throated Woodland Warbler (p. 178)

Closest to Willow in size and shape, but colour and forest 
habitat unique. More likely to be taken for a white-eye.

P10

P1

P10
1-8>pc

P9
4.5-7

P8
0 E

P7
0-0.5 E

P6
1-3.5 E

P5
5-8

P4
8-12

P1
13-18

Tiny, slender and delicate (yet wing and tail relatively 
long) with a thin, pointed bill and dainty legs.
Long primary projection (75-90% of tertials); 
6-7 primary tips visible on folded wing when fresh.
Tail tip often notched or forked (sometimes square). 
Small bright yellow wedge on wing-bend.
Dark eyestripe and sharp yellow or whitish eyebrow.
P9=P5 and P10> primary coverts (compare Icterine).

Willow Warbler (p. 178)

Wing Length
Tail Length
Tail:Wing
Bill Length
Tarsus Length

60-73 (65.9)
44-57 (49.7)
c. 71-79% (75%)
10.0-14.5 (12.2) 
18.0-21.7 (19.3)

•

• 

•
•
•
•

Diagnostic Features: 

Wing long (relative to bird's 
small size) and pointed; long 
primary projection. P10 > 
P coverts. P8 (or P7) longest. 
P9=P5. P8-P6 emarginated.

P8

P10

P1

P10
4<pc<2

P9
1-4

P8
0 E

P7
0-3 E

P6
3-6 e

P5
7-10

P4
10-14

P1
17-24

Most yellow below and greenish above; lores pale.
Very long primary projection (c. 100% of tertials); 
7-8 primary tips visible on folded wing when fresh.
Long bill (length >15, width >4.4); broad base 
yellowish to flesh; mouth orange-yellow.
Legs dark greyish or blue-grey.
Often shows pale wing panel when fresh (Mar-Apr).
Differs from Willow by longer wing; shorter P10; face.

Icterine Warbler (p. 180)

Wing Length
Tail Length
Tail:Wing
Bill Length
Tarsus Length

75-83 (78)
48-55 (51.5)
62-71% (67%)
15.0-17.5 (16.5)
19.5-22.0 (21.0)

•
• 

•

•
•
• 

Diagnostic Features: 

Wing long, pointed (very 
long primary projection). 
P10 a little < or > than P 
coverts. P8 (or P7) longest. 
P9 = P7/P6 (or P6/P5).

P8

Dark-capped Yellow Warbler (p. 182)

Wing short and round (P10 c. 70% of P9); P7-P6 longest; 
P8-P5 emarginated. Bill broad with convex sides. Yellow 
below, greenish above. Habitat wetlands, tall grass, ferns.

Sedge Warbler (p. 182)

Easily identifiable by plumage: only wetland warbler 
with a streaked mantle (compare cisticolas); bold pale 
eyebrow bordered by a dark stripe above. Rump plainer, 
warm rufous. Wing long and pointed (P projection 80%), 
P8 longest, emarginated. Tail rather short and rounded.
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P10

P1

P10
4-8<pc

P9
0-2

P8
0 E

P7
1.5-3

P6
4-6

P5
7.5-9

P4
10-12

P1
17-20

Almost length of Great Reed but much slimmer; 
more like a large African Reed (wing >79, overlaps 
with e.g. smallest Great and largest Marsh; tail >55).
Long primary projection (80% of tertials); 8 tips visible.
Bill long but narrow (length >20.5, width 4.8-5.2).
Legs and feet dark grey with a faint brownish tinge.
Cold grey-brown above, pale below; no throat streaks.

Basra Reed Warbler (p. 190)

Wing Length
Tail Length
Tail:Wing
Bill Length
Tarsus Length

79-85 (82.3)
55-65 (61.7)
72-77% (75%)
20.5-23.5 (22.2)
24.0-26.0 (25.3)

•

•
•
•
• 

Diagnostic Features: 

Wing long, pointed (long  
primary projection). P10  
< P coverts. P8 (rarely P9)  
longest. P9 between P8/P7.  
Only P8 emarginated. Tips narrow.

P8

P10

P1

P10
4-8<pc

P9
0-2

P8
0 E

P7
1.5-3

P6
4-6

P5
7.5-9

P4
10-12

P1
17-20

For identification details consult pp. 184-187.
Small with long, pointed wing (usually >64).
Long P projection (80-90% of tertials); 8 tips visible 
(evenly spaced); folded wing extends past rump.
Long undertail coverts (looks short-tailed).
Very like Eurasian and African but usually in dense, 
low shrubbery in woodland understorey (not reeds). 
Shows a green tinge above and yellow tinge below.

Marsh Warbler (p. 186)

Wing Length
Tail Length
Tail:Wing
Bill Length
Tarsus Length

64-73 (68.5)
47-55 (51.3)
71-79% (75%)
14.5-17.0 (15.9)
21.0-24.0 (22.5)

•
•
•

•
•
 
•

Diagnostic Features: 

Wing very long, pointed (long  
primary projection). P10 tiny, 
about = P coverts. P8 longest. P9 
usually between P8/P7 or P7/P6. P9 
notch 7.5-11 mm (at P5/P4 or P3/P2). 
Only P8 emarginated. See p. 184.

P8

P10

P1

P10
4<pc<2

P9
1-4

P8
0 E

P7
0-3 E

P6
3-6 e

P5
7-10

P4
10-14

P1
17-24

For identification details consult pp. 184-187.
Small with short, rounded wing (wing usually <63).
P9 much shorter than P8 (compare Eurasian, Marsh).
Short primary projection (40% of tertials); 6 tips 
visible; folded wing does not extend past rump.
Short undertail coverts (looks long-tailed).

African Reed Warbler (p. 186)

Wing Length
Tail Length
Tail:Wing
Bill Length
Tarsus Length

56-63 (60.1)
47-54 (50)
77-88% (83%)
15.5-17.5 (16.5)
21.5-23.5 (22.5)

•
• 
•
•

•

Diagnostic Features: 

Wing short, rounded (short P 
projection). P10 tiny, about = 
P coverts. P8/P7 longest. P9 
between P5/P4 or P4/P3. P9 notch 13-15 
mm (< secondaries). P8 and P7 (and 
sometimes P6) emarginated. See p. 184. P8

Greater Swamp Warbler (p. 188)

A large, dark, plain warbler restricted to permanent 
papyrus swamps in N Botswana. Size: wing 72-80, tail 71-
80, bill 20-23. Wing short and round (resident); formula 
like Lesser Swamp: large P10, P9 equal to secondary 
tips, P7-P6 longest, P8-P5 emarginated. Told from Lesser 
Swamp by larger size, darker underparts and lack of pale 
eyebrow. From migrant Acrocephalus warblers by strong, 
dark feet, short primary projection and long P10.

P10

P1

P10
10-15>pc

P9
8-10

P8
1.5-2.5 E

P7
0 E

P6
0 E

P5
0-3 e

P4
2.5-6

P1
9-12

Told from most species by large and long P10.
Relatively large and robust but wing short, rounded.
Whiter below than others; sharp white eyebrow.
Long, rounded, graduated tail, often frayed.
Legs, toes and claws strong; dark grey.
Note: races vary considerably in size.

Lesser Swamp Warbler (p. 188)

Wing Length
Tail Length
Tail:Wing
Bill Length
Tarsus Length

62-81 (70.5)
55-74 (64.3)
88-96% (92%)
18.0-21.0 (19.7)
25.0-30.0 (27.2)

•
• 
•
•
•
•

Diagnostic Features: 

Wing relatively short and 
rounded. P10 = 50% of P9, 
>> P coverts. P7 or P6 longest. 
P9 tip between P2/P1. P8-P6 
and usually P5 emarginated. P7

Great Reed (left) has a long, broad, thick bill 
(length 21-25.3 mm, width 5.2-6 mm). Basra Reed's 
bill is shorter, narrower and much thinner but looks  
longer (length 20.5-23.5 mm, width 4.8-5.2 mm).
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P10

P1

P10
12-17>pc

P9
7-9

P8
1.5-3 E

P7
0-1 E

P6
0 E

P5
0-2 E

P4
1-3

P1
3.5-6

Long, graduated often ragged tail (only wetland 
warbler where the tail is longer than the wing).
Dark grey-brown above; throat often streaked.

Little Rush Warbler (p. 196)

Wing Length
Tail Length
Tail:Wing
Bill Length
Tarsus Length

53-62 (58.8)
59-71 (64.7)
102-119% (111%)
14.5-17.5 (16.0)
21.0-24.0 (22.7)

•

• 

Diagnostic Features: 

Wing very short and strongly 
rounded (tail>wing). P10 >> 
P coverts. P6 (rarely P7 or P5) 
longest. P9 <than secondary tips. 
P8-P5 emarginated. P6

P10

P1

P10
7-0<pc

P9
0

P8
0-3

P7
2-7

P6
5-10

P5
8-12

P4
10-16

P1
17-23

Wing long, broad, pointed: no emargination; P9 
longest; long primary projection (100% of tertials).
Graduated tail with broad, rounded feathers.
Thick, pale-tipped undertail coverts almost to tail tip.
Throat often diffusely streaked (variable).
Long, thin toes and claws, and fine bill.

River Warbler (p. 192)

Wing Length
Tail Length
Tail:Wing
Bill Length
Tarsus Length

69-80 (75.5)
49-61 (55.6)
70-78% (74%)
14.6-15.7 (15.5)
20.5-23.0 (21.7)

•

• 
•
•
•

Diagnostic Features: 

Wing long with broad P tips, 
distinctly curved on outer edge. 
P10 equal or > than P coverts. 
P9 longest with narrow, pale 
outer edge. No emargination.

P9

P10

P1

P10
3-10<pc

P9
0-2.5

P8
0 E

P7
2-4.5

P6
5.5-8

P5
9-13

P4
12-16

P1
21-26

Largest warbler (wing >89, rarely >82; tail >66).
Very long primary projection (80-90% of tertials); 
8 primary tips visible on folded wing when fresh.
Powerful bill (length >21, width >5.2). Mouth orange.
Legs and feet strong; pinkish brown to grey brown.
Warm brown above; throat often faintly streaked.

Great Reed Warbler (p. 190)

Wing Length
Tail Length
Tail:Wing
Bill Length
Tarsus Length

89-104 (95.5)
66-81 (73.4)
72-82% (77%)
21.0-25.3 (23.3)
27.0-32.0 (29.4)

•
• 

•
•
•

Diagnostic Features: 

Wing long, pointed (very 
long primary projection). 
P10 < P coverts. P8 (rarely 
P9) longest. P9 between P8/
P7. Only P8 emarginated.

P8

Thrush Nightingale (p. 192)

Despite being a chat, wing formula is similar to some 
warblers. Wing bluntly pointed: P10 tiny and shorter than 
primary coverts; P9 2-5 mm shorter and roughly equal to 
P7; P8 longest and only emarginated feather. Size: wing 
84-92, tail 65-71, bill 16-18. Identifiable by large dark eye, 
diffusely mottled breast and warm wash on rump/tail.

Knysna Warbler (p. 194)

An almost entirely dark warbler of forest undergrowth 
and thickets in W and S Cape. Wing short and strongly 
rounded as in other Bradypterus warblers (e.g. Barratt's, 

Little Rush): P10 10-15 longer than primary coverts; P9 
about equal to secondary tips; P8 2-4 shorter than P7-P5, 
which are longest; P8-P6 and sometimes P5 emarginated. 
Size: wing 56-63, tail 49-60, bill 15-16, tarsus 20-21. Told 
from Barratt's by darker, less streaky breast and shorter 
wing, tail and tarsus (tail:wing ratio 87-100%).

Barratt's Warbler (p. 194)

A dark forest undergrowth or scrub-dwelling warbler 
with a short, strongly rounded wing (short primary pro-
jection) and a long, graduated often ragged tail. P10 
14-18 longer than primary coverts; P9 shorter than sec-
ondary tips; P8 2-4 shorter than P7-P5 which are longest; 
P8-P5 emarginated. Size: wing 62-67, tail 62-76, bill 14.5-
16, tarsus 21-24; tail:wing ratio 100-108%. Dark brown to 
grey-brown, paler below with notable spots or streaks.

P10 often hidden

primary coverts

alula feathers

marginal coverts

coverts:
lesser
median
greater
primary

(exposed) 
tertials

primary 
projection

emargination

main primaries (9)

P8

P1

secondaries (6)

tertials (3)

Willow Warbler. 
Primary projection is 

measured on the closed  
wing. Emargination may be 

visible on the closed wing too.
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Warbler migration
Warblers differ greatly in their life history strategies: 
some of the short-winged resident warblers, such as 
Lesser Swamp and Little Rush, may reside in one small 
wetland for most of their lives. Conversely, some of the 
long-winged Palearctic breeders undergo truly epic 
annual migrations of thousands of kilometres. Still 
other species undergo local altitudinal migrations or 
move between tropical and temperate areas.

A total of 12 long-distance migrant warblers breed 
in the Palearctic (May-Jul) and spend their non-br. 
season in Southern Africa. Note that such birds are 
often said to 'winter' or have their 'wintering grounds' 
in Southern Africa; such statements may cause con-
fusion as migrant warblers are present in Southern 
Africa in the S Hemisphere summer (Oct-Apr). 

In Palearctic migrants, a period of frenzied feeding 
precedes migration, in order to store fat reserves. 
During this stage, birds may double in body weight. 
Migration is mostly nocturnal as is evidenced by  
massive landfalls of birds attracted to artificial lights 
while flying overhead, especially in misty weather.

In general, W European breeders (e.g. Melodious 
Warbler and W Olivaceous Warbler) winter in W Africa 
while those breeding in E Europe and C Asia (e.g. 
River Warbler and Upcher's Warbler) spend their non-
breeding seasons in E Africa. However, some wide-
ranging species (e.g. Sedge and Great Reed) migrate 
along a broad front and winter across much of the 
African continent, on both sides of the equator. 

Migration routes differ among species, although 
several share traditional migration routes. Birds 
that winter side-by-side may have arrived via very 
different routes; for example, most Icterine Warblers 
reach Southern Africa via a westerly route, entering 
Africa across the Mediterranean, crossing the Sahara 
and continuing S through Chad, DRC and Zambia; 
on their Bushveld non-br. grounds they may occur in 
close proximity with Marsh Warblers which arrive via a 
different E route (see map, right).

Most warblers leave their Palearctic br. grounds  
relatively soon after completing their nesting cycle, 
typically between late Jul and early Aug or in Sep or 
early Oct at the latest. In contrast to their northbound 
return journey, which may take as little as 4-6 weeks, 
southbound migration is often prolonged. In fact, 
some species undertake a two-stage migration with 
an extended stopover in NE Africa. During this resting 
period the birds take advantage of early rains and the 
resultant insect abundance and some undergo partial 
moults. Onward migration continues from late Oct to 
Dec. Despite their early departures, species such as 
the River, Marsh and Sedge Warblers thus reach their 
final non-breeding (wintering) grounds in Southern 
Africa as late as middle Dec or early Jan, amounting to 
a total migration period of 3-4 months. 

By this time Southern Africa's summer rains have  
created sufficiently lush habitat to provide the birds  
with enough food to sustain them during the energy- 
costly moult process.       

Non-breeding range
Breeding range

Upon completion of moult the birds (most now in 
immaculate fresh plumage) start preparing for their 
return journey to their br. grounds. Higher hormone 
levels may result in a pronounced switch from soft 
subsong to loud territorial song and a concurrent 
decrease in secrecy in late summer. Departure is 
mostly in late Mar or early Apr (in some as early as Feb).

Migration of Marsh Warbler (map): Adults leave 
their Eurasian br. grounds in Jul-Aug (juveniles 10+ 
days later). Birds from W Europe travel SE towards 
Turkey and the Middle East, while those from Russia 
fly SW. They enter Africa by crossing the Red Sea at 
Sudan in Aug to early Sep (a few pass through Egypt). 
Thereafter almost the entire global population rests at 
an unknown locality; based on the warblers' mimicry 
of localised endemics, this stopover zone probably lies 
mainly in Ethiopia. After 2-3 months, during which the 
birds undergo a partial moult, migration continues 
from late Oct and early Nov. The birds now channel 
through SE Kenya, where some 200 000 have been 
ringed after being attracted to Ngulia Safari Lodge's 
lights. From here they pass E of Mt. Kilimanjaro and 
turn SW to reach Southern Africa in Nov-Jan (some  
in Oct). Here they undergo a complete moult of 2 
months. In late Mar or early Apr they depart on a more 
rapid return journey, this time following an easterly 
route through Oman, Kuwait and the Caucasus. They 
reach their br. territories from late May to early Jun.

Stopover range
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TIT-BABBLERS: Resident warblers now placed in the mainly Palearctic genus Sylvia. Both are thicket-
dwellers, but not overly shy. Layard's frequents dry shrubbery, especially on rocky slopes. Chestnut-
vented is common in most biomes with bushes and trees, except tropical woodland and forest.

Layard's Tit-Babbler
Sylvia layardi (Grystjeriktik)
L: 14-16 cm   M: 14-(15)-16 g
[1: S. l. aridicola; 2: S. l. la
yardi; 3: S. l. subsolanum; 4: 
S. l. barnesi]. Retiring warbler 
best located by its loud calls. 
Like more common Chestnut-
vented but has a white or buff 
(not chestnut) vent and more 
subdued throat streaking. Pale 
eye and black-and-white tail 
are also good field marks.

Chestnut-vented Tit-Babbler
Sylvia subcaeruleum (Bosveldtjeriktik)
L: 14-16 cm   M: 11-(15)-19 g
[1: S. s. cinerascens; 2: S. s. 
subcaeruleum; 3: S. s. orphe
anum]. A common, widespread 
warbler of thorny thickets and 
tree canopies. Skulking but in-
quisitive and noisy. Easily told  
by greyish plumage, pale eye, 
boldly streaked throat and 
chestnut vent. Black-and-white 
tail obvious in flight.

ad. subcaeruleum
Lichtenburg, NW

ad. aridicola
Spitzkoppe, Nam

mobbing Pearl-
spotted Owlet

black with 
white edges

some 
nearly 

plain

striking 
pale eye

dull slaty 
brown

black; 
white 

corners

white

whitish

plain

juv. barnesi
Mokhotlong, Les

white

chestnut
white 

corners

chestnut 
(diagnostic)

longish, black tail 
with crisp white 
sides and corners

dull
chestnut tinge

heavy 
streaks

plain or 
faintly 

streaked

juv. cinerascens 
Ghanzi, Bot

striking 
pale eye

2

1

3
4 2

1

3

3

ad. subcaeruleum
Graaff-Reinet, EC

white or pale buff 
(diagnostic)

longish, black tail 
with crisp white 
sides and corners

ad. subsolanum
Bloemfontein, FS

a little duller, 
plainer and less 

neatly marked than 
Chestnut-vented

likes dense, dry 
scrub on rocky 
slopes

betrays presence by frequent, 
loud chok'chr'R'R'R'r'r rattle; lacks 
tjerik-tik-tik call of Chestnut-
vented (from which Afrikaans 
name is derived)

pale buffy 
grey vent

 NE E
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Named after Edgar Leopold Layard, author of the first 
complete book on South African birds (first vol. 1875). 

habitat Prefers dense, dry shrubbery on rocky 
ground e.g. hillsides, ravines and rock outcrops. Also 
dry fynbos, strandveld, montane scrub and broken 
woodland (e.g. hills with plentiful Olea bushes). Rarely, 
overlaps with Chestnut-vented, especially in winter.

status Uncommon to locally common (e.g. on hills 
in the Karoo and Namaqualand). Easily overlooked if 
not calling. Mostly resident. Singly or in pairs. Endemic.

identification A skulking but inquisitive warbler 
that can be difficult to locate if silent; listen for the 
full, throaty, stuttered call of both sexes and the  
beautiful, melodious song of the  in the br. season. 
The dullest individuals can be tricky to identify: 
looks like a nondescript plain grey warbler but note 
obvious whitish eye and dark alula feathers with 
white edges. Throat streaking variable: darkest birds 
are close to Chestnut-vented, but many have soft, 
diffuse marks and some are nearly plain. Vent whitish. 
The longish, slightly graduated black tail is spread in 
flight, revealing bold white outer edges and broad 
white corners. — Sexes: In direct comparison  is a 
touch browner, with less distinct throat streaking and 
a buff-tinged vent. — Juv: Duller and browner with a 
plain throat and a darker, blue-grey eye. — Var: Minor 
regional differences in size, colour and streaking. 

confusion risks Easily told from Chestnut-vented 
by white (not chestnut) vent area; also a little paler and 
with less distinct throat streaking, less prominently 
patterned alula feathers and less white in tail. Occurs 
with Fairy Flycatcher and Karoo Eremomela (p. 262) 
and may be taken for Neddicky (p. 224) or Grey-backed 
Cisticola (p. 232). Dull colour and tail pattern could 
momentarily suggest Karoo Chat (p. 136), Karoo Scrub 
Robin (p. 143) or even Grey Tit-Flycatcher (p. 156).

behaviour Shyer than Chestnut-vented, skulking 
low down in thick vegetation;  becomes more 
demonstrative in the br. season, singing loudly from 
bushes or during a short song-flight; sometimes snaps 
wings and often changes direction mid-flight. Reacts 
strongly to tape playback (in the br. season).

biology Food insects, fruit and some nectar. Lays 2 
whitish, blotchy eggs in a thick-walled grass cup.

voice The song is pleasant and complex (confirms 
tit-babblers' relationship to Palearctic Sylvia warblers): 
varied, musical, hurried phrases which often include 
a characteristic chewy-chewy-chewy, bubbling motifs 
and mimicry. Also listen for loud, full, stuttering trill 
call: chok'chr'R'R'R'r (sounds like tit alarm calls).  

• striking pale yellowish white eye
• white ( ) or buff-tinged ( ) vent
• black tail with white sides/corners
• throat may be streaked or plain
• loud voice including a throaty trill

Layard's Tit-Babbler
Sylvia layardi  (Grystjeriktik)
ALT NAME(S): Layard's Warbler, Parisoma layardi

• striking pale yellowish white eye
• chestnut vent (all ages; both sexes)
• black tail with white sides/corners
• clearly streaked throat (in adults)
• loud voice including tjerik-tik-tik call

Chestnut-vented Tit-Babbler
Sylvia subcaeruleum (Bosveldtjeriktik)
ALT NAME(S): Chestnut-vented Warbler, Parisoma subcaeruleum

This noisy near-endemic is one of the most numerous 
insectivores in large parts of Southern Africa; all birders 
(and many laymen) are familiar with its cheerful voice.

habitat Widespread (except in E); occurs in almost 
all habitats with dense scrub or trees including 
savanna, thornveld, scrub, bushy grassland, thickets, 
hillsides, riverine bush (especially in dry areas) and 
gardens. Overlaps with Layard's in coastal strandveld 
and in the Karoo, but typically avoids the higher, 
rockier areas preferred by that species. 

status A common to very common resident in 
suitable habitat in much of Southern Africa. Usually 
encountered singly or in pairs. Near-endemic.

identification Despite this widespread warbler's 
inherently reclusive nature, it rapidly appears to 
mob predators, scold rivals or investigate human 
intruders. Foraging birds reveal their pre sence by their 
frequent tjerik-tik-tik calls (from which their Afrikaans 
name is derived). Unmistakable, given a decent 
view. The diagnostic chestnut vent is usually visible 
even from a distance. Quite attractive when seen up 
close, with a streaked throat, striking whitish eye and 
contrasting black alula feathers with white edges. In 
flight, spreads the longish, slightly graduated, black 
tail to reveal bold white outer edges and broad white 
corners. — Sexes: Similar. — Juv: Duller than adult but 
still recognisable by its subdued throat streaking and 
dull chestnut vent. — Var: Races poorly differentiated; 
clinal variation in throat streaking and shade of grey.

confusion risks Grey colour, whitish eye, streaked 
throat and chestnut vent make confusion with other 
species unlikely. Overlaps with Layard's (see). 

behaviour Usually seen working its way through 
tree canopies, mid-levels or shrubbery, or glimpsed 
while flitting short distances between adjacent trees 
(low above the ground in characteristically jerky, 
flappy flight, with the tail spread). Sings while foraging 
or in a short song-flight with exaggerated wingbeats 
interspersed with short glides. Often joins bird parties.

biology Food insects and some fruit, nectar and 
seeds. Lays 2-3 buff eggs with brown smudges in a 
thin-walled grass cup, in thin twigs, 1-3 m high.

voice Song is variable in structure: sometimes 
short, distinctly phrased and containing diagnostic 
stutters and growls (like calls); at other times, more 
melodious, bubbly, fluty and rambling, and including 
much mimicry. Calls are characteristic background 
sounds in various habitats. Most often heard is a short 
growling rattle ending in a stutter tjerrrrik-tik-tik-tik...  
(sometimes only the initial growl is given).
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• contrasting white throat (in adult )
• rufous or rusty edges to wing feathers
• dull orange legs; pale-based bill
• longish tail with white outer panels
• beware:  and juv. much duller than 

Common Whitethroat
Sylvia communis (Witkeelsanger)
ALT NAME(S): Whitethroat, Curruca communis

As its name implies this warbler has a 'glowing' white 
throat, as well as distinctive rufous-edged wing feathers.

habitat Woodland with a scrubby understorey, e.g. 
thornveld, broad-leaved and miombo. Visits fruiting 
shrubs e.g. Lantana, Grewia, Gymnosporia, Rhus, etc.

status Uncommon to locally common but easily 
overlooked non-br. visitor (Nov/Dec to Mar/Apr). 
Singly or in loose groups (e.g. near fruiting shrubs).

identification A lively, attractive warbler that may 
be seen either in the canopy or in low scrub. Looks 
rather heavy and clumsy, with a big head, often with a 
peaked crown or raised crest. Both sexes are identified 
by the combination of bright rufous, rusty or pinkish 
wing feather edges and a white throat that contrasts 
with the breast. Also note dull orange legs, longish 
tail with white sides, pale-based bill and whitish eye-
surround.  has a greyish head, pinkish, pale orange or 
dingy grey underparts, grey lesser coverts and a bright 
orange eye;  is duller with a brownish head, buff 
underparts, brown lesser coverts and a yellow-brown 
to olive-brown eye. — Sexes: Extremes differ, but 
many are almost alike. — Imm: Resembles  but has 
darker eyes and an off-white throat. — Var: 4 subtly 
differing races overlap: most common icterops is larger, 
greyer above, whiter below and has paler wing edges. 

confusion risks Dull  and imm.  are easily 
confused with other warblers, but are distinguished 
by their pale tail sides, pale brown eyes, rufous wings, 
white throats, orange legs and pale-based bills; in 
practice these features can be hard to see in the field. 

behaviour Excitable, lively and inquisitive, but at 
times more skulking. Often raises the crown feathers. 
Posture horizontal or slanted forward at 30° with the 
head and tail up. Rarely flicks the wings and tail. Flies 
confidently but usually low and in a darting, dipping 
fashion, often with the tail spread; then dives head-first 
into bushes. Movements heavy; hops, sidles or leaps 
about inside cover. Forages at all levels (sometimes 
even on the ground): at home in low scrub, middle 
levels and the canopy (but on average spends most 
time c. 2 m up). On br. grounds performs short aerial 
displays, fluttering 10 m up and swooping down. 

biology Food insects and fruit. Br. extralimital.
voice On the br. grounds, song is given in short 

phrases (of c. 12 notes); in Africa gives a softer, 
faster, more sustained and more varied subsong; 
recognisable by its distinctly scratchy quality. Call is a 
sharp, inquiring, hoarse dweeb or dzee-iit, rising slightly 
at the end, often given 2-3x in quick succession; alarm 
call is an insistent, swearing growl: churrr or chaarr.

SYLVIID WARBLERS: Non-br. migrant warblers, 
easily overlooked unless singing. Whitethroat 
found in woodland, mixed bush and thornveld.

Common Whitethroat
Sylvia communis (Witkeelsanger)
L: 13-15 cm   M: 12-(15)-22 g
[Races overlap widely: S. c. 
icterops; S. c. communis; S. c. 
volgensis; S. c. rubicola]. A 
distinctive, attractive migrant 
identified by its contrasting 
white throat and rufous wing. 
Note also white eye-surround, 
white sides to longish tail and 
dull orange legs. Often raises its 
crown feathers. 

ad.  icterops
Lichtenburg, NW

ad.  volgensis
Swartwater, Lim

ad.  communis
Bulawayo, Zim

white 
throat  

whitish to 
pale buff

rusty to 
pinkish

pale 
rufous

imm. communis
Ghanzi, Bot

white tail 
sides 

pinkish

greyish

flight strong but 
erratic; dives 

into cover

tail often 
tilted up 
about 30°

usually in canopy, 
but also descends to 
low bushes/weeds; 
here eating wild 
raisins

ad.  communis
Gaborone, Bot

imm. has less  
clear-cut, buff or 
greyish tail 
sides slender

?

pale 
base

dull orange



SYLVIID WARBLERS: Easily overlooked non-br. Palearctic migrant warblers. Garden skulks in dense tree 
canopies in shady gardens and parks as well as in moist woodland (riverine bush, thickets, forest edge). 
Blackcap is a rare but probably overlooked visitor to forest edges and woodland, mostly in hilly country.

Eurasian Blackcap
Sylvia atricapilla (Swartkroonsanger)
L: 13-15 cm   M: 14-(18)-23 g
[A. a. dammholzi]. Rare (or 
overlooked) vagrant. Neat black  
( ) or reddish brown ( ) cap 
extending down to top of eye is 
diagnostic, but can be hard to 
see directly from below. Quite 
like Garden in habits (though 
less shy) as well as shape (but 
slimmer). Song also similar but 
higher and more fluty.

Garden Warbler
Sylvia borin (Tuinsanger)
L: 13-15 cm   M: 15-(21)-28 g
[1: S. b. borin; 2: S. b. wood-
wardi]. Often locally common 
but easily overlooked (but song 
betrays presence). Shy, usually 
allowing only brief views: then 
looks plain (lack of field marks 
in itself a good characteristic) 
but note big dark eye with pale 
surround, blue-grey neck sides 
and plump shape.

ad. woodwardi
Johannesburg, GP

tail fairly short; 
lacks white 
outer panels

difficult to spot in 
leafy thickets and 
sometimes high 
up in canopy

ad. wood-
wardi worn

Popa Falls, Nam

square or 
slightly 
forked

flight fast 
and direct 
between 
treetops

long primary 
projection

primary tips less 
contrasting in 
worn plumage

short, 
stubby

hint of 
blue-grey 
on neck

inside of 
mouth pink 

(orange in 
most others)

big eye plus 
short bill and 

plain face ('kind' 
expression)

big, dark, 
round eye 

('doe-eyed')
whitish, 
broken ring 
around eye

pale eye-
surround; mere 

suggestion of 
paler brow

rounded 
crown

imm. borin
Pinetown, KZN

ad. borin fresh
Harare, Zim

lacks distinctive 
field marks

plump

imm. 
Ethiopia

glossy, jet-
black cap

long primary 
projection 
(compare 
Neddicky)

ad.  fresh
Nyanga, Zim

adult 
Kenya

ad.  worn
Portugal

imm.  
moulting

Malawi

rather 
dark grey

like a small  
Bush Blackcap, 
but lacks pink  

bill and legs

compare 
Neddicky  

(p. 224)

reddish 
brown cap

mottled

rufous-
orange 
cap

longish tail  
(no white)

a little smaller 
and slimmer than 
Garden in build; 
longer legs & tail

flies in a jerky, 
slightly dipping 
way to next tree

2

1 & 2
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• plain: lacks distinctive field marks
• plump, with shortish tail & round crown
• big, dark eye with paler surround
• faint blue-grey wedge on neck
• short bill and big eye ('gentle' look)

Garden Warbler
Sylvia borin (Tuinsanger)
ALT NAME(S): None

This drab warbler can indeed be common in gardens.
habitat Generally prefers moist, lush vegetation 

e.g. shady gardens, parks, riverine bush, forest edges, 
leafy thickets, tall woodland, wooded slopes, valleys, 
etc. May also venture into isolated fruiting shrubs.

status Uncommon but mostly overlooked non-br. 
summer visitor (Sept-Apr, mostly Nov-Mar). Solitary.

identification The best way to find and identify this 
species is by its continuous murmuring song (other-
wise could be entirely overlooked, even in one's own 
garden). Discreet, and usually takes some time to track 
down, especially when foraging high in the canopy. 
Typically presents only brief and partial views: then 
looks plain and 'anonymous'; at first glance seems to 
lack any features (which in itself is a good clue). Shape 
is important: plump body, rounded head, thick neck, 
shortish tail, long wing and short, sturdy legs. Often 
seems to have a 'gentle' expression, thanks to plump 
shape plus short bill, large dark, round eye surrounded 
by a paler (broken) ring and plain face (usually with 
only a hint of a paler eyebrow). Also note slight blue-
grey tinge on sides of neck. Tail lacks white outer panels. 
Inside of mouth pink (orange or yellow in most other 
warblers). — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Warmer than adult. 
— Var: Race woodwardi is a little larger, greyer above 
and whiter below. Worn birds (Nov-Dec) are duller and 
lack noticeable pale tips to the primary feathers. 

confusion risks Told from most reed warblers (pp. 
184-190) by dry habitat (but compare Marsh, p. 186) 
plus shorter undertail coverts, stubbier bill, square-
ended (not rounded) tail, rounder crown and plumper 
shape. Icterine and Olive-tree (p. 180) have orange-
based bills and peaked heads. Cisticolas (p. 208) have 
short wings with little primary projection. Brown 
flycatchers (p. 148) told by different behaviour. 

behaviour Sings throughout the day, while moving 
or stationary. Secretive, often frustratingly remaining 
hidden in the middle levels and canopy (rarely, in 
dense shrubs). Active, but movements rather clumsy; 
posture horizontal. Droops wings and lifts tail slightly.

biology Food insects and berries. Br. extralimital.
voice Song is rich and beautiful but rather mellow, 

unimposing and relaxing to the ear, and thus easily 
missed (louder and more vigorous after arrival and 
again before departure). Consists of a rapid, steady, 
rather low-pitched, pleasant jumbled outpouring, like 
a murmuring creek. Dominated by almost thrush-like, 
bubbling or burry rolling notes, interspersed with 
quick fluty or wheezy notes (mostly mimicry). Call a 
series of irritated check notes, given from within cover.

• rare vagrant (but probably overlooked)
• neat cap: black in , rich reddish in 
•  greyish below,  washed dirty buff
• long wing (compare e.g. Neddicky)
• song like Garden, but higher and fluty

Eurasian Blackcap
Sylvia atricapilla (Swartkroonsanger)
ALT NAME(S): European Blackcap, Black-cap Warbler

The  of this rare visitor is unmistakable, but the  less so.
habitat Most records to date have been from forest 

edges in hilly regions; also wooded slopes, woodland 
with a tall understorey, gardens and thickets, mostly at 
a height of 1600-2400 m (but up to 3600 m in E Africa).

status Rare non-br. summer vagrant (probably 
more widespread but overlooked). Likely Nov-Mar. 
Singly, but forms loose groups of up to 20 in E Africa.

identification A characteristic warbler, most likely 
to be located by its musical song (which is close to 
Garden's). Most important and obvious field mark is 
small, neat, sharply defined cap, extending down to 
the eye (but separated from the bill by a grey band). 
Cap glossy jet-black in ad. , orange to reddish brown 
in  and juv.  (with a mixture of colours in imm. 

). Note: the cap can be hard to see from below when 
the bird is foraging in the canopy. Body grey in , 
warmer in . Crown often domed or peaked (e.g. when 
the crown feathers are raised). Note the thin white 
crescent below the large eye and the short, spiky bill. 
Tail lacks white. — Juv: See above. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Cap should prevent confusion 
with other warblers.  is like a small Bush Blackcap but 
lacks the pink bill and feet of that species. Neddicky 
(p. 224) is often mistaken for a  Blackcap, but the 
latter is bigger, longer-winged and differs in voice and 
behaviour. When seen from below, recalls Garden in 
jizz, but is slimmer, longer-legged and longer-tailed.

behaviour On the br. grounds quite easy to see 
(more so than Garden) especially when foraging in 
low shrubs. Moves with an upright posture, hopping, 
jumping or sidling along twigs to find prey; may also 
catch passing insects in flight. Also fond of small fruits: 
can swallow quite large berries whole. When excited, 
raises tail, flicks wings and raises crown feathers. 
Apparently territorial towards the end of the S summer 
(before migration), singing more loudly and from the 
same area. Flight jerky and somewhat dipping, and 
usually only over short distances.

biology Food mainly insects but mostly berries 
during specific times of the year. Br. extralimital.

voice Song heart-warming and musical; considered 
one of Europe's finest songsters. Very like Garden's 
but more catchy due to higher pitch, sharper whistled 
tone and more distinct phrasing. Consists of excited, 
rapid and varied chattering often ending in a loud, 
fluty flourish. At times sings more continuously and 
uses mimicry too. Call is a hard but thin teck like a 
tongue-click or pebbles struck together, sometimes 
repeated. Also a hoarse, bleating hehh or raspy zzeeh.
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Yellow-throated Woodland Warbler
Phylloscopus ruficapilla (Geelkeelsanger)
L: 10-12 cm    M: 6-(7.5)-10 g
[1: P. r. voelckeri; 2: P. r. ru
fica pilla; 3: P. r. ochracei ceps; 
4: P. r. alacris]. One of the 
most common forest birds but 
small and active and thus more 
often heard than seen, or only 
glimpsed when flashing over-
head. Tiny and delicate. Yellow 
throat and vent, rufous cap and 
green wings and tail.

yellow 
throat

greenish 
wash

tiny

bright 
yellow 
throat

ad. alacris
Vumba, Zim

ad. ochraceiceps
Magoebaskloof, Lim

juv. voelckeri
Knysna, WC

yellow 
vent

usually 
notched 
or forked

2 birds with 
superficially 
similar Cape 

White-eye  
(bottom)

rusty cap; dark 
line through eye

greyish green

yellow 
vent

green 
edges

Willow Warbler
Phylloscopus trochilus (Hofsanger)
L: 11-12.5 cm M: 6.5-(9)-13 g
[Races overlap widely: P. t. 
acredula; P. t. yakutensis; P. t. 
trochilus]. Very common sum-
mer visitor. Small, light, slender 
warbler with longish tail with 
a notched tip, long wing, thin 
legs and small, spiky bill. Listen 
for soft whistled who-it? call 
or cascading song. Very lively  
and active.

most common 
migrant warbler; 
Oct/Nov to Apr

immature
acredula, fresh

Maun, Bot

ad. acredula
slightly worn
Massingir, Moz

small 
yellow 
wedge 

mostly 
yellow

thin, pinkish or 
brownish legs 
(rarely, darker)

much overlap between 
races: above greenish, 
brown or grey; below off-
white to bright yellow

small 
bill

obvious 
eyebrow 
extends 

behind eye

dark  
stripe

usually 
notched

PHYLLOSCOPUS LEAF WARBLERS: Small, cute warblers with high, sharp calls and simple songs. Both  
forage actively in the canopy and mid-levels. Resident Yellow-throated breeds in evergreen forest. Non-
br. migrant Willow in any habitat with trees, including woodland, thornveld, riverine bush and gardens. 

adult 
yakutensis, fresh
Okahandja, Nam

adult 
trochilus, fresh
Vaalwater, Lim

ad.
acredula

Gweru, 
Zim

flashes lightly 
between crowns of 
trees; hovers briefly 

to pick insects off 
vegetation

usually 
notched 
or forked, 
sometimes 
more square

long-
winged

2

1

4

rusty crown

pale 
belly

flits lightly about 
in the canopy; 

sometimes 
hovers

year-round resident

sometimes in 
loose groups

3
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With an estimated global population of 70 million 
pairs, this tiny warbler accounts for a large proportion 
of all the birds migrating between Eurasia and Africa. In 
some populations of this 9 g species, this annual journey 
amounts to a staggering total of 28 000 km. 

habitat Virtually any habitat with trees: broad-
leaved woodland, thornveld, wattle stands, gardens, 
parks, etc. As a rule, only avoids deserts and forests.

status Very common non-br. summer visitor in N 
and E; less common in W and SW. Arrives mostly Oct-
Nov; departs Mar-Apr. Singly or in small, loose groups.

identification Despite being one of the most 
abundant migrants in Africa, this little globetrotter 
can cause headaches to birders. A very small, slim 
and delicate LBJ, usually seen actively flitting about 
in the canopy or gleaning insects from leaves. Voice 
is unmistakable; can also be identified by its small 
size, strong yellow or whitish eyebrows extending far  
behind the eye (and almost meeting above bill), offset 
against a usually distinctly darker stripe through the 
eye. Bill is a thin, delicate little spike. Thin legs are 
brownish pink or orange. Tail longish, with a slightly 
forked or notched or less often, square tip. Wing long 
(primary projection equal to tertials). Also look for 
small, bright yellow wedge usually visible on extreme 
outer edge of wing-bend. — Sexes: Alike. — Imm: 
Yellower below. — Var: 2 or 3 races occur but overlap 
widely and can be very hard to distinguish.

confusion risks Larger Icterine has a plainer face, 
short eyebrow, stronger bill, square-ended tail, (often) 
pale wing panel and stronger, grey legs. Bulky Garden 
(p. 176) has an indistinct eyebrow and pale eye-ring. 

behaviour Forages among leaves at an average 
height of about 5 m, occasionally darting out to catch 
passing prey, hovering momentarily or hopping about 
on the ground. Flicks wings and dips tail from time to 
time. Active and restless. Often in mixed bird parties. 

biology Food small insects. Br. extralimital.
voice Enjoyable and distinctive song is heard 

mostly at the start and end of summer: a sweet, rapid, 
cascading 3 s phrase of 22-27 quick whistles; starts 
with fast, very high whistles which lead into a complex 
medley and terminate in a lower, somewhat mumbled 
ending e.g. si'si'si'si-SEE-SEE-SEE-SEE-sip-sip-sip-fii'i-fii'i-
fii'i-foee-foee-few-soo. Phrases can be stretched to 
>10 s when excited. True abundance (often very 
common) demonstrated by frequently heard and 
diagnostic (but soft) call: a single sweet whistled note 
with a rising inflection and an enquiring quality, fooo-
eet or hooeet or who-it? See also sonogram on p. 167.

• small and delicate with thin bill
• small yellow wedge on wing-bend
• obvious dark line through eye
• long, sharp eyebrow (past eye)
• sweet, soft who-it? call

Willow Warbler
Phylloscopus trochilus (Hofsanger)
ALT NAME(S): None

• yellow throat and vent separated 
   by pale grey flanks and belly
• dark line through eye
• rusty crown; yellow eyebrow
• occurs in evergreen forest

Yellow-throated Woodland Warbler
Phylloscopus ruficapilla (Geelkeelsanger)
ALT NAME(S): Yellow-throated Warbler, Seicercus ruficapilla

This bright resident Phylloscopus is sometimes placed 
in the genus Seicercus with similar SE Asian species.

habitat Mostly in the leafy canopy and mid-levels 
of mature evergreen montane and lowland forests.

status Common resident or altitudinal migrant. 
Easily overlooked: true abundance only apparent if its 
calls and song are familiar. Seen singly or in pairs. 

identification The usual first impression of this 
species is of a tiny, hyperactive 'ball' bouncing around 
in the canopy in a blur of yellow, grey and green. A close 
view (can be completely fearless) will reveal a cute, 
attractive little warbler with a minute, orange-based 
bill and (usually) notched tail. Viewed from below, 
shows a yellow vent and yellow throat/face, separated 
by pale grey flanks and belly. A dark line dissects the 
eye (browner behind the eye) accentuating the yellow 
eyebrow and rusty cap, which contrasts with the 
grey-green upperparts. Wings green, with yellowish 
edges. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Duller with a greenish 
wash below. — Var: S voelckeri has a yellow wash on 
the belly (odd birds can be entirely yellow below). N 
alacris is least yellow below, e.g. the yellow does not 
extend onto the upper breast as in C nominate race.

confusion risks Shape, size and behaviour like 
related Willow (but seldom in the same habitat); 
however, even the brightest Willows are not as 
colourful or well-marked, and lack the rusty cap, bright 
yellow vent and sharply demarcated yellow breast. In 
the forest gloom, can easily be taken for a white-eye, 
especially the grey-bellied race of Cape White-eye (but 
the latter lacks a rusty cap, bold yellow eyebrow and 
dark eyestripe and has an obvious white eye-ring).

behaviour Searches very actively for insect prey, 
mostly in the canopy but occasionally also lower 
down in shrubbery, creepers and saplings. Joins mixed 
bird parties. Often inquisitive: may approach humans 
closely for inspection and reacts strongly to spishing. 

biology Food small insects. Lays 2-3 blotched eggs 
in a domed moss nest, placed in streamside vegetation 
or against a mossy bank on the forest floor. 

voice Much regional, individual and contextual 
variation in the song structure exists; however, the 
song is always high and clear, bordering on painfully 
sharp. Typical phrases revolve around alternating 
low and high notes in short, fast phrases: chee-chu, 
chee-chu, chee-chu, chu or see-sue, see-sue, see-sue 
sometimes with a slight inflection, sleePY-sue, sleePY-
sue, sleePY-sue. Some phrases start with 1 note, then 
switch to another: soup, soup, slipPY, slipPY. Alarm call 
is a sharp ZIP or ZEE-peep, often rapidly repeated.



HIPPOLAIS WARBLERS: Non-br. Palearctic migrant warblers with strong, broad-based bills, long wings, 
flat foreheads, peaked crowns and square-ended tails. Icterine occurs in various woodland types where 
it keeps mostly to middle and upper levels. Olive-tree skulks in dense thorny thickets, mostly 1-4 m up.

Olive-tree Warbler
Hippolais olivetorum (Olyfboomsanger)
L: 16-18 cm   M: 14-(18)-24 g
[H. olivetorum]. Common in 
suitable thorny thickets, but not  
easy to see despite size (the 
world's largest Hippolais war-
bler). Note powerful orange-
based bill, long body and wings 
and long, dark tail with white 
edges. Pale wing panel more 
developed in fresh plumage.  
Listen for twangy voice.

Icterine Warbler
Hippolais icterina (Spotsanger)
L: 12-13.5 cm  M: 9-(14)-23 g
[H. icterina]. A fairly common 
but unobtrusive warbler. Looks  
medium-small with a very long 
wing and long primary projec-
tion. Head big and crown often 
peaked. Note 'blank' face: large 
dark eye surrounded by pale 
ring, pale lores and short eye-
brow. Occurs in 2 distinct colour 
morphs.

often raises crown 
feathers; then, head 

looks peaked

adult grey
Kgalagadi, Bot

pale wing 
panel much 
reduced in 
worn birds

immature 
yellow, fresh

Maun, Bot

adult 
grey, worn

Komatipoort, MP

'blank' 
face

pale 
panel

long 
wings

square-
tipped

whitish below, 
often with faint 

yellow streaks on 
chest and throat

short eyebrow, 
pale lores

blue-grey

active and mobile 
when feeding, 
often dashing 
out to catch 
flying insects

flight graceful 
and buoyant

not so shy, but 
keeps to cover; 
mostly 3-5 m, 
sometimes  
>10 m up

2 morphs: yellow 
common, grey rare 
(c. 15% in Europe) 

pale 
lores 

(unlike 
Willow)

strong, 
broad-based, 

orange

often glides 
just before 

landing

imm. fresh
Gaborone, Bot

ad. worn
Ellisras, Lim

skulks in dense 
Acacia thickets, 
but betrayed by 
coarse  
voice

adult fresh
Vaalkop Dam, NW

thin white 
edges

a little browner 
than adult

very long 
wing

wing panel 
less obvious 
when worn

pale 
panel

strong, dark 
blue-grey

tail long, 
broad & dark; 

square-ended;
thin white edges

angular 
head

long, 
dagger-
like bill

eyebrow 
does not 

extend 
past eye

ad. fresh
Letaba, Lim

often  
mottled 

very 
large

white 
around 

eye

adult 
yellow, fresh
Kimberley, NCtail square-ended;

no white
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Until the 1990s this distinctive Mediterranean breeder 
was considered an SA national rarity, despite the majority 
of the world population wintering in Southern Africa.

habitat Dense thorny thickets, especially of Acacia 
mellifera, A. tortilis and other acacias, and Sickle-bush, 
in dry savanna. Prefers spreading canopies (3-6 m up), 
where adjacent trees merge into a dense 'roof'; but 
also uses lower thickets (1.5 m) and occurs in open 
areas with severe bush encroachment (e.g. old fields). 

status Localised, but occurs in fairly high densities 
in prime habitat in late summer. Non-br. summer 
migrant, present Nov-Apr. Usually seen singly.

identification This large but retiring warbler is best 
located by following its characteristic voice drifting 
from thorny thickets on warm summer days. Tracking 
down the singer is not so easy, but sometimes comes 
to the canopy edge or flashes overhead to the next 
tree. Large size is obvious and shape is important: flat 
forehead, peaked crown (or small crest), large head, 
powerful dagger-like bill (orange below), strong, dark 
blue-grey legs and feet, elongated body and very long 
primary projection. Basically grey above (with a slight 
olive hue when fresh) and off-white below (creamy 
when fresh). Face plain, but note broken white eye-
surround and short eyebrow that does not markedly 
extend behind the eye. In fresh plumage wing almost 
black, with a bold white panel on the secondaries, 
often white bar on tips of greater coverts and a black 
alula. Tail dark, with narrow white corners and sides. 
— Sexes: Alike. — Imm: Browner. — Var: Worn birds 
(early summer) have a less distinct wing panel.

confusion risks Size of Great Reed (p. 190) and 
voice similar, but greyer above and whiter below, with 
a shorter eyebrow and pale wing panel, and usually 
in drier habitats. Grey form of Icterine is smaller with 
a shorter bill and tail and lacks the white tail edges. 

behaviour Forages in thickets with clumsy, heavy 
movements, hopping and jumping, peering around 
and flicking the tail down a few degrees (often while 
fanned). May glide briefly before landing.

biology Food invertebrates, berries. Br. extralimital.
voice Song is normally soft (but becomes louder 

Feb-Mar). Starts hesitantly, but soon shifts into a 
regular, simple rhythm; consists of gurgling, grating 
and churring (like a robot in a science fiction movie), 
with some rich, twangy elements. Tone, low pitch and 
slow speed distinct from most warblers; does recall 
Great Reed (p. 190), but lacks the squeaks of that 
species. Calls include a quick 'tongue-clicking' tchak as 
well as low churring and throaty chattering in alarm.

This cheerful, attractive warbler occurs in 2 distinct 
colour morphs: an instantly identifiable bright green and 
yellow (icterine) morph, and a rarer grey morph.

habitat Almost any wooded habitat: thornveld, 
miombo, broad-leaved woodland, mixed bushveld, 
riverine bush in arid areas, termitaria and gardens.

status Locally common but easily overlooked non-
br. visitor, Oct to Apr (mostly Dec-Mar). Solitary.

identification Although not shy, this species is 
difficult to spot in thick cover and is often high up 
in tall trees (rarely also lower down). Best found and 
identified by its lively, nasal song. More common 
yellow morph (c. 85% in Europe) is very distinctive: 
above greyish green tinged yellow; below bright lemon 
yellow; rarer grey morph greyish brown above; whitish 
below or with faint yellow streaks on the breast and 
throat. Medium-small with a typical Hippolais shape: 
large head with peaked crown or small crest (though 
crown may look flat, angular or rounded at times); 
strong bill with a bright orange base; long wing with 
very long primary projection; shortish, square-tipped 
tail (without obvious white sides) and short undertail 
coverts. Note blue-grey legs. In fresh plumage (mostly 
Feb-Apr) shows a striking yellow or whitish panel on 
the folded wing, formed by the pale edges of the 
secondaries (but this is often worn off completely in 
early summer). Face appears 'blank' due to pale lores 
(lacks a dark eyestripe) plus short, indistinct eyebrow 
(fading out behind eye) and paler ring surrounding 
the large dark eye. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Duller, 
brownish green above and whiter below, especially 
on flanks and belly. Migrates from br. grounds while 
still in juv. plumage. — Var: See above.

confusion risks Habitat eliminates Dark-capped 
Yellow (p. 182). Willow is smaller and more delicate 
with a rounder head, notched tail, shorter and weaker 
bill, dark eyestripe, longer eyebrow and brown legs. 
Marsh (p. 186) is faintly yellow below but stays low 
down in dense scrub, lacks a pale wing panel and has 
longer undertail coverts and a rounded tail tip. 

behaviour Posture mostly upright. Forages actively 
in the canopy or flies in a bounding, flycatcher-like 
manner to the next tree. Flicks tail in a shallow fashion.

biology Food insects, spiders, fruit. Br. extralimital.
voice Song is loud, rapid and varied. Listen for 

frequent shrill, nasal, creaking moans e.g. GEEa and 
rising swee notes. Like Marsh Warbler but Icterine's 
song is slower, louder and repetitive. Calls include a 
check, often repeated 2-3x, and a cheerful dji-dji-vooi 
or di-de-roit (or hip-po-lai); in alarm a hoarse tr'r'r'r'r'r'r. 

• occurs in yellow and grey forms
• pale lores, short eyebrow ('blank' face)
• dagger-like bill with much orange
• has pale wing panel in fresh plumage
• blue-grey or lead-grey legs and feet

• large: almost the size of Great Reed
• eyebrow does not extend past eye
• massive, powerful dagger-like bill
• pale wing panel in fresh plumage
• coarse song from thorny thickets

Olive-tree Warbler
Hippolais olivetorum (Olyfboomsanger)
ALT NAME(S): None

Icterine Warbler
Hippolais icterina (Spotsanger)
ALT NAME(S): Spotvoël (Afr)



YELLOW AND SEDGE WARBLERS: Unrelated wetland warblers with distinctive plumages. Dark-capped 
occurs in various moist, rank habitats, usually near water: reeds (often with poplars or willows), tall grass, 
ferns, forest edges, etc. Migratory Sedge prefers flooded grass, weeds and herbage in water, and reeds.

Sedge Warbler
Acrocephalus schoenobaenus (Europese Vleisanger)
L:11.5-13 cm   M: 8-(12)-22 g
[A. schoenobaenus]. A small 
migrant warbler with a distinc-
tive shape: pointed head, thick 
neck, short body and shortish, 
rounded tail. Easily identified by 
bold eyebrow bordered above 
by a black band, and streaked 
crown/mantle. Creeps about in  
emergent plants; best located 
by its creaking call.

juv.
Nylsvley,
Lim

ad. fresh
Carolina, MP

unstreaked 
rufous rump 
visible in flight

spotted 
breast

paler 
central 
area

pronounced
streaking

darker 
crown

lightly 
streaked
above

conspicuous, 
broad eyebrow

blackish 
bands above 

eyebrow whitish 
eyebrow

dark 
band 

through 
eye

tail often 
spread in 
flight: fairly 
short & round

ad. worn
Potchefstroom, NW

often low  
down in 

grass/sedges  
over water

flies 
low and 
straight

streaking and bold 
eyebrow distinct from 
other warblers, but 
compare cisticolas

Dark-capped Yellow Warbler
Iduna natalensis (Geelsanger)
L: 14-15 cm  M: 9-(12)-14 g
[1: C. n. natalensis; 2: C. n. 
major]. A small, delicate war-
bler with a longish, narrow tail. 
Wings short and round (short 
primary projection). Yellow co-
lour not always obvious but in 
combination with shape and 
habitat rules out most options. 
Forages in weeds, scrub, reeds 
and tall grass but often sings 
from bushes.

pair in bracken 
fern patch

juv. natalensis
Kokstad, KZN

longish but 
narrow tail 
(prinia-like)

often raises 
scruffy crest

bright yellow underparts 
(compare Icterine Warbler)

adult  
natalensis

Dullstroom, MP

strong 
rictal 

bristles

duller than 
adult

ad. major
Harare, Zim

short, 
rounded 

wings

bronze to 
greenish 
yellow 
above

broad  
bill-base; 

convex sides

yellow

1

2

1,2

cap only  
slightly darker  

in natalensis; as 
mantle in major; 
but blackish in E 
African massaica
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Harare, Zim
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This odd warbler was previously classified as a flycatcher.
habitat Breeds in low, dense, rank plants, usually 

near water: Leucosidea scrub, ferns, gullies, forest 
margins, edges of reedbeds, along Highveld streams, 
tall grass, among willow and poplar saplings, weeds.

status Locally common. Mostly resident but some 
move to the coastal plain in winter. Singly or in pairs.

identification A beautiful, colourful, rather dainty 
warbler. Not shy but unimposing and often goes un-
noticed despite its bright colours. Likely to be seen 
while singing from atop a bush or fern. Smallish, with 
a distinctive shape: has a big head; longish, thin tail 
(almost prinia-like) with a slightly rounded tip; short 
and rounded wings (with short primary projection); 
and long but thin, dark grey legs. Often raises the 
crown feathers making the head look even larger 
and peaked. Bright yellow below; greenish yellow 
to bronzy grey above, with a slightly darker crown 
and, especially, forehead. Also note the short yellow 
eyebrow (mostly in front of the eye). Has some 
flycatcher-like characteristics such as a fairly long, 
unusually broad-based (but thin) bill with convex 
sides and strong rictal bristles (see p. 163). — Sexes: 
 duller. — Juv: Duller, with cinnamon upperparts and 

rich orange-buff underparts. — Var: N major is brighter 
but lacks a darker crown (crown as mantle). 

confusion risks Icterine (p. 180) has a similar 
peaked crown, orange lower mandible, short yellow 
brow, yellow wing panel, etc. but keeps to the canopy 
of dry woodland, and is paler and more washed-out, 
lacks a darker cap and has pale lores, stronger blue-
grey feet, short rictal bristles, a square-ended tail and 
much longer primary projection (migratory). 

behaviour Mostly remains in dense cover, hopping 
from stem to stem, sidling up reeds or gleaning insects 
from leaves and stems in low trees (rarely higher up). 
Occasionally flutters short distances after flying prey. 
In display,  sings with its crest raised, then flies a few 
metres up and glides down in jerky steps. Sings from a 
reed, vertical twig, fern or bush (1-2 m up).

biology Food insects. Lays 2 lightly spotted eggs in 
a deep cup, placed in a shrub or sapling, <1 m up.

voice Song consists of rich, sweet, high phrases 
of alternating clicking, bubbling and trilling. Much 
variation, but typical 2 s sequences start with staccato 
notes that lead into a trill or other element e.g. chip, 
chip, chip, chuk choo'rrrree or tic-tic, chezee-chezee. 
Like Lesser Swamp (p. 188) but higher and thinner 
(does sound like a smaller bird). Rather soft, and easily 
missed. Alarm call is a sharp chip or a nasal chaaar.

• bright yellow from chin to vent
• greenish yellow above; darker cap
• delicate, with a long, thin tail and legs
• big-headed; often raises crest
• in moist weeds, scrub, ferns or reeds

Dark-capped Yellow Warbler
Iduna natalensis (Geelsanger)
ALT NAME(S): Yellow Warbler, Acrocephalus/Chloropeta natalensis

• broad eyebrow, extending far back
• black band above brow; streaked crown
• streaked mantle (but may look plain)
• shape distinctive e.g. tail rather short
• young birds have spotted breast sides

Sedge Warbler
Acrocephalus schoenobaenus (Europese Vleisanger)
ALT NAME(S): European Sedge W., Calamodus schoenobaenus

This distinctive warbler boasts one of the most complex 
and extensively studied bird songs known to science.

habitat Overlaps with other warblers in e.g. reeds, 
rushes, etc. but usually more common in temporarily 
flooded habitat with shorter vegetation, such as grassy 
floodplains, clumps of emergent plants in water, in 
weeds, herbage and shrubbery at drying pan edges, 
etc. Rarely in drier scrub or in gardens on passage. 

status Fairly common non-br. summer visitor (Oct-
May, mostly Nov-Mar). Usually encountered singly but 
may temporarily occur in very high local densities.

identification Unobtrusive, but often less secretive 
than most warblers, and not too difficult to spot after 
announcing its presence with its creaking call. Often 
seen low above the water, hopping about in an 
isolated clump of sedges or other plants standing in 
water, then flying low to the next clump. Also ventures 
onto mud. Easily identified: the only local warbler with 
a streaked crown and mantle (though the latter may 
look plain at times); also note very broad eyebrow 
extending far back, bordered below by a darker band 
through the eye and above by broad black-streaked 
lateral crown stripes (which in turn, make the central 
crown look paler). Shape also distinctive: body looks 
short and rotund, with a thick neck and pointed 
head, a rather short and rounded tail but a long 
wing. In flight shows an unstreaked, warmer rump. 
— Sexes: Similar. — Juv: Yellower and brighter with 
a lightly spotted breast. — Var: Worn birds are greyer 
with darker crowns and more distinct streaking above. 

confusion risks As warblers go, very distinctive. 
May be mistaken for a cisticola (p. 208) or at a glance, 
even a wetland bishop or widowbird (p. 292).

behaviour Creeps about low down, in a horizontal 
pose with the head down and tail up. Inquisitive, and 
sidles vertically to tops of reeds to inspect intruders. 

biology Gleans insects, slugs and spiders from 
foliage or flies up to catch passing insects. Also eats 
berries, seeds and other plant material. Br. extralimital.

voice Sings more often and more loudly before 
migration (in late summer). Then, song intense, loud 
and excited. Song is typical of the genus: a rapid 
repetition of short notes with a little variation; much 
like e.g. African Reed's (p. 184) but recognisable 
by its erratic rhythm (not so structured) and large 
proportion of harsh, tinny, grating and stuttering, 
broken by whistled mimicry. Due to the endlessly 
diverse recombination of notes in each song, it is said 
that no 2 Sedge Warblers sound alike. Diagnostic call is 
a flat, buzzy errrrr like a creaking door, and a sharp tsuk.
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Colour: Colour varies according to age and wear. 
ARW is the warmest and richest. Some ERW are very 
similar, but most are greyer, duller and whiter below 
(but also with a warm rump). MW is a little paler with 
a greenish tinge above, lacks the warm rump and has 
a faint yellow cast below. Leg colour overlaps but on 
average MW has paler legs. Claws are dark above, pale 
below in ARW/ERW, but uniform grey-brown in MW.

Wing: ARW is a resident or short-distance migrant, 
and thus has short, rounded wings (that do not 
reach past its rump), with shorter primary projection:  
40% of the tertials, with 6 closely spaced primary 
tips visible; P8, P7 or P6 is the longest, and all are 
emarginated (inside or at the level of the folded 
secondaries). ERW and MW have longer wings that 
extend past their rumps. MW has the longest wing 
with 8 well-spaced primaries; P8 is the longest and the 
only feather emarginated, well outside secondaries 
(closer to wing tip). ERW is similar but the outermost 
primary tips are closer together and the emargination 
is nearer to the level of the folded secondaries.

In-hand: All differ subtly in structural technicalities 
that are of little value in the field; see also p. 168. MW 
has the longest secondary shortfall (C) but a shorter 
notch on P9 (A) with notch base (B) level with P5-P2. 
On average ERW has a slightly shorter C, but longer A, 
with B below tip of P2 (but up to P4-P3 in young birds). 
ARW has a noticeably shorter, rounder wing with P9 
much shorter than P8 and B below the secondaries. 
ERW and MW are further distinguished by Walinder 
score: bill length to skull - (width of lower tarsus x width 
of bill behind nostrils). For ERW the result should be 
8.5-12.5; for MW 4.5-8. MW has a shorter, broader bill: 
width/length (behind nostril) >0.42 (<0.42 in ERW). 
On foot of MW, claw of inner toe just extends to tip of 
longest toe (excl. claw), but extends 1-2 mm beyond in 
ERW. Inner footspan (tip of back toe to tip of inner toe) 
is 16-18.5 mm in MW but 18-21 mm in ERW.

ARW

ERW

MW

P Proj.

40%

70-80%

80-90%

Longest

P8-P6

P8

P8

Emargination

P8-P6; inside/at SS

P8 (rarely P7); just outside SS

P8; further outside SS

P tips

6

8

8

P = primary; P Proj. = primary projection; SS = secondaries.

P10

P9

P8

primaries secondaries

primary 
coverts greater 

coverts

tertials

notch on 
inner web of 
P9 (not visible 
on folded 
wing)

P10 is reduced

this portion constitutes 
the primary projection, 
i.e. the primaries visible 
beyond the tertials

A

B

C

Spread left upperwing 
of Marsh Warbler to 

illustrate wing  
formula

Identification of small Acros
The world's 42 Acrocephalus warblers rank as some 
of the planet's most challenging birds to identify. 
This is especially true when it comes to the 3 small, 
plain species shown here: Eurasian Reed Warbler 
(ERW), African Reed Warbler (ARW) and Marsh Warbler 
(MW). These are tricky to identify even in the hand 
(though song and habitat are often more useful clues).

Observation: All 3 are reluctant to leave cover 
(ARW perhaps being the most confiding), but may be 
lured into view by soft spishing. Partial or obscured 
views are the norm, but with patience a full picture 
can be formed. A photo of the wing can be useful.

Habitat: ERW and ARW are, as their names imply, 
usually found in reeds or other waterside plants. 
In addition to reeds, sedges, rushes, etc. they also 
forage in shrubs, tall grass or even trees (especially 
willows and mangroves) at the borders of wetlands. 
Particularly in the S and W, ARW frequently also uses 
drier habitats, and non-br. or imm. birds of both 
species are also found away from water in gardens, 
sugar cane, riverine bush, etc. Conversely, despite 
its name MW always occurs in lush, low vegetation 
over dry ground, such as weeds, shrubbery, hedges, 
tall grass, woodland understorey, thickets, etc. These 
distinctions are a good first clue, but keep in mind that 
all 3 species may overlap in transitional habitats.

Song: ARW and ERW are so similar in voice that 
the birds readily react to recordings of each other's 
songs; both have a rhythmical, measured structure, 
with each motif repeated 1-4x before switching to 
the next. MW song is less structured and more fluent, 
lively and varied and is composed mostly of mimicry. 
This mimicry is not easy to recognise, as it is given 
very rapidly and includes both African and European 
species. ARW and ERW are less prone to mimic, but 
may do so at times. Then, an expert ear may tell ERW 
from ARW by the species copied: ERW also mimics 
Eurasian species, but ARW only African species. 

Jizz: MW appears 'cuter' than ERW and ARW, owing 
to its rounder head (steeper forehead), darker eye, 
shorter, blunter and often paler bill, plainer face and 
rounder belly. ERW is an elongated, spool-shaped bird 
with a long tapering bill and stronger facial markings. 
ARW is the smallest of the 3 and is closer to ERW in 
shape, but always looks smaller and more delicate.

A,A B A,A,A C D C B B B C B BA,A A,A A,AD E E F,F

Eurasian Reed Warbler song. A 7 s sample composed of 6 
repeated motifs (A-F). Also applicable to African Reed Warbler.

kHz
2

6
4

A
B

C
D E F G

G
H

Marsh Warbler song. Composed mostly of mimicry; here of 
Red-backed Shrike (A), Brown-crowned Tchagra (B), Black-backed 
Puffback (C), Chaffinch (D), Common Whitethroat (E), Dark-capped 
Bulbul (F), White Wagtail (G) and Great Tit (H).

kHz
2

6
4

8
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SMALL, UNSTREAKED ACROS (RARE): Rare 
but overlooked non-br. migrant. In reeds, rushes 
and other waterside thickets. Difficult to identify.

Eurasian Reed Warbler
Acrocephalus scirpaceus (Hermanrietsanger)
L: 12-14 cm   M: 7-(11.5)-24 g 
[A. s. fuscus]. Very like African 
Reed Warbler in voice, habitat 
and appearance (possibly the 
same species); but wing longer 
(is a Palearctic migrant) with 
very long primaries reaching 
to the uppertail coverts; timing 
of moult also differs (summer). 
Many pitfalls, even with a bird 
in the hand.

adult 
Francistown,  

Bot

long, slender, 
narrow bill

ad. grey
Gaborone, Bot

ad. warm
Rundu, Nam

brighter than 
adult

warmer  
rump and 
uppertail 
coverts

edges of tertials 
(usually) not so 

contrasting

flat crown 
('long' head)

legs variable but 
often dark (grey-

brown or flesh); 
soles dull yellow

2-toned  
claws

well camouflaged while 
moving through 'forest' 

of dry reed stems

olive-brown

sandy 
rump

paler 
tips

short, 
indistinct 
eyebrow

dark 
stripe

imm. 
Sasolburg, FS

whitish

long, 
slim 
body 
shape

primaries reach 
past rump

wing long  
and pointed

see wing 
formula, p. 169

rump 
warmer

grey tinge

projection 
70-80%, 8 
tips visible

V?

Identification of this species is difficult even in the hand.
habitat On Eurasian br. grounds and African non-

br. grounds, prefers dense aquatic plants, e.g. reeds 
and rushes; also in tall grass, sedges, weeds and water-
side shrubs. Less often in dry habitats away from water. 

status Considered a very rare non-br. summer 
migrant, Nov-Apr. However, good numbers of passage 
birds netted on nocturnal migration suggest it is more 
common; ringed in widely scattered locations, where 
locally common. On non-br. grounds usually solitary.

identification The scarcity of records of this species 
stems from the difficulty in separating it from the more 
common African Reed; in fact, the 2 are some times 
regarded as the same species, 'Common Reed Warbler'. 
All (reliable) records are of mist-netted birds, but even 
in-hand identification is complicated by variations 
and exceptions. Likely to be seen in dense vegetation 
near or over water, clinging to stems, hopping in 
the 'reed-jungle' or singing in an upright position. A 
smallish, slender, spool-shaped bird with a flat crown 
and long, thin, tapering bill that gives it a long-headed 
look. Its migratory lifestyle is reflected in its long 
wings, which extend past the rump to the uppertail 
coverts. Primary projection is 70-80% of the tertials, 
with up to 8 primary tips visible on the folded wing. 
P8 is longest and is emarginated just outside the level 
of the secondaries (see p. 169 for full wing formula). 
Has an indistinct buff-white eyebrow, stronger in front 
of the eye, offset by darker lores. All birds visiting the 
region are probably of the race A. s. fuscus (sometimes 
split as 'Caspian Reed Warbler'). Most fuscus are rather 
pale olive-brown above, tinged grey on the head 
and neck and whitish below; usually with a slightly 
warmer rump. However some are warmer brown 
overall. Leg colour varies but is usually dark, with dull 
yellow soles; the claws are dark with paler undersides.  
— Sexes: Similar. — Imm: Warmer than ad. — Var: 
Moults in S summer, thus in fresh plumage Dec-Apr.

confusion risks Voice (and usually habitat) differs 
from Marsh, but not from African. See also p. 184.

behaviour Does not breed in Southern Africa but 
still territorial; also reacts to playback of African Reed 
Warbler song. Climbs in reeds or makes short flights to 
catch insects. Often sings with raised crown feathers.

biology Food insects and berries. Br. extralimital.
voice Mostly gives soft, subdued subsong very like 

African in its slow, measured rhythm with 1-4x of each 
motif. May include some mimicry (of both African and 
European species). Conversational calls include a soft, 
low chirr or kirr'rk. Alarm call is a grating Tchurrr.

• rare (or overlooked) summer visitor
• best identified in-hand by wing formula
• long wings extend past rump
• non-br. migrant: moults in S summer
• prefers reedbeds but also in drier habitats

Eurasian Reed Warbler
Acrocephalus scirpaceus (Hermanrietsanger)
ALT NAME(S): Reed Warbler (incl. 'Caspian Reed W., A. fuscus')

WARBLERS



SMALL, UNSTREAKED ACROS (COMMON): African is a common br. summer visitor or resident; found 
in reeds, rushes and other waterside plants (less often in dry habitats). Marsh is a common but mostly 
overlooked non-br. migrant, Oct-Apr; in lush shrubbery, close to the ground, not necessarily near water.

African Reed Warbler
Acrocephalus baeticatus (Kleinrietsanger)
L:12-13 cm  M: 7-(9.5)-16 g
[1: A. b. hallae; 2: A. b. bae
ticatus; 3: A. b. suahelicus; 4: 
A. b. cinnamomeus]. The most 
common reed warbler. Small, 
with a flat head and short, 
round wing (that does not ex-
tend past rump). Colour varies 
regionally. Moults early winter. 
Warmer than similar Eurasian. 
See also bigger Lesser Swamp.

Marsh Warbler
Acrocephalus palustris (Europese Rietsanger)
L: 13-15 cm     M: 8-(11)-23 g
[A. palustris]. Very common 
summer visitor but mostly 
overlooked if voice not famil-
iar. Not easy to tell from other 
small, unstreaked Acros but a 
warbler giving rapid, mimetic, 
unstructured song from inside 
a low thicket is most likely this 
species. In addition to habitat 
and voice, colour and shape 
are also useful.

length 
between 

Marsh and 
Eurasian

rich, orange-
brown below 
(greyer in  
W races)

ad. hallae
Walvis Bay, 
Nam

ad. baeticatus
Johannesburg, GP

flat head 
(but often 

raises crown 
feathers)

legs yellow-grey, 
greenish or flesh; 

soles yellow;  
claws 2-toned

singing 
from rushesolive-brown

slightly 
warmer 
rump

short, 
indistinct 
eyebrow

dark 
stripe

juv. suahelicus
Inhambane, Moz

small,  
slim  
body

primaries do not 
reach past rump

wing short 
and rounded

see wing 
formula,  

p. 170

fairly 
short, 
blunt  

bill

ad. warm
Pretoria, GP

ad. fresh
Big Bend, Sw

warmer than adult

rump not 
noticeably 
warmer

strongly 
contrasting 
tertial edges

steep crown 
(rounded head 

with 'cuter' 
expression)

legs yellow-grey, 
soles yellow; 

claws pale

pale  
claws

skulks in weeds, lush 
grass and shrubbery low 

above dry ground
pale; tinged 
greenish 
when  
fresh

distinct 
creamy 
surround

rather 
plain-
faced

immature 
Polokwane, Lim

rounder, 
compact 
body

primaries reach 
past rump

wing tip long 
and pointed

see wing 
formula, 

p. 170

adult 
Platjan, Lim 

may show 
rufous rumprufous 

rump

adult 
baeticatus 

Parys, FS

3
1

2

2
4

projection 
40%, 6 tips 

visible

smaller and 
brighter than  
most Eurasian 

and Marsh

projection 
80-90%, 8 
tips visible
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• song is varied and lively; mostly mimicry
• above paler, drab olive-brown
• very long wings extend well past rump
• cute: plain face, fat belly and round head
• frequents low thickets over dry ground

• small, plain, common reedbed warbler
• warmer brown than Eurasian and Marsh
• short wings do not extend past rump
• resident or br. migrant: moults in S winter
• in reedbeds; less often in drier habitats

African Reed Warbler
Acrocephalus baeticatus (Kleinrietsanger)
ALT NAME(S): African Marsh Warbler (incl. 'Cinnamon Reed W.')

Marsh Warbler
Acrocephalus palustris (Europese Rietsanger)
ALT NAME(S): European Marsh Warbler 

Despite its name, this species is not always found near water.
habitat Occupies dense, lush herbaceous growth 

close to the ground (mostly <1 m, rarely higher up in 
e.g. shady gardens). Likes stands of weeds, tall grass 
around shrubs, scrubby forest edges, choked gullies, 
etc. Often but not always near water e.g. not in reed-
beds, but may use waterside bushes and weeds.

status Common to very common summer visitor; 
Nov-Apr (more vocal Feb-Mar). Found singly but in 
overlapping territories (sometimes 20+ birds/ha).

identification Familiarity with its soft calls and 
amazing song is the key to finding this easily over-
looked but often locally abundant summer visitor. A 
small, unstreaked warbler singing from a dry but dense 
weedy patch or woodland thicket (close to the ground) 
is most likely this species. Can be coaxed into view by 
gentle spishing; sunbathes in the morning, when the 
yellow tinge to its whitish underparts is more obvious. 
At a glance looks rather 'cute': body rounded (pot-
bellied); crown steep (thus head looks rounder); bill 
fairly short; indistinct facial markings (except for a 
creamy eye-surround). The very long primaries extend 
well past the rump. Primary projection is 80-90% of 
the tertials, with 8 primary tips visible. P8 is longest 
and emarginated well past the tips of the folded sec-
ondaries. Above greyish or olive-brown, with a green 
cast when fresh. Rump warmer in young birds, but 
contrasts little in adults. Legs yellow, yellow-grey, or 
pale flesh, with greener feet, yellow soles and pale 
claws. — Sexes: Similar. — Juv: Warmer. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Habitat and voice distinguish this 
species from reed warblers; compare Icterine (p. 180), 
Willow (p. 178) and Garden (p. 176). See also p. 184.

behaviour Generally remains hidden in cover, even 
when singing. Movements rather slow and clumsy, but 
low flight between bushes strong. Usually <1 m above 
the ground, but very rarely ventures into the canopy.

biology Food insects and berries. Br. extralimital.
voice Sings for long periods, but song not very ar-

resting: faint from further than 30 m, starts hesitantly, 
fades gradually and not so easy to recognise. Consists 
of a stream of excited but highly varied sounds, with 
most (or all) of song actually mimicry of other species 
(75 in repertoire of each singer): switches rapidly to 
different species and imitates both African and Eu-
ropean birds. Like reed warblers, may repeat motifs 
a few times, but song is faster, higher, less measured 
and less structured. Calls often betray presence: listen 
for a repeated deep tak or tzek (like a tongue-click), a 
grating charrrr and a soft hissing kssssh.

Usually the most numerous small reedbed warbler.
habitat Breeds in vegetation in or near water, e.g. 

reeds, rushes and sedges; also forages in waterside 
grass, shrubs and even trees (e.g. willows). Non-br. and 
imm. birds may wander into gardens, bush, etc. The  
E Coast subspecies suahelicus is a mangrove specialist. 

status A common to very common br. summer 
visitor S of c. 26° (S Gauteng), where present Aug-May 
(winters in C Africa). Resident N of 26°. Singly or in 
pairs, but several  sometimes sing from a small area.

identification The rhythmical song of this small 
warbler is one of the dominant sounds in wetland 
habitats in summer. It may be seen sidling up a vertical 
reed with the body upright, whitish throat puffed out 
and crown feathers raised. Otherwise, moves briskly 
between reeds or flits fast and low over open spaces. 
First impression is of a small, delicate, slender warbler, 
with a fairly long tapering bill and flat crown. The wing 
is short and rounded, with the primaries not reaching 
past the rump. Primary projection is 40%, with up to 
6 primary tips visible on the folded wing. P8 or P7 is 
longest and emarginated (and sometimes P6 too); 
emargination is inside or at the level of the secondary 
tips. Has an indistinct, short eyebrow (mostly in front 
of the eye), and a somewhat darker eyestripe. Above 
warm brown to medium brown with a more rufous 
rump. Below whitish, liberally washed cinnamon-buff. 
Legs dark grey or yellowish grey to light flesh-brown; 
feet greener; soles yellow; claws dark with paler 
undersides. — Sexes: Similar. — Juv: Warmer than 
ad. — Var: W hallae is greyer and paler. E suahelicus is 
darker and richer, with a slightly longer bill. Moults in 
early winter, thus in fresh plumage Jul-Nov.

confusion risks Very like Marsh, but given reedbed 
habitat more likely to be confused with Lesser Swamp 
(p. 188); the latter is much larger, has stronger legs, a 
bolder white eyebrow and a different voice.

behaviour Forages quietly in the lower or middle 
levels (less often up in trees), in a horizontal posture. 
Reluctant to leave cover, and flies low when flushed.

biology Food invertebrates and rarely small fruits. 
Nest cup is suspended from 2 or more reed stems, 0.5-
1.5 m up (see p. 163). Lays 2-3 speckled eggs.

voice Song is easily recognisable by its structure, 
each motif being repeated 1-4x in a measured,  
lively rhythm: jerk-jerk-jerk-toy-toy-toy-jink-jink-jink... 
May use mimicry, but not as often as Marsh; still 
mimics in rhythm. Song is very similar to Eurasian's 
and is probably indistinguishable except on the basis 
of the species imitated (see p. 184). Calls as Eurasian. 
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Lesser Swamp Warbler
Acrocephalus gracilirostris (Kaapse Rietsanger)
L: 14-16 cm   M: 11-(19)-22  g 
[1: A. g. gracilirostris; 2: A. 
g. cunenensis; 3: A. g. lepto
rhynchus; 4: A. g. zuluensis]. 
Fairly large and robust warbler 
(E races smaller) with strong, 
dark legs, pronounced whitish  
eyebrow and short, rounded 
wings. Keeps to reeds over deep 
water, but often tame and may 
forage on floating vegetation 
near the water surface.

adult
 cunenensis

Maun, Bot

juv. 
zuluensis
St. Lucia,  
KZN

ad. gracilirostris
Cape Town, WC

not so shy, often 
feeding in open 

close to water

SWAMP WARBLERS: Strongly water-associated, resident warblers with similar melodious gurgling or 
bubbling songs. Greater is restricted to the Okavango and Caprivi where it is found in papyrus beds. 
Lesser is a widespread resident of reedbeds and rushes over permanent water, even in urban areas.

Greater Swamp Warbler
Acrocephalus rufescens (Rooibruinrietsanger)
L: 16-18 cm   M: 18-(22)-29 g
[A. r. ansorgei]. Large, heavily 
built warbler with a long bill, 
strong, dark legs and shape like 
a bulbul (especially when crest 
raised while singing). Small  
range and love for papyrus beds  
limit the confusion possibilities. 
Shy and secretive, and mostly 
located by deep, throaty song.

sharp 
whitish 
eyebrow

mostly 
white 
below

strong, dark 
legs & feet

short, 
round 
wings

limited 
primary 
projection

mostly white below, 
flanks washed buff

see wing 
formula  
p. 170

short, 
round

fairly long, 
slender bill

flutters low 
to next reed 

clump

compare other  
common reedbed 
warblers: African 
Reed (p. 186) and 
Little Rush (p. 196)

eyebrow 
absent or 
indistinct

long, rather heavy bill

dark grey-
brown

limited 
primary 
projection

strong 
feet

dark 
legs

grey 
breast

juv.
Moremi, 
Bot

adult
Kasane, Bot

adult 
Rundu, Nam

adult
Linyati, 
Nam

white belly

lower flanks grey, 
with just a hint of 

rufous

flies weakly 
with fluttering 
wings to next 

papyrus 
clump

keeps mostly to 
interior of dense 

papyrus beds 
over water, where 

difficult to see

looks 
almost 
uniformly 
dark in the 
shadows

mostly grey 
below, with 
white throat 
and belly

limited distribution (Oka-
vango, Caprivi) and specific 
habitat (papyrus swamps)

short, round

2

1

3

4

adult 
gracilirostris

Springs, GP

head rounded; 
often greyer

note: E races 
much smaller
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This common reedbed warbler is often seen in the open.
habitat Breeds in (usually <2 m tall) reeds or rushes 

over water, in estuaries, dams, lakes, channels and 
wetlands. Prefers permanent deep water and mostly 
avoids shorter vegetation on floodplains etc. May be 
found even at small, isolated pools on e.g. golf courses.

status Common. Mostly resident, but some birds 
move locally. Singly, in pairs or in small groups.

identification Because this species is less secretive 
than its relatives, it is most birders' introduction to 
warblers. Usually keeps to the middle and lower 
interior of reedbeds, but not shy: may spend periods in 
the open, close to the water surface, where it is easily 
studied: inspects tangles washed up at the base of 
reeds, floating vegetation (hyacinth, lilies, coot nests, 
flood debris), emergent stems or rocks, and even hops 
on the open shoreline some distance away from cover. 
Most races are fairly large and robust, with a longish, 
slender bill and big, domed head (puffed up hind-
neck). Whiter below than other reedbed warblers, 
with a white throat and breast and warmer wash only 
towards the tail base and thighs. Above warm brown, 
with a greyer head. Most easily told by its bold whitish 
eyebrow and strong dark legs. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: 
Similar to ad. but warmer. — Var: E zuluensis and 
leptorhynchus are considerably smaller.

confusion risks Larger than African Reed (p. 186) 
with a whiter breast, longer bill, stronger, darker legs, 
stronger white eyebrow and different habits and 
voice. Migrant Great and Basra are longer-winged. 
Greater Swamp is darker with an indistinct eyebrow.

behaviour Forages in reedbeds, over open water, 
on the shoreline or in riverine foliage. Sidles easily up 
and down vertical stems or hops from stem to stem. 
Often raises tail and droops wings. Several may sing 
together in musical chorus. Flight is low and weak.

biology Food invertebrates. The  constructs a deep 
cup or cone with reed strips; attached with 'handles' 
between upright stems. Lays 2-3 spotted eggs.

voice Beautiful song is rich and melodious, and 
brings to mind waterside habitats; reminiscent of 
a thrush or bulbul. Phrases vary greatly between 
singers; even the same singer subtly changes each 
subsequent motif. The song is recognisable by its 
mellow, liquid quality. Often starts with sharp, raspy 
whistles followed by a trailing bubbling e.g. crink, 
cleo, creep-creep, clink, kur'kur'kur'kur'kur; at other 
times more throaty and gurgling e.g. cheerioo, chreep, 
chip, chroo'chroo'chroo'chroo. Call is a deep, loud and 
distinctive chunk or a sharp, higher kee'ROCK. 

• a common and widespread resident
• strong, long whitish or cream eyebrow
• mostly white below, warmer on flanks
• strong, dark-coloured legs and feet
• short, rounded wings (mostly resident)

Lesser Swamp Warbler
Acrocephalus gracilirostris (Kaapse Rietsanger)
ALT NAME(S): Cape Reed Warbler, Calamocichla gracilirostris

The secluded swamps of the Okavango Delta and Caprivi 
Strip are the southernmost outpost of this secretive 
warbler's fragmented African distribution range.

habitat As its name implies, this species is closely 
associated with aquatic vegetation and in particular, 
papyrus beds over deep, permanent water or at the 
edges of swamps, rivers and pools. Very localised in 
Southern Africa: restricted to Okavango, Caprivi and 
Chobe regions and upper Zambezi in W Zimbabwe.

status Fairly common but localised resident within 
its restricted range. Usually seen singly or in pairs. 

identification This large warbler is one of the main 
targets of birders visiting the Okavango. Even within its 
small range, seeing this species usually requires some 
effort: it prefers the interior of papyrus beds, often over 
deep water, where it is more easily heard than seen. 
At first glance it appears entirely dark grey-brown 
without any distinctive features. Roughly the shape 
and size of a bulbul: large and robust, with a strong bill 
and powerful, blackish grey legs and feet; wing short 
and rounded (limited primary projection compared 
to migratory warblers). Above, dark dull brown with 
a greyer head, paler eye-surround and at most, an 
indistinct grey eyebrow. Below, cold white with an 
extensive grey wash on the breast sides and down to 
the flanks, which show only a hint of orange-brown.   
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Warmer. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Voice like smaller Lesser Swamp's 
but that species has a distinctive whitish eyebrow, is 
paler warmer brown above and has rich warm brown 
flanks. Migratory Great Reed is slightly larger and paler 
brown above, and has a more distinctive pale brow 
and much longer wings; likewise the rare Basra is 
longer-winged and has a more patterned face. 

behaviour Skulks in the dark interior of papyrus 
beds, but occasionally ventures onto lily pads to feed. 
Climbs up and down stems or hops from stem to stem. 
Often cocks tail. Noisy but usually difficult to see well.

biology Food invertebrates and small frogs. Nest 
is a deep cup made from papyrus strips and is slung 
between upright stems or placed in a papyrus head, 
1-2.5 m above the water. Lays 2-3 speckled eggs. 

voice Has a deep, throaty, musical, atmospheric 
song. Recalls Lesser Swamp's but is slower and lower. 
Consists of 2-5 s phrases repeated at intervals, often 
with soft clicks between phrases. Much variation; 
typical phrases start with lower 'throat clearing', then 
a higher gurgling or bubbling rattle e.g. grr, who'churr-
who'churr-who'churr or grrRII'o, clup-clup-clup-clup, 
whreep'whreep'whreep. Call like Lesser Swamp's.

• localised resident; restricted to N swamps
• very indistinct or absent eyebrow
• grey below with whiter throat and belly
• strong, dark-coloured legs and feet
• habitat virtually exclusively papyrus beds

Greater Swamp Warbler
Acrocephalus rufescens (Rooibruinrietsanger)
ALT NAME(S): Rufous Swamp/Reed/Cane Warbler, Calamocichla r.



LARGER ACROS: Non-br. summer visitors (Basra breeds in Iraq and Israel; Great across the Palearctic). 
Rare Basra recorded near water in riverine bush, thickets and reeds. Impressive Great occurs in tall reeds 
or moist bush and thickets (often but not always near water); also shrubbery, gardens, sugar cane, etc.

Basra Reed Warbler
Acrocephalus griseldis (Basrarietsanger)
L:16-17 cm  M: 16-(18)-29 g
[A. griseldis]. A rare, glo bally 
threatened migrant. Has an odd  
shape: very long wings, small 
pointed head and long, pointed 
and narrow bill (looks 'skinny'). 
Grey-brown above and whitish 
below. Tail dark. Likely to be 
overlooked unless singing.

Great Reed Warbler
Acrocephalus arundinaceus (Grootrietsanger)
L: 18-20 cm   M: 20-(30)-53 g
[Races overlap: A. a. arundi
naceus; A. a. zarudnyi]. Giant, 
bulky, robust war bler found in 
both tall reeds and thickets 
away from water. Best located 
by voice: guttural croaks then 
high squeaks. Apart from size, 
note strong, sturdy bill, long pri-
mary projection, warm colour 
and buffy eyebrow.

adult
zarudnyi 
worn
Harare,  
Zim

distinct 
eyebrow, 

usually buff

ad. arundi
naceus fresh

Pretoria, GP

more olive-
grey above and 
whiter below 
than nominate; 
compare Basra

imm. 
arundi
naceus

Manhica,  
Moz

ad. arundinaceus
Manzini, Sw

likes tall, 
strong reeds 
but also 
ventures into 
leafy thickets

faint streaks 
(hard to see)

dark grey, 
brown or  
pinkish

strong
feet

tail just a 
little darker 
than back

massive

strong 
very
long

warmer than 
ad. and with 

greyer eye

flight laboured, 
often far; tail 

held open 
below body

long, 
pointed

in shape like smaller  
reed warblers (p. 186)  
but obviously bigger:  
almost thrush-sized

imm.
Dondo, 
Moz

ad. fresh
Pafuri, Lim

very 
long, 

narrow, 
pointed

characteristic elongated 
profile thanks to long 
wing, small head, long bill

ad. worn
Ethiopia

adult
Kazungula, Zim

tail 
darker

mostly cold 
white below; 

faintly warmer 
wash on flanks

cold, greyish 
mouse-brown

greyish, 
tinged 
brown

narrow but 
distinct, pale 

buff or whitish 
eyebrow

very long

flight fluent, 
light; then 
dives into 

cover

pointed, 
long

like ad. but iris 
blackish brown 
(not chestnut  
or sepia)

in reeds, bushes 
or riverine trees

absurdly 
long bill

 EN V
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• exceptionally long, narrow, pointed bill
• looks skinny: small head and long wings
• cold grey-brown above; whitish below
• tail is notably darker than rump
• rare summer vagrant to subtropical NE

Basra Reed Warbler
Acrocephalus griseldis (Basrarietsanger)
ALT NAME(S): None

One of the world's best studied birds and has contributed 
much to our understanding of complex avian biology.

habitat Likes tall, strong reeds along rivers or in 
wetlands. Prefers large reedbeds, but also in isolated 
reed-patches or narrow strips (e.g. along canals). Not 
always near water: also uses dense bush, thickets, rank 
grass, sugar cane, maize fields, gardens, etc. 

status Fairly common non-br. visitor; Nov-Apr 
(mostly Dec-Mar). Ranges further in wet years. Singly.

identification This species' low, harsh, grating and 
croaking song, which sounds fitting to such a large 
bird, betrays its presence (elusive, but not as shy as 
some warblers). When first spotted, its massive size 
comes as a surprise: more like a thrush than a typical 
dainty warbler. Adding to gargantuan appearance are 
long, sturdy bill, strong legs and feet and long, pointed 
wings (long primary projection). Warm brown above; 
buffy below (often tinged darker orange towards 
undertail coverts). Note diffuse but distinct buffy 
eyebrow (whiter when worn), dark eyestripe and often, 
faint shaft-streaks on throat. — Sexes: Similar. — Imm: 
Warmer with a tawny-buff brow and face and mostly 
buff underparts. — Var: Rarer race zarudnyi is more 
olive-grey with a paler rump and whiter under parts. 
Worn birds (both races) are greyer, with less distinct 
primary tips, whiter brows, and more streaky throats.

confusion risks Large size is diagnostic. Told from 
non-migratory warblers (e.g. Lesser Swamp, African 
Reed, Little Rush) by much longer wing. Further told 
from Lesser Swamp by less defined eyebrow, heavier 
bill and song. Paler, warmer, longer-winged and with 
more distinct face markings than Greater Swamp.

behaviour Skulking, but briefly appears at the 
top of reeds to sing, or momentarily perches openly 
when moving to new cover. At times noisy, tame and 
relatively conspicuous. Movements heavy and clumsy 
(with much shaking of reeds). Climbs, hops or creeps 
about in cover; hops like a thrush on the ground. 
Usually forages low, sometimes at the water line. 
Often raises crown feathers and fans tail. May return to 
the same site for several consecutive seasons.

biology Food insects, snails, spiders, small frogs, 
small fish, berries, etc. Breeding extralimital.

voice Song is loud, carrying and easily recognisable: 
a slow, measured series of low, gruff, guttural croaking 
and grating ('great-ing') alternated with high scraping 
or squeaking interjections e.g. karra-karra-karra, kii-kii, 
crok-crok-crok, keek-keek, kor-kor. Structure like African 
Reed (p. 186), but tone like Olive-tree (p. 180). Calls 
include a weaver-like chrek and short growling croaks.

In its Iraqi br. range this species is threatened by wetland 
drainage, dams in the Tigris and Euphrates river-basins 
and habitat degradation as an indirect result of warfare.

habitat Usually near water in reeds, sedges, bushes, 
rank grass, tangled thickets or riverine bush.

status Very rare non-br. summer visitor (Nov-Apr, 
mostly Feb-Mar). Probably overlooked: possibly locally 
common on the lower Zambezi; in large numbers on 
the Shire River floodplain in S Malawi. Singly.

identification A sought-after but elusive and 
globally rare species. May be seen low down, in 
mid-level tangles or in the canopy. An oddly shaped, 
skinny warbler with long wings (primary projection 
c. 80% of tertials), a slim body, and an exceptionally 
long, narrow, pointed bill (see p. 170). Long bill further 
emphasised by small head and flat forehead (but can 
inflate throat and raise a small crest, making the head 
look bigger). In shape more like a large Eurasian Reed 
than a small Great Reed. Tail is relatively short and dark 
(contrasts with rump). Legs and feet grey with a slight 
brown tinge. Plumage-wise, dull, fairly dark mouse-
brown above, and cold white below with a faint yellow 
wash on the flanks and breast sides (especially when 
fresh; some birds are almost wholly white below). 
Also note distinct (but variable) whitish or pale buff 
eyebrow contrasting with a darker eyestripe. — Sexes: 
Similar. — Imm: A little warmer and darker above, and 
with a stronger buff wash below; iris blackish brown.  
— Var: Worn birds (unlikely to be seen in the region) 
have duller brown upperparts, a whiter eyebrow and 
underparts, and less distinct pale primary tips. 

confusion risks Like Great Reed but Basra is 15% 
smaller (and 50% lighter) with a shorter, darker and 
less graduated tail, colder and less rufous upperparts, 
whiter underparts, a whiter brow, a longer, thinner 
bill, dark legs and a slimmer shape. Lesser Swamp is 
warmer above and below, with a shorter wing. African 
Reed and Marsh are more compact and 20% smaller.

behaviour Gleans insects while slowly climbing, 
creeping or hopping through cover, or sometimes in 
the open, in a horizontal posture. Sings throughout 
the day, especially Jan-Mar. Shy and difficult to see.

biology Food mostly insects. Br. extralimital.
voice. Song is less forced, less rhythmical and more 

subdued than other reed warblers'. Consists of a slow, 
hesitant alteration of lower churring notes and nasal 
moans, with a coarse, unmusical progression. Overall 
effect is like prolonged scolding of a predator by an 
anxious bird, or like a mix of Terrestrial Brownbul 
muttering and starlings' chatter. Call is a harsh chaarr.

• massive size unequalled by any others
• sturdy bill; strong feet; long wings
• warm brown above; tail brown as back
• often with faint streaks on the throat
• coarse grating and squeaking song

Great Reed Warbler
Acrocephalus arundinaceus (Grootrietsanger)
ALT NAME(S): None



River Warbler
Locustella fluviatilis (Sprinkaansanger)
L: 14-16 cm   M: 14-(16)-20 g
[L. fluviatilis]. Typical view is a 
<5 s glimpse of a half-obscured 
bird in shady thickets. Looks 
plain brown, but note pale 
bars on undertail coverts and 
mottled breast. Unique shape 
diagnostic: flat head, curved 
wing, broad, rounded tail and 
long, bulging undertail coverts.

SEMI-TERRESTRIAL SKULKERS: Secretive non-br. migrants betrayed only by their songs. Prefer tropical 
regions (but extend S after heavy rains). Both frequent low, lush, impenetrable thickets with access to 
the ground (e.g. the shady interior of shrubs enveloped by grass), often but not necessarily near water.

Thrush Nightingale
Luscinia luscinia (Lysternagtegaal)
L:15-17 cm   M: 22-(25)-33 g
[L. luscinia]. Smallish, sombre 
migrant chat. Seldom leaves 
the cover of dense shrubs and 
thickets. If not for famous voice, 
would be almost entirely over-
looked. Dark greyish brown 
above; variably mottled below. 
Note large dark eye and reddish 
tinge to tail.

subtly mottled 
throat and breast 

(variable: darker and 
more extensive on 
some, sometimes  
hard to see at all)

adult 
Pafuri, Lim

adult
Kasane, Bot

sings with bill 
held wide open, 

head back and 
throat vibrating; 

rotates head

looks 'long-
nosed': crown 

flat, bill long 
and slender

indistinct face 
markings

tail broad, 
graduated, 
rounded

brown 
undertail 
coverts with 
whitish tips

long and broad 
primaries give wing 
a unique shape

bulky undertail 
coverts extend far 

down broad tail

bulging 
undertail 
coverts 
(diagnostic 
tapered 
shape)

white edge 
to distinctly 
curved outer 
primary adult

Pretoria, GP

unusually 
long toes

some 
almost 

plain

plain dark olive-
brown above

skulks at base of thickets 
of tangled twigs and 
grass; very difficult to 
see well

prefers to run 
away; flies low  

and noisily with 
tail spread

long, 
broad 
wings

adult
Chobe, Bot

enormous 
dark eye

reddish tinge to tail and 
uppertail coverts (can be 
hard to see in shade)

adult
Pafuri, Lim

song often subdued in 
African wintering range 

but can be remarkably 
powerful just before 

migration

rather 
small & 

blunt

diffusely mottled 
breast (varies)

subtle 
malar 
stripe

plain

not so shy, but 
hesitant to emerge 
from base of thickets

grey-brown

imm. has buff 
tips to coverts 
& tertials, 
revealing 
membership 
of chat family

lower border of 
mottling often forms 

sharp line across breast

immature
Chiredzi, Zim

like many other chats, often 
droops wings and lifts tail 

pale vent, 
sometimes 
with small 
dark bars

reddish

paler, richer, 
less mottled 

individual
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Probably the most elusive, overlooked bird in the region.
habitat Prefers moist, dense, shady thickets in the 

woodland understorey, especially where tall grass 
merges with shrubs to shield the bird from view, while 
allowing access to the ground. Usually on clay soils 
near rivers, but also occurs far from water. May climb 
1-3 m up into a tree or vine-draped shrub to sing.

status Deceiving: very common in optimal habitat  
after good rains (3-7 birds/ha), with several  often 
singing in a small area. Yet almost wholly overlooked 
when not singing due to secrecy and specific habitat 
(but can still be located by alarm and contact calls). A 
non-br. migrant with a short stay (Jan-Mar/Apr). 

identification Patience and stealth are required 
to obtain a brief glimpse of this species. Invariably 
located by its song (given almost exclusively in Mar/
early Apr). Identifiable by shape: tapered, with almost 
symmetrical front and back ends. Tail broad and 
rounded. Importantly, the dark olive-brown undertail 
coverts are bulky, bulging out, and almost extend to 
the tail tip, and each feather has a whitish tip (vent 
looks barred). Primaries long (as long as tertials) and 
broad; outermost has a curved, pale edge. Looks 'long-
nosed' due to flat forehead and slender bill. Shows a 
faint yellow wash and small streaks on the ear-coverts; 
may show an indistinct brow in front of eye. Diffuse 
throat streaking/mottling varies. Toes long. — Sexes: 
Similar. — Juv: Has fresh primaries and a dark eye. 
— Var: 10-20% have a yellow wash on the face/throat.

confusion risks Most likely to be confused with 
Thrush Nightingale (see that species), Little Rush 
Warbler (p. 196) and Broad-tailed Warbler (p. 196).

behaviour Spends much time walking on the 
ground. Scurries mouse-like along branches. Sings 
from within cover, 1-2 m up, rotating head and open 
bill (ventriloquial); drops to the ground if disturbed. 
Sometimes flushed from the ground; then flutters 
noisily to the nearest bush, and flicks wings and tail.

biology Food invertebrates. Br. extralimital.
voice Song is a bizarre, rhythmical shuffle dzi-

dzi-dzi... or ziki-ziki-ziki... varying in pitch and tempo 
(12-16 notes/s). Continues for a few seconds to a 
minute, then resumes after a short break. Often 
introduced by a quiet gurgled 'chuckling' currp, currp. 
Mechanical regularity of song sounds like a sewing 
machine; easily dismissed as cicada and somewhat 
like White-winged Widowbird (p. 301). Contact call is 
a very sharp, loud TSS-TSS-TSS in an explosive, abrupt 
burst of 1 s; given precisely at 06:00, and intermittently 
later in the day. Alarm call is a spitting pwit!

• thick undertail coverts; tapered shape
• undertail coverts reach far down tail
• brown undertail coverts with pale tips
• variable mottling on throat and breast
• in thickets, not necessarily near water

River Warbler
Locustella fluviatilis (Sprinkaansanger)
ALT NAME(S): Eurasian River Warbler

• enormous eye emphasised by pale ring
• reddish tinge to tail and uppertail coverts
• face plain but often shows malar stripe
• variable band of mottling on breast
• skulks in thickets, best located by voice

Thrush Nightingale
Luscinia luscinia (Lysternagtegaal)
ALT NAME(S): Sprosser, Eastern Nightingale 

This warbler-like chat's remarkable and celebrated voice 
is usually the only indication of its presence.

habitat As for River Warbler: moist, shady thickets 
and shrubbery with ground access, in woodland 
understorey, on floodplains, near rivers, or even in 
thickets of alien Lantana or overgrown gardens. 

status Non-br. Palearctic migrant, present Jan-Apr. 
Mostly overlooked but locally common in N. Singly.

identification Given the legendary fame of this 
species' song, laypeople are often disappointed by 
the drabness of the composer. Above, dull dark grey-
brown with a red-tinged tail and uppertail coverts. 
Below, greyish white, with a variable amount of darker 
mottling (some are almost plain, others are boldly 
marked on the breast and flanks). On the lower breast, 
the mottling often ends sharply in a curved band. 
Face is almost plain, but often shows a subtle malar 
stripe. The enormous dark eye is obvious in the field. 
 — Sexes: Alike. — Imm: Has buff tips to the tertials and 
greater coverts. — Var: Some are paler and richer, with 
orange-red tails and almost plain breasts.

confusion risks Like River Warbler in behaviour, 
range, habitat (sometimes in the same shrub) and 
looks (especially when evaluating a half-seen bird in 
a gloomy thicket); unlike River, has a reddish, narrow 
and only slightly rounded/graduated tail; undertail 
coverts do not extend as far towards the tail tip 
and have only narrow dark bars. Garden Warbler 
(p. 176) usually keeps to the canopy and is plain below. 
Larger Terrestrial Brownbul (p. 342) is found in noisy 
groups and has red eyes, a stronger bill and plain 
underparts. Resembles very localised Rufous-tailed 
Palm Thrush (juv. of which also has a mottled breast). 

behaviour Reclusive, and remains low down in the 
base of dense tangles. Forages by hopping about on 
the ground. Raises, spreads or moves tail sideways.

biology Food insects and berries. Br. extralimital.
voice As declared in poets' literary praise, this 

species has an astounding song (though less musical 
than the 'real' nightin gale of W Europe). Song is most 
powerful in Feb-Mar, before return to E Eurasian 
br. grounds. Consists of a deliberate succession of 
whistling and gurgling, interrupted by harsh clicking. 
Variation limitless, with a new phrase every few 
seconds; listen for a recurrent jook-jook-jook or chiok-
chiok-chiok (loud). Verses often start with sad whistles 
and end with a burst of rattling. Calls include a piercing 
vhii whistle (like a begging chick or small kingfisher) 
especially at dawn and dusk; also a short, low, creaking 
ehrrr (like a socket wrench) and a deeper chuck.
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FOREST UNDERGROWTH WARBLERS: Shy, partly terrestrial endemics with loud songs. Knysna in 
low, dense tangles along forest streams, in green belts or in shady suburban gardens. Barratt's in dense 
undergrowth at forest edge or scrub and secondary growth along streams, roads, in valleys or on slopes. 

Knysna Warbler
Bradypterus sylvaticus (Knysnaruigtesanger)
L: 14-15 cm c. M: 17-(19)-21 g
[1: B. s. sylvaticus; 2: B. s. pon
doensis]. Threatened skulker 
with small range from Table 
Mountain to S KZN. Hard to see 
well; almost exclusively tracked 
by piercing song. In poorly lit 
undergrowth looks plain dark 
chocolate-brown. Rather plain 
below. Wings and tail relatively 
short. 

Barratt's Warbler
Bradypterus barratti (Ruigtesanger)
L: 15-16 cm   M: 17-(19)-20 g
[1: B. b. godfreyi; 2: B. b. cath
kinensis; 3: B. b. barratti; 4: B. 
b. priesti]. Difficult to see while 
creeping mouse-like in dense, 
low scrub but betrays presence 
with loud song and less distinct 
calls. Dark brown with paler 
belly/throat. Throat and breast 
finely but obviously mottled. 
Tail longish.

2

1
2

1

3

4

juv. barratti
Magoebaskloof, Lim

narrow  
but distinct  

spots/streaks;  
grey background

tail long (longer than 
wing); strongly graduated

ad. priesti
Vumba, Zim

flight weak, 
fluttery, over short 
distances; seldom 

flies, creeping  
away instead

yellow-tinged

short, 
round

grey
hues

tail often worn  
due to terrestrial  
lifestyle

spends much time 
on the ground: may 

run with tail up

ad. cathkinensis
Sani Pass, KZN

ad. barratti
Graskop, MP

not as dark as 
Knysna, but can 

look similar in 
shady thickets

fine 
streaks

streaked

darker

like others on these 
pages, extremely 
secretive and difficult  
to see well; best located  
by loud song

juv. sylvaticus
Wilderness, WC

indistinct 
mottling

tail longish (shorter than 
wing); moderately graduated

ad. pondoensis
Wild Coast, EC

flight weak, 
fluttery, over 

short distances; 
seldom flies

yellow-tinged

short, 
round

brown 
hues

walks slowly with 
hunched back, 
scratching about 
in leaf litter

ad.  sylvaticus
Kirstenbosch, WC

ad.  
sylvaticus
George, WC

whole bird 
looks dark 
chocolate- 

brown

almost 
plain

paler

tail proportionately 
shorter and less 
graduated than 
Barratt's

streaky
in gloomy thickets  
looks mouse-like  
and uniformly dark

 has dark 
loral spot

 E VU E
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This skulker is named after F. A. Barratt (c. 1847-1875) 
who first collected it near Pilgrim's Rest in Mpumalanga.

habitat Dense, tangled, low scrub and secondary 
growth at the edges of mid-altitude and montane 
forests, along streams or roads and in ravines; also 
dense ferns and streamside Leucosidea scrub.

status Uncommon to locally fairly common 
but very easily overlooked. Some migrate to lower 
altitudes in winter. Singly or in pairs. Endemic.

identification While its alarmingly loud song is 
a characteristic sound of spring in upland forests, 
actually seeing this species is challenging. Creaking 
calls or soft rustling may also indicate birds foraging 
in shady thickets; by crouching down they may be 
glimpsed climbing through tangles or running mouse-
like over leaf litter. At first, looks rather dark uniform 
brown in the half-light of the understorey. Given a 
good view, note the greyish breast, paler throat and 
belly and obvious, sharp but narrow spots or short 
streaks below. Strongly graduated, heavy tail is as long 
or longer than the short, rounded wing (100-106%).  
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Cold olive above; yellowish 
below. — Var: Varies in colour and extent of streaking 
on the breast. N priesti has a whiter belly and throat. 

confusion risks Narrowly overlaps with Knysna in 
E Cape, especially in winter; Barratt's is paler with grey 
rather than chocolate-brown tones, a more clearly 
streaked breast/throat and slightly darker, longer legs; 
tail is longer (64-67 mm; 58-62 mm in Knysna). Little 
Rush (p. 196) occurs in wetlands (some overlap) but is 
paler. River has longer, 'thicker' undertail coverts with 
pale tips, longer wings and different calls and song.

behaviour Partly terrestrial and spends most of the 
day <1 m above the ground. Very secretive but reacts 
strongly to spishing, alarm calls and tape playback.

biology Food insects. Lays 2 finely speckled eggs in 
a substantial, roughly built nest placed on the ground 
or low down in thick grass, creepers or debris.

voice From close, song is almost painfully loud 
and carries far over forested valleys. Given in 2-4 s 
phrases repeated every 5-8 s. Typical phrases start 
with 2 soft, high, sharp notes at long intervals, usually 
followed by faster paired notes, and then an explosive, 
sustained, rapid, powerful, musical trill e.g. twi, twi, 
twup-twup, CHI'CHI'CHI'CHI'CHI'CHI... or see, see, soo-
soo chuR'R'R'R'R'R'R... or sometimes twi-twi-twi-WITTY-
WITTY-WITTY-WITTY... (trill like fast Sombre Greenbul 
calls, p. 343). From a distance only the final trill is 
audible. Both sexes give soft creaking calls in alarm, 
such as an abrupt prrt or crrk or stuttered prrrr-R-Rrrrrk.

• greyish below with paler throat/belly
• narrow but distinct spots on breast
• graduated tail longer than wing
• skulks near ground in scrub/forest
• song: a few soft notes then a full trill

Barratt's Warbler
Bradypterus barratti (Ruigtesanger)
ALT NAME(S): Barratt's Bush/Scrub Warbler, African Scrub W.

• looks uniform dark chocolate brown
• breast plain or only diffusely mottled
• graduated tail shorter than wing
• skulks low in scrub/alien thickets
• song: long accelerating series then trill

Knysna Warbler
Bradypterus sylvaticus (Knysnaruigtesanger)
ALT NAME(S): Knysna Bush/Scrub Warbler

Perhaps as few as 2500 of these threatened endemics 
persist and in some areas their populations have 
dropped by >50% in the last 3 decades, possibly due to 
reduced fire frequency (which prevents the development 
of a lush forest understorey) and removal of alien plants. 

habitat Impenetrable low thickets along streams 
and drainage lines, in gullies or at edges of coastal and 
inland forests. Partly adaptable to urban greenbelts 
infested with alien plants (e.g. Lantana and brambles), 
and suburban gardens with tangled shrubbery.  

status Uncommon, decreasing, localised and easily 
overlooked resident. Seen singly or in pairs. Endemic.

identification This secretive species is adept at 
avoiding detection while skulking in tangled thickets 
<1.5 m above the ground. Often a stealthy approach 
on hands and knees is best; also listen for soft rustling 
of birds foraging on the leaf-strewn forest floor. Inside 
gloomy thickets usually just looks uniform, dark 
chocolate-brown without any discernable features: 
only slightly paler greyish below, with belly and throat 
variably mottled whiter. Breast and throat weakly and 
diffusely streaked (barely noticeable). Tail somewhat 
graduated, proportionately short (as long as or shorter 
than rounded wing; 87-100%). — Sexes:   has a dark 
triangular loral spot and darker throat than . — Juv: 
Washed yellow below. — Var: NE pondoensis is darker.

confusion risks Range narrowly overlaps with 
slightly larger Barratt's but Knysna is darker and less 
streaked below with slightly shorter, paler legs and a 
proportionately shorter, less graduated tail (difference 
between middle and outer tail feathers 33% of tail 
length; 48% in Barratt's). See also Little Rush (p. 196).

behaviour Scratches about in leaf litter or crouches 
while wagging and spreading tail and fluttering wings 
to disturb prey. Walks slowly with hunched posture.  
sings from low thickets; rarely from an open perch.

biology Food insects, spiders, slugs, etc. Lays 2 
speckled eggs in a well-hidden cup with a bulky base, 
placed low down in thick, tangled vegetation.

voice  sings intensely on spring mornings and 
afternoons (and sometimes at night too). Song is a 
sharp, high-pitched 4-9 s phrase repeated at intervals. 
Starts hesitantly with a long series of soft, thin notes 
that gradually become louder and faster to end in a 
reedy, bubbling trill at lower pitch: wit, wit, wit, wit-wit-
wit'wit'wit'wiRRRRRRR. Like Barratt's, but with a much 
longer introduction and a thinner, less voluminous 
trill. May also be located by less distinct contact calls 
e.g. a low churr-churr or trr-up, or louder peeit (more 
subdued in ). In alarm gives a repeated prrrit, prrrit.



Little Rush Warbler
Bradypterus baboecala (Kaapse Vleisanger)
L: 15-17 cm  M: 11-(14)-18 g
[1: B. b. baboecala; 2: B. b. 
tongensis; 3: B. b. trans
vaalensis; 4: B. b. msiri]. Shy 
but common wetland warbler: 
creeps about in low tangles. 
Best located by its accelerating 
song. Looks dark and slender 
with a small, pointed head and 
bill, pink legs and long, heavy, 
rounded tail. 

juvenile 
tongensis
Maputo,  
Moz

adult 
transvaalensis

Springs, GP

short, 
round

long, rounded, 
graduated tail;  
tips often frayed

flutters with audible 
wingbeats just above  

the vegetation

faint, thin 
streaking

darker 
bird

ad. msiri
Seronga, Bot

pink

orange-
buff to 

chestnut

gives accelerating 
rattle from cover,  
then flies a few  
metres with 
whirring wings  
before diving
down again

tail down;  
often spread

dark 
smoky 
brown

yellow 
wash 
(juv.)

flies reluctantly 
and then only in a 

low, weak 
flutter for a 

short distance

fairly distinct, 
buffy eyebrow

only wet -
land warbler 
where tail > 
wing

krk, krk, krk-krk-krk-
kr'kr'kr'krkrkrrrr

1

3
2

4

Broad-tailed Warbler
Schoenicola brevirostris (Breëstertsanger)
L: 14-16 cm  c. M: 12-(15)-18 g
[S. b. brevirostris]. A skulking 
species most easily seen when 
executing entertaining song-
flight to show off long, broad, 
graduated black tail with pale 
tips (undertail coverts similar). 
Body rich brown above, pale 
below; face rather plain with a 
flat forehead. Listen for sharp, 
metallic squeaking song. 

adult
Tzaneen, Lim

yellow wash 
(juvenile)

displays 5-10 m 
up with snapping  
wings and  
jerking tail

adult
Didima, KZN

'weighed 
down' by 

heavy tail in 
flight

ziink, ziink, ziink...

long 
undertail 
coverts

face rather 
plain; diffuse, 

buffy eyebrow

flat crown 
& forehead

after rain 
sunbathes on a 

tall grass stalk in 
vertical position; 

also sings from 
such perches

broad, black tail 
visible from very  

far away

pale tips 
(less clear 
when worn)

dark 

graduated 
broad-based,   

matt black tail

black

HEAVY-TAILED WARBLERS: Distinctive warblers that skulk in low, dense vegetation and are best 
located and identified by their unique (but very different) songs. Little Rush occurs in rushes, sedges, 
reeds or papyrus in wetlands. Broad-tailed likes rank, tall grass in moist depressions or on slopes. 

in song-flight 
cruises slowly 

in a circle

long 
uppertail 
coverts

faint 
gloss 
bars

juvenile
Winterton, KZN

flat head; 
slender bill

warm 
brown
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Only 2 Schoenicola warblers exist: 1 in Africa, 1 in India.
habitat Breeds in medium to tall, rank, coarse 

grass along drainage lines, in seeps, marshes and wet 
depressions or on hills and lower slopes of mountains. 

status Uncommon but occurs in high densities 
locally (e.g. 1.5 ha/ ). Movements complex and erratic 
with short-distance altitudinal migration: possibly 
resident in parts, but a summer visitor >1200 m and 
mostly a winter visitor to coastal lowlands. Seen singly 
or in pairs, but many  may display in a small area.

identification A bizarrely shaped warbler usually 
seen on misty mornings or after rain when it perches 
on tall grass stalks to dry its feathers, or during its 
entertaining song-flight. Its most prominent feature is 
its broad, blackish tail (visible from a great distance); 
the tail has a very broad base; each rounded feather 
is progressively longer, with a pale greyish buff tip on 
the underside, c. 4 mm wide, except on the central pair 
which have about 10 alternating gloss and matt bands 
(due to different feather structures, not pigments); 
slightly V-shaped in cross-section. Uppertail coverts 
'loose' and long, extending almost halfway down the 
tail. Undertail coverts dark grey-brown with paler tips. 
Rest of plumage plain: above rich brown; face plain 
except for diffuse eyebrow; below grey-white, washed 
buffy on sides. Looks smallish and rather slender with 
a flat forehead. Carriage is horizontal but perches 
upright when singing or sunbathing. — Sexes: Alike. 
— Juv: Washed yellow below; tail initially shorter and 
narrower. — Var: Worn birds have plainer tails.

confusion risks Usually in drier grass than Little 
Rush; Broad-tailed has a blacker, pale-tipped tail with 
a broader base, darker undertail coverts, paler and 
plainer underparts, warmer brown upperparts and a 
different song. River (p. 192) avoids open grassland.

behaviour Fairly obvious during song-flight or 
when perched on grass heads, but elusive if pursued, 
diving into grass where difficult to flush. In song-flight 

 flies 5-10 m (sometimes higher) above territory, 
cruising slowly in a circle with whirring or snapping 
wings and the tail jerking up and down or drooped as 
if too heavy. Also sings from a low perch, flicking the 
wings and tail and lifting the head when calling.

biology Food insects. Lays 2-3 speckled to virtually 
plain eggs in a grass cup hidden in thick vegetation. 

voice Song of  consists of short, very sharp metallic 
squeaks that sound almost 'ultrasonic'; repeated at 
intervals of 1.5-2 s, like a ship's sonar e.g. ziink, ziink, 
ziink... or ping, ping, ping... Soft but carries well. Contact 
call is a rapid jur-jur-jur. Alarm call is a sharp tik, tik, tik...

This shy wetland warbler delivers its unmistakable song 
regularly throughout the day (and sometimes at night).

habitat Frequents stands of rushes, sedges and 
reeds in wetlands or along streams. Prefers dense, 
low tangles and often further away from open water 
than reed warblers (but some overlap); occasionally in  
atypical habitat, e.g. dense scrub or bushes in valleys.

status Common, but easily overlooked if silent. 
Mostly resident. Encountered singly or in pairs.

identification If not for its distinctive and well-
known song, this skulking wetland bird would remain 
mostly overlooked. Likely to be seen creeping mouse-
like in low, dense vegetation or climbing sneakily 
among rushes. First impression is of a fairly large but 
slender warbler with a heavy, rounded, graduated 
tail, often spread to show the worn and abraded tips. 
Plumage is dark smoky brown above; pale below with 
richer, darker undertail coverts. Head is small, flat and 
pointed; bill fine. If present, subdued streaking on the 
lower throat and upper breast is diagnostic. Wings 
short (tail>wing): flight weak, fluttering and audible.
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Richer in colour and tips of 
wing coverts paler. — Var: Tail length, streaking and 
colour of underparts vary e.g. can be whitish with a 
buff tinge, greyish white, or even pale chestnut below.

confusion risks If silent, often confused with 
similar-sized Lesser Swamp (p. 188); however, sneaks 
about in lower, denser tangles further away from open 
water (Lesser Swamp typically hops about higher up 
in reeds, where fairly exposed, or forages just above 
the water surface); Little Rush also has a relatively 
shorter, broader and more graduated tail, weaker bill, 
darker upperparts, pinkish legs and a streaked throat.

behaviour Adopts acrobatic poses while creeping 
through dense covers: lifts tail high with head down, 
clings to vertical stems with both feet, sits upright with 
the tail drooped or 'splits' to cling to 2 different stems 
simultaneously. Mostly forages low down (even on the 
ground), but ascends 1-2 m up to sing or sunbathe.

biology Food insects. Lays 2-3 white, speckled eggs 
in a cup hidden <1 m up. Nest is not bound to stems.

voice Distinctive 'bouncing-ball' song is easy to 
learn: a series of krrk notes at constant pitch, that start 
off at long intervals and then accelerate into a short 
trill with an abrupt end e.g. krrk, krrk, krrk, krrk krrk 
krrk krrk-krrk-krrk-krr'krr'krr-krrrrrrr. Phrases last from 
4-15 s. The final trill is often given while the singer 
flutters low (hardly clearing the vegetation) for a few 
metres with audible, whirring wingbeats. Calls include 
a flat, sad-sounding bleat and a cat-like meow.

• dark, smoky brown upperparts
• long, heavy, graduated tail; often worn
• thin throat streaks (variable)
• accelerating 'bouncing-ball' song
• creeps mouse-like in low rushes etc.

• long, broad, black tail with pale tips
• dark undertail coverts (also pale-tipped)
• pale buffy white below; not streaked
• flat forehead; rather plain face
• song high squeaks (sounds 'ultrasonic')

Broad-tailed Warbler
Schoenicola brevirostris (Breëstertsanger)
ALT NAME(S): Fan-tailed Grassbird, Schoenicola platyura

Little Rush Warbler
Bradypterus baboecala (Kaapse Vleisanger)
ALT NAME(S): African Sedge Warbler, African Bush Warbler
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AFRICAN WARBLERS & CROMBECS
Family Macrosphenidae

The dramatic breakup and restructuring of the vast 
warbler family, Sylviidae, has prompted research 
into the systematics of unique and enigmatic African 
endemics. The surprising results of genetic analyses 
suggest that several African groups are not part of 
any 'warbler' family or of the large Cisticolidae family.  

Instead this small group of mis-matched pseudo-
warblers represents a primitive evolutionary lineage 
and one of the clades basal to the massive Sylvioidea 
superfamily (which includes around 1300 species of 
warblers, cisticolas, babblers, white-eyes, nicators, 
larks, bulbuls, swallows and others; see p. 158). To 
accommodate these unique African 'warblers' a new 
family was erected, namely the Macrosphenidae. 

As currently defined, the Macrosphenidae includes 
19 species in 7 genera. The family's name is based on 
the genus of the longbills (Macrosphenus), 5 dull and 
elusive but vocal forest insectivores with erectile rump 
feathers, long, hook-tipped bills and short wings. 
Kemp's, Yellow and Grey Longbills occur widely in C 
and W Africa; Kretschmer's is restricted to E Africa; and 
the endangered Pulitzer's is endemic to Angola. 

The second major division in the family is the 9 
species of crombecs. Of these, 2 species are resident in 
Southern Africa while a third is a vagrant (or possibly 
an overlooked, localised resident). The remaining 
extralimital species are: Northern (widespread N of 
the equator), Phillipa's and Somali (NE Africa), White-
browed (and a possible split, Chapin's; C and E Africa) 
and Lemon-bellied and Green Crombecs (W Africa).

The remainder of the family consists of a motley 
group of 5 monotypic genera (i.e. genera containing 
a single species). With the exception of the barred 
Grauer's Warbler (Graueria vittata), an Albertine Rift 
endemic, all of these are represented in Southern 
Africa. In fact, 2 of these genera are endemic to the 
region (Cape Grassbird and Victorin's Warbler) and 1 
near-endemic (Rockrunner). More details are given in 
the respective introductions below.

LONG-BILLED

RED-FACED

size

Nightingales
Sylviid warblers
Leaf warblers
Reed warblers
Bush warblers
African warblers
Crombecs
Cisticolas 
Apalises 
Camaropteras
Wren-warblers
Prinias
Prinia-like warblers
Eremomelas
Penduline tits

Sylviidae
Phylloscopidae
Acrocephalidae
Locustellidae

Muscicapidae

Macrosphenidae

Cisticolidae

Remizidae

Species 7
Residents 7
Vagrants   1

Threatened   0

Genera 5
Migrants 0

Endemics 2/1
Restricted 4

AFRICAN WARBLERS pp. 200-202

Melocichla

Cryptillas

MOUSTACHED 
GRASS WARBLER

VICTORIN'S

Achaetops

Sphenoeacus

CAPE GRASSBIRD

ROCKRUNNER

Genus 
Sylvietta

RED-CAPPED

CROMBECS pp. 204-206

(L) - like a Chaetops rockjumper.
(Gr) - dense rump (referring to 
the thick rump feathering)
(Gr) - cryptic or hidden thrush.
After Johan Victorin (1831-
1855), a Swedish bird collector.
(Gr) - melodious thrush.
(L) - chin (malar stripe).
(Gr) - wedge (shape of tail).
(L) - of Africa.
(L) - small Sylvia (warbler).
(L) - reddish or rufous.
(L) - red-capped.
After Alexander Whyte (1834-
1905), a collector in Malawi.

Achaetops
pycnopygius (Rockrunner) 

Cryptillas
victorini (Victorin's) 
 
Melocichla
mentalis (Moustached)
Sphenoeacus
afer (Cape) 
Sylvietta
rufescens (Long-billed)
ruficapilla (Red-capped)
whytii (Red-faced)

Origin of names
The English names of most species are self-explanatory. 
The English crombec is derived from the Afrikaans/
Dutch 'krombek' (curved beak); Afrikaans stompstert 
means 'stump tail'. Genera and species names:
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African/Macrosphenid warblers pp. 200-202

A diverse amalgamation of 4 unique, monotypic 
and taxonomically enigmatic genera. It is difficult to 
identify shared features: all are resident, territorial and 
monogamous and are found singly or in pairs. Songs 
are loud and melodious but fairly simple. Rather shy 
and skulking; searches for small invertebrates in low, 
dense vegetation.  sing from higher perches.

Moustached Grass Warbler is widespread across 
Africa but in our region is restricted to moist, rank 
herbage in tropical C Mozambique and adjacent 
E Zimbabwe. A large, unstreaked warbler with a 
broad, rounded, dark tail (with faintly paler tips only); 
undertail coverts plain. Also note pale eye, strong bill, 
rufous forehead and prominent malar stripe. Song is 
a short, pleasant bubbling musical phrase, sometimes 
incorporating mimicry. [Afrikaans: Breëstertgrasvoël].

Cape Grassbird is endemic to coastal and upland 
parts of temperate SA, except for a small isolated 
population in E Zimbabwe. Occurs in dense, low 
vegetation including fynbos, strandveld, mountain 
slopes, marshes and valleys. Large, boldly marked and 
unmistakable. Has a very long, bright rufous tail with 
sharply pointed ends. Crown and face rufous. Mantle 
heavily streaked; streaking on underparts varies 
geographically, but always shows a prominent malar 
stripe. Song is a repeated 2-5 s burst of rapid warbling 
increasing in volume and often ending in a trill; call is 
a nasal mewing sound. [Afrikaans: Grasvoël].

Rockrunner is near-endemic to rocky slopes in N and 
C Namibia (also in SW Angola). A large, robust warbler 
with a rufous or deep orange belly and flanks plus a 
black-spotted breast. Bounds or runs rapidly across 
rocks and boulders with its strong legs (sometimes 
incorrectly called Damara Rockjumper; has also been 
wrongly classified as a chat or babbler). Often elusive 
but  gives a rich, melodious, fluid song (sometimes 

Crombecs pp. 204-206

Small but robust warblers with very short tails that 
hardly extend past their wingtips; this gives them a 
peculiar, tailless, front-heavy jizz. Their characteristic 
shape is further emphasised by short, round wings, 
rotund bodies, long and decurved bills and strong 
feet used for clinging to bark and twigs. The very 
widespread Long-billed is common in woodland 
understorey or scrub throughout the region. Red-
faced is limited to the canopy of miombo woodland 
in Zimbabwe and Mozambique. Red-capped was 
collected in 1961 at Victoria Falls but has not been 
seen since; it occurs N of the Zambezi in Mozambique, 
Malawi and Zambia. A further 6 or 7 other crombecs 
occur extralimitally. Crombecs eat insects, spiders and 
other small invertebrates that they find by creeping 
or hopping about on twigs, stems and branches (not 
among leaves), often adopting acrobatic poses in the 
process. They occur singly or in pairs but often join bird 
parties. Sexes alike; juv. duller. Nest is a hanging 'purse' 
(see illustration on p. 205). Identified by range, habitat, 
foraging level, face pattern and colours. Compare 
eremomelas (pp. 260-262) and penduline tits (p. 264); 
could also be mistaken for some other passerine with 
a missing tail. [Afrikaans: Stompsterte].

incorporating mimicry) from a prominent spot atop a 
boulder or in a small tree. [Afrikaans: Rotsvoël].

Victorin's Warbler was previously classified as a 
Bradypterus warbler (p. 194), which it resembles in its 
size, short wings, secretive and skulking disposition, 
semi-terrestrial lifestyle and repetitive song. However 
it has unique bright orange underparts, a blue-grey  
face and a pale eye. Both sexes sing from within low, 
moist thickets in mountain fynbos. Endemic to the S 
Cape, from just E of Cape Town to the Port Elizabeth 
area. [Afrikaans: Rooiborsruigtesanger].

Warblers: what's out there?
Only a single Red-capped Crombec (green on map) has been seen in 
Southern Africa: a  in post-br. moult, at Nampini Ranch, W of Victoria 
Falls in Zimbabwe, collected on 10 Nov 1961. Despite birders' efforts, 
this attractive species has not been seen again. However, it does 
occur in miombo woodland 130 km N of the Zambezi, near Tete, and 
about 40 km N of Lago de Cahora Bassa, in Mozambique. The race to 
find this species in Southern Africa is on, but what else is possible? 
Perhaps the most likely species to be added to the region's list is the 
Eastern Olivaceous Warbler, Iduna pallida (blue on map). Unlike 
the resident and sedentary crombec, this species is a long-distance 
migrant from SE Europe and the Middle East (with isolated breeding 
populations in Africa N of the equator), which means it is far more 
likely to wander outside its normal range. Other migrant warbler 
species to keep an optimistic eye open for include Upcher's Warbler 
(Hippolais languida) and perhaps Grasshopper Warbler (Locustella 
naevia), Savi's Warbler (L. luscinioides) and Barred Warbler (Sylvia 
nisoria). Resident species that occur relatively close to our borders 
include Cinnamon Bracken Warbler (Bradypterus cinnamomeus) 
and Evergreen Forest Warbler (B. lopezi), both of which extend as 
far S as S Malawi and adjacent Mozambique.

Red-capped
E Olivaceous



Moustached Grass Warbler
Melocichla mentalis (Breëstertgrasvoël)
L: 18-20 cm  M: 33-(36)-38 g
[1: M. m. orientalis]. Occurs 
in E Zimbabwe and lowlands 
of C Mozambique. Large with 
a heavy bill and long, broad, 
dark tail. Rather plain, but face/
crown washed rufous with pale 
streaks on cheek, black malar 
stripe and pale eye. Skulks in 
moist thickets, but sings from 
a higher perch. Best located by 
its song.

plain 
brown 
above

rufous 
forehead

heavy bill

plain, pale 
cinnamon 
undertail 
coverts

also compare 
cisticolas (p. 236) 
and overlapping 
Collared Palm 
Thrush and
Anchieta's 
Tchagra

flight 
arduous; tail 
looks heavy 

adult
Honde Valley, 

Zimbabwe

Cape Grassbird
Sphenoeacus afer (Grasvoël)
L: 19-23 cm   M: 26-(30)-34 g
[1: S. a. afer; 2: S. a. interme
dius; 3: S. a. natalensis; 4: S. a.
excisus]. Heavy-billed, bulbul-
sized warbler with bright rufous 
cap, cheek, wing and rump plus 
long rufous tail. Note bold black 
malar stripe. Usually in dense 
low shrubbery, but  perches 
prominently atop bushes to 
give cheerful, lively song.

adult afer
Hermanus, WC

juv. 
natalensis
Vryheid, 
KZN streaking varies 

geographically; 
2 extremes are 
illustrated here

rufous cap and cheeks

rufous 
patch

flight fluttery, in 
direct line low  

over vegetation

long but rather 
narrow rufous tail, 

with sharply pointed 
tips, often frayed

often found 
alongside much 

smaller Levaillant's 
Cisticola (bottom)

1

3

2

4

GRASS WARBLERS: Unique, heavily built, fairly shy warblers in monotypic genera. Moustached occurs 
in tangles of tall grass and shrubbery at wetlands edges, fields and other moist, mixed habitats. Cape 
Grassbird is found in fynbos, rank grass, marshes, reedbed edges, ferns, valley scrub, forest edges, etc.

bold black 
malar stripe

adult
natalensis
Randburg,  
GP

heavy bill

ad. excisus
Nyanga, Zim

bold black 
malar stripe

eye pale 
yellow to 

dull red

long, broad heavy 
tail; dark brown 
with faint paler 
tips when fresh

adult
Muanza, 

Moz

juv.
Gorongosa, 
Moz

dull 
rufous 
patch

streaky

singing 
from bush 

in marsh

shape  
distinctive: large 
and bulky, with a 

long, thin tail

juv:  
lacks 

malar 
stripe

 E
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• long, broad, dark tail with rounded tip
• prominent black malar stripe
• plain brown above (not streaked)
• pale yellow to dull reddish eye
• in rank vegetation in tropical NE

Moustached Grass Warbler
Melocichla mentalis (Breëstertgrasvoël)
ALT NAME(S): Moustached Warbler, African Moustached Warbler

This localised warbler's genus name, Melocichla, means 
'melodious thrush', referring to its musical song and size.

habitat Occurs in various types of rank, moist 
growth especially at wetland edges and along streams 
where there are tangles of tall grass and shrubs. Also 
grassy forest edges, clearings and even cultivation.

status Uncommon and highly localised resident or 
possibly a local altitudinal migrant. Singly or in pairs. 

identification A reclusive, sought-after special of 
tropical lowlands. Most easily tracked down when 
singing from a shrub, half-hidden by leaves. First 
impression is of a large, bulbul-sized warbler with a 
longish, heavy, broad, dark tail with a rounded tip. At 
close range, face pattern is diagnostic: forehead and 
ear-coverts rufous (latter finely streaked paler) with a 
white eye-surround and eyebrow and a striking pale 
creamy yellow to dull reddish orange eye; throat white 
with prominent black malar stripes; may have a short 
blackish moustachial stripe. Breast pale buff shading 
to plain cinnamon on undertail coverts. Above plain 
brown. Powerful legs, feet and bill blue-grey. — Sexes: 
Alike. — Juv: Duller with a brown crown, dark eye, no 
malar stripe and mottled breast. — Var: None.

confusion risks Much larger than Broad-tailed 
(p. 196) and has a pale eye, black malar stripe, rufous 
crown/face, paler undertail coverts and less obvious 
pale tail tips. Cape Grassbird is streaked above and has 
a thin, pointed red tail. Red-faced (p. 236) and Singing 
Cisticolas (p. 238) and Tawny-flanked Prinia (p. 246) 
are smaller, lack malar stripes and have dark eyes. 
Young Collared Palm Thrush has a rufous (not dark) 
tail. Occurs with black-crowned Anchieta's Tchagra.

behaviour Forages unobtrusively in low vegetation 
or on the ground. Usually flies only for short distances; 
flight rather laboured due to short, round wings. Year-
round, but particularly in br. season,  sings from an 
open or half-obscured position on a tall stalk or shrub. 
Sometimes approachable but if disturbed flicks tail 
and drops down into cover to disappear. 

biology Food insects. Lays 2-3 mottled eggs, with 
heavier markings around the thick end, in a bulky cup 
of coarse grass, placed low in thick vegetation.

voice Usually located by simple, melodious song: 
a 2-4 s motif that starts off softly and hesitantly with 
well-spaced, sharp chirps but soon builds into a jerky 
rhythm and ends in a loud, rich terminal flourish that 
falls in pitch. Many variations, but typical renditions 
are: chirp, chirp, chirp, does-it-tickle-you? or tip, tip, tip-
tip-tip-tuwee'teo'teo. Mimicry often incorporated into 
song. Alarm call is a harsh, nasal chah'chah'chah.

• long, 'ratty', rufous tail with pointed tips
• black malar stripe; S birds streaked below
• above heavily streaked black, white, buff 
• rufous cap and rufous wing patch
• diagnostic, hurried, musical song

Cape Grassbird
Sphenoeacus afer (Grasvoël)
ALT NAME(S): Grassbird, African Grassbird, Cape Grass-Warbler

A unique endemic with a pointy tail and cheerful song.
habitat Found in various types of dense, tangled 

vegetation: moist fynbos and strandveld dominated 
by restios (both coastal and in mountainous interior), 
valleys with tall grass and scattered bushes, slopes 
and mountain tops with sufficient grassy cover, protea 
scrub, heathlands, streamside tangles, wetlands and 
edges of reedbeds, forest verges, dense ferns, etc. 

status Common resident. Found singly or in pairs 
but several may occur in high local densities. Endemic.

identification A shy but brightly coloured and  
attractive endemic that is always a pleasure to meet. 
Large (about bulbul-sized) and bulky with a heavy bill. 
Very streaky overall with patches of rusty colouration 
on face, cap, wings and rump and a very long, narrow, 
rufous 'rat-tail' (with pointed, often frayed tips). Also 
note bold black malar stripe (and thinner moustachial 
stripe). — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Like a dull adult with 
a streaky crown. — Var: Significant regional variation 
especially in the amount of streaking below (most 
streaked in S). Rump may be streaked black, brown or 
plain rufous. Isolated Zimbabwean excisus race has a 
shorter, darker tail and finer streaking on the mantle.

confusion risks Should not cause many problems. 
Compared to Levaillant's Cisticola (p. 228), which often 
occurs together, Grassbird is much larger, with a long 
and more pointy tail and distinct black malar stripes. 
Easily distinguished from Moustached by streaked 
upperparts, darker eye and different tail shape.

behaviour Secretive: goes unseen when foraging 
low down in dense vegetation or on the ground. Flight 
is weak and fluttery on short wings, and usually in a 
straight line low over the vegetation before dropping 
awkwardly into cover. Aggressively territorial.

biology Food insects. Lays 2-3 pale eggs in a deep 
grass cup hidden in a dense plant close to the ground. 

voice Sings for long periods and year-round, from 
a shrub or tall weed near cover. Song varies regionally 
and between individuals, but is instantly recognisable 
to the practiced ear: a pleasant, musical 2-5 s phrase 
that starts off soft and stuttered but quickly increases 
in volume and pace to a hurried warbling and tinkling. 
Each phrase is concluded with a descending motif 
(in S) or a slurred trill (in N). In fynbos habitats recalls 
Victorin's Warbler (p. 202). Could also be mistaken 
for Fawn-coloured Lark (p. 68) where ranges overlap. 
Intense, short snatches of song are sometimes used in 
agitation (by both sexes) but the normal alarm call is a 
loud, nasal, cat-like meow rising slightly on the second 
syllable: knee-he! or whe-re? like call of Cape Longclaw.



Rockrunner
Achaetops pycnopygius (Rotsvoël)
L: 18-22 cm  M: 24-(28)-34 g
[A. p. pycnopygius]. A large,  
robust warbler with strong feet 
and bill. Heavily marked above 
with a bold face pattern, black 
spots on breast sides and deep 
orange flanks. Often elusive; 
quickly bounds around a rock 
to disappear. Easier to see in 
br. season when singing from a 
boulder or straggly tree.

duller 
than 
adult

spotted 
breast 

sides

juvenile
Windhoek, Nam

adult
Omaruru, Nam

adult
Waterberg,  

Nam
red tint

prefers to run rather 
than fly: flight 

looks heavy

short 
wings

rich orange to 
dark chestnut

diffuse 
spots

long, dark tail 
held horizontally; 
raised after 
landing

dark 
malar 
stripe

strong 
bill

MACROSPHENID WARBLERS: Unique, range-restricted warblers recently placed in their own family, 
Macrosphenidae (along with grassbirds (p. 200) and crombecs (pp. 204-206). Victorin's occurs in moist, 
dense fynbos thickets, usually in mountainous regions. Rockrunner on grassy, rocky slopes in Namibia.

Victorin's Warbler
Cryptillas victorini (Rooiborsruigtesanger)
L: 15-17 cm c. M: 18-(20)-22 g
[C. victorini]. Usually located 
by its hurried, grassbird-like 
song. Hard to see, but with per-
severance, easily identified by 
its colourful orange underparts 
and pale eye contrasting with 
a grey face. Keeps close to the 
ground; creeps with tail cocked 
at 30°. Flies low and weakly. 

adult
Franschhoek, WC

flies in weak, 
fluttering bursts 

close to the ground

in moist  
fynbos  
thickets, e.g.  
along streams 
and seeps in 
mountainous 
areas

orange 
underparts 

obvious given 
a good view

pale orange 
or yellow eye 

contrasts with 
blue-grey face

duller and 
greyer than 

adult eye darker 
than adult's

short, rounded 
wings (not a 
strong flier)

elongated, loose 
rump feathers

long, graduated 
reddish brown 
tail often looks 
scruffy & worn

indistinct 
grey eyebrow, 

with orange 
spot in front 

of eyes

juv. 
Betty's Bay, WC

skulks low down 
in dense thickets

adult  
Plettenberg 

Bay, WC

 duller

long

bold 
face 

pattern
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A unique Namibian near-endemic warbler that recalls a 
rockjumper in its plumage, habitat and behaviour.

habitat Grassy, boulder-strewn slopes of hills, 
rock outcrops, inselbergs and mountains in C and N 
Namibia. Prefers a mixture of grass, shrubs, small trees 
and large rocks. Sometimes along dry watercourses.

status Fairly common but localised resident; easily 
overlooked if not calling. Singly or in pairs. Near-
endemic to Namibia, also extending into SW Angola. 

identification Some birders visiting Namibia to 
find this sought-after special are treated to prolonged 
views of Rockrunners singing from trees or sunning 
themselves atop boulders; other birders suffer for days 
to locate these terrestrial tricksters. They are adept 
at disappearing behind boulders or into crevices or 
dense grassy cover, staying hidden for a while, then 
emerging nearby or in an unexpected direction. First 
impression is typically of a large and heavyset bird that 
moves about in a horizontal posture but often raises 
or droops its long, heavy, dark tail. Above brown with 
heavy mottling and a bold face pattern. Below white 
with a prominent malar stripe and profusely black-
spotted breast sides; belly, flanks and undertail coverts 
rich, deep orange to chestnut-red. Legs, feet and bill 
powerful. Wings short. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Duller 
rufous below and breast plainer. — Var: Negligible. 

confusion risks Few similar overlapping species. 
At a glance, may be taken for a scrub robin (p. 144), 
rock thrush (p. 345) or even a Herero Chat (p. 344).

behaviour Occasionally flutters heavily from one 
grassy patch to the next on its short wings, but prefers 
to run: either walks rodent-like in a horizontal posture 
with belly close to the ground, or bounds rapidly over 
boulders on its long legs. Inspects crevices and small 
caves carefully, peering about in all directions for prey. 
Perches in trees to sing or when alarmed. Hops or flies 
from rock to rock, raising its tail upon landing.

biology Food mostly insects. Br. biology poorly 
known; first described in 1972. Lays 2-3 speckled eggs 
in a well-hidden cup-nest placed in a thick grass tuft. 

voice Sings from a prominent boulder or small 
tree, especially in the morning and evening during 
the summer br. season. Song (given by both sexes) is 
a rich, musical, throaty, varied warbling with a rolling, 
liquid quality, like a mixture of thrush, warbler and 
nightingale song. Phrases start softly but build into far-
carrying crescendos. Sometimes mimics other species. 
Gives a repeated hollow tootle tootle call during social 
interactions, often interspersed with a sharp dzjit or 
djziip and drawn-out cheerrrrrr alarm calls.

• large and bulky; horizontal posture
• rich rufous or chestnut belly/flanks
• bold black spots on breast sides
• strong eyebrow and malar stripe
• restricted to rocky slopes in N Namibia

Rockrunner
Achaetops pycnopygius (Rotsvoël)
ALT NAME(S): Damara/Damaraland Rockjumper, Chaetops p.

• underparts rich orange-rufous
• blue-grey face and ear-coverts
• contrasting pale yellowish eye
• shy resident of moist, fynbos thickets
• song a long series of rapid notes

Victorin's Warbler
Cryptillas victorini (Rooiborsruigtesanger)
ALT NAME(S): Victorin's Brush/Scrub W., Bradypterus victorini

A unique endemic previously classified as a Bradypterus 
warbler but now placed in its own monotypic genus, 
Cryptillas, in the newly erected family Macrosphenidae. 

habitat Moist, dense fynbos thickets, mostly along 
drainage lines and in seeps on S-facing mountain 
slopes; from sea-level to high peaks. Also in drier dune 
scrub, at forest edges and at borders of plantations.

status Fairly common to locally common resident, 
with 2.5 birds/ha in good habitat. Singly or in pairs. 
Endemic to the Cape Fold Mountains: Clan william,  
S to Rooiels/Betty's Bay and E to the Uitenhage area.

identification The high, hasty song of this shy 
endemic is one of the most frequently heard sounds 
when hiking in moist mountain fynbos. Getting 
good views of the shy singer is more difficult, but it 
is unmistakable once spotted: attractive and colourful 
with bright orange-rufous underparts (paler on belly, 
browner on flanks), a blue-grey face and contrasting 
pale yellow or orange eyes. Wings short and rounded. 
Tail is long and graduated, and often worn due to 
creeping, semi-terrestrial lifestyle. — Sexes:  is duller 
above and below with buffy belly streaking. — Juv: 
Greyer above and paler below. — Var: Negligible.

confusion risks Occurs with and sounds similar to 
Cape Grassbird (p. 200), but Victorin's is smaller, with a 
shorter tail, and is orange and unstreaked below, with 
a grey face and pale eye. Little Rush (p. 196) is browner 
with dark eyes, and seldom overlaps in habitat.

behaviour More unobtrusive than shy but seldom 
seen in the open for long. Runs, hops or scurries 
rodent-like among low vegetation or on the ground. 
May climb onto a bush or rock to sing but drops down 
rapidly if disturbed and slinks away. If flushed flies only 
weakly, low and for a short distance, with a spread tail. 
Flicks tail when alarmed. Bathes in shallow water. 

biology Food small invertebrates. Lays 2 eggs 
with spots around the thick end, in a bulky grass cup,  
<30 cm up in thick restios, grass, ericas or ferns.

voice A little practice is required to recognise the 
song of this species; varies considerably within and 
between mountain ranges.  's song is given in 2-5 s 
strophes, at intervals; consists of rapidly repeated, 
frantic motifs of sharp, structured whistles, rising 
notably in volume. In e.g. territorial disputes intense 
songs end with a few sucking sounds ('rewinding 
the tape') e.g. mis'sis'sip'pi-mis'sis'sip'pi-MIS'SIS'SIP'PI-
MIS'SIS'SIP'PI-chrew-chrew-chrew-chrew. The latter is 
used in alarm too. Quite like Cape Grassbird but with a 
more fixed structure.  sings a shrill twee-twee-tweeo. 
Calls include a sharp chip and rasping chrew.
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CROMBECS: Widespread, familiar warblers instantly recognisable by shape: appear practically tailless, 
with long, decurved bills. Long-billed is an active, alert, tame species that frequently joins bird parties. 
Common in most woodland habitats with a well-developed understorey. In arid W, along drainage lines.

Long-billed Crombec
Sylvietta rufescens (Bosveldstompstert)
L: 10-12 cm   M: 9-(11.5)-14 g
[1: S. r. ansorgei; 2: S. r. ochrocara; 3: S. r. flecki; 4: S. r. rufescens; 5: S. r. diverga; 6: S. r. 
resurga; 7: S. r. pallida]. A familiar, well-loved and characterful little warbler with (like other 
crombecs) an absurdly short tail, giving it a rounded, ball-like appearance. Its distinctive shape 
is further emphasised by its long, slender, decurved bill and very strong feet. Widespread and 
generally common in virtually all habitats with some bushes or trees. Varies geographically in bill 
length and appearance, especially colour of upperparts, intensity of orange on underparts and face 
pattern. Often located by its characteristic short, dry, ratchet calls and simple song. Flies into the 
base of a tree and clambers/bounds upward before making off to the next tree in bouncy flight.

unique shape makes 
identification easy in areas 
where other crombecs are 
absent, but beware of other 
passerines with missing tails

very long, 
decurved bill 
('crombek' = 
curved bill)

length of bill varies: some 
almost sunbird-like, others 
closer to a typical warbler

short tail makes 
wings look broad 
and rounded

blue-grey

brownish-
grey

intensity 
of orange 
variable

dark blue-
grey

brightest 
individuals 
quite close 

to Red-faced

all crombecs have 
absurdly short tails 

(look tailless)

dark band 
through eye

dark grey-
brown

an agile climber: clings to bark 
with strong feet, often hanging 

upside down to inspect and 
probe cracks, spider nests and 

termite tunnels; forages mostly in 
the understorey and mid-levels

flies low in 
short, jerky 
dashes, often 
while giving a 
ratchet call

strong  
legs/feet

2
1

3

4

5 6

KRRRT!

ad. resurga
Estcourt, KZN

juv. ochrocara
Windhoek, Nam

ad. pallida
Banhine, Moz

ad. diverga
Swellendam, WC

ad. rufescens
Vioolsdrif, NC

ad. flecki
Ellisras, Lim

ad. flecki     
    Bagani, Nam

pale eyebrow

7
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This amiable, acrobatic, adaptable species is accurately 
described by its common names: English 'crombec' 
(curved bill) and Afrikaans 'stompstert' (stub tail).

habitat In most woody habitats except forest, e.g. 
strandveld, scrub, riverine bush, woodland (especially 
with a well-developed understorey), savanna, gardens, 
etc. Uses all levels, but keeps to the understorey where 
range overlaps with canopy-dwelling Red-faced's.

status Common resident or nomad; densities of 
c. 1 pair/5 ha in bushveld. Mostly singly or in pairs.

identification This common, widespread warbler's 
unique shape, acrobatics and bold nature make it 
memorable even to non-birders. First impression is of 
a small, fluffy 'ball' with a long, slender, decurved bill 
but apparently no tail (tail barely extends beyond the 
tail coverts/folded wings). Bluish grey washed brown 
above, and orange-buff below (paler on throat); note 
dark eyestripe and diffuse paler eyebrow ('scowling' 
expression). — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Paler than adult. 
— Var: Much regional variation occurs in colour and 
bill length, with overlap between the 6 races.

confusion risks Absurd shape makes confusion 
with most species unlikely. Overlaps with Red-faced 
(see that species). Could also be taken for a penduline 
tit (p. 264) but those species are smaller, have short, 
triangular bills and proportionately longer tails and 
are usually found in groups. Eremomelas (pp. 260-262) 
have shorter, straighter bills and longer tails. Keep in 
mind the possibility of a recently fledged chick, or 
adult with a missing tail, of another small species.

behaviour Energetic and acrobatic: hops along 
twigs and branches and peers or probes into cracks, 
overhangs and leaf clusters or pecks at loose bark, 
termite tunnels and spider nests. Clings effectively 
to surfaces with the abnormally strong legs and feet 
(even upside down). Spends a while working each 
shrub or tree (from the bottom upwards), then flits low 
in a jerky, bouncy manner to next tree, often with a dry, 
ratchet call. Opportunistic: sometimes forages on the 
ground, on buildings, etc. A regular member of mixed 
bird parties. Inquisitive and often very approachable.

biology Food invertebrates and some fruit, seeds, 
nectar. Lays 2 blotchy eggs in purse-shaped nest (left). 

voice Loud territorial call distinctive (but variable): 
a short, high, rolling, stuttered phrase repeated 3-5x 
e.g. a simple trree-rit, trree-rit, trree-rit or more complex 
tree'hee'REE-rit, tree'hee'REE-rit, tree'hee'REE-rit. Phrases 
may be blended into a complex, continuous song, 
sometimes in duet. Diagnostic call is a hard, dry 
ratchet-like trill KRRRT! (like a firefinch), often repeated.

• odd shape because of very short tail
• long, decurved bill (variable)
• dark stripe through eye; pale eyebrow
• clambers actively; often in understorey
• widespread; common in most habitats

Long-billed Crombec
Sylvietta rufescens (Bosveldstompstert)
ALT NAME(S): Crombek, Cape Crombec

Crombecs construct beautiful purse-shaped nests  
that are suspended near the tip of a hanging twig, 
or slung between adjacent twigs of a fork (as shown 
here). Nests are built 0.5-3.5 m above the ground, 
beneath the canopy of a shrub or tree in the Long-
billed Crombec; in Red-faced Crombec, nests may be 
built up to 7.5 m high in a leafless tree. The nest frame 
is built with shredded plant material, leaf stalks, grass 
and soft bark segments, and is decorated with any 
accessible material e.g. insect faeces, bark, wood, dry 
leaves and, in areas close to human habitation, even 
plastic, strips of paper or cigarette butts. The interior 
of the nest cup is lined with dry grass, plant down or 
wool. The structure is bound together and attached 
to the surrounding twigs with spider web (often 
from sociable spiders). The incubating bird sits rather 
awkwardly, facing the rear wall of the nest.
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MIOMBO CROMBECS: Small, active, distinctive canopy insectivores with very short tails. Red-faced 
is common in Zimbabwe and Mozambique. Red-capped is recorded in Southern Africa from a single 
specimen near Victoria Falls. Both species are miombo specialists that frequently join mixed bird parties.

Red-faced Crombec
Sylvietta whytii (Rooiwangstompstert)
L: 9-10 cm   M: 8-(10)-11.5 g
[1: 'S. w. nemorivaga'; 2: S. w.  
whytii]. A colourful crombec 
that overlaps with Long-billed  
but tends to keep more to the  
canopy; some are similar, but  
Red-faced lacks a pale eyebrow, 
and has plainer under parts and 
a shorter bill. Song is a high trill. 

Red-capped Crombec
Sylvietta ruficapilla (Rooikroonstompstert)
L: 10-12 cm   M: 10-(11)-12 g
[S. r. chubbi]. A very rare 
vagrant (1 specimen). Normal 
range is Angola, DRC, Zambia, 
Malawi and Mozambique (to 
just N of the Zambezi). Told by 
shape plus chestnut cheeks and 
breast bar. Race S. r. chubbi 
most likely in the region: has a 
grey (not red) cap.

ad. chubbi
Furancungo, Moz

ad. whytii
Panda, Moz

juv. 'nemorivaga'
Mutare, Zim

adult
'nemorivaga'
Chinhoyi, Zim

ad. whytii
Muanza, Moz

juv. chubbi
Malawi

ad. ruficapilla
Angola

ad. chubbi
Zambia

eye 
yellow to 
reddish

races poorly 
differentiated; 
most birds are 

between these 2 
colour extremes

no distinctly 
darker band 
through eye

bill notably  
shorter and 

slighter than 
Long-billed 
Crombec'sabsurdly short 

tail (looks 
tailless)

plain-faced

single birds or pairs 
forage mostly in the 
canopy of medium to 
tall miombo trees; a 
regular member of  
mixed bird parties

pale 
orange 

patch

distinct 
mottling

chestnut 
cheeks

chubbi has 
grey (not red) 
cap; forehead 

sometimes 
faintly red

pale grey

pale 
below

sometimes  
has a dirty buff  

to yellow wash below

ruficapilla 
has a red 

cap; greyer 
forehead

looks  
tailless

averages shorter 
than Long-billed; 

close to Red-faced

Replaces Red-faced in 
miombo belt W of Malawi

2

1

grey above and almost 
uniformly rufous below, 

including throat/eyebrow

(Victoria Falls specimen 
and population near 
Tete belong to this 
grey-capped race)

(potential 
vagrant to 
NW Namibia)

forages mostly in canopy 
of miombo woodland; 
joins bird parties

no pale brow

V
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• odd shape because of very short tail
• rather pale, ashy grey overall
• chestnut cheeks and breast bar
• throat mottling fairly distinct 
• very rare vagrant to N miombo

• odd shape because of very short tail
• plain bluish grey above; orange below
• plain face (no eyestripe or eyebrow)
• bill shorter/thinner than Long-billed's
• habitat miombo woodland in NE

This attractive crombec is included on the Southern 
African list on the basis of a single specimen collected 
at Nampini Ranch, W of Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe on 
10 November 1961 (a  of the race S. r. chubbi in post-
breeding moult condition). Subsequent searches have 
not revealed more sightings in this area, but the recent 
Mozambique bird atlas project revealed its presence in 
miombo woodland in Tete Province, about 130 km N of 
the Zambezi River (thus outside the traditional Southern 
African region). It has also been sighted 40 km N of the 
Lago de Cahora Bassa. Further afield, it occurs in the 
miombo belt from Angola through Zambia and DRC to 
Malawi and adjacent Mozambique.

habitat Mostly miombo woodland (replaces Red-
faced in miombo belt of Angola, Zambia and DRC, 
with minimal overlap in Malawi and Mozambique).  

status Extralimitally, uncommon to locally fairly 
common. A very rare vagrant to Southern Africa (see 
above). In pairs or sometimes singly or in small parties.

identification A striking crombec identified by 
the typical, stub-tailed crombec shape, but overall 
paler (above and below) than other species, with a 
diagnostic (but variable) chestnut patch on the cheeks 
and a small, pale chestnut bar on the central breast. 
Throat feathers grey with white tips, creating a slightly 
mottled effect (more distinct than in other crombecs). 
Eye pale yellow-orange to reddish. Legs pinkish red.  
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Duller and paler with a rufous 
tinge to the throat and flanks. — Var: Name is derived 
from the nominate race's reddish crown (sometimes 
with a grey or buffy forehead). The Zimbabwean bird 
and the population in N Mozambique belong to the  
race chubbi, which, confusingly, has a grey crown, 
sometimes with a faint red wash on the forehead.

confusion risks Owing to its limited range and 
many field marks, misidentifications are unlikely. 

behaviour In terms of ecology, very similar to Red-
faced. Forages actively for insect prey in the canopy 
of miombo woodland, creeping and bounding with 
its strong legs and feet; inspects leaves, twigs, bark, 
lichen and creepers. Often joins bird parties.

biology Food insects. Nest architecture similar to 
Red-faced Crombec. Lays 2 eggs in early summer.

voice Typical song phrases are similar to Long-
billed's but sweeter, consisting of a short, fast, rolling, 
stuttered phrase usually ending on an exclamation: 
who-are-you-two-who's-he, TELL ME. Often with a lispy 
or buzzy undertone. Pairs may sing in duet. In W, song 
is said to be a far-carrying trill like that of Red-faced. 
Calls include a sharp click and soft, high tsssp.

An active, attractive species often encountered in mixed 
bird parties in miombo woodlands N of the Limpopo.

habitat A miombo and teak specialist: from the 
subtropical lowland woodlands of Mozambique to 
high-altitude miombo in Zimbabwe's E highlands. To 
a lesser extent, in dense secondary woodland and the 
edges of riverine forest, but avoids the forest interior.

status A locally common resident in mature wood-
land, especially in NE Zimbabwe and Mozambique. 
Mostly singly or in pairs; less often in small groups.  

identification Like other crombecs this canopy-
dwelling insectivore can instantly be recognised by its 
absurdly short tail (looks tailless in the field). Plumage 
fairly simple but attractive: uniformly bright orange 
to pale pinkish buff below, with a slightly paler throat, 
belly and undertail coverts; orange colour extends 
over whole face, forming an orange eyebrow too 
(not separated from the face by a darker eyestripe 
or lores). Bluish grey above. Bill fairly short and thin. 
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Duller and browner; has faintly 
buff-tipped wing coverts. — Var: Some authorities 
allocate Zimbabwean birds to the race 'nemorivaga'.

confusion risks Unique shape makes confusion 
with other warblers unlikely. Habitat choice limits 
overlap with Long-billed, the latter usually using 
more open woodland; where the 2 do overlap, Red-
faced tends to remain in the canopy and upper levels. 
Plumage-wise, similar to a particularly bright orange 
Long-billed, but Red-faced lacks the dark eyestripe, 
paler throat and pale eye-surround of Long-billed; a 
touch smaller with a noticeably shorter, slighter bill.

behaviour Forages actively along tree trunks and 
branches, thoroughly inspecting vegetation surfaces, 
leaf clusters and crevices for prey. Clings upside down 
on vertical surfaces or clambers around trunks by 
holding on with the strong feet and claws. Joins bird 
parties year-round. Roosts on a favourite twig with 
plumage puffed up to conceal tail, feet and head. 

biology Food small invertebrates. Lays 2-3 blotchy 
eggs in a deep, purse-shaped nest (see left). Nest 
similar to Long-billed's but has a shorter supporting 
wall, is usually situated at the end of a branch (not 
inside a shrub) and is built higher above the ground.

voice Most often heard is a simple, sustained, high-
pitched rolling trill (lasting 2-3 s) pr-r-r-r-r-r... often 
introduced by a few loose clicking whistles feet, fiwit,  
pr-r-r-r-r-r... Recalls bell-like calls of Tinkling Cisticola 
(p. 234) or even Black Cuckooshrike. Also gives a sweet, 
short whistled motif si-si-see. Alarm call is a sharp click, 
tchwit or trip, rapidly repeated when agitated.

Red-faced Crombec
Sylvietta whytii (Rooiwangstompstert)
ALT NAME(S): None

Red-capped Crombec
Sylvietta ruficapilla (Rooikroonstompstert)
ALT NAME(S): None
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OKAVANGO WETLAND C's p. 230

ZITTING DESERT WING-SNAPPING CLOUD PALE-CROWNED

Genus 
Cisticola

SHORT-
WINGED

NEDDICKY

LAZY RED-FACED SINGING

LEVAILLANT'S RUFOUS-WINGED LUAPULA CHIRPING

GREY-BACKED WAILING TINKLING RATTLING

CROAKING

RED-WINGED WARBLER

CISTICOLAS
Family Cisticolidae

Genus 
Heliolais

CLOUDSCRAPER CISTICOLAS pp. 216-223 SMALL, PLAIN-BACKED C's p. 224

WETLAND CISTICOLAS p. 228CROAKING p. 226

BUBBLING CISTICOLAS p. 232 SAVANNA CISTICOLAS p. 234

PLAIN-BACKED CISTICOLAS p. 236 RED-WINGED CISTICOLAS p. 238

non-br. 

With experience, relative size will 
become a very useful identification 
pointer. Note that most cisticolas 
look slightly bigger and slimmer 
in winter as the majority have 
noticeably longer tails in non-
breeding plumage. Furthermore,  

 have shorter tails than  year-
round (difference c. 7-9%).

Cisticolas (pronounced sis-TICK-oh-lahs) are often 
considered the quintessential LBJs by most birders. 
Even laymen are vaguely aware that 'tinktinkies' 
are notoriously small and brown. In truth, cisticolas 
are undoubtedly some of the most difficult birds to 
identify by plumage alone; even experts sensibly 
leave some quiet winter birds unidentified, or at 
best venture an educated guess at their identity. 
Fortunately all species have characteristic and loud 
voices that greatly facilitate identification during the 
summer br. season. In fact, the songs of cisticolas are 
some of the dominant components of the ambient 
acoustic atmosphere in their respective habitats. They 
are common, fairly conspicuous and mostly resident 
and sedentary year-round, and are thus frequently 

encountered in the right habitat; therefore cisticolas 
cannot be 'ignored' for too long before their identity 
will become a pressing question. Start by familiarising 
yourself with the most common species in your area, 
when they are singing and displaying in summer: 
Zitting in open grassland; Neddicky in lightly wooded 
areas; Rattling in savanna; Levaillant's at wetlands; and 
Grey-backed in the dry W. In addition to their songs 
and displays, take note of size, tail length, tail pattern, 
mantle streaking, plumage colours and habitat. In 
winter, cisticolas in fresh non-br. plumage may look 
significantly different (e.g. brighter, more streaky and 
longer-tailed), which adds another dimension to the 
fascinating challenge of identifying these ubiquitous 
African species. [Afrikaans: Tinktinkies, Klopkloppies].

Species 20
Residents 20
Vagrants   0

Threatened   0

Genera 2
Migrants 0

Endemics 0/3
Restricted 6

size
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Cisticola distribution and habitat table. Large dots 
( ) show where a species is common; small dots ( ) 
where it is uncommon or marginal. This table will help 
eliminate unlikely candidates but keep in mind that in 
mixed habitats unlikely species may occur together.

General characteristics
Cisticolas belong to the family Cisticolidae, which they 
share with prinias, apalises, camaropteras and related 
species (p. 240). They are dull, cryptically coloured 
warblers infamous for their similarity, and are found 
singly or in pairs (but often in high densities) in open 
or lightly wooded habitats with a grassy understorey. 

Of a world total of 52 described species, all but a few 
are endemic to sub-Saharan Africa. The exceptions are 
the Madagascar and Socotra Cisticolas, Zitting (which 
also occurs in S Europe, Asia and N Australia) and the 
Golden-headed Cisticola of India, Asia and Australia.

Whether Southern Africa's wealth of cisticola species 
is a blessing or a curse depends on your viewpoint. 
While they can be quite secretive and difficult to see 
during the non-br. season or when feeding on the 
ground, cisticolas are generally vociferous, bold and 
often very confiding birds; some may even go as far 
as to describe them as attractive. All cisticolas have 
loud, shrill, penetrating voices and most species 
have simple but pleasant songs of repeated whistles 
or bubbling, rattling or chirping phrases. Songs are 
given from a low perch or in energetic, entertaining 
song-flights. They often flick their wings and lift their 
tails while calling (or when nervous) and some smaller 
species audibly snap their wings together.

Plumage-wise they are greyish or brown above, 
and either streaked or plain. Many sport contrasting 
rufous crowns and wing panels. Their tails vary 
in length from stubby to long (longer in winter), 
consist of 12 feathers, and are strongly graduated; in 
addition, the tail feathers of most species show a dark 
subterminal spot and a pale tip which give the tail a 
'spotted fan' pattern (shared with prinias).

Outermost tail feather (T6) of Singing Cisticola.

dark subterminal spot 
(extent variable)

pale tip (size and  
colour variable)

some species have 
rufous 'mirrors' here

base typically 
grey, sepia or 
rufous-brown

CHIRPING

Nightingales
Sylviid warblers
Leaf warblers
Reed warblers
Bush warblers
African warblers
Crombecs
Cisticolas 
Apalises 
Camaropteras
Wren-warblers
Prinias
Prinia-like warblers
Eremomelas
Penduline tits

Sylviidae
Phylloscopidae
Acrocephalidae
Locustellidae

Muscicapidae

Macrosphenidae

Cisticolidae

Remizidae

Cisticolas have weak to fairly strong bills that often 
look noticeably decurved. In most species the inside 
of the mouth is pink, but becomes black in br.  
(obvious when singing). All are resident or short-
distance altitudinal migrants and hence have short, 
rounded wings with little or no primary projection. 
They have medium to longish legs and strong feet. 

Sexes are generally similar or alike, especially in the 
brighter, more clearly streaked non-br. plumage; in 
the br. season  may develop dark subloral spots and 
plainer crowns. Juveniles are more rufous above than 
adults and often show a lemon- or sulphur-yellow 
wash below; they also have darker eyes and bright 
yellow gapes, lower mandibles and eye-rings. Races or 
subspecies have been allocated to most cisticolas; the 
differences between these are often very subtle (but 
is pronounced in e.g. Neddicky and Cloud Cisticola).

Zitting
Desert

Wing-snapping
Cloud

Pale-crowned
Short-winged

Neddicky
Lazy

Red-faced
Singing

Red-wing. W.
Levaillant's

Rufous-wing.
Luapula

Chirping
Grey-backed

Wailing
Tinkling
Rattling

Croaking
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Distribution Habitat

Species

1 - Including Mashonaland Plateau in C Zimbabwe and mountains 
of E Zimbabwe. Excluding mountains in Namibia, W Cape, etc.
2 - Including Mozambique, SA Lowveld, Caprivi and KZN coast.
3 - With or without trees, but with grassy cover. Slope > 15°.
4 - Treeless, or few scattered shrubs or small trees. Slope = 0-15°.
5 - Lush tropical woodlands, riverine bush, sugar cane, weeds, etc.
6 - Some grasslands species may be present in woodland clearings.
7 - Including dry floodplains, streamside vegetation, pans, etc.
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and they overlap in distribution in Mozambique (as 
inland populations winter at lower altitudes along the 
coastal littoral). Likewise, it has been suggested that 
the isolated population of Grey-backed Cisticolas from 
C and N Namibia (C. r. newtoni and C. r. windhoekensis) 
should be considered a full species, pending further 
studies. Nominate Cloud Cisticolas from the SW Cape 
(C. t. textrix) differ from other populations in their 
streaked underparts and voices, and are considered 
by many to be a good candidate for a full species.

Biology
Cisticolas are primarily insectivorous, with the major 
portion of their diet consisting of caterpillars, beetles, 
butterflies, moths, flies, ants, crickets, grasshoppers, 
bugs, mayflies, dragonflies, mantids and termites.  
They will also eat small invertebrates e.g. centipedes, 
spiders, and snails, and to a lesser degree seeds, nec-
tar and other plant material. Food is mostly obtained 
by hopping actively on the ground and inspecting the 
soil surface, bases of plants, fallen leaves, etc. or by 
searching through low, dense vegetation. 

Almost all cisticolas are territorial and mono-
gamous. In Europe, polygyny has been recorded in 
Zitting Cisticola, where a  may mate with several 
in each br. season. Cisticolas breed during summer: 
timing is dependent on rainfall, and peaks about 2 
months earlier in populations in winter-rainfall areas. 

Nest construction is undertaken solely by the . 
In most species the nest is placed <0.5 m above the 
ground in a grass tuft or low shrub (around 1 m above 
the ground, in a shrub or sapling in Red-faced and 
Singing). Nest architecture is illustrated on p. 211.

In most species the 2-5 (usually 3-4) eggs are 
very variable in colour and markings (see below), 
possibly as a preemptive counter-measure against 
brood parasites such as the Cuckoo Finch (p. 317) and 
Brown-backed Honeybird (p. 44). The eggs are laid 
at 1-day intervals and after completion of the clutch, 
are incubated for 11-15 days (usually about 14 days). 
Chicks are altricial (naked, blind and helpless) with 
orange-pink skin and 2 black tongue spots. In some 
species, chicks hiss loudly when threatened. Both 
sexes (or only the  in some species) feed the chicks 
and remove their faecal sacs. Young leave the nest 
after about 2 weeks, but may be attended by their 
parents for an additional 4-6 weeks.

Cloud Cisticola eggs. Cisticola eggs display much 
variation in colour and markings. Actual size.

(L) - aberrant or unusual.
(L) - of arid places.
After Thomas Ayres (1828-1913). Collector, 
based mostly in Potchefstroom, NW.
(Gr) - short wing.
(L) - cinnamon-coloured.
(L) - singing.
After Tswana Chue or Choo (locality) or 
Cheyane Mountain, NW.
(Gr) - red eye.
(L) - fulvous hair (crown).
(Gr) - milky white (colour of underparts).
(L) - of rushes (habitat).
(Gr) - a small, warbler-like bird.
After the Luapula River, DRC.
After KwaZulu-Natal province.
(L) - piping (voice).
(L) - red sides (rufous crown).
(L) - almost red hair (reddish cap).
(L) - to weave (nest?). 
(L) - tinkling or ringing (voice).

aberrans:
aridulus:
ayresii:

brachypterus:
cinnamomeus:
cantans:
chiniana:

erythrops:
fulvicapilla:
galactotes:
juncidis:
lais:
luapula:
natalensis:
pipiens:
rufilatus:
subruficapilla:
textrix:
tinniens:

Classification and relationships
Cisticolas were traditionally placed in the diverse Old 
World warbler family, Sylviidae. However, with the 
advent of genetic analysis, evidence now suggests 
that cisticolas are better classified in their own 
family, Cisticolidae. At the time of writing this family 
included 156 species in 27 primarily African genera: 
in addition to cisticolas, these include the prinias, 
apalises, camaropteras, wren-warblers, eremomelas, 
and taxonomic singularities like Roberts's Warbler, 
Rufous-eared Warbler, Namaqua Warbler and Red-
winged Warbler, not to mention the many extralimital 
oddities such as the Cricket Warbler, Oriole Warbler, 
Asian tailorbirds and Malagasy jerys. 

The taxonomy of cisticolas has long been a hotly 
debated issue, with anything from 46 to 52 species 
recognised worldwide. Of interest to Southern African 
birders, is the suggestion that Pale-crowned Cisticolas 
from Zululand and S Mozambique constitute a full 
species, Wetland Cisticola, C. taciturnus, as distinct 
from the inland C. c. egregius. However, little difference 
in size and colour is detectable between the 2 taxa, 

Origin of names
Considering cisticolas' nondescript plumage, it is 
not surprising that their creative common names are 
frequently derived from behavioural and vocal traits, 
hence the -ing suffix (e.g. Rattling, Wailing, Tinkling, 
Zitting, Chirping, Croaking, etc.). The Afrikaans tink-
tinkie and klopkloppie are both onomatopoeic.

Some ambiguity exists regarding the origin of the 
genus name Cisticola (Kaup): possibly from (L) cisterna, 
a water tank/container, referring to the bottle-shaped 
nest of Zitting; or from (L) incola, resident; thus a bird 
that resides near reservoirs or dams. Alternatively, (Gr) 
Cisticola is a flowering shrub inhabitant. Cista is also a 
basket of woven twigs, which may refer to nests. 
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Identifying cisticolas
At first glance, the 19 cisticolas appear dauntingly 
similar but once one starts reading about their sexual, 
age-related, geographical and seasonal variations, 
this opinion is likely to change to dauntingly diverse. 
Fortunately they can easily be identified by their 
distinctive songs and calls (which may, helpfully, be 
accompanied by visual displays); this is undoubtedly 
the best strategy to master this challenging group. 
That being said, silent birds can usually (but not 
always) be identified by eliminating unlikely options 
based on range and habitat, knowing what to look for 
beforehand, and patient, meticulous field observation.

Observing cisticolas
Given their relatively small size and often hyperactive 
behaviour, cisticolas can prove challenging subjects 
to observe, not to mention photograph. Some species 
will spon taneously approach observers and start to 
scold loudly from a prominent vantage point (e.g. 
Levaillant's, Rattling, Neddicky). However, most are 
fairly wary if pursued and will hide in dense plants or 
fly off and dive into vegetation if flushed. 

Often the best strategy is to use a vehicle as a 
mobile hide, particularly since many species like to 
forage on the surfaces and verges of dirt roads. The 
5 small 'cloudscraper' cisticolas (so called because of 
the great height at which they execute their song-
flights; see p. 215) can be challenging just to spot in 
the open skies. Scanning in the direction of the sound 
with binoculars pre-focused to more or less the right 
distance should prove successful.

If you happen upon a cooperative individual, take 
copious notes on structure, plumage and behaviour. 
Cisticolas are seldom alone, and it is always a good 
idea to search the general vicinity for more birds of the 
same species in order to glean further information. A 
repeat trip in a different season will also be insightful.

Identification: Distribution and habitat
An important principle in identifying cisticolas (and 
birding in general for that matter), is to start off by 
eliminating unlikely candidates from the possibilities 
list, whether subconsciously or with a piece of 
paper and a pencil. The main factors to consider are 
habitat and distribution: consult the table on p. 209, 
the landscape diagrams on p. 212, and the species 
distribution maps. This process will already greatly 
reduce the possibilities in any area. Seasonality is not  
of much help, as cisticolas are mostly resident.  

In general cisticolas are birds of low, dense grass and 
other low vegetation such as scrub or weeds. Some 
species will take refuge at the top of a tree or bush if 
flushed from the ground (or when singing). However, 
cisticolas do not forage inside tree canopies or dense 
leafy thickets like warblers, apalises or eremomelas. 

When assessing a bird's habitat, consider factors 
such as grass height; grass density (i.e. amount of open 
soil between tufts); slope angle; presence of shrubs, 
trees, scrub and rocks; vicinity of water; and climate 

oval-shaped nest 
shell constructed of 
dry grass etc.living leaves bound 

to nest shell to form 
encasing layer

sometimes only 1 
large leave folded 
into a cone; usually 
2-8 leaves used

tiny holes 
pricked in leaf

sews leaves to nest 
shell: short lengths 
of spider web are 
passed through 
holes and riveted 
in place by tying a 
knot on other side

placed 0.5- 
1.5 m high, in 

a sapling or 
herbaceous 

shrub; less 
commonly in 

broad-bladed 
grass tuft

SPECIES: Red-faced, Singing

TYPE 1: STITCHED LEAF NEST

resembles nests of 
camaropteras (p. 258) and 

wren-warblers (p. 256)

Cisticola nest architecture

TYPE 2: TYPICAL BALL NEST

placed on the 
ground or close 

to; between or 
inside grass tufts 

or inside low,  
leafy plant

nest shell 
made of dry 
grass blades 
bound with 
spider web

SPECIES: Wing-snapping, Cloud, Pale-crowned, Short-winged, 
Neddicky, Croaking, Levaillant's, Rufous-winged, Luapula, 
Chirping, Grey-backed, Wailing, Tinkling, Rattling, Lazy

spherical in Wing-
snapping, Cloud 
and Croaking; 
oval-shaped in 
others

living grass blades 
bent over and 
woven to form 
roof over nest

nest interior 
lined with 

white down

small side 
entrance

live grass 
stems pulled 
over and 
around nest; 
bound with 
spider web

roof occasionally omitted 
(thus open and cup-shaped)

TYPE 3: BOTTLE NEST

SPECIES: Zitting, Desert

placed <0.5 m up 
in a grass tuft with 

broad blades

characteristic 
shape: like a 
short-necked 
soda bottle

entrance 
at top

tapering neck 
tube (in Zitting 

Cisticola only)

pear-shaped base

Zitting binds 
living grass 
blades to nest 
shell with 
spider web; 
Desert uses 
dry grass

nest chamber  
lined with warm, 

soft, cotton-like 
materials
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sparse woodland/
ecotones/scrub:

Tinkling
Neddicky
Croaking

clearings/dambos:
'cloudscrapers'

Croaking

wetlands, 
swamps:
Chirping
Luapula

Rufous-winged

riverine bush, 
reeds, scrub:

Red-faced

bushveld/
savanna
Neddicky
Rattling

rocky 
slopes

Lazy

forest edge:
Singing

Lazy

dry grassland
Desert

lush tropical thickets:
Singing 

Red-faced

floodplains
Zitting

Luapula
Rufous-winged

Croaking

open woodland
Rattling

Neddicky
Red-winged W.

tall, dead trees
Short-winged

Neddicky

forest:
—

grassy slopes with 
scrub and rocks:

Wailing
Neddicky

moist depressions
Pale-crowned, Zitting

short upland 
grassland:

Wing-snapping
Cloud scrub:

Grey-backed
Cloud (SW Cape)

grassland with 
scattered shrubs 

and trees:
Desert

Croaking
open grassland:

'cloudscrapers'

wetlands, 
streamside
vegetation:
Levaillant's

tall, damp 
grassland:

Zitting
Pale-crowned

GRASSLAND AND UPLAND LANDSCAPES

WOODLAND 
AND LOWLAND 
LANDSCAPES

(e.g. moist or dry grassland). No cisticolas occur inside 
forests (although some species utilise forest edges), 
but otherwise they are found in virtually all habitats. 

Ecologically similar species often have mutually 
exclusive distributions in order to limit competition 
(e.g. Rufous-winged in the Lowveld and Mozambique 
vs. Levaillant's in the Cape and on the Highveld). 
Nevertheless, it is not unusual to encounter 5 or 
more species virtually side-by-side in certain habitats. 
The distribution maps indicate levels of abundance: 
species that are shown to be common in a certain 
area are more likely candidates than rare ones. The 
intersect between habitat and distribution is essential, 
and these 2 factors cannot be viewed in isolation.

Identification: Size and structure
Even in this uniform genus, some intuitive, informal 
groupings can be identified. Getting to grips with 
these subdivisions provides an excellent platform to 
start from. The first important aspect to note is the 
bird's size. The small 'cloudscraper cisticolas' are tiny, 
delicate birds (just smaller than a white-eye), while 
larger species are comparable to a sparrow or canary. 
The second important aspect to verify is the length of 
the tail. The combination of size and tail length divides 
cisticolas into 2 categories: small and short-tailed (7 
species) and large and long-tailed (13 species). Refer 
to the box (top right) and the graphs (opposite page) 
for details. Of course, smaller birds will have shorter 
tails, so a relative measure is required. As a rule of 
thumb, tails of the 'small and short-tailed' group are 
0.8-1.5x the length of their tertials. Conversely, tails 
of the 'large and long-tailed' group are 1.5-2.5x the 
length of their tertials. Remember that most cisticolas 
have slightly longer tails in winter. 

SMALL & SHORT-TAILED   

Zitting
Desert
Wing-snapping
Cloud
Pale-crowned
Short-winged
Neddicky

LARGE & LONG-TAILED   

Croaking
Levaillant's
Rufous-winged
Luapula
Chirping
Grey-backed
Wailing
Tinkling
Rattling
Lazy
Red-faced
Singing
Red-winged

F

Main cisticola groups, based on size, tail length 
and mantle streaking. All cisticolas fit into 1 of 2 
categories: small & shorttailed (9-11 cm) or large & 
longtailed (12-18 cm). In the former, species in group 
A are collectively called 'cloudscraper cisticolas' due 
to the great height at which some species display; 
all cloudscrapers are heavily streaked above. B are 
similarly small but sing from high, open perches and 
are unstreaked above. The Croaking Cisticola, C, is 
unusually large and robust (could be called 'giant 
cisticola'; but  is considerable smaller). D are the 
wetland cisticolas, which are seldom found away from 
water. E occur in open scrub or savanna. C, D and E 
(plus A) have clearly streaked mantles; F (and B) are 
plain or virtually plain above. 

E

D

C

A

B
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Small, short-tailed 
cisticola group:  
tail = 0.8-1.5x tertials

Large, long-tailed 
cisticola group:  
tail = 1.5-2.5x tertials
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Tail length relative to 
length of tertials

br. Wing-snapping

non-br. Zitting

br. Levaillant's

1x

0.8x 

1.1x

1.6x

but where races differ notably this is illustrated or 
discussed in the species accounts. Regional variation is 
most pronounced in Cloud, Desert, Lazy, Grey-backed 
and Wailing Cisticolas and Neddicky. The differences 
between the sexes are normally small. Pronounced 
seasonal plumage changes could cause confusion. 
In fresh plumage (mostly winter) most species look 
brighter and richer with more defined, darker and 
neater streaking on the mantle and crown, and have 
longer tails. In worn plumage (summer) streaked 
species look darker and greyer with less neat, greyish 
mottling above, and have shorter tails. However, the 
opposite applies in some (see p. 227).

Seasonal differences in tail length are less pronounced 
in e.g. Neddicky, Grey-backed Cisticola and Rattling 
Cisticola. Furthermore, the tails of  are 7-9% (range 
2-16%) shorter than those of  year-round. Additional 
structural characters that may aid in identification are 
tail width and shape, leg length and bill shape. 

Identification: Streaking on mantle
The foremost plumage feature to check is the presence 
or absence of streaking on the mantle (and to a lesser 
extent, on the crown). These streaks are formed by 
the feathers' dark centres contrasting with their paler 
edges. Note that the appearance of the markings 
depends on the feathers' ages and alignment: in some 
cases mottling, or when fresh, scalloping, are more 
accurate descriptions than streaking.

In the 'small and short-tailed' category all 5 the 
cloudscraper cisticolas are always clearly marked 
above. Short-winged Cisticola and Neddicky form 
a transitional group and are plain, or very faintly 
mottled above. Members of the 'large and long-tailed' 
group can be either marked or plain above: of the 
12 species, 9 are always mottled or streaked, while 3 
species (p. 236-238) are plain, or virtually plain above. 
Occasionally, a bird may be encountered that does not 
fit comfortably into these categories. In such cases, 
the effects of feather wear should be considered; see 
below and the illustrations on p. 227 for details.

Variation and feather wear
Geographical variation in cisticolas follows the same 
basic pattern as in other LBJs: individuals in the E are 
generally darker and richer in colour, while W birds 
are paler and greyer. Such subspecific differences 
are often subtle and should not cause confusion, 

nape pale, plain 
or streaked? 

crown colour/streaking?

mantle markings 
and colour?

contrasting wing panel?

colour of underparts?

streaking or 
darker pectoral 
patches?

colour and 
shape of bill?

dark lores 
(mostly br. )

rump streaking  
and colour?

tail length/ 
pattern?

length & colour 
of legs?

What to look for: cisticolas

face pattern?
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il 
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Large & 
long-tailed  

group

WS

Cld

PC

Zit

Des

SW

Ned

Sing

Lua

GB

RF

Tink

Cro

Lev

Rat
Chp

RW

Wail

Lazy

Small &  
short-tailed 

group

Vertical lines indicate tail 
length minimum (usually 
br. ) and maximum 
(usually non-br. )

Grouping of cisticolas 
based on tail length. On 
average, Wing-snapping 
has the shortest tail, and 
Lazy has the longest tail.

1x

1x

Also note:
• habitat
• distribution
• songs & calls
• displays

CISTICOLAS
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Identification: Voice
What cisticolas lack in terms of colourful plumage, 
striking patterns or gaudy ornamental feathers, they 
more than compensate for by their penetrating and 
incessant voices. As mentioned before, the songs and 
calls of cisticolas are always the safest (and easiest) 
method of positively distinguishing between species. 

This is particularly true of the 5 small cloudscraper 
cisticolas which are exceedingly difficult to identify 
when silent but are easily identified when the  give 
their unmistakable songs and perform their amazingly 
energetic, extended song-flights in summer (see 
opposite page). Note that the songs of some small 
cisticolas are not only given from very high in the sky, 
but are also very thin and high-pitched, to the extent 
that senior birders may have trouble hearing them. 

Most other cisticola species also execute shorter, 
lower song-flights in the br. season. However, some 
instead sing from a conspicuous position on a treetop, 
shrub, boulder or fence, for lengthy periods. Short 
examples of the typical territorial songs of selected 
species are depicted in the sonograms at right. 

In addition to songs, which are mainly given by  
during the breeding season, both sexes also utter 
short, shrill, intense alarm calls that are often rapidly 
repeated. These can also be useful for identification: 
there is no mistaking the harsh chair-chair-chair 
scolding of a concerned Rattling Cisticola for example, 
and the same can be said of the insistent dzing-dzing-
dzing of Levaillant's, the moaning bleats of Lazy or the 
rapid ticking sound, like a fingernail drawn across the 
teeth of a comb, produced by an alarmed Neddicky. 
Some of the cloudscraper cisticolas also alternate their 
alarm calls with audible wing-snaps.

Cloud Cisticola (left) and Wing-snapping Cisticola (right). 
Both species give short, whistled motifs interspersed with clicking 
sounds. Cloud's song is faster, more cheerful and usually ends in 
several clicks; Wing-snapping's song consists of slower and more 
even whistles and is often introduced by clicking sounds.

S
kHz

6

8

4

so

ck'ck'
seee seee seee

1s S 1s2s

6

8

4
su su su

si si

ck'ck'ck

Zitting Cisticola (left) and Desert Cisticola (right). Zitting 
simply gives sharp zit-notes every second, like a ticking watch. 
Desert gives a long series of sharp whistles, plus wing-snaps (!). 
Neddicky song is quite similar to the even whistles of Desert.

S 1s 1s 2s
kHz

6

8

4
zit zit zit

S

6

8

4

si-si-si-si-si-si-si-si-si-si-si-si

! !

q-reep

Croaking Cisticola. Gives a variety of loud, frog-like croaks at 
varying pace, interspersed with clicking sounds; here, examples 
of 3 different phrases are shown. Sings in flight or from a perch.

S 1s 3s 4s
kHz

4

6

2

2s

q-reep q-reep

q-q croak

q'crrroooAAAK

Levaillant's (left), Rufous-winged (middle) and Chirping 
(right) Cisticolas. Levaillant's gives a brief, lively, complex phrase. 
Rufous-winged gives simple, explosive notes. Chirping gives a 
characteristic buzzy trill introduced by a few short clicks.
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tip-chirri'ro'ree djiiT djiiT djiiT chip chip-chip
cheeezze

Wailing Cisticola. Wailing, Grey-backed and Tinkling Cisticolas 
(i.e. 'bubbling' cisticolas) give stuttered, rattling trills (even or 
rising slightly), often followed by a few sharp whistles.
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prrrRRRee

2s

twee-twee-twee-twee-twee
p'p' p

Rattling (left) and Red-faced Cisticolas (right). Rattling's 
song is a characteristic 1-2-3-cheer, with endless variation. Red-
faced gives a long series of descending (or even) whistles.
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Breeding  of many cisticola species develop black 
palates in the nesting season; this is shown off to 
good effect while singing from a conspicuous perch, 
as demonstrated by this Rattling Cisticola.



Song-flight displays and voices of cloudscraper cisticolas
The 5 cloudscraper cisticolas (p. 216-223) present a considerable challenge, even to expert birders. Identification 
should ideally be based on the aerial displays and songs performed by  in the br. season (mostly Sept-Apr). In 
some, these flights are performed at great height, rendering the tiny songster nearly invisible, while others display 
lower down. Note song speed and composition, flight pattern, and presence of audible wing-snapping. These 
diagrams show some general patterns but actual displays differ regionally and individually. Territorial/sexual 
displays are indicated on the left; alarm calls and displays to the right. Scale arbitrary.

Zitting cisticola

diameter up to 200 m

may swoop 
down over 

often 
returns to 

same perch

5-20 m (rarely 50 m)

starts singing 
in dipping 
ascent

 zit zit zit zit zit  zit
 zit

 zit
 zit zit zit zit

 zit zit

 zit

 zit

 zit

 zit

both sexes  
may wing-snap when 

alarmed, but not 
habitually as in Desert 

or Wing-snapping

wing-snaps

alarm call a 
rapid, excited 

chik-chik-
chik...

no 
wing-
snaps 

desert cisticoladisplays lower 
down than others: 
sometimes skims 
grass at just 2 m up, 
but at times to 25 m 
above the ground

5-10 m

flight path erratic: sideways 
dashes or up and downmay or may 

not include 
wing-snaps repeatedly 

swoops over 

si-si-si...

ting-ting-ting...

zee-zee-zee...

'improvisation': mixes 
wing-snaps with zzip alarm 

calls and song whistles

alarmed

bounces 
like yo-yo

wing-snaps

Wing-snaPPing cisticola

50 m+  
(virtually  
invisible)

cruises upwind, then 
quickly doubles back to 
perform another circuit

song very thin and high: variable...

...but tempo always slower than Cloud

snaps wings 
when alarmed

continued 
clicking sound 

while 'dropping 
out of the sky'; 

sometimes also 
snaps wings

may incorporate wing-
snaps into song too

often dives several 
metres with tik-tik-

tik sounds, then 
resumes cruising

cloud cisticola

climbs 
at 45° angle; 

starts singing 
about 5 m up

level, cruising path

occasionally dives 
then resumes cruising

song recalls Wing-snapping's, 
but tempo always faster

does not audibly 
snap wings

calls include a  
soft, plaintive,  

sad teee whistle

almost 
vertical 
descent

continuous 
stream of notes: 
chic-chik-chik....
starts with dive

swerves up 
just before 

ground

Pale-croWned cisticola

climbs 
silently or 

sings slow 
teee teee....

cruises in 
level or 

somewhat 
erratic path

very high, thin teee 
teee teee.... 3-7x

may incorporate 
barely audible 

wing-snaps into 
song

faster chree, chree, 
chree... many times 

during dive

swoops up 
into level 

flight again

chree, chree

silent 
final 
dive

alarm call is an 
agitated WHIR-r-r-r-r 

or single whistles

wing-snaps

conversational calls  
incl. soft bleats, soft tsik 

or zit-zit or tchew etc.

silent

50 m+  
(virtually  
invisible)

50 m+  
(virtually  
invisible)
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Zitting Cisticola
Cisticola juncidis (Landeryklopkloppie)
L: 10-12 cm   M: 7-(9)-13 g
[C. j. terrestris] Forms the standard to which the other 4 cloudscrapers should be compared. Best 
identified by voice and most often seen during dipping song-flight, 5-20 m above the ground: gives 
a sharp zit! call once per second (like a ticking clock). Sometimes sings from a low perch or even 
overhead powerlines. May be seen on grass stalks or darting about on the ground in search of in-
sects. Compared to other cloudscrapers, fairly large and long-tailed (similar to Desert). Tail is dis-
tinctly fan-shaped (hence old name of Fan-tailed Cisticola; but not diagnostic). Each grey-brown 
tail feather has a dark bar near the end plus a white tip. Richly coloured (especially in winter) with a 
plain, warm rufous to orange rump and lower flank patch. See also p. 215 and p. 223.

CLOUDSCRAPER CISTICOLAS - ZITTING: The most widespread and usually the most common small, 
short-tailed cisticola. Breeds in moist grassland; likes lush, fairly tall and dense grass e.g. at wetland 
edges. Occurs in natural but also in modified habitats: open suburbia, golf courses and irrigated fields.

adult  br.
Upington, NC

grey-brown 
or dull rufous 
background

ad.  br. 
Chrissiesmeer, MP 
(spring  similar)

crown  
becomes 

almost plain 
dark brown in 

late summer

faint yellowish 
orange wash

'blank' 
expression

may show 
grey lores

tail longer 
in winter

rump plain, 
warm rufous to 

orange-buff

dark subterminal 
bar and white tips

all small cisticolas 
look leggy, with 

strong feet

averages 
whiter 
than 

usually looks 
neater and 

brighter in non-
br. plumage

richer tones 
than in br. 
plumage

darker 
subterminal 

band

white 
tips

slightly more 
rufous than 

adult

unstreaked warm 
rufous to orange

juvenile
Bredasdorp, WC

ad. non-br.
Pretoria, GP

adult  br.
Harare, Zim

adult non-br.
Manzini, Sw

short, 
rounded 

wings

longish

can be very common in  
e.g. irrigated fields

usually sings in 
flight but also 
from weeds, 
wires, etc.

pale 
orange-

buff

cloudscrapers 
helpfully fan 
their tails open to 
expose markings

usually yellow

obvious 
dark bar

relatively large and long-tailed
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rich, dark lower flank patch

dark grey 
mottling 
or black 
streaks

common on 
open ground  
in suburbia

best identified  
by song and  

display



CLOUDSCRAPER CISTICOLAS - DESERT: In shape and size like Zitting and best distinguished by voice 
and display; often occur together but Desert prefers drier, sparser grassland (not limited to deserts);  
likes old agricultural lands, sweet grasslands, grassy Karoo, Kalahari, open savanna, woodland clearings.

Desert Cisticola
Cisticola aridulus (Woestynklopkloppie)
L: 10-12 cm   M: 4-(8.5)-13 g
[1: C. a. eremicus; 2: C. a. kalahari; 3: C. a. caliginus] Best told from other cloudscraper cisticolas 
by voice and display: flies jerkily, low over the grass tops, while giving fast, sharp, evenly pitched 
whistles (3-6/s), interspersed with wing-snaps. Fairly large and long-tailed (similar to Zitting). In 
the br. season, usually looks paler, greyer and more washed-out than other cisticolas with faintly 
mottled upperparts and a pale creamy buff, lightly streaked rump. Winter birds are more neatly 
and boldly streaked with blackish brown and yellow-buff, and have richer underparts and grey-
brown to pale reddish buff rumps. The tail is rather uniformly dark (blackish subterminal band is 
thus less contrasting). See also p. 215 and p. 223.

juv. caliginus
Chicomo, Moz

ad.  br. kalahari
Prieska, NC

black lores 
(variable)

ad.  br. eremicus
Etosha, Nam

ad. non-br. caliginus
Bronkhorstspruit, GP

fond of regenerating 
agricultural fields

 swooping 
over perched 

white below 
(less yellow 

than others)

lightly streaked, pale 
reddish buff, grey-brown 
or creamy buff rump

dark 
background 
(reduced 
contrast)

darker 
band less 
noticeable

white 
tips

longish

whitish or pale 
buff (most paler 
than Zitting, but 

some identical)

often paler 
and greyer 
than others

some  have 
plain, greyish buff 

crowns; others 
streaked like 

richer buff 
than br. birds

less rufous 
and slightly 
paler than 
Zitting, but 
very close

whitish 
buff

white tips

rump  
lightly 

streaked

ad.  non-br. caliginus
Modimolle, Lim

ad.  br. 
kalahari 

Christiana, 
NW

prefers drier and 
sparser grassland 
than Zitting, but 

much overlap

best told from other 
cloudscrapers by song 

and display

1

2

3

dark bar not 
obvious

relatively large and long-tailed
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This common species, the world's most widespread 
cisticola, builds a unique, bottle-shaped nest.

habitat Moist grassland, usually <1 m tall, with 
some denser, taller tufts. In various habitats: Highveld 
plains, edges of wetlands, seepage lines, lakeshores, 
floodplains, clearings in savanna, irrigated fields, golf 
courses, airstrips and undeveloped plots in suburbia. 
Sometimes in drier grassland (alongside Desert).

status Very common. Resident, but moves locally 
in response to land use and rainfall. Singly or in pairs.

identification A widespread and familiar cisticola, 
usually seen during its fairly low, dipping song-flight 
accom panied by a simple, incessant 'zitting' (like a 
ticking clock). Despite reputation, rather colourful 
and attractive up close. Delicate but fairly large (for 
a cloudscraper) with a 'blank' face, thin and slightly 
decurved bill and sturdy legs and feet. Relatively 
long, graduated, fan-shaped tail is dark grey-brown 
with a bold dark subterminal band and white tips 
when fanned; tail contrasts with plain, warm rufous 
to orange rump. Upperparts warm brown with a paler 
hind-neck. Often shows a contrasting dark orange-
buff patch on lower flanks. — Sexes: Differ slightly 
in br. plumage: lores grey on  (whitish on ); in late 
summer, crown is plainer in . — Juv: Has duller and 
more pointed tail tips, browner (less black) streaking, 
fresh wing feathers, a variable yellow wash below, a 
darker, greyer eye and a yellower bill. — Var: In non-br. 
plumage shows neater black streaking above (replaces 
grey-brown mottling); feathers with golden buff to 
whitish edges. Underparts richer and tail longer. 

confusion risks Best told from other cisticolas by 
shape, longish tail, bold tail pattern, warm colour, plain 
rump, habitat and song. See also p. 215 and p. 223.

behaviour Appears rather wary, nervous and 
twitchy like a wind-up toy. Tail is flicked sideways or 
fanned when climbing grass stems and in flight. When 
flushed, weaves low over grass with whirring wings in 
an erratic, bouncy fashion, tail jerking up with each 
bounce; then dives back into cover. Creeps through 
dense vegetation, but hops and walks short distances 
on open ground. See p. 215 for description of display.

biology Food insects. Lays 2-5 (usually 4) variably 
marked eggs in a bottle-shaped grass nest (see p. 211).

voice See p. 214. Sings in dipping flight or from a 
perch: gives a single zit note (like amplified ticking of a 
wrist watch) about once per second, to coincide with 
each dip in flight path. Alarm call is a rapid, excited 
chik-chik-chik... often accompanied by wing-snaps 
(from both sexes) while fluttering near the intruder. 

• best identified by song and display
• unstreaked orange or rufous rump
• rather rich overall; orange flank patch
• tail fairly long with strong pattern
• dipping song-flight with zit calls

Zitting Cisticola
Cisticola juncidis (Landeryklopkloppie)
ALT NAME(S): Fan-tailed Cisticola, Fan-tailed Warbler

• best identified by song and display
• lightly streaked, dull, grey-brown rump 
• plumage paler and greyer than others'
• tail fairly long; dark; subtly patterned
• low display: quick whistles, wing-snaps

Desert Cisticola
Cisticola aridulus (Woestynklopkloppie)
ALT NAME(S): Cisticola aridula

Although the Desert Cisticola does occur in arid areas, it 
is by no means restricted to desert grasslands.

habitat Breeds in grassland and lightly wooded 
savanna. Prefers drier conditions than Zitting and 
sparser grass with less basal coverage, and some 
open ground (but quite often found together). Fond 
of regenerating agricultural lands, cattle grazing land, 
airstrips, etc. Tolerates both short and taller grassland.  

status Locally common. Resident or locally no-
madic in response to rainfall, fires and land-use. Singly 
or in pairs; sometimes in small parties after br.

identification Often the most numerous small 
cisticola in semi-arid grassland or open savanna. Most 
conspicuous and best identified when performing 
low, jerky song-flight accompanied by rapid, high, 
sharp, evenly pitched whistles (3-6/s) plus audible 
wing-snaps. Like Zitting in shape, size and proportions 
i.e. fairly large (for a cloudscraper) with a longish tail; 
plumage also similar. On average paler than other 
cloudscrapers, with a lightly streaked (not plain), grey-
brown, reddish buff or creamy rump and dark tail 
(dark subterminal band does not contrast much; more 
visible on tail underside). — Sexes: Differ slightly in br. 
plumage: lores blackish and crown less streaky in . — 
Juv: More whitish and less yellow below than other 
juvenile cisticolas. — Var: Non-br. adults are paler 
above with neater streaking, and richer buff below; tail 
noticeably longer. NW birds are paler sandy buff (less 
rufous), with paler tails and crowns.

confusion risks Identity best confirmed by song 
and display, although size, tail length and pattern, 
pale colour and habitat also provide clues. For com-
parisons to other small cisticolas see p. 215 and p. 223.

behaviour As for Zitting. On the ground forages by 
walking, hopping or creeping about in a nervous and 
restless manner. Also searches through low grass for 
insect prey. Ascends to taller grass stalks or tops of low 
bushes when disturbed. See also p. 215.

biology Food insects. Lays 3-4 variably marked 
eggs in an upright pear-shaped nest placed low in 
grass; unlike Zitting, built with dry (not living) grass. 

voice See p. 214. Song is usually given in flight, low 
above the grass: fast, short, sharp whistles, at the same 
pitch, in a long series at a rate of 3-6/s. May 'improvise' 
and change pitch after each series e.g. si-si-si.... zee-zee-
zee.... ting-ting-ting... Alarm call is a repeated clipped 
zzip, alternated with whistles and audible wing-snaps 
(like snapping fingers). Flight is low and erratic, or 
bouncy like a yo-yo; gives a loud wing-snap with each 
bounce. Sometimes sings from a tall grass tuft or bush.
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Wing-snapping Cisticola
Cisticola ayresii (Kleinste Klopkloppie)
L: 9-10 cm   M: 8-(9.5)-12 g
[C. a. ayresii] A tiny, slim, delicate cisticola that is almost entirely overlooked unless singing 
during song-flight: rises to a great height (often >50 m+ where only visible through binoculars) 
and cruises in an elliptical circuit while giving phrases of 3-4 slow, mournful whistles (3/s, at 1-3 s 
intervals); dives down with a stream of clicks. Snaps wings when alarmed. Seldom perches openly, 
but foraging birds may be seen on open soil or road verges. Note miniscule size, stubby black tail 
(very narrow when closed) and rather dark upperparts. Br.  has a pale, plain crown and dark lores; 
non-br. birds are richer below and paler above with more streaky crowns. 

CLOUDSCRAPER CISTICOLAS - WING-SNAPPING: A tiny, stub-tailed cisticola of short mountain grass-
land, from sea-level to high peaks. Often the most common bird in short, moist, gently sloping, montane 
grassland. Especially in non-br. season, also in grazed pastures, on airstrips, at wetland edges, etc. 

adult  br.
Dullstroom, MP

very dark, 
almost black 
background

ad.  br.  
Nyanga, Zim
(some spring  

 similar)

heavily worn  
can show blackish, 
rufous or plain buff 
crowns, sometimes 

faintly mottled

variable streaky 
pectoral patch: 

may be all-dark, 
faint or absent

can show a 
distinct black 

loral patch (like 
Pale-crowned's 

but smaller)

very short 
black tail with 
white tips

quite 
dark

richer tones 
than br. birds

white 
tips

juv.
Butha-

Buthe, Lesad. non-br.
Kokstad, KZN

adult  br.
Malolotja, Sw

stub-tailed 
(looks like 
tail was cut 
in half )

quite dark:  
br. birds can 
look almost 
black above

very short, 
narrow tail

truly  
tiny

some have  
darker  
pectoral 
patches

legs of 
average 

length

tail a touch 
longer in winter

yellowish wash

small, slim and delicate in build with a 
short tail and medium-length, thin legs

dark buff

ad. non-br.
Suikerbosrand, GP

often displays  
50 m+ up  
(invisible)

often the most common bird in montane 
grasslands from 2000-2700 m

usually more 
secretive than other 

cloudscrapers: seldom 
perches openly

best told from other 
cloudscrapers by 
song and display
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CLOUDSCRAPER CISTICOLAS - CLOUD: A small, dumpy, short-tailed, leggy cisticola. Vocal during high 
song-flight, otherwise overlooked. Prefers short, tussocky grass or open fynbos on flat or gently sloping 
ground. Occurs in moist and dry grassland, in summer- and winter-rainfall regions; mostly <2000 m.

Cloud Cisticola
Cisticola textrix (Gevlekte Klopkloppie)
L: 9-10 cm  M: 8-(10)-13 g
[1: C. t. textrix; 2: C. t. major; 3: C. t. marleyi] A small, stub-tailed cisticola best identified by its 
song during its high song-flight: rises at a 45° angle with whirring wings to cruising altitude (often 
50 m+ where beyond the limits of the naked eye); then repeats a fast, cheerful whistled phrase (4-5 
notes/s, at 2-3 s intervals); phrases often start with a lower whistle and end in a few rapid clicks. 
Dives vertically down with a continuous stream of clicks. Does not snap its wings. On the ground 
looks small but chunky, with noticeably long legs and strong feet but a very short tail (narrow when 
closed). Difficult to identify on plumage, except in the Cape, where it has speckled underparts.

yellow washtail is a little 
longer in 
winter

very short, dark 
tail with white tips

juv. major
Springfontein, FS

dark greyish 
lores (variable)

often shows 
some streaking 
on breast sides

very short, 
stubby tail 
(longer in 
winter)

ad.  
br. major

Reitz, FS

ad.  br. 
marleyi
Ponta do  

Ouro, Moz

ad. non-br. major
Lichtenburg, NW

diagnostic 
streaking

ad.  br. major
Witbank, MP

ad. non-br. major
Pretoria, GP

ad. non-br. textrix
Caledon, WC

legs 
look 
long

heavily worn  
can show almost plain 
brown crowns; usually 

faintly mottled

dark
white
tips

richer than 
br. birds

Like Wing-snapping, 
displays very high up, 
where almost invisible

1

2 3

ad.  br. 
textrix
Darling, 
WC

best told from other cloudscrapers 
by song and display

small but chunky in build with 
long and relatively thick legs

 NE
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• best identified by song and display
• robust build; long legs; short tail
• SW birds have clearly speckled breasts
• song-flight very high; song is a fast 
  whistled phrase; does not snap wings

Cloud Cisticola
Cisticola textrix (Gevlekte Klopkloppie)
ALT NAME(S): Tink-tink Cisticola, Pinc-pinc Grass Warbler

At a mere 9 cm, the smallest cloudscraper cisticola and 
one of the tiniest birds in Southern Africa in general. 

habitat Breeds in short to medium grass (likes grass 
10-45 cm high); from sea-level to c. 2700 m. In montane 
grassland often the most common bird species, but 
occurs alongside Cloud and other cisticolas at lower 
altitudes. May also move to lower altitudes after fires 
or during severe snowfalls; then found in cropped or 
mown grasslands, at wetland edges, on airstrips, etc. In 
C Zimbabwe in isolated grassy dambos and clearings.

status Locally common to very common resident 
or altitudinal migrant. Solitary, in pairs or in small, 
loose parties after br. Mostly overlooked in winter.

identification A tiny cisticola usually seen only 
while singing during its high song-flight when it 
is little more than a speck in the sky, if visible at all: 
cruises at a height of 50 m+ while giving a slow series 
of high whistles; ends display in a vertical dive with 
continuous clicking sounds; snaps wings. Difficult to 
see when perched; basic impression is of a miniscule 
bird with a short, narrow blackish tail with white 
tips (looks all-black when closed). Rather dark above 
(can look black at a distance); pale buff below, with 
or without darker pectoral patches. — Sexes: Differ 
slightly in br. plumage: lores blackish and crown 
plainer in . — Juv: Variably washed yellow below. 
— Var: Depends on feather wear, season and sex. 
Non-br. birds are paler and more neatly streaked 
(not mottled) above, with streaky crowns, richer buff 
underparts and slightly longer tails. 

confusion risks Diminutive size, stubby tail and 
dark upperparts hint at identity but best confirmed by 
song and display. See details on p. 215 and p. 223.

behaviour Usually remains overlooked except 
when displaying. Tends to be more secretive than 
other cloud   scrapers, seldom perching openly (but 
sometimes approachable). Forages on the ground or 
in low grass. May perform distraction displays at the 
nest by flying low over the grass and dropping down  
repeatedly. Snaps wings audibly, especially if alarmed.

biology Food mostly insects. Lays 2-5 (usually 4) 
variable eggs in a small spherical nest in low grass.

voice See p. 214. Song is a high, squeaky phrase of 
3-7 notes; repeated at intervals of 1-3 s. Recognisable 
by its slow, drawn-out, mournful whistles (3 notes/s; 
whole phrase c. 1.5 s). Often introduced by clicking 
e.g. chik'chik, see-he, see-he, see-he or by lower whistles 
e.g. sue, see-see-see (low, high-high-high). Final vertical 
dive is accompanied by a fast stream of chik'chik'chik... 
notes. Alarm call chicki-chicki, with loud wing-snaps.

• best identified by song and display
• tiny size; delicate build; very short tail
• upperparts look dark in the field
• song-flight very high; song is a slow 
  whistled phrase; also snaps wings

Wing-snapping Cisticola
Cisticola ayresii (Kleinste Klopkloppie)
ALT NAME(S): Ayres' Cisticola, Ayres' Cloud Cisticola

As its name implies, this cisticola does indeed seem to be 
flying among the clouds during its high song-flight.

habitat Breeds in very short to medium grassland 
where tufts are interspersed with bare patches, on 
well-drained plains or gentle slopes; from sea-level to 
c. 2000 m. Most common on the Highveld, in W sweet 
grasslands and in grassy Karoo. In SW Cape in open 
restio-dominated fynbos, renosterveld, cereal fields. 

status Common resident or nomad. Singly or in 
pairs, or in small parties after breeding. Near-endemic.

identification Typical view is of a fluttering speck 
during high song-flight: cruises at a height of 50 m+ 
while giving fast, short, lively, whistled phrases often 
ending in rapid clicks; dives vertically down with a 
stream of clicks. Does not snap wings. Following a 
diving bird with binoculars to its landing spot will 
reveal a small but rather chunky, short-tailed cisticola 
with noticeably long legs. Mottled darker above; pale 
below with variable streaking on breast sides. — 
Sexes: Differ slightly in br. plumage: crown less streaky 
on  but many similar to . — Juv: Dull version of adult; 
washed yellow below. — Var: Non-br. birds are paler 
and more neatly streaked (not mottled) above, with 
streaky crowns, richer buff underparts and slightly 
longer tails. Nominate textrix of S and W Cape may be 
a different species: distinguishable from all others by 
its speckled breast and flanks; song also differs. 

confusion risks Identity best confirmed by song 
and display, but note short tail, small size but robust 
build and long legs; see p. 215 and p. 223 for details.

behaviour Easily overlooked if not singing. Perches 
on grass stalks, fences, etc. but forages low down in 
grass or on the ground where it is often difficult to see.

biology Food insects and spiders. Lays 2-5 (usually 
4) variably marked eggs (see illustration, p. 210). The 
nest is a small sphere, almost on the ground; even 
nests placed in ankle-high grass are well-hidden but 
their approximate positions can be pinpointed by 
watching where the  settles after its song-flight. 

voice See p. 214. Regionally variable song is similar 
to that of Wing-snapping, i.e. a simple, c. 2 s whistled 
phrase repeated at intervals of 2-3 s. However, the 
whistles are much faster and shorter (4-5/s) and are 
usually followed by 2-4 chik notes; first note often 
lower e.g. so-su-su-su-si-si-chik'chik'chik or so-low-low-
low-high-high-chik'chik'chik. Shorter variation: tu-ti-ti-
ti-chik'chik'chik or even just si-si-chik'chik. Display ends 
with a vertical dive accompanied by a rapid stream of 
chik'chik'chik... notes. Gives single whistles but does 
not wing-snap when alarmed.
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CLOUDSCRAPER CISTICOLAS - PALE-CROWNED: Attractive, localised cisticola of upland grasslands 
and the coastal littoral. Prefers moist situations e.g. seeps, drainage lines and grass bordering vleis. Low-
land birds (plus non-br. altitudinal migrants) occur in moist coastal grasslands or edges of wetlands.

Pale-crowned Cisticola
Cisticola cinnamomeus (Bleekkopklopkloppie)
L: 10-11 cm   M: 8.5-(10)-10.5 g
[1: C. c. egregius; 2: C. c. cinnamomeus] The least common and most restricted of the 5 cloud-
scraper cisticolas. Size, shape and colouration between Zitting/Desert and Wing-snapping/Cloud 
e.g. tail longer than the latter pair, but shorter than the former. Quite colourful (especially in br. 
season) with a mixture of orange, grey, black and white. Usually considered easier to identify than 
other cloudscrapers due to the br. 's black lores and plain crown, but in truth worn  of all 4 other 
species can have variably darker lores and almost plain crowns in late summer. Non-br. birds are 
paler and neatly streaked blackish above, rich buff below and longer-tailed. The protracted song-
flight is executed at great height (when the bird is reduced to a mere speck in the sky). 

lacks dark band

juv. 
egregius

Belfast, MP

crown plain 
cinnamon when 

fresh; creamy 
when worn

extensive 
black patch

may show 
spotted breast 

sides (can form a 
complete band)

rich in colour

plain (but not 
always so pale)

bright & 
boldly 

marked

medium-length

ad.  br.  
cinnamomeus

Harare, Zim

ad.  br. 
egregius
Devon, GP

ad.  br. 
egregius

Ladysmith, KZN

ad. non-br.
Lake Sibaya, KZN

size, shape and 
colour close to 

Zitting

vociferous

crown 
almost white 
in some 

lacks darker 
subterminal band

by late summer, 
plumage bleached 
and 'washed-out'

plain golden 
tawny rump

medium, all-
dark tail with 
white tips

ad.  br. egregius
Wakkerstroom, MP

ad. non-br. egregius
Memel, FS

1

2

shape and size between larger, longer-tailed 
Zitting/Desert and smaller, shorter-tailed 

Wing-snapping/Cloud

best told from other 
cloudscrapers by song  

and display

(late 
summer)

(spring)
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• best identified by song and display
• attractive, with contrasting colours
• br.  has plain crown & black lores
• medium, blackish tail with white tips
• high song-flight with rolling squeaks

Pale-crowned Cisticola
Cisticola cinnamomeus (Bleekkopklopkloppie)
ALT NAME(S): None

A small, attractive and vocal but localised cisticola that 
breeds at wetland edges and in other moist grasslands.

habitat Breeds in both moist, upland grasslands  
and subtropical lowlands along the coastal littoral 
(latter populations have been erroneously classified 
as a different species, 'Wetland Cisticola C. taciturnus'). 
Most abundant in lush, moist, fairly tall grass e.g. at 
seeps, edges of pans, wetland borders, drainage lines, 
etc. In Zimbabwe, also marshes and grassy dambos.

 status Common but localised resident. Certain 
upland populations migrate to the coastal plain in 
Mar-Sep. Singly or in pairs (but several  can often be 
heard in a small area). In small parties after breeding.

identification During the br. season the vociferous 
and attractive br.  of this sought-after cisticola can be 
identified by its unstreaked, pale olive-brown to dirty 
white crown contrasting with a large black or dark 
grey mask. However, worn  of several overlapping 
species may also show dark lores and plainer crowns 
and it is therefore best to confirm the identification 
by  listening for the 's very thin, sharp song given in a 
high song-flight. Br.  is rich in colour, with a medium-
length tail (but best identified by presence of ). 
— Sexes: See above. — Juv: Like non-br. adult but with 
a strong yellow wash below. — Var: Non-br. adults of 
both sexes are paler and more neatly streaked above 
(not mottled or scalloped), with streaky crowns, rich 
buff underparts and slightly longer tails.

confusion risks Overlaps extensively with other 
cloudscrapers: plumage can be similar, even in br. ; 
see discussion left. Voice diagnostic (see p. 215). 

behaviour Easy to overlook unless singing, and  
remains almost entirely overlooked in winter (when 
mostly silent and distinctive plumage of  is absent). 
Strongly territorial, highly vocal and often conspicuous 
in br. season; frequently perches on fences, tall grass 
stalks, clods of earth, etc. Active; chases intruders/
mates in low flight. Forages on the ground.

biology Food insects. Lays 3-4 variable eggs in an 
oval (not spherical) nest hidden in low vegetation. 

voice Song is exceptionally high and thin (can be 
difficult to hear at all, and is given very high up in the 
sky). Full song typically consists of 4 main whistled 
motifs: a cheerful teee, ti-ti-ti-ti; a sharp tiii-tiii-tiii-tiii 
(3-7 notes); a protracted lower chree, chree, chree... with 
a rolling quality, repeated many times; and 2 short, 
rolling whistles, preep-preep. All these elements may 
be combined in song-flight (p. 215). Final vertical dive 
is silent. In alarm snaps wings and gives an agitated 
growling WHIR-r-r-r-r and various other harsh sounds.

Identification of cloudscrapers
With the possible exception of pipits and some reed 
warblers, the 5 'cloudscraper cisticolas' are arguably 
Southern Africa's most challenging LBJs. In truth, 
they are only problematic when not singing, but are 
instantly distinguishable by voice. Many  or silent 
winter individuals remain unidentified, even by 
experts; this is due to the difficulty of observing these 
small, fast-moving and often skittish birds, coupled 
with immense geographical, age-related, sex-related 
and seasonal plumage variation. Nevertheless, the 
tips given below may help with the most cooperative 
and typical birds. Abbreviations: C = Cloud; D = Desert; 
PC = Pale-crowned; WS = Wing-snapping; Z = Zitting. 

Structure: Of the 5 species, Z/D are the largest at 
10-12 cm in length, and WS/C the smallest at 9-10 cm, 
while PC is intermediate in size. In terms of shape, PC 
often looks distinctly round-crowned and big-headed 
with a medium-length tail; Z/D are moderately slim 
and 'typically' proportioned with the longest tails; C 
is robust and rounded, with noticeably longer legs 
than the others but a short tail; WS looks very tiny and 
delicate with a short stubby tail and shorter, thinner 
legs. Tails of all species are slightly longer in winter. 

Tails: Z has a paler brownish grey tail (sometimes 
also with rufous 'windows'); the paler background 
contrasts with a clear dark subterminal band, which in 
turn contrasts with whitish or buff tips. D has a darker 
background, thus reducing contrast with subterminal 
band (yet sometimes discernable, and more obvious 
on tail underside). C, WS and PC have black tails (dark 
grey brown in winter), with white tips (and edges).

 Crowns: In br. plumage  of all species have 
plainer crowns than . In heavily worn  (towards 
late summer) the crown can become almost wholly 
plain, unstreaked and uniform brown, reddish or buff. 
This is least pronounced in Z and most in PC (but even 
PC can have darker stripes on the sides of the crown).

Lores: Br.  have grey or blackish subloral spots 
(in front of and below the eye). This is least obvious 
in Z and usually C which consequently have 'blanker' 
facial expressions. Fairly bold in most D and WS; very 
obvious in PC, which can have a large black mask 
extending around the eye (greyer in some birds). 
Observation angle can influence appearance: the 
lores look darker when seen obliquely from the front.

Colouration: Warning: general colouration varies 
considerably depending on age, sex, season, wear 
and region and is usually not a reliable identification 
character on its own. All are slightly brighter in non-br. 
plumage, with richer, darker underparts and sharper 
and bolder streaking above. Many D are obviously 
paler and greyer than the other species (but some D 
just like Z). WS tends to be darkest above (can look 
black). PC is also blackish above, but usually has 
distinct pale grey edges and is overall quite colourful 
year-round (but some Z are similar). In the SW Cape, C 
has a diagnostic spotted/streaked breast and flanks.
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SMALL, PLAIN-BACKED CISTICOLAS: Small featureless birds that sing from conspicuous, high, open 
perches (e.g. dead trees). Localised Short-winged occurs in subtropical savanna. Neddicky is found in 
various habitats with shrubbery and grass e.g. fynbos, woodland, plantations, around human habitation.

Short-winged Cisticola
Cisticola brachypterus (Kortvlerktinktinkie)
L: 10-12 cm    M: 8-(9)-11 g
[1: C. b. tenebricosus; 2: C. b. 
isabellinus]. Tiny, nondescript 
LBJ best identified by its weak, 
lisping song. Restricted to open 
woodlands in C Mozambique 
and E Zimbabwe. Resembles 
N races of Neddicky and also 
sings from a high, open perch, 
but crown/wing not rufous. 
Slim, but hunches when singing.

Neddicky
Cisticola fulvicapilla (Neddikkie)
L: 10-11 cm    M: 6-(9)-12 g
[1: C. f. silberbauer; 2: C. f. ful
vicapilla; 3: C. f. dumicola; 4: 
C. f. ruficapillus; 5: C. f. dexter; 
6: C. f. lebombo; 7: C. f. muel
leri; 8: C. f. hallae]. A small, 
drab and easily overlooked LBJ,  
but sings confidently from a 
high, open perch. Plumage and 
song varies regionally.

juv.  
isabellinus

Honde Valley, 
Zim

patterned, 
medium- 
length tail

plain 
face

dark 
band; 
pale tip

almost plain

off-white to warm 
yellow-buff below

more distinctly 
mottled above in 
non-br. plumage

ad. non-br.
isabellinus

Gorongosa, Moz

yellow 
wash

cap uniform brown, not 
contrasting rufous

often seen as a small 
brown speck singing 
from the top of a tall, 

dead tree

ad. hallae
Rundu, Nam

gives insect-like song 
for long periods from  
high, exposed perches 
incl. telephone wires

krrrr-rr-r-r-rrr...

krrrrrrr-r-r-r...

creep-creep-creep...

ad. silberbauer
Worcester, WC

juvenile 
fulvicapillus

George, WC

dark 
bluish 

grey (SW 
races)

plain face; 
lacks distinct 

eyebrow

rufous 
capplain 

above

often shows 
rufous wing 

panel 

almost plain 
medium- 
length tail

yellow 
base

dingy, 
greyish buff 

(N races)

short wing 
not a good 
identification 
characteristic

adult br.
tenebricosus
Zavora, Moz

1

2
3

1

2

4

5 6

7

brown 
capbrown wing

ad. dexter
Vaalwater, Lim

8
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This small, featureless bird is the 10th most common LBJ.
habitat Various habitats with grass and shrubbery 

and dead trees or other high song posts: understorey 
of sparse woodland, savanna, mountain fynbos, edges 
of plantations (especially wattles), or around safari 
lodges and farmyards. Often common in transitional 
zones or in slightly degraded areas, but sometimes 
inexplicably absent from apparently suitable habitat. 

status Fairly common to common resident. Singly, 
in pairs or in small family parties in the non-br. season.

identification Unobtrusive and easily overlooked 
except when giving its monotonous, ventriloquial, 
insect-like song from a high, exposed perch (dead tree, 
telephone wire or rock). Small, dull and nondescript 
but note rufous cap, contrasting to a greater or lesser 
degree with plain greyish brown mantle and plain, 
'blank' face. Medium-length, rather thin tail faintly 
patterned or plain; often held slightly raised or to 
the side when the wings are folded. — Sexes: Alike.  
— Juv: Base of bill yellow; eye darker. — Var: Varies 
considerably: N races have off-white, buffy or dusky 
brown underparts; pale to dark grey in SW birds.

confusion risks Plain mantle, indistinctly marked 
tail and rufous cap shared with much larger, longer-
tailed Lazy (p. 236), but that species has a more 
obvious pale eyebrow and habitually cocks its tail 
vertically upwards. Often mistaken for larger Rattling 
(p. 234) or Grey-backed (p. 232) but Neddicky has a 
plain mantle and shorter, plainer tail. Prinias (pp. 242-
248) are much longer-tailed. Few other birds are as 
small and plain; could be taken for e.g. Willow Warbler 
(p. 178) or  Blackcap (p. 176) but forages low down 
or on the ground (not in canopy) and has short wings. 
Compare crombecs (pp. 204) and eremomelas (p. 260).

behaviour Often tame. Darts or hops about on 
lawns, bare soil or at base of taller plants. Flies strongly 
to a treetop when flushed, but seldom enters canopy. 

biology Food insects, small invertebrates and 
some nectar and seeds. Lays 2-5 variable eggs in an 
oval grass nest placed low down in a thick grass tuft.

voice Incessant song is known to all who spend 
time outdoors, even if they are unaware of the origin. 
Consists of simple notes repeated 3-4/s for a minute or 
so. In SW gives high, sharp, insect-like whistles, seep-
seep-seep... like a squeaky bicycle pump; in N gives 
lower, scratchy, frog-like whistles: creep-creep-creep... 
Alarm call is a dry clicking, likened to a fingernail 
drawn across the teeth of a comb or bag of marbles 
being shaken. Flight call is a single soft, short squeak, 
tsink! Also gives an explosive PRRRrrrr.

Despite its exceedingly drab plumage this species is one 
of the main targets of birders visiting Mozambique.

habitat Breeds in open subtropical savanna and 
sparse wood land, mostly in clearings or transitional 
habitats with open ground, dead trees, palms, termite 
mounds, etc. Also on lightly wooded grassy slopes, 
at forest edges, in cultivated areas and near human 
habitation (e.g. around rural villages or large estates). 

status Locally fairly common resident. Overlooked 
if not singing (but several  may be heard in one area 
in good habitat). Less common S of the Save River in 
Mozambique, where it is known from a few scattered 
coastal sites. Singly, in pairs or in small groups.

identification A small, featureless bird that lacks 
any distinct field marks (often said to be the original 
LBJ). Best identified by soft and wispy but musical 
song, often given confidently from the top of a tall 
dead tree. From afar, looks merely plain warm brown 
above and whitish below, with a beady eye and plain 
face. At close range note warm yellowish buff wash 
on breast sides and flanks, and sometimes very faint 
darker mottling on mantle and crown (especially in 
non-br. season). Tail short to medium (longer in winter) 
with a dark brown subterminal band and small pale 
tips. — Sexes: Similar. — Juv: More rufous above, with 
a yellowish wash below. — Var: S tenebricosus is darker. 

confusion risks Within its restricted range, quite 
like Neddicky in behaviour, size and appearance, but 
told by uniformly brown (not contrasting rufous) cap 
and wings, whiter underparts, slightly shorter but 
wider tail with paler tips and a more distinct pattern, 
hunched posture and less simplistic song. 

behaviour Sings for long periods from the top of 
a tall, dead tree (or a lower tree, tall shrub, prominent 
grass tuft). During extended (but apparently silent) 
song-flight,  spirals up to 60 m high with whirring 
wings; then circles while spreading and flicking tail 
and dives down with a rushing noise. In a bizarre 
display while perched, rapidly raises 1 wing.

biology Food insects. Lays 2-4 variable eggs in an 
oval grass nest placed in a green grass tuft.

voice Alternative name, Siffling Cisticola, refers to 
lispy song, like whistling softly through the teeth. Much 
variation; phrases often starts with high, sunbird-like 
notes and end with soft rolling notes: tseep-tsi-tsu-
tseep, fuUrree, fuUrree, fuUrree or perhaps she-is-tru-
ly, sorry, sorry, sorry. Instead of rolling notes may give 
varied sunbird-like warbling; or rolling sounds may be 
replaced by pure whistles e.g. so-sweet, so-sweet, so-
sweet. Gives repeated sharp squeaks in alarm.

• small, dull, plain savanna cisticola
• virtually plain above; whitish below
• tail fairly distinctly marked at tip
• sings for long periods from high perch
• soft, lispy song; variable and pleasant

• small, plain, dull LBJ with rufous crown
• tail and upperparts plain brown
• below buffy brown (N) to blue-grey (S) 
• sings insect-like song for long periods  
   from high perch; dry ticking alarm call

Neddicky
Cisticola fulvicapilla (Neddikkie)
ALT NAME(S): Piping/Tawny-headed Cisticola, C. fulvicapillus

Short-winged Cisticola
Cisticola brachypterus (Kortvlerktinktinkie)
ALT NAME(S): Siffling Cisticola



CROAKING CISTICOLA: Could be labeled Giant Cisticola;  differs from all others in its massive size. 
Also note pronounced size difference between the sexes, short tail and strong bill. Found in rank grass in 
rolling, hilly country, on lowland flats, at forest edges, in valleys, in open savanna, at wetland margins, etc.

Croaking Cisticola
Cisticola natalensis (Groottinktinkie)
L:  14-18 cm;  12.5-15 cm   M:  23-(25)-27 g;   17-(18)-18 g 
[1: C. n. natalensis; 2: C. n. matengorum; 3: C. n. vigilax; 4: C. n. holubi]. Both sexes told 
from other cisticolas by their powerful, deep-based bills with a strongly curved culmen (black in , 
yellow or pinkish in ). Br. adult has a disproportionately short tail, bulky body, short neck and 
strong bill. Br.  is dark grey-brown; non-br.  and  are warmer and paler. Considerable size 
difference between the sexes:  is larger than any other local cisticola, but  is similar to others (but 
note 's streaked, buff or greyish, not rufous crown). Noisy and demonstrative in summer when  
performs song-flights and gives frog-like croaks from a prominent perch.

yellow 
wash

ad.  non-br. vigilax
Tzaneen, Lim

flies in bounding, 
butterfly-like flight with 
loose, jerky wingbeats, 

2-3 m up

in song-flight cruises in a 
wide circle or zigzag  

path, 10 m up
ad.  br. holubi
Hwange, Zim

dark 
band

crrRROOAAK

size difference 
between sexes

 

ad.  br. 
natalensis
Barberton, MP

ad.  br. 
natalensis
Ixopo, KZN

juv. 
matengorum

Beira, Moz

ad.  non-br. 
natalensis
St. Lucia, KZN

tail 20% 
longer in 

winter

very bold dark 
subterminal band

powerful, robust 
bill; all-black in br.  

gives frog-like croaks 
from fern, shrub or small 

tree, or in a song-flight

strong bill; base 
yellow or pink in 

 and non-br. 

massive and 
heavily built  
(  smaller)

very 
short 

tail

1

2
3

4 3

plumage 
rather dark, 
grey-brown

warmer/ 
brighter 
in winter

very 
short

longer

crown 
streaked; 

not rufous
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pale buff; streaked
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This widespread African species is the world's largest 
cisticola: obvious in the massive  but less so in the .

habitat Dense grassland with scattered bushes on 
sloping or flat ground, in moist locations (e.g. edges 
of dambos) or drier country (e.g. woodland clearings).

status Locally common. Mostly resident. Usually 
singly or in pairs. Fairly secretive when not breeding.

identification A very large and stocky cisticola, 
usually seen while giving its frog-like croaks from atop 
a low bush or in a short song-flight. Shape unique: 
bulky and heavy with a thick neck, ludicrously short 
tail (when br.) and strong, deep-based bill with a 
curved culmen (bill all-black in br. , yellow or pinkish 
with a darker culmen in non-br.  and ). Colour varies; 
even adjacent birds look slightly different as a result 
of moult and wear. In the br. season,  is rather dark 
grey-brown above, with darker streaks or mottling; 
 is paler, with more buffy streaks/mottling. Crown 

clearly streaked; colour as mantle, a little warmer or 
sandy buff (but not rufous). — Sexes:  is 30% bigger 
than  and in br. plumage, differs in its (often) dark 
lores, all-black bill and black mouth interior. — Juv: 
Underparts washed sulphur-yellow. — Var: Non-br. 
birds are brighter and warmer: upperparts rufous-buff 
with neater black streaks; underparts pale buff; tail 
20% (12-13 mm) longer. Varies locally in shape and 
plumage. Races differ slightly in colour and streaking.

confusion risks  is (on average) heavier and larger 
than any other local cisticola, but smaller  is similar in 
size to other species. In both sexes, note the heavy, 
powerful bill and grey-brown or buff (not rufous 
crown). Br. birds have very short tails, but longer-tailed 
non-br. birds could be confused with e.g. Rattling 
(p. 234): that species has a rufous-brown crown, longer 
tail and proportionately longer but weaker bill. 

behaviour Noisy, conspicuous and aggressive in  
the br. season but easily overlooked at other times, or 
when feeding on the ground. In song-flight  circles 
2-10 m above its territory with loose, jerky wingbeats, 
singing loudly; then plunges down into vegetation.

biology Food insects. Lays 3-4 variable eggs in a 
rounded grass nest placed low down in dense grass. 

voice Repertoire includes a great variety of simple, 
frog-like croaking and clicking sounds. During song-
flight gives fast short croaks (every 1.5-2 s), often 
preceded by soft 'tongue-clicks' e.g. k-k, CROAK. 
Alternatively gives a faster (2-3/s) cru-cru-cru... or pli-
pli-pli... Perched birds give a 1 s, long, rising croak, 
crrRROOAAK, every 2-3 s; or a rising buzz followed by a 
shorter croak, dzzeeEE-crok or cheeee-FRO (1/s). 

• large size (but  is noticeably smaller)
• heavy bill (black, yellow or 2-toned)
• disproportionately short tail when br.
• crown buffy or greyish (not rufous)
• vocal: various frog-like croaking calls

Croaking Cisticola
Cisticola natalensis (Groottinktinkie)
ALT NAME(S): Striped Cisticola, Great Grass Warbler

Changes in appearance of cisticolas due to wear 
and bleaching of feathers; fresh (left), worn (right).

blackish centres 
of feathers form 
neat dark streaks 

down mantle when 
lined up

crisp pale 
edges (white, 
grey or buff)

pale edges 
can be worn 

off completely

solar bleaching 
reduces contrast 

(then mottled, not  
streaked, or even 

uniform)

edges 
abraded

down to 
about 
this level 
obscured 
by feather 
above

Tinkling fresh Tinkling worn

Lazy fresh Lazy worn

at a glance, 
could look 
plain

plain

subtly 
mottled

distinctly 
marked

Seasonal variation in cisticolas
Seasonal plumage variation is relatively subtle in 
most cisticolas; however, in such a similar family, even 
small changes in appearance can be important from 
an identification perspective. The timing and extent 
of moult is apparently variable. Many birds undergo 
a partial or complete pre-br. moult (Sep-Nov) and/or 
a post-br. moult (Mar-Jun). In fresh winter plumage, 
species with streaked upperparts tend to look brighter 
with sharp, dark, linear markings on their mantles and 
crowns and richer buffy yellow or golden tones (and 
longer tails). Breeding birds tend to look darker and 
greyer with less neat, more dishevelled and mottled 
(not streaked) upperparts and plainer crowns. Some 
species look plainer when fresh but mottled when 
worn (because the dark feather centres become more 
pronounced as the pale edges wear off; see below).
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WETLAND CISTICOLAS: Vocal and usually conspicuous long-tailed cisticolas that are a common sight 
in virtually all grassy waterside habitats. Levaillant's occurs in tangled grass, sedges or rushes and at the 
edges of reedbeds. Rufous-winged replaces Levaillant's in lowland wetlands, floodplains and sugar cane.

Levaillant's Cisticola
Cisticola tinniens (Vleitinktinkie)
L: 12-15 cm   M: 10-(11)-19 g
[1: C. t. elegans; 2: C. t. tin
niens; 3: C. t. shiwae]. Com-
mon and conspicuous wetland 
bird identified by combination 
of blackish mantle, rufous cap 
and rufous panel on closed 
wing. Perches conspicuously on 
low vantage points and makes 
presence known by loud voice.

Rufous-winged Cisticola
Cisticola galactotes (Swartrugtinktinkie)
L: 11-14 cm   M: 10-(13)-15 g
[1: C. g. galactotes; C. g. iso
dactylus]. Bold, colourful wet-
land inhabitant easily spotted 
when perched on bushes, reeds 
or wires or in low song-flight. 
Overall impression much as 
Levaillant's, but differs in voice 
and subtly in plumage; limited 
range/habitat overlap.

juv.
isodactylus
Xai-Xai, Moz

grey 
tail

ad. br.
galactotes

Durban, KZN

floppy, circular 
song-flight, 5-15 

m upflicks tail up 
& down

dive
some 

have grey 
pectoral 
patches

plain 
grey 
rump

rufous 
patch

adult br. 
isodactylus

Beira, Moz

pale 
yellow
below

often looks 
very dark 

above

very pale 
underparts

some have 
black lores

orange-
rufous  
panel

ad. non-br. 
galactotes
Mtunzini, KZN

tail a little 
browner in 
winter

grey edges 
on mantle

pale rufous 
to orange

greyish; 
usually 
plain

unstreaked 
grey rump

pale buff

short but 
distinct 
creamy  
eyebrow

juv. 
elegans
George, WC

ad. br. 
tinniens

Pretoria, GP

ad. br. 
tinniens

Springs, GP

ad. non-br. 
tinniens
Maseru, Les

dark, rich 
rufous

rufous; 
often 

streaky

grey-brown 
and black 
mantle

reddish 
brown

reddish 
brown 
tail

streaky, 
buff 
rump

bright 
rufous 
patch

pale
below

lores pale 
or dusky 

bright rufous panel

grey- 
buff

long, 
obvious 
eyebrow

often streaked

1

2

1

2

3

grey tail
reddish 
brown 
tail

 NE
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One of several recently split marsh cisticolas previously 
lumped as a single, wide-ranging African species.

habitat Open to lightly wooded grassland, mostly 
around subtropical wetlands, pans, estuaries, flood -
plains, irrigation channels, etc. Also sugar cane fields.

status Common resident. Singly or in pairs. 
identification Replaces Levaillant's in lowland 

wetlands along E Coast; similar in habits, appearance 
and jizz: medium-small with a fairly long tail and 
colourful, contrasting plumage. Usually seen perched 
in the open on a tall grass tuft, reed, bush or wire. 
Mantle feathers black with grey (br.) or buff (non-br.) 
edges. Crown plain, pale rufous or orange-buff; hind-
crown and nape grey. Shows a distinct but usually 
short creamy eyebrow. Some br. birds show a black 
loral spot. Tail and rump grey in br. plumage; slightly 
browner in winter. Underparts white (scientific name 
galactotes means 'milky white'). — Sexes: Similar. — 
Juv: Washed yellow below. — Var: Race isodactylus 
(N of Maputo) has a greyer neck and mantle (even in 
winter), a plainer head and less rufous wing coverts.

confusion risks Range overlaps marginally with 
Levaillant's, from about Richards Bay to E Cape. 
Distinguished by voice, plus Rufous-winged's greyish 
(not rufous) nape, paler orange crown and wing panel, 
unstreaked grey rump, shorter eyebrow, (often) black 
loral spot, more orange on edges of greater wing 
coverts (variable) and greyer (less rufous) tail.

behaviour Perches on open vantage points or 
clings to vertical stems. Very vocal, giving sharp, sim-
ple calls with mouth wide open to expose black palate 
(like other br.  cisticolas). Performs occasional song-
flights: flies in a floppy, circular path, 5-15 m above 
territory, with tail flicking up and down while singing 
loudly, then dives down to the same or a new perch. 
Forages inconspicuously in low vegetation. 

biology Food insects. Lays 2-4 dark, terracotta-
coloured eggs in an oval grass nest in low vegetation. 

voice Noisy; utters a wide variety of piping sounds. 
However, all are rather short and simple, and not 
particularly arresting or distinctive. A common call 
(often given in song-flight) is a repeated sharp, 
explosive note, with a slight emphasis at the end, 
given in an accelerating series (speed increases from 
2/s-4/s): djiiT, djiiT, djiiT... or more raspy zreeP, zreeP, 
zreeP... A sweet, upslurred whistle is often heard: who-
weep? or tsuwee? Also gives a dry rattle like a machine 
gun, quick raspy buzzes and weak moaning bleats. 
Alternative name, Winding Cisticola, is after the long, 
dry trilling call given by birds elsewhere in Africa.

A common, conspicuous, noisy cisticola and one of the 
most frequently encountered birds in wetland habitats.

habitat Vleis, dams and streams with moist, weedy 
vegetation, sedges or rank grass. Forages at edges of 
reedbeds but seldom inside. Rarely, does occur in drier 
habitats away from water e.g. irrigated fields.

status Very common resident. Singly or in pairs.
identification An attractive, attention-grabbing 

wetland bird that often provides good views and 
is relatively easy to identify (as far as cisticolas go). 
First impression is of a medium-small but long-
tailed cisticola with blackish upperparts (with grey 
or buff feather edges), whitish or buff underparts 
and a contrasting bright rufous cap and wing panel. 
Also note pale lores, distinct pale eyebrow clearly 
extending behind eye, rufous crown and hind-neck 
(lightly streaked, especially in winter) and often dusky 
streaks on flanks and breast sides. Olive-buff rump 
streaked blackish. Tail reddish year-round. — Sexes: 
Alike. — Juv: Duller; less red on crown, browner above, 
whitish or with a slight yellow cast below; bill-base 
yellow. — Var: SW elegans has a streaked crown and 
is often more heavily streaked on flanks. N shiwae is 
browner above with a buff eyebrow and underparts.

confusion risks Normally the only long-tailed 
cisticola found in wetland habitats in most of SA, but 
in transitional habitats may occur alongside Rattling, 
Wailing, Grey-backed and others. However, none have 
Levaillant's combination of contrasting rufous, black 
and white. More like Rufous-winged, which overlaps 
marginally (see that species). Cape Grassbird (p. 200) is 
much larger with a longer tail and black malar stripes.

behaviour Confident yet wary; quick to respond 
to intruders by landing on a bush or fence and cease-
lessly uttering penetrating alarm calls and neuroti-
cally flicking its tail and wings. Flits about low over the 
marsh plants, creeps into tangles, or forages on the 
ground. Song is given from a perch or in low, short-
distance song-flights, 2-3 m above the vegetation.

biology Food insects. Lays 2-5 mottled, white to 
blue eggs in an oval grass nest. Br. peaks earlier in SW. 

voice Major contributor of background sounds 
in wetlands. Short, musical song is a sweet, lively 
phrase: starts with 1-3 notes, then a stuttered, rolling 
trill quickly falling and rising; whole phrase lasts c. 1 s. 
One typical rendition is cheap, chirri-roo'roo-ree or 
drink, coffee-or-drink-tea. Most common call consists 
of repeated short, lilting notes, whi'ip, whi'ip, whi'ip... 
Persistent alarm call is a repeated dzing, dzing, dzing... 
or dzeep, dzeep, dzeep... with a buzzy, scolding tone.

• mantle streaked grey/brown and black
• bright rufous crown and wing panel
• olive-buff rump, streaked black
• common and widespread in wetlands
• mostly in interior of SA and Zimbabwe

• mantle streaked black and grey
• orange to rufous crown and wing panel
• plain grey rump and tail in br. plumage
• habitat lowland and coastal wetlands
• range Mozambique, Lowveld and KZN

Rufous-winged Cisticola
Cisticola galactotes (Swartrugtinktinkie)
ALT NAME(S): 'Black-backed Cisticola' (split), Winding Cisticola

Levaillant's Cisticola
Cisticola tinniens (Vleitinktinkie)
ALT NAME(S): Tinkling Cisticola
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OKAVANGO WETLAND CISTICOLAS: Wetland cisticolas with very similar distribution ranges. In our 
region, largely restricted to the Okavango Delta and Caprivi Strip. Luapula breeds in grass and reeds over 
shallow water but also occurs on dry floodplains. Chirping prefers tall reeds or papyrus, over deep water.

Luapula Cisticola
Cisticola luapula (Luapulatinktinkie)
L: 12-14 cm  c. M: 10-(13)-15 g
[C. l. stagnans]. Recently split 
from 'Black-backed' complex;  
plumage, voice and biology 
not yet fully studied. Forages 
quietly on the ground or in low 
marsh plants, but conspicuous 
and tame when singing from a 
tall grass stalk or reed. Range 
overlaps only with Chirping.

Chirping Cisticola
Cisticola pipiens (Piepende Tinktinkie)
L: 14-15 cm   M: 12-(14)-15 g
[C. p. arundicola]. Along with 
Luapula, a special of the Oka-
vango Delta, Caprivi Strip and 
extreme NW Zimbabwe. Fairly 
secretive in tangles of tall reeds 
and papyrus stems, so best seen 
when singing or while perform-
ing its low song-flights.
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• mantle streaked black and grey-brown
• dull rusty brown crown and wing panel
• unstreaked brown rump and brown tail
• habitat papyrus and reeds over water
• range restricted to Okavango Delta area

• mantle streaked black and grey
• orange to rufous crown and wing panel
• plain grey rump and tail in br. plumage
• habitat floodplains, waterside vegetation
• range restricted to Okavango Delta area

Luapula Cisticola
Cisticola luapula (Luapulatinktinkie)
ALT NAME(S): 'Black-backed Cisticola' (split)

Chirping Cisticola
Cisticola pipiens (Piepende Tinktinkie)
ALT NAME(S): None

This cisticola is 1 of 6 birds that are restricted, within 
Southern Africa, to the Okavango, Linyati, Chobe and 
Zambezi river systems (the others being Greater Swamp 
Warbler (p. 188), Luapula Cisticola, Hartlaub's Babbler, 
Swamp Boubou and Brown Firefinch).

habitat Found in tall emergent vegetation such as 
papyrus, reeds and tall grass, growing in permanent, 
often deep water in swamps and along large rivers. 

status A common but localised resident; easily 
overlooked. Singly, in pairs or in small family parties.

identification A secretive and localised wetland 
cisticola normally located (and identified) by its 
loud voice. Tail looks rather long, broad and heavy 
(although only c. 3 mm longer than Luapula's) with 
a typical cisticola fan-shape and terminal pattern 
formed by a dark band and white (or pale buff) tips. 
Overall, warmer and browner than other wetland 
cisticolas, but with less contrasting patterns and 
colours. Thus, note dull rusty brown wing panel, dark 
reddish brown crown, brown mantle and warm buff 
underparts. Rump unstreaked greyish brown. Tail 
brown (not grey). — Juv: Crown streaked darker; base 
and edges of tail reddish; face white, grading into 
creamy throat and buff underparts. — Var: Non-br. 
birds in fresh plumage are similarly dull, with broad, 
buffy brown streaking on the mantle.

confusion risks Small range and specific habitat 
limit confusion candidates to Luapula (which see). 
Occurs alongside Greater Swamp Warbler (p. 188), but 
told by streaked mantle, rufous crown and tail pattern.

behaviour Forages unobtrusively in dense tangles, 
moving rapidly through thickets of reed and papyrus 
stems. Often secretive and difficult to see properly; 
best strategy is often to take a slow and stealthy 
makoro cruise. Sings from tops of reeds in br. season 
and sunbathes on open perches in the morning. In 
song-flight,  flies in a slow, zigzag flight, low over the 
reeds, with fanned tail swinging from side-to-side. 

biology Food insects. Lays 2-4 buff eggs, profusely 
mottled with darker brown, in a well-hidden oval nest, 
including living grass blades, <1 m above the water.

voice Loud and diagnostic song is uttered during 
a song-flight or from a perch (while flicking wings 
and tail). Typical song phrases start with single chip 
note followed by a slight pause, then 2 rapid chip 
notes running into drawn-out rasp: chip, chip-chip 
cheezzzzze. Variations include a harder chrit, chrit 
chrirrrrr or a higher version ending in a fuller, rolling 
croak: plip, plip-PUrrrr (like Rattling Cisticola, p. 234). 
Also gives a high, plaintive ch'wee, ch'wee, ch'wee.

Together with Rufous-winged Cisticola this species was 
formerly lumped under the name Black-backed Cisticola,  
C. galactotes. New evidence suggests the wider wetland 
cisticola complex probably includes at least 5 distinct, 
geographically isolated species that occur across Africa.

habitat Breeds in temporarily flooded, usually <1 m 
high grassland over shallow water (<0.5 m deep) e.g. 
around margins of pans, on floodplains, along edges 
of swamps, on gently sloping riverbanks or on low 
islands. Rarely in papyrus, but frequent in reedbeds 
and sedges at the water's edge. Also frequents tall, 
coarse grassland over drier ground in winter.

status Locally common resident; in the br. season 
occurs in densities of c. 1 pair/2 ha. Singly, in pairs or in 
small parties. May move short distances in response to 
seasonal flooding, fires and grazing intensity.

identification Common and conspicuous within 
its restricted range; often seen perched openly on 
distant grass stalks when scanning over floodplains 
in northern game parks. Quite colourful: orange-
rufous crown and wing panel, black and grey streaky 
mantle and pale underparts. — Sexes: Similar. — Juv: 
Pale yellow below. — Var: Non-br. birds are pale buff 
below, with diffusely streaked crowns, buff and black 
streaked mantles and reddish brown tails.

confusion risks Range does not overlap with 
Levaillant's or Rufous-winged. However, does occur 
in close proximity to similar Chirping (but typically 
in shorter, more open vegetation). Care is required to 
separate these 2 species, particularly with duller (and 
often silent) winter birds. Luapula is a touch smaller 
with a shorter, narrower tail (tail greyer, at least in br. 
season), heavier black streaking on the mantle, paler 
grey or whitish underparts, a brighter orange-rufous 
crown and wing panel, and a different song.

behaviour Fairly conspicuous, frequently perching 
in exposed positions on isolated taller grass clumps 
or bushes, or chasing mates and rivals about at high 
speed, about 2 m above the vegetation. However, 
could be overlooked when foraging on the ground 
or in low grass cover. During song-flight,  sings 
continuously with its tail fanned, in circling, dipping 
flight. Often confiding and approachable. 

biology Food insects. Lays 2-3 pinkish, speckled 
eggs in an oval nest constructed of dead grass blades  
and placed <0.5 m above the ground or shallow water.

voice Song and calls are simple and repetitive. Sings 
from a perch or in flight: gives a repeated ti-DIK or 
kir-RIT often followed by a fast stream of clicking tik or 
zrt notes zrt't't't't. Also a prinia-like twick-twick-twick...
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BUBBLING CISTICOLAS: Closely related cisticolas with similar songs: a bubbling trill followed by  
several sharp whistles. Grey-backed is found in fynbos, strandveld and Karoo scrub, mostly in lowlands 
and on plains. Wailing occurs on grassy slopes with rocks and shrubs in uplands, mountains or hills.

Grey-backed Cisticola
Cisticola subruficapilla (Grysrugtinktinkie)
L: 12-13 cm  M: 8-(11)-15 g
[1: C. s. newtoni; 2: C. s. wind
hoekensis; 3: C. s. karasen
sis; 4: C. s. namaqua; 5: C. s. 
subruficapilla; 6: C. s. euroa; 
7: C. s. jamesi]. A common, 
noisy, tame LBJ of low scrub in 
the arid W. Calls from a bush or 
hops on the ground. Small and 
slim. Active, quick and jittery. 

Wailing Cisticola
Cisticola lais (Huiltinktinkie)
L: 13-14 cm   M: 11-(14)-17 g
[1: C. l. maculatus; 2: C. l. 
lais; 3: C. l. monticola; 4: C. l. 
mashona; 5: C. l. oreobates]. 
A fairly noisy and conspicuous 
LBJ in its specific habitat (open, 
grassy slopes), where it is often 
the only long-tailed cisticola. 
Medium in size and moderate 
in build. Plumage variable; best 
identified by voice and habitat.
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This species' name is derived from its mournful whistles. 
habitat Occurs on moist, treeless, grassy slopes 

of hills and mountains. Likes areas with tall grass, 
scattered rocks and some bushes. Avoids flat plains.

status Common resident. Usually in pairs.
identification The loud, ringing, 'wailing' whistles 

of this nondescript cisticola are often heard when 
hiking in mountainous landscapes. The singer is 
usually easy to spot on a bush, boulder or tall grass 
tuft. A medium-sized cisticola, moderate in build. 
Above grey-brown with fairly distinct dark streaking 
(or mottling). Mantle contrasts with rufous wing panel, 
rusty brown tail and rufous crown (which can be plain 
or streaked). Washed warm buff below (whiter in N).  
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Washed sulphur-yellow below. 
— Var: Non-br. plumage is similar, but with a 10-12% 
longer tail and slightly warmer and more clearly 
streaked upperparts. Colour of mantle, crown and 
underparts, and amount of streaking vary regionally. 

confusion risks Most often confused with Lazy 
(p. 236); Wailing prefers more open, treeless slopes 
and shows much more distinct streaking above and 
has a shorter tail that is not usually held raised. Smaller 
race maculatus occurs near (but usually not with) 
Grey-backed in S Cape and both can show thin breast 
streaks; note Wailing's marginally stronger bill, warmer 
buff (not grey-white) underparts, warmer grey-brown 
mantle with more contrasting streaks, brighter rufous 
crown/wing, paler wing quills and smaller and less 
bold tail spots; best identified by habitat and voice 
(song slightly higher/faster in Wailing). Likewise, best 
distinguished from Rattling (p. 234) and Levaillant's 
(p. 228) by voice and preference for grassy slopes.

behaviour  sings from exposed perches, during 
a low song-flight, or in 'dancing' flight over . Rather 
secretive unless singing, foraging low down in dense 
cover and scurrying mouse-like among rocks.

biology Food insects. Lays 3-4 variable eggs in an 
oval grass nest in low shrubbery or dense grass. 

voice A noisy species; its piercing calls carry well in 
chill mountain air. Basic song confirms ties with Grey-
backed (and Tinkling): a bubbly, rattling trill of 0.3-1 s  
followed by 4-6 (rarely 3-10) high, sharp whistles; often 
preceded by soft stuttering or 'throat clearing' e.g. 
p'p'p, prrRRRRrree, twee, twee, twee. Many variations: 
trills and whistles given alone; single, long, trailing  
whistles, hwEEee (like E Long-billed Lark, p. 80); long, 
inflected cries, p'p-prrEEo; sweet disyllabic whistles, 
tu-WEE; and pure melodic phrases e.g. tink, tink, pip-
PWEE. Alarm call is a sneering, rasping jeer, like Lazy.

This relatively distinctive near-endemic is often the only 
cisticola species in dry scrub in the S and W of the region.

habitat Semi-arid scrub-dominated habitats on flat 
or sloping ground: fynbos, strandveld, renosterveld, 
estuarine plains, Karoo shrublands, semi-desert plains, 
bushy grassland, regrowth, edges of alien thickets.

status Common to very common resident or local 
nomad; isolated N population uncommon. Singly or in 
pairs. Near-endemic to Cape, Karoo and Namibia.

identification A frequently encountered, noisy and 
often very confiding little bird of scrubby habitats. 
Likely to be seen calling from a bush, flitting weakly 
to the nearest shrub when flushed, hopping about on 
the ground or in short song-flight. Range and habitat 
help to narrow down the identification options. Small, 
slim and delicate with a weak bill. Plumage variable, 
but often shows grey or buffy grey underparts and a 
grey mantle, that contrast with the dull rufous-brown 
crown, wing panel and tail. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Eyes 
dark grey, bill yellow, legs paler and may show a faint 
yellow wash below. — Var: Lacks distinctly different 
non-br. plumage; tail not notably longer in winter.  
SW nominate has thin blackish streaks on the breast 
and sides. E races are buffy (less grey) below. Isolated 
Namibian newtoni and windhoekensis are browner 
above (may represent a different species).

confusion risks Streaked breast of SW birds is 
helpful, but compare maculatus race Wailing and 
textrix race of Cloud (p. 220) as well as Karoo Prinia 
(p. 242). Duller than wetland-loving Levaillant's (p. 228) 
with a duller brown (not bright rufous) crown, paler 
mantle and greyer underparts. Larger than Neddicky 
(p. 224) with a longer, patterned tail and streaky 
mantle. Namibian birds are smaller than Rattling. 

behaviour  sings from 1 m high bushes or during 
short song-flights: rises c. 10 m and descends steeply 
in a series of jerky steps. Performs 'dancing' flights over 
 while flicking tail. Spends much time on the ground. 

Movements fast, neurotic and twitchy. Often raises 
and fans the tail. Often very tame and approachable.

biology Food insects. Lays 3-4 spotted eggs. Oval  
grass nest is well-hidden, even in very low scrub.

voice Vocal year-round and positively noisy in the 
br. season. Repertoire is extensive, and includes many 
piping whistles, short trills, conversational chattering 
sounds, 'throat clearing' and scolding notes. Main 
song is a sweet, bubbling trill (c. 0.4 s) often followed 
by several high, sharp whistles: prrRRRreep, fee, fee, fee, 
fee (like Wailing). Alarm call is a raspy tzee or tz-zeet, 
rapidly repeated. Also a fast, prinia-like tee-tee-tee.

• small, slim and dainty with a weak bill
• in S, grey (not brown) above & below
• SW birds have thin breast streaking
• habitat dry scrub, fynbos, strandveld
• noisy: bubbling and whistling calls

• above streaked black on grey-brown
• fairly bright rufous head, wing and tail
• most birds washed warm buff below
• habitat moist, grassy mountain slopes
• vocal: bubbling and wailing calls

Wailing Cisticola
Cisticola lais (Huiltinktinkie)
ALT NAME(S): 'Lynes's Cisticola, C. distinctus' (E Africa; split)

Grey-backed Cisticola
Cisticola subruficapilla (Grysrugtinktinkie)
ALT NAME(S): Red-headed Cisticola, C. ruficapillus
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SAVANNA CISTICOLAS: Long-tailed cisticolas of bushveld and savanna. Rather scarce and localised 
Tinkling occurs in broad-leaved woodland on sandy soils or in transitional habitats e.g. border of open 
woodland and scrubby grassland. Large Rattling is very common in bushveld, thornveld and savanna.

Tinkling Cisticola
Cisticola rufilatus (Rooitinktinkie)
L: 12-14 cm     M: 8-(11)-15 g
[1: C. r. rufilatus; 2: C. r. ve
nustula; 3: C. r. vicinior]. A 
slim delicate cisticola with a 
long, thin tail and thin, slightly 
curved bill. Easily over looked, 
but once spotted identifiable 
by its bright orange or rufous 
crown and tail, plus white eye-
brow. Listen for soft, bell-like 
tinkling call.

Rattling Cisticola
Cisticola chiniana (Bosveldtinktinkie)
L: 14-16 cm   M: 11-(18)-21 g
[1: C. c. frater; 2: C. c. smith
er  si; 3: C. c. procerus; 4: C. c. 
chiniana; 5: C. c. cam pestris]. 
The 'standard' Bushveld cisti-
cola, and one of the most com-
mon birds in savanna habitats. 
Large and robust, with a strong, 
decurved bill. Nondescript drab 
grey-brown in appearance, but  
voice is unmistakable.
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• large and robust; strong curved bill
• dull grey-brown; lacks field marks
• streaked above; crown rufous-brown
• common in light woodland & savanna
• noisy, confident and demanding

• bright orange to rufous crown
• white eyebrow; red band through eye
• whitish to pale buff underparts
• long, thin orange to rufous tail
• slim, delicate, quiet woodland resident

Tinkling Cisticola
Cisticola rufilatus (Rooitinktinkie)
ALT NAME(S): Grey Cisticola, Cisticola rufilata

Rattling Cisticola
Cisticola chiniana (Bosveldtinktinkie)
ALT NAME(S): Bushveld Grass Warbler

The standard large cisticola of bushveld and savanna. 
habitat Essentially any lightly wooded habitat with 

grass, a bushy understorey and a few small to medium 
trees. Also grassland with bush encroachment.

status Very common resident. In pairs, but  is quiet 
and easily overlooked. Sometimes in small groups.

identification The most common and often the 
only species of large, long-tailed cisticola in bushveld 
and savanna; one the most numerous passerines in 
such habitats in general. Demands attention by its 
loud, easily recognisable '1-2-3-cheer' song. Rather 
paranoid and quick to sound the alarm from a bush 
or low tree with distinctive, scolding calls. Quiet birds 
are tricky to identify, lacking notable field marks, but 
shape quite distinctive: robust and fairly large, with 
a medium to longish tail. Bill is strong and clearly 
decurved, which (together with the angled eyebrow) 
gives it an angry expression. Streaked or mottled 
on grey-brown mantle, with a relatively dull rufous-
brown crown, tail and wing panel. Face greyish and 
fairly plain; lores pale. Bill-base pinkish. — Sexes:  is 
25% heavier than . — Juv: Whitish or yellowish below; 
eye-ring and bill-base bright yellow. — Var: Similar 
in non-br. plumage, but warmer and brighter with 
a longer tail. Colour and streaking varies regionally. 
NW frater is paler and greyer. Dark NE procerus lacks 
distinctive streaking or mottling above.

confusion risks Habitat, confiding behaviour and 
voice limit risks. Less colourful than Rufous-winged 
and Levaillant's (p. 228). Smaller than Croaking (p. 226) 
with a weaker bill and longer tail. See also Tinkling.

behaviour Forages unobtrusively on the ground or 
in low, thick grass, but flies to the treetops if flushed. 
Calls and sings from a conspicuous vantage point, 
while jumping up and down and flicking the tail. 

biology Food insects, small invertebrates (incl. 
snails) and some nectar. Lays 3-4 variable eggs in an 
oval grass nest hidden 5-50 cm above the ground.

voice Song of  is a classic sound of Bushveld 
summers. Easy to recognise despite endless variation 
(even in the same area); listen for diagnostic structure 
rather than actual notes. Each phrase starts with 1-4 
identical notes, sometimes accelerating slightly, and 
ends in a rattle, trill or other motif i.e. 1-2-3-cheer! 
The simplest version is chew, chew, chew, CHIRRR. The 
final rattle can be bubbly e.g. few, few, few, toi'toi'toi; or 
have an upward inflection e.g. pot, pot, pot, pourRRII; 
or have a double trill e.g. chi, chi, chi, CHRRR-CHRRR. If 
alarmed gives a piercing, irritated, harsh chair! chair! 
chair! (sometimes incorporated into song too).

Increased familiarity with the habitat preferences, voice 
and behaviour of this easily overlooked bird has led to its 
discovery in several new locations in the last few years.

habitat Distribution centred on the Kalahari sand-
veld. Breeds in semi-arid scrubby savanna, especially in 
transitional habitats with a mix of tall grass, scattered 
trees and scrub. In moister landscapes, at edges of 
miombo/teak woodland. In N SA, often in open Faurea 
saligna/Burkea africana woodland on sandy soils.

status On the whole uncommon but very easily 
overlooked; can occur in fairly high densities locally. 
Singly, in pairs or in family parties. Resident.

identification An attractive but elusive woodland 
bird; much quieter and less demonstrative than other 
cisticolas. Not shy but unobtrusive; best located by 
its piping whistles and tinkling, bell-like calls. Slim 
and delicate in build with a thin, slightly decurved bill 
(dark, or with a pale grey base). Note long, thin, bright 
orange to rufous tail with bold spots at tips. The best 
field mark is the bold white or creamy eyebrow, con-
trasting strongly with the bright rufous crown and a 
dark rufous band through the eye (which extends to 
the lores when breeding). Streaked rufous and grey 
above (paler with redder streaks in winter; see p. 227). 
Pale below; typically whitish grey with a slight orange-
buff wash on the flanks, and sometimes a few short 
red streaks on the breast sides. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: 
Like dull non-br. adult. — Var: E vicinior is browner (less 
grey) above with a plainer rufous crown and richer tail.

confusion risks Related to Wailing and Grey-
backed but range and habitat prevent confusion. 
Overlaps with Rattling (but seldom in exactly the 
same habitat); Tinkling has a bolder whitish eyebrow 
offset by a darker band through the eye, brighter 
rufous colour, paler underparts, (usually) darker bill, 
longer thinner tail, slimmer shape and different voice.

behaviour Keeps to cover, but at other times very 
tame e.g. while singing from a bush or mid- to upper 
levels of canopy. Forages at all levels of vegetation and 
on the ground. Snaps bill and wings when alarmed.

biology Food insects. Lays 2-4 variably marked 
eggs in an oval grass nest close to the ground.

voice Song is a series of 4-12 (usually 9-10) sharp, 
carrying whistles, at a speed of 2-3/s or up to 5/s, 
e.g. tweee, tweee, tweee... Quite like Golden-breasted 
Bunting or Cape Penduline Tit (p. 264). May be 
accompanied by the soft (but diagnostic) tinkling call: 
a long, thin, twittering trill, like the tinkling of a tiny 
(and frantically shaken) bell, rising slightly and often 
preceded by a few rapid clicks: tk-tk-tk, trrrrrRRRRRRr.
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PLAIN-BACKED CISTICOLAS: Nondescript cisticolas arbitrarily grouped here based on their plain (or 
at most faintly mottled) upperparts. Lazy mostly on rocky, wooded slopes (also forest edges and moist 
shrubbery). Red-faced occurs in moist subtropical thickets, mostly near water, e.g. riverine bush, reeds.

Lazy Cisticola
Cisticola aberrans (Luitinktinkie)
L: 13-15 cm     M: 9-(14)-19 g
[1: C. a. minor; 2: C. a. aber
rans; 3: C. a. nyika]. Rather 
dull and featureless except for 
redder crown. SA birds lack dark 
tail spots. Often in noisy parties 
on rocky slopes or in forest-
edge scrub. Tail long, narrow 
and often frayed; frequently 
cocked high like a prinia's.

Red-faced Cisticola
Cisticola erythrops (Rooiwangtinktinkie)
L: 13-15 cm   M: 11-(15)-18 g
[1: C. e. elusus; 2: C. e. nyasa]. 
Medium-sized, plain cisticola of  
riverine tangles; betrayed by 
its loud voice. Tracking down 
the caller will reveal a uniform 
greyish brown to rufous bird 
with a slightly decurved bill and 
rufous face/crown. Usually shy, 
but can be inquisitive.

contrasting  
rufous crown  

best field mark

juv. aberrans
Nelspruit, MP

ad. non-br.  
aberrans
Vaalwater, Lim

indistinct 
pattern on  
tail tips (but 
bolder in N 
nyika race)

ad. br. minor
Pietermaritzburg, 
KZN

  almost 
plain

typical habitat

carries tail higher 
than other cisticolas; 

often frayed, worn 
and pointed

plain, 
long, 
narrow

ad. br. minor
Morgan's Bay, EC

no rufous

grey-buff

listen for 
insistent 

moaning

juv. elusus
Pafuri, Lim

adult 
non-br. elusus
Bela Vista, Moz

ad. br. 
nyasa
Kariba, Zim

ad. br. elusus
Durban, KZN

no rufous

loud, ringing 
whistles; first 

ascending then 
descending

flicks wings & tail 
when singing

rich rufous-
buff wash

pale

indistinct 
eyebrow

brown 
wings

singing 
from 

riverine 
Croton 

bush

rufous 
face

brown  
wings do  
not contrast 
with mantle

brownbold

faint 
yellow 
wash

skulks in subtropical 
riverine vegetation 
and other thickets

tail often held 
vertically up 
especially 
when calling 
or alarmed

likes rocky, 
wooded slopes

1
2

2

3

1

plain
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The presence of this retiring but vociferous subtropical 
cisticola is betrayed by its loud, penetrating whistles.

habitat Breeds in dense, moist vegetation e.g. tall, 
coarse grass, edges of reedbeds, leafy understorey of 
riverine woodland, etc. Usually near water, but also on 
drier ground in e.g. luxuriant cultivation or rank weeds.

status Fairly common to common resident. Singly, 
in pairs or in small family parties after breeding.

identification More often heard than seen but 
fortunately voice is unmistakable (and remarkably 
powerful at close range). A brief glimpse between the 
reeds or leaves suggests a rather featureless rufous 
to greyish buff bird with a plain face and slightly 
decurved bill. Tail of medium length with pronounced  
dark subterminal spots and greyish, orange-buff or 
whitish tips. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Has a yellow wash 
on its breast, yellow bill-base and whiter underwing. 
— Var: Non-br. adult is richer above and below, with 
a slightly longer tail. In C Mozambique and Zambezi 
Valley, race nyasa is slightly duller and paler.

confusion risks Where their ranges overlap, often 
found in close proximity to Singing and sometimes 
hard to distinguish (if not calling). Red-faced is plainer, 
with an indistinct eyebrow, pale lores and more 
gradual transitions, lacking sharp contrasts between 
its brownish (not rich rufous) crown and brown (not 
greyish) mantle; lacks Singing's bright rufous wing 
panel. Much larger and with a more patterned tail 
than Neddicky and Short-winged (p. 224). Lacks sharp 
white eyebrow of Tawny-flanked Prinia (p. 246). Told 
from warblers (p. 160) by curved bill and tail pattern.

behaviour Skulks in dense cover from ground level 
to about 3 m. Shy but inquisitive: suddenly pops out 
a little distance away, or peeks from cover to inspect 
intruders. Very vocal; declares territory ownership by 
loud, piercing calls, given by both sexes.  also sings 
from a prominent perch or during a slow, butterfly-like 
song-flight while circling a few metres high.

biology Food insects. Lays 2-4 bluish, speckled 
eggs. Nest is covered in leaves stitched with grass 
strips or spider web to form a protective shell (p. 211).

voice Highly vocal; voice is loud and penetrating. 
Much variation, but typical phrases used in territorial 
advertisement consist of 5-15 ringing whistles, often 
rising then falling in pitch (but sometimes more 
evenly pitched). Phrases are often introduced by a 
few rapid 'tongue-clicks' e.g. tsk-tsk-tsk, up-up-up-
DOWN-DOWN-down-doown-dooown... Pair members 
are known to duet. Many similar calls are employed, 
including high plaintive whistles when alarmed.

The Lazy Cisticola apparently gets is name from the fact 
that it lacks a song-flight; but 'lazy' poorly describes its 
hyperactive mannerisms, loud voice and raised tail.

habitat Mostly on steep rocky slopes with a mix of 
rocks, boulders, tall grass, shrubs and trees; often on 
quite heavily wooded slopes (similar habitat to Striped 
Pipit, p. 122). Less common on treeless ridges with 
scattered shrubs, at forest edges, in secondary growth, 
in gardens and in streamside tangles in hilly terrain. 
Also glades and rock outcrops in miombo woodland.

status Fairly common in suitable habitat. Mostly 
resident. Seen singly, in pairs or in small family groups.

identification An odd, characterful cisticola, seen 
on wooded, rocky slopes where it runs or hops across 
and among rocks with its tail half-raised. At times slink-
ing and secretive, creeping mouse-like between grass 
tufts. Inquisitive and loudly scolds intruders with the 
tail cocked vertically. Rather drab and plain and lacks 
striking field marks, except for a rufous crown. Has 
the longest tail of local cisticolas (quite prinia-like); 
tail tip is virtually plain and often frayed and worn 
due to partly terrestrial lifestyle. Grey-brown mantle 
is almost plain (faintly mottled in non-br. plumage; 
see p. 227). — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Resembles adult.  
— Var: S minor is smaller and paler. C aberrans is darker 
above and has deeper grey-buff underparts. N nyika 
subspecies as a bolder tail pattern.

confusion risks Combination of plain plumage, 
habitat and behaviour excludes most cisticolas. Like N 
races of Neddicky (p. 224), but larger and longer-tailed, 
with a more distinct eyebrow; also differs in voice and 
habits. Compare also Tawny-flanked Prinia (p. 246).

behaviour Apparently lacks a song-flight (or 
an obvious song for that matter) but  calls from a 
prominent perch in the br. season. Can be tracked 
down by following its complaining calls (given year-
round by both sexes). Moves with tail partly raised and 
wings drooped; when alarmed cocks tail vertically and 
flicks wings. Often tame but also adept at disappearing 
behind rocks or into grassy cover if pursued.

biology Food insects. Lays 3-4 lightly speckled  
eggs in an oval grass nest placed near the ground. 

voice A noisy species with complex and regionally 
variable calls. Listen for distressed quality: heard most 
often is a drawn-out, moaning tweeee or more buzzy 
wheeeze. When roused, group calls together, mixing 
piercing moans with clicking sounds, sharp prinia-like 
piping (peet-peet-peet...) and various other buzzes, 
rattles and bubbling notes. Zimbabwean nyika gives a 
sharp pink-pink, and a repeated buzzing rasp, cheezzzz.

• plain or very faintly mottled above
• crown reddish; otherwise rather dull
• tail long, often worn and with faintly 
  marked or plain tips; often cocked
• on steep, rocky, wooded slopes

• very plain overall; bold tail pattern
• washed rufous, especially in winter
• rufous face; indistinct eyebrow
• plain, brown wings (no contrast)
• in moist thickets, usually near water

Red-faced Cisticola
Cisticola erythrops (Rooiwangtinktinkie)
ALT NAME(S): None

Lazy Cisticola
Cisticola aberrans (Luitinktinkie)
ALT NAME(S): 'Rock-loving Cisticola, C. emini' (E & W Africa; split) 
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RED-WINGED CISTICOLAS: Tropical species (in our region restricted to Mozambique and E Zimbabwe) 
with characteristic reddish wings, well-marked tail tips and pronounced seasonal variation. Both occur 
in lush, rank, low vegetation especially where tall grass and shrubs merge; less often in the lower canopy.

Singing Cisticola
Cisticola cantans (Singende Tinktinkie)
L: 12-14 cm  M: 9-(12)-15 g
[C. c. muenzneri]. Localised, 
colourful cisticola with a simple 
but distinctive voice (but does 
not quite live up to its name). 
Forages in low, tangled under-
growth but ascends to a bush 
or lower canopy to sing. Shape, 
size and general appearance 
closest to Red-faced.

Red-winged Warbler
Heliolais erythropterus (Rooivlerksanger)
L: 12-14 cm   M: 10-(12)-13 g
[H. e. rhodoptera]. A unique, 
prinia-like species often found 
in active, noisy groups in tall 
grass or woodland understorey. 
Forages low down but flits into 
trees if disturbed. Slim with a 
long, thin, spotted tail, red wing 
and oddly shaped, arched bill. 
Browner in winter.

rufous

despite name, 
song not very 

musical (but loud 
and penetrating)

distinct white 
eyebrow

rufous

grey

bright 
wing panel 
contrasts 
with grey 
upperparts

juv. 
Manica, Moz

ad. non-br.
Gorongosa, Moz

ad. br.
Nyanga, Zim

ad. br.
Vumba, Zim

singing 
from Pteridium 

bracken fern

juvenile 
Inhamitanga, Moz

ad. non-br.
Muanza, Moz

adult br.
Honde Valley, Zim

adult br.  
Gorongosa, Moz

white

heavy, 
arched 

bill

contrasting red wing

long, thin 
tail; strongly 
graduated

black-and-
white tips

silvery to 
dark grey

no distinctly 
paler eyebrow

pale yellow to 
deep orange

brown, 
greyish buff 

or rusty

juv. has darker eyes, yellow bill and 
reduced or absent tail spots

clings to stems; 
swivels tail about

long, 
thin

red

winter birds 
much duller and 

more uniform

faint 
yellow 

wash

brown 
face

simple calls emanating 
from dense vegetation 
reveal presence; less  
shy than Red-faced

bold

broad

dark

plain; 
browner

pale eye, 
grey face

legs pale yellowish

most often 
confused with 
Tawny-flanked 
Prinia (p. 246)
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• long, heavy, arched bill (unique)
• long, thin tail with bold spots 
• pale eye but no paler eyebrow
• striking reddish patch on wing
• range restricted to subtropical NE

• attractive, with contrasting colours
• rufous cap; plain grey or brown mantle
• distinct pale eyebrow; lores often dark
• rufous patch on wing feathers & coverts
• range restricted to extreme NE

Singing Cisticola
Cisticola cantans (Singende Tinktinkie)
ALT NAME(S): None

Red-winged Warbler
Heliolais erythropterus (Rooivlerksanger)
ALT NAME(S): Red-winged Prinia, Heliolais erythroptera

This unique warbler's scientific name can either mean 
'red-winged marsh-dweller' or 'red-winged sun bird'.

habitat Breeds in woodland with a grassy under-
storey and scattered bushes. Often common in fairly 
degraded areas, e.g. neglected cultivation, secondary 
regrowth, woodland regenerating after fires, etc. Also 
occurs in streamside tangles and along forest edges.

status Common but localised and easily over-
looked. Resident. In pairs or often in small groups.

identification A unique, prinia-like cisticolid in a 
monotypic genus, restricted to C Mozambique and 
E Zimbabwe (in addition to its extensive extralimital 
African range). Basic impression is of a slim, prinia-
sized bird with a long but thin, strongly graduated tail 
sporting bold black-and-white tips. Note bill shape: 
unusually long and heavy, broad-based, and with an 
arched culmen (quite unlike the weak bills of prinias or 
the decurved bills of cisticolas). Pronounced seasonal 
plumage variation: in br. plumage, crown and mantle 
pale silvery to dark grey, contrasting strongly with red 
wings. Throat white. Belly pale yellow to deep orange. 
Lacks a distinct paler eyebrow and dark eyestripe (but 
lores often darker); pale orange eye contrasts with 
plain grey face. Legs pale yellowish. — Sexes: Alike. 
— Juv: Between br. and non-br. adults, with a dark 
grey eye, yellow bill and reduced or absent tail spots. 
— Var: Non-br. birds have brown, greyish buff or rusty 
upperparts (but face often still grey).

confusion risks Quite often confused with Tawny-
flanked Prinia (p. 246), which is similar in size and 
shape; that species has a sharp pale eyebrow, dark 
eyestripe, darker eye, weaker bill and tawny or rufous 
(not reddish) wings. Overlaps with Singing Cisticola, 
but Red-winged is slimmer with a longer and thinner 
tail, stronger bill, redder wing, paler eye, no pale 
eyebrow, grey to brown cap and whiter breast.

behaviour Forages low down, mostly in tall grass 
at the base of leafy bushes or small trees. Often clings 
to upright stems, sometimes adopting athletic poses. 
Seems equally at home in trees, ascending to higher 
levels when disturbed or while singing. Raises, flicks 
and swivels long, thin tail about in prinia-fashion. 
Foraging birds remain in contact by regular calling.

biology Food insects. Lays 2-3 dull greenish eggs in 
an oval nest constructed of grass blades held together 
with spider web; nest is placed in a low shrub.

voice Song is a simple, prinia-like piping:  gives a 
rapid, high, strident tseeo-tseeo-tseeo... (3-4/s);  may 
answer with a faster, higher trill. Contact call is a thin 
seek-seek-seek. Alarm call is a high chattering rattle.

This cisticola is a more talented nest builder than singer.
habitat Breeds in lush, rank vegetation e.g. tall 

grass, ferns, creepers, brambles, forest edges, thickets 
in cultivation, savanna with a grassy understorey, etc.

status A locally common but highly restricted 
resident. Singly, in pairs or in small family parties.

identification Although widespread across Africa, 
this cisticola is restricted to E Zimbabwe and adjacent 
Mozambique in the Southern African region. Its 
name is misleading as it is not a very talented singer; 
still, usually located by its simple, penetrating calls. 
Bright br. birds are quite attractive with a rufous cap 
(extending down nape) contrasting strongly with a 
plain grey back. Also note strong whitish eyebrow, 
(often) black lores and bright rufous patch on folded 
wing formed by edges of flight feathers and coverts. 
Whitish below, with a variable grey to grey-buff wash 
on the breast and flanks. Medium-length tail is always 
clearly patterned. — Sexes: Black lores more distinct 
on br. . — Juv: Duller; may show a yellow wash 
below. — Var: Mainly in intensity of colours; some are 
confusingly drab. Non-br. birds are much duller, with 
browner upperparts (thus reducing contrast with 
rufous cap and wing), and a buffy brown wash below.

confusion risks Dullest birds are similar to Red-
faced but are usually separated by habitat preference 
(Red-faced mostly near water). In all plumages, Singing 
has a contrasting rufous wing panel and more striking 
whitish eyebrow. Typically also whiter below, and with 
black or dusky lores and a redder crown; voice differs. 
Larger than Tawny-flanked Prinia (p. 246), with a 
broader, heavier tail, rufous cap and whitish or greyish 
(not rich tawny) flanks. See also Red-winged Warbler.

behaviour Like other cisticolas, the key to finding 
this species is to track its calls: the  sings from a bush 
(or sometimes higher up in the lower canopy), with 
its mouth open to show the black palate and its tail 
jerking upwards. Forages unobtrusively lower down.

biology Food insects. Lays 2-4 spotted eggs in an 
oval grass nest encased in a few large, living leaves of 
a low shrub or sapling. Leaves are sewn into place by 
passing spider web 'thread' through small holes in the 
leaf and then tying a 'knot' in the 'thread' (p. 211).

voice Despite its promising name, its song is 
simple, halting and unimpressive. Immense variation, 
but most frequently heard are single, loud, explosive 
clip! notes. Another common variation is a disyllabic 
cli-chip (not unlike call of a wagtail taking flight). Pair 
members may perform a simple duet. Alarm call is a 
lower, rattling cherrr or harsh, piercing jeee-jeee-jeee.
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CISTICOLID WARBLERS
Family Cisticolidae

This diverse collection of small, delicate insectivores 
was previously included in the vast historical warbler 
family, Sylviidae. However, they are now known to be 
related to cisticolas, which (most species) resemble in 
their simple, repetitive piping songs, petite bodies, 
short, rounded wings (none migratory) and thin, 
graduated, patterned tails that are often cocked or 
swivelled sideways. The 2 species of penduline tits 
have been included here because of their similarity to 

cisticolids; however they belong to a different family 
(Remizidae). The field identification of most cisticolid 
warblers is fairly straightforward; in addition, most 
species are easily observed as they are resident year-
round, aggressively territorial and often remarkably 
approachable and photogenic. Pay particular attention 
to face pattern (as well as bill shape and eye colour) 
and the colours and markings of the underparts; also 
note habitat, range, voice, behaviour and sociability.

APALISES pp. 250-254

CHIRINDA

Genus 
Apalis

BLACK-HEADED

BAR-THROATED

RUDD'S

YELLOW-BREASTED

EREMOMELAS pp. 260-262

KAROOGREEN-CAPPEDBURNT-NECKEDYELLOW-BELLIED

Genus Eremomela

PENDULINE TITS p. 264

Family Remizidae
Genus Anthoscopus

CAPEGREY

size

PRINIAS p. 242-248

BLACK-CHESTEDTAWNY-FLANKEDKAROODRAKENSBERG

Genus Prinia

PRINIA-LIKE WARBLERS

RUFOUS-
EARED  
p. 244

NAMAQUA  
p. 244

Phragmacia Oreophilais

ROBERTS'S  
p. 246

Malcorus

Heliolais 
RED-WINGED  
p. 238

Genus 
Camaroptera

GREEN-
BACKED

GREY-
BACKED

CAMAROPTERAS p. 258

WREN-WARBLERS pp. 254-256

Calamonastes

STIERLING'SBARRED
CINNAMON-
BREASTED  
p. 254

Euryptila

Nightingales
Sylviid warblers
Leaf warblers
Reed warblers
Bush warblers
African warblers
Crombecs
Cisticolas 
Apalises 
Camaropteras
Wren-warblers
Prinias
Prinia-like warblers
Eremomelas
Penduline tits

Sylviidae
Phylloscopidae
Acrocephalidae
Locustellidae

Muscicapidae

Macrosphenidae

Cisticolidae

Remizidae

Species 24
Residents 24
Vagrants   0

Threatened   0

Genera 11
Migrants 0

Endemics 9/3
Restricted 6

p. 256
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(Gr) - flower examiner.
After Charles (Carolus) Andersson 
(1827-1867), Swedish explorer 
who collected birds in Namibia.
(L) - very small.
(Gr) - soft (plumage).
(L) - Chirinda Forest, E Zim.
(L) - pale yellow.
(Gr) - black head.
After Charles D. Rudd (1844-
1916), diamond dealer and 
associate of Cecil John Rhodes.
(L) - of the chest (band).
(Gr) - reed singer.
(L) - with transverse bands.
After Stierling, German collector 
in Tanzania and Malawi.
(Gr) - arched/vaulted wings.
(Gr) - short tail.
(L) - short tail.
(Gr) - desert or wilderness song.
(L) - sociable or gregarious.
(Gr) - yellow (icterine) tail/rump.
(Gr) - dark eye.
(L) - burnt collar.
(Gr) - broad (round) wings.
(Gr) - cinnamon-coloured below.
(Gr) - small marsh bird, or sun 
thrush (referring to red wing).
(Gr) - red wing.
(Gr) - slender tail.
(Gr) - of the breast (band).
(Gr) - mountain-loving bird.
After Austin Roberts (1883-1948), 
celebrated SA zoologist.
(L) - from habitat: Phragmites 
(reeds) and Acacia (thorn trees).
(L) - streaked below.
Javanese name of prinias.
(L) - yellowish.
(Gr) - golden yellow below.
(L) - spotted (underparts).
(L) - slightly yellow.

Anthoscopus
caroli (Grey)  
   
  
minutus (Cape)
Apalis
chirindensis (Chirinda)
flavida (Yellow-breasted)
melanocephala (Black-h.)
ruddi (Rudd's)  
  
 
thoracica (Bar-throated)
Calamonastes
fasciolatus (Barred)
stierlingi (Stierling's) 
 
Camaroptera
brachyura (Green-back)
brevicaudata (Grey-back)
Eremomela
gregalis (Karoo)
icteropygialis (Yellow-b.)
scotops (Green-capped)
usticollis (Burnt-necked)
Euryptila
subcinnamomea (C.B. W.)
Heliolais  
 
erythropterus (Red-wing.)
Malcorus
pectoralis
Oreophilais 
robertsi (Roberts's) 
 
Phragmacia 
 
substriata (Namaqua)
Prinia
flavicans (Black-chested)
hypoxantha (Drakensb.)
maculosa (Karoo)
subflava (Tawny-flanked)

Origin of names
The English names of several members of this family 
are derived from their scientific names (see below). 

Camaropteras & wren-warblers p. 254-258

Camaropteras (previously called bleating warblers) 
are represented by 2 species (of Africa's 5) that were 
previously lumped: very similar and hybridise locally. 
Identified by their grey and green plumage, short 
almost constantly cocked tails and bleating alarm 
calls; in forest or woodland understorey. The related 
Barred and Stierling's Wren-Warblers occur in drier 
woodlands; they have barred underparts and ringing, 
insect-like songs. Both groups stitch living leaves into 
their nests. The unique Cinnamon-breasted Warbler 
is endemic to rock outcrops in the dry W, where it is 
rather elusive and best located by its high, drawn-out 
whistles. [Afrikaans: Kwêkwêvoëls, Sangers].

Prinias pp. 242-248

Tiny, delicate warblers with long, thin, graduated tails 
(10 feathers) that are almost constantly raised, flirted, 
flicked or swivelled (characteristic jizz). All 4 species 
(of Africa and Asia's 25) are conspicuous due to their 
incessant piping calls and confiding habits. Occur in 
various open, scrubby habitats. Sexes similar. Non-br. 
plumage differs only subtly in most, but Black-chested 
loses its emblematic breast band in winter. Nests are 
small 'knitted' ovals with side-top entrances, placed in 
grass or shrubs. Eggs variable. [Afrikaans: Langstertjies].

Prinia-like warblers p. 244-246

A group of 4 unique species (in monotypic genera) that 
resemble prinias in shape, size, voice and habits (e.g. 
tail cocking). They differ from prinias in e.g. egg colour, 
nest architecture, bill shape, number of tail feathers, 
etc. The localised Red-winged Warbler is treated along-
side the superficially similar plain-backed cisticolas on  
p. 238. [Afrikaans: Langstertjies, Sangers].

Apalises pp. 250-254

Small, long-tailed warblers ranging in colour from dull 
and demure to very bright and attractive. Our region 
is home to 5 of Africa's 24 species. Chirinda is endemic 
to E Zimbabwe; Rudd's is near-endemic to E Coast 
thickets. Single birds, pairs or small parties are resident 
in forest, subtropical woodland or dense shrubbery 
(but not grass). Songs are simple, melodious piping, 
often in duet. Sexes similar; juveniles duller. Identified 
by range, voice, dark breast bands (some), eye colour, 
tail pattern and overall colour. [Afrikaans: Kleinjantjies].

Eremomelas pp. 260-262

Small, non-migratory warblers. Of Africa's 11 species, 
4 occur in scrub and woodland in Southern Africa. 
Usually seen in pairs or small parties that betray their 
presence by frequent calling (songs insect-like, piping 
or twittering); some species start singing before dawn. 
Eremomelas forage actively in the outer lower or 
middle canopy of trees, or in shrubs in the dry W. Sexes 
alike; juv. duller. Identified by range, habitat, eye and 
leg colour, plumage and voice. [Afrikaans: Bossangers].

Penduline tits p. 264

Truly miniscule: some of the world's smallest birds. Not 
related to cisticolas or warblers (actually in their own 
family, Remizidae). However, penduline tits resemble 
some warblers (e.g. eremomelas pp. 260-262, and 
crombecs p. 204-206) in size, shape and foraging style. 
Found in hyperactive groups that forage in scrub or 
trees and stay in contact with thin calls. Flight is low 
and bouncy, in groups. Note small size, sharp bill, face 
pattern and flank colour. Famous for their velvety nests 
with false entrance tunnels. [Afrikaans: Kapokvoëls].
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Drakensberg Prinia
Prinia hypoxantha (Drakensberglangstertjie)
L: 13-15 cm  M: 9-(10.5)-11 g
[P. hypoxantha]. Replaces very 
similar Karoo in E Drakensberg. 
Habits as other prinias: in pairs 
or small parties; noisy, tame 
and often conspicuous. Cocks 
and swivels tail, especially if 
alarmed. Best told by yellow  
underparts, warm upperparts 
and faint, limited streaking. 
Voice very like Karoo's.

juvenile
Underberg, KZN

nest in low
Leucosidea 

shrub

almost 
plain

fine streaks 
on yellow

flanks, belly 
unstreaked

adult
Sani, KZN

plain

orange-red eye

name could be 
confusing: Karoo also 
occurs in Drakensberg

Karoo Prinia
Prinia maculosa (Karoolangstertjie)
L: 13-15 cm    M: 7-(9)-11 g
[1: P. m. psammophila; 2: P. m. 
maculosa; 3: P. m. exultans]. 
Widespread and familiar prinia 
easily identified by its liberally 
spotted or streaked underparts. 
Noisy and bold, loudly scolding  
from a high point with its thin 
tail lifted high. Pairs forage in 
low scrub or on the ground.

commonly 
breeds in 
gardens with 
plentiful 
shrubs

constantly lifts and 
swivels long, thin tail

streaking 
extends onto 
face and throat

bold, blotchy 
streaking on 
yellow-white 
background

flanks, belly 
streaked

patterned 
(variable)

fainter 
streaks

adult 
maculosa

Tulbach, WC

adult 
psammophila
Springbok, NC

graduated

orange-
red eye

medium brown to 
grey-brown

2
3

1

STREAKY-BREASTED PRINIAS: Beautifully patterned prinias previously lumped as a single species 
('Spotted Prinia'). Drakensberg in dense, low vegetation mostly in mountains or near water. Karoo in 
fynbos, strandveld, Karoo scrub, etc. from sea-level to high peaks in Lesotho; also a common garden bird.

adult 
exultans
Katse, Les

juv. 
maculosa

Mossel Bay, WC

often alongside similar 
but larger and less 
streaked Grey-backed 
Cisticola (p. 232)

patterned 
(variable)

graduated

warm 
reddish 
brown

adult 
Dullstroom, MP

adult
Piet Retief, 

MP

E E
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The penetrating alarm calls of this species is often the 
first clue to the presence of a snake, mongoose or cat.

habitat Inhabits a wide variety of habitats with 
low, dense scrub: fynbos, strandveld, renosterveld, tall 
Karoo scrub, semi-arid thickets, riverine strips, bushy 
grassland, etc. Adaptable to different altitudes: from 
intertidal areas on beaches to high montane heath 
in Lesotho. Often common in disturbed habitats, e.g. 
road verges, alien thickets, weedy areas and gardens.

status Very common resident or local nomad. In 
pairs or less often singly or in small parties. Endemic.

identification A common, adaptable and dapper 
little warbler, familiar to all thanks to its confiding 
nature, incessant calls and constant tail movements. 
Dirty white to pale yellowish white below, liberally 
adorned with bold dark blotches (that line up to form 
broad streaks); markings extend onto face, throat, belly 
and flanks. Like most cisticolids shows variable dark 
and pale marks on the tips of its strongly graduated 
tail. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Yellower with a shorter 
tail, yellow bill-base, dark eyes and reduced streaking.  
— Var: NE exultans (including Lesotho) is darker, with 
greyish flanks and a particularly heavily streaked belly. 
NW psammophila is paler and more buffy. Known to 
hybridise with Black-chested Prinia (p. 248).

confusion risks Often forages alongside Grey-
backed Cisticola (p. 232) which has a similar jizz and 
also lifts its tail, but that species is larger and heavier 
with a thicker bill and shorter tail, and is plainer below, 
greyer and streaky above and has a rufous crown and 
wing panel. Also see Drakensberg Prinia, Namaqua 
Warbler and nominate Cloud Cisticola (p. 220).

behaviour Forages in low plants or on the ground, 
ascending to a higher point to sing or scold intruders 
with the tail raised.  performs short, dipping song-
flights over its territory with audible wingbeats. Tame.

biology Food mainly small invertebrates. Lays 4 
blotchy, variable eggs in an oval-shaped, 'knitted' 
grass nest, placed about 0.5 m up inside a dense 
shrub, or rarely inside an old bishop nest. Sometimes 
falls victim to brood parasites such as Diederick and 
Klaas's Cuckoos and Brown-backed Honeybird (p. 45).

voice A noisy species. Like other prinias, its simple 
song consists of a single high, clipped note with a 
slight clicking quality, repeated 3-8/s. Gives a wide 
variety of subtly different notes e.g. clip-clip-clip... or 
cleep-cleep-cleep... or a more raspy zzip-zzip-zzip... or 
a harsher dzreep-dzreep-dzreep... In alarm, gives an 
insistent kirrt, kirrt. Hard (if not impossible) to tell from 
Drakensberg; possibly fuller and lower, on average.

• long, thin 'loose' tail frequently cocked
• whitish buff underparts with bold, blotchy  
   streaking extending onto face and flanks
• graduated tail with faint dark and pale tips
• widespread & common in scrubby habitats

Karoo Prinia
Prinia maculosa (Karoolangstertjie)
ALT NAME(S): Spotted Prinia (split), Spotted Longtail

Most authorities now consider this taxon to be a distinct 
species from the Karoo Prinia; the 2 were previously 
lumped under the name 'Spotted Prinia'. The name 
Drakensberg Prinia could cause confusion: Drakensberg 
Prinia occurs in the N and E Drakensberg, but Karoo 
Prinia is the dominant species in Lesotho and the C and S 
parts of this extensive, biodiversity-rich mountain range.

habitat Prefers damp, low tangles of grass and 
shrubbery (especially ferns). Generally most common 
in mountainous regions (mostly in valleys or on shaded 
lower slopes) and near water e.g. along streams, dam 
shorelines, etc. Also around farm homesteads, camps, 
borders of alien plantations and forest edges. Mostly 
absent from Lesotho, where Karoo Prinia is common.

status Common, but more localised than Karoo. 
An altitudinal migrant at high altitudes but resident in 
low-lying areas. In pairs or small parties. Endemic.

identification A recently split species that is similar 
to Karoo Prinia in ecology, appearance and voice. Can 
be skulking but easily located by its piercing, repetitive 
calls. A small, delicate bird with short, rounded wings 
and a long thin tail that is frequently lifted up or 
swivelled about. Above warm, reddish brown. Below 
pale, dull buffy yellow (deep and quite bright yellow 
in some) with fine streaks limited to the lower throat 
and breast. Long, thin, strongly graduated tail usually 
shows faint dark and pale tips. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: 
Yellower with a shorter tail, yellow bill-base, dark 
eyes and reduced streaking. — Var: Non-br. birds are 
slightly darker and more orange below.

confusion risks Main challenge is separation from 
Karoo Prinia. Exact borders of respective distributions 
uncertain; overlap thought to be minimal (most likely 
in Eastern Cape, Lesotho-KZN border region and E 
Free State). Usually separated by habitat and altitude 
but are likely to hybridise locally where they come 
into contact. Most Drakensberg Prinias are obviously 
yellower below than Karoo, with more restricted 
streaking (not extending onto the face, throat, flanks 
or belly) and are marginally warmer brown above. 

behaviour Forages in low scrubby vegetation or on 
the ground, pair members keeping in constant contact 
by their high, raspy voices. Gleans insects from stems 
and leaves of grasses, ferns and shrubs. Often tame. 

biology Food mostly insects; some nectar. Lays 3-4 
finely speckled or blotched eggs in a well-concealed 
oval, 'knitted' grass nest, usually placed <1 m up in a 
shrub or grass tuft, sometimes overhanging water.

voice Voice doubtfully distinguishable from Karoo, 
but possibly a touch thinner and higher in pitch.

• long, thin 'loose' tail frequently cocked
• yellow below with restricted, fine streaks on 
  breast (not extending onto face or flanks)
• graduated tail with faint dark and pale tips
• moist scrub, mostly in mountainous areas

Drakensberg Prinia
Prinia hypoxantha (Drakensberglangstertjie)
ALT NAME(S): Saffron-breasted Prinia, Geelpenslangstertjie (Afr)
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PRINIA-LIKE WARBLERS: Unique endemic species in monotypic genera. Like prinias in shape and 
habits but differ in e.g. tail structure, nest architecture and egg colour. Both restricted to arid W: Namaqua  
found in woodland, tangles and reeds along streams; Rufous-eared mostly in low scrub on plains.

Namaqua Warbler
Phragmacia substriata (Namakwalangstertjie)
L: 13-14 cm  M: 9-(11)-13 g
[1: P. s. confinis; 2: P. s. sub
striata]. Rather shy denizen of 
waterside tangles, but can be 
tracked down by its loud, trilling  
voice. Like a delicate, washed-
out prinia but warmer above, 
whiter below and with faint 
streaks limited to breast. Does 
not often cock (thin, plain) tail.

Rufous-eared Warbler
Malcorus pectoralis (Rooioorlangstertjie)
L: 14-16 cm     M: 8-(10)-12 g
[1: M. p. etoshae; 2: M. p. ocu
larius; 3: M. p. pectoralis]. 
Easily identified by diagnostic 
rufous face, streaked mantle 
and black throat bar (latter re-
duced in fresh/winter plumage).  
Partly terrestrial; runs rapidly 
between bushes. Scolding calls 
given from the top of a bush.

ad. ocularius
Barberspan, NW

spends much 
time on the 
ground

dives into bottom of 
bush; reappears at top

 has paler face and 
thinner bar than  

juv. etoshae
Etosha, Nam

dark, thin

genus name from 
favourite habitat:  
Phragmites reeds & 
Acacia trees; rarely 
>50 m from water

fairly shy,  
stays hidden in  

dense cover

plain: lacks 
prinia pattern, 
but may show 
narrow pale tips

only outer 
2 pairs of 
tail feathers 
shorter

flanks pale 
rufous; not 

streaked

unlike true prinias, does 
not habitually cock or 
swivel narrow tail

lightly 
streaked 

on whitish 
background

rather plain, pale 
greyish face

ad. substriata
Graaff-Reinet, EC

ad. confinis
Vioolsdrif, NC

extremely 
long, thin 
tail often 
raised

band 
reduced 

or absent

dark 
bar (less 

obvious in 
winter)

ad.
ocularius
Kimberley, 
NC

streaked

grey-
brown 

eye

2

1
2

3

1

ad. confinis
Augrabies, NC

juv. 
substriata

Calvinia, NC

brown 
face

 
 

ad.  pectoralis
Laingsburg, WC

brick-red to 
bright orange 

face mask

EE

warm 
cinnamon-
brown
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• tail not habitually held cocked over back
• white below; flanks washed warm rufous
• fine streaking restricted to breast
• tail virtually plain and weakly graduated
• mostly in reeds/thorny thickets near water

Namaqua Warbler
Phragmacia substriata (Namakwalangstertjie)
ALT NAME(S): Namaqua Prinia, White-bellied/-breasted Prinia

A taxonomically unique endemic restricted to thickets of 
reeds and thorny tangles along streams in arid regions.

habitat Genus name, Phragmacia, reflects favourite 
habitat: a mix of Phragmites reeds and Acacia thorn 
trees. Mostly along permanent streams and rivers 
where thick woodland borders reeds and rushes. Also 
occurs along temporary drainage lines and may be 
found in artificial lush locations e.g. gardens or along 
irrigation channels. Rarely does enter drier vegetation 
but seldom encountered >50 m from water.

status Common but localised; dependence on 
waterside habitat minimises range in arid W. In pairs, 
or small parties during the non-br. season. Undertakes 
some local wanderings in search of habitat. Endemic.

identification A unique, delicate but vociferous 
warbler with a specific habitat. Generally secretive 
and hard to see; best tracked by its loud, trilling song. 
Looks particularly small and slender, with soft pastel 
colours: warm, cinnamon-brown above, with a greyer 
head and plain face; whitish below, washed warm 
rufous on flanks. Fine, light streaking (some almost 
plain) limited to breast. Tail very thin, and plain, lacking 
spotted pattern (but may show narrow pale tips); also 
less graduated than true prinias' and not habitually 
raised. — Sexes:  is slightly less heavily streaked. 
— Juv: Paler with a shorter tail and plainer breast. 
— Var: Minor regional variation in colour of upper- and 
underparts, and boldness of breast streaking.

confusion risks May overlap with Karoo Prinia in 
riverine habitats but Namaqua has a plain, narrow tail, 
plainer face, rufous flanks and finer streaking only on 
its breast; more secretive; does not lift its tail as often.

behaviour Forages actively but inconspicuously 
in dense vegetation (0-3 m up) or on the ground in 
shaded locations; sometimes moves up into high 
tree canopies, especially when singing or reacting to 
intruders. Secretive, but strongly territorial; may be 
coaxed into view with judicious playback.

biology Food small invertebrates and some fruit 
and seeds. Lays 3 blotchy, blue eggs in a deep, untidy 
cup unlike the 'knitted', oval nests of true prinias. The 
nest is placed low down, inside a reed clump or shrub, 
or in flood debris; usually <10 m from water.

voice Loud, very distinctive song is given by both 
sexes: 1-2 introductory chip notes followed by a clear, 
high, 1-2 s trill or rattle that falls in pitch and volume, 
chip-chiR'R'R'R'r'r'r'r'r. Like a small metal bar dropped on 
a hard floor. Reminiscent of Little Swift or even Dusky 
Sunbird. Repeated at intervals. Contact call a sharp  
chit. Alarm call a sunbird-like chewy, chewy, chewy...

• very long, straggly tail often held upright
• striking, brick-red to bright orange face
• usually shows black bar on lower throat
• clearly streaked upperparts
• prefers low scrub on flat, dry plains

Rufous-eared Warbler
Malcorus pectoralis (Rooioorlangstertjie)
ALT NAME(S): Rufous-eared Prinia, Prinia pectoralis

The scolding territorial song of this attractive species is 
synonymous with arid, scrubby plains in dry regions.

habitat A classic species of open, semi-arid Karoo 
plains with abundant scrub about 1 m in height. Less 
common on sloping ground, in taller scrub along 
drainage lines and in sparse, dry, short woodland. 
Sometimes wanders into coastal strandveld.

status Common to very common in prime habitat. 
Local populations persist in isolated habitat pockets 
outside of core of range. Resident or local nomad. 
Solitary or in pairs, less often in small parties. Endemic.

identification A handsome dry W endemic usually 
located by its incessant scolding voice. Fairly secretive 
but may be glimpsed flitting low among bushes or 
momentarily singing from the top of a bush. Like 
true prinias in build but even longer-tailed, giving 
the impression of a tiny mousebird with a dark, 
straggly tail in flight. Frequently lifts tail over back. 
Unmistakable given a good view, with brick-red to 
bright orange face mask (and eyebrow) plus black 
breast bar. Streaked above. — Sexes:  has a paler 
orange face and narrower bar. — Juv: Lacks the breast 
bar and has a browner face. — Var: Mainly in width of 
breast bar, flank streaking and colour of underparts. 
Namibian etoshae is whitish below, yellower above.

confusion risks A distinctive species unlikely to be 
confused with many other LBJs. Black-chested (p. 248) 
and Karoo Prinias have plain mantles and pale (not 
reddish) faces. Plainer juvenile (or adult from behind) 
could be taken for e.g. Grey-backed Cisticola (p. 232). 

behaviour On the ground, hops quickly or runs 
mouse-like between bushes, often with the long tail 
cocked; capable of remarkable bursts of speed. Also 
forages low down in vegetation, gradually working 
upwards before appearing at top. When approached, 
disappears by running for cover; alternatively flutters 
a short distance (showing long straggly tail) and then 
dives into the bottom of a bush. Fairly reclusive but 
can be quite cooperative given a patient approach.

biology Food small invertebrates and some fruit 
and seeds. Constructs an apalis-like nest, bound with 
spider web, in a low bush. Usually lays 3-4 plain eggs 
(up to 7 eggs, laid by different  in the same nest). 

voice Plaintive, scolding song given by  from a 
bush (or small tree or fence); then drops back down 
into cover. After initial 'throat clearing' gives a series 
of harsh, piercing tzee-tzee-tzee... notes (or sometimes 
a more whistled see-see-see...) at 4-5/s. Each series 
typically lasts a few seconds, and may be repeated for 
several minutes. Alarm is a plaintive peeee whistle.
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PLAIN PRINIAS: Roberts's Warbler is a unique E Zimbabwean endemic found at forest edge, in fern-filled 
gullies and in overgrown bramble patches. Widespread Tawny-flanked is easily confused with various 
other LBJs; occurs in rank growth, often near water, e.g. tall grass, bushes, woodland, overgrown gardens.

Roberts's Warbler
Oreophilais robertsi (Woudlangstertjie)
L: 13-15 cm    M: 8-(9.5)-12 g
[O. robertsi]. Unusual, sought-
after endemic of E Zimbabwe/ 
adjacent Mozambique. In size,  
shape and behaviour much as  
true prinias but differs in e.g. 8 
(not 10) tail feathers, widow-
like nest and chattering calls. 
Usually found in raucous family 
parties at forest edges.

juvenile 
Vumba, Zim

ad. non-br.
Chimanimani, Zim

cocks tail, but  
does not often  
swivel tail like 
true prinias

grey, 
shading 
to olive-
brown

vociferous: group 
members join in 
raucous chorus

plain: lacks 
typical prinia  
pattern of dark 
subterminal 
spot and  
pale tip

dark eye

red-rimmed, 
pale yellow eye

adult
Vumba, Zim

could be confused with 
2 other E Zimbabwean 
specials: Chirinda Apalis 
(p. 250) and White-tailed 
Crested Flycatcher

Tawny-flanked Prinia
Prinia subflava (Bruinsylangstertjie)
L: 12-14 cm    M: 5-(9.5)-12 g
[1: P. s. bechuanae; 2: P. s. af
finis; 3: P. s. mutatrix; 4: P. s. 
pondoensis]. A small, delicate 
but often bold and conspicuous  
LBJ usually found in pairs or 
small parties. Presence revealed 
by loud, insistent calls. Rather 
plain but note pale brow and 
rich flanks and wing panel.

juv. affinis 
Skukuza, MP

ad. non-br.
pondoensis

Dwesa, EC

bolder pattern than 
others (but variable; 
almost plain on some)

yellow 
wash

     
contrasting 

tawny flanks

warmer in non-
br. plumage 
with plainer 
face/lores

adult 
br. affinis

Cullinan, GP

whitish 
eyebrow

ad. affinis
Pretoria, GP

usually bright 
tawny or rufous 

feather edges

bold, buffy 
eyebrow

gradual change 
between whitish 
throat, buff breast 
and tawny flanks

tiny, nondescript birds 
with long, 'loose' tails, 
found in small parties; 
listen for scolding 
beeep call

constantly cocks 
& swivels long, 
thin tail

yellow 
base

warm brown 
(some greyer)

tawny

2
3

1

4

rufous/ 
dull yellow 

flanks

darker 
sides

whitish 
throat

ad. br.
Nyanga, Zim

grey head; 
no paler 
eyebrow

 E
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This common but nondescript species makes up for its 
lack of field marks by its distinctive behaviour and calls.

habitat May forage in virtually any moist, tangled 
vegetation and seems equally at home in riverside 
scrub, tall grass, reeds, woodland, forest edges, weedy 
patches and overgrown gardens. Mainly low down in 
summer but also forages in tree canopies in winter.

status Common and widespread. Mostly resident.  
Usually in pairs or parties of 4-5 birds; rarely singly.

identification Despite its tiny size and delicate 
build this plain prinia is inquisitive, noisy and often 
tame; consequently it is one of the most frequently 
encountered LBJs in the moister parts of Africa (and 
an important species to get to know). Easily identified 
by its behaviour (e.g. constant cocking and swivelling 
of long, thin, 'loose' tail) and loud, protesting voice. In 
terms of plumage, note sharp white or buffy eyebrow, 
(often) darker line through reddish eye, rich rufous 
or tawny edges to flight feathers, tawny flanks and 
usually bold pattern on tail tips. — Sexes: Alike. — 
Juv: Yellower below, with a shorter tail, darker eye 
and bright orange-yellow bill (see illustration, right). 
— Var: Warmer and plainer in non-br. plumage with a 
longer tail, plainer face and pale bill-base. Boundaries 
between 4 races unclear; N bechuanae is paler and 
greyer; E mutatrix is darker are more boldly marked.

confusion risks Plain plumage and wide habitat 
tolerance could lead to confusion with many other 
LBJs. Quite like Lazy Cisticola (p. 236) and shorter-
tailed Neddicky (p. 224), which also cock their tails, 
but look for Tawny-flanked's bolder pale eyebrow, 
brighter wing panel, (usually) darker eyestripe and 
greyer crown. Compare also very plain Red-faced 
(p. 236) and Singing (p. 238) Cisticolas. Easily mistaken 
for rarer Red-winged Warbler (p. 238) in Mozambique. 
Told from most other cisticolas by plain (not streaked) 
mantle. See also Black-chested Prinia (right).

behaviour Forages inside low cover but at times in 
treetops or on the ground too. Regularly calls loudly 
from a bush or tall grass stalk. Flight, low, weak and 
over short distances. Often very bold and confiding.

biology Food mostly insects and some nectar. Lays 
3-4 remarkably variable eggs in an oval, 'knitted' grass 
nest usually placed <1 m up in a shrub or grass tuft.

voice Simple song consists of a single, high, clicking 
note repeated 4-9/s e.g. clip-clip-clip... or teep-teep-
teep... Very similar to other prinias' but purer (lacks 
raspy/buzzy sound); could be taken for a camaroptera 
(p. 258) or apalis (p. 254). Listen for diagnostic alarm 
call: a scolding, moaning bleat wheep! or beeep!

• long, thin 'loose' tail cocked over back
• rich tawny or rufous edges to wing feathers
• contrasting warmer tawny-buff flanks
• tail often shows bold dark and pale tips
• prefers moist, tangled grass and shrubs

Tawny-flanked Prinia
Prinia subflava (Bruinsylangstertjie)
ALT NAME(S): Tawny Prinia, Tawny-flanked Warbler/Longtail

This taxonomically unique, sociable warbler is one of the 
main targets of birders visiting E Zimbabwe's highlands.

habitat Associated with forest (>1200 m) but does 
not enter the forest interior or canopy; instead found  
in more open, sunlit habitats at forest edges, streams  
or clearings. Also in ferns, creepers, briar or bramble 
tangles, tall grass and other rank thickets in gullies, 
around outcrops and even in alien pine plantations.

status Fairly common but localised resident. In 
pairs or family parties of 4-6+ individuals. Endemic.

identification A dull 'greyscale' LBJ that at first 
glance appears small, nondescript and uniformly grey-
brown, with a long, thin tail that is frequently lifted 
(but not waved sideways like true prinias). Most strik-
ing feature is pale yellow, red-rimmed eye. Silvery grey 
below with darker breast sides and orange-buff or dull 
yellow flanks. Tail has 8 unpatterned feathers, the last 
3 pairs spaced closer together. Range, habitat, social 
behaviour and voice are also good clues to identity. 
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Yellower with a darker eye.  
— Var: Lacks a distinctly different non-br. plumage.

confusion risks Locally occurs with dark, grey-
crowned mutatrix race of Tawny-flanked at forest 
edges, but Roberts's lacks a pale eyebrow and bright 
wing patch and has a pale eye, plain tail, harsh voice 
and more skulking habits. Could be confused with 
2 other grey E Zimbabwe specials: Chirinda Apalis 
(p. 250) has white tail tips and prefers forest interior; 
White-tailed Crested Flycatcher has white tips and 
edges to its fan-shaped tail, which is often spread.

behaviour Pairs or groups work noisily through 
dense cover in lower levels, occasionally ascending  
into the canopy along clearings, streams or other 
vegetation breaks. Often in pairs when br. but more 
sociable in winter, when foraging birds will suddenly 
cease their activities to assemble into noisy chattering 
choruses, which call together while flitting and 
hopping about frantically; such communal displays 
end abruptly, each bird continuing on its way. Joins 
mixed bird parties. Usually rather shy and skulking.

biology Food insects. Lays 2-3 bluish, blotchy 
eggs in an oval-shaped grass nest placed in a shrub 
or weed, about 1 m up. Nest unlike those of prinias, 
lacking 'knitted' finish (more like apalis or widowbird 
nest); bound with web and often decorated with moss.

voice Presence betrayed by raucous chattering; 
group joins in chorus to reach chaotic crescendo (like 
tiny forest babblers or scolding bulbuls). Voice harsh 
and shrill; quality varies according to context: cha-cha-
cha... or chet-chet-chet... or zee-zee-zee...

• long, plain tail often cocked over back
• striking pale yellow, red-rimmed eye
• overall rather dark & uniform; face plain
• grey-white below, sides dark, flanks buffy
• forest edge or low thickets in E Zimbabwe

Roberts's Warbler
Oreophilais robertsi (Woudlangstertjie)
ALT NAME(S): Briar Warbler, Roberts's Prinia, Prinia robertsi
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grey-brown

BLACK-CHESTED PRINIA: A widespread and common cisticolid, found mostly in semi-arid NW regions. 
Plumage varies depending on season, sex, region and even rainfall. Range centred on Kalahari, but also 
occurs in thornveld, grassy woodland, old fields, scrubby grassland, weedy patches, open suburbia, etc.

Black-chested Prinia
Prinia flavicans (Swartbandlangstertjie)
L: 13-15 cm   M: 7-(9.5)-12 g
[1: P. f. ansorgei; 2: P. f. flavicans; 3: P. f. ortleppi; 4: P. f. nubilosa] In br. plumage, black band 
unmistakable (but compare Bar-throated Apalis p. 254);  has broader band in direct comparison 
to . In non-br. season breast band absent or much reduced, although some birds retain smudges 
on their sides or a broken band of streaks. In plain non-br. plumage, underparts entirely lemon-
yellow in NE or pale buffy yellow in SW, with a contrasting white throat. In response to aseasonal 
rainfall, may moult directly from worn br. plumage into fresh br. plumage (bypassing plain-chested 
plumage). Range overlaps with Karoo and Tawny-flanked and rarely hybridises with the former 
(and probably also with the latter). In pairs or small family parties. Mostly forages in shrubbery, but 
sometimes on the ground or in tree canopies; also ascends to treetops when alarmed or singing. 

W birds generally 
paler, but much 
variation even in 
the same region, 
irrespective of sex

very long, thin, wispy tail often 
raised, swiveled or fanned

some have 
rich rufous 
forecrowns

difficult to tell from 
Tawny-flanked 
(best by call)

black band 
(narrower 

in )

some birds 
bright yellow 

year-round

grey-brown (warmer 
in non-br. plumage)

common in 
dry, scrubby 

savanna

like non-br. adult

yellow 
base

bold, white 
eyebrow

white throat contrasts 
strongly with lemon-
yellow underparts

almost 
uniform 

(flanks not 
darker)

often shows hint 
of breast band 
even in non-br. 
plumage

tail usually plainer 
than Tawny-flanked's 
(but variable); pattern 
more obvious on 
underside of tail

like most other 
cisticolids, tail 
noticeably longer 
in winter

tail averages 10 mm longer than Tawny-
flanked's, but of little use in the field: 10 mm 

shorter in  and 20 mm longer in non-br. 
plumage in both sexes

ad. nubilosa
Rundu, Nam

ad.  br. 
nubilosa 
Brits, NW

ad. br. 
ansorgei

Ruacana, Nam

juv. flavicans
Kenhardt, NC

adult non-br. 
(yellow) flavicans

Kgalagadi, Bot

often shows 
streaky, broken 

breast band

2

3

1

 

 

ad. non-br.
(buff) ortleppi

Winburg, FS

non-
br.

longer in non-
br. plumage

br.

plain

4
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Prinia fledgelings, c. 20 days old. At this age the 
chicks have just left the nest and are still accompanied 
and fed by their parents. They are capable of weak, 
fluttery flights over short distances but have trouble 
with landings and perching in general. Their bright 
yellow bills (shorter and stubbier than in the adults), 
fleshy yellow gapes, growing tails and dark eyes are 
all features indicative of juveniles.

• very long, thin tail often cocked over back
• variable black breast band in br. plumage
• often yellow below in non-br. plumage
• dark eyestripe; white eyebrow; white throat
• mostly in scrubby savanna in dry regions

Black-chested Prinia
Prinia flavicans (Swartbandlangstertjie)
ALT NAME(S): Black-chested Longtail

A handsome near-endemic prinia with a very long tail.
habitat Likes low scrubby vegetation including 

semi-arid shrublands, Kalahari sandveld, thorn veld, 
grassland with scattered bushes, old agricultural 
fields, weedy patches, open gardens, road verges, etc.

status Common resident or local nomad. Found in 
pairs or small family parties; sometimes singly.

identification A common and usually conspicuous 
bird (due to its loud calls and regular tail cocking). 
Small and petite with a short, rounded wing but very 
long, thin tail (longest of local prinias especially in non-
br. season, when tail c. 22-32% longer). As its name 
implies, the black (or grey) chest band is diagnostic in 
summer, but is usually absent, reduced or broken in 
the non-br. season or when heavily worn; even then 
often shows dark smudges on breast sides. Attractive 
lemon-yellow non-br. birds are easy to identify 
(beware juveniles of other cisticolids) but some are 
much paler buff or even white below. Note also darker 
lores and eyestripe (looks 'angry') plus broad white 
eyebrow and reddish eye-surround. — Sexes:  has 
a narrower breast band (variable). — Juv: As non-
br. adult but with a yellow bill-base and shorter tail.  
— Var: E nubilosa is brightest yellow below with 
darker, browner upperparts. NW ansorgei is the palest 
race, and often shows a streaky, broken breast band.

confusion risks Could be taken for Bar-throated 
Apalis (p. 254) or in non-br. plumage, a penduline tit 
(p. 264) or eremomela (p. 260). More serious problem 
is separation from Tawny-flanked. Most are yellower 
below, but dull buff birds are similar. Separable on call, 
and often by habitat (Black-chested in drier, weedy 
areas away from water and Tawny-flanked in moister, 
grassy vegetation near water) but much overlap. On 
average: Black-chested colder and greyer with a whiter 
(not buffy white) eyebrow, more obvious dark mask, 
and white throat contrasting with rest of underparts 
(lacks contrasting tawny flanks); wing edges not so 
rich (but some similar); tail longer and plainer.

behaviour Fairly bold and inquisitive; if alarmed 
perches on a shrub or tree with the tail cocked while 
giving repeated alarm calls. Gleans insects from twigs 
and leaves of shrubs, or sometimes on the ground.

biology Food mostly insects. Lays 3-4 variable eggs 
in an upright, 'knitted' oval in a shrub, 1 m up.

voice Song is a single, high, piping or raspy note 
repeated 10-30x at a rate of 3-5/s (or faster) e.g. chip-
chip-chip... or more buzzy zik-zik-zik... Hard to tell from 
other prinias and more easily identified by diagnostic 
alarm call: a dry, fast trill, zrrrrt ('blowing a raspberry').

black-chested 
(fledgeling)

yellow 
below (as 
adults)

may show thin 
black breast 
band already

short, stubby bill 
with yellow gape

white eyebrow, 
bordered black

grey 
brown

feet and 
claws paler 
than adult's

taWny-flanked 
(fledgeling)

thighs and lower flanks show 
some tawny colour already

pale, washed-
out yellow

yellowish eyebrow, with 
short black border above

brown short, stubby bill 
with yellow gape

short, scruffy tail

pale feet 
and claws
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Black-headed Apalis
Apalis melanocephala (Swartkopkleinjantjie)
L: 11-13 cm    M: 8-(8.5)-10 g
[1: A. m. addenda; 2: A. m. 
lightoni; 3: A. m. adjacens]. 
Locally common in lowland  
forest. Best located by sharp 
voice. Often joins bird parties, 
moving rapidly and restlessly 
through canopy. Note contrast-
ing appearance, slender (often 
upright) body and very long, 
wispy, white-tipped tail.

PLAIN APALISES: Related nondescript forest apalises with small global ranges. Chirinda endemic to E 
Zimbabwe and adjacent Mozambique (incl. Mt. Gorongosa) where locally common in canopy of forests 
at 350-2200 m. Black-headed in low-lying forest and tropical woodland in Mozambique, mostly <450 m.

Chirinda Apalis
Apalis chirindensis (Gryskleinjantjie)
L:11-13 cm    M: 7-(8.5)-11 g
[1: A. c. chirindensis; 2: A. c. 
vumbae]. Locally common in 
its small range, where typically 
seen in pairs or small parties 
actively exploring the canopy 
in search of insects. Keeps in 
contact by regular calling; sexes 
duet. Looks entirely plain blue-
grey; a little paler below. Tail 
long and narrow with white tips.

ad. addenda
Massinga, Moz

pale yellow

very long, wispy tail 
(especially in ); looks 

transparent against 
strong light

ad.  adjacens
Inhamitanga, Moz

juv. lightoni 
Chipinge, Zim

ad. lightoni
Rio Savane, Moz

white tips

lightly darts between 
tree crowns with jerky 
flight on short wings

orange 
base

greenish 
grey wash

white 
tips

strong 
contrast; 
2-toned eyes 

whitish 
yellow, 

brown or 
reddish

subtropical lowland forest

ad. vumbae
Nyanga, Zim

ad.  
vumbae
Vumba, 
Zim

juv. chirindensis 
Mt. Gorongosa, Moz

adult  
chirindensis

Mt. Selinda, Zim

yellow wash

little 
contrast; 
uniform

white 
tips

mostly in montane forests

greenish 
wash

grey eyes

compare  
overlapping Roberts's 

Warbler (p. 246) and White-
tailed Crested Flycatcher

eyes 
orange  

but often 
look dark 

blue-grey blackish

white tips

flits about 
in canopy

1

2 1

1

2
3

 E
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This monochromatic gleaner is the lowland equivalent 
of the equally plain and closely related Chirinda Apalis.

habitat Mostly dry, sandy lowland forest below 
450 m (overlaps narrowly with Chirinda); up to 1700 m  
in Tanzania); less often in tropical woodland and 
miombo, dune forest, riverine forest and stunted bush. 

status Fairly common but local; 1 group/1-3 ha 
in Malawi and Tanzania. Scarcer in S, where very few 
recent records (including Bazaruto Island). Resident or 
altitudinal migrant. In pairs or family groups. 

identification An active, restless little warbler 
seen darting about in the canopy, flashing out to 
catch an insect or flitting from crown to crown. Small 
and skinny, with a very long, thin tail (absurdly long 
in some ) that is often drooped and sometimes 
raised 45°. Looks clearly 2-toned, with greyish black to 
dark brown upperparts and a black face contrasting 
with the white to creamy yellow underparts. All tail 
feathers except central pair have white tips. Eye colour 
varies: whitish yellow, orange-brown or dark red (but 
may look black). — Sexes: Similar. — Juv: Paler with 
a greenish grey wash above, black around eyes and 
pale yellow breast; bill horn with orange-yellow base.  
— Var: Races vary slightly in colour and tail length.

confusion risks Chirinda is overall paler and more 
bluish grey with less contrast between its upper- and 
underparts. Bar-throated (p. 254) has a black collar 
and a shorter, whiter tail. At a glance or high up in the 
canopy, could be confused with some other 2-toned 
arboreal bird, e.g. a hyliota (p. 346) or puffback. 

behaviour Almost constantly on the move through 
the canopy, stopping only briefly to sing or inspect 
tangles, creepers and vines. Often in tallest trees, but 
also lower down at forest edges. A frequent member 
of mixed bird parties. Tends to perch very upright. In 
display jumps 1 m straight up and dives down again.

biology Food insects. Oval lichen-nest bound to 
outer twigs with spider web, 5-7 m up; well-hidden 
among leaves. Lays 2-3 pale greenish, spotted eggs.

voice Song is geographically variable; in Southern 
Africa usually a single high piping note given 3-4/s e.g. 
sweep-sweep-sweep... or ping-ping-ping... sometimes 
with an emphasised first note e.g. TWII-wiit-wiit-wiit... 
Has a slight sweeping or 'echo' effect; overall quality 
is like a child's laser gun toy or alarm of a tiny car. 
Chirinda's song is similar but more sibilant with a 
harder edge (swik instead of sweep). Comparable notes 
of camaropteras (p. 258) have a distinct 'whiplash' and 
clicking tone. Pair members frequently duet. Calls 
include a soft trill, quiet seet and muted warbling. 

• strongly contrasting, 2-toned look
• greyish black to dark brown above
• white to creamy yellow below
• extremely long tail with white tips
• restricted to lowland forest in NE

Black-headed Apalis
Apalis melanocephala (Swartkopkleinjantjie)
ALT NAME(S): Black-headed Forest Warbler

• plain with little contrast above/below
• bluish grey above; pale grey below
• long, narrow tail with white tips
• breeds in mountain forests of E  
  Zimbabwe & adjacent Mozambique

Chirinda Apalis
Apalis chirindensis (Gryskleinjantjie)
ALT NAME(S): Melsetter Apalis, Swynnerton's Forest-Warbler

Named after Chirinda Forest where it was discovered 
in 1906, this nondescript apalis is one of 3 bird species 
virtually endemic to E Zimbabwe's highlands (together 
with Swynnerton's Robin and Roberts's Warbler, p. 246).

habitat Breeds in moist, mid-altitude and montane 
forests up to 2200 m (mostly >1700 m). In winter, also 
uses lowland forests (>350 m). Forages primarily in the 
canopy, but lower down at clearings and forest edges.

status Locally common. Some migrate to lower 
altitudes in winter. In pairs or groups of 3-5. Endemic.

identification This unobtrusive forest apalis is one 
of the undisputed E Zimbabwean specials. It is best 
located by its sharp, ringing voice. Very drab: plain 
blue-grey above, paler grey below (with a hint of a 
white 'moustache'). Tail long but narrow, with white 
tips to all except central feathers. Eye orange but may 
look black in the field. Bill black or with a pale pinkish 
grey base. — Sexes: Similar. — Juv: Washed green 
above; yellow below with fawn flanks. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Overlaps only marginally with 
lowland Black-headed, which occurs in drier, lower-
lying forests; told from Black-headed by more uniform 
plumage, with less contrast between upperparts and 
underparts. May occur near similar Roberts's Warbler 
(p. 246) but that species is typically found in raucous, 
chattering groups in low, dense vegetation e.g. fern-
choked gullies and scrub at forest edge, whereas 
Chirinda skulks quietly in canopies of forest trees; 
Roberts's has a richer orange wash on its flanks and 
lacks white tail spots. May be seen alongside White-
tailed Crested Flycatcher which is darker with a 
peaked head and constantly fans its white-edged tail 
(Chirinda sometimes lifts or swings, but seldom fans 
its tail). See also Ashy and Grey Tit-Flycatcher (p. 155).

behaviour Carefully searches leaves and twigs and 
peers about for prey, occasionally jerking tail briefly. 
Group members keep in contact by regular calling.  
Often joins mixed bird parties. Display undescribed.

biology Food insects. Nest is suspended from a 
twig, 4-20 m above the ground; constructed with 
lichens, grass stems, epiphytes and leaf skeletons and 
bound with spider web. Eggs and clutch undescribed. 

voice Song consists of swik or swink notes repeated 
in short bouts (usually 6-9 notes, sometimes >20) at 
a constant rate of 3/s; has a sibilant, ringing quality, 
swink-swink-swink... Sometimes faster with a clicking 
tone, syrup-syrup-syrup... Black-headed's song is similar 
but has a softer, sweeping quality. Often duets, the 
 adding various chips and peeps. Also gives sharp 

chattering, and trills and clicks when alarmed.
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Yellow-breasted Apalis
Apalis flavida (Geelborskleinjantjie)
L: 10-13 cm    M: 7-(8)-10 g
[1: A. f. flavida; 2: A. f. neglec
ta; 3: A. f. florisuga]. Colourful  
subtropical apalis with unique 
combination of colours: green 
upperparts, variably extending 
onto grey crown; red eye; and 
yellow breast.  has small black 
breast spot (except in S race). 
Usually seen flitting about in 
forest or woodland canopy.

RUDD'S AND YELLOW-BREASTED APALISES: Beautiful yellow, green and grey apalises with yellow 
tail tips. Rudd's in thickets in sand forest, dry thorny tangles in mixed woodland, riverine bush and acacia 
patches in dune forests. Yellow-breasted in various woodland habitats, forests, riverine strips, thickets.

Rudd's Apalis
Apalis ruddi (Ruddkleinjantjie)
L:11-13 cm   M: 9-(10)-11 g
[1: A. r. ruddi; 2: A. r. fumosa]. 
Attractive near-endemic apalis 
best located by its rapid, knock-
ing song (often in duet). Can be 
common within its small range. 
Plumage midway between Bar-
throated and Yellow-breasted; 
note yellow tail tips, dark eye 
and faint narrow white brow. 
Breast band narrower in .

ad . flavida
Rundu, Nam

yellow wash

note: 3 races differ  
in amount of grey vs. 
green on crown and 

extent of yellow on throat

ad.  
neglecta
Skukuza, 

MP

juv. florisuga 
Margate, KZN

ad.  neglecta
Tembe, KZN

yellow tips (whole feather 
yellow in some)

pairs or small 
groups forage 
actively, mostly  
in canopy

yellow 
base

greenish 
grey wash

red eye, 
eye-ring

forest, woodland,   
thickets, riverine bush

ad.  ruddi
Inhassoro, Moz

ad.  fumosa
Mkuze, KZN

juv. fumosa
 Manhica, Moz

ad.  fumosa
Ndumo, KZN

breast band 
fainter or  
lacking

green 
tail; pale 
yellow 
tips

mostly in dense thorny 
thickets and sand forest

mainly restricted to 
Mozambique coastal plain, 
S to Richards Bay area in SA

pale yellow tips

searches actively 
through thickets

dark  
eyes

breast 
band (5 mm  

thick in middle)

faint  
whitish 

line

band  
(3.5 mm  
thick)

yellow 
sides

faint greyish 
buff wash

yellow

paler than ad.

throat  
yellow  

in N

yellow 
extends 

to throat

ad.  flavida
Maun, Bot

yellow

black spot  
(not in S race)

yellow 
tips & 
sides

white

2

1
1

2

3
 NE
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The most widespread apalis, occurring over most of Africa.
habitat Occurs in a variety of wooded habitats with 

medium to tall trees: evergreen, coastal and riparian 
forest (avoids montane forest), forest edges, secondary 
growth, mature woodland, savanna, thickets, riverine 
bush in more arid areas, parks and shady gardens.

status Common. Mostly resident and territorial 
year-round; possibly an altitudinal migrant in certain 
areas. Typically seen in pairs or groups of 4-5 birds.

identification A colourful apalis that can hardly 
be classified as an LBJ; however, quick in movements 
and often half-obscured by foliage. Given a decent 
view, handsome mix of colours is striking: green 
above, with a grey head and red eye and eye-ring; 
crisp white below with a yellow breast (punctuated 
by a small black spot in ; except in S). Tail green, with 
yellow tips and sides; undertail entirely yellow in some 
birds. Bill black with paler cutting edges. — Sexes:  
lacks breast spot. — Juv: Duller and less neat with a 
greenish-washed head and ill-defined yellow breast; 
bill-base yellow. — Var: Races differ in the amount of 
grey vs. green on the head; N nominate has yellowish 
undertail coverts and flanks and a yellower throat (but 
chin often white); S florisuga lacks a breast spot.

confusion risks At a glance, most likely to be 
confused with Rudd's but has red eyes, a full yellow 
breast and lacks a complete black breast band (but 
some Yellow-breasted  have quite extensive black 
'spots'); lores not as dark and underparts crisper white. 
In forest canopy, could also momentarily be taken for  
e.g. Yellow-throated Woodland Warbler (p. 178). 

behaviour Keeps primarily to the canopy, searching 
actively for insects (mostly gleaned from leaves). 
Often joins bird parties. In response to rivals,  perches 
upright with tail cocked, throat puffed out and bill up.

biology Food mostly insects. Oval nest built inside 
a leafy bush or tree, 1-5 m up; rarely, may use an old 
weaver, waxbill or sunbird nest. Lays 3 variable eggs.

voice Like other apalises, the song is a monotonous 
repetition of simple notes, but Yellow-breasted can be 
recognised by the hoarse, buzzy quality of its voice. 
Often duets (although  may sing alone):  starts with 
chi'zik-chi'zik-chi'zik... or harsher K'reep-K'reep-K'reep, 
to which  responds with a synchronised, higher and 
sharper krit-krit-krit. Song varies between adjacent 
territories (and markedly in different races); duets 
thought to be specific to each pair and used for con-
tact when pair members are not in each other's sight; 
not used for territorial defense. Gives a growling churr 
and higher krit-krit in alarm. Also snaps bill audibly.

• attractive mix of grey, green, yellow
• bright yellow breast
• lacks complete black breast band
• red eye contrasts with grey face
• widespread in woodland and forest

Yellow-breasted Apalis
Apalis flavida (Geelborskleinjantjie)
ALT NAME(S): Black-breasted Apalis, Yellow-chested Apalis

• dark eye; faintly paler eyebrow
• complete breast band
• green tail with pale yellow tips
• grey head contrasts with green back
• restricted to thorny thickets in SE

Rudd's Apalis
Apalis ruddi (Ruddkleinjantjie)
ALT NAME(S): Rudd's Bush-Warbler

Named for Charles D. Rudd (1844-1916), who co-founded 
De Beers Mining Co. with Cecil John Rhodes and financed 
collecting trips by Grant for the British Museum.

habitat Thickets (mostly of Acacia) in woodland 
with a well-developed shrub layer, in sand forest, dry 
mixed wood land and riverine bush. Less common 
in coastal and dune forests, where mostly limited to 
glades and forest edges, where understorey is denser. 

status Range limited to Mozambique coastal plain 
(extending into SA as far S as c. 29°S); also E Swaziland 
and locally in sandveld of NE Kruger National Park and 
adjacent SE Zimbabwe. A small population occurs 
extralimitally in S Malawi. Locally common within its 
small range; in optimal habitat 1 pair/ha. Resident. 
Usually seen singly or in pairs. Near-endemic. 

identification An attractive but rather unobtrusive 
gleaner; most likely to be spotted while duetting 
from higher, open twigs. Bright lime-green above, 
with a contrasting grey head. Below, off-white to pale 
grey with a creamy wash (especially on throat) and 
yellow breast sides, and a neat black breast band. Best 
identification features are the dark eye, faint whitish 
supraloral line (above and in front of eye) and green 
tail with pale yellow tips. — Sexes:  has a narrower 
breast band (5 mm thick in , 3.5 mm in ). — Juv: 
Paler and breast band faint or absent. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Midway between Yellow-breasted 
and Bar-throated; range and habitat make confusion 
with the former more likely. Told from Yellow-breasted 
by complete black breast band (not isolated spot), 
incomplete yellow band across chest, dark (not red) 
eyes, dark face mask and less crisply white underparts. 
From Bar-throated by dark eye, faint whitish eyebrow, 
yellow breast sides, brighter green upperparts (always 
contrasting with grey head) and green tail with 
yellowish tips (not dark with white tips and sides).

behaviour Forages restlessly in thickets, darting 
this way and that and clambering around to glean 
insects from twigs and leaves; occasionally flies out to 
pursue passing prey. Joins mixed bird parties.

biology Food mostly insects. Small, oval nest made
with lichens, bark, moss and spider web; placed in a 
bush, 1-3 m up. Lays 1-3 bluish eggs with darker spots. 

voice Best located by voice: first bird starts with 
a wooden knocking sound, repeated to form a very 
rapid tapping rattle, with notes barely distinguishable 
by ear, trit'trit'trit'trit'trit... Mate answers with a softer, 
mellow, liquid pu'pu'pu'pu'pu (like a tinkerbird), the 
2 birds timing their respective calls to alternate very 
rapidly. Call a low churg, churg. Also snaps bill audibly. 



Cinnamon-breasted Warbler
Euryptila subcinnamomea (Kaneelborssanger)
L: 13-14 cm   M: 10-(12)-13 g
[E. subcinnamomea]. Elusive 
and uncommon but may be 
glimpsed bounding over boul-
ders or vanishing behind rocks. 
Best located by whistling calls. 
Looks all-dark in the field with 
a heavy blackish tail. Face and 
throat grizzled. Reddish on 
broad breast band, tail base 
and forehead.

adult
Springbok, 
NC

juvenile
Aggenys, NC

dark eye

adult
Augrabies, NC

rufous  
band

throat 
and face 
greyish, 
grizzled

longish, 
slightly 

decurved 
bill; often 

keeps head  
angled up

rufous 
forehead; 
pale eyerufous 

coverts

dark tail 
looks long 

& heavy

rufous

restricted to  
rocky slopes in  

arid regions; tends 
to look all-dark in 

the field, with a 
heavy blackish tail

often cocks 
or shifts tail 
to the side heavy,  

dark tail

flies fast and low, hugging contours 
(but prefers to creep away)

CINNAMON-BREASTED WARBLER: A unique, 
elusive endemic. Found on steep, rock-strewn 
slopes with sparse vegetation in arid W regions.

Bar-throated Apalis
Apalis thoracica (Bandkeelkleinjantjie)
L: 11-13 cm  M: 8-(10.5)-13 g
[1: A. t. griseopyga; 2: A. t. ca
pensis; 3: A. t. claudei; 4: A. t. 
thoracica; 5: A. t. venusta; 6: 
A. t. darglensis; 7: A. t. lebom
boensis; 8: A. t. drakensberg
ensis; 9: A. t. flaviventris; 10: 
A. t. spelonkensis; 11: A. t. ar
noldi; 12: A. t. rhodesiae; 13: 
A. t. quarta]. Highly variable. 
Consistent features: pale eyes, 
dark breast band, white tail sides.

BAR-THROATED APALIS: Common resident of 
forest, scrubby gullies, wooded slopes, valleys, 
dune thickets, fynbos, strandveld and gardens. 

ad.  griseopyga
Saldanha, WC

juv. flaviventris 
Pretoria, GP

ad. 
spelonkensis
Tzaneen, Lim

white sides 
obvious in 
low flight

indistinct band

white 
sides

black  
bar

mostly 
white

brown

pale eyes

ad.  
rhodesiae

Harare, Zim

ad. 
 claudei

Knysna, WC

grey

green

brown

white 
sides

ad.  thoracica
Port Alfred, EC

not shy but 
usually keeps 

to low thicketsmostly 
white

pale 
eyes

32
1

4

5
6
7

8

9 10
11

12
13

 E
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With 19 recognised races, 13 of which occur in Southern 
Africa, this apalis is the most polytypic bird species in the 
region and an excellent example of evolution in action.

habitat Occupies a wide range of wooded habitats 
with low, dense scrub including coastal and montane 
forests, forest edges, secondary growth, thickets in 
miombo and other woodland types, scrub-choked 
gullies and valleys, wooded slopes, Karoo (localised), 
fynbos, strandveld, dune scrub, gardens, alien plants.

status Common but easily overlooked resident or 
local altitudinal migrant. In pairs or groups of 4-6.

identification A widespread, common and often 
very tame species but nonetheless always a pleasure 
to see well; usually keeps to low, dense vegetation 
and easily missed if not calling. Plumage exceptionally 
variable (13 local races). Always identifiable by pale 
bluish or yellowish white eyes, complete black breast 
band and dark tail with conspicuous white tips and 
sides (in fact, outer 3 feathers almost entirely white). 
— Sexes:  has a narrower breast band. — Juv: Duller 
with a greenish wash above and buffy underparts 
(varies according to race). Breast band less distinctive 
(sometimes almost absent). — Var: Broad patterns 
of extensive variation are: greyer above and whiter 
below in SW (griseopyga, capensis); grades into  
brown and pale yellow forms in S Cape (claudei); 
greener and brighter yellow along E Cape and KZN 
coasts (thoracica, venusta, darglensis); brightest in NE 
SA (spelonkensis). N rhodesiae has a brownish crown. 

confusion risks Told from Rudd's and Yellow-
breasted by pale eye and white tail tips. Duller races 
could be taken for Black-chested Prinia (p. 248) but 
again note pale eye and white tail sides. Longer-tailed 
than batises and lacks white wing-stripes. A bird 
diving into a bush could suggest a tit-babbler (p. 173).

 behaviour Very bold despite its preference for 
thick vegetation; will often approach very closely to 
investigate the source of spishing. Seldom sits still for 
long; ceaselessly searches bark and twigs, 1-3 m up 
(sometimes on the ground). Joins mixed bird parties.

biology Food mostly insects and spiders; some 
fruit. Oval nest built in a shrub 1-2 m up; made of 
lichens, moss, fibres, grass, etc. Lays 3 variable eggs.

voice More often heard than seen. Often sings in 
duet:  gives a series of sharp notes e.g. pilly-pilly-pilly 
or prip-prip-prip or plew-plew-plew (varies regionally); 
 responds with a rapid and very sharp, fast ti'ti'ti'ti'ti. 

Like camaropteras (p. 258) or prinias (pp. 242-248) 
but lacks clicking tone. In alarm, snaps bill and gives a 
repeated nasal, raptor-like peh, peh, peh or kik, kik, kik. 

• pale bluish or yellowish white eyes
• dark tail with broad white tips/sides
• complete black breast band
• much regional variability in colour
• widespread; in low, dense shrubbery

Bar-throated Apalis
Apalis thoracica (Bandkeelkleinjantjie)
ALT NAME(S): None

This endemic is the only member of the genus Euryptila.
habitat Found exclusively on rocky, boulder-

strewn slopes with sparse grass and scattered bushes 
in semi-arid to arid parts of the Karoo, Namaqua land 
and S Namibia. Rock outcrops (alternative name Kopje 
Warbler), mountain slopes, cliffs, gorges, ravines, etc.  

status Easily overlooked and generally uncommon 
and localised; in optimal habitat occurs in densities 
of 1-2 pairs/ha. Resident or locally nomadic. Typically 
seen singly, in pairs or in small family groups. Endemic.

identification Elusive and skulking; unlikely to be 
met incidentally and usually requires a scramble over 
rocky terrain to track down (due to overuse of bird calls, 
may have become more elusive at traditional birding 
sites). Likely to be seen hopping over rocks or sitting 
briefly on top of a boulder with tail cocked, drooped 
or shifted to the side. First impression is usually of an 
all-dark, smallish passerine with a long, heavy black 
tail (with a broad, rounded tip and narrower base). 
Given a close view, the whole bird looks grizzly and 
disheveled, and its exact colour is difficult to decide 
on. Chestnut-red on 3 parts of body: band across lower 
breast (sometimes only a spot in centre), forehead, 
and upper-/undertail coverts. Above dark brown. 
Below grey-brown with a rusty wash; chest and face 
mottled grey and black. Eye pale brown. Bill fairly long 
and slightly curved. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: A touch 
richer in colour; eyes dark; gape yellow. — Var: None.

confusion risks Unlikely to be confused with many 
other species. At a glance, general shape suggests a 
prinia or cisticola, but not streaked and darker below.

behaviour Elusive but not shy (if not pressed) and 
may be seen at close quarters. However, inconspicuous 
in habits: lands behind boulders, scurries mouse-like 
under, over or among rocks, disappears and pops up 
again far away; sometimes vanishes into cracks or 
overhangs. Clings securely to rocks, including near-
vertical surfaces. Movements jerky. Flight low and fast.

biology Food small insects. Builds a bulky, often 
conspicuous grass-ball nest in a leafy shrub or grass 
tuft. Lays 3 bluish eggs with pinkish spots.

voice Would be almost entirely overlooked if not 
for its distinctive voice. Listen especially for long, 
drawn-out, rising whistles (like a person trying to get 
some one's attention) fooeeii or flatter eeeeee; variable 
in duration and pitch (sometimes long and low; 
other times high, thin and short). Such long whistles 
are often followed by a grating click, eeeeee-zrk. Pair 
members may call together, the other bird uttering an 
insistent, agitated pwee-pwee-pwee in a long series.

• often looks all-dark in the field
• chestnut-red band across lower breast
• face looks grizzly: speckled grey & black
• long, dark tail held up, down or sideways  
• restricted to rocky slopes in arid areas

Cinnamon-breasted Warbler
Euryptila subcinnamomea (Kaneelborssanger)
ALT NAME(S): Kopje Warbler, C.-breasted Wren-Warbler 
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WREN-WARBLERS: Fairly common but elusive warblers usually located by their simple, ringing songs. 
Tails often cocked up or sideways. Told by distinctly barred underparts and rows of white wing spots. 
Barred in semi-arid thornveld/savanna. Stierling’s in mature, subtropical woodland (mostly miombo).

Barred Wren-Warbler
Calamonastes fasciolatus (Gebande Sanger)
L:13-15 cm   M: 11-(13)-14 g
[1: C. f. fasciolatus; 2: C. f. eu
rophilus]. A semi-arid savanna 
species with buffish underparts 
barred dusky brown (bolder in 
br.  which also has a plainer 
brown breast band). Sings from 
the tree canopy, but forages un-
obtrusively in low thickets or on 
the ground.

ad.  br. europhilus
Rust de Winter, Lim

longish

ad.  
euro
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Bela-Bela,  
Lim

keeps to 
thickets; best 
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voice

juv.
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yellow 
wash

less distinct 
barring

rufous

dark

pale buff 
background

tail often 
held up or 
sideways

non-br.  
similar

white 
tips

white tips 
when fresh

ad.  br. europhilus
Polokwane, Lim

rufous base

plainer
br.  has 

brown breast 

red-brown 
eye

dark eye

plainer

adult irwini
Masvingo, Zim

longish

ad. 
pintoi
Letaba 
Lim

juv.
olivascens
Muanza, Moz

faint 
yellow 

wash
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not  
dark

crisp bars 
on whitish 

background
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tips paler tips 

when fresh

ad. pintoi
Malelane, MP

rufous base

barred

plumage  
similar year- 

round, in 
both sexes

reddish eye

dark eye

barred

Stierling's Wren-Warbler
Calamonastes stierlingi (Stierlingsanger)
L: 13-14 cm   M: 12-(13)-14 g
[1: C. s. stierlingi; 2: C. s. irwi
ni; 3: C. s. pintoi; 4: C. s. oliva
scens]. Replaces Barred in NE 
subtropical woodlands. Below, 
beautifully barred blackish on 
a white background. Forages 
mostly on or near the ground, 
but flits up to the canopy if  
disturbed. 

3

2
1

4

2

1

 NE
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This handsome cisticolid is sometimes considered a race  
of the C African Miombo Wren-Warbler (C. undosus).

habitat Frequents mature, subtropical woodland 
with a dense understorey. Common in miombo 
and teak woodlands; in S of range also sparsely in 
thornveld (e.g. Knobthorn, A. nigrescens) and mopane. 
Associated with thickets on termitaria and other 
patches of dense vegetation. Visits parks and gardens. 

status Common (e.g. 2.5-6 ha/pair) in N; uncommon 
to fairly common but more localised in S. Resident or 
local nomad. Singly, in pairs or in small groups.

identification A common but inconspicuous bird 
that would be overlooked if not for its sharp, insect-
like song. Often fearless: may hop about on the ground 
<1 m away from a quiet observer. Jizz very similar to 
Barred: small and slim with a longish tail, small head 
and sharp bill (latter often with a pale tip) and red, 
angry-looking eye. Tail often held cocked or off to the 
side and sometimes fanned. Easily told form virtually 
all other species by its barred underparts: barred 
dusky grey to black throughout (including belly and 
vent) on a whitish background (sometimes washed 
pale buff on vent). Above reddish brown to grey-
brown. At close range, white tips of wing coverts are 
visible (form 2 or more rows on folded wing). — Sexes: 
Alike. — Juv: More rufous above and washed yellow 
below with fainter barring; eyes darker. — Var: Except 
for minor effect of feather wear, plumage is alike year-
round in both sexes. Minor regional variation in colour 
and barring, but should not cause problems.

confusion risks Barred Wren-Warbler prefers drier 
thorny thickets; range overlaps marginally in Caprivi, 
E Botswana and NE SA (possibly hybridises locally).  
Stierling's is whiter (less buff) below, with narrower, 
crisper, more contrasting bars extending to vent/belly. 
Lacks dark breast of br.  Barred but similar in winter. 

behaviour Forages by hopping slowly about on 
the ground, bounding after small insects, and some-
times partly opening wings briefly. Also forages in low 
vegetation (sometimes higher up). Takes refuge in the 
canopy if disturbed. In display,  flies in loops or like a 
large butterfly. May join mixed bird parties. 

biology Food insects. Leaves are sewn onto ball-
nest, built in the tree canopy. Lays 2-3 speckled eggs.

voice More often heard than seen; fortunately voice 
is distinctive and penetrating. Song is a high and very 
sharp ringing, e.g. pilly'lip, pilly'lip, pilly'lip or bully'beef, 
bully'beef, bully'beef. Often in strophes of 3 notes, then 
repeated after a pause. Other calls are short and indis-
tinctive, e.g. a sharp alarm note and a short bleat. 

• underparts whitish with crisp, sharply  
  contrasting grey or black barring
• plumage alike in sexes, year-round
• belly and vent barred throughout
• habitat: miombo & tropical woodland

Stierling's Wren-Warbler
Calamonastes stierlingi (Stierlingsanger)
ALT NAME(S): Miombo Wren-Warbler (split), Stierling's Barred W. 

• underparts pale buff with dusky brown  
   to dark brown barring
• br. has  a plainer brown breast band
• central belly and vent plainer
• habitat: semi-arid thornveld & savanna

Barred Wren-Warbler
Calamonastes fasciolatus (Gebande Sanger)
ALT NAME(S): Barred Warbler, African/S/Thornbush B. Warbler

This species' old name of Barred Warbler may lead to 
confusion with another, unrelated Barred Warbler (Sylvia 
nisoria) that breeds in C Eurasia and winters in NE Africa.

habitat Restricted to semi-arid Acacia-dominated 
thornveld, bushveld and savanna. In other habitats 
(e.g. broad-leaved woodland, bushy grassland) usually 
near patches of thorny thickets or in areas with thorn-
bush encroachment. Mostly in 1-3 m high, dense or 
merging canopies in summer, but in well-developed  
understorey in winter. Locally in rural gardens.

status Fairly common to common (territory 4 ha/
pair), but skulking and overlooked when not calling. 
Range is centred on the Kalahari. Encountered singly, 
in pairs or in small family parties. Near-endemic.

identification Forages actively but inconspicuously 
in the thorny canopy or understorey or on the ground. 
Confiding and tame once located, but unlikely to be 
spotted if not calling. A smallish, long-tailed, small-
headed warbler with a sharp bill and reddish eye. 
Longish tail is often cocked or held to the side and 
is sometimes fanned. All ages and sexes are easily 
told form virtually all other species by their barred 
underparts: bars darker and bolder in br.  (which 
also has a plainer, brown breast band with small pale 
spots); bars paler brown in  and non-br. . Below, 
background pale buff (richer, orange-rufous towards 
vent, whiter on throat and breast). Above, chocolate 
brown to grey-brown. Wing coverts tipped white 
(form 2 or more rows). — Sexes:  lacks a distinctly 
different br. plumage. — Juv: More rufous above 
and yellower below with fainter barring; eyes darker.  
— Var: Boldness of barring varies in both subspecies.

confusion risks Stierling's prefers moister broad-
leaved woodland (small range overlap) and is whiter 
below, with narrower but more contrasting bars 
extending more onto its vent and belly, on a white 
(not buff) background; lacks different br. plumage. 

behaviour Sings throughout the day, usually from 
within the canopy (sometimes from the top of a tree or 
bush). In display,  loops c. 2 m above the trees, then 
dives down below the canopy and swerves up again. 

biology Food insects. Live leaves are sewn onto 
ball-shaped nest, built 1-3 m up. Lays 3 speckled eggs.

voice Usually located by its thin and insect-like but 
far-carrying song: consists of 0.5 s, sad, ringing notes,  
repeated every 1-2 s; like a cricket or shrill phone or 
squeaky wheel e.g. prrreeEE, prrreeEE, prrreeEE... Also 
gives a faster, mellower song (more like Stierling's): 
Pre'w-lip, Pre'w-lip Pre'w-lip... Call is a bubbling chatter, 
TEW'tew-ti-ti-ti... Also snaps wings audibly.
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Grey-backed Camaroptera
Camaroptera brevicaudata (Grysrugkwêkwêvoël)
L: 12-13 cm  M: 8-(10.5)-13 g
[1: C. b. sharpei; 2: C. b. in
tercalata; 3: C. b. transitiva; 
4: C. b. beirensis]. Like Green-
backed, spends much time low 
down in thickets, occasionally 
ascending to canopy to sing. 
Round, fluffy and cute, with 
tail usually comically cocked. 
Grey with golden green wings. 
Browner above in winter. 

CAMAROPTERAS: Tiny, tame and very cute cisticolids previously lumped as 'Bleating Warbler' (alarm 
call recalls a bleating lamb). Green-backed in coastal, riparian and lowland forests or shady gardens. 
Grey-backed frequents the understorey of deciduous woodland and low, tangled thickets in savanna. 

Green-backed Camaroptera
Camaroptera brachyura (Groenrugkwêkwêvoël)
L:12-13 cm  M: 9-(10.5)-14 g
[1: C. b. brachyura; 2: C. b. 
constans]. Tiny, fluffy 'ball' 
with a shortish tail that is usu-
ally cocked comically upwards. 
Hops about on the ground or 
clambers in low thickets, some-
times ascending to the canopy 
to sing. Tail, wings and mantle 
green; face grey. Very similar in 
non-br. plumage.

ad. sharpei
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By far the most widespread of Africa's 5 camaropteras.
habitat Savanna, thornveld and woodland thickets 

with an understorey of tall grass, fallen leaves, some 
open soil and tangled branches and stems, typically 
in the shade of taller trees; e.g. along drainage lines, at 
the base of koppies, on old termitaria, at forest edges, 
in riverine bush and in wooded parks and gardens.

status Fairly common but localised resident or 
partial migrant. Singly, in pairs or in groups of up to 4.

identification Betrays presence by loud, distinctive 
voice and more often heard than seen; however, if 
approached cautiously, often tame and may forage 
unconcernedly at close range. First impression is 
of a tiny, fluffy grey 'ball' with a shortish, narrow tail 
that is cocked upwards 45°-90° more often than not. 
Green wings held loosely and slightly drooped. Mantle 
lead-grey (washed brown in non-br. plumage in some 
races). — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Washed greenish brown 
above and lemon-yellow below; eyes darker; gape 
yellow. — Var: Minor seasonal plumage changes (e.g. 
browner mantle, more buffy underparts) in sharpei 
and transitiva; little change in intercalata and beirensis. 
Hybridises with Green-backed where ranges meet.   

confusion risks Previously lumped with similar 
Green-backed; ranges mostly exclusive and Grey-
backed generally prefers drier, less forested habitats; 
Grey-backed told by its grey or brownish mantle, rump 
and tail. Compare eremomelas: does not overlap with 
Karoo (p. 262); Burnt-necked (p. 260) has grey (not 
green) wings, pale yellow belly, pale eyes, does not 
cock its tail, and feeds in the canopy; Yellow-bellied 
(p. 260) has dark legs and is yellower below, as is Green-
capped (p. 262). Prinias (pp. 246-248) are browner and 
have longer, graduated tails, as do apalises (p. 252). 

behaviour Forages on the ground or low down in 
the understorey by hopping about and searching for 
prey under leaves and in bark crevices. Ascends to the 
lower canopy to sing from a favourite spot 2-3 m up 
(less often higher). In fascinating display,  jumps up 
and down 30-40 cm once a second, as if tied to the 
twig with a rubber band. Flies reluctantly and then 
only a few metres with whirring or fripping wings.

biology Food small invertebrates. Nest a ball of fine 
grass blades and fibres, partly covered by live leaves; 
these are sewn with spider web passed through holes 
made in the leaf surface. Lays 3 variable eggs.

voice Voice very similar to Green-backed's (see); 
probably not safely distinguishable in the field, but 
where the 2 species occur in close proximity,  Grey-
backed's song is possibly slightly faster. 

• tiny fluffy 'ball' with short, cocked tail
• mantle grey (grey-brown in winter)
• rump brownish; tail grey or brown
• wings golden green; held loosely  
• typically in thickets in drier savanna

Grey-backed Camaroptera
Camaroptera brevicaudata (Grysrugkwêkwêvoël)
ALT NAME(S): Bleating Warbler (split), Grey-backed Bleating W.

• tiny fluffy 'ball' with short, cocked tail
• mantle green (even in winter)
• rump and tail green
• wings golden green; held loosely
• typically in moister, forested habitats

Green-backed Camaroptera
Camaroptera brachyura (Groenrugkwêkwêvoël)
ALT NAME(S): Bleating Warbler (split), Bleating Bush Warbler

Although tame and confident, this endemic camaroptera 
is fond of dense bush and is more often heard than seen.

habitat One of the most common birds in coastal 
forests and thickets, especially where there is a lush, 
scrubby understorey with leaf litter. Also in riverine 
bush, lowland forest, moist subtropical woodland, 
montane forest, secondary growth, parks, gardens.

status Common to very common resident or local 
nomad. Singly, in pairs or in family parties. Endemic.

identification This small but dapper species may 
be familiar even to non-birders who have holidayed 
on the E Coast or in the Lowveld due to its cute 
appearance, loud distinctive voice, and tame nature. 
First impression is of a tiny, fluffy grey and green 'ball', 
with a shortish, narrow tail that is almost invariably 
cocked upwards 45°-90°. Tail, rump, mantle, nape/
hind-crown and short wings green. Forehead and face 
grey. Underparts greyish or buffish white to white. Not 
significantly different in non-br. plumage. — Sexes: 
Alike. — Juv: olive-green to yellowish green above 
and yellower below; eyes darker; gape yellow. — Var: 
N constans is paler. Hybridises with Grey-backed in N.

confusion risks Previously lumped with similar 
Grey-backed; ranges mostly exclusive as Grey-backed 
prefers drier habitats but hybridises in small area of 
overlap. Green-backed is distinguished by its green 
(not grey or brown) tail, rump, mantle and nape. Green-
capped Eremomela (p. 262) forages in the canopy, has 
yellow underparts and pale (not reddish) eyes. Range 
does not overlap with Karoo Eremomela (p. 262).  

behaviour Forages actively but unobtrusively 
in low thickets or by hopping about on the ground. 
Ascends a few metres to sing from the lower canopy. 
May approach or follow humans or animals in the 
forest undergrowth to catch any displaced insects. 
Flies reluctantly and then only weakly for a few metres 
on short, whirring or fripping wings.

biology Food mainly insects. Nest is partly covered 
by leaves sewn to a shell. Lays 3, usually white eggs.

voice Voice remarkably loud considering tiny 
size. One of the dominant sounds in coastal forest. 
Song is a powerful bid'dup, bid'dup, bid'dup... or kwit, 
kwit, kwit... repeated a few times. At close range 
a clicking inflection/bill-snap can be heard; like 2 
stones knocked together. Could be confused with 
apalises (p. 254) and prinias (p. 246). Also gives a faster 
musical wi'wi'wi'wi'wi'wi... Alarm call is a distinctive, 
nasal, moaning bleat like a lamb, beeehhh or kwêêê 
(hence old name of Bleating Warbler and Afrikaans 
'kwêkwêvoël'); may be interspersed with bill-snaps.



Yellow-bellied Eremomela
Eremomela icteropygialis (Geelpensbossanger)
L: 10-11 cm   M: 5-(8)-9 g
[1: E. i. sharpei; 2: E. i. ictero
pygialis; 3: E. i. saturiatior; 4: 
E. i. polioxantha; 5: E. i. hele
norae]. A widespread, variable 
little bird. Singly or in pairs, that 
move actively through bushes 
and low trees. Compare Cape 
Penduline Tit (p. 264) and Long-
billed Crombec (p. 204).

variable 
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around pale eye
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neck' 
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3-6 birds
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Burnt-necked Eremomela
Eremomela usticollis (Bruinkeelbossanger)
L: 10-11 cm  M: 7-(8.5)-10 g
[1: E. u. baumgarti; 2: E. u. us
ticollis; 3: E. u. rensi]. Groups 
regularly declare their presence 
in acacia canopies by their 
loud, sharp, penetrating songs. 
Basically looks blue-grey above 
and pale, dull lemon-yellow 
below but note pale eye and 
variable collar (may 
be absent).

5
1

3
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EREMOMELAS: Very small, active warblers that are easily overlooked despite being vocal and locally 
common. Widespread Yellow-bellied occurs singly or in pairs in various habitats: scrubby plains, 
woodland and riverine bush in dry W. Burnt-necked mostly in small groups in bushveld with tall acacias.
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searches outer branches of 
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for prey before flitting on

often 
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eye
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brownest 
birds in S
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• yellow belly varies in extent and intensity
• dark eyes & legs, unlike other eremomelas 
• often shows a dark band through eyes
• usually singly or in pairs in bushes or small  
  trees; widespread in various habitats

Yellow-bellied Eremomela
Eremomela icteropygialis (Geelpensbossanger)
ALT NAME(S): Grey-backed Eremomela

Burnt-necked Eremomela
Eremomela usticollis (Bruinkeelbossanger)
ALT NAME(S): Brown-throated Eremomela

• blue-grey above; creamy yellow below
• striking pale eyes (in adult; darker in juv.)
• rusty cheeks and sometimes throat bar
• usually in small, lively, noisy parties
• habitat: canopy of Acacia thornveld

Once familiar, the heartening, piping whistles of this lively 
warbler become synonymous with Bushveld birding.

habitat An Acacia-canopy specialist: uncommon 
in mixed woodlands or miombo, and even then 
closely associated with patches of Acacia thornveld. 
Particularly fond of Umbrella Thorn Acacia tortilis, 
Black Thorn A. mellifera and Monkey Thorn A. galpinii.

status Fairly common to common resident, but 
easily overlooked. Usually in small parties of 3-6 birds. 

identification The best clue to the presence of this 
species is spirited piping whistles from the canopy of 
acacias (very loud considering the birds' small size). 
Initial impression is of a tiny, slim, leggy warbler; pale 
lemon-yellow below and blue-grey above. A good 
view of the face and throat will reveal the whitish 
eyes contrasting with a rusty cheek patch (or rusty 
moustachial stripe); throat often marked by a rusty 
'burnt-neck' collar that varies in extent and colour 
probably depending on sex, season, region and age; 
absent in some birds. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Lacks 
throat collar and has dark brown eyes. — Var: Mostly in 
darkness of underparts and prominence of throat bar. 

confusion risks Yellow-bellied has dark eyes and 
legs, a more rotund body, a shorter tail, is usually 
found singly or in pairs and tends to forage lower 
down. Often found near slightly smaller penduline tits 
(p. 264) which have shorter tails, more spiky bills and 
dark eyes and legs; Cape is similar in colour but has 
a grizzled crown and black forehead and lores; Grey 
is more orange-buff below, with a greyer chest. Long-
billed Crombec (p. 204) has a much longer, curved 
bill, reddish eye and 'no' tail. Remote confusion risks 
in thorny thickets are tit-babblers (p. 173) which have 
streaked throats and white tail sides; larger Icterine 
and Olive-tree Warblers (p. 180) which have stronger 
orange-based bills, dark eyes and long wings; and 
similar-sized but dark-eyed Willow Warbler (p. 178). 

behaviour Groups forage actively on thin twigs in 
the canopy, mostly in upper, outer levels. Aggressive, 
vocal, bold and usually fairly easy to observe (at least 
from below). Often joins mixed bird parties.

biology Food insects. Lays 2-3 white, speckled eggs 
in a tiny, debris-clad cup in the canopy of an acacia.

voice Songs often start with explosive, loud, high-
pitched piping that quickly drops in pitch to either a 
stuttered trill e.g. TU-TI-Ti-Ti-ti-ti-tr'r'r'r'r or a sustained 
series at level pitch that ends abruptly e.g. TI-TI-Ti-Ti-ti-
ti-ti-i-i-i-i. Group members often join in, adding offbeat 
harmonics to choruses. Calls are shorter phrases e.g. a 
thin di-di-di, quick a-chew or soft chee-hee-hup.

This unobtrusive, gentle warbler is the least specialised 
eremomela, and occurs in various habitats across Africa.

habitat Has a wide habitat tolerance but more 
common in dry areas. At home in semi-arid savanna, 
thornveld (where less common than Burnt-necked), 
woodland, miombo, Karoo scrub, semi-desert and 
around rocky outcrops. Mostly along watercourses in 
the driest areas. Avoids forests and high grasslands.

status Widespread but patchy: fairly common 
to common resident or nomad. Inconspicuous (yet 
confiding). Singly or in pairs; less often in small parties.

identification An approachable, lively little bird 
usually seen singly or in pairs working actively through 
the outer branches of shrubs or the lower canopy of 
small trees. Small and rotund, with a short tail and 
sharp, slightly curved bill. The only (adult) eremomela 
with dark (red-brown) eyes. Rather dull except for 
yellow belly which varies in extent and saturation; 
limited to lower half of underparts; with sharp border. 
Grey or grey-brown above and on the breast, with 
a whiter throat. Often shows a dark eyestripe and 
diffuse paler eyebrow. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Duller. 
— Var: Much regional variation: yellow on belly varies 
from dark and bright in E to faint and washed-out in W.

confusion risks Occurs with all other eremomelas 
but told by dark eyes (beware of juveniles) and grey 
head and breast, plus yellow lower belly. Voice and 
basic colours quite like Long-billed Crombec (p. 204) 
but crombecs have longer bills and look tailless. 
Cape Penduline Tit (p. 264) is slightly smaller with a 
straighter, sharper bill, grizzled forehead and a yellow 
breast. Compare longer-tailed prinias (e.g. p. 248). Dull 
birds could be taken for e.g. Willow Warbler (p. 178).

behaviour Active, restless and thorough when 
searching for prey, gradually working upwards or 
downwards through a bush before flying to the next. 
Jerks head this way and that, peers under leaves and 
hops short spaces with 'nervous ticks' of wings and 
tail. May descend to the ground. Joins bird parties.

biology Food insects and some fruit, seeds and 
nectar. Lays 2 white, speckled eggs in a cup that is 
suspended between horizontal branches of a shrub.

voice Song is soft and easily missed: a lively rolling 
note quickly repeated 2-3x e.g. TRee-reed, TRee-reed, 
TRee-reed or CHirry-reet, CHirry-reet, CHirry-reet. Very 
like song of Long-billed Crombec (p. 204) but more 
complex, faster and less structured; could also be 
taken for a white-eye. In full song, basic song phrases 
are alternated with rapid, thin warbling and much 
mimicry. Call a thin rising whistle or short, harsh buzz.
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likes broad-leaved woods 
(here in Burkea africana); in 
restless groups of up to 10

brightest 
race

greenish-
grey

thin reddish ring 
around pale eye

often 
dark  
grey 
mask

at a glance,  
could be taken for 
Yellow-breasted Apalis  
(p. 252) or a white-eye

dark 
eye 

(juv.)

juv. pulchra
Kariba, ZIm

ad. scotops
Vaalwater, Lim

ad. pulchra
Mahango, Nam

green

ad. chlorochlamys
Satara, MP

juv. gregalis
Springbok, NC

ad. gregalis
Rosh Pinah, Nam

adult
albigularis
Sutherland, NC

2 birds perched in 
Euphorbia damarana

yellow 
eye

grey with 
green spot

silvery white 
to pale grey

some lack yellow, 
others bright

quite 
long

EREMOMELAS: Small, active warblers that roost, breed and forage in small groups. Songs rather soft and 
monotonous. Green-capped mostly in broad-leaved woodland (especially miombo); usually in canopies 
of tall trees. Karoo occurs in arid dwarf and succulent shrublands on dry plains or on rocky outcrops.

Karoo Eremomela
Eremomela gregalis (Groenbossanger)
L: 11-12 cm     M: 7-(8)-9 g
[1: E. g. gregalis; 2: E. g. al
bigularis]. Sometimes elusive 
arid W endemic best located 
by its soft (but carrying), insect-
like song. Usually seen in small 
groups. Grey-white below, with 
green wings, a grey head and 
yellow undertail coverts. Eyes 
pale yellow. Tail long.

Green-capped Eremomela
Eremomela scotops (Donkerwangbossanger)
L: 11-12 cm  M: 8-(9.5)-11 g
[1: E. s. pulchra; 2: E. s. sco
tops; 3: E. s. chlorochlamys]. 
Uncommon and localised in 
SA but a regular member of 
bird parties further N. Usually 
in small, aggressive groups in  
the canopy. Song repetitive and 
simple. Grey above; (variably) 
yellow below; head green 
and eyes pale.

1

3

2

1
2

ad. gregalis
Arandis, Nam

some adults 
also have bright 
yellow vents

green

plain 
grey face; 
yellow 
eye

 E

dullest 
race
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Green-capped Eremomela
Eremomela scotops (Donkerwangbossanger)
ALT NAME(S): Dusky-faced Eremomela; Dusky-faced Warbler

Karoo Eremomela
Eremomela gregalis (Groenbossanger)
ALT NAME(S): Green Eremomela; Yellow-rumped Eremomela

• grey and green above; silvery below
• yellow eyes (in adult; darker in juv.)
• often yellow on undertail coverts
• rather inconspicuous unless calling
• habitat scrubby plains and rock outcrops

• grey above; head green; yellow below
• pale yellow eyes (in adult; darker in juv.)
• red eye-ring; dark lores; narrow mask
• usually in small noisy active parties
• habitat: canopy of tall broad-leaved trees

This subtly coloured yet handsome arid W endemic is 
sought-after by local and international birders alike. 

habitat Inhabits arid to semi-arid scrub on plains, 
slopes or rock outcrops in the Karoo, Namaqualand 
and S Namibia. Prefers areas with taller shrubs (mostly 
Euphorbia) e.g. along drainage lines or at bases of hills.

status Scarce to locally common but often elusive 
and challenging to track down (familiarity with song 
and calls is essential). Wanders locally in response to 
rainfall. Sometimes in pairs, but more often in groups 
of 3-10 birds (average about 4 birds). Endemic.

identification A localised, uncommon, shy and 
easily overlooked arid-country endemic best located 
by its simple but far-carrying song. Combination of 
pale, bright yellow eye, green and grey colouration 
and (variable) yellow undertail coverts is diagnostic. 
Upperparts greyish green; greyer on nape, face and 
crown (crown also has a small green spot above the 
eye). Rump and tail base bright green. Greyish white to 
grey underparts contrast strongly; often yellower on 
undertail coverts. Tail longer than other eremomelas'. 
— Sexes: Inside of mouth black in , pink in . — Juv: 
Eye darker (sometimes reddish), legs pink to orange 
(not dark). — Var: S albigularis is slightly darker overall.

confusion risks Few confusion candidates in range 
and habitat (e.g. does not overlap with camaropteras, 
p. 258). Yellow-bellied Eremomela has a much shorter 
tail, yellow belly, dark eyes and lacks the green tinge. 
At a glance could be taken for Cape White-eye.

behaviour Sociable (scientific name 'gregalis' trans-
lates to gregarious). Family parties move rapidly and 
unobtrusively between shrubs. Mostly forages low 
down in vegetation (also on the ground) but calls 
from a raised vantage point (e.g. top twigs of a taller 
bush on a plain or at summit of a rock outcrop). When 
disturbed, capable of quickly moving away unseen. 
However, reacts aggressively to rivals in territory, 
flying repeatedly over the intruder and singing from 
nearby bushes. Inspects foliage and bark for prey.

biology Food insects. Lays 3-4 buff, speckled eggs
in a thick-walled cup inside a shrub, usually <0.5 m 
high. Group members may assist in nest construction.

voice Sings mostly in the early morning (often from 
1 hour before dawn). Song is a long series of strident 
whistles like a digital alarm, insect or frog; each whistle 
has a slight slur e.g. see-her, see-her, see-her... or piri, piri, 
piri... with 2 notes/s for 0.5-2 min. Monotonous and 
easily dismissed but carries up 400 m. Roving flocks 
remain in earshot with a sharp metallic pink or slightly 
clicking kirr-kirr-kirr like Spike-heeled Lark (p. 58). 

This attractive eremomela is primarily a bird of sub-
tropical miombo woodlands in the NE parts of the region.

habitat Most abundant in mature broad-leaved 
woodland, especially miombo. Locally, also in tall thorn 
trees (e.g. riparian strips, gardens). In N SA, mostly in 
Transvaal Beech Faurea saligna or Wild Seringa Burkea 
africana trees, on rocky or sandy soils in hilly country. 

status A common but localised resident. In pairs 
or small family groups of 3-10 (average 5) individuals.

identification A small, active leaf-gleaner likely 
to be encountered in small groups in the canopy of 
tall trees. Usually only seen from below, but given a 
good view, gorgeous and unique. Tail, wings and 
upperparts olive-grey, head green and underparts 
yellow (brightest on breast and middle of throat). Pale 
yellowish-white eye is surrounded by a thin red ring. 
Note dark grey lores and narrow 'mask' (only upper 
half of ear-coverts green; bottom yellow-white). — 
Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Dull; eye dark. — Var: N pulchra is 
much paler yellow below; E chlorochlamys is yellowest.

confusion risks Green head and yellow breast aid 
in separation from other eremomelas. May overlap 
with similar Yellow-breasted Apalis (p. 252) but the 
latter has a red (not whitish) eye, grey (not green) 
forehead, green (not greyish) wings and upperparts, 
and a longer, graduated, yellow-fringed tail. High up 
in the canopy, could be taken for a white-eye but eyes 
pale with a red ring (not dark with a white ring). 

behaviour A restless, noisy and aggressive species. 
Highly sociable, flock members roosting communally 
(often on the same branch night after night), bathing 
in dew or rain on leaves, preening, foraging and de-
fending their territory together. Spends much time 
high up (but lower too). Regularly performs energetic 
chases of other groups. A frequent and often primary 
member of mixed bird parties. Flight fast and slightly 
dipping, wings sometimes producing audible sounds.

biology Food insects. Lays 3-4 bluish, speckled 
eggs in a delicate cup of plant down and spider web, 
hidden in leaves, 6-8 m up. May breed cooperatively.

voice Group members/rivals are very vocal during 
interactions in the tree canopy or in flight: give hoarse, 
piercing, irritated chattering, rising and falling in pitch; 
also a dry, mechanical clicking like Neddicky (p. 224) or 
Black-chested Prinia (p. 248). Often sings before dawn: 

 gives a protracted territorial song from a high perch, 
and may remain motionless for long periods; song is 
a monotonous, frog-like chirping creep, creep, creep... 
or twip, twip, twip... continuing for several minutes; 
somewhat like Lesser Honeyguide (p. 42).
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Grey Penduline Tit
Anthoscopus caroli (Gryskapokvoël)
L: 8-9 cm  M: 6-(6.5)-7 g
[1: A. c. caroli; 2: A. c. hell
mayri; 3: A. c. robertsi; 4: A. c. 
rankinei]. The region's smallest 
bird. Small groups forage acro-
batically in trees but stay on the 
move, flying from tree to tree in 
a bouncy path and 'follow-my-
leader' sequence. May be taken 
for a chick of another species.

Cape Penduline Tit
Anthoscopus minutus (Kaapse Kapokvoël)
L: 9-10 cm  M: 7-(7.5)-8.5 g
[1: A. m. damarensis; 2: A. 
m. minutus; 3: A. m. gigi]. 
Tiny. Common but easily over-
looked. Listen for contact calls 
of groups searching actively 
through trees and low bushes; 
constantly on the move. Recalls 
eremomelas but bill shape and 
mottled forehead diagnostic.

dexterous: holds 
food with feet

juv. robertsi
Vilankulo, Moz

ad. caroli
Shakawe, Bot

ad. rankinei
Save River, Zim

ad. hellmayri
Big Bend, Sw

pair at their unusually dark 
nest (made of Karakul wool)

speckled

black

white 
spot

1. when leaving, entrance spout closes automatically or is 'zipped' 
with bill while hanging from 'porch' lip; 2. false entrance is clearly 
exposed; 3. entrance spout is pulled open with foot upon return.

1 2 3 4

grey lores

plain face 
with buff 
eyebrow

cinnamon 
or pale 
orange

breast 
white  

to buff

plain

sharp; 
triangular

2

1 3
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PENDULINE TITS: Minute, warbler-like tits known for their ingenious nest architecture. Typically found 
in active groups that stay in contact with thin calls. Grey prefers moist broad-leaved woodlands. Replaced 
by Cape in drier habitats (some overlap), including arid savanna, thornveld, Karoo scrub, strandveld, etc.

parties often 
sleep in old 
weaver 
nests

juv. minutus
Kimberley, NC

ad. minutus
Mariental, Nam

shape of tiny bill 
unique: triangular, 

sharply pointed, 
with straight 

mandibles

flight low, bouncy

ad. damarensis
Mahalapye, Bot

ad. gigi
Willowmore, EC

faintly 
mottled

breast 
yellow 

tiny

flight 
bouncy

dirty 
olive-
yellow

 NE
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The remarkable velvety nest of this species, with its false 
entrance, surely ranks as one of nature's marvels.

habitat Replaces Grey in more arid regions; most 
common in the Kalahari, Karoo, W Coast and Namibia. 
At home in both short, scrubby vegetation (coastal 
strandveld, renosterveld, Karoo dwarf shrublands, 
succulent vegetation and stunted thorn-scrub) as well 
as in taller woodland and savanna (mostly thornveld).

status Common in suitable habitat (especially in 
the dry W) but easily overlooked. Resident or locally 
nomadic. Usually encountered in small, active parties 
of 3-8 birds; sometimes 20+. Near-endemic.

identification Despite being locally common in 
much of Southern Africa, this tiny species is easily 
overlooked and is conspicuously lacking from many 
birders' lifelists. The most useful indication of a group's 
transient presence is their constant squeaky calls. Tiny 
but vociferous and often bold. Note sharply pointed 
bill with nearly straight edges to both mandibles, and 
face pattern: forehead 'grizzled' or mottled black-and-
white above alternating black and white bands, with 
a pale spot around the nostril. Above blue-grey to 
olive-brown; below yellowish. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: 
Noticeably duller yellow below, with a subdued head 
pattern. — Var: Belly brightest yellow in N damarensis,  
and dullest and darkest (looks dirty) in S gigi. 

confusion risks Rarely flocks with Grey Penduline 
Tit, which has grey (not black) lores and a plain buff 
forehead. Frequently in same thorny trees as similar 
Burnt-necked Eremomela (p. 260), which differs in its 
larger size, proportionately longer tail, less pointed 
bill, pale eye (beware dark-eyed juv.) and paler legs. 
Similar differences apply to Yellow-bellied Eremomela, 
and note also face pattern and breast colour. 

behaviour As Grey. Forages in tree canopies but 
also in low scrub in treeless habitats. Tends to fly far 
when disturbed, in a light, bouncy fashion, the group 
members reassembling on top of a prominent bush.

biology Food insects, fruit and seeds. Beautiful nest 
is constructed with wool, hare fur, vegetable fibres, 
spider web, etc. Lays 4-5 plain eggs. Nests sometimes 
destroyed by sunbirds and canaries (for nest material).

voice Song is a series of 5-8 pure, piping whistles, 
each series lasting 2-3 s e.g. tswee-tswee-tswee-tswee. 
Quite similar to song of Tinkling Cisticola (p. 234) 
and Golden-breasted Bunting. Group members also 
give various calls in different contexts: listen for a 
surprisingly loud, very high tzick! or disyllabic T'zee (or 
Easy) like squeaking polystyrene; also a subdued, nasal 
to-wee, to-wee, to-wee, like a tiny trumpet.

• miniscule 'fluffball' with short tail
• tiny, sharp, straight-edged bill
• forehead mottled black & white
• usually in small parties; active
• acrobatic: climbs, swings, hangs

• miniscule 'fluffball' with short tail
• tiny, sharp, straight-edged bill
• rather plain, orange-buff face
• usually in small parties; active
• acrobatic: climbs, swings, hangs

The region's smallest bird and the epitome of cuteness. 
habitat Prefers broad-leaved woodland including 

miombo and mixed Combretum-bush (generally in 
moister and taller woodland than Cape; only rarely in 
thornveld). Sometimes on broken woodland on rocky 
hills. Less often in riverine bush, forest edges, gardens.

status Fairly common but easily overlooked due to 
its small size and mobile nature. Resident. Sometimes 
in pairs but mostly in small parties of 3-7 birds. 

identification Although it is active, animated and 
vocal, a sharp eye is required to locate this species; 
unless its calls are familiar it can be frustratingly 
elusive. Truly diminutive size (SA's smallest bird), is as 
good a clue to its identity as any. Structurally, note 
sharply pointed bill with nearly straight edges, short 
tail and 'fluffball' appearance. At a glance looks rather 
plain with greyish-brown to olive upperparts, a pale 
throat and breast and a buffy to cinnamon or pale 
orange belly. Face is plain except for a short, diffuse 
buffy eyebrow and forehead band. — Sexes: Alike. 
— Juv: As ad. but paler below. — Var: Varies in colour 
of belly and mantle. N caroli has a whiter breast. S 
hellmayri is dark, cinnamon-buff below. E robertsi has 
a yellower belly. Grey-backed, white-faced rankinei 
occurs in riverine thornveld in C and SE Zimbabwe.

confusion risks Rarely flocks with Cape Penduline 
Tit, but has a plain (not speckled) forehead, grey (not 
black) lores and an orange-buff (not yellowish) belly. 
May forage with crombecs (pp. 204-206), but differs 
in shape. Eremomelas (pp. 260) have blunter bills and 
longer tails. Because of its small size, could be mis-
taken for a fledgeling of some other species.

behaviour An active, restless, inquisitive species 
almost invariably found in groups that work through 
trees (mostly in upper levels, sometimes lower down). 
Searches the thinnest twigs and pays particular 
attention to leaf clusters, spider webs, galls, flowers 
and budding leaves. Acrobatic, hanging upside down, 
pulling vegetation aside with feet and gripping larger 
food items with feet. Often joins mixed bird parties. 
Many may roost together in old weaver nests at night. 

biology Food insects, fruit and nectar. Amazing 
nest is made with wool, vegetable fibres, spider web,  
etc. (see illustration, opposite). Lays 4-5 plain eggs.

voice Typical song is a quick phrase of 3 elements 
repeated 2-4x in a short series. Most common variation 
is a high, buzzy, raspy, cicada-like chick-a-ZZEE (rhythm 
like a galloping horse), not unlike Common Waxbill 
song. Also gives a more whistling chick-za-FEEee or a 
very sharp tz-f-fee. Flight call a thin, high, wispy tseep.

Grey Penduline Tit
Anthoscopus caroli (Gryskapokvoël)
ALT NAME(S): African Penduline Tit

Cape Penduline Tit
Anthoscopus minutus (Kaapse Kapokvoël)
ALT NAME(S): Smith's Penduline Tit; Southern Penduline Tit
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SPARROWS & ALLIES
Families Passeridae, Ploceidae & Estrildidae

Non-birders have a tendency to lump any and all LBJs, 
particularly small seed-eaters that hop about on the 
ground, as sparrows or 'mossies'. In truth, sparrows are 
attractive and amiable birds: the striking, indigenous 
and near-endemic Cape Sparrow as well as the more 
dingy, introduced House Sparrow brighten up the day 
for many urbanites. On the other hand, species such 
as the Great Sparrow and Yellow-throated Petronia are 
more reclusive birds not associated with man. 

Sparrows should not pose a major identification 
challenge to advanced birders (with the exception 
of Southern and Northern Grey-headed Sparrows). 
Nevertheless it is worth reviewing their species texts, 
particularly as other LBJs are often compared to 
sparrows (e.g. species A is 'smaller than a sparrow' or 
species B has 'a monotonous sparrow-like song').

In addition to the 5 true sparrows (and 1 petronia)
of the family Passeridae, 4 other sparrow-like birds 
are treated in this section: the Sociable Weaver and 
White-browed Sparrow-Weaver of the weaver family 
(Ploceidae) and 2 intricately marked finches of the 
waxbill family (Estrildidae). Also compare canaries and 
buntings (p. 328) and Scaly-feathered Finch (p. 349).

Species 10
Residents 10
Vagrants   0

Threatened   0

Genera 5
Migrants 0

Endemics 1/3
Restricted 1

Origin of names
The word sparrow is derived from the Old English 
spearwa and finch from finċ (hence Afrikaans vink). The 
name Petronia is a Latin reference to rocks (habitat of 
the Eurasian Rock Sparrow). The Afrikaans Versamel
voël ('collecting bird') and Koringvoël ('wheat bird') 
describe the birds' distinctive nests.

(L) - from Ammodramus, genus 
of American 'sparrows' (?).
(Gr) - red-headed.
(L) - with broad bands.
(Gr) - naked nose (bill/nostril).
(L) - supercilium (eyebrow).
(L) - a sparrow.
(L) - diffuse, soft (grey head).
(L) - of houses; domesticated.
(L) - grey (plumage).
(Gr) - black tail.
From Motito (or Molito), near 
Kuruman in the N Cape.
(Gr) - loves companions.
(L) - sociable or gregarious.
(L) - combination of Ploceus 
(weavers) + Passer (sparrows).
From Tswana or Sotho; possibly 
'a fierce person' (loud voice).

Amadina
   
erythrocephala (Red-h.)
fasciata (Cut-throat)
Gymnoris
superciliaris (Yellow-thr.)
Passer 
diffusus (S Grey-headed)
domesticus (House)
griseus (N Grey-headed)
melanurus (Cape)
motitensis (Great)  
 
Philetairus
socius (Sociable)
Plocepasser   

mahali (W-b. Sparrow-W.)

size

AMADINA FINCHES p. 276

SOUTHERN 
GREY-HEADED

NORTHERN 
GREY-HEADED

YELLOW-THROATED 
PETRONIA

SPARROWS & PETRONIAS pp. 268-272

GREAT HOUSE CAPE

CUT-THROAT RED-HEADED

SPARROW-LIKE WEAVERS p. 274

SOCIABLE WEAVER WHITE-BROWED SPARROW W.

Genus 
Plocepasser

Genus 
Philetairus

Gymnoris

Genus 
Passer

Genus 
Amadina

True sparrows pp. 268-272

Represented by 5 species (of Africa and Eurasia's 27 
in total). Cape and Great are near-endemic. Southern 
and Northern Grey-headed have recently been split 
(the latter is mostly restricted to a small strip in far N 
Botswana). House Sparrow was introduced to SA (and 
many other parts of the world) on multiple occasions; 
since the late 1800s it has spread throughout the 
region (see world map, opposite). All sparrows are 
fairly common to abundant residents; Cape and House 
(and to a lesser extent the grey-headed sparrows) are 
some of the most common bird species found around 
human habitation. Sparrows are typically seen in 
pairs or small groups, hopping about on lawns, open 
soil or pavements, often with other seed-eaters. They 
build bulky, untidy grass-ball nests in cavities or tree 
canopies. Their songs and calls are familiar but not 
distinctive to unaccustomed ears: songs consist of a 
slow series of simple, mellow chirps. Plumage includes 
combinations of grey, white, black and chestnut. Best 
identified by face pattern, rump colour and mantle 
markings. All undergo a complete post-br. moult; the 
'br. plumage' of House Sparrows (e.g. a larger black 
throat bib in br. ) is attained through abrasion of the 
concealing pale feather tips. Sexes differ in 3 of the 5 
species. Juv. resembles . [Afrikaans: Mossies].
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What to look for: sparrows & allies

decorative 
patterns on 
underparts?

mantle banded, 
mottled, scaly 
or unmarked?

bill 
size?

wing bars 
or shoulder 

patches?

width and 
colour of 
eyebrow?

colour of 
rump?

face & 
throat 

pattern?
Also note size,  
shape and habitat

Yellow-throated Petronia p. 268

Petronias differ from true sparrows in their yellow 
throat spots, more slender bills, elongated shape, more 
arboreal habits, walking style and tail/wing flicking 
habits. In many respects they recall pipits, to which 
they are fairly closely related. Seen singly or in pairs (or 
in small groups in winter), either walking about on the 
ground or along tree branches. Often located by voice: 
a fast triple chirp. The diagnostic yellow throat spot is 
hard to see; best identified by very broad eyebrow. 
Mostly found in open, broad-leaved woodland. Sexes 
alike; juv. lacks throat spot. [Afrikaans: Geelvlekmossie].

Amadina finches p. 276

Small, Afrotropical finches of the waxbill family, 
Estrildidae. Both sexes have intricately barred or scaly 
plumage;  has a diagnostic red throat 'slash' (Cut-
throat) or red head (Red-headed);  are considerably 
duller but are seldom seen far from . Frequently 
hybridise. Both species are fairly common to locally 
abundant, especially in gardens, villages, resorts and 
camps, but are easily overlooked unless their short 
flight calls are familiar. Usually in pairs or small groups 
(sometimes large flocks). Perch on overhead wires or 
on open twigs at the top of tall trees; forage on the 
ground, often on sports fields with other seed-eaters. 
Pairs seldom build their own nests, instead using an 
old weaver nest (indeed, often seen around weaver 
colonies), or the nest of a quelea, buffalo weaver, 
sparrow, woodpecker, swallow or swift; re-lines nest 
with grass and feathers. Red-headed found in open, 
dry habitats and suburbs; near-endemic. Cut-throat in 
savanna; widespread in Africa. [Afrikaans: Vinke].

Sociable Weaver p. 274

A unique endemic famous for its enormous colonial 
nests that adorn telephone poles and large trees in 
the arid W. The nest is a mass of dry straw, up to 4x7 m 
and weighing >1 ton; consists of a domed communal 
roof, below which individual nest/roost chambers of 
up to 500 birds are situated. Chambers are also used 
by Pygmy Falcons, lovebirds, barbets, tits, finches, etc. 
Seldom strays far from nest. Usually seen in groups 
hopping about on the ground or perched on fences or 
bushes. Distinctive and easily identified thanks to black 
mask and throat patch, scaly upperparts and patch on 
flanks, and blue-grey bill. Sexes alike; juv. duller but 
usually with adults. [Afrikaans: Versamelvoël].

White-browed Sparrow-Weaver p. 274

A large, boldly patterned and conspicuous member of 
the weaver family, Ploceidae. 1 of 4 sparrow-weavers 
that occur in Africa's dry savannas. Almost invariably 
seen in groups of 2-11 birds in the vicinity of breeding 
colonies. Nests are bulky, untidy balls that look like 
straw caught in the branches of 1 or more trees; nests 
are often clustered on the leeward side of trees (see 
illustration p. 280). Breed cooperatively, with helpers 
assisting the group's dominant (and only) breeding 
pair. Breeding nests have 1 entrance, but roosting 
nests have 2. Group defends a small foraging territory 
around colony, through posturing and loud, cheerful 
and complex songs. Searches for insects and seeds by 
hopping or running on the ground. Easily identified 
by bold white rump (striking in flight) plus obvious 
wing bars and broad white eyebrow. Sexes similar 
but  has a paler bill, as does juv. Found in mopane, 
thornveld and dry savanna. [Afrikaans: Koringvoël].

At least 77 alien bird species have been 
introduced to Southern  
Africa, but only 7 have 
become widespread 
(all of them human 
commensals). The  
House Sparrow was  
first introduced in Durban in  
the late 1800s, and later also  
at East London and Maputo.  
After a 50 year lag-period, it 
spread over the entire region  
and as far N as DRC and Zambia. It  
has also been introduced to the Americas, 
Australia and New Zealand and many  
island groups. Natural range expansions, 
coupled with deliberate introductions and 
ship-assisted travel, make the House Sparrow 
the world's most widespread wild bird species.

House Sparrow native range            
House Sparrow introduced range
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SAVANNA SPARROWS: Petronias differ from true sparrows in their thinner bills, yellow throat spots, 
more arboreal habits, tail flicking and similar sexes. Yellow-throated is found in moist, mature broad-
leaved, mixed and miombo woodland. Great Sparrow occurs sparsely in thornveld and dry savanna.

Great Sparrow
Passer motitensis (Grootmossie)
L: 15-16 cm    M: 26-(32)-36 g
[1: P. m. motitensis; 2: P. m. 
subsolanus]. Large and bulky 
sparrow with a big head and 
bill. Easily mistaken for House 
Sparrow, but bigger and much 
brighter, and occurs in natural 
habitats, in arid NW savanna. 
Rather shy and unobtrusive. 
Usually seen in pairs but visits 
waterholes in small flocks.

adult  
motitensis
Molopo, NW

adult  
motitensis
Okahandja, Nam

adult  
subsolanus
Pilanesberg, NW

ad. motitensis
Hobatere, Nam

small 
black 
bib

juv.  
subsolanus
Platjan, Lim

not closely 
associated 
with man

chestnut 
rump

strong 
bill

yellow

grey onto mantle

bright rufous

narrow streaks

distinct white 
spot above lores

plain shoulder

bright 
rufous
rump

dark 
lores

unlike House Sparrow, prefers  
natural habitats, e.g. thornveld

off-white 
below

Yellow-throated Petronia
Gymnoris superciliaris (Geelvlekmossie)
L: 15-16 cm   M: 21-(25)-30 g
[1: G. s. rufitergum; 2: G. s. 
flavigula; 3: G. s. bororensis; 
4: G. s. superciliaris]. Slender, 
elongated sparrow with a thin, 
rather long bill. Yellow throat 
spot is difficult to see but broad 
eyebrow is a good field mark. 
Spends much time in the tree 
canopy. Frequently flicks its tail 
and wings.

yellow 
patch

tail often 
forked

ad. 
bororensis

Malelane, MP

ad. flavigula 
Chinhoyi, Zim

slender, 
longishvery broad 

eyebrow

2x 
white 
bars

flight fast and 
dipping, like a 

pipit or bunting

often flicks 
tail and wings

yellow spot not a good field 
mark; best seen while singing

juv. 
rufitergum

Rundu, Nam

unlike true 
sparrows, tends 
to walk rather 
than hop 

juv. lacks 
yellow

breeds and roosts 
in tree cavities

white bars formed by 
pale tips of coverts

often droops 
or flicks tail

long

semiarboreal: flits about in 
trees or walks along branches

2

1

2
1

3

4

2

NE
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The southern representative of 6 closely related 'rufous 
sparrows' that occur in NE Africa and on nearby islands.

habitat Dry thornveld and semi-arid open savanna. 
Not closely associated with man, but may be seen 
in safari camps or at the outskirts of rural villages. 

status Generally uncommon; occurs in an average 
density of 1 pair/1-5 km2). Sporadic in SA Bushveld but 
more numerous in Kalahari, Limpopo/Molopo valleys 
and C Namibia. Usually in pairs but gathers in small 
numbers at waterholes. Near-endemic.

identification Unlike most other sparrows, rather 
quiet, shy and easily overlooked; may become tame 
in nature reserve camps and around villages, but 
generally avoids human settlements. Large and bulky, 
with a big head and powerful bill (black year-round). 

 has a small, neat black throat bib plus a dark (often 
broken) band through the eye, contrasting with a 
whitish spot above the lores and a bright rufous half-
circle on the side of the head; crown grey, extending 
onto upper mantle which has limited, narrow black 
streaks (note plain shoulder). Rump bright rufous. 
— Sexes:  has a broad creamy to cinnamon eyebrow 
merging with a pale shape on the side of the head.  
— Juv: Resembles adults of respective sex. — Var: N 
SA subsolanus is slightly darker and redder.

confusion risks Easily taken for House Sparrow 
but usually found in more natural habitats and on 
the whole shyer and less noisy, sociable and obvious. 
Many subtle differences: larger and more robust with 
a heavier (always dark) bill and longer legs. Both sexes 
more colourful: brighter, paler rufous above and paler, 
cleaner, off-white below; Great has a plain shoulder, 
narrow black streaks above, a grey upper mantle and 
a bright rufous (not grey or grey-brown) rump.  has a 
smaller, neater black bib and more distinct white patch 
above the lores (but no white spot behind the eye).  
has a broader pale cinnamon (not buff ) eyebrow, dark 
band through the eye and a greyer crown.  Cape 
Sparrow has a plain mantle and whiter eyebrow.

behaviour Drinks regularly. Attacks reflection in car 
mirrors or windows. Forages on the ground or in trees. 
Mixes with other sparrows, weavers, finches, etc.

biology Food insects and seeds. Nest an untidy 
ball of straw with a side entrance, placed 2-5 m up in 
a small (usually thorny) tree. Lays 4-5 speckled eggs.

voice Gives typical sparrow chirping; a little deeper 
and slower than House's. Song is a series of well-spaced, 
friendly chirps e.g. chee'ro, chrew, chee'ro, chrew, chew... 
Calls include a rapid rattling cha'cha'cha'p, a nasal near 
or cheeor, and a very fast chirr'ry'ROOP.

• large-billed sparrow of dry thornveld
• bright chestnut neck, back and rump 
• short distinct white brow above lores
•  has a small, neat black throat bib
•  has a creamy/cinnamon eyebrow

Great Sparrow
Passer motitensis (Grootmossie)
ALT NAME(S): Southern/Great Rufous Sparrow

• very broad, bold, buff-white eyebrow
• double whitish bars on folded wing
• small yellow spot on lower throat
• often flicks tail and wings
• often seen in tree canopies

Yellow-throated Petronia
Gymnoris superciliaris (Geelvlekmossie)
ALT NAME(S): Yellow-throated Sparrow, Petronia superciliaris

This unique, semiarboreal woodland sparrow recalls a 
pipit (to which sparrows are related) in its slender shape, 
tail flicking, dipping flight, voice and walking motion. 

habitat Dry savanna or moist, open woodlands 
with an open understorey; most common in miombo, 
teak, broad-leaved, mixed and riverine woodland. Also 
alien plantations, cultivated areas and occasionally 
around humans. Seldom found >20 m from tree cover.

status Locally fairly common. Resident. Usually 
singly or in pairs, but flocks of 20-30 occur in winter.

identification May be seen walking about on the 
ground, or more often perched in a tree or walking 
along branches. Often located by its song: 3 fast 
chirps. First impression is of a slender, long-winged 
bird with a relatively long, slender, pale-based bill. In 
shape and habits (e.g. dipping flight) brings to mind 
a pipit or bunting more than a sparrow. Most notable 
field mark is an exceptionally bold, broad, buff-white 
eyebrow, extending in a broad wedge to nape. The 
small yellow throat spot is diagnostic but hard to see 
(exposed when neck is stretched). Also note 2 whitish 
wing bars. Frequently flicks tail and wings. — Sexes: 
Alike (unlike in most sparrows). — Juv: Lacks yellow 
throat spot. — Var: Minor variation in colour and size. 

confusion risks Bold eyebrow makes confusion 
with most other LBJs unlikely. Compared to other 
sparrows, Yellow-throated is more slender, with a 
flatter head, sleeker body, longer wings and more 
pointed bill.  House Sparrow has a narrow, dirty buff 
(not broad whitish) eyebrow, more dingy appearance 
and is seldom far from buildings. Like Streaky-headed 
Seedeater (p. 334) but that species has a streaked 
crown, narrow eyebrow and indistinct wing bars. 

behaviour Rather quiet and easily overlooked. 
Forages on the ground by walking with small steps 
(less often by hopping). If disturbed, makes off in fast, 
dipping flight and takes refuge in a tree, flicking its 
tail upon landing. In fact, spends much time in trees 
(probably more than on the ground): walks along 
branches or gleans from leaves and twigs. Makes a 
point of always inspecting potential nest cavities.

biology Food seeds, nectar and invertebrates. Lays 
3-4 heavily mottled eggs in a natural tree cavity or 
hole excavated by a woodpecker or barbet.

voice Easily recognisable song consists of 3-4 chirps 
in quick succession: chreechreechree. A variation is a 
longer but faster series (4-7 notes), often ending in a 
stronger note: tru'tru'tru'tru'truCHEW. Most common 
call a short, nasal, metallic chup or chuchip; also a pure 
whistled piii (like Ant-eating Chat) and a sharp tzsik!
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Cape Sparrow
Passer melanurus (Gewone Mossie)
L: 14-16 cm   M: 20-(30)-38 g
[1: P. m. damarensis; 2: P. m. 
melanurus; 3: P. m. vicinus]. 
Familiar, confiding and cheery 
sparrow. Seen in pairs or, after 
breeding, in flocks with other 
seedeaters.  has a black head 
with arching white 'C';  has a 
similar but subdued pattern. 
Seen on lawns, pavements, TV 
aerials, brick walls 
or at birdbaths.

URBAN SPARROWS: Abundant and well-known, attractive urban species. House was introduced (from 
Europe and India) in the late 1800s; now occurs in the entire region but seldom far from humans. Cape 
indigenous and near-endemic; in towns, cities, parks and gardens, on lawns and in open natural habitats.

House Sparrow
Passer domesticus (Huismossie)
L: 14-15 cm M: 22-(25)-31 g
[P. d. domesticus and P. d. 
indicus hybridise widely]. A 
small, alien urban sparrow 
with in tricate markings (but 
plumage often just looks 
dingy and dirty; though quite 
beautiful when fresh). Hops 
around in parking lots, sings 
from roof beams inside shops 
and nests under eaves.

adult  fresh
Johannesburg, GP

black bib: 
larger in 

dominant  

adult  
Upington, NC

adult  worn
Cape Town, WC

pale feather 
tips conceal 
black breast

grey 
rump

juvenile
Harare, Zim

yellow

adults 
Durban, KZNflutters low 

and weakly
short 
wings

hides under parked cars

different 
coloured bands

buff eyebrow 
with dark stripes 

above and below

grey-
brown

very little white 
above lores

resembles 
adult 

at first glance looks plain  
and drab; becomes soiled  
with soot and dirt at fuel  
stations and factories

introduced several  
times in late 1800s at 
Durban (P. d. indicus), 

Maputo and East London 
(P. d. domesticus) 

seldom far from humans or buildings

juvenile  
melanurus
Citrusdal, WC

adult  
melanurus
Uitenhage, EC

adult  
vicinus
Frankfort, FS

juv.  
damarensis
Kgalagadi, NC

boldly pied 
head: black, 

with white 
C-shape

ad. vicinus
Nigel, GP

pair at nest in 
roof beams dark

pale C-shape: 
eyebrow and 

throat bar 
almost meet

black like  
ship's anchor 

from front

indigenous 
and near-
endemic

more common in modified 
than natural habitats

dark

rusty 
rump

'mossie' considered the 
typical LBJ by laymen; 
actually quite attractive 
and brightly coloured

plain

2

1
3

 NE I
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• common in urban and natural areas 
•  has a black head with bold white 'C'
•  has a grey-brown head with pale 'C'
• bright rusty rump and shoulder
• upperparts unstreaked

Cape Sparrow
Passer melanurus (Gewone Mossie)
ALT NAME(S): Mossie, Damara Mossie 

This oftdisregarded nearendemic adds cheer to urban 
life with its bold colours and trusting demeanour.

habitat Suburban gardens, sports fields, schools, 
campuses, farms and, to a lesser extent, city centres, 
harbours and industria. Also found in natural habitats: 
grassland, savanna, semi-arid areas, strandveld, etc.

status Very common in SA, Namibia and S parts 
of Botswana; vagrant to Lowveld. Mostly resident. In 
pairs or family parties but forms winter flocks (usually 
10-30, sometimes hundreds), often with other seed-
eaters. Near-endemic, extending only into S Angola.

identification A dapper, confident and attractive 
sparrow, familiar to even the most casual observers 
in cities and towns (but also occurs in natural 
habitats). Various LBJs are often lumped as 'mossies' 
by the uninformed, but a closer look (to which the 
birds happily oblige) reveals a brightly coloured and 
beautiful bird. Distinctive even at long range due 
to black head and breast painted with a bold white 
crescent from behind eye to side of breast (forming a 
white C-shape). — Sexes:  has a similar pattern but 
the black is replaced by grey or dull brown, and the 
pale 'C' is usually broken. Also note plain mantle and 
rusty rump and shoulder. — Juv: Like dull adults of 
respective sex. — Var: Smaller and paler in NW.

confusion risks Widely overlaps (and very rarely 
hybridises) with House Sparrow. Cape is larger, sleeker 
and has a bigger, rounder head; also has a rusty rump 
(but grey uppertail coverts like House), plain mantle, 
dark cheeks, dark legs and always dark bill. Some  
Great Sparrows are quite similar; Great has (small) 
streaks above, a darker band through the eye, a paler 
throat and a stronger bill. Also compare overlapping 
Streaky-headed Seedeater (p. 334) and White-throated 
Canary (p. 336) which are similar in size and shape.

behaviour Becomes tame where it occurs in close 
proximity to people (but seldom as cocky as House). 
Feeds by hopping on the ground. Drinks often. Roosts 
in a specially constructed nest, old br. nest or in a tree.

biology Food seeds, small fruits, buds, nectar and 
insects. Nest a conspicuous untidy ball of grass (and 
rubbish in urban areas) with a side entrance. Placed in 
a cavity in a roof or tree, on a telephone pole, in a bush 
or tree or in a swallow nest. Lays 2-6 speckled eggs.

voice  sings before dawn, signaling the start of the 
day in almost every town and city in SA. Song is a long 
series of simple and mellow but varied and musical 
notes at 2-3/s. Calls include a soft downslurred new or 
newi and friendly, low conversational sounds. Alarm 
call a rolling stutter pur'r'r'r'r; harsher when agitated.

• small, dirty-looking urban alien bird
• scurries underfoot, squats low or sits in  
  hunched posture on roof beams
• : grey rump and variable black bib
• : banded above; grey-brown below

House Sparrow
Passer domesticus (Huismossie)
ALT NAME(S): English Sparrow 

The key to this alien sparrow's success is its dependence 
on humans: in the century since its introduction, it has 
spread along roads and railways to the entire region.

habitat Almost always in close proximity to man 
(or structures; even remote, abandoned buildings). 
Common in cities, towns, rural villages and farmyards. 

status Variable: uncommon in clean, older suburbs 
but locally abundant at shopping malls, fuel stations, 
factories, etc. (but numbers have declined in the last 
few years). Mostly resident, but also quick to discover 
new habitats: can reach temporary housing at remote 
building sites within a few days. Usually in pairs or 
family groups, but more sociable in the non-br. season 
when hundreds gather at communal roosts. Alien; 
native range N Africa and Eurasia, but introduced in 
many parts of the world (see p. 267). In SA introduced 
at Durban, East London and Maputo in the late 1800s.

identification Familiar, fearless urban birds: barely 
flutters away from pedestrians' feet, scurries beneath 
restaurant tables, hides under parked cars or sings 
from roof beams inside big grocery stores. Squats on 
short legs (almost lying on belly) or puffs up when 
perched. Plumage often looks neglected and scruffy. 
Flight fluttery and clumsy on short, whirring wings. 
Both sexes are dingy greyish below and banded above 
(with black lines bordering brown and cream bands). 

 has a black throat extending onto the breast (size of 
bib correlated with position in social hierarchy; black 
partly obscured by pale feather tips in fresh plumage). 
— Sexes:  has a dirty buff eyebrow, bordered above 
and below by darker stripes. — Juv: Like  but with a 
yellower bill. — Var: 2 races hybridise widely.

confusion risks. Cape is larger, plain above and has 
a pale 'C' shape on its face (hybrids recorded).  could 
be taken for various other LBJs e.g. indigobirds (pp. 
318, 320), buntings (pp. 338-340) or euplectids (p. 292).

behaviour May be fed by hand in populated areas 
but more wary in rural regions. Often bathes in water 
or a (defended) dust hollow. Raises tail and droops 
wings in display. Wipes bill and flicks tail if nervous.

biology Food insects, seeds, fruit, buds, nectar and 
scraps. Lays 3-4 (up to 6) blotchy eggs in an untidy 
mass of grass, feathers and rubbish, placed in a roof, 
signboard, pipe, creeper, tree hollow or swallow nest.

voice Simple chirping can be heard in many world 
cities, from Paris to Pretoria; often in movies. Chaotic 
and deafening in large roosts; high and fast in inter-
actions; slower in courtship with each note different 
e.g. cheerup, chear, chip, cheerup, cheap... Alarm call a 
harsh DZEWdzew or an irritated, buzzy rattle.
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Northern Grey-headed Sparrow
Passer griseus (Witkeelmossie)
L: 15-16 cm   M: 34-(39)-43 g
[P. g. ugandae]. Large African 
distribution barely extends into 
far N of Namibia, Botswana 
and Zimbabwe. Fairly easy to 
see at safari lodges and around 
villages; Southern usually stays 
in natural woodland but some 
overlap (sometimes in mixed 
flocks facilitating comparison). 
Note heavy black bill and neat 
white rectangle on throat.

GREY-HEADED SPARROWS: Members of a complex of African sparrows often treated as 1 species. 
Southern widespread in diverse habitats: mainly savanna and woodland, but also around humans e.g. 
gardens, farms, cultivation, villages, plantation edges. Northern only in far N, mostly near settlements.

Southern Grey-headed Sparrow
Passer diffusus (Gryskopmossie)
L: 15-16 cm  M: 20-(25)-30 g
[1: P. d. diffusus; 2: P. d. stygi
ceps]. Common but unimpos
ing sparrow; easily overlooked  
due to dull colours, or when in 
a flock with other seedeaters 
(e.g. less boisterous than urban 
sparrows, p. 270). Hops quietly 
on the ground, or walks with 
small steps. Told from all except 
Northern by plain, 
ashgrey head.

ad. non-br. 
diffusus
Maun, Bot

juv. stygiceps
Rust de Winter, Lim

ad. br. stygiceps
Shingwedzi, Lim

ad. stygiceps
Mbabane, Sw

pair looking for 
insects around 
elephant dung

in virtually any  
habitat with trees 

incl. gardens, farmyards usually near man but habitat 
overlaps with Southern in far N

hops or walks 
with small steps

black, 
smaller

subtly 
paler

averages paler 
than Northern, 

above and 
below

grey-brown tones

small but obvious 
wing bar (variable) 

'gentle' facial 
expression

plain

yellow-horn in 
non-br. season

faintly mottled brown wash

very difficult to 
tell from Northern: 
smaller with shorter 
tail and less 
robust bill

fairly 
uniform 
grey

white 
bar

gives nasal 
calls in flight adult

Chobe, Bot

adult 
non-br.
Victoria 
Falls, Zim

juvenile
Kazungula, Zim

adult br.
Kasane, Bot

'mean' facial 
expression due 
to dark mask

heavy bill, 
dark year-

round

limited 
white

investigating 
chameleon

darker chestnut 
contrasts more 
with grey head

white wing bar on 
average smaller 
than Southern's

usually neatly 
framed white 

rectangle

averages darker 
than Southern, 

above and 
below

mixes with very 
similar Southern: 
a little bigger with 
longer tail and 
heavier bill

21

plain, soft 
grey head dark
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The standard greyheaded sparrow in W and C Africa but 
its range extends only marginally across the Zambezi.

habitat Woodland and savanna, but in Southern 
Africa mostly recorded near humans: around villages 
and towns, in cultivated areas and at safari lodges. 

status Fairly common but localised. Mostly resi-
dent. In pairs or small groups, but forms flocks of >50 
in winter, often with Southern and other seed-eaters.

identification Despite many claimed records 
from elsewhere, the best bet for seeing this species 
is a visit to the N borders of the region, especially the 
small zone between Victoria Falls in Zimbabwe and 
Kasane in Botswana. Here this species is common, 
conspicuous and tame at camp sites, lodges and 
villages. Very close to Southern in appearance and 
behaviour. Looks formidable with a powerful black bill, 
'mean' expression, dark grey head and rich chest nut 
mantle. Note neat rectangular white throat patch and 
limited white wing bar. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Paler 
and browner; mantle faintly mottled. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Southern very similar; separation 
at times very difficult and no infallible distinctions 
are known. Surest way is direct comparison in mixed 
flocks when size and mass difference is noticeable: 
Northern is a touch bigger (though often looks more 
streamlined and muscular, less 'soft' and fat, partly 
due to somewhat flatter crown). Northern also has a 
slightly longer tail and obviously stronger bill. Bill said 
to be black year-round (yellow-horn in Southern in 
winter). Above richer, darker chestnut than Southern, 
mantle contrasting more strongly with grey head. 
Northern's head is on average darker grey, with a dark 
mask giving it a 'meaner' look. Below darker grey and 
less uniform with a crisp white rectangle on throat 
neatly framed by darker sides and contrasting strongly 
with breast (transition more subtle in Southern, but a 
few very similar). White bar on wing averages smaller 
than Southern's, and is sometimes absent or obscured.

behaviour As for Southern. Becomes tame around 
human habitation. Roost communally. Rests in a shady 
tree when hot. Forages on the ground, in bushes or in 
trees, often alongside other small granivores. 

biology Food seeds, flowers, small fruits, bread 
and miscellaneous other scraps. Nest an untidy grass 
dome placed in a hollow in thatch, among roof beams, 
in a pipe or in tangled branches; rarely openly in a tree. 
Also uses nests of kingfishers, swallows and barbets. 

voice Song is a halting series of simple chirps; like 
Southern's but said to be more variable and includes 
higher notes. Alarm call a harsh scolding churring. 

• dark grey head with a dark face mask
• large, powerful bill, black year-round
• neatly framed white patch on throat
• limited white bar on wing
• restricted to a small area in extreme N

Northern Grey-headed Sparrow
Passer griseus (Witkeelmossie)
ALT NAME(S): Somali/Sudan/Uganda Grey-headed Sparrow

• both sexes have plain, soft grey heads 
• rather dainty, slender and small-billed
• diffusely white throat blends into grey
• small but obvious white wing bar
• paler and browner than Northern

Southern Grey-headed Sparrow
Passer diffusus (Gryskopmossie)
ALT NAME(S): Grey-headed Sparrow (split) 

This modest, dull species is the 6th most common LBJ.
habitat Versatile; occurs in most open habitats 

with some trees. Mostly found in woodlands (e.g. 
thorn veld, miombo and mopane) but benefits from 
cultivation and spread of alien trees, and now also 
occurs in parks and gardens, at lodges, around cattle 
pens, farms and villages, at edges of plantations, etc.

status Fairly common to common (but generally 
less numerous than other sparrows in urban areas). 
Has expanded its range into W Cape in recent years. 
Mostly resident. Singly or in pairs but more sociable in 
winter, when small flocks (rarely >100) coalesce.

identification A fairly abundant and widespread 
but rather unobtrusive, quiet and reserved LBJ; due to 
dull plumage unfamiliar to non-birders. May be seen 
flying overhead, inspecting potential nest cavities or 
walking or hopping on the ground, often with other 
sparrows and assorted seed-eaters. Para doxically, dull 
plumage is diagnostic, with plain, smooth, soft grey 
head the most obvious feature. Below, subtly different 
shades of grey (palest on throat and undertail) with 
a slight buffy wash. Above, grey nape blends into 
unstreaked grey-brown mantle. Rump and shoulder 
rufous, the latter with a small but usually obvious white 
bar (formed by white tips of inner median coverts). Bill 
black when breeding, pinkish horn with a dull yellow 
base in winter. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Duller with a 
brown wash and lightly mottled mantle. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks See Northern for comparison to 
that species. Easily told from other sparrows by un-
adorned grey head. In size, shape and colours quite 
like Lesser Honeyguide (p. 42) but lacks white outer tail 
and green hue. Compare juv. whydahs (p. 322-326). 

behaviour Hops or walks with small shuffling steps. 
Usually close to water and drinks and bathes often 
(alternatively uses dew on leaves). Feeds on open 
ground e.g. trampled or overgrazed plains, lawns, 
recently burnt grass, road verges, cement and even 
inside buildings. Flies high and fast when flushed, 
while giving nasal calls. Spends much time in trees, or 
checking holes in dead wood or under roofs.

biology Food seed, small fruits, nectar and insects. 
Lays 3-4 speckled eggs on a bed of grass, feathers, hair, 
etc. placed in a cavity, such as a tree crevice, barbet 
hole, swallow or swift nest, pipe, post, nest box or roof.

voice Song is a slow, irregular series of simple, 
typical sparrow chirps e.g. chirp, cheer'ip, chreeu... 
Often located by flight call when passing overhead: a 
nasal zeeec or zeeut. Also listen for short alarm rattle: 
an excited 0.5 s burst of chattering e.g. churrit'ti'tit. 
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white rump

ad. 
mahali
Serowe, Bot

bold white 
wing bars

juvenile 
pectoralis
Tete, Moz

ad. 
mahali
Parys, FS

adult  
mahali

Hobatere, Nam

nests looks like 
untidy balls of 

straw; often 
placed on the W 

side of 1 or  
more trees

arrowhead 
markings 

seldom ventures 
very far from 
massive nest

scaly

communal nest like  
nature's apartment  
block, housing up to  
500 weavers as well as other 
birds such as Pygmy Falcons 
(look for telltale ring of 
droppings around chamber 
tunnel entrance). Dangers  
to nest include predators 
such as snakes and raptors, 
parasites and collapse of 
supporting branches.

nest chambers 
taken over by 

Pygmy Falcons 
(and tits, lovebirds, 

barbets, finches)

duller 
version 
of adult

blue-grey

black 
bib

isolated patch 
of dark, white-

rimmed 'scales'

ad.
Goageb,  
Nam

juvenile
Kimberley, NC

White-browed Sparrow-Weaver
Plocepasser mahali (Koringvoël)
L: 16-18 cm   M: 40-(47)-55 g
[1: P. m. mahali; 2: P. m. pec
toralis]. A large, distinctive and 
boldly patterned bird usually 
found in small groups on the 
ground near their strawlike 
nests. Note very broad white 
eyebrow (that does not reach 
the bill), white wing bars and 
white rump in flight.

SPARROW-LIKE WEAVERS: Unique weavers with bold markings and characteristic nests. Sociable in 
semi-desert and dry savanna, <1.5 km from its massive nest (built in trees or on telephone poles). White-
browed found in thornveld and dry woodland; look for clusters of 'straw-ball' nests on the side of a tree. 

Sociable Weaver
Philetairus socius (Versamelvoël)
L: 13-14 cm  M: 24-(27)-32 g
[P. socius]. A dull but attractive 
dry W endemic. World famous 
for its gigantic communal nests;  
mostly in flocks in the vicinity 
of these enormous structures. 
Adults (of both sexes) identified 
by bluegrey bill, black mask 
and throat patch, scaly mantle 
and scaly patch on flanks. Juv. 
duller and lacks black mask.

2

1

adult
Pofadder, 
NC

very broad 
white eyebrow

black

horn-
grey

 E
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The Afrikaans name of this attractive weaver describes 
its characteristic nests, which resemble untidy balls of 
golden wheat or straw caught among tree branches.

habitat Prefers sparse woodland, arid savanna and 
thornveld, often in slightly disturbed areas with some 
scattered large trees and an open understorey with 
short grass and bare patches. Often common in partly 
modified habitats e.g. golf courses, parks, camps, etc. 

status Common resident (but localised in some 
areas). In pairs or groups of up to 10 birds (average 
4-6). May desert the colony to join a nearby group.

identification To find this species just look for 
conspicuous clusters of roughly woven 'straw-ball' 
nests, wedged into branches on the leeward side of 1 
or more trees (especially eye-catching in winter). The 
birds themselves are equally obvious: they are large, 
boldly patterned, sing loudly and walk confidently 
about on open ground. First impression is of a bulky 
sparrow with striking dark brown, black and white 
plumage. Note broad white eyebrow that does not 
reach base of bill and obvious white wing bars. Even 
more striking in flight, when stunning white rump is 
revealed. — Sexes: Bill black in , horn-grey in . 
— Juv: Bill pale pinkish brown. — Var: NE pectoralis has 
dark arrowhead breast spots. NW ansorgei is paler.

confusion risks Unlikely to be confused with other 
species. All sparrows (p. 268-272) are smaller and more 
delicate and none have bold white rumps. Nests could 
be mistaken for those of sparrows, Scaly-feathered 
Finches (p. 349) or Chestnut Weavers (p. 290).

behaviour The group forages together on the 
ground, up to 200 m from their colony tree. A sentinel 
is usually posted atop a nearby tree to warn foraging 
birds of danger (especially when the grass is taller). 
Walks or bounds on the ground, digging with bill 
and flipping stones or animal dung. Dominates other 
species in mixed bird parties. A feeding territory of 
c. 50 m around the nesting tree is defended by loud 
singing, aerial chases and posturing with the wings 
drooped and the white rump fluffed up.

biology Food mainly insects and seeds. Only the 
dominant (largest) pair in the group breeds, assisted 
by the others. Just 1 nest (with 1 entrance) is thus used 
for breeding, but each bird has its own sleeping nest 
(with 2 entrances). Lays 1-3 plain or speckled eggs. 

voice Vocal. Song is loud, complex and musical. 
Composition varies but recognisable by its rich, rolling, 
liquid quality, rather like a myna or starling. Given by 
single birds or in duet. Contact call a sparrow-like 
chirip. Alarm call a repeated harsh chik or chuck. 

• very bold white rump in flight 
• broad white eyebrow (not to bill)
• prominent white bars on wing
• large and robust; in small colonies
• nests look like balls of straw

White-browed Sparrow-Weaver
Plocepasser mahali (Koringvoël)
ALT NAME(S): Stripe-breasted Sparrow-Weaver

• usually near giant, communal nests
• pale grey or blue-grey bill and legs
• black face mask and throat bib
• scaly markings on mantle and flanks
• juv. duller and lacks black face

Sociable Weaver
Philetairus socius (Versamelvoël)
ALT NAME(S): (Common) Social Weaver

This endemic weaver is world famous for its astounding 
communal nests, which can measure 7x4 m and weigh 
>1 ton: the biggest single structure built by any bird.

habitat Historically restricted to dry savanna and 
sparse woodland with suitable large nesting trees, 
but use of telephone poles, windmills and other such 
structures as nesting sites has facilitated spread into 
treeless areas e.g. semi-desert scrub and arid plains.

status Locally very common. Mostly forages within 
about 1.5 km of nest, but flies up to 4 km to drink. Most 
birds resident (with <5% of young deserting parental 
colony to join other groups). Usually seen in small to 
large flocks (of about 6-300 birds). Endemic.

identification Stopping at one of the massive 
roadside nests of this fascinating endemic is a good 
way to break the monotony of long journeys through 
W SA or Namibia. There are usually some (and often 
many) birds in attendance, flying in and out of the 
nest with straw, perching nearby or visiting the nest to 
escape extreme temperatures. Easily identified by pale 
grey or blue-grey bill and black face mask/throat bib 
plus scaly nape and mantle and patch of large 'scales' 
on flanks. — Sexes: Similar but  has a smaller black 
throat patch. — Juv: Duller (but usually with adults); 
lacks black on throat and 'scales' on flanks before first 
moult at 16 weeks; mantle less contrasting, crown 
streaked and bill horn-brown. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Size, scaly grey-brown plumage 
and dry habitat could momentarily suggest e.g. Red-
headed Finch (p. 276) or Scaly-feathered Finch (p. 349). 
Compare House (p. 270) and Great Sparrow (p. 268). 

behaviour Flocks forage by hopping about on the 
ground. Rather nervous but becomes exceptionally 
tame at busy roadside picnic spots. Nest chambers 
sometimes taken over by Pygmy Falcons and others.

biology About 80% of diet consists of plant material 
(mostly seeds). Nest built on a thick horizontal branch 
of a tree or on a telephone pole (often on custom 
platforms provided by engineers), or less often on 
other artificial structures or cliffs. Some nests can 
become >100 years old (if their supports hold). The 
nest houses 2-500 birds: each pair builds a chamber 
(in which they breed and roost) in the bottom of a 
communal superstructure. Lays 3-4 lightly speckled 
eggs. A monogamous or cooperative breeder.

voice Gives various harsh, sharp, chattery calls with 
a metallic quality, with variations depending on the 
context. Large colonies produce chaotic squeaking 
and chattering choruses. Contact call a simple chip, 
given in a short series in flight e.g. chipchipchip.
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AMADINA FINCHES: Small, sociable, nomadic finches;  with diagnostic red throats/heads;  duller. 
Cut-throat mostly found in dry woodland and savanna. Red-headed in shrubland, arid grassland, light 
woodland and farmland; both visit bird feeders in gardens or camps, on golf courses, farms, etc.

Red-headed Finch
Amadina erythrocephala (Rooikopvink)
L: 13-14 cm   M: 18-(22)-27 g
[1: A. e. dissita; 2: A. e. eryth
rocephala]. An attractive finch 
of C and W areas where it is a 
familiar sight at garden bird 
feeders. Forms large flocks in 
winter, mixing with other seed
eaters feeding on lawns. Most 
easily located by flight call.  
one of only a few species with a 
red head;  duller.

 NE

Cut-throat Finch
Amadina fasciata (Bandkeelvink)
L: 11-12 cm   M: 17-(18)-20 g
[1: A. f. meridionalis; 2: A. f. 
contigua]. Small, pretty finch 
of woodland and savanna. No
madic: often locally common 
but then disappears for periods. 
Usually in small to fairly large 
flocks (often alongside other 
seedeaters).  easily told by red 
throat band (but can be hard to 
see);  finely barred.

framed spots 
('marbling') like 
Red-headed

faint red 
blush (as 

ad. )

distinct chestnut 
belly patch like 
Cut-throat

adult 
Nylstroom, Lim

cut-throat x 
red-headed 
hybrid red band like 

Cut-throat

crown grizzled 
black and red 
(intermediate)

bill heavy, like 
Red-headed

plainer 
mantle

feeding on lawn:  
1  and 4  with 

2 Cape Sparrows

traces 
of red

juv.  dissita
Centurion, GP

juv.  dissita
Springs, GP

adult  
erythrocephala
Windhoek, Nam

adult  
erythrocephala
Bloemfontein, FS

few other small birds  
with red heads: queleas (p. 308), 
Red-headed Weaver (p. 290)

red head (often 
flecked grey)

plain

plain 

strong bill

black- 
framed 

white spots 
('marbling')

plain grey or 
brown head

adults dissita
Wakkerstroom, MP

whitish 
belly

barred

chestnut 
belly patch

adult   
contigua
Mussina, Lim

adult  
contigua
Pretoria, GP

ad. meridionalis
Victoria Falls, Zim

breeds  
in old 
weaver 
nests

often mixes with 
Red-headed

'cut 
throat'

juvenile  
contigua
BelaBela, Lim

juvenile  
contigua

Gaborone, Bot

densely barred head and 
mantle; on rich, orange-
brown background

'zebra' 
barring

beautiful 
diamond 
pattern

faint 
markings 
(can look 

plain)
small

small flock  
flashing overhead 
announced by harsh, 
high keeair squeaks

2

12

1

orange-
buff spots

juveniles 
resemble 

respective 
adults

 NE
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• plain mantle; white spots below
•  has entire head bright red
•  much duller with plain head (but 
  almost always near distinctive )
• hoarse crêpe, crêpe flight calls

Red-headed Finch
Amadina erythrocephala (Rooikopvink)
ALT NAME(S): Paradise Sparrow

Despite its attractive markings, this sociable, nomadic 
nearendemic blends into flocks of other seedeaters.

habitat Prefers flat, open country: sparse savanna, 
arid grasslands and dry, scrubby plains. Dependent on 
drinking water, and seldom far from pans, dams, cattle 
troughs, etc. Particularly common on farmyards and in 
suburbia, especially in small towns and rural villages.

status Common to very common but at times 
inexplicably absent: highly nomadic after breeding; 
movements unpredictable with occasional irruptions 
outside normal range. Usually in pairs, small parties or 
flocks of 5-15 birds; in dry periods flocks increase to 
50-200 birds (rarely 500+). Near-endemic.

identification Seems more common near human 
habitation than in natural habitats: often seen visiting 
garden bird feeders or birdbaths, or creeping about 
on lawns, sports fields or undeveloped plots. Often in 
large mixed flocks with sparrows, canaries and other 
seed-eaters (especially in winter). Looks rather plain 
from a distance (could be dismissed as a sparrow).  
has a diagnostic dark red hood contrasting with a blue-
grey eye-ring, grey lores and a bulky, horn-grey bill; 
plain above; heavily scalloped below, with dark-edged 
white spots like reptile scales.  is more subdued, with 
a plain grey or brown head showing only a hint of red 
on the nape. — Juv: Paler and warmer than respective 
adults; less distinctly marked below;  has a trace of 
red or orange on its head. — Var: NE dissita is slightly 
darker and more marked than S nominate.

confusion risks Mixes with Cut-throat, but the 
latter is smaller with a thinner bill, finely barred head 
and mantle, buff (not whitish) wing spots and more 
subtle diamond-shaped barring below (not black-
edged spots).  recalls Red-headed Quelea (p. 308) 
and Red-headed Weaver (p. 290).  could be taken for 
S Grey-headed (p. 272) or Cape Sparrow (p. 270).

behaviour Drinks regularly, congregating at water 
sources. Flocks perch in trees or on roadside fences. 
Pairs nest singly, or in close proximity in e.g. weaver 
colonies. Flight fast and slightly bounding, 10-20 m up.

biology Food seeds and insects. Lays 3-4 cream 
eggs in an old sparrow, weaver, swift or swallow nest 
(or other cavity). Self-made, sparrow-like nests are rare.

voice Utters a variety of short, simple notes but 
most often heard is sparrow-like flight call: a hoarse, 
rolling crêpe or zree or more hissing cheap, repeated at 
intervals. Once this call becomes familiar, flocks flying 
overhead will be regularly noted: often surprisingly 
common. Alarm a low hiss. Infrequently heard song 
composed of soft, dry buzzing and chuckling sounds.

 

• fine, dense barring on head/mantle
•  has red 'cut throat'; chestnut belly
•  barred on head and mantle (and 
  almost always with distinctive )
• sharp, shrill eat or keeair flight calls

Cut-throat Finch
Amadina fasciata (Bandkeelvink)
ALT NAME(S): Cutthroat, Cut-throated Weaver

This creatively named finch is prone to unpredictable 
movements: common in some years, but then mysteri
ously disappears for months or even years at a time. 

habitat Thornveld and dry woodland. Locally in 
degraded grassland. Also gardens and resorts. 

status Uncommon in general but locally fairly 
common. Resident or nomadic. In pairs when breeding 
but in winter in small flocks (of 5-20, rarely >100), often 
with sparrows, weavers, waxbills and queleas.

identification Despite its striking markings, this 
small finch is unobtru sive and easily overlooked in 
mixed flocks or when resting in the tree canopy. More 
easily seen near humans e.g. jostling at a garden bird 
feeder, drinking from a birdbath, hopping on sports 
fields, or perched in small flocks on telephone wires. 
Can be located by its shrill flight call while flying 15 m 
overhead; alternatively, check the canopy near (old or 
active) weaver colonies. From afar looks wholly greyish 
buff, with rows of orange-buff spots on the wings. 
From close, shows fine, densely spaced 'zebra' barring 
on head, mantle and rump.  sports a diagnostic red 
throat band (as if throat is cut and bleeding); the 
band is thinner in the middle of the throat and less 
easy to see from the front.  lacks red (and white) on 
head, but both sexes have subtle, diamond-shaped 
patterns below.  has a chestnut belly patch (restricted 
or absent in ). — Juv: Duller and less barred. — Var: 
Smaller N contigua is warmer and more boldly marked.

confusion risks Often in mixed flocks with similar 
Red-headed (see that species). Very few other birds are 
as intricately marked, but at a glance, could be taken 
for a sparrow, bishop or some other small seed-eater. 

behaviour Hops, walks or creeps with its belly close 
to the ground. Often perches on high open perches, 
e.g. wires or dead twigs in treetops. Pairs may nest in 
close proximity. Regularly drinks and dust bathes.

biology Food grass seeds and insects (especially 
termites). Lays 4 plain eggs in an old weaver nest 
(favouring those of masked, Red-headed and buffalo 
weavers). May usurp active weaver nests too. Rarely 
breeds in a swallow nest, hollow pole or cavity.

voice Could be overlooked, even in one's own 
garden, if its diagnostic flight call is not familiar. This 
call is frequently repeated by the flock members while 
flying overhead. Sounds like a simple, high-pitched 
eet but actually consists of 2 syllables (or at least an 
inflection): eeeat or keeair. Becomes tricky to discern 
when mixed with calls of bishops, sparrows and other 
finches. Also gives a raspy hissing sound. Infrequently 
heard song consists of a soft, continuous warbling. 
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WEAVERS
Family Ploceidae

The Ploceus weavers include some of Southern Africa's 
most abundant garden birds (such as the Southern 
Masked Weaver) but also some of the region's rarest, 
most endangered and most localised species (such 
as the Olive-headed Weaver, p. 348). Mostly however, 
weavers are highly successful birds that often thrive in 
modified habitats. They are easily observed, visually 
attractive (especially br. ) and are celebrated for 
their architectural talents and dexterity. They are 
well-known, both by ornithologists and disgruntled 
gardeners raking up leaves that the 'geelvinke' have 
stripped from the twigs surrounding their nests.

Br.  weavers boast bright yellow plumage and 
in some species, black or rusty masks, which make 
them instantly identifiable. However, in polygamous, 
granivorous weavers of open habitats, the distinctive 
br.  moults into a dull eclipse (non-br.) plumage after 
breeding, and then resembles the nondescript . 

The Ploceidae family includes 15 genera, of which 
9 occur in Southern Africa. From an identification 
perspective, the true weavers (genus Ploceus) are the 
undoubtedly the most challenging, and are the main 
focus of this chapter. Other Ploceus weavers, as well 
as the Thick-billed Weaver, Red-billed Buffalo Weaver 
and Scaly-feathered Finch, are treated in the appendix  
(pp. 348-349). The Sociable Weaver and White-browed 
Sparrow-Weaver are discussed on p. 275. [Afrikaans: 
Geelvinke, Wewers].  

Species 9
Residents 9
Vagrants   0

Threatened   0

Genera 2
Migrants 0

Endemics 1/0
Restricted 4

size

Genus 
Ploceus

MASKED WEAVERS p. 282-284

VILLAGE SOUTHERN MASKED LESSER MASKED

BROWN-THROATED 
WEAVERS p. 286

CAPE

S BROWN-THROATED YELLOW GOLDEN

PLAIN YELLOW 
WEAVERS p. 288

UNIQUE WEAVERS p. 290

CHESTNUT RED-HEADED

AnaplectesPloceus

General characteristics
A total of 64 weaver species (in the genus Ploceus) 
occur in Africa, Madagascar and Asia; 11 of these occur 
in Southern Africa. The unique Red-headed Weaver 
is the only member of its genus (Anaplectes) and 
perhaps represents a modified savanna form of the 
forest-dwelling malimbes of W and Equatorial Africa. 

Weavers can be divided into 2 groups: conspicuous 
savanna and grassland species; and more reclusive 
species that occur in heavily wooded habitats. The 
former are mainly granivorous, gregarious (breeding 
in small to large colonies) and polygynous (1  mating 
with multiple ).  undergo pronounced seasonal 
plumage changes, resulting in a marked difference 
between the sexes during the br. season. Weavers 
are non-migratory, but sociable species may form 
nomadic mixed flocks in the non-br. season, often 
with other weavers, queleas, bishops and widowbirds. 

Conversely, weavers living in forested habitats tend 
to be more secretive and less conspicuous, are found 
in monogamous pairs year-round, breed singly, have 
less distinct seasonal and sexual plumage differences 
and include more insects in their diets (as is evident 
from their thinner, longer bills). Most weavers will also 
eat fruit, nectar, flower parts and table scraps.

During the br. season  weavers deliver prolonged, 
complex, buzzy songs consisting of rapid clicking, 
drawn-out wheezes, fast stridulation, robotic inter-
jections, chuckling motifs and accelerating rolling 
sounds: collectively known as 'swizzling'. Both sexes 
give short, sharp calls in flight or when alarmed. 

In terms of plumage, most weavers are yellow or 
olive-yellow overall, with paler bellies (the extent 
of which varies seasonally) and greenish or greyish 
mantles that can be streaked, mottled or plain. Eye-
colour (see table, p. 281), bill shape and body size are 
often the most important identification characters. 
Weavers are strongly built with powerful feet, as they 
spend much time hanging below their nests. They also 
have strong bills (and can deliver a painful bite).

Origin of names
The genus Ploceus (Cuvier) is derived from the Greek for 
plaiting or weaving, referring to their nests. Anaplectes 
(Reichenbach), the genus of the Red-headed Weaver, 
originates from the Latin for 'resembling true weavers'. 

(L) - from Cape of Good Hope.
(Gr) - golden wing.
(Gr) - golden eye.
(L) - golden yellow below.
(L) - hooded (black mask).
(L) - masked or face hidden.
(L) - intermediate (in size).
(L) - rusty or very red in colour.
(L) - red headed.

capensis (Cape)
xanthopterus (S Brown-t.)
xanthops (Golden)
subaureus (Yellow)
cucullatus (Village)
velatus (S Masked)
intermedius (Lesser Mask.)
rubiginosus (Chestnut)
rubriceps (Red-headed)
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Thick-billed Weaver (Amblyospiza)
Scaly-feathered Finch (Sporopipes)
Buffalo weavers (Dinemellia)
Buffalo weavers (Bubalornis)
Rufous-tailed Weaver (Histurgops)
Sociable Weaver (Philetairus)
Social-Weavers (Pseudonigrita)
Sparrow-Weavers (Plocepasser)
Bob-tailed Weaver (Brachycope)
Queleas (Quelea)
Fodies (Foudia)
Bishops & widowbirds (Euplectes)
Red-headed Weaver (Anaplectes)
Malimbes (Malimbus)
True weavers (Ploceus)
Brood parasites (Family Viduidae)
Waxbills (Family Estrildidae)
Sparrows (Family Passeridae)

?

Classification and relationships
Weavers belong to the family Ploceidae, a diverse  
group of primarily Afrotropical birds, that includes  
116 species (29 of which occur in Southern Africa) in 
15 genera. They are related to whydahs and waxbills; 
previous classifications have also suggested ties 
with accentors, sparrows and even pipits. In terms of 
ecology, plumage and social systems, the Ploceidae 
is mirrored by the Icteridae in the Americas; icterids 
include New World blackbirds and orioles, grackles, 
cowbirds, meadowlarks and oropendolas.

Intra-family relationships are under investigation 
but preliminary data suggests that the true weavers, 
the malimbes and the Red-headed Weaver are closely 
related. Africa's queleas and euplectids (p. 292) 
and the Indian Ocean island fodies lie on a separate 
branch of the family tree, as do sociable weavers and 
sparrow-weavers (p. 274), buffalo weavers (p. 348) and 
the Scaly-feathered Finch (p. 349). The position of the 
anomalous Thick-billed Weaver (p. 348) is uncertain.

Biology
A weaver's diet is correlated with its habitat and social 
system. Monogamous, secretive residents of forested 
habitats are mainly insectivorous while polygamous, 
sociable, conspicuous, nomadic species found in open 
habitats are mainly granivorous. However, all weavers 
will take insects and on the whole they are best 
described as omnivorous. They will also supplement 
their diets with nectar, flower parts, fruit and in 
modified habitats, porridge, bread and dog food.

Seeds are sought by hopping slowly on the ground, 
or are pecked directly from grass stems. Invertebrate 
prey includes ants, bees, beetles and their larvae, bugs, 
butterflies, caterpillars, flies, grasshoppers, mayflies, 
moths, termites and spiders; these are gleaned from 
leaves, twigs or bark, extracted from seeds and cavities 
or revealed by turning over stones and peeling off 
bark, or may briefly be pursued on the wing. 

As their name implies, weavers are known for their 
intricately woven nests, which rank as some of the 
most architecturally sophisticated structures made 
by any creature. The nest is not merely a protective 

sphere used for sleeping and breeding, but is also the 
centrepiece of the 's strategy for attracting discerning 

. Some gregarious species such as Lesser Masked 
and Village Weavers breed in bustling colonies of up to 
300 br. , often with multiple species. Other weavers, 
such as Southern Masked and Golden, usually breed in 
groups centred around a single .

Most species nest either in reedbeds and waterside 
trees with drooping branches, or in large trees in open 
landscapes (especially acacias or lone-standing aliens 
such as pines or eucalypts); nests may also be placed 
on fences or telephone wires (particularly where they 
cross water), under the eaves of thatched roofs, or on 
windmills and other artificial structures. 

In polygynous species each  may attract 2-3  
simultaneously and up to 12  in a season. The  
constructs a succession of nests (in S Masked Weaver 
10-(25)-52 nests per season), taking anything from 
9 hours to 1 week to complete each nest. Nesting 
usually occurs in spring and mid-summer (but urban 
birds may start breeding about 2 months earlier).

Depending on the species, nests are woven with 
straw, green grass blades, strips of reeds, shredded 
papyrus, fibres, pliable twigs, leaf petioles or, rarely, 
pine needles. The Olive-headed Weaver's cryptically 
camouflaged nest is constructed only of old-man's-
beard lichens. Nesting material is collected <50 m 
from the nest. Strips of palm leaves are obtained by 
making an incision and then gripping the loose end in 
the bill while flying away to tear the strip off. 

The first building phase concerns the construction 
of a supporting ring; thereafter the  adds the main 
nesting chamber, a short entrance tube, and finally 
an insulating layer of fine leaves and grasses in the 
interior ceiling of the nest, to aid in waterproofing. 

Unmated  visit the  and adjudicate his building 
skills based on the nest's strength and freshness. 
During this inspection the  also attempts to persuade 
the  further with loud swizzling songs accompanied 
by visual displays e.g. hanging below the nest with 
its wings fanned and tail spread.  usually strip off 
foliage around the nest, probably to make it more 
visible to potential mates that pass by.

If the  accepts the nest she proceeds with 'interior 
decorating' i.e. adding a lining of leaf strips, grass 
heads and sometimes feathers. The  may lengthen 
the entrance tube of accepted nests. Should the  
reject the nest, or the nest fade to brown, the  tears it 
down and starts the construction process anew.

The  alone is responsible for the incubation of the 
2-3 eggs (1-6), laid at 1-day intervals. The eggs of most 
weavers are highly variable in colour (whitish, buff, 
pale brown or blue-green) and markings (plain, lightly 
spotted, speckled or heavily blotched). This variability 
is a defense mechanism against brood parasites such 
as Diederick Cuckoos, which are chased aggressively 
and relentlessly by  weavers (but nevertheless do 
manage to parasitise 2-7% of weaver nests). The eggs 
hatch after about 2 weeks, and the chicks are brooded 
and fed (by the  alone) for a further 2-3 weeks.
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Weaver nest architecture

THICK-
BILLED 
WEAVER
p. 348

S BROWN-
THROATED 
WEAVER
p. 286

YELLOW 
WEAVER
p. 288

VILLAGE 
WEAVER
p. 282

GOLDEN 
WEAVER
p. 288

WHITE-
BROWED 

SPARROW-
WEAVER

p. 274

SOUTHERN 
MASKED 
WEAVER
p. 284

CHESTNUT 
WEAVER
p. 290

CAPE 
WEAVER
p. 286

LESSER 
MASKED 
WEAVER
p. 284

SPECTACLED 
WEAVER
p. 348

RED-
HEADED 
WEAVER
p. 290

woven with 
pliable twigs

loose ends 
of twigs left 

hanging

leaves often 
incorporated

long spout

long spout  
(12-20 cm; rarely 
up to 0.5 or 1 m)

finely 
woven, 
thin 
wallsspiky 

texture

smaller  
than nests of 
other weavers

longish spout 
(up to 7.5 cm)

sometimes 
anchored to  

2 points

larger than most

neat, 
dense 
weave

coarsely 
woven  
with  
straw

protruding 
ends in all 
directions

fairly 
small, 
neat and 
compact

densely 
woven

roosting nests 
have 2 entrances

looks like a ball 
of straw caught 

in branches

loose, protruding 
grass heads

largecoarsely 
woven

often in  
large 
colonies

unique 
velvet 
texture

upright 
oval with 
a side-top 
entrance

breeding  
nests have 
narrower 
entrances entrance set 

above base

rough 
finish

neat 
finish

usually 
attached to  

a single reed; 
sometimes 

in drooping 
branches

nest of 
Dark-

backed 
Weaver 
similar

lacks 
tunnel

in single 
colonies
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Weaver eye colour. Adult Lesser Masked and Golden 
Weavers have pale eyes (dark in juveniles). In the Cape 
Weaver, all adult , 20% of adult  and some older 
juveniles also have pale eyes. In the remaining species 

 typically have reddish eyes while  have brown or 
reddish brown eyes. All juveniles have brown or dark 
brown eyes that may become paler with age.

Female Juv.MaleSpecies
Village
S Masked
Les. Masked
Cape
S Brown-thr.
Yellow
Golden
Chestnut
Red-headed

Red
Red
Pale
Pale

Red-brown
Red
Pale

Orange-red
Reddish

Red
Brown/red

Pale
Brown/pale

Brown
Brown

Pale
Brown
Brown

Brown
Dark brown

Brown
Brown/pale
Dark brown

Brown
Dark brown

Brown
Brown

Identifying weavers 
Field identification of weavers, particularly in winter, 
offers birders a rewarding but manageable challenge. 
Most readers will already be familiar with one or more 
species from their own gardens or a neighbourhood 
bird sanctuary; getting to know the common species 
well is the best starting point. Take note of seasonal 
plumage changes, differences between the sexes and 
ages and get to know their flight calls. Weavers are 
good practice in the subtle art of distinguishing birds 
by jizz; other useful features to check are eye colour 
(see table below), bill shape, plumage and nest design.

Observing weavers
During the spring to mid-summer br. season (earlier in 
the W Cape and erratic in arid regions) weavers can be 
studied at leisure at their br. colonies when the birds 
are preoccupied with nest building, displaying and 
rearing chicks. Multiple species may nest together, 
providing an opportunity for direct comparisons.

During the winter non-br. season, when  lack 
their diagnostic nuptial colours, weavers are generally 
less demonstrative and more reserved. They often 
join mixed bird parties moving through woodlands 
or flocks of seed-eaters foraging on the ground. 
Throughout the year, they seem incapable of resisting 
garden bird feeders or even just seed strewn on open 
ground. In areas where they continually come in 
contact with humans, some species become so tame 
that they may attempt to steal food directly from one's 
plate at e.g. busy restaurants in game reserve camps.

Identification: Breeding males
Separation of  in br. plumage should not cause any 
problems: 2 species have plain yellow heads (p. 288), 
2 species have a brown or chestnut wash on the face 
and throat (p. 286), 1 species has a red head (p. 290) 
and 4 species have black face masks (p. 282, 284); in 
the latter case, note the extent of the black mask on 
the forehead and the shape of the black's lower border 
on the throat, as well as the bird's mantle pattern, eye 
colour and size. See also Appendix, p. 348.

What to look for:  and non-br.  weavers

length/ 
shape of 

bill?

mantle colour and 
boldness of markings?

Also note:  
• overall size
• shape of body,  
   head and bill
• habitat & range

eye 
colour?

extent of white vs. 
yellow on belly? note: 
varies seasonally and 

between sexes

degree of  
contrast between 
head and breast?

head 
shape?

colour  
of rump?

colour of legs and feet?

colour  
of bill?

Identification: Non-br. males, females and juveniles
With the exception of br. , weavers look confusingly 
featureless and similar. However, with practice, 
and armed with the knowledge of what to look for 
beforehand, most species can be identified in the 
field. Often the best approach is to find a mixed flock 
where multiple species can be compared (to each 
other and to euplectids etc.); this is par ticularly helpful 
when judging relative size and shape.

Start by considering the basics: distribution and 
habitat. While 9 species are possible around Durban, 
only 3 occur around Windhoek and just 2 are found 
in Cape Town; more possibilities may be eliminated 
by habitat choice: dry thornveld, savanna, reedbeds, 
waterside bush, forests or gardens (but keep in mind 
that some forage in different habitats in winter).

A number of species can immediately be eliminated 
thanks to specific diagnostic features. Dark-backed 
(Forest) Weaver cannot be confused with other species 
due to its blackish upperparts. Adult Spectacled 
(p. 348) is easily identified by its black 'bandit's mask' 
plus plain mantle, grey legs, pointed black bill and 
pale eye. Seeing the rare Olive-headed Weaver (p. 348) 
requires a trip to Panda in Mozambique. Red-headed 
(p. 290) has a sharp orange bill and plain grey mantle. 
The remaining 8 species can be identified by their size, 
eye colour, bill shape and plumage details:

Lesser Masked: smallest; grey legs; pale eyes.
Golden: large; plain yellow above and below; heavy 
black bill; pale yellow eyes. 
Cape: large; dull olivegreen above, dirty yellow 
below; eyes pale or brown; bill long and sharp.
Village: large; grey, mottled mantle; yellow head and 
throat contrasts sharply with body; eyes red in adults.
S Masked: medium; dull overall; olive green above; 
eyes red or brown; common and widespread.
S Brownthroated: medium; washed cinnamon 
above, especially on rump; arched, 2toned bill.
Yellow: medium; limited to E Coast, near water.
Chestnut: medium; brown (not yellowish green); 
brown breast band; heavy bill; mostly in N Namibia.

•
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•
•
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'SPOTTED-BACKED' WEAVER: Br.  has a unique marbled mantle pattern. Non-br.  and  told by large 
size, strong bill, grey mantle and contrasting yellow head. Breeds colonially in large trees, often over 
water, or in reeds. Habitat riverine bush, forest edge, coastal lowlands, savanna, cultivation, gardens.

Village Weaver
Ploceus cucullatus (Bontrugwewer)
L:15-17 cm    M: 26-(41 ; 34 )-47 g 
[1: P. c. spilonotus; 2: P. c. nigriceps]. A large, bulky weaver of moist savanna, Lowveld bush and 
coastal regions. Concentrated around large breeding colonies in big trees or reedbeds in summer; 
disperses more widely in winter, often mixing with other seedeaters. Stands out due to size and 
shape: larger than most weavers, with a massive, long and powerful bill (looks like an extension of 
head due to flat crown). Br.  has 2 distinct races (border around 22°S), but all are easily told by their 
boldly spotted mantles. Nonbr.  and  are very similar; best distinguished from other weavers by 
their large size, strong bills, reddish eyes (yearround in adults) and bright greenish yellow heads/
throats that contrast sharply with their grey, mottled mantles and greywhite underparts. 

br.  intermediate variations

ad.  non-br. 
spilonotus
Punda Maria,  
Lim

ad.  br. 
spilonotus
Port Alfred,  
KZN

ad.  br. 
nigriceps
Harare, Zim

ad.  non-br. 
spilonotus
Durban, KZN

black extends 
over crown

variable black 
on crown

Subspecies P. c. spilonotus and P. c. nigriceps interbreed 
widely in S Zimbabwe, NE SA and S Mozambique, producing 
a range of intermediate forms, such as the 2 examples above.

yellow on  
hind-crown

yellow wedge; may extend 
to bill as thin eyebrow

ad.  br. spilonotus
Pietermaritzburg, KZN

yellow crown 
and forehead

black may  
extend in line 

down breast

black feathers 
with yellow tips; 
boldly mottled

red 
eye

pinkish 
brown

pinkish 
brown

size large; build powerful;  
crown often looks flat

bright greenish yellow 
head contrasts strongly 

with grey mantle

throat yellow; 
rest of underparts 
greyish white

long, large, 
powerful bill

eye reddish 
year-round

juv. spilonotus
Thabazimbi, Lim

eye brown in juv. (reddish 
in imm. ; brown in imm.  

until 2nd summer)
ad.  br. 
spilonotus
Maputo, Moz

ad.  non-br. 
spilonotus
Hazyview, MP

line

greyish 
green

variable: 
sometimes  

yellow below 
in br. season

grey mantle

strong

bill usually 
dark in br. 

season

2

1
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Key to identification of weavers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bill red or orange, and pointed......Red-headed
Bill black, horn, pinkish brown, etc.......................2

Extensive black face mask.......................................3
No black face mask....................................................6

Body deep chestnut-brown.......br.  Chestnut
Body yellow; mantle greenish or grey...............4

Eyes pale; legs grey; black ends in rounded bib 
on lower throat; small...br.  Lesser Masked
Eyes red; legs pinkish; mask ends in point on 
throat or line on breast; medium to large.....5

Mantle green, lightly streaked...br.  S Masked
Mantle mottled black and yellow...br.  Village

Plain yellow or greenish-yellow above..............7
Streaked or mottled above...................................9

Large; eyes pale yellow..............................Golden
Medium-sized; eyes red or brown.......................8

Dark chestnut throat...br.  S Brown-throated
Rounded plain yellow head............br.  Yellow

Eyes pale: ivory, bluish or cream-coloured....10
Eyes darker: reddish or brown...........................11

Large; legs pinkish; open habitats..............Cape
Small; legs grey; woodland.....Lesser Masked

Large (17 cm; >sparrow); bill long, pointed...12
Medium-sized (14-15 cm; more or less sparrow-
sized); bill shorter and less pointed.................13

Drab yellow or dirty buff; lack sharp contrasts; 
eyes brown; temperate C and SW SA......Cape
Bright yellow head contrasts sharply with grey-
white belly and greyish mottled mantle; eyes 
red; subtropical N and E.............................Village

Brown rather than yellow or green; brownish 
breast band; bill robust; arid woodland in N 
Namibia and NW Botswana..................Chestnut
Yellow-green or buffy olive; bill smaller........14

Cinnamon wash above, especially on rump; 
E Coast or Okavango..........S Brown-throated
Greenish yellow or olive-green above............15

Fairly dull olive-green; mostly in dry savanna 
and open gardens in interior.............S Masked
Brighter yellow-green overall; reeds, waterside 
bush and shady gardens on E Coast....Yellow

Key to adult Ploceus weavers, including br. and 
non-br. plumages of both sexes; excludes juveniles  
and distinctive Spectacled Weaver (p. 348), Olive-
headed Weaver (p. 348) and Dark-backed Weaver.

This species' old name, Spottedbacked Weaver, describes 
the br. 's diagnostic mottled mantle pattern very well.

habitat Frequents various moist, wooded habitats 
including bushveld, savanna, riverine bush, forest 
edges, coastal lowlands and farmland. Often abundant 
in parks, gardens, villages and camps. Br. colonies in 
reeds or large isolated trees, often over water. 

status Common resident. Br. colonies may include 
10-300 . Usually in flocks of 10-20 birds, but in larger 
numbers in winter. Mixes with other weavers.

identification A large, heavy-billed weaver easily 
observed at its noisy and bustling colonies in summer. 
Br.  is easily identified by its unique, boldly mottled 
mantle (black feathers with yellow tips). Black mask 
geographically variable (see below): edges often 
broken, and usually ends in a wedge on the throat or 
a short black line down the breast. Non-br.  similar 
to but larger than ; both differ from most weavers 
by their large size, strong bills, reddish eyes, dull 
grey-green rumps and bright greenish yellow heads 
that contrast strongly with a grey, mottled mantle 
and greyish white underparts. — Juv: Like  but eyes 
brown. Imm.  has orange-red eyes; imm.  attains red 
eyes by 2nd summer. — Var: Br.  of N race nigriceps has 
a full black head; intermediate variations occur. 

confusion risks Br.  told from S Masked by mantle 
pattern, extent of black mask (variable), larger size 
and stronger bill. From much smaller Lesser Masked 
by red (not pale) eye and pinkish (not blue grey) legs. 
Non-br. birds differ from other weavers in size, red 
eye and contrast between head and mantle/breast. 
Cape (p. 286) is duller, with a thinner bill, olive-washed 
underparts, less distinct eyebrow and pale eye (in ).

behaviour  weaves 3-5 nests, destroying and 
replacing nests not accepted by  or when they turn 
brown. Sings while hanging under nest with wings 
and tail fanned. Roosts communally in trees. Mobs 
snakes, hawks and other predators attracted to colony. 
Forages on the ground, in grass or in trees. Drinks 
daily. Can become tame, e.g. in camps and picnic sites.

biology Food insects, nectar, flower parts, seeds, 
scraps. Nest woven in c. 11 hours, starting with support 
ring, then main chamber, then entrance. Larger and 
less tidy than S Masked's. Lays 2-3 highly variable eggs.

voice Full repertoire includes >25 sounds. Songs of 
multiple  at br. colony combine into a loud mix of 
buzzing, swizzling, rolling and snoring; interspersed 
with sharp, high squeaks; often ends in a wheezy 
'inhalation'. Alarm call a sharp chirp or loud chatter; 
threat call a deep chuck; contact call tsuk or chick.

• large body and long, powerful bill
• br.  has boldly mottled mantle
• bright yellowish head contrasts with 
  grey mantle/grey-white underparts
• eyes red; legs pinkish brown

Village Weaver
Ploceus cucullatus (Bontrugwewer)
ALT NAME(S): Spotted-backed Weaver, Black-headed Weaver
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Southern Masked Weaver
Ploceus velatus (Swartkeelgeelvink)
L: 13-16 cm   M: 29-(34)-46 g
[1: P. v. velatus; 2: P. v. nigri
frons; 3: P. v. tahatali; 4: P. 
v. shelleyi; 5: P. v. caurinus]. 
One of Southern Africa's most 
numerous birds. Smaller than 
Village; larger and more robust 
than Lesser. Nonbr.  and  
rather dull brownish green, 
grey and dirty yellow. Note eye 
and leg colour.

MASKED WEAVERS: Smallish weavers with black masks in br. . Lesser in N woodland, riverine bush and 
swamps, as well as safari camps, homesteads and rural villages. Widespread Southern common in most 
natural, agricultural and urban habitats: savanna, bushy grassland, riverine strips, farmland and gardens.

Lesser Masked Weaver
Ploceus intermedius (Kleingeelvink)
L: 13-15 cm  M: 15-(20)-43 g
[P. i. cabanisii]. The region's 
smallest weaver; build slender 
with proportionately big head 
and slim, long, sharp bill. Pale 
eye shared only by Spectacled 
(p. 348) and much larger Cape 
(p. 286) and Golden (p. 288). 
Note large, rounded black mask 
of br.  plus bluish grey legs and 
bright yellow body of .

black ends  
in point; may 

extend in line 
down breast

fairly 
bright 

yellow; 
belly 

white

small black 
forehead

dull, pale 
yellow

eye 
brown

pinkish 
brown

red eye 
(looks 
angry)

lightly 
streaked, 
on green

gradual transition 
from head to back

ad.  br. 
velatus
Kimberley, NC

ad.  non-br. 
tahatali
Tzaneen,  
Lim

pinkish 
brown

bill robust, 
medium

size medium; build 
relatively compact

ad. br. 
nigri 
frons
Vryheid,  
KZN

juv. velatus
Strand, WC

ad.   
non-br.
caurinus
Windhoek,  
Nam

 

dull, 
dirty 

green

white

ad.  br. 
tahatali
Brits, NW 

black ends in 
rounded bib

yellow; 
belly 
white

black to 
middle of 

crown

bright 
yellow

pale 
eye

blue-
grey

pale 
eye

lightly 
streaked, 
on green

greenish, lightly 
streaked

ad.  br.
Skukuza, MP

adult  
non-br.
Mussina,  
Lim

blue- 
grey

bill slim, sharp 
and longish

size small; build  
fairly slender

ad. br.
Tuli, Bot

juv. 
Maun, Bot

ad.  br.
Mkuze, KZN

 

pale bill

bright 
yellow 
green

ad.  non-br.
Chivhu, Zim

dark eye

yellow

lineround

yellow 
rump

dull olive 
greenish

21

3
4

5
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• br. : small black forehead, red eye, 
   lightly streaked green mantle
• non-br  and : dull greenish-yellow 
    to grey-brown, with subtle transitions
• size medium; bill robust but not long

Southern Masked Weaver
Ploceus velatus (Swartkeelgeelvink)
ALT NAME(S): Masked Weaver, Vitelline Masked Weaver (split)

The most widespread and numerous weaver and one of 
the most common birds in general, especially in gardens.

habitat In virtually any habitat except forest and 
desert. Often thrives in altered habitats e.g. parks, 
gardens, farmyards, camps, cultivation. Up to 2600 m.

status Common to very common. Mostly resident. 
 usually nests alone (mates with 2-12 ) but some-

times in colonies of 2-10 . Forages in groups of 5-20. 
Mixes with other seed-eaters and joins bird parties.

identification Many gardeners are familiar with 
the 'geelvink' and the 's fervent nest weaving and in-
sistent displays to impress picky . The mess caused 
by leaf stripping and demolition of nests is an equally 
well-known but less welcome phenomenon. Br.  is 
yellow with a lightly streaked, greenish mantle, pink-
brown legs, red eyes (duller in winter) and black mask. 
Mask extends slightly up forehead; ends in a point 
or a short black line down the breast; surrounded 
by orange wash. Non-br.  has a drab green-grey or 
dirty yellow head that blends into mantle. Throat dull 
yellow; belly white. Br.  has brown eyes (red in 30%). 
Non-br.  has a dull, pale yellow throat/breast. — Juv: 
Like  but gape white; eye dark. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Non-br.  and  are similar to other 
weavers; most important characters to verify are size, 
bill length, eye and leg colour, and intensity of yellow 
below. From Lesser Masked by larger size, dark eyes, 
pink legs and drabber tone (especially on head, belly 
and mantle). From Village by smaller size, shorter bill 
and duller, greener head that blends gradually into the 
greenish mantle (yellow head contrasts strongly with 
grey mantle in Village). From Cape (p. 286) by smaller 
size, shorter bill and paler, less olive-yellow belly; eyes 
never pale. Not as richly yellow as Yellow (p. 288). 

behaviour  weaves 10-50 nests that he advertises 
by hanging under the nest and singing with spread 
wings. If the nest is accepted by the , she adds lining 
and the  adds a short entrance tunnel. If not, the nest 
is destroyed by the  and replaced. Chases Diederick 
Cuckoos. Forages in small groups on the ground, on 
trunks or among leaves (or at garden bird feeders).

biology Food seeds, flower parts, nectar, insects and 
scraps. Nest neatly finished and with a short entrance;  
in trees, reeds or on fences. Lays 2-3 variable eggs.

voice Like other weavers, song is a long medley 
of swizzling, chuckling, buzzing and vibrating; like a 
stuttering engine speeding up and slowing down in 
different gears. Most like Cape (p. 286) but higher and 
thinner. Lacks squeaks of Village and robotic sound of 
Lesser. Call diagnostic: a sharp pwiit or chick or chuk.

• adults of both sexes have pale eyes
• : rounded bib; much of crown black
•  bright yellow/green, lightly streaked
• size small; bill longish, thin and sharp
• legs and feet bluish grey

Lesser Masked Weaver
Ploceus intermedius (Kleingeelvink)
ALT NAME(S): None

Pale eyes and grey legs identify this small savanna weaver.
habitat Breeds in hot, open, subtropical savanna 

and bushveld (especially thornveld) and riverine bush. 
Locally in reeds, swamps and mangroves. Often, but 
not necessarily, near water or human settlements. 

 status Less common than larger weavers (but 
abundant in vicinity of br. colonies). Mostly resident; 
wanders in response to rainfall. In winter seen singly, 
in small groups or in flocks with other seed-eaters.

identification This small weaver's habit of nesting 
near man makes it a familiar sight in Kruger's camps 
(and those of other reserves), as well as around villages, 
shopping centres, gardens and homesteads in rural 
regions. Breeds in large, busy colonies (10-30 nests; up 
to 200). Easily identified thanks to several reliable field 
marks: eyes pale (usually yellowish white or light blue) 
in adults of both sexes, year-round; blue-grey legs and 
feet; and longish, slender, sharp bill. Smallest local 
weaver, with a fairly slim body and comparatively big 
head. Br. 's black mask extends halfway up the crown 
and ends in a round bib on the throat (not pointed or 
in a line). Mantle green and lightly streaked. Non-br. 

 and  similar, both having bright yellow faces and 
breasts and whitish bellies. Br.  may be entirely yellow 
below. — Juv: Eyes dark brown; bill pale. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Small size, pale eye, blue-grey legs 
and pointed bill aid in identification year-round. In 
these respects most like Spectacled (p. 348) but lacks a 
black line through the eye, and not plain above. Cape 
(p. 286) and Golden (p. 288) also have pale eyes, but 
are much larger and have pink legs (range and habitat 
barely overlap with Cape). Recalls S Masked but that 
species is slightly larger, much duller and has red or 
brown eyes and pinkish legs and a stout bill.

behaviour Br.  advertises his nest to  by singing 
while hanging below the nest with his wings and tail 
fanned. Nests are very closely packed in colony (new 
nests often hung from old ones). Unobtrusive in 
winter: forages mainly for insects within the canopy. 

biology Diet includes a large insect component; 
also nectar, flowers, berries, seeds and scraps. Nest 
recognisable by small size, untidy finish (with errant 
grass blades sticking out at angles) and long entrance 
spout. Often in interior of trees, in reedbeds or in 
colonies of larger weavers. Lays 2-4 plain whitish eggs.

voice Combined noise of many singing  in a 
large colony is loud and chaotic. Gives typical weaver 
swizzling but listen for liquid, bubbling chattering 
quality and high, squeaky, 'robotic' overtone. Call a 
pewpewpew or mellow, slightly nasal trep or tyewp. 
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Southern Brown-throated Weaver
Ploceus xanthopterus (Bruinkeelwewer)
L: 13-15 cm   M: 16-(25)-31 g
[1: P. x. xanthopterus; 2: P. x. 
castaneigula; 3: P. x. mar
leyi]. Uncommon weaver of E 
Coast and Okavango. Br.  is 
the brightest yellow weaver; 
has a clearcut chestnut mask 
and dark redbrown eyes; Non
br. /  buffy yellow and whitish 
below, with a cinnamon rump 
and arched, 2toned bill.

BROWN-THROATED WEAVERS: Br.  have orange or chestnut throats (variable wash in Cape; sharp 
bib in S Brown-throated). Minimal range overlap. Cape widespread in fynbos, grassland, coastal habitats, 
farmland, wetlands, etc. S Brown-throated breeds in swamps and forages in adjacent dense vegetation. 

Cape Weaver
Ploceus capensis (Kaapse Wewer)
L:17-18 cm   M: 28-(45)-52 g
[1: P. c. capensis; 2: P. c. oli
vaceus; 3: P. c. rubricomus]. 
Endemic. Conspicuous thanks 
to large size and noisy colonies. 
Identifiable by diagnostic long, 
sharp bill. Eyes pale in ; brown 
in 80% of . Duller greenish 
yellow than other weavers with 
dirty olivebrown underparts.

clear-cut, 
chestnut  

throat (may 
look black at a 

distance; paler in 
S marleyi race)

mask 
not onto 
forehead

dull 
yellow, 
tinged 
brown

eye 
brown

scientific 
name refers 

to golden 
wings

dark red-
brown eye

boldly 
streaked

ad.  br. 
marleyi
Kosi Bay,  
KZN

ad.  non-br. 
xanthopterus
Beira, Moz

 upper 
mandible 
appears 
strongly 
curved

ad. br. 
castaneigula
Shakawe, Bot

juv. marleyi
Mtunzini, KZN

ad.  non-br.
castaneigula
Kasane, Bot

whitish

ad.  br. castaneigula
Maun, Bot

long, 
sharp

eyes 
brown in 

most

pale, 
creamy  

white eye
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This uncommon, bright yellow species' eggs are usually 
chocolatebrown (unique among local weavers).

habitat Typically frequents dense vegetation near 
water: breeds along rivers and in reeds, swamps and 
papyrus; forages in nearby thickets and riverine forest. 
Wanders further away from colonies in non-br. season 
and may then be seen in woodland and grassland too.

status Localised and uncommon on E Coast; locally 
common in the Okavango and Caprivi. Resident and 
seldom very far from br. sites. Colonies include up to 
300 nests but some  breed singly. Usually in pairs or 
small flocks (<20); not often with other weavers.

identification Generally uncommon and localised, 
but becomes tame on the grounds of safari lodges in 
the Okavango and Caprivi. A smallish, square-headed 
weaver with a somewhat arched, decurved bill. Br.  
is almost neon-yellow (brighter than other weavers) 
with a small but distinctive, clear-cut, chestnut throat 
patch (may look black at a distance). Non-br.  and  
are greyish brown to yellowish green above, boldly 
streaked blackish, with a diagnostic rufous-tinged or 
cinnamon rump. Below, buffy yellow with a variable 
whitish belly; a browner wash may be discernable on 
the breast sides and flanks. Bill often more distinctly 
2-toned than other weavers'. — Juv: Eye dark dull 
brown; gape whitish. Young  attains more yellow on 
primaries with age. — Var: Br.  of SA marleyi is larger 
with a paler orange throat. Okavango castaneigula has 
a more orange crown and greener mantle.

confusion risks Br.  told from much larger Cape 
by shorter bill, brighter yellow body, darker sharper 
throat patch and dark (not pale) eye.  smaller, shorter-
billed, less olive below and more boldly streaked 
above. Similar to S Masked Weaver (p. 284) but usually 
in denser, wetter habitats, and rump rusty brown. 

behaviour Often rather shy and easily overlooked, 
particularly in dull non-br. plumage. Forages in dense 
vegetation, on branches and on trunks of trees; less 
often on the ground. Also begs for scraps at busy safari 
lodges.  mates with 2-3  per season.

biology Food seeds, flowers, insects and scraps. 
Nest small, roughly woven and lacks an entrance 
tunnel (entrance set above base of nest). In reeds or 
(rarely) trees over deep water. Lays 2-3 variable, but 
usually plain brown or lightly speckled olive eggs.

voice At colonies  gives a typical weaver swizzling 
song with long drawn-out wheezes, rapid clicking and 
accelerating nasal jeers. Listen for characteristic, high 
canary-like whistles incorporated into the song. Most 
commonly heard call is a repeated sharp, raspy djick.

• br.  very bright yellow with a sharp, 
  dark chestnut-brown throat patch
• non-br.  and  have cinnamon or 
  rusty brown rumps (diagnostic)
• eyes dark red-brown to brown

Southern Brown-throated Weaver
Ploceus xanthopterus (Bruinkeelwewer)
ALT NAME(S): Brown-throated (Golden) Weaver

• very long and sharply pointed bill, 
  further emphasised by flat crown
• eyes pale in ; brown in most 
• non-br.  and  dull, olive-brown 
  below without a white belly

Cape Weaver
Ploceus capensis (Kaapse Wewer)
ALT NAME(S): None

The only Ploceus weaver endemic to Southern Africa.
habitat Present in most habitats with water and 

some trees (indigenous or alien) e.g. fynbos, montane 
and Highveld grassland, coastal habitats, forest edges, 
riverine strips in arid regions, farmland, towns and 
gardens. Nests in trees, reeds or on fences over water.

status Common to very common; localised in 
Bushveld. Endemic resident with local movements 
(e.g. to E Coast in winter). Breeds singly or in colonies 
of up to 20 . Usually in pairs or small flocks; more 
sociable in winter. Roosts communally. Often breeds 
and forages alongside other weavers and seed-eaters.

identification A common, conspicuous weaver
identified by its long, sharp, pointed bill, which (with 
the flattened head and crown) gives it a characteristic 
silhouette. Br.  is dirty yellow with a variable orange 
wash across the face, forehead and throat. Eyes pale 
yellowish white. Non-br.  and  are duller than other 
weavers: greyish brown or green above, olive-brown 
below, with a yellowish throat and belly. Eyes warm 
brown in most  but 20% have pale eyes, especially 
in summer. — Juv: Eyes dark brown; become pale in 
imm.  after 5-8 months. Acquires br. plumage after 
22-24 months. — Var: Br.  of W nominate race has a 
less orange face (but individual  differ in this regard 
and the extent of moult into non-br. plumage).

confusion risks Br.  told from S Brown-throated 
by its larger size, longer bill and less defined orange 
bib that extends onto the forehead. From Golden by 
bill shape, darker orange throat and streaked mantle. 
Lacks black eyestripe of Spectacled (p. 348). Pale-eyed 
non-br.  larger and duller than Lesser Masked (p. 284) 
with a stronger bill. Brown-eyed  resembles a large 
S Masked (p. 284) but Cape's bill is longer and belly 
not as white. Similar in size to Village (p. 282) but eyes 
brown (not red), bill sharper and washed olive below. 

behaviour  builds a succession of nests and dis-
plays to  by singing, shivering his wings and ruffling 
his feathers. Performs short circular/gliding flights. 
Feeds on the ground or in trees and bushes; lifts debris 
and bark strips. Tame near man. Bathes regularly.

biology Food seeds, flower parts, nectar, fruit, 
insects and table scraps. Nest is large, densely woven 
and neatly finished. Lays 2-3 plain deep blue eggs.

voice Song of  a 7-10 s (or longer) sequence of 
swizzling, buzzing, chuckling and chattering, with a 
full quality. Typically accelerates slowly, then changes 
note and accelerates again (like an engine in different 
gears). Alarm and flight calls are strong but high: chick 
or zwick or deeper chuk. Also a harsh azwit, azwit.
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Yellow Weaver
Ploceus subaureus (Geelwewer)
L:13-15 cm   M: 22-(31)-39 g
[1: P. s. subaureus; 2: P. s. 
ton gensis; 3: P. s. aureo fla
vus]. Restricted to E Coast, N 
of Port Elizabeth. Smallish with 
a round head. Br.  has plain 
bright yellow plumage and red 
eyes; nonbr.  and  may have 
browner eyes and are duller  
below and streaky above.

Golden Weaver
Ploceus xanthops (Goudwewer)
L: 16-18 cm   M: 35-(40)-50 g
[1: P. x. xanthops; 2: P. x. 
jamesoni]. Shy weaver found 
in pairs, usually in dense, lush 
vegetation. Very large, with a 
long tail and strong, dark bill. 
Plain golden yellow except for 
unstreaked green mantle (and 
subtle orange wash on throat 
of ). Lacks nonbr. plumage.

PLAIN YELLOW WEAVERS: Visually similar but ecologically different weavers of subtropical regions. 
Yellow restricted to E Coast wetlands, rivers, floodplains and estuaries; in reeds when breeding, but also 
in woodland and gardens in winter. Golden in moist woodland and thick bush; breeds in reeds or trees.

variable  
orange wash 

on throat (more 
distinct in NW 
birds;  only)
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around 
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• massive with powerful black bill
• body mostly plain golden yellow
• eyes yellowish white in both sexes
• no streaky non-br. plumage phase
• shy and best located by call; in pairs

Golden Weaver
Ploceus xanthops (Goudwewer)
ALT NAME(S): Holub's Golden Weaver, Large Golden Weaver

This giant of the weaver family is furtive and hard to spot.
habitat Mostly found in moist woodland with a 

well-developed understorey, leafy thickets, riverine 
bush, grassland with pockets of scrub and trees, and 
shady gardens. Up to 2200 m in montane regions. 
Breeds in reeds, trees or bushes over water.

status Common and widespread in N; uncommon, 
localised and easily overlooked in SA. Resident. Singly 
or in pairs. Pairs also breed alone; at most, 2-3  may 
share a colony (largely monogamous, unlike most).

identification Despite being large and bulky, this 
weaver is easily overlooked in the dense vegetation it 
skulks in. However, pair members stay in contact with 
regular, deep calls which betray their presence. When 
first spotted its large size, robust shape and powerful 
dark bill are obvious. Pale yellow-white eye (with a 
maroon outer rim) is noticeable. Otherwise plain gold-
en yellow with a greenish mantle and wings.  has a 
faint orange-washed throat (especially in NW); this is 
absent in the duller . — Juv: Eye dark brown. — Var: 
No distinct non-br. plumage. NW xanthops is brighter 
with a variable orange wash on the throat/breast.

confusion risks In size, rivaled only by Cape and 
Village (p. 282). Differs from Cape in stronger, less 
pointed and always-dark bill, rounder head, longer 
tail, brighter yellow colour, greener and unstreaked 
mantle and more furtive, less gregarious habits. Like 
Yellow, but Golden is larger and bulkier with a heavier 
bill and pale eye (not red or brown; except in juv.); 
unlike Yellow, lacks a streaky non-br. plumage. Often 
occurs with smaller, grey-legged Spectacled (p. 348). 
Compare also Yellow-bellied Greenbul (p. 342).

behaviour  weaves 1-5 (typically 3) nests, usually 
away from other  (rarely in small colonies). Forages 
mainly in vegetation e.g. trees, clusters of bushes, long 
grass, etc. Generally keeps to lower levels (1-3 m); less 
often forages in the canopy or on the ground. Mostly 
remains in cover, but at times perches in the open. 

biology Food insects, spiders, seeds, berries, fruit 
and nectar. Nest large and roughly woven, with many 
loose ends protruding around the entrance (but lacks 
an entrance tunnel). Placed 1-3 m up (rarely up to 6 m 
high) in trees, bushes or reeds. Lays 2 variable eggs. 

voice Song is a 5 s mix of typical weaver swizzling 
with a full, liquid quality; interspersed with high 
chattering and harsh grating notes. Calls include a 
dry, coarse djet or djetdjet, sometimes repeated 4-5x 
in a quick series. But most useful and frequently heard 
is distinctive contact call: a loud, explosive CHUP or 
CHEP; the easiest way to locate foraging birds.

• body mostly plain golden yellow
• eyes pinkish red in  and some ; 
   browner in most  and juveniles
• strong but short and stubby bill
• along E Coast; usually near water

Yellow Weaver
Ploceus subaureus (Geelwewer)
ALT NAME(S): African Golden Weaver, Eastern Golden Weaver

Despite continued alteration of coastal habitats, E Cape 
and KZN birders will confirm that this attractive weaver is 
still reasonably common within its limited E Coast range.

habitat Strongly associated with rivers, swamps, 
floodplains and estuaries where it breeds in reedbeds 
and rarely in trees. Ranges more widely in winter and 
may then be found in woodlands and gardens.

 status Common resident within its restricted 
range: occurs in a narrow strip from Port Elizabeth 
along E Coast, extending inland along river valleys 
(mostly <50 km from the coast). Vagrant to Kruger and 
Swaziland. Seen in small to large flocks (often with 
other weavers). Colonies may include 1-20 .

identification A smallish, robust weaver with a 
rounded head and stubby bill. As its name implies, br. 

 has unstreaked, bright golden-yellow plumage with 
a faint orange wash on the head and a slightly greener 
mantle. Non-br.  and br.  are duller, less yellow below 
and greener above with faintly streaked mantles. Non-
br.  duller still with a white belly and fairly distinct 
streaking above. Eyes pinkish red in , red-brown to 
brown in . — Juv: As non-br.  but eyes dark brown. 
— Var: Head of  yellow in S nominate, pale orange in  
C tongensis, and rich orange in N aureoflavus.

confusion risks Recalls Golden but Yellow is 
smaller, with a stubbier bill and pinkish red or brown 
(not pale yellow) eyes. Some overlap in KZN, but 
Golden is rarer, less tied to reed-lined rivers and is 
usually seen in pairs (not flocks as Yellow). Golden also 
lacks a streaky non-br. plumage. In latter state, Yellow 
recalls S Masked (p. 284) but is brighter yellow on the 
body and wings, and less boldly streaked above. Village 
(p. 282) has a longer, sharper bill, mottled grey mantle 
and stronger contrast between the yellow head and 
pale belly. S Brown-throated has darker streaking and 
a rufous-cinnamon wash on the rump and back.

behaviour Colonies are less noisy and conspicuous 
than those of other weavers.  displays by hanging 
below the nest with fluttering wings. May forage, roost 
and breed alongside other weaver species. Forages on 
the ground, in vegetation or acrobatically in trees.

biology Food seeds, insects, flowers and nectar. 
Nest smallish, round, neatly woven and lacks an en-
trance tunnel; tied to 1-2 reeds. Lays 2-4 variable eggs.

voice Song a typical weaver swizzling, usually 
introduced by a high, squeaky tsi'tsootsi'tsootsi'tsoo 
series. Song may incorporate loud twink notes (like a 
blacksmith's hammer), rapid clicking sounds and very 
thin, short whistles. Calls include a repeated sharp TZit 
like a small kingfisher and a raspy chatter in alarm.
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Red-headed Weaver
Anaplectes rubriceps (Rooikopwewer)
L: 14-15 cm   M: 17-(22)-26 g
[A. r. rubriceps]. A distinctive, 
colourful woodland weaver. Br. 

 unmistakable thanks to red 
head, breast and bill. In nonbr. 

 and  head greenish yellow to 
orange and bill pinkish orange. 
Bill has a unique pointed shape. 
Also note plain greyish mantle 
and rump and long wing.

UNIQUE WEAVERS: Chestnut Weaver restricted to N Namibia and Okavango, where found in semi-arid, 
open savanna habitats. Red-headed Weaver easily identified by pointed, orange to red bill and red or 
yellow head. Found in broad-leaved, mopane and miombo woodland, often near human dwellings.

Chestnut Weaver
Ploceus rubiginosus (Bruinwewer)
L:14-15 cm   M: 25-(30)-37 g
[P. r. trothae]. The small range 
of this nomadic, arid W weaver 
overlaps with few others'. Br.  
is unmistakable; nonbr.  and 
 are brownish (not yellow or 

green like most weavers), and 
have heavy bills and a distinct 
buffy yellow to pale brown 
band across their breasts. 

crisp white 
underparts

pointed 
orange bill

plain yellow 
head

red head plus 
red bill diagnostic: 

compare queleas (p. 306)  
and finches (p. 276) 

red may 
extend to 

mantle

plain grey 
mantle

ad.  br.
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ad.  
non-br
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long, 
pointed 

wing

bill long 
& sharply 
pointed; 

pinkish  
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ad.
Punda  
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juv. 
Moremi, Bot

ad. 
Bulawayo,  
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bill may be 
partly brown

unmistakable: 
chestnut-brown 
with black head

nest rough, 
straw structure, 

in colonies of 
10-200

ad.  br.
Kamanjab,  
Nam

adult  
non-br.
Outjo,  
Nam

ad.
Windhoek, 
Nam

 

greyish 
rump

nest roughly 
woven with sticks 
and leaves; note 
loose ends and 
long entrance

red bill

deep orange-
yellow, often 
with red flecks

buffy yellow to pale 
brown band across 

breast; contrasts with 
white throat and belly

browner  
(less yellow/
green) than  

others

adult 
Ruacana, Nam

juvenile
Karibib, Nam breast 

band

heavy bill

heavy

whitish to 
orange-buff 

edges to wing 
feathers
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This unique arboreal bird is the only member of its genus.
habitat Broad-leaved, mopane and miombo wood-

land. Less commonly in thornveld, savanna and mixed 
bushveld. Often breeds near man, e.g. around farm 
homesteads, rural villages, picnic sites, camps, gates.

status Uncommon to fairly common but localised 
resident or local migrant. Pairs mostly breed singly, 
and usually seen alone or in pairs; occasionally forms 
small polygynous colonies. Often joins bird parties.

identification A dashing woodland denizen likely 
to be seen in the vicinity of its untidy nests. May also 
be seen in roving bird parties, acrobatically searching 
branches, leaf clumps and creepers for insects. Bright 
red head and pointed red bill of br.  make it one of the 
most attractive and unmistakable birds in the region. 
Red may extend onto the mantle, where it is bordered 
by a streaky, black area. Otherwise mantle and rump 
are plain grey. Non-br.  has an orange-pink bill and 
orange-yellow head, often with a few scattered red 
flecks.  is similar but has a paler yellow head and 
greener crown/nape. In both sexes, the long wing has 
bright orange-yellow edges. — Juv: Like  but head 
greener; bill may be tinged brown. — Var: Minor. E 
African races have black faces or entirely red bodies. 

confusion risks Distinctive. Few seed-eaters have 
red or orange bills, apart from smaller, shorter-tailed 
Red-billed Quelea (p. 306), which has a stubby bill 
and streaked mantle. Br.  vaguely recalls Red-headed 
Finch (p. 276) and Red-headed Quelea (p. 308). Non-
br.  and  differ from other weavers in their pointed 
orange-pink bills, plain upperparts, greyer rumps, 
whiter underparts and wholly yellow or orange heads. 

behaviour  weaves 2-3 nests per season, often 
in traditional sites. May be helped by . May roost in 
old nests, which are not destroyed. Forages mainly in 
trees, clambering about and hanging upside down. 
Unobtrusive and easily overlooked if calls not known.

biology Food mainly insects and spiders; some fruit 
and seeds. Nest recognisable by very long entrance 
tunnel, coarse texture (woven with twigs and leaves) 
and long, loose protruding ends. Placed 2-10 m up, in or 
under the tree canopy (particularly in baobabs, trees 
near buildings or trees with raptor nests). May also 
nest on telephone wires or at the edge of a thatched 
roof, or over a road or stream. Lays 2-3 bluish eggs.

voice Presence in woodland bird parties often 
first signalled by high-pitched, thin, almost bat-like 
squeaks. These diagnostic squeaks are also used in the 
song and employed as calls. Song also includes typical 
weaver swizzling and long wheezy rattles.

• both sexes have long, sharp orange 
   to red bills year-round (diagnostic)
• br.  has a red head; orange in winter
•  has a yellow-green head
• mantle plain greyish (not streaked)

Red-headed Weaver
Anaplectes rubriceps (Rooikopwewer)
ALT NAME(S): Red-headed Anaplectes/Malimbe, A. melanotis

• br.  has chestnut body & black head
• non-br.  and  browner than others
• brownish yellow band across breast
• heavy bill noticeable in both sexes
• restricted to Namibia & N Botswana

Chestnut Weaver
Ploceus rubiginosus (Bruinwewer)
ALT NAME(S): None

Like many other African species, Chestnut Weavers occur 
in 2 isolated populations: NE Africa and SW Africa.

habitat Semi-arid open savanna, thornveld and 
riverine bush, mainly along the broken Namibian 
escarpment. Often found in larger numbers in and 
around camp sites, lodges, villages, farmyards, etc. 

status Erratic; numbers depend on rainfall: in wet 
years locally abundant, but may be wholly absent 
from some sites in dry conditions. Movements poorly 
understood; present year-round in Namibia but partly 
a winter visitor to Botswana (where it can be locally 
abundant at times). Vagrant to SA. Seen in small flocks 
(often with the sexes in separate flocks; large flocks of 
only juveniles have been recorded). Often mixes with 
queleas and other seed-eaters e.g. at waterholes.

identification In addition to a population in E 
Africa, range is restricted to Angola and Namibia N 
of Windhoek (and small numbers in NW Botswana). 
Examples of the untidy, straw-like nests of this 
species can be seen in roadside acacias in N Namibia 
(although the nest builders may be absent, depending 
on rainfall). In the mid- to late-summer br. season,  
is gorgeous and unmistakable with a deep chestnut 
to orange-brown body and black head. Non-br.  
and  are less easily identified; note heavy black, 
grey or 2-toned bill, brownish (not greenish or yellow 
plumage) and brown breast band that contrasts with 
whitish throat/belly. Eyes orange to red in , browner 
in . Legs pink-brown to grey. — Juv: Like  but breast 
may be lightly streaked and bill is paler. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Br.  should not present problems 
but non-br.  and  are tricky: other Namibian weavers 
have more distinct yellowish or greenish plumage 
tones and lack Chestnut's breast band. Similar to  
House Sparrow (p. 270) but larger, heavier-billed and 
with band across breast, and less associated with man.

behaviour Colonies often densely packed (up to 
200 nests/tree, sometimes with almost every tree in 
sight used). Although the nest is woven by the , he 
deserts the colony once the  starts incubating. Often 
shy (especially ); less timid where in regular contact 
with humans. Often mixes with Red-billed Queleas.

biology Food seeds plus some nectar and insects. 
Nest recognisable by untidy weave with loose ends 
protruding all about and use of straw-like materials 
(compare Sparrow-Weaver, p. 274). Usually in an acacia,  
2-8 m above the ground. Lays 3-4 plain eggs. 

voice Song a swizzling composition. Loud flight call 
a diagnostic, high, sharp but full cheek or cheep. Also a 
lower chi'rup and stuttered, chattering tiptiptip.
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BISHOPS, WIDOWBIRDS & QUELEAS
Family Ploceidae

The members of this compelling group are collectively 
referred to as 'euplectids' (from Euplectes, the genus of 
widowbirds and bishops). In the br. season,  flaunt 
extravagant nuptial plumage that makes them easily 
identifiable and visually conspicuous; even a non-
birder admires a Long-tailed Widowbird's arduous 
song-flight over grasslands along the N1, or bustling 
colonies of S Red Bishops in the reeds around angling 
dams. Queleas are known for their sociability: a cloud-
like flock of a million or more Red-billed Queleas is a 
sight that will freeze any crop farmer's heart.

During the non-br. season  lose their decorative 
colours and closely resemble their dull, streaky brown 
 counterparts. Euplectids can be very hard to identify 

in the field in winter, even for experts. Knowing what 
to look for (e.g. shoulder patches, the colour of the 
under wing coverts and the extent of streaking below) 
is essential, as are practice, persistence and time spent 
in the field. [Afrikaans: Flappe, Vinke, Kweleas].  

General characteristics
This exclusively Afrotropical group includes 3 queleas  
and 17 bishops and widowbirds; the latter differ in 
e.g. the longer tails of widowbirds that are moulted 
twice annually. Euplectids are polygynous and each  
defends a small territory and mates with multiple .  

Species 12
Residents 10
Vagrants   1

Threatened   0

Genera 2
Migrants 2

Endemics 0/0
Restricted 3

Outside the br. season euplectids are more gregarious 
and often form mixed flocks with other seed-eaters. 
Their movements outside the br. season are poorly 
known due to identification difficulties; however, most 
species are resident or locally nomadic.

Euplectids are predominantly granivorous, picking 
seeds from the ground or directly from grass stalks. 
Consequently they are found in grasslands, with most 
species showing a preference for moist, rank grass at 
wetland edges and some breeding in reeds. Red-billed 
Queleas breed erratically in open savanna after rain, 
where their massive colonies attract many predators. 

During the br. season  deliver complex buzzing 
or swizzling songs including, in some species, bizarre 
hissing, rasping and 'ultrasonic' clicking. They have 
short, simple flight calls that are diagnostic but require 
experience to distinguish (it is worth learning at least 
the calls of S Red Bishop, for comparative purposes).

In non-br. plumage the sexes are very similar but  
are often larger and may retain flashes of colour on 
their wing coverts. Juveniles generally resemble .

Origin of names
The genus name of widowbirds and bishops, Euplectes 
(Swainson), is derived from the Greek for 'well-woven', 
in reference to their woven nests, or perhaps the 
birds themselves, i.e. 'beautiful weaver'. The English 
widowbird alludes to the birds' black plumage (like 
the robes of a mourning widow); bishops resemble the 
reddish clothes of bishops in the Christian clergy. 

The genus and common names of queleas, Quelea 
(Reichenbach), is possibly derived from the English 
quail, alternatively spelled as quailia and qualea; this 
may refer to the birds' low flight or streaky plumage. It 
has been suggested that the mass migration of quails 
the Israelites encountered on their exodus from Egypt 
might actually refer to the Red-billed Quelea instead.

(L) - of Africa. 
(L) - marked with white.
(L) - eager, fervent and ardent; 
or burning/glowing (based 
on a erroneous illustration 
showing a red belly spot). 
(L) - of the armpits or shoulder.
(L) - from the Cape.
(L) - (red robe of ) a cardinal.
(Gr) - red cheek (or red eye).
(L) - of barley (breeds in crops).
(Gr) - large tail.
(L) - appetite; or rice.
(L) - a swallow; from Gr. mythol-
ogy: Procne was changed into 
a swallow, her father a hoopoe.
(L) - as for genus (see above).

afer (Yellow-crowned)
albonotatus (White-wing.)
ardens (Red-collared)  
   
  
 
axillaris (Fan-tailed)
capensis (Yellow Bishop)
cardinalis (Cardinal)
erythrops (Red-headed)
hordeaceus (Black-winged)
macroura (Yellow-mantle.)
orix (S Red Bishop)
progne (Long-tailed)  
   
  
quelea (Red-billed)

size

Genus Quelea

WIDOWBIRDS pp. 299-304

YELLOW BISHOP YELLOW-MANTLED WHITE-WINGED

BISHOPS pp. 296-297

YELLOW-CROWNED SOUTHERN RED

QUELEAS pp. 306-308

RED-BILLED RED-HEADED CARDINAL

BLACK-WINGED

RED-COLLARED FAN-TAILED LONG-TAILED

Genus 
Euplectes
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A  Southern 
Red Bishop 
inspecting a 
nest shell in  
a reedbed.

Classification and relationships
Euplectids and queleas belong to the weaver family 
Ploceidae, and are probably most closely related to 
the Indian Ocean island fodies (see p. 279). Modern 
classifications place bishops and widowbirds in the 
same genus but some authorities separate them based 
on the following: bishops (Euplectes) are shorter-tailed 
with proportionately longer undertail coverts, moult 
their tail feathers once annually (in the complete post-
br. moult) and have plain whitish or bluish eggs (as do 
queleas); widowbirds (alternative genus 'Coliuspasser') 
have longer tails that are moulted twice annually, and 
lay heavily speckled or blotched eggs. 

Biology
The vast majority of a euplectid's diet consists of plant 
material: mainly grass seeds, including maize and 
cereals, but also nectar, small berries and flower parts. 
Seeds are sought on the ground or picked directly 
from seeding grass heads. In winter multiple species 
gather in large, nervous, mixed flocks that forage on 
the ground with small, shuffling steps; such flocks are 
often seen along roadsides (where they eat spilled 
grain), in agricultural fields, on lawns of large gardens, 
on golf fairways and in burnt grassland. 

In abundantly seeding grasslands, flocks of queleas 
feed in a visually impressive, rolling wave motion, with 
the back birds continually flying over the front birds. 
Large quelea flocks may damage commercial crops of 
wheat, sorghum, manna, millet, oats, rice, etc. 

The smaller invertebrate component of euplectids' 
diets includes beetles, bugs, ants, dragonflies, grass-
hoppers, crickets, termites, butterflies, cater pillars,  
larvae and spiders. In coastal regions, S Red Bishops 
are sometimes seen hunting kelp flies and small 
crustaceans in the intertidal zone. Egg-laying  
supplement their calcium-levels by eating eggshells, 
calcareous soil and snail shells.

Like their weaver relatives, bishops and widowbirds 
are skilled nest-builders; however, their nests are 
far less conspicuous than those of weavers as most 
species conceal them in thick grass, usually <1 m 
above the ground.  of most species breed singly (but 
in colonies of 2-20  in reedbeds in S Red Bishop).  
may select mates based on the 's nest, displays, tail 
length and the intensity of his red and yellow colours 
(as carotinoid pigments are acquired through diet). 

The nests of all euplectids are upright woven ovals 
with an entrance near the top of one side; entrances 
are often shaded by a hood of projecting grasses. A 
succession of nest shells is hurriedly woven (in 1-3 
days) by the . The woven walls may be so thin that the 
nest contents are clearly visible. If a visiting  accepts 
the nest she adds finer lining to the interior.

Not surprisingly, queleas are colonial breeders. A 
Red-billed Quelea colony is a truly amazing spectacle. 
The br. cycle is extremely rapid: chicks may leave their 
natal colony only 35-41 days after nest building has 
started. Colonies are usually in acacias, with 50-3000 
nests per tree, and an average of 300 000 nests in the 

entire colony. Given the abundance of prey in the form 
of eggs and nestlings, quelea colonies attract a range 
of predators that may decimate colonies in a few days. 
The avian predators alone include herons, storks, 
vultures, eagles, hawks, buzzards, kites, falcons, owls 
and horn bills; other predators range from Armoured 
Bush Crickets through snakes and monitor lizards to 
lions, leopards and of course, humans.

While euplectids are polygynous (and the  incu-
bates the eggs and cares for the young by herself ), 
queleas are monogamous (and both sexes share the 
parental duties). Clutches contain 2-7 (usually 3) eggs; 
the eggs of bishops and queleas are plain whitish or 
blue-white (or very lightly speckled in the Yellow-
crowned Bishop); conversely, the eggs of widowbirds 
are heavily marked with blotches and speckles. S Red 
Bishop and Long-tailed and White-winged 
Widowbirds are occasionally 
parasitised by 
Diederick 
Cuckoos.

Identifying euplectids 
Identifying  and non-br.  bishops, widowbirds 
and queleas, more than any other group of seed-
eaters, is a formidable challenge that even experts 
struggle with. Winter flocks composed of teeming, 
streaky, sparrowy birds of multiple species (and often 
families) can be very confusing; however, such flocks 
do provide the opportunity for direct comparisons. A 
good piece of advice is to get to know the Southern 
Red Bishop well; in terms of size, structure, plumage, 
sexual and seasonal differences and voice, this species 
forms a useful standard for comparisons. General 
tips are provided on p. 296 and an identification key, 
aimed mainly at bird ringers, on p. 295. With practice, 
sorting through a flock of dull euplectids will become 
a birding highlight. If you still feel lost, remember that 
in a few months you will be able to enjoy these very 
same birds in their resplendent summer splendour.
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Observing euplectids
During the br. season (mainly Nov-Feb) br.  euplectids 
are hard to miss while perched conspicuously on low 
vantage points or when performing song-flights 
low over the grass. Colonial species can usually be 
observed at leisure while they are building nests and 
displaying to mates. Accompanying  are less eye-
catching but are usually not shy. During road journeys 
many species may be seen foraging on the tarmac 
shoulder, in adjacent weeds or in roadside fields.

In the non-br. season euplectids generally become 
more gregarious and are frequently seen in large, 
mixed flocks on mown, cropped or burnt grass. It is 
educational and fun to study such flocks in order to 
identify the constituent species; however they are 
normally very skittish and difficult to approach so use 
a telescope or watch from a vehicle. For unbeatable 
close-up views, contact your local bird club to enquire 
about upcoming bird ringing workshops.

Separation of main groups
Although not an essential step towards identification, 
deciding whether the bird in question is a quelea, 
bishop or widowbird is a good start. Compared to 
euplectids, queleas look small, slim and dainty with 
disproportionately large, sharply pointed bills that 
make their crowns look flat; they have nearly plain 
underparts or show very faint, diffuse, grey-brown 
mottled bands on the breast and flanks; the narrow 
edges of their primaries are bright yellow (not buff); 
and they never show coloured shoulder patches, black 
wings or any black unmoulted feathers (except on 
the face). The Red-billed Quelea almost always has a 
diagnostic reddish, orange or waxy yellow bill and a 
matching bare eye-ring plus orange legs.

What to look for:  and non-br.  euplectids

colour and 
shape of bill?

mantle colour?

Also note:  
overall shape and 

size (note: difference 
between the sexes 
often pronounced)

boldness  
and extent of 
streaking on 
underparts? 

colour & width 
of eyebrow?

colour  
of rump?

colour of 
underparts?; 

belly/flanks 
streaked?

relative 
length of 
undertail 
coverts?

length of tail 
and shape of 
tail feathers?

markings 
on undertail 
coverts?

coloured patch or 
edges on shoulder? 
(often obscured)

(underwing 
coverts?)

colour of 
primary 
edges?

Separation of main groups
The differences between bishops and widowbirds 
mainly concern technicalities of moult and egg colour 
and are of little use in the field. Bishops are marginally 
shorter-tailed (their undertail coverts thus look longer 
and almost reach the tail tip, which is never pointed); 
they also tend to look more robust and compact (less 
slim and elongated). Bishops lack coloured shoulder 
patches and all bishop species are normally heavily 
streaked below. Despite its name, the Yellow Bishop 
matches widowbirds in most of these points. 

Identification: Males 
Identifying  in their colourful br. plumage should 
not cause any problems as all species have diagnostic 
colour combinations of black, yellow, red or white. 
(potential pitfalls: Southern Red vs. Black-winged 
Bishop; Red-headed vs Cardinal Quelea). In non-br. 
plumage  are far more problematic as they closely 
recall the nondescript . However, in many species 
the non-br.  retains black (or brown) wing feathers 
and patches of colour on the wing coverts (mostly in 
the form of a red or yellow patch or epaulette on the 
'shoulder' i.e. the lesser coverts); these patches are 
visible as bright flashes in flight, but on perched birds  
are often concealed by the breast feathers and scapu-
lars.  are noticeably larger than  in most species.

Identification: Females
Especially when seen in isolation,  euplectids can 
be virtually impossible to identify in the field. They are 
generally smaller, subdued versions of the non-br. ; 
e.g. instead of a coloured shoulder patch  widowbirds 
only have subtle yellow, orange or reddish edges to 
their lesser coverts (very hard to see). Other useful 
criteria are range, size, shape, amount of streaking 
below, the colour of the underwing coverts, the length 
and shape of the tail and association with .

Wing formulae of common bishops, widowbirds 
and queleas. The primaries are numbered towards 
the wingtip, i.e. P1 is next to the secondaries, P8 or 
P9 is the longest feather in most species, and P10 is 
vestigial. Values indicate the difference in millimetres 
between each primary tip and the tip of the longest 
primary, which has a value of zero. For example, P6 
of Yellow-crowned Bishop is 4 mm shorter than P9, 
which is longest. See also p. 168 for further details.

Species
Yellow-crowned Bishop
Southern Red Bishop
Yellow Bishop
Fan-tailed Widowbird
White-winged Widowbird
Red-collared Widowbird
Long-tailed Widowbird
Red-billed Quelea
Red-headed Quelea

P9
0
0
2
1
0
1
2
0
0

P8
1
0

0.5
0
0
0
0
0

0.5

P7
2

0.5
0
1
1

0.5
0

1.5
1

P6
4
1
0

1.5
1.5
1
1
4
3

P5
9
4
1
3

4.5
3

2.5
7
6

P4
13
9
4

4.5
8
9
6

11
9
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Key to identification of bishops, widowbirds and queleas
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•

•

•

•

•

•

• 
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Bill red, orange or yellow.......Red-billed Quelea
Bill black, horn, pinkish brown, etc........................2

Edges of primaries bright yellow; almost plain 
below; small and slim; no shoulder patch...........3
Edges of primaries buff, brown or white; plain or 
streaky below; with/without shoulder patch.....4

Medium-small; bill grey-brown; throat whitish; 
short dark moustachial stripe; often bright yellow 
or faintly red on face; wing >58 mm; distribution 
E Coast and Caprivi...............Red-headed Quelea
Small; bill dark horn; throat yellowish; usually 
lacks short dark moustachial stripe; face washed 
pale yellow; wing <58 mm; very rare vagrant to 
far N Zimbabwe and Caprivi.......Cardinal Quelea

Flight feathers black or dark grey..........................5
Flight feathers brown or pale grey......................11

Rump yellow....................................  Yellow Bishop
Rump not yellow but streaky brown....................6 

Yellow, red or whitish on shoulder/wing............7
Lacks colourful shoulder patch.............................10

Yellow or yellow and white shoulder/wing.........8
Red, cinnamon or buffy white shoulder.................9

Yellow and white wing flashes; underwing 
coverts white.........  White-winged Widowbird
Yellow shoulder; underwing coverts buff or light 
brown.....................  Yellow-mantled Widowbird

Large; buffy band below red; tail feathers sharp; 
underwing dark..........  Long-tailed Widowbird
Medium; red shoulder; tail feathers broad and 
rounded; underwing rusty.............  Fan-tailed W.

Plain or nearly plain below; undertail coverts long, 
tapered and dark with pale edges ('chevrons'); tail 
feathers long and pointed.....  Red-collared W.
Heavily streaked below; undertail coverts plain; 
tail feathers short and rounded (with undertail 
coverts almost reaching tail tip); in E Zimbabwe 
and C Mozambique.....  Black-winged Bishop

Rump yellow or olive-yellow....  Yellow Bishop
Rump not yellowish but streaky brown.............12 

Underwing coverts white; yellow patch or yellow 
edges on shoulder................  White-winged W.
Underwing coverts not white, or whitish but no 
yellow or rusty colour on shoulder.........................13

Underwing coverts rusty brown....  Fan-tailed W.
Underwing coverts dark, pale brown or buff....14

Underwing coverts black or sooty grey..............15
Underwing coverts pale buff or pale brown.....16

Large; streaky below; faint orange-brown edges 
on shoulder; wings broad.........  Long-tailed W.
Small to medium; no colour on shoulder........10

Pale yellow patch or edges on shoulder; lightly 
streaked or plain below...  Yellow-mantled W.
No colourful patch or edges on shoulder.......17

Unstreaked or virtually unstreaked below; tail 
>25% of body...........  Red-collared Widowbird
Clearly streaked below; tail <25% of body.......18

Small and slim; whitish below with heavy streaks 
on chest and often flanks; very broad yellowish 
eyebrow; strong face pattern; rufous-grey above 
with very dark streaks; wing pointed (P6 is 4 mm 
shorter than P9)...............Yellow-crowned Bishop 
Small to medium; robust; off-white to buffy 
brown below with extensive brown streaks 
(often onto flanks, belly and throat); narrower 
buff or yellowish eyebrow; olive-brown above 
with brown streaks; wing blunt (P6 is 1 mm 
shorter than P9)...................Southern Red Bishop 

Non-br.  and  Euplectes and queleas can be very 
challenging to identify, even in the hand. In most 
species the most useful identification criteria are the 
colour of the underwing coverts and the colour of the 
lesser wing coverts (shoulder). Unfortunately, both 
these features can be very difficult to observe in the 
field. Consequently, this identification key is intended 
primarily for bird ringers who can thoroughly 
examine the bird in the hand. However, patient field 
observation, perhaps together with good photos 
(particularly of the bird in flight), should also lead 
to a positive identification. Consult p. 57 for general 
instructions on how to use identification keys. 

Starting at point 1, the Red-billed Quelea can 
immediately be eliminated due to its large, colourful 
bill (although some juveniles have brown-tinged bills 
that could cause confusion). The other quelea species 
(point 3) can be told from bishops and widowbirds by 
the combination of their small size, proportionately 
large bills (that make their crowns look rather flat), 
virtually plain underparts, lack of coloured shoulder 
patches and bright yellow primary edges. The next 
important division, at point 4, is the split between 
black-winged  and brown-winged birds (mostly 

 but also some  and immatures). 
The remaining species can be identified by the 

following: the colour of the underwing coverts (only 
visible in flight); presence of a red, yellow or white 
patch or epaulette on the shoulder or subtle yellow 
or orange-brown edges to the lesser coverts; the 
amount of streaking on the underparts; rump colour; 
face pattern; proportions; and distribution.

295 BISHOPS,  WIDOWBIRDS & QUELEAS
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When displaying, the br.  puffs into a ball and raises its 
mantle feathers (up to 90°), resembling a gigantic bee.

habitat Breeds in moist grassland or open savanna, 
but most fond of temporarily flooded grassland or 
weeds on road verges or in old fields. In winter found 
in drier habitats e.g. agricultural areas. Rarely in reeds.

status Locally common. Nomadic, appearing after 
good rains and then vanishing again. In small groups 
when br. but forms flocks in winter, with other species.

identification A slim and short-tailed little bishop 
of moist grassland. Br.  is eye-catching thanks to its 
black and bright yellow plumage. This bee-like image 
is enhanced by the 's habit of puffing his feathers 
into a fluffy ball, and performing slow buzzy flights 
over the grass while making swizzling sounds. Non-
br.  is still quite boldly marked: dark band behind eye 
contrasts with paler cheeks; broad, strong yellowish 
white eyebrow, bordered above by dark crown stripes; 
rufous-grey mantle with blackish streaks; and whitish 
below (or yellower on flanks and breast sides), with 
extensive dark streaks across the breast and flanks 
(but not on the throat or belly). Note also very small 
size (the smallest Euplectes), slim shape and tiny tail 
(undertail coverts reaching almost to tail tip). The still 
smaller  is more subdued, with fainter streaks below. 
— Juv: Has broad buffy feather edges. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Br.  told from Yellow Bishop (p. 299) 
by yellow crown and undertail. Non-br. birds may flock 
with S Red, and not always easy to distinguish. Yellow-
crowned is smaller and slimmer with a smaller head 
and bill. Almost as extensively streaked as S Red, but 
streaks do not extend onto the throat or belly, and 
tend to look sharper and darker than S Red's because 
of the whitish or yellow (not buff-brown) background. 
Also has a stronger, yellow-white (not buff) eyebrow 
and a darker band behind the eye (face more uniform 
in S Red). Mantle more rufous-grey (not olive-yellow) 
with darker streaks. Wing more pointed. Smaller and 
shorter-tailed than widowbirds.

behaviour Feeds directly from grass stalks or by 
hopping on the ground. At times locally abundant, 
but breeds singly (not in colonies). Perches openly but 
hard to approach. Mixes with other seed-eaters.

biology Food mostly grass seeds. Lays 3-4 plain 
eggs in a hooded nest woven into grass, <0.5 m up. 

voice Br.  gives very high squeaks tzi, tzi, tzi... 
and quick series of short, dry, swizzling buzzes, like 
a scratching pencil or burst of electricity e.g. zzz
zzzzztzzt, zzt, zzt. Less often gives a sustained, thin, 
twittering. Calls include a chuk and a sharp tsiptsip.

• smallest Euplectes; slim with a tiny tail
• br.  black with a yellow crown and back
• non-br.  has a strong face pattern and 
  striking, broad, yellow-white eyebrow 
• white below, with extensive streaking

Yellow-crowned Bishop
Euplectes afer (Goudgeelvink)
ALT NAME(S): Golden Bishop, Napoleon Bishop, Taha Bishop

Yellow-crowned Bishop
Euplectes afer (Goudgeelvink)
L: 9-11 cm  M: 13-(15.5)-20 g
[E. a. taha]. Smallest bishop,
with a slender body, smallish 
bill and tiny tail. Br.  has a 
diagnostic yellow crown and 
vent. Dull nonbr.  and  are 
whitish below with (usually) 
extensive and dark streaking on 
the breast and flanks plus bold  
facial patterns. 

YELLOW-CROWNED BISHOP: Small, irruptive 
bishop of moist or flooded grasslands and open 
savanna. In winter also found in drier habitats.

ad. 
br. 
Brits, NW

adult 
Nylstroom,  
Lim

ad.  non-br.
Bapsfontein, GP

very 
short 

tail

ad.  
non-br.  

Nigel, GP

ad.  br.
Secunda, MP

very short 
tail (undertail 
coverts reach 
almost to tip); 
3-4 cm in  
both sexes

very broad 
yellow-white 

eyebrow

much dark 
streaking on 
breast/flanks 
(not belly or 

throat)
white

short, 
narrow

bright yellow cap

puffy 
yellow 
rump

belly white, unstreaked

rufous-
grey; dark 

bands

very small 
and slim

black collar

 buzzes over grass with feathers 
puffed up like a giant bee  

strong face 
pattern

sharp and narrow 
streaks across breast 
and usually to flanks
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RED BISHOPS: Boisterous red and black  separable by colour of forehead, wings and tail. Non-br.  
and  very similar. S Red breeds singly or colonially in reeds and feeds in grassland or on agricultural 
fields and lawns. Black-winged found along rivers or in tall grass, cultivation and woodland clearings.

Southern Red Bishop
Euplectes orix (Rooivink)
L:10-13 cm   M:17-(23)-30 g
[E. orix]. Extravagant  makes 
this species a familiar favourite 
even among laypeople, but dull 
 and nonbr.  are responsible 

for many queries: lacks bright 
shoulder patch of widowbirds; 
heavily streaked below; shape 
robust, bigheaded and short
tailed. Often in flocks on lawns.

Black-winged Bishop
Euplectes hordeaceus (Vuurkopvink)
L:11-13 cm   M:18-(23)-28 g
[E. hordeaceus]. A subtropical
species restricted to C Mozam
bique and E Zimbabwe (where 
S Red is less common).  told by 
red forehead plus black wing 
and tail and often pale under
tail coverts. Nonbr.  retains 
black wings.  has brown wing 
like very similar S Red.

ad. 
br. 
Stanger, 
KZN

brown 
wing

adult 
Centurion, GP

ad.  non-br.
Durbanville, WC

red

very 
short

buff ad.  
non-br.  

Manzini,  
SW

ad.  br.
Brandfort, FS

in winter often seen in 
dense flocks on lawns; 

here on golf course

brown 
wing

no 
bright 
colour

very short 
tail (undertail 
coverts reach 
almost to tip)

streaked  
breast and 

flanks

extensive brown 
streaking below

wing has brown 
background

red

short, 
narrow, 
brown

black 
forehead

brown wing 
with pale 
edges

belly pale buff; 
usually clearly 

streaked

olive-
brown

yellowish or 
buff eyebrow

fairly 
heavy 

bill

tail short: 4-5 cm 
in , 3-4 cm in 

body shape 
robust

a  and 2  
bathing in puddle

ad. 
br. 
Dondo, 
Moz

black 
wing

adult 
Tete, Moz

ad.  non-br.
Gorongosa, Moz

often pale

dark ad.  
non-br.  

Beira, 
Moz

adult 
 br.

Inchope,  
Moz

black 
(brown in  )

tail a little 
longer than  
S Red, but  
still stubby; 
4-5 cm in  
both sexes

doubtfully 
distinguishable 

from S Red in the 
field; averages 

slightly larger and 
heavierbilled

richer, darker 
breast than  

S Red (variable)

wing has black 
background

often 
pale

blackish; a 
little longer 
than S Red's

red forehead 
('scowling')

black 
wing

bill bigger 
than S Red's

brown 
wing

brown 
wing

slightly bigger 
than S Red
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• br.  has red forehead but black wings
• virtually identical to S Red in winter and 
  shape, streaking, tail length, etc. similar 
• non-br.  retains black wings year-round
•  has brown wings; very like  S Red

Black-winged Bishop
Euplectes hordeaceus (Vuurkopvink)
ALT NAME(S): Fire-crowned Bishop, Red-crowned Bishop

Occurs widely across Africa, but limited to a small part 
of Mozambique and adjacent Zimbabwe in our region. 

habitat Mostly restricted to low-lying subtropical 
habitats. Found in reeds, tall grass or weeds near 
rivers, in grassy woodland clearings and in cultivation. 

status Uncommon to fairly common but localised. 
Mostly resident. In pairs or small groups when br. and 
larger flocks in winter, often alongside other species.

identification This subtropical bishop is usually 
one of the primary targets of birding expeditions to 
C Mozambique or E Zimbabwe. Within its restricted 
range, the br.  is easy to see in summer, perched 
conspicuously on tops of reeds, bushes or tall grasses. 
Virtually identical to S Red in all but a few details. Br. 

 told from S Red by: scowling expression due to its 
red, not black, forehead (but often has a black line just 
above the bill); black (not brown) wing and tail, the 
latter slightly longer and broader than S Red's; often 
pale undertail coverts (but beware of moulting ); 
and usually dark (not buff) underwing coverts. Non-
br.  even more like S Red in dull winter plumage, but 
retains black wings and tail (wings brown in ). May 
show a slightly stronger orange brown wash across 
the breast (variable). Both sexes are slightly larger 
and longer-tailed and much heavier-billed than S Red, 
but this is only obvious if directly compared. — Juv: 
Like  but has broader pale feather edges above and a 
strong yellowish olive-buff wash below. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks See Identification for comparison 
to S Red Bishop. Non-br. birds can usually be told from 
widowbirds by their shorter tails, more robust bodies, 
stronger-looking bills, heavier streaking below and 
lack of yellow, red or white on the shoulder or rump. 
Compare Red-collared (p. 304), Fan-tailed (p. 301) and 
Yellow Bishop (p. 299). See also notes on p. 295.

behaviour Unlike S Red, does not breed colonially, 
although a few  may construct their nests in the 
same area. Feeds directly from grass stalks or on the 
ground. Displaying  fluffs up its plumage, quivers its 
wings, bobs up and down and performs short flights.

biology Food grass seeds and some insects. Nest is 
much like S Red's, but is usually constructed over dry 
ground. Clutch 1-4 (usually 3) bluish white eggs.

voice Song of  often in 3 parts with the middle 
element a rattle e.g. siipsiipsiip, 't'tzzraay, 't'tzzraay, 
't'tzzraay, tututututu. Also gives rustling sounds 
and bursts of chattering. Calls include a repeated loud, 
harsh dzzt, dzzt from a perch, a melodious, firefinch-
like trill and various high, thin siip or tsip notes (more 
wispy than S Red; more like a waxbill or canary).

• br.  has black forehead but brown wings
• tail very short: coverts almost to tail tip
• body robust, with a large head and bill
• extensive brown streaking below
• lacks bright shoulder patch like widows

Southern Red Bishop
Euplectes orix (Rooivink)
ALT NAME(S): Red Bishop, Grenadier Weaver, Red Grenadier

Throughout most of SA it is hard to find a reedlined dam 
or stream without a few Southern Red Bishop nests. 

habitat Breeds in reeds, rushes, sedges or saplings 
in wetlands, around dams and along streams. May also 
breed in crops or weeds away from water. Forages in 
grassland, savanna, agricultural fields, along roads and 
on lawns and sports fields. From sea-level to 1700 m.

 status Common to very common resident or local 
nomad (  more faithful to br. territory than ). Very 
gregarious year-round: in bustling colonies in summer 
and often in large dense flocks (100-1000) in winter, 
with widowbirds, queleas, finches and sparrows.

identification The flamboyant br.  is familiar 
to even the most casual observers. Laymen often 
wrongly attribute the 'disappearance' of red and black 

 in winter to migration; in fact, resident but hard to 
identify in dull non-br. plumage. At such times, often 
found in dense, busy, mixed-species flocks on the 
ground (S Red Bishops and/or queleas are usually the 
dominant species in such flocks). Smallish, compact 
and robust with a large head and fairly strong, horn-
brown bill. Note very short, stubby and narrow tail 
(undertail coverts almost reach tail tip); and usually 
heavy, extensive brown streaking on the breast 
and flanks, on a buffy brown background. Eyebrow 
whitish, buff or yellowish. — Juv: Like  but yellower 
and less grey above; yellowish olive-buff below. — Var: 
Size varies clinally: birds from the SW Cape are larger.

confusion risks Yellow-crowned is smaller and 
slimmer, with a stronger, broader eyebrow, darker 
streaks below, whiter underparts, an unstreaked 
throat and belly and a more pointed wing. Told from 
widowbirds by short, square or notched tail, heavy 
streaking on underparts, fairly heavy bill, compact 
build and lack of colourful shoulder. Queleas (p. 306) 
are slimmer, less streaky below and have larger bills 
and yellow wing edges. See also Black-winged. 

behaviour Flocks feed nervously on the ground, 
flying into the tree canopy if disturbed. Also feeds 
directly from grass. Displaying  puffs up plumage.

biology Food seeds and insects. Nest is an upright, 
woven oval, attached to vertical stems. Lays 3 plain 
whitish eggs. Breeds singly or in colonies of 2-20 .

voice Noisy  in busy colonies produce a chaotic 
mix of sounds, including a rhythmic machine-like 
rattling with wooden knocking sounds and high 
wheezes. Also utters soft, wispy rustling and weaver-
like swizzling interspersed with a harsh zzeuzzeu and 
a 1 s descending whistle, feeeoooh. With practice, 
flight call is diagnostic: a high sharp tweez or chiz.
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Yellow-mantled Widowbird
Euplectes macroura (Geelrugflap)
L:13-14 cm (br.  18-22 cm) 
M:16-(25 ; 19 )-27 g
[1: E. m. macroura]. Br.  
boasts a long tail and extensive, 
bright yellow shoulder and 
mantle. Black wings and yellow 
shoulder are retained in nonbr. 

.  lacks distinct field marks, 
but note buff underwing and 
yellow edges on shoulder.

BLACK & YELLOW WIDOWBIRDS: Br.  differ in tail length and location of yellow. Yellow Bishop found 
in various open moist habitats, especially in hilly or mountainous regions: fynbos, strandveld, rank grass, 
weeds and ferns along streams, forest edges, etc. Yellow-mantled found in NE Zimbabwean marshes.

Yellow Bishop
Euplectes capensis (Kaapse Flap)
L: 13-14 cm (br.  15-18 cm) 
M: 24-(38 ; 30 )-52 g
[1: E. c. capensis; 2: E. c. ap 
proximans; 3: E. c. crassiros
tris]. A fairly large and dumpy 
but shorttailed bishop. Easily  
identified by rump colour:  
has yellow rump (and shoulder) 
yearround;  has dull greenish 
yellow rump; both sexes 
very streaky.

ad  br. 
Kadoma, Zim

ad. 
Rusape, 
Zim

ad.  br.
Chinhoyi, Zim

ad. non-br.
Harare, Zim

yellow 
shoulder 
& mantle

lightly 
streaked 

breast sides 
and flanks

tail 9-12 cm in br. ,
6-7 cm in non-br. , 
5-7 cm in  (compare 
short-tailed bishops 
and queleas)

 > 

ad.  non-br.
Harare, Zim

yellow  
edges

retains small yellow 
patch on lesser coverts 

and blackish primaries in 
non-br. season

silvery white 
patch when 

feathers ruffled

 

no 
white

 

yellowish 
wash on face 

& eyebrow

whiter 
eyebrow 

than 

dark 
bill

yellowbuff

 

  br. 
capensis 
De Hoop, 

WC

adult  
approximans
Mohale, Les

ad.  br. 
crassirostris
Entabeni, Lim

ad. non-br. 
crassirostris
Mutare, Zim

heavy, 
extensive 
streaking 

below

tail 5-7 cm in 
, 5 cm in 

 > 

ad.  non-br. capensis
Langebaan, WC

retains yellow on 
shoulder and lower 

mantle/rump

 

 

greenish 
yellow

greenish 
yellow 
edges

greenish 
yellow 
rump

often 
greenish 

yellow 
edges

very 
heavily 

streaked

puffs up 
yellow patch 
on rump

short

striking 
in flight

larger and more 
robustly built 
than e.g. S Red 
Bishop (p. 297)

2

3

1

3

2

yellow
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Zimbabwe's dambos and marshes are the S limit of this  
shy but attractive widowbird's wide African distribution.

habitat Breeds in marshes, dambos and moist 
grassland, mostly >1200 m in Zimbabwe. Forages in 
fields and rank grass. Roosts in thickets or reedbeds. 

status Fairly common but localised. Restricted to 
the NE quarter of Zimbabwe (N of c. 20°S; E of c. 30°E) 
on the Mashonaland Plateau. Occurrence is tied to 
rainfall, and absent from certain areas in some years. 
Movements poorly known (due to identification 
difficulties in winter), but probably mostly resident. 
Forms flocks in winter, often with other euplectids.

identification Br.  attracts mates and dispels rivals 
by perching conspicuously on a reed, twig or grass 
stalk or by undertaking low, flashy flights over its 
territory. Unmistakable thanks to long tail and yellow 
mantle and shoulder. Short-tailed non-br.  retains 
black wings and yellow shoulder (lesser coverts) 
but lacks the yellow mantle.  is hard to identify if 
not accompanied by the : usually shows yellowish 
edges to the wing-bend and lesser coverts (but not a 
bright yellow patch like the ) but this may be hidden. 
Whitish below with a yellow-buff wash; breast and 
flanks lightly streaked. Underwing coverts buff or pale 
brown. — Juv: Like  but yellower below. — Var: None.

confusion risks The bright yellow mantle (not 
rump) is diagnostic in the br. ; this is absent in non-br. 
plumage but a small bright yellow patch is retained on 
the shoulder. Then told from White-winged by lack of 
white patches on wings and Yellow Bishop by brown 
and streaky (not yellow) rump. Longer-tailed than 
bishops.  more tricky: may show subtle yellow edging 
on shoulder. Most like White-winged, but underwing 
buff (not whitish) and yellow shoulder less distinct. 
Told from Red-collared (p. 304) by lightly streaked (not 
plain) breast. Less streaked below than S Red Bishop 
(p. 297) and lacks olive rump of Yellow Bishop.

behaviour Fairly shy. Displaying  stands up 
straight, fans its tail, pulls its head back and raises a 
nape ruff.  breed singly, but roost communally. 

biology Food seeds and insects. Lays 2-3 speckled 
eggs in an upright oval placed >0.5 m up in dense 
grass. Nest started by the  but completed by the . 

voice  produces various hissing, buzzing, trilling 
and rattling sounds as song. Listen for distinctive fast, 
rhythmic zzee'peetyzzee'peetyzee'peety. Also gives a 
soft series of very short, sharp squeaks (but actually 
fast alternation of higher and lower notes) and a sharp 
but downslurred dzeep repeated every 0.5 s. Calls 
tsinktsink, tswip or dzip much like other euplectids.

•  has yellow shoulder patch year-round
•  difficult to distinguish from others but 
  shows yellowish edges on shoulder
• buffy brown underwing coverts 
• limited distribution in NE Zimbabwe

Yellow-mantled Widowbird
Euplectes macroura (Geelrugflap)
ALT NAME(S): Yellow-backed/Yellow-shouldered W., E. macrourus

• : yellow shoulder and rump year-round
• : olive-yellow rump visible in flight
• both sexes heavily, extensively streaked 
   on underparts, from throat to flanks
• larger and more robust than red bishops

Yellow Bishop
Euplectes capensis (Kaapse Flap)
ALT NAME(S): Yellow-rumped Widow, Cape Bishop

In some respects more like a widowbird than a bishop.
habitat Occurs in various open, moist habitats 

from sea-level to 3000 m. Especially prevalent in hilly 
or mountainous areas. Likes a mixture of rank grass, 
weeds and ferns along streams, in valleys or on lower 
slopes. Also marshes, scrubby forest edges, montane 
grassland, fynbos, strandveld, cultivated areas, etc.

status Fairly common resident. Less sociable than 
most Euplectes: usually only forms small family parties 
in winter. May forage and roost with other species.

identification An attractive, robust, strong-billed 
and short-tailed bird easily identified by its bright 
yellow ( ) or dull greenish-yellow ( ) patch on the lower 
mantle and rump; this contrasting patch is unique 
among Euplectes and is easily seen in flight. Br.  
further sports bright yellow lesser and median coverts, 
creating a large yellow shoulder patch. As well as an 
olive-yellow rump,  may show greenish-yellow edges 
on the shoulder. Both sexes can also be identified by 
their heavy and extensive streaking below, extending 
to the flanks and often the throat and malar stripe.  
— Juv: Like  but less streaked; rump brown. — Var: Br. 

 varies in size, wing, thigh and bill colour.
confusion risks Br.  told from Yellow-mantled by 

stubby tail and yellow rump/lower mantle (not upper 
mantle). At a glance more like smaller and more dainty 
Yellow-crowned Bishop (p. 296) but Yellow Bishop has 
a black (not yellow) crown and vent. Yellow rump of 
non-br.  could cause momentary confusion with 
some canaries (e.g. pp. 332, 336 and 350). If rump is 
not visible, heavy streaking on underparts of non-br. 

 and  distinguish them from most similar species, 
but some S Red Bishops (p. 297) are similar; however, 
Yellow Bishop is larger and has a stronger bill, relatively 
longer tail (and shorter undertail coverts) and is whiter  
below, with darker, more contrasting streaks. 

behaviour In the br. season  regularly sings from 
an open perch on a bush or post, with his yellow rump 
fluffed up; sways from side-to-side or launches into 
short zigzag, 'bumble-bee' flights. Puffs up the breast 
feathers to show their silvery bases. Feeds on the 
ground or directly from grass stalks.

biology Food seeds and some insects. Nest is a 
woven, upright oval placed 0.2-1.7 m up in dense 
grass or shrubbery. Lays 2-4 highly variable eggs.

voice In display,  gives sharp chink's or tsip's 
and lower harsher ZHET's; also gives dry bishop-like 
rattling, hissing like rustling grass, wing rattling and 
a bizarre sizzling buzz that sounds almost 'ultrasonic' 
(covers the entire frequency range in a sonogram).
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BLUE-BILLED WIDOWBIRDS: Showy  have pale blue bills, coloured shoulders and relatively short, 
fan-shaped tails.  are identified by their shoulder and underwing colours. Fan-tailed found in wetlands, 
moist grass and cultivation (e.g. sugar cane). White-winged occurs in savanna and bushy grassland.

Fan-tailed Widowbird
Euplectes axillaris (Kortstertflap)
L: 12-14 cm (br.  15-17 cm) 
M: 20-(30 ; 22 )-32 g
[1: E. a. axillaris; 2: E. a. bo
cagei].  has reddish shoulder 
(without white), even in winter 
plumage.  shows small (often 
hidden) reddish shoulder patch 
and streaky breast/flanks. Rusty 
underwing diagnostic in both 
sexes but hard to see in the field.

White-winged Widowbird
Euplectes albonotatus (Witvlerkflap)
L: 12-14 cm (br.  16-17 cm) 
M: 16-(24 ; 18 )-27 g
[E. a. albonotatus].  told by 
yellow and white wing patches 
yearround.  less distinctive but 
note dull yellow shoulder patch 
(not bold and often obscured) 
plus yellowish eyebrow, whitish  
belly, light breast streaking and  
whitish underwing coverts. 

ad.  br.
Harare, Zim

ad. non-br.
Satara, MP

unique 
yellow 
& white
wing

  br. 
Springs, GP

 pale

ad. 
Zeerust, 
NW

retains white & 
yellow wing patches 

in non-br. season 
(obvious in flight)ad.  non-br.

Big Bend, Sw

yellowish 
brow

lightly  
streaked 

whiter than  
most others

dull  
yellow

pied

yellow 
wash on 

face & 
throat

tail 8-9 cm in br. , 
5-6 cm in non-br. , 
4-5 cm in  (compare 
short-tailed bishops 
and queleas)

fans tail 
broadly in 
display

 > 

ad. non-br. 
axillaris
Pongola,  
KZN

red and 
orange 
shoulder

  br. 
bocagei

Rundu, Nam

 
rusty

ad. 
axillaris
Nigel, GP

streaked 
breast sides 
and flanks

tail 6-9 cm in br. , 
5-7 cm in non-br. , 
4-5 cm in  (compare 
short-tailed bishops 
and queleas)

 > 

red shoulder 
often obscured

2  and a 
moulting  in 
a sugar cane 
field 

red

ad.  non-br. axillaris
Tongaat, KZN

red

fans tail in song-
flight; quite short  
in some 

small 
reddish 

shoulder

retains reddish  
epaulette and black 
primaries in non-br. 

season (obvious  
in flight)

adult  
br. axillaris 
XaiXai, Moz

(diagnostic 
rusty under-

wing coverts)

strong 
buff brow

2
1

1
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•  has unique white and yellow in wings
•  has dull yellow shoulder patch
• whitish underwing coverts
• non-br. birds whiter below than others 
• lightly streaked on breast sides/flanks

White-winged Widowbird
Euplectes albonotatus (Witvlerkflap)
ALT NAME(S): White-winged Widow

When mixed flocks of euplectids take to the air, the 's 
white and yellow wing patches clearly stand out.

habitat Mostly a bird of moist savanna. Breeds in 
areas with tall grass or weeds and scattered bushes. 
Also shrub-dotted grasslands, wetland edges, banks 
of streams, agricultural fields and road reserves. 

status Common. Mostly resident; more nomadic 
and sociable in winter, when often found in flocks of 
50-100 birds, rarely 500+, alongside other seed-eaters.

identification As in all widowbirds, the polygynous 
 aims to be as conspicuous as possible to rivals and  

(and can hardly be missed by birders too): advertises 
territory by short song-flights or flaunts plumage 
from a tall grass stalk or bush by raising its yellow 
lesser coverts and fanning its medium-length tail. 
Resembles the dull  in winter, but recognisable by 
black wings with white and yellow patches (obvious in 
flight). Identifying a lone  is tricky: the best field mark 
is a dull yellow shoulder patch but this is often hidden. 
Typically shows a yellowish eyebrow, face and throat. 
Very pale below, with a white belly (but breast often 
with a darker buff band). Breast sides and flanks lightly 
streaked. Underwing coverts whitish. — Juv: Like  but 
has a stronger yellow wash. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks White primary coverts together 
with yellow shoulder diagnostic in  year-round.  
less heavily streaked than S Red Bishop (p. 297) or 
Yellow Bishop. Told from Yellow-crowned (p. 296) by 
longer tail/shorter undertail coverts and less streaked 
breast. Told from Fan-tailed, Yellow-mantled and Red-
collared with difficulty; best to try and see the yellow 
shoulder patch and whitish underwing coverts. Much 
smaller and less bulky than Long-tailed (p. 303). Red-
headed Quelea (p. 308) has a shorter tail, plain breast 
and yellow-edged (not buff-edged) flight feathers. 

behaviour Forms mixed flocks with e.g. bishops and 
queleas. Flocks often feed on grain spilled at roadsides, 
flying up when cars pass to reveal the colourful wings 
of . Each br.  defends its own small territory, where 
its mates with several  and constructs several nests. 

biology Food grass seeds; also insects and nectar. 
Lays 3 speckled eggs in a thinly woven grass oval with 
a side entrance and hood, attached to grass stems.

voice Song is a high, cicada-like zi'zi'zi'zi'zi'zi... 
given in 3-4 s bursts (often only partly for 1-2 s but 
sometimes up to 10 s), at a speed of c. 15 notes/s but 
frequently slows down to 6-8 notes/s with stuttering 
bouts. Recalls River Warbler, p. 192. Also gives a bizarre 
buzzing and clicking, like radio static or crumpling 
paper. Call a sharp zzit zzit much like other euplectids.

• : red shoulder patch (no white), all year
•  has small red shoulder (often hidden)
• diagnostic rusty-red underwing coverts  
   in both sexes (but hard to see in flight)
• streaked on breast sides and flanks

Fan-tailed Widowbird
Euplectes axillaris (Kortstertflap)
ALT NAME(S): Red-shouldered Widow

Neither the new or old name for this species are very 
helpful as both the 'fantail' and the 'redshoulder' are 
features shared with other widowbird species.

habitat Grassland, marshes and cultivation (e.g. 
sugar cane). N bocagei also in reedbeds and swamps. 

 status Common resident. Each  defends its own 
small territory, mating with visiting . After br. forms 
flocks, sometimes >100, often with other seed-eaters.

identification Gaudy br.  shows off from a reed, 
bush or telephone wire by flaring its red and orange-
brown shoulder patch and fanning its short to medium, 
rounded tail. Patrols territory with exaggerated wing-
beats, barely clearing the grass. More like dull  in 
winter, but black and red wings retained year-round. 
 is more challenging, and is not easily told from 

other widowbirds and bishops. The 2 safest field 
marks (both hard to see) are the small reddish, black-
streaked shoulder patch plus the rusty cinnamon-
brown under wing coverts. Below washed buffy brown, 
with a whiter belly; streaked (usually lightly) on breast 
sides and flanks. — Juv: Like  but has broader pale 
feather edges above. — Var: N bocagei has a larger red 
shoulder patch formed by its rufous greater coverts.

confusion risks. The only other local widowbird 
with a red shoulder is the much larger Long-tailed 
(p. 303); tail longer and tail feathers pointed in Long-
tailed (rounded in Fan-tailed). Even in winter, Fan-
tailed differs in its lack of a white bar on the median 
coverts;  is much smaller than  Long-tailed.  hard to 
tell from other euplectids if its small reddish shoulder 
patch and rusty underwing cannot be seen: usually 
less heavily streaked below than S Red Bishop (p. 297) 
or Yellow Bishop and lacks the latter's yellow rump. 
From Yellow-crowned (p. 296) by longer tail/shorter 
undertail coverts and small red shoulder patch. Told 
from White-winged, Yellow-mantled and Red-collared 
with difficulty. Queleas (p. 306) have yellow-edged 
(not buff-edged) flight feathers. See also p. 295.

behaviour Feeds on the ground or directly from 
grass stalks. Br.  spend their days displaying in their 
own territories and building several nests, but roost 
communally. Mixes with bishops, weavers, etc.

biology Food grass seeds and some insects. Nest is 
an upright oval woven into dense grass 0.2-0.6 m up. 
Lays 2-4 blue-grey eggs with dark blotches.

voice  sings in a song-flight or from a perch. Odd 
song includes weak, scratchy hissing like crumpling 
paper or rustling grass; also trills like bubbling liquid 
and a sharp, high zzeep repeated every 0.6-0.8 s (like 
a wheel that squeaks once per rotation). Call zipzip.



LONG-TAILED WIDOWBIRD: Spectacular br.  is a familiar and welcome sight when travelling through 
SA's Free State and Highveld grasslands in summer. Forages in short grass, burnt fields, agricultural lands 
and at roadsides, but breeds in tall grass. Identified by large size, very broad wings and dark underwing.

Long-tailed Widowbird
Euplectes progne (Langstertflap)
L: non-br.  19-20 cm; br.  51-70 cm;  16-17 cm     M: 25-(42 ; 32 )-46 g
[E. p. progne]. The unmistakable br.  boasts the longest tail of any bird in the region (up to 0.5 m). 
Only confusion risks are much smaller Redcollared Widowbird and paradise whydahs (pp. 234
235). In duller nonbr. plumage still easily told by massive size, disproportionately large and broad, 
floppy, black wings and buffwhite/orangered shoulder patch. Likewise, smaller  still larger than 
other euplectids, and has a pointed tail, oddly long and broad wings and dark underwing coverts.

adult 
Dullstroom, MP

ad.  br.
Witbank, MP

ad.  
non-br.

Coligny, NW

ad.  br.
Cullinan, GP

ad. 
Elliot, EC

black

pointed

biggest Euplectes 
species; compare 

S Red Bishop

winter flock: 2 , 3  
and 1 S Red Bishop

adult  br.
Bloemfontein, FS

adult  non-br.
Newcastle, KZN

 

brown 
or faint 
orange

at most, indistinct 
rusty orange edges

in display, 's long, heavy tail drags behind & seems to make 
flight difficult (but flies fast with tail straight if pursued)

reddish orange 
lesser coverts  
and buff-white  
band on  
median  
coverts

pale bluish

tail more tapered 
and feathers more 
pointed than other 
widowbirds'

large size and distinctive 
elongated, longwinged 
shape diagnostic;  

 > 

retains reddish orange  
shoulder and buff-white band 

(that contrasts with black 
wings) in non-br. plumage

head and 
bill look 

rather small

black
tail 32-50 cm  
in br.  when 
fully grown out,  
8-12 cm in non-br. , 
5-8 cm in . Evidence 
suggests that  selectively 
mate with  that have the 
longest tails.

very  
long and 
broad tail 
flops about 
in flight

moulting 

303 BISHOPS,  WIDOWBIRDS 
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RED-COLLARED WIDOWBIRD: A small widowbird with a long, thin, wispy tail. Non-br.  and  have 
slender bills, dark underwing coverts, plain breasts, yellowish faces and chevrons on undertail coverts. In 
moist areas with rank grass and bushes e.g. along streams, in valleys or in small marshes in hilly country.

Red-collared Widowbird
Euplectes ardens (Rooikeelflap)
L: 12-15 cm (br.  24-38 cm)   M: 13-(21 ; 18 )-26 g 
[E. a. ardens]. Busy, demonstrative br.  told by very long but thin, pointed tail plus dark bill, all
dark wings and inconspicuous red slash across throat. Nonbr.  recognised by unstreaked buffy 
or orangebrown breast sharply demarcated from white belly plus strong yellow wash on head, 
yellow eyebrow and long, pointed undertail coverts with dark centres and whitish chevronshaped 
edges. Smaller  similar. Both sexes lack coloured shoulder patches.

adult 
Barberton, MP

ad.  non-br.
Fouriesburg, FS

adult  br.
Giant's Castle, KZNadult  br.

Pretoria, GP

 

no white, yellow or 
red on shoulder; 
paler edges, 
depending on  
feather wear

tail 18-28 cm in br. , 5-6 cm 
in non-br.  and 4-5 cm in . 
Evidence suggests that  
selectively mate with  
that have the longest tails.

red collar, 
'slashed throat'

dark bill

no colour on shoulder

 

 
in display, tail looks broader and 

slightly upcurved (but looks 
narrow and straight in fast flight) 

winter flock

unstreaked; 
yellow-buff

yellow face & brow

strong yellow 
wash on head 
including face, 
eyebrow, malar  
& upper breast

ad.  moulting
Pietermaritzburg, KZN

ad.  non-br.
East London, EC

adult 
Harare, Zim

usually 
sooty

often looks very 
dark above

buffy brown; unstreaked

blackish, pale-
edged chevrons

retains black 
wings year-round

tail still growing

black body 
feathers starting 

to appear

pale edges of wing feathers 
gradually wear off; wing 

entirely black when worn

often a hint of 's 
chevron pattern 

on tapered 
undertail coverts contrasting white belly

small body 
& shortish 
wings

long but  
thin tail;  
tail tips  
pointed  

 > 

thin
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• br.  black with a red slash across throat  
  and a very long but thin tail
• non-br.  has a yellowish head and brow
• both sexes plain and unstreaked below
• no shoulder patch; chevrons on vent

Red-collared Widowbird
Euplectes ardens (Rooikeelflap)
ALT NAME(S): Cut-throat, Red-collared Widow

In rare cases, the red slash across the br 's throat can be 
orange or yellow, or even absent altogether.

habitat Occurs in various habitats, often but not 
necessarily near water. Fond of tall, rank grass with 
bushes from which to launch song-flights. Often in 
hilly terrain, on slopes, along streams, in valleys and 
near wetlands. Also in cultivated areas. Non-br. birds 
range more widely. Roosts in reedbeds.

status Common. Mostly resident. Usually in flocks 
(sometimes 200+ in winter), alongside other species.

identification Br.  conspicuous in summer, busily 
chasing intruders or advertising its territory by flying 
from bush to bush with rapidly fluttering wings and 
very long tail streaming behind. Entirely black except 
for a thin red slash across the throat. Tail about 3x 
length of wing; pointed and rather thin (individual 
streamers often point in different directions or split 
down the middle of the tail). Non-br.  has a yellow 
eyebrow and strongly yellow-washed head grading 
into an unstreaked orange-brown to yellow-buff 
breast, which in turn contrasts sharply with the whiter 
belly. Upperparts often very dark. Wings black with 
variable pale edges (but no coloured shoulder patch). 
Undertail coverts long and pointed; blackish with 
pale edges (chevrons).  similar, but wings brown (not 
black) and background on undertail paler (chevrons 
not so clear). Underwing sooty-grey, or with some buff 
feathers. — Juv: Has broader pale feather edges above 
and a strong buff wash below. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Br.  is easily confused with Long-
tailed: tail to size ratio similar, but the whole bird 
is much smaller; tail looks thinner, straighter, less 
bulging and lighter (blows about in the wind); lacks 
a coloured shoulder patch but has red throat bar; bill 
dark. Non-br.  and  told from other euplectids by 
their plainer underparts, undertail chevrons, yellow 
(not buff or whitish) eyebrows, yellow-washed heads, 
plain shoulders, dark underwing coverts and slim bills.

behaviour Sociable; mixes with other widowbirds 
and bishops. The sexes may form separate flocks in 
winter. Feeds on the ground or directly from grass 
stalks. Conspicuous and often approachable.

biology Food grass seeds and some insects and 
berries. Lays 3 speckled eggs in a woven grass oval 
built into a tuft or bush, about 0.5 m above the ground.

voice Song of  includes various high, insect-like 
notes: a soft thin, wavering trill of 1-2 s, chi'si'si'si'si'si... 
or a very fast zizzizziz... series. Also a lower, harsher 
dzek, dzek... and a blowing sound like a hissing snake, 
as  lands. Wings rustle softly. Alarm a hoarse zzipzzip.

• both sexes much larger than others
• large, floppy wings and pointed tail
• br.  unmistakable: broad, 40 cm tail
• wings of non-br.  black, red & buff
•  lacks colourful shoulder patch

Long-tailed Widowbird
Euplectes progne (Langstertflap)
ALT NAME(S): Long-tailed Widow, Sakabula

The 's remarkably long floppy tail, flaunted during his 
slow songflight with exaggerated wingbeats, ensures 
that even nonbirders are enamoured by 'flappe'.

habitat Grassland, from sea-level to 2700 m. Feeds 
in short grass, burnt fields, agricultural lands and road-
sides, but nests in taller grass e.g. along drainage lines. 
At edge of range also found in open savanna and 
grassy Karoo. Roosts communally in reeds and grass.

 status Common. Mostly resident but some local 
movements in response to rain. In small flocks in br. 
season; in larger flocks in winter, but does not mix as 
readily with other seed-eaters as most widowbirds do. 

identification It is impossible to miss this large, 
conspicuous and extraordinary species on summer 
road journeys through SA's Highveld or Free State. 
The br.  is thrush-sized and all-black except for a 
reddish orange shoulder bordered below by a buff-
white band; sports a 32-50 cm long and very broad 
tail that seems to weigh the bird down. In winter,  
told by its very broad, long, black wings and retained 
orange and white shoulder.  is smaller (but still larger 
than other euplectids) and has a characteristic long-
winged, elongated shape; lacks a contrasting shoulder 
patch, but may show faint rusty orange feather edges. 
Also note tapered tail, pointed tail feathers and dark 
underwing coverts. Variably streaked below (nearly 
plain on some, bold and extensive on others). — Juv: 
Like  but with broad pale feather edges above. Young 

 takes 3 years to acquire ad. plumage. — Var: Minor.
confusion risks. Both sexes are distinguished from 

other euplectids by their large size, broad, rounded 
and heavy wings, elongated shapes and longish, 
pointed tails. Br.  Red-collared is much smaller, with a 
thinner, shorter tail, dark bill and red throat band. 

behaviour Flocks feed by walking or creeping on 
the ground. In display,  flies slowly with exaggerated, 
floppy wingbeats, and the heavy tail hanging down. 
Sometimes (falsely) said that  can't fly in wind or rain.

biology Food grass seeds and some insects. Lays 
3 heavily speckled eggs in an upright oval nest, 
concealed close to the ground in a thick grass tuft.

voice Voice deeper and lower-pitched than smaller 
widowbirds'. Song just a short series of simple notes 
repeated for c. 1 s e.g. tip, zizizizizizizizi or chrip, 
chrichrichrichrichri (somewhat like African Pipit, 
p. 112). Also commonly heard is a longer series of 
chzupchzupchzup... notes (like the kissing or sucking 
sound made with pursed lips to call an animal). Given 
at c. 5/s, or speeds up. Also a soft rustle like tearing 
paper. Contact call a sharp zikzik. Alarm call tseek.
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RED-BILLED QUELEA: A highly sociable and at times abundant species. Occurs almost throughout 
the entire region and becoming more common in the SW Cape, where it benefits from agriculture.  
Occurs in dry savanna, thornveld, grassland with scattered bushes and also cultivated fields and farms.

Red-billed Quelea
Quelea quelea (Rooibekkwelea)
L: 11-13 cm    M: 14.5-(19)-26.5 g
[Q. q. lathamii]. Probably the most abundant bird species on Earth and a serious agricultural 
pest in many areas (>100 million killed yearly in control efforts, with no apparent lasting 
decrease in population size). Flocks of millions are sometimes seen, but mostly in smaller flocks, 
often alongside bishops, weavers and other seedeaters. Sheer numbers often sufficient for 
identification. In mixed flocks easily picked out by colourful bill: red in  and nonbr. ; pink, 
orange or yellow in br. ; usually brownish grey, purplish pink or orange in young birds. Also note 
bare eyering matching colour of bill and orange legs. The only other similar LBJs with reddish bills 
are whydahs (pp. 322323), Village Indigobird (p. 320) and Pinkbilled Lark (p. 88).

adult  br. 
Vaalkop Dam, NW

adult  /  
non-breeding
Roedtan, Lim

ad.  br.
Etosha, Nam

adults br.
Lichtenburg, NW

imm.
Maun, 
Bot

ad.  br. variation
Chinhoyi, Zim

ad.  br. 
Canicado, Moz

waxy 
yellow

diagnostic 
red bill in 
both sexes

flocks of millions 
look like clouds 
of dark smoke

breeding 
colonies 
draw many 
predators

inspecting 
Steppe Eagle at 
breeding colony

variation 
evident even 
in small flock

black 
mask

pinkish 
purple

colour may 
extend down 
breast

whitish 
mask

orange 
surround

straw-
yellow

black
mask

faintly 
streaked

eye-ring colour 
matches bill

flocks 
make loud 
whooshing 
noise in flight

even in the same population,  exhibit several face pattern combinations 
in terms of mask colour (dark or pale) and colour of surrounding band

adults easily told from 
most other seed-eaters 

by colourful bill (but 
see viduids, p. 310)

white 
panel

yellow 
panel

orange

changes with 
age: purple-
horn, orange, 
pink, then  
red
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A tight flock of a million or more queleas wheeling about 
in tightly synchronised formation surely ranks as one of 
the most spectacular sights in the natural world.

habitat Most common in semi-arid savanna, thorn-
veld, bush-dotted grasslands and agricultural areas. 
Range expanding into cultivated areas of the SW Cape. 

status Occurrence unpredictable: in some years 
abundant, forming flocks of millions and breeding in 
packed colonies; in other years sparser, with only small 
flocks or singletons apparent. Some birds are resident, 
but part of the population is migratory. A serious 
agricultural pest in some regions: control operations 
kill >100 million yearly, apparently without a lasting 
effect on the total population (c. 1.5 billion birds). 

identification Both sexes are easily identified 
by their large, sharp and colourful bills: red, pink or 
maroon in most (  and non-br. ) but waxy yellow in 
br.  (orange in transitional birds and imm.). Also note 
orange legs and bare eye-ring that matches bill colour. 
Buff to grey-white below, with faint, mottled streaks 
on the breast and flanks. Rather small (smaller than 
a bishop or weaver) with a slim body, short tail, flat 
head and large bill. — Juv: Like  but head plainer. 
Bill brownish grey with a purple wash (first 2 months), 
then turns orange, then pink, then red. — Var: See left.

confusion risks Its colourful bill distinguishes this 
species from most LBJs. Shaft-tailed Whydah (p. 323) 
has a smaller red bill, unstreaked underparts and lacks 
a coloured eye-ring. Pin-tailed Whydah (p. 322) has 
bolder head stripes and white in tail. Smaller Village 
Indigobird (p. 320) has a weaker bill plus bold dark 
lateral crown stripes and a pale central crown stripe.

behaviour Feeds from grass stalks in a rolling wave 
as back birds fly over front birds. On the ground, bends 
'knees' deeply, appearing to sit on tarsus. In tightly 
packed, nervous flocks birds often briefly land on the 
backs of others. Combined weight of thousands can 
break branches at communal roosts. Rests in trees 
near water during hot hours. Gathers in huge flocks to 
drink. Dense br. colonies attract many predators.

biology Food seeds, insects and spiders.  eats 
snail shells and eggshells for additional calcium when 
breeding. The  builds an untidy, bishop-like grass nest 
in only 2-3 days. The 1-5 pale eggs hatch in 10-12 days.

voice It is hard to distinguish the individual voices 
when many sing together: overall effect is busy and 
chaotic (but pleasantly musical). Synchronised bursts 
of chattering start up and cease abruptly except for 
a few high whistles. Flocks produce a startlingly loud 
whooshing sound with their wings.

• large bill; red in  and non-br. 
• bill yellow or orange in br.  and imm.
• orange legs; eye-ring matches bill
•  has various distinctive face patterns
• at times in immense cloud-like flocks

Red-billed Quelea
Quelea quelea (Rooibekkwelea)
ALT NAME(S): Black-faced Dioch, Black-faced/Pink-billed Quelea

Red-billed Quelea br. plumage variations. Br.  
exhibit several distinct face patterns, even within 
the same population. Black-masked birds are most 
common in Southern Africa (c. 50-90%), with white-
masked birds less common. At the end of the season 
in autumn,  moults into dull, -like plumage; during 
this gradual change  appears randomly speckled 
(see third from top).  lack noticeable variations 
or distinct br. colours, apart from differences in bill 
colour (red, orange or yellow, depending on season).

black mask; 
may show 

grey or brown 
undertones

pinkish purple 
to pinkish red

purple-headed, 
black-masked
(very common)

straw-headed,  
black-masked
(very common)

red-headed,  
black-masked
moulting
(common)

orange-headed,  
white-masked
(fairly common)

pink-headed,  
white-masked
(uncommon)

white-headed
(fairly common)

faded version of 
'orange-headed'

colour may extend 
onto breast; some-

times to belly or even 
undertail coverts

whitish mask, usually not 
extending to forehead

random spots of pale 
non-breeding feathers 

starting to appear (seen 
in spring and autumn)

straw-coloured 
or light orange

unusually intense 
pink or red colour 
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RED-HEADED QUELEAS: Red-headed restricted to E Coast and Caprivi; breeds colonially in reeds and 
forages in rank grass, farmland and woodland, near water. Cardinal's status uncertain; possibly a very 
rare vagrant to extreme N, where it may join Red-headed on floodplains. In normal range in dry habitats.

Red-headed Quelea
Quelea erythrops (Rooikopkwelea)
L: 11-13 cm  M: 15-(19)-26 g
[Q. erythrops]. Very localised, 
mainly subtropical quelea. May 
form flocks of >1000, but often 
in smaller numbers (sometimes 
with sexes in separate flocks), 
alongside various seedeaters. 
Easily told from Redbilled in all 
plumages by grey or brown bill. 
Br.  distinctive but  quite like 
bishops or widowbirds.

adults br. Chobe, Bot

juv.
Phinda,  
KZN

ad.  br.
Gonubie, EC

ad.  non-br. 
Rio Savane, Moz

adult  br.
Pietermaritz
burg, KZN

bright yellow wash  
(duller in winter)

dark

pale

grey-brown, 
paler below; 
robust

orange-red

almost 
plain

red seldom 
extends to breast

black 
bars

neat red 
head; ends in 

sharp band

upper nape red

mostly 
yellow

short tail only extends 
slightly past undertail 
coverts (like bishops)

Cardinal Quelea
Quelea cardinalis (Kardinaalkwelea)
L: 10-11 cm  M: 11-(13)-15 g
['Q. c. rhodesiae']. Occurrence 
in the region uncertain; thought 
to be a very rare vagrant to the 
extreme N (Caprivi, Zambezi) 
where likely to be seen in flocks 
of Redheaded Queleas. Closely 
recalls that species but smaller 
with a stubbier, darker bill. Br. 

 has red breast and unbarred 
chin;  has yellower throat.

adults br.
Tanzania

ad.  br.
Uganda

ad. 
 br. 

Kenya

adult  br. 
'rhodesiae'
Zambia

yellowish face

pale

yellow

dark horn;  
short and stubby

'nominate' birds 
have full red head

red extends 
variably onto 
upper breast

lacks 
black 

bars

nape brown & 
streaked in most S 
birds, but variable

 probably not safely 
distinguishable from 
Red-headed in the field

Cardinal (right) likely 
to be seen with Red-
headed (left)

Cardinal

short, 
stubby 

black 
bill

usually looks 
less neat than 

Red-headed

smaller 

fairly common but localised very rare vagrant

red 
breast

smaller 
than Red-

headed

?

V
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• very rare vagrant to N Zimbabwe (and 
  possibly Caprivi and Chobe regions)
•  's red head extends onto breast
•  has a yellow-washed throat
• small with a short, stubby, dark bill

Cardinal Quelea
Quelea cardinalis (Kardinaalkwelea)
ALT NAME(S): Cardinal Dioch

The least widespread of the world's 3 quelea species.
habitat Most likely to be seen with Red-headed 

in tall grass, on floodplains, in sparse savanna or in 
cultivation. In normal range prefers drier habitats. 

status Breeds sporadically from Kenya and Uganda 
to Luangwa Valley, Zambia. Status further S is un-
certain: several claims but confusion with Red-headed 
is difficult to rule out. The only confirmed record to 
date was from Mana Pools, Zimbabwe, in Mar 1999. 
Other claims from Chobe and Caprivi. In small flocks 
(100s elsewhere). Most likely to occur Jan-Apr. 

identification A small, stubby-billed quelea likely 
to be seen in small flocks buzzing around in tall grass. 
Br.  is the best bet for confident identification: head 
bright orange-red, usually with a darker mask but 
without black bars on chin; red extends variably onto 
breast; nape usually brown and streaked in proposed 
(but poorly supported) S race 'rhodesiae' which is most 
likely in Southern Africa. Overall pattern of red looks 
less neat than Red-headed with intrusions of black 
streaks or brown patches.  has a yellowish eyebrow, 
face and throat. Non-br.  like  but may show some 
red on head. Bill short, stubby and dark (black in , 
dark brown or horn in ). — Juv: Like dull , but lacks 
yellow throat and has a streaky, buff-brown breast 
band. — Var: Red extends down nape in N nominate.

confusion risks Not easily distinguished from Red-
headed Quelea, with which it mixes. Cardinal c. 10% 
smaller and up to 30% lighter with a notably shorter, 
stubbier and usually slightly darker bill. Br.  has a red 
breast (not only red throat) and lacks Red-headed's 
black chin barring (but much variation in extent of red). 
Non-br. /  are probably not safely distinguishable in 
the field: Cardinal is slightly smaller, with a stubbier, 
darker bill and yellower throat; usually lacks a short 
darker moustachial stripe at gape. Compare also 
similar-sized Yellow-crowned Bishop (p. 296).

behaviour Abundant in E Africa, where considered 
an agricultural pest. In display  sits upright on a low 
perch with its feathers fluffed up and wings vibrating. 

biology Food grass seeds, nectar and probably 
some insects. Not known to breed in Southern Africa; 
elsewhere breeds singly, in small groups or in large 
colonies. Nest is a grass oval slung between grasses; 
constructed in 1 day by . Lays 2-4 eggs.

voice Gives various sparrow-like chirps and short
trills. Full song has distinct parts: starts with an acceler-
ating series of harsh, staccato chip notes; then a buzzy 
trill; then a pause; and finally a descending nasal wail 
e.g. chip, chip, chipchip'chipdzi'dzi'dzi'dzi...weeeaaan. 

•  has neat red head; darker on throat
•  has distinct yellow face and eyebrow
• non-br.  has faintly red-washed head
• restricted to E Coast and Caprivi
• flocks with own and other species

Red-headed Quelea
Quelea erythrops (Rooikopkwelea)
ALT NAME(S): Red-headed Dioch

An uncommon but overlooked quelea with poorly under
stood movements and erratic, localised breeding events.

habitat Breeds colonially in reedbeds, and seldom 
far from water. Forages in rank, damp grassland, farm-
land and woodland; occasionally in gardens in winter.

status On the whole uncommon (except in the 
vicinity of br. colonies). Mostly a summer visitor:  
arrive Oct,  Nov; departs in Mar. Some overwinter, 
e.g. seen in E Cape mainly Jul-Nov. May form flocks of 
>1000, but often in smaller numbers alongside other 
seed-eaters. Sexes sometimes form separate flocks. 

identification A scarce but probably widely over  -
looked species. Occurs in 2 separate areas (possibly 
different races): Caprivi; and sparsely from East London 
through KZN Midlands and Zululand to Mozambique. 
Br.  is hard to miss thanks to its neat, bright red head; 
note also grey-brown legs, greyish eye-ring and dark 
bill. Non-br.  has a browner bill and orange or dull red 
wash on its face.  is bishop-like but most have a quite 
bright yellow eyebrow and face (duller in winter). Plain 
below. — Juv: Like a dull . — Var: Minor.

confusion risks. See Cardinal for notes on 
separation from that species. Distinctive  differs from 
Red-headed Finch (p. 276) in plain underparts and 
from Red-headed Weaver (p. 290) by smaller area of 
red, streaked mantle, dark bill and short tail.  is more 
problematic: close to Red-collared Widowbird (p. 304) 
which also has a yellow eyebrow and plain breast; the 
latter looks smaller-billed but longer-tailed (undertail 
coverts almost reach tail tip in Red-headed Quelea, 
like bishops); same applies to White-winged (p. 301), 
which usually shows some streaking on breast sides 
and has blacker wings with olive-yellow on wing-bend 
and pale primary coverts ( ) or yellow and white flashes 
( ). Yellow-crowned Bishop (p. 296) is clearly streaked 
below, has a bolder line behind the eye and has 
blacker crown streaking. Juv. Red-billed Quelea (with 
grey-brown bill) has a greyer crown and upperparts.

behaviour Forages in dense, nervous flocks on the 
ground, or perches shoulder-to-shoulder on wires etc. 
Breeds in dense colonies, where  outnumber  4.5 
to 1. Breeding is synchronised and rapid; colonies may 
be completely deserted within 2-3 months.

biology Food seeds and insects. Breeds in colonies 
of 750-10 000 nests (sometimes only 10 nests). Lays 2 
pale blue eggs in a 'knobbly' oval grass nest attached 
to 2 vertical reeds, 0.5-3 m above the water. 

voice At breeding colonies gives a harsh twittering, 
swizzling and chattering; punctuated by hisses and a 
low, almost crow-like kwaar. Calls include a high tyip.
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BROOD PARASITES
Family Viduidae

The 9 species in this section are collectively known as 
viduines or viduids, from their family name, Viduidae. 
In addition to technical anatomical similarities, they all 
share the trait of being obligatory brood parasites: in 
a fascinating example of avian subterfuge, they never 
construct nests or raise their own offspring, instead 
delegating these duties to 1 or more host species.  

Virtually everything about a viduid's life (its 
habitat, distribution, movements, social systems, evo-
lution, terri toriality, vocalisations, plumage, moult 
and br. biology) can be understood in terms of the 
relationship between parasite and host. This also plays 
an important role in identification of viduids since 
most specialise in parasitising a single host species: 
the various hosts' numbers in a specific area suggest 
which parasites are most likely to be encountered.  

As a result of their sexual selection mechanisms, 
viduids have interesting breeding systems that allow 
for (relatively) rapid formation of new species and 
fairly frequent hybridisation (see diagram on p. 312).

All birders are familiar with the extravagant br.  
whydahs with their long tails and striking plumage. 
While these exhibitionists do not qualify as LBJs, non-
br. ,  and juveniles are challenging to identify, and 
the indigobirds (widowfinches) present a considerable 
challenge whether in br. plumage or not. The unique 
Cuckoo Finch has caused many taxonomic debates; 
it is discussed separately on p. 316-317. [Afrikaans: 
Rooibekkies, Paradysvinke, Blouvinkies, Koekoekvink].

Species 9
Residents 9
Vagrants   0

Threatened   0

Genera 2
Migrants 0

Endemics 0/1
Restricted 2

INDIGOBIRDS pp. 318-320

Anomalospiza

TWINSPOT DUSKY PURPLE VILLAGE

WHYDAHS pp. 322-326

PIN-TAILED SHAFT-TAILED LONG-TAILED BROAD-TAILED

CUCKOO 
FINCH 
p. 317

Vidua

Vidua

size

General characteristics
In total, 20 species are recognised in the family 
Viduidae, all of which are restricted to sub-Saharan 
Africa: 10 indigobirds, 4 whydahs, 5 paradise whydahs 
and the unique Cuckoo Finch. However, research into 
viduids' vocal mimicry and genetics have already 
revealed new species and it is likely that widespread 
species (e.g. Village Indigobird) will be split in future.

The sexes are similarly dull and nondescript in 
non-br. plumage (winter) when they are often seen 
in mixed flocks with other granivores. At such times 
they may be identifiable by their head stripes and the 
colour of their legs and bills (subdued versions of the 
br. 's). Non-br  are generally brighter than .  

 However, at the onset of the br. season the  
is dramatically transformed into what looks like a 
completely different species:  indigobirds are almost 
wholly black with an iridescent gloss in good light, 
and different combinations of bill and leg colours. 

Br.  whydahs are easily identified by the shape of 
their greatly elongated tails. These ornate streamers 
are formed by the disproportionately long central 4 
tail feathers and may be present, in some degree of 
growth, for 7-9 months of the year (depending on the 
species, Sept-Mar or Nov/Dec-Jun/Aug). Populations 
and individual  differ in the time at which their tails 
are acquired, as well as the rate of growth of their tail 
feathers (Pin-tailed: 1.7-3.8 mm/day; Shaft-tailed: 2.2 
mm/day; Long-tailed: T1 1.5 mm/day, T2 3.3 mm/day). 

In paradise whydahs the tail streamers also have 
a physical function as they can be 'zipped' together 
using specials structures and an acoustical function 
as their corrugated surfaces (which look like coarse 
barring) produce a soft rustling noise. In both indigo-
birds and whydahs the central 2 pairs of tail feathers 
are moulted twice a year, but the other 4 pairs once. 

Juveniles resemble adult  but are much plainer. 
Young birds may still show gape papillae matching 
those of the host's chicks (see p. 311, opposite). 

With the exception of Pin-tailed, all parasitise 1 
primary host, and are therefore geographically limited 
to their host's range and habitat. In the br. season the 

 spends much of his day singing from a favourite 
high, exposed song post, where he is visited by  
(polygynous; 1  mates with several ). Outside the br. 
season viduids' movements are poorly known as they 
are then inconspicuous, quiet and hard to identify. 

All are granivorous, and forage on the ground for 
fallen grass seeds that they expose by a characteristic 
'double scratch' motion using both legs. 

Except for Pin-tailed Whydah (which has multiple 
hosts) the songs of br.  include mimicry of their host 
species (in addition to scratchy non-mimetic chatter); 
this plays an important role in species recognition.
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Origin of names
The genus Vidua (Cuvier) comes from the Latin for a 
widow, referring to the black plumage of indigobirds, 
which were previously known as widowfinches (but 
should not be confused with the widowbirds of the 
family Ploceidae). The origin of the English whydah 
is unclear, but it is possibly derived from Vidua or 
from the town of Ouidah, Benin, where these birds 
were collected for the pet bird trade. Indigobirds are 
sometimes called Combassou Finches. 

Classification and relationships
As a group, the Viduidae is most closely related to the 
finches of the family Estrildidae (waxbills, mannikins, 
firefinches, pytilias, etc.). Indeed, all local Vidua species 
parasitise members of the latter family (see host table; 
right). Viduids differ from their hosts in several ways, 
e.g. their brood parasitism, seasonal plumage changes, 
begging behaviour of chicks, palate structure and lack 
of allopreening or close contact. 

Within the Viduidae family, some authorities place 
indigobirds in their own genus, Hypochera, while 
paradise whydahs are sometimes placed in Steganura 
and the Shaft-tailed Whydah in the genus Tetraenura. 

The modern and rapid evolution of viduids is 
one of the most fascinating phenomena in natural 
history. Recent research has not only deepened our 
understanding of brood parasites and avian evolution 
in general, but has also revealed several new species. 

(L) - steely (plumage gloss). 
Chalybes was an ancient nation 
skilled at iron work.
After Robert Edward Codrington 
(1869-1908), a British-born 
governor of Zambia.
(L) - dark/funeral (black colour).
(Gr) - macro + ura (large tail).
(L) - blunt (tail shape).
(L) - of paradise.
(L) - purplish colour (gloss).
(L) - royal.

chalybeata (Village)   
    
  
codringtoni (Twinspot)  
    
  
funerea (Dusky)
macroura (Pin-tailed)
obtusa (Broad-tailed)
paradisaea (Long-tailed)
purpurascens (Purple)
regia (Shaft-tailed)

Chicks of Village Indigobird (left) and its host, Red-
billed Firefinch (right) at approximately 5 days old. 
Chicks of most viduids and their hosts have closely 
matched mouth patterns, begging habits and calls.

spots on 
palate

fleshy 
papillae 
at gape

bar or spots 
on tongue

An understanding of the mechanisms behind 
viduids' breeding systems provides a logical frame-
work for interpreting their evolutionary rela tion ships. 
Because most viduids specialise in a single host, 
they maximise their breeding success by matching 
their egg colouration as well as the mouth patterns, 
begging behaviour and begging calls of their chicks, to 
their host's. The parasites therefore evolved relatively 
recently, after their respective hosts. 

A chick raised by foster parents does not have the 
opportunity to learn its biological parents' calls and 
songs, and therefore imprints on those of its host. 
When reaching sexual maturity,  chicks thus mimic 
the calls of their foster parents in their territorial songs 
(in addition to innate viduid chattering and song 
fragments). Conversely, mature  chicks will respond 
to  mimicking the calls of their host parents. In this 
way, a correct host-parasite relationship is maintained.

1  
 
 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6   

Pin-tailed Whydah1

Shaft-tailed Whydah

Long-tailed P. Whydah

Broad-tailed P. Whydah
Twinspot Indigobird

Dusky Indigobird
Purple Indigobird
Village Indigobird

Cuckoo Finch 

PARASITE

Common Waxbill
Orange-breasted Waxbill
Swee Waxbill
Yellow-bellied Waxbill?
Violet-eared Waxbill
Black-faced Waxbill
Blue Waxbill
Green-winged Pytilia
Violet-eared Waxbill?2

Orange-winged Pytilia
Red-throated Twinspot
African Firefinch?3, 4

African Firefinch
Jameson's Firefinch
Red-billed Firefinch
Brown Firefinch5

African Firefinch?
Jameson's Firefinch?
Zitting Cisticola
Desert Cisticola
Wing-snapping Cisticola
Cloud Cisticola
Pale-crowned Cisticola
Neddicky
Red-faced Cisticola
Singing Cisticola
Levaillant's Cisticola
Rufous-winged
Rattling Cisticola 
Croaking Cisticola
Tawny-flanked Prinia
Black-chested Prinia
Others?6

HOST (primary host in bold)

Elsewhere in Africa also Crimsonrumped Waxbill, Orange
cheeked Waxbill, Fawnbreasted Waxbill, Blackrumped  
Waxbill, Bronze Mannikin and African Silverbill. 
 has been seen inspecting but not entering waxbill nests.

Recorded mimicking African Firefinch.
Identity of birds mimicking Pinkthroated Twinspot unknown.
In NW Zimbabwe (and Okavango?).
Probably also parasitises other grassland cisticolas/prinias.
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However, in about  
1% of cases a  brood 

parasite will lay her  
eggs in the nest of a  
novel ('wrong') host 

species. If the chicks survive,  
despite their unmatched mouth  

spots, they will now have imprinted  
upon the calls of a new host species.  
When mature, the  chicks will then 

mimic the calls and songs of this new host.  
At the same time the  chicks will respond 
to  mimicking such calls. Thus, within a 

single generation, this micro-population will  
have become reproductively isolated from their 

biological parents. Over a relatively short period,  
this process could cause the rise of a new species of 

parasite that specialises in parasitising the new host. 
Hybrids are not uncommon and have caused some 
confusion. The erroneous description of a brand new 
species, 'Purple Widow bird (Whydah), Microchera 
haagneri' (above) is an example. It is now believed that 
such all-black, long-tailed  birds are hybrids between 
Dusky/Village Indigobirds and Pin-tailed, Shaft-tailed 
or Paradise Whydahs. Hybridisation occurs in a similar 
way as the hypothetical formation of new species 
discussed above: when a  lays her eggs in the nest 
of a novel host, she may choose the host normally 
parasitised by another viduid species. Her offspring 
will have her DNA, but will have imprinted on the host 
that raised them, i.e. the host now shared with another 
viduid species. The schematic representation (right)
makes these processes easier to visualise.

Biology
Whydahs and indigobirds are mainly granivorous, with 
the largest part of their diet consisting of hard grass 
seeds, typically 1-2 mm in diameter. Foraging birds 
crouch low and use a quick 'double-scratch' motion 
to expose seeds, by kicking the ground with alternate 
feet in quick succession. Alternatively, they may jump 
back and forth with both feet together to brush away 
soil. Some species also take seeds directly from grass 
heads or peck up seeds piled at the entrances of ant 
nests. Seeds husks are removed by rolling the seed 
back and forth against a ridge on the palate with the 
tongue. In this way, >300 seeds can be collected and 
stored in the crop during a feeding bout. A small part 
of their diet consists of insects, larvae, earthworms and 
spiders. The Pin-tailed Whydah also eats filamentous 
algae that is obtained in shallow water.

In most viduids a typical breeding cycle proceeds 
as follows:  first breed when 1 year old, as do some 

 (but some  only acquire partial br. plumage in 
their first year). The br.  chooses a favourite call-site 
in an open, high spot (e.g. a telephone wire or the top 
of a dead tree). This 'song-station' may be reused for 
several years and is aggressively defended against 
other  of the same species, other indigobirds and 
whydahs, and sometimes various other birds (up to 
the size of doves) that happen to approach too closely. 

Indigobird 
x whydah 
hybrid

long tail

all-black body

 

lays eggs 
in 'wrong' 
host's nest

responds 
to 'wrong' 

host's song

 chicks chicks

mimics 
'wrong' 

host's song 

mating

EVOLUTION OF A NEW SPECIES

lays in nest of host of another parasite, e.g. Violet-
eared Waxbill (host of Shaft-tailed Whydah)

 chicks
responds 

to mimicry 
of waxbill 
song by  
whydah

 indigobird 
mates with 

 whydah
lays 

eggs in 
waxbill 

nest

 Village 
IndigobirdHYBRIDISATION  

BR. CYCLE

indigobird x whydah hybrid offspring

mimics Red-billed 
Firefinch song

 

 

responds to 
imprinted song of 
foster father, Red-

billed Firefinch

while in nest, chicks learn song 
of host, Red-billed Firefinch

 chicks chicks

adult Village Indigobirds

mating

lays eggs in 
nest of 'correct' 
host, Red-billed 

Firefinch
listens for song of 
host to find nest

eggs

NORMAL  
BR. CYCLE

Normal breeding cycle of Village Indigobird with its 
usual ('correct') host, Red-billed Firefinch. 

Examples of 2 hypothetical, atypical br. cycles of 
Village Indigobird. The first involves a new ('wrong') 
host: if the chicks survive, a reproductively isolated 
population can, over time, lead to the evolution of 
a new species. The second cycle explains the occur-
rence of viduid hybrids: this happens when the host of  
another viduid species is accidentally parasitised.
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At his song-station, the  sings and launches display 
flights. He is intermittently visited by  (sometimes 
also of related species) but will not necessarily mate 
with them: within local 'neighbourhoods' (reflected 
in matching song motifs), a  visits many  but only 
a few  mate with most . Less sexually successful 

 may perch near a successful  to learn and copy his 
songs when returning to their own song-stations. 

When the  approaches the  he displays to 
her. In indigobirds, the  hovers over the  with his 
body vertical, head bowed, plumage fluffed up and 
legs hanging.  Pin-tailed Whydahs hover over , 
bouncing up and down, with the long tail hanging;  
when perched, the body is tilted forward and the 
wings vibrated.  Long-tailed Paradise Whydahs 
execute impressive dances before copulation (below). 

Once fertilised, the  departs and roams far to find 
host nests. She does so by following hosts carrying 
nesting material, by listening for their calls, through 
manual searching or by perching quietly and watching 
the host's movements. She then enters the host nest, 
whether the hosts are present or not, and lays 1 egg, 
usually in the early afternoon. She may also remove 
or eat 1 of the host's own eggs. She then returns to 
a  to fertilise the next egg and repeats the process, 
continuing to lay eggs for 2-4 days (a 'clutch'). After 
an interval she lays another clutch, in total laying up 
to 26 eggs per season, usually in different host nests. 
Different  may lay in the same host nest, with some 
nests containing up to 7 parasite eggs. 

Eggs are generally whitish, and a little larger and 
rounder than those of hosts. Newly hatched chicks 
copy the begging calls and head movements of their 
foster siblings, in so doing displaying their patterned 
palates (see p. 311). Young leave the nest after about 
2.5 weeks, remaining with their foster parents for 
another 2 weeks, before departing and joining their 
own species or flocks of other small seed-eaters.

Whydahs and indigobirds are wonderfully ironic: a 
magnificent displaying  whydah in full breeding 
plumage vies for the title of the most striking, 
beautiful and easily identified bird in the region; 
however, at the change of season, that same  now 
moults into a dull and featureless LBJ that causes 
considerable identification problems and is almost 
entirely overlooked thanks to its nondescript plu mage 
and unobtrusive behaviour. In addition,  are tricky 
to identify at the best of times and viduids could easily 
be mistaken for bishops and widowbirds (p. 292), with 
which they often occur in mixed flocks.

Observing viduids
Watching viduids offers a rare but advantageous 
opportunity: as the lives of br.  are centred so closely 
around their traditional call-sites, one can observe 
their comings and goings at leisure. This is always a 
good idea, as a singing  attracts rival  as well as 

 of his own and other species, often making side-by-
side comparisons of multiple species possible. Song 
posts are best located by scanning any high, open 
perches such as dead trees or overhead wires (even 
during the heat of the day). Also listen for the carrying, 
scratchy chattering common to most species. 

Viduids temporarily call a truce on territoriality 
when foraging on the ground; at such times several 
species may be seen foraging in the same flock (often 
alongside other similar seed-eaters such as canaries, 
waxbills and euplectids); this is particularly true in 
winter. Keeping a bird feeder in the garden well-
stocked with seed will attract viduids for close-up 
views. In fact, they are often among the first birds to 
discover rich food sources: consider taking a bag of 
bird seed along on a weekend trip to a game farm and 
spreading it on the ground on the Friday afternoon. 

Identification: Breeding males
Br.  Pin-tailed and Shaft-tailed Whydahs should never 
cause problems, and in most of its range, neither 
will Long-tailed Paradise Whydah. Where the latter 
overlaps with Broad-tailed, note the length and shape 
of its tail as well as its paler nape and breast colours. 

In theory, identification of br.  indigobirds seems 
straightforward, based on the colour combinations of 
their bills and legs (red and red; red and white; or white 
and white). However, in the field accurate judgement 
of bare parts colours (and plumage gloss) is often very 
difficult. This is partly due to the variability between  

 but also to tricks of the light: with the sun behind 
the bird, its legs and bill look darker but richer, while 
body plumage looks solidly black (silhouette). With 
the sun behind the observer, plumage gloss is more 
apparent, but the bill and legs look paler. 

Plumage gloss can be extremely difficult to judge 
in the field. In this regard a digital photo taken in 
reasonable light can be useful: trying boosting the 
colour saturation level with photo editing software to 
bring out subtle shades of iridescence. 

 approaches  
at his call-site;  

 responds by 
bowing

 throws head back 
and pushes chest out

 lifts 
head/tail to  

form U-shape

 then lifts 
broad central 
feathers but 
droops long 
streamers 
and presents 
alternate side 
views of tail 
(which is  
twisted 90°)  
to waiting 

 swings head 
very rapidly 

from side-to-
side with bill 

open or closed 
and slightly up

 ends dance 
by hovering 
over  then 
copulating

Courtship dance of Long-tailed Paradise Whydah.

 opens, 
closes bill

1 2

3

4

5
6

Identifying viduids
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A potential pitfall to keep in mind is subspecies. Some 
indigobirds have different combinations of bare 
parts colours in different regions (e.g. nigerrima race 
of Dusky and okavangoensis race of Village; see table 
below); these are often linked to different host species 
or host subspecies. If in doubt, the most reliable clue 
for identification is mimicry of the host in the 's 
territorial song (see sonograms; opposite page). 

Identification: Non-br. males, females and juveniles
At the end of the br. season  moult into their non-br. 
plumage. During these transitional periods (also when 
attaining br. plumage in spring),  show an odd and 
seemingly random mix of br. and non-br. plumage: 
at such times a little imagination is necessary: try 
mentally placing images of the br. and non-br.  over 
each other to account for placement of contrasting 
old and new feathers; for example, moulting Village 
Indigobird and Shaft-tailed Whydah are quite similar 
as both have red bills and legs, but the whydah never 
has any black feathers on its throat or breast.

Non-br.  closely resemble  but are generally a 
little brighter and more colourful, with stronger head 
markings and often more colourful legs and bills.  
whydahs can be hard to identify, but Pin-tailed and 
the paradise whydahs show bold face patterns with 
pale central crown stripes that distinguish them from 
e.g. bishops; Shaft-tailed is plainer and warmer in tone 
and is easily mistaken for (larger and heavier-billed)
Red-billed Quelea, p. 306. Indigobird  are sometimes 
impossible to safely identify, even in the hand. They 
often show a hint of the 's bill and leg colouration, 
but these surfaces can be virtually identical in colour 
in some species (e.g. Purple and Dusky).

Juveniles are generally plain or weakly streaked and 
thus often look more similar to their juvenile foster 
siblings than to their biological mothers. In addition 
they often join flocks of their host species or other 
unrelated seed-eaters. When still very young they 
show pale fleshy gape papillae.

Village  
amauropteryx 

Village    
okavangoensis 

Purple
purpurascens 

Dusky
nigerrima 

Dusky
funerea

Twinspot
codringtoni

Species
Subspecies

SA, Zim, 
E Bot, Moz

Okavango, 
NW Zim 

SA, Moz, 
Zim, N Bot

E Zim, 
C Moz

SA, 
S Moz

NW Zim, 
E Zim, C MozDistribution

ReddishWhite WhiteWhite WhiteWhiteBill Colour

Dark brownDark brown BrownBrown BrownBlackWing Colour

Bright orange 
to red 

Orange 
to red 

Pale purplish 
white 

Pale purplish 
white 

Orange 
to red

Bright orange  
to reddishLegs & Feet

Steel-blue Steel-blue Dull purple
Dull purplish 

blue
Dull purplish 

blue
Distinct green; 

rarely blueGloss Tone

Comparisons between breeding  indigobirds. Some field guides make assurances that indigobirds are easily 
identified year-round by the colour combination of their bill and legs. However, many individuals are very 
challenging in the field, and seem to show characteristics intermediate between species. Add to this subspecies 
variation, tricks of the light and the 1% incidence of hybrids, and a true challenge arises.

What to look for:  and non-br.  

streaking or 
spots on breast 

and/or flanks?

colour of legs 
and feet? (often a 
subdued version 
of 's colours)

intensity of  
face pattern? 
(this example 

plainer than  
most viduids)

pale central crown 
stripe present?

white in tail?
length of tail?

bill shape 
and colour?

What to look for:  indigobirds

colour of bill? 
(white or red)

colour of legs 
and feet? (red, 

orange, pink, 
pale purple or 

whitish)

wing solid black or with 
contrasting grey-brown 

panel (most species)?

gloss on body 
plumage? (purplish, 
bluish or greenish)

Also note:  
• mimicry of host
• habitat & range
• different races
• angle of light

tail black or 
greyish  
brown?

Also note:  
• association with 
• relative size & shape

Also compare:
• widowbirds
• bishops 
• queleas
• buntings

colours and  
degree of contrast 

on belly/breast

this example:  
Shafttailed Whydah

example: br.  Purple Indigobird
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Identification: Voice
With the exception of the Pin-tailed Whydah, which 
parasitises more than 1 host, br.  of all the other 
host-specific viduids mimic their host species (see 
table p. 311). In the very similar indigobirds, this 
mimicry is often the most reliable way to confirm a 
bird's identity (although, confusingly, about 1% of the 
population mimics the 'wrong' host). 

Territorial  indigobirds have 3 basic elements in 
their songs: (1) generic, dry chattering that makes 
up about 75% of the repertoire; (2) musical elements 
devoid of mimicry; and (3) host-specific mimicry in 
about 15% of repertoire, including mimicry of the 
host's song, calls and begging calls. Each  has a large 
repertoire of non-mimetic songs which corresponds 
to his neighbours' songs to form a so-called 'song 
neighbourhood', which changes every 10-20 km. 

For identification purposes, the mimetic elements 
of the song are most important. Snippets of these are 
represented in the sonograms on the right. Twinspot 
Indigobird mimics the easily recognisable, high, fast 
trills of Red-throated Twinspot. Village Indigobird also 
mimics the fairly easily discernible dzet alarm notes of 
Red-billed Firefinch; note that Village Indigobird may 
mimic Brown Firefinch where their ranges overlap. 

The most problematic scenario is distinguishing 
mimicry of African Firefinch by Dusky Indigobird and 
mimicry of Jameson's Firefinch by Purple Indigobird. 
Dusky's mimicry of African Firefinch's alarm trill is 
given at <20 notes/s (sample: 6-(9)-15 notes/s); this is 
slow enough to be imitated by human lips and the call 
is unevenly spaced, with short clusters of notes or well-
spaced double or triple notes. Mimicry of Jameson's 
Firefinch's alarm trill by Purple is like a purring cat; this 
measured ticking is given at a much faster rate of >22 
notes/s (in one sample: 24-(29)-35 notes/s), and is too 
fast to be imitated by humans.

Twinspot Indigobird: mimicry of the easily recognisable high 
alarm trill (top) and wispy calls (bottom) of Red-throated Twinspot.

Dusky Indigobird: mimicry of the relatively slow-paced and 
clustered alarm notes of African Firefinch (slower than alarm call 
of Jameson's Firefinch copied by Purple Indigobird, below).

Purple Indigobird: mimicry of fast-paced alarm trill of host, 
Jameson's Firefinch; likened to the purring of a cat.

Village Indigobird: mimicry of the alarm note and short, rising 
whistles of Red-billed Firefinch.

Juveniles indigobird. Juveniles are not individually 
illustrated in the species accounts because they are  
extremely similar to each other. It is doubtful whether 
they can be reliably identified in the field, unless they 
are seen being fed by their foster parents. The colours 
of their gape papillae may help in identification but 
fade after fledging, and are only really visible for the 
first 2 months of their lives. Their bills are initially 
blackish, attaining adult-like colours after about 40-
60 days. Juveniles are plainer than adults and often 
closely resemble their foster siblings.

less distinct face 
pattern than adult 

almost plain 
above

short tail

Juvenile Village 
Indigobird
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 Indigobird (left) and Pin-tailed Whydah (right): a large 
proportion of indigobirds' songs consists of protracted generic 
chattering devoid of mimicry such as in this example. The sharp, 
jerky, non-mimetic squeaking song of Pin-tailed is characteristic.
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HostParasite HostParasite

Foreign eggs may be rejected by the host if not 
closely matched to its own. Most viduids have whitish  
eggs, but those of the Cuckoo Finch vary to match 
those of its suspicious hosts; in this case, Tawny-
flanked Prinia. Approximately actual size.

This unique African endemic is the only member of 
its genus, Anomalospiza (origin: (L) 'unusual finch'; 
specific imberbis (L) 'beardless'). That the Cuckoo 
Finch is indeed a unique bird has always been clear 
to taxonomists and birders alike, but to which family 
it belongs has long been under debate. Originally 
described as a canary in 1868, it was later reclassified 
as a weaver (as reflected in its widely used alternative 
name of Parasitic Weaver). However, not surprisingly 
considering that it is an obligatory brood parasite, 
modern classifications place it in the family Viduidae, 
along with the whydahs and indigobirds.

Similarities shared with whydahs and indigobirds 
include fundamental anatomical aspects, while differ-
ences are mainly behavioural (see table below). Many 
of the differences are attributable to differing life strat-
egies: e.g. Cuckoo Finch chicks do not have palate 
markings because its cisticola and prinia hosts do not; 
and likewise, Cuckoo Finch eggs are not plain white 
because they need to match the eggs of its hosts.

The Cuckoo Finch is oddly built with a dumpy 
body, long claws, a short and slightly rounded tail 
with narrow, pointed central feathers and a beady eye 
positioned high on its head. It also has an abnormally 
massive bill with a unique shape: the culmen is 
straight, the tip is rather blunt, the sides are laterally 
flattened and the cutting edge is very sharply angled 
downward. Its bill can generate significant force to 
crush hard grass seeds (and human fingers). 

Cuckoo Finches are generally uncommon and are 
best sought in moist grasslands adjoining wetlands, 
especially where good numbers of their cisticola and 
prinia host species are present.  perch conspicuously 
on favourite call-sites e.g. shrubs, trees, wires or fences, 
from where they give a wheezy, swizzling song.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Similarities to whydahs and indigobirds

Differences from whydahs and indigobirds

Identification
The br.  is exceptionally bright yellow (eye-catching).
This bright plumage is not acquired through moulting 
but through wear: the duller, greyish feathers tips 
of fresh (non-br.) plumage are gradually worn off to 
expose the brightly coloured feather interiors. Could 
be confused with a weaver (p. 278) but has a shorter 
tail, often some streaking on flanks, a shorter, stubbier 
bill and dark (not red, pale brown or pale) eyes. Could 
also be mistaken for a canary (p. 328), but has a shorter 
tail that is slightly rounded (tails often forked in 
canaries), a darker and much heavier bill, and flight is 
straight and fast (not undulating and leisurely).

Some  can look almost identical to bishops or 
widowbirds (p. 292) and are easily dismissed as such, 
especially as they sometimes forage together in 
mixed flocks. The most reliable feature to look for is 
the Cuckoo Finch's short, heavy, deep-based bill (see 
comparison on plate, opposite). May also show a hint 
of the typical viduid head pattern, e.g. a darker band 
above the eyebrow and a paler central crown stripe.

Juveniles often confound the unsuspecting as they 
may be seen being fed by their (much smaller) foster 
cisticola parents. Juveniles are similar in structure to 
adults, but have 2-toned bills and neatly scalloped or 
scaled, rich orange-brown upperparts. 

very 
deep 
base

culmen 
straight

sharply 
angled

The Cuckoo Finch has a unique, heavy bill, that is 
quite unlike any weaver, bishop or canary.

dark beady eye 
set high on face

bowed on  
lower surface

lower mandible 
deeper than 
upper mandible

laterally compressed

bill length = bill 
depth (thickness) 

at nostril

genetic signature
obligatory brood parasitism
number and arrangement of feathers on wing
number and arrangement of feathers on face
technical anatomical aspects of palate structure
skull pneumatisation (presence of air cavities)

br. plumage acquired by wear (not moult)
does not 'double scratch' when feeding
singing  does not mimic host species
does not have a display flight, but fans wings
multiple hosts (most Vidua have a single host)
 usually removes all of host's eggs

eggs patterned to match host's (not plain whitish)
chicks do not have patterned mouths
chicks beg in upright position (not crouched)
chicks beg without head movements
foster siblings do not usually survive to fledge

Cuckoo Finch
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Cuckoo Finch
Anomalospiza imberbis (Koekoekvink)
ALT NAME(S): Parasitic Weaver
L: 12-13 cm   M: 20-(21)-23 g
[A. i. imberbis]. An odd, dumpy 
finch with strange proportions:  
comically short tail, small, dark 
beady eye set high in face, mas
sive bill and long claws. Singly, 
in pairs or in small flocks, often 
alongside bishops etc. Perches 
conspicuously on a fence, wire, 
shrub or weed.

small, 
neat, dark 
'scales'

central tail 
feathers 
pointed

long 
claws

rich orange-
buff wash

juvenile
Harare, Zim

ad.  
Pretoria, GP

hint of viduid pattern e.g.  
paler central crown stripe

bill massive 
but blunt, 

short, deep

very 
short 
tail

adult 
Delmas, MP

perches on shrubs, 
stalks or fences: here 
2  in duller fresh 

plumage

very 
bright 
yellow 
below

adults
Hwange, Zim

flight rapid and 
direct; often far

CUCKOO FINCH: A unique parasitic finch previously placed in the weaver family. Uncommon inhabitant 
of moist grassland, wetland edges, cultivated areas and lightly wooded grassland where its prinia and 
cisticola hosts abound. Considered resident in Zimbabwe, but mostly a summer visitor to SA.

• dumpy body with very short tail
• massive bill (as long as it is deep at base)
•  dull to bright yellow like canary/weaver 
•  like a bishop or widow (but note shape) 
• usually in small groups in damp grassland

The scientific name ('odd finch') of this unique parasitic 
bird hints at its unusual morphology and biology.

habitat Frequents moist, open to lightly wooded 
grassland, wetland edges and cultivated landscapes.

status Generally uncommon, elusive and erratic, 
but easily overlooked. Thought to be a br. visitor to SA 
(but some sightings in winter); resident in N. Singly, in 
pairs or in small flocks (in winter 50+, rarely 250+). 

identification Although its occurrence is rather 
erratic and patchy, this enigmatic bird is more common 
than most birders realise, even at the edge of suburbia. 
However, the yellow  is easily dismissed as a canary or 
weaver, while the dull  can be very hard to pick out in 
a flock of bishops. Nevertheless rather bold and easy 
to see: perches conspicuously and usually tame. Shape 
important: very short tail with narrow pointed central 
feathers, dumpy body, big head (plus crown feathers 
often raised i.e. high forehead), beady black eye set 
high in face and finally, massive blunt bill with sharply 
angled gape (looks 'grumpy').  attains exceptionally 
bright yellow br. plumage through wear: fresh  has 
a grey-mottled mantle, dull greenish-yellow head 
and often grey-washed breast. — Sexes:  potentially 
confusing and is not illustrated in most books (which 
actually depict the very different juv.). Like a small 
bishop or widowbird with grey-brown upperparts, a 
pale buff-white belly and a faint yellowish wash on the 
face and eyebrow; best identified by structure. — Juv: 
Rather colourful: orange-buff, especially on face and 
mantle, with neat 'scales'. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks  is hard to tell from e.g.  S Red 
Bishop (p. 297), but shows a faint viduid head pattern 
(e.g. darker bands above the eyebrows separated by 
pale central crown stripe) and differs subtly in shape: 
bill shorter, blunter and deeper (length = depth 
at nostril; length = 1.5x depth in bishops); upper 
mandible almost straight; gape line strongly angled 
(60°, not 20°). At close range, note long claws. 

behaviour Mixes with bishops and other seed-
eaters. Forages on the ground or in grass. If flushed 
flies to a bush or makes off in rapid, straight flight.

biology Food grass seeds and some insects. Hosts 
include various prinias and cisticolas.  lays 1-2 eggs per 
host nest. Unless eggs are almost perfectly matched,  
host has the ability to discern and reject foreign eggs. 
 also removes or eats host's egg; plus, giant young 

trample or outcompete surviving host chicks. 
voice Song of  is a high, soft, canary-like twittering 

and weaver-like swizzling. Flight calls of similar tone.

beady 
black eye, 

high in face

often dumpy & 
hunched, with 
neck retracted 

S Red 
Bishop (to 

compare bill)

compare 
weavers & 
canaries
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INDIGOBIRDS: Parasitic finches with ranges and habitats mirroring those of their hosts. Recently split 
Twinspot in tropical woodland and riverine forest (host Red-throated Twinspot). Dusky in moist savanna, 
forest edges, valleys and gardens (host African Firefinch). Note mimetic song plus bill and leg colour.

Twinspot Indigobird
Vidua codringtoni (Groenblouvinkie)
L: 10-11 cm   M: 11-(13)-14 g
[V. codringtoni]. Presence in 
Southern Africa only recently 
confirmed but distribution still 
unclear. In area of overlap br. 

 told from others by white bill 
plus red legs and mimicry of 
host, Redthroated Twinspot. 
Nonbr.  and  have sharply 
demarcated matt grey breasts.

Dusky Indigobird
Vidua funerea (Gewone Blouvinkie)
L: 11-12 cm   M: 12-(15)-19 g
[1: V. f. funerea; 2: V. f. niger
rima]. Nonbr.  and  risky to 
identify but may show pale 
orange legs and a greywhite 
bill. Br.  of SA race is a differ
ent story thanks to diagnostic 
white bill plus bright red legs. 
Warning: NE race has pale legs 
(best told from Purple by song).

ad.  br. 
(green) 
Chipinge, 
Zim

ad.  br. (blue)
Inhamitanga, Moz

ad.  / 
non-br.

Hwange, Zim

adults 
Kadoma, Zim

 drinking 
alongside host, 
Red-throated 
Twinspot

wing darker 
than other 
indigobirds'

bill white

legs bright 
orange or 
reddish

pinkish or pale 
orange

grey

grey 
breast 

contrasts 
sharply with 

paler belly

most  have a quite 
distinct greenish gloss, 
but apparently also 
occurs in a rarer blue 
variation

greyish 
white

adult  br. 
nigerrima
Mutare, Zim

ad.  / 
 non-br.
funerea

Tzaneen, Lim

adults 
funerea
Mlawula, Sw

bill white

orange 
to red

pale purplish grey 
to pale orange

pale 
purplish 
white

usually obscured 
white flank patches 

(present in other      
species too)

typically very 
faint purple-
blue gloss

pale greyish white, or 
with faint pink wash

white

 displaying in 
bouncy flight 
to  visiting 
his call-site 

 inspecting nest 
of host, African 

Firefinch

ad.  br. 
funerea
Howick,  
KZN

almost identical to 
many Purple

in good light, shows 
matt, dark grey breast

2

1

wings and tail 
blacker than other 
indigobirds'

dark 
tail

?

?

?
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• host African Firefinch: found in same 
  range/habitat; mimicked in song
• br.  black with white bill & red legs
• non-br.  and  have duller bill & legs
• NE nigerrima has pale purplish legs

• host Red-throated Twinspot; found 
   in the same area; mimicked in song
• br.  black, with distinct green gloss
• whitish bill; bright orange/red legs
• both sexes have matt grey breasts

Twinspot Indigobird
Vidua codringtoni (Groenblouvinkie)
ALT NAME(S): Green Widowfinch, Peters' Twinspot/Zambezi Ind.

Dusky Indigobird
Vidua funerea (Gewone Blouvinkie)
ALT NAME(S): Black Widowfinch, Variable Indigobird

Distribution map is almost a copy of African Firefinch's: 
common in moist E of SA (rare in Bushveld) with an 
isolated population in E Zimbabwe and C Mozambique. 

habitat Habitat as host's: tangles of shrubs and long 
grass, riverine woodland, forest edges, moist savanna, 
valleys, hilly regions, gardens, villages, cultivation, etc.  
Often in moister, more forested locations than others.

status Locally common resident. Seen singly, in 
pairs or in small groups when breeding. More nomadic 
in non-br. season, when often found in small flocks.

identification Easily overlooked in winter as a dull, 
quiet, reserved LBJ foraging with other granivores. 
However, in summer  transforms into a conspicuous, 
aggressive and highly vocal creature, easily seen 
while singing from a favourite high perch that is his 
established 'song-station'. Looks all-black, but in good 
light a faint purplish blue (rarely greenish blue) gloss is 
discernable. In SA and S Mozambique nominate race 
has a diagnostic combination of white or pinkish white 
bill plus bright orange to red legs. Unmoulted brown 
feathers or white patches are often present, even in 
mid-summer. Wings and tail brown, with paler edges. 
Non-br.  and  very similar to other indigobirds but 
may be identifiable by the colour of their bill and 
legs. — Juv: Plainer than adult (p. 315). — Var: Isolated 
nigerrima race of E Zimbabwe and C Mozambique 
(parasitises haema tocephala race of African Firefinch) 
has pale legs and is thus hard to tell from Purple.

confusion risks Keeping in mind potential tricks 
of the light, br.  should not cause problems in SA. 
However, NE nigerrima race is reliably distinguishable 
from Purple only by voice.  or non-br.  not always 
safely separable from Purple in the field, but often 
shows faintly orange-tinted legs. See also Twinspot.

behaviour Br.  spends much time on or near his 
call-site, where he is visited intermittently by  (to 
which he responds with bouncy flight with body held 
vertically, legs hanging, head bowed and plumage 
puffed up). Feeds on the ground, scratching with both 
feet then jumping back to peck up exposed seeds. 

biology Food mostly grass seeds. After copulating 
with  near his call-site,  lays 1 egg per day in nest of 
host, African Firefinch.  may remove or eat a host egg, 
but chicks are raised with those of the host.  

voice As in other indigobirds, repertoire of br.  
includes much chattering interspersed with some 
musical elements and, importantly, mimicry of host 
(African Firefinch). Listen for mimicked alarm call of 
latter: a repeated, spitting pitpitpitpit... (much slower 
than corresponding purrr of Purple). See also p. 315.

Originally described in 1907, this enigmatic bird was 
subsequently treated as a race of Dusky or Village but is 
now again treated as a full species, that parasitises Red
throated Twinspot. This split solved many mysteries e.g. 
tape recordings of indigobirds in E Zimbabwe imitating 
twinspots and sightings of mysterious whitebilled, red
legged birds from N Zimbabwe. Greenish indigobirds 
imitating Pinkthroated Twinspots in N KZN have also 
been putatively ascribed to this species, or may represent 
another as yet undescribed indigobird species.

habitat As host, Red-throated Twinspot: tropical 
wood land, thickets and edges of lowland forest.

status Uncommon and local. Resident but easily 
overlooked in winter. Singly, in pairs or in small flocks.

identification An exciting and still poorly known 
split, and one of the main targets of birders visiting 
E Zimbabwe and C Mozambique. Within this limited 
area, the br.  is identifiable by its white bill plus bright 
orange or red legs (in area of overlap, nigerrima race 
of Dusky has pale feet). In good light, most  show a 
quite distinct greenish gloss as well as dull matt grey 
breast and dark wings/tail (not brown as in others). 
However, mimicry of host is the safest bet. Non-br.  or 
 difficult to identify confidently, but typically shows a 

matt grey breast contrasting sharply with a paler belly, 
plus a grey-white bill and orange feet. Further research 
is needed. — Juv: Plainer than adult (p. 315). — Var:  
possibly occurs in a less common blue-glossed variant.

confusion risks Combination of whitish bill and 
bright orange or red legs should eliminate confusion 
with Dusky, which in E Zimbabwe has pale purple legs 
(race nigerrima). Quite similar to okavangoensis race of 
Village, but barely overlaps (if at all). Field identification 
of non-br.  and  is less straightforward.

behaviour As for other indigobirds. 
biology Food mostly grass seeds. Mimicry in song 

and behaviour in captivity strongly suggest that Red-
throated Twinspot is this species' primary host, but 
as yet no parasitised nests have been found.  lays 1 
white egg per day, in batches of 3, then waits a few 
days before laying another batch of 3 eggs. 

voice  sings from regular song post, typically in a 
high exposed spot such as the top of a dead tree. As 
in other indigobirds, much of 's song consists of dry 
chattering interspersed with more musical but non-
mimetic elements. More important for identification 
is expert mimicry of suspected host, Red-throated 
Twinspot. Mimics various call and songs of the latter; 
listen especially for a very high, reeling trill trrrrrree 
(twinspot alarm call). See p. 315 for details.



INDIGOBIRDS: Parasitic finches with ranges and habitats mirroring those of their hosts. Purple in 
savanna, thickets and on wooded slopes (host Jameson's Firefinch). Village in waterside bush, thornveld, 
clearings and rural villages (host Red-billed Firefinch). Identified by mimetic song and leg and bill colour.

Purple Indigobird
Vidua purpurascens (Witpootblouvinkie)
L: 11-12 cm   M: 12-(13)-16 g
[V. purpurascens]. Easily over
looked even where relatively 
common (like host, Jameson's 
Firefinch). Br.  sings from a 
high perch; listen for mimicry 
of fast purring alarm call of 
host. Note whitish bill and pale 
purple to greyish pink legs. 

Village Indigobird
Vidua chalybeata (Staalblouvinkie)
L: 11-12 cm   M: 11-(13)-15 g
[1: V. c. amauropteryx; 2: V. c. 
okavangoensis]. Combination 
of bright red bill and legs diag
nostic (paler in ). Juv. and non
br.  and  hard to identify but 
adults may show red tinge to 
bill and legs yearround. Note: 
bill white in Okavango race. 
Main host Redbilled Firefinch.

ad.  br. 
Harare, Zim

ad.  moulting
Beestekraal, NW

ad.  / 
 non-br.

Pretoria, GP

adults 
Pafuri, Lim

 sings from 
established 
call-site, often 
on high dead 
twigs

with host, 
Jameson's 

Firefinch

bill white or 
pinkish-white

legs pale brownish 
purple to greyish pink

pale pinkish grey

pale 
orange

not always reliably 
separable from 

Dusky

some  have a 
brighter and more 
purple gloss than 
bluish Dusky, but 
many identical 

greyish 
white

ad.  br. 
amauropteryx 

Mapungubwe, Lim

adult  br. 
okavangoensis
Maun, Bot

ad.  / 
 non-br. 

amauropteryx
Ndumo, KZN

adults
amauropteryx
Lichtenburg, NW

moulting  
with host, Red-
billed Fire-
finch

bill bright reddish

bright 
orange 
to red

orange-pink

orange 
to red

 singing from 
telephone wire

steel-blue gloss 
on bright , but 
hard to judge 
exact colour

orange-
pink bill

white 
(in N 
race)

2 1
2

1
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• host Red-billed Firefinch: found in 
  same areas; mimicked in song
• br.  black with red bill and legs
• legs & bill of non-br.  /  orange pink
• NW okavangoensis has a white bill 

• host Jameson's Firefinch: found in 
  same areas; mimicked in song
• br.  black, with faint purple gloss
• whitish bill; pale purple to pink legs
• legs of  usually paler than others'

Purple Indigobird
Vidua purpurascens (Witpootblouvinkie)
ALT NAME(S): Purple Widowfinch

Village Indigobird
Vidua chalybeata (Staalblouvinkie)
ALT NAME(S): Steelblue Widowfinch

Primary host is Redbilled Firefinch, but also parasitises 
Brown Firefinch and occasionally others by accident.

habitat Habitat as Red-billed Firefinch: riverine 
woodland, waterside bush and thickets and thornveld. 
Tolerant of fairly disturbed habitats with bare soil 
or cropped grass e.g. large gardens, rural villages, 
agricultural areas, road verges, cattle pens, camps, etc.

status Common resident or nomad. Seen singly, in 
pairs or in small groups when breeding or in flocks of 
50+ in winter that feed and roost together, sometimes 
with other seed-eaters (when easily overlooked).

identification Mostly remains unnoticed except in 
summer when the vociferous  advertises his territory 
from a high song post. In most of range combination of 
dark red or bright orange-red bill and legs diagnostic 
(less bright in winter). Although difficult to see,  has 
a steel-blue gloss. Wings and tail brown (a little darker 
than others'). Some brown unmoulted patches often 
still present; moulting  shows a changing patchwork 
of black, brown, buff and white. Non-br.  and  very 
similar to other indigobirds, but usually have a redder 
tinge to bill and legs. — Juv: Plainer than adult (p. 315). 
— Var: In Okavango and N Namibia okavangoensis 
race has a white bill (some overlap with red-billed 
birds); should not cause confusion thanks to red legs.

confusion risks  of both races unique in colour 
combination of bill and legs (but compare larger Red-
billed Buffalo Weaver, p. 348). Non-br.  and  have 
more subdued colours (bill and legs more pinkish 
than red) and thus not always so easy to identify. 
Identification of plainer juv. doubtful, but remains with 
its foster parents for 2 weeks after fledging and soon 
starts the post-juv. moult into adult-type plumage.

behaviour In br. season much of the 's day is spent  
singing at his call-site, occasionally descending to 
forage nearby (50% of time <15 m from call-site). Feeds 
on the ground, scratching with both simultaneously. 

biology Food mostly grass seeds.  displays to  
(or indeed any small bird) visiting his call-site.  then 
lays 1 egg (or more) in nest of Red-billed Firefinch. Eggs 
closely matched to host's (except a little bigger). In NW 
Zimbabwe mimics and parasitises Brown Firefinch. 

voice  sings from a high, exposed song post, often 
at the very top of dead tree or on a telephone wire. 
Much of repertoire (c. 75%) consists of noncommittal 
dry chattering devoid of mimicry. Diagnostic mimetic 
songs include imitations of Red-billed Firefinch's sweet 
little song: a sharp buzzy exclamation (also used as an 
alarm call) followed by a few short, rising whistles e.g. 
dzet, peapeapea or dzet, whitu (see p. 315).

Range and habitat tied to only host, Jameson's Firefinch.
habitat Like Jameson's, prefers fairly dense low 

bush and thickets, often on wooded slopes; also 
savanna, woodland with tall grass, riverine bush, rock 
outcrops, bushy grassland, hills, edges of fields, etc.

status Generally uncommon but easily overlooked 
(and often mistaken for Dusky). Nomadic during non-
br. season. Singly or in pairs; more sociable in winter 
when it often joins mixed flocks of small seed-eaters.

identification Most sightings of this species are 
of a  in br. plumage singing from a high perch in 
summer. Identified by white or pinkish white bill plus 
pale brownish purple to greyish pink legs (legs looks 
white in harsh light; redder when backlit). In good 
light brightest  show purple or bluish-purple gloss, 
but plumage usually quite dull. Wings and tail brown. 
Often shows a few random white or brown feathers on 
the lower body or undertail coverts. Moulting  shows 
changing patchwork of black, brown, buff and white 
with pale orange feet. Non-br.  and  very similar to 
other indigobirds: bill whitish; legs pale pinkish grey. 
— Juv: Plainer than adult (p. 315). — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Combination of whitish bill and 
pale legs eliminates other  indigobirds. In NE, niger
rima race of Dusky also shows pale purplish legs; then 
best separated from Purple by song. Non-br. ,  and 
juv. probably not safely separable from Dusky but 
may have paler legs (on average). Village has reddish 
legs (even in NW okavangoensis). Localised Twinspot 
Indigobird has bright orange feet plus a clear border 
between its matt grey breast and whitish belly. 

behaviour Life revolves around call-site of  in br. 
season:  spends greatest part of the day singing, 
chasing rivals or displaying to visiting . Feeds on the 
ground by hopping about, scratching with both feet 
and then jumping back to peck up exposed seeds.

biology Food mostly seeds.  visits  at his call-site, 
then lays 1 egg in nest of Jameson's Firefinch. Whitish 
egg closely matched to host egg, but a little rounder 
and with larger pores. See also pp. 312-313.

voice  sings from a regular song post: typically 
a high exposed perch such as the top of a dead tree 
or a telephone wire. Sings intermittently throughout 
the day for long periods (up to 1 hr). As in other 
indigobirds, has 3 main song types: dry chattering, 
non-mimetic elements and mimicry of host. Mimics 
tinkling trills, pure whistles and very fast, dry alarm 
trill of Jameson's Firefinch; the latter most useful for 
identification: like call of Long-billed Crombec (p. 204) 
or a purring cat (remember: purrrrPLE). See p. 315.



PIN-TAILED WHYDAH: A well-known garden bird but generally disliked by gardeners because of its 
aggressive nature and domination of its display arena (often around a birdbath or bird feeder). Also 
occurs in a variety of other open, natural or modified habitats e.g. savanna, grassland and cultivation.

Pin-tailed Whydah
Vidua macroura (Koningrooibekkie)
L: 12-13 cm  (br.  25-34 cm 
incl. tail) M: 13-(15)-18 g  
[V. macroura]. Br.  cannot 
be confused with any other 
bird thanks to its red bill, pied 
plumage and long, floppy tail. 
Nonbr.  and  resemble other 
viduids as well as bishops or 
widowbirds (with which they 
often occur in mixed flocks).
Note bill colour and tail.

ad.  non-br.
Cape Town, WC

adult  
transitional

East London, EC

adults 
Johannesburg, GP

like  but with 
bolder stripes on 

head

white 
inner 
webs

juvenile
Pretoria, GP

adult  
moulting 
Welkom, FS

ad.  br.
Maseru, Les

ad.  non-br.
Bulawayo, Zim

adult  br.
Bloemfontein, FS

black

red

bill reddish 
year-round

compare Red-billed 
Quelea (p. 306)

diagnostic 
white inner 

webs visible 
when tail is 

spread

often shows a few 
spots or streaks on 

breast sides & flanks

boldly 
striped 
head

red and 
black bill

recently fledged young 
potentially confusing: in addition 
to being rather featureless, often 

joins family party of host or  
some other small seed-eater

whitish 
tubercles at 
gape when 

young

moulting  shows random 
patchwork of colours and 

partially grown tail

central 4 tail 
feathers greatly 
elongated into a 
18-25 cm long, 
floppy tail

plain and 
nondescript

flops up 
and down 
in flight

pair foraging on  
lawn in winter:  

 (front) and 
non-br.  
(back)

dark legs

unmistakable

white

red bill
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SHAFT-TAILED WHYDAH: Spectacular br.  is a common but always impressive sight on roadside wires 
in arid regions (but  and non-br.  are easily overlooked among other seed-eaters). Range matches that 
of main host, Violet-eared Waxbill; likewise prefers thornveld, dry savanna and Kalahari sandveld.

Shaft-tailed Whydah
Vidua regia (Pylstertrooibekkie)
L: 11-12 cm (br.  27-30 cm 
incl. tail)   M: 12-(15)-17 g
[V. regia]. Br.  is unlike any 
other bird in the world with 
gold and black plumage and 
unique tail. Nonbr.  and  
are small, dull, plain and short
tailed, with less boldly striped 
heads than other viduids, plus 
orangepink bills and legs (all 
year) and white outer tails. 

adult 
non-br. 
Hotazel, NC

ad.  br.
Gaborone, Bot

adults 
Radium, Lim

like  but a little 
more boldly marked

adult  
moulting
Gobabis, Nam

adult  br.
Christiana, NW

red bill

bill usually 
orange-pink 

year-round 
(sometimes 

brownish)

spatulate tips 
just emerging

central 4 
tail feathers 
elongated into 
21-26 cm long 
streamers

bulbous tips 
seem to float 
behind bird

non-br.  (far 
right) with 3  
Red-billed 
Queleas

juvenilE
Nossob, NC

young juv. has 
blue & white 

gape tubercle

very short, 
square tail 
with white 

outer panels 
and tips

ad.  br.
Etosha, Nam

white 
outer 
webs

face plainer than 
other viduids'

shafts <2 mm 
thick (invisible  
from afar)

orange-buff wash 
on breast but not 
streaked below

lightly 
streaked

indistinct 
bands

 and non-br.  similar 
to Village Indigobird 
(p. 320) and Red-billed 
Quelea (p. 306), and 
often in the same flock

pale orange-
pink legs

unstreaked below

bill reddish, pink or 
orange year-round

 NE
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• br.  with thin tail shafts and broad tips
•  /  have orange-pink bills and legs
• non-br.  and  have short, white-sided 
  tails and plain, poorly streaked faces
• host Violet-eared Waxbill (dry habitats)

• br.  with long floppy tail is unique
•  has a reddish bill year-round
• bill black in br. ; red in non-br. 
• inner webs of tail feathers white
• both sexes have boldly striped heads 

Pin-tailed Whydah
Vidua macroura (Koningrooibekkie)
ALT NAME(S): Haagner's Pin-tailed Whydah

Shaft-tailed Whydah
Vidua regia (Pylstertrooibekkie)
ALT NAME(S): Queen Whydah, Shaft-tailed Paradise Whydah

This extravagant parasitic finch is near endemic to the 
wider Kalahari region (like its host, Violeteared Waxbill).

habitat Acacia thornveld, dry savanna and Kalahari 
sandveld. Despite occurrence of host, generally absent 
from broad-leaved woodland except during droughts.

status A fairly common near-endemic resident. 
Usually seen in small parties (e.g. 1  with several  or  
imm. ). Nomadic and more sociable in winter, when 
found in larger flocks with other small seed-eaters.

identification It is impossible to forget one's first 
sighting of a  Shaft-tailed in full br. plumage, perhaps 
flying over the tops of thorn trees with its spatulate tail 
tips drifting along behind, or drinking from a muddy 
puddle or even just perched on a telephone wire: 
unmistakable with golden buff and black plumage, 
red bill and legs and remarkably long and thin central 
tail shafts ending in splayed racquets. Non-birders 
might be surprised to learn that the anti-climactically 
dull LBJs associating with the spectacular  belong to 
the same species.  (and non-br. ) has reddish, pinkish 
or orange (less often brownish) bill and legs, a rather 
plain, weakly streaked head, plain underparts with an 
orange buff wash on the breast and throat and a very 
short tail with white sides. — Juv: Dull and featureless 
with a lightly streaked mantle and (initially black) bill 
and brown legs (changes to orange at first moult).  
— Var: Minor. Rarely hybridises with indigobirds.

confusion risks Compared to other whydahs, non-
br.  and  have much plainer faces, orange-pink bills 
and legs and shorter tails with white sides. Village 
Indigobird (p. 320) also has a reddish bill and legs 
but is smaller with a slightly longer tail (without any 
white) and has bolder head stripes. Often flocks with 
similar but larger Red-billed Quelea (p. 306) which has 
yellow (not pale) edges to flight feathers, a heavier, 
longer and more pointed bill, a narrower eyebrow and 
is faintly mottled with grey or brown below. May be 
seen drinking alongside similar Pink-billed Lark (p. 88).

behaviour  sings from a favourite spot, e.g. treetop 
or roadside telephone wire. Feeds on the ground, 
scratching with both feet in a shuffling hopping 
motion, then jumps back to peck up exposed seeds. 

biology Food mostly small grass seeds. Parasitises 
Violet-eared Waxbill (and rarely Black-faced Waxbill in 
Namibia and Blue Waxbill in Free State).  lays 1 whitish 
egg (a little rounder and larger than host's). 

voice  gives a pleasant series of high squeaks and 
whistles, melodic but with typical viduid scratchiness. 
Also mimics calls of Violet-eared Waxbill. Flight calls 
are diagnostic short wheezes like rusty door hinges.

The br.  demands attention in gardens because of its 
energetic displays, piercing song and pied plumage.

habitat Widespread. Found in various open wood-
land and grassland habitats but usually more common  
in modified habitats e.g. urban wasteland, suburban 
gardens, parks, campgrounds, farmyards, cultivation. 

status Common resident. In br. season 1  typically 
with 5-6 non-br.  or . More nomadic and in larger 
flocks (20-30, sometimes 100) in the non-br. season. 

identification Most gardeners are familiar with the 
gaudy br.  with his pied plumage and long, floppy tail. 
Identification of non-br.  and  is more problematic: 
these are small, sparrow-like birds with boldly striped 
heads.  is quite attractive, even in duller non-br. 
plumage: retains reddish bill year-round (but colour 
changes through orange to pink). Bill of  black when 
breeding, reddish outside br. season (and at times 
both red and black). Both sexes may have streaks or 
blotches on the breast sides and flanks. Note white 
patches on inner webs of tail feathers (visible only 
when tail spread). — Juv: Difficult to identify: plain and 
nondescript; often with host or other bird species. Bill 
initially black, becoming red (from base) after leaving 
nest. White gape tubercles when young. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Non-br.  and  have bolder head 
stripes and more whitish (less buff or grey) underparts 
than most viduids. Shaft-tailed never has a black bill 
and has orange-red legs, a much plainer head and (at 
least in ) white panels on outside (not inside of tail). 
Br.  like paradise whydahs, but is smaller with a finer 
bill, dark moustachial stripe and white inner webs to 
its tail feathers. Red-billed Quelea (p. 306) has a less 
boldly striped head. Compare also buntings (p. 338). 
Juv. is easily mistaken for other small granivores e.g. 
Common Waxbill and Bronze Mannikin (p. 349).

behaviour  aggressively defends a display arena 
(often centred around a food or water source) against 
all birds up to size of doves.  hovers over visiting  
in bouncy flight for up to 5 minutes with body held 
forwards at 45°. While perched, fluffs plumage and 
shakes wings with body held horizontally. Forages on 
the ground with quick, alternating kicks. 

biology Food seeds. The least host-specific viduid:  
main host is Common Waxbill but also Orange-
breasted and Swee Waxbills and (possibly) Bronze 
Mannikin, Red-billed Firefinch, prinias and cisticolas.  
 lays 1-2 (rarely up to 5) white eggs in host's nest.

voice Song of  a sustained, tinny series of piercing, 
twanging, jerky squeaks. Does not mimic host. Gives 
diagnostic repeated single squeaks in flight. 



LONG-TAILED PARADISE WHYDAH: Br.  is one of the most spectacular and memorable birds in the 
region, especially during its aerial displays. Occurs in various habitats where its host, Green-winged 
Pytilia, is present: miombo, mopane, broad-leaved or mixed woodland, thornveld and agricultural areas.

Long-tailed Paradise Whydah
Vidua paradisaea (Gewone Paradysvink)
L: 13-15 cm  (br.  33-38 cm 
incl. tail)  M: 16-(20)-30 g
[V. paradisaea]. Amazing br.  
can only be mistaken for Broad
tailed or perhaps a widowbird 
(pp. 303304). Nonbr.  and  
have longer tails and heavier 
bills than others and very bold 
head stripes. 

juv.
Mussina, Lim

adult  
moulting

Modimolle, 
Lim

adult  
Zeerust, NW

ad.  br.
Gweru, Zim

no white

dark 
C-mark on 

cheeks

grey bill 
darker than 

Broad-tailed's 
(can be black 

when br.)

only tips of long tail 
grown yet (grows at 

1.5-3.3 mm/day)

adults 
Maun, Bot

descends 
in jerking 

motion, then 
dives with tail 

closed

ad.  
non-br. 

Polokwane, 
Lim

circles horizontally 
in 50-100 m radius, 

20-30 m up

lifts rounded 
middle feathers 
and hangs 
streamers 
down

climbs from 
tree or roadside 
telephone wire 
at an angle of 
30°-60°

usually displays for  
20 minutes at 10:00 
and again at 16:00

slightly paler yellow than Broad-tailed 
(golden when fresh; straw when worn)

central pair of tail feathers 
rounded, tapering to hair-
like plumes; next pair 24-
34 cm long, broad at base 
(23-32 mm) but ending 
in narrow tips; 'zipper' 
structure on edges can 
temporarily hold these 
feathers together

chestnut

plain or with 
necklace of 

dark streaks

like juv. pytilia 
(host) but browner 
and lacks red rump

boldly 
marked

tail twisted 90°

mottled look  
and oddly pied 

head for parts of 
the year; some 
in br. plumage 

Nov-Aug

dark 
grey

much 
black
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BROAD-TAILED PARADISE WHYDAH: In br. plumage  is a stunningly beautiful bird. Shows off broad 
tail in aerial displays. Overlaps entirely with similar Long-tailed (and often in the same mixed flocks). 
Present wherever its host, Orange-winged Pytilia, occurs: mostly in miombo and teak woodlands.

Broad-tailed Paradise Whydah
Vidua obtusa (Breëstertparadysvink)
L: 13-15 cm  (br.  26-28 cm 
incl. tail)  M: 18-(20)-26 g
[V. obtusa]. Br.  identified 
by short but evenly broad tail 
with rounded tips. Nonbr.  
and  bigger, more elongated 
and heavierbilled than other 
viduids and have very bold 
head patterns: very similar to 
Longtailed but lacks dark 'C' 
on cheeks; bill paler. 

juvenile
Kariba, Zim

ad.  
moulting  

Kasane, Bot

adult  
Hwange, Zim

ad.  br.
Harare, Zim

lacks dark 
C-mark on 

cheeks

pale 
grey 
bill 

ad.  non-br.  
Gorongosa, Moz

generally keeps bulbous 
central feathers hidden 

during display flight

slightly darker coppery 
rufous than Long-tailed

central pair of tail 
feathers rounded, 
tapering to hair-like 
plumes; next pair 
18-23 cm long, broad 
throughout (c. 40 mm); 
'zipper' structure on 
edges can temporarily 
hold these feathers 
together; corrugation 
(barring) can make 
soft rustling sound

deep 
maroon

grey bill

tail twisted 90°

averages less 
black on face 
than Long-tailed

ad. 
Chinhoyi, 
Zim

1 moulting , 1 
non-br.  and 2 

 drinking 
from muddy  
puddles

mottled look  
and oddly pied 

head while 
moulting; br. 

plumage gained 
Dec-Feb, worn 
until Jun-Aug
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• br.  with long, evenly broad tail
• : bill usually paler than Long-tailed's 
  and lacks dark C-mark on face
• restricted to miombo woodland in N
• host Orange-winged Pytilia

• br.  with very long, tapered tail
• always shows black or grey bill
• : bold head stripes & dark 'C' on face
• moulting  is randomly mottled 
• host Green-winged Pytilia (Melba Finch)

Long-tailed Paradise Whydah
Vidua paradisaea (Gewone Paradysvink)
ALT NAME(S): Paradise Whydah, Eastern Paradise Whydah

Broad-tailed Paradise Whydah
Vidua obtusa (Breëstertparadysvink)
ALT NAME(S): Chapin's Paradise Whydah, Nyasa Paradise Whydah

This impressive parasite is best sought in N Zimbabwe.
 habitat As host, Orange-winged Pytilia: miombo 

and teak woodlands, especially around clearings, old 
fields or cultivation, along drainage lines, in sandy 
roads or in burnt areas. Rarely thornveld and dry bush.

status Uncommon, but at times locally numerous 
in optimal habitat, with temporary irruptions in large 
numbers. A small, highly localised population occurs 
in N SA (erratic). Movements poorly known: a resident, 
nomad or regular migrant (but mostly overlooked 
once br. plumage is lost). Singly, in pairs or in small 
groups when breeding; in flocks of 20+ (rarely 150) in 
the non-br. season, often with Long-tailed and others. 

identification Like similar Long-tailed,  in full br. 
plumage takes one's breath away: sports a relatively 
short (18-23 cm) but broad (3.3-4.3 cm) tail, which 
is more or less evenly wide from base to rounded 
tips. Also note rather dark maroon breast patch and 
coppery nape. Much less impressive non-br.  and 
 difficult to identify: note heavy, elongated shape 

and very bold head bands (but generally lacks dark 
C-mark on cheeks). Bill black when breeding, pale grey 
to pinkish grey (with a paler base) in  and non-br. 
. — Juv: Plain greyish brown. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks With care, can be told from Long-
tailed: br.  has a shorter but broader tail with relatively 
broad, rounded tips even when still growing (takes 45-
50 days to reach full length). If tail feathers are absent, 
distinguishable by Broad-tailed's darker coppery (not 
straw-yellow) nape and on average, darker maroon 
breast.  very similar but lacks dark 'C' on cheeks, 
and has a paler grey bill. On average, both sexes are 
more heavily streaked above. Juv. like young Orange-
winged Pytilia but rump grey-brown (not red). 

behaviour Display flight of  shorter than Long-
tailed's and executed lower down (and does not raise 
rounded central tail feathers). Also has an entertaining 
courtship dance directed at perched :  droops tail 
but raises central rounded feathers while stretching 
body up on stiff legs; then turns sideways to show off 
tail and repeatedly bends legs while swinging head up 
and down; also opens and closes bill. Forages in short 
grass or on bare sand but takes to trees if disturbed.

biology Food mostly grass seeds. Host Orange-
winged Pytilia. Breeding biology as for Long-tailed. 

voice  sings from treetop or in flight. Mimics song 
and calls of host including high, soft whistles, gurgling 
trills and whit call with whiplash quality. Gives non-
mimetic chattering, typical of Viduidae family, as well 
as a mellow descending weeeeo or wheeewho.

Thanks to its long tail and striking colours, br.  is a strong 
contender for the title of the region's most beautiful bird.

habitat As host, Green-winged Pytilia: woodland 
and savanna including miombo, thornveld and mixed 
bush veld; also agricultural areas or plains with trees 
(or telephone lines) from which to launch displays.

status Fairly common. Population density varies 
from year to year (up to 5/km2). Br.  defends a territory 
of c. 3 ha; feeds/roosts with other  in the evening. 
Seen in small groups or flocks of >100 in winter. 

identification Br.  truly seems like a bird straight 
out of Paradise, with eye-catching colours, 2 very long 
tail feathers tapering to sharp points and 2 broad, 
short, twisted feathers with protruding spikes. Virtually 
'disappears' in winter when the non-br.  resembles 
the easily overlooked : fairly large and robust with 
an elongated shape (relatively long tail/wings); grey-
brown with blackish streaks above; dirty white to pale 
orange-buff below, plain or with scattered small spots 
on breast sides. Both sexes have very bold black and 
white head stripes,  with distinctive dark C-shape on 
cheeks or often 2 dark crescents. Heavy bill blackish 
to dark grey. — Juv: Plain grey-brown. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Really only similar to Broad-tailed 
(see). Dull non-br.  and  resemble Pin-tailed, but 
Long-tailed is larger, with a longer tail and stronger, 
dark bill; also has bolder head markings, black streaks 
within the whitish central crown stripe, a dark C-shape 
on its cheeks and lacks white in tail. Compare also 
buntings (p. 338). Plain juv. could be taken for Grey-
headed Sparrow (p. 272) or a young mannikin (p. 349).

behaviour Br.  performs aerials displays (see plate 
p. 325) twice daily for c. 20 min. During circling phase, 
round central tail feathers are raised, their corrugated 
surfaces ('barring') producing a soft rustling sound. 
Perched  performs a fascinating courtship dance 
(p. 313). Feeds on the ground, often in flocks with other  
seed-eaters; keeps to open ground (probably as a 
result of heavy tail impeding agility in flight) e.g. roads, 
trampled ground around waterholes, cattle pens, etc.

biology Food mostly grass seeds; some insects. 
 perches in a treetop to look for host activity, then 

descends and lays 1 egg/day (for 3-4 consecutive days; 
up to 22 eggs in a season) in pytilia nests.  may eat 
the host egg, but chicks are raised with foster siblings.

voice  mimics song of Green-winged Pytilia 
learnt by juv. while being cared for by foster parents; 
copies various soft clicking elements, high whistles 
(like Sabota Lark) and slow drawn-out trills (like Red-
breasted Swallow). Also typical viduid chattering.
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CANARIES & BUNTINGS
Families Fringillidae & Emberizidae

Canaries have captivated people's hearts for centuries. 
In fact, the first canaries were bred in captivity in the 
17th century; since then they have been selectively 
bred into hundreds of forms and varieties, for their 
unique colour mutations, unusual shapes or singing 
talents. Such variants have creative names like Lizard, 
Satinette, Mosaic, Border Fancy, Red Factor, Fife, 
Gloster and German Roller. The 'original' ancestral 
species, Common or Atlantic Canary, Serinus canaria, 
hails from, and is named after, the Canary Islands 
(which are actually named after dogs and not birds). 
Canaries have also played a role in mining safety, 
neurological studies and even popular cartoons. 

Even discounting the rampant cross-breeding of 
the countless domesticated variants, 'wild' canaries are 
an immensely diverse and successful group of birds. 
They belong to the family Fringillidae, which includes 
217 species in 60 genera worldwide; 14 species in 3 
genera occur in Southern Africa, and 1 species in a 
4th genus (the Common Chaffinch) was introduced to 
Cape Town in 1898 by Cecil John Rhodes. 

Species 12
Residents 12
Vagrants   0

Threatened   0

Genera 3
Migrants 1

Endemics 3/4
Restricted 6

While many canaries do resemble the typical yellow 
passerine that everyone thinks of when picturing 
this family, many species are confusingly brown and 
nondescript. In other cases, the  is colourful or boldly 
patterned while the  and juv. are significantly duller. 

Only 5 of the world's 42 bunting species occur in 
Southern Africa; 3 of these charming birds are included 
in this book as they could be potentially confusing.  
[Afri kaans: Kanaries, Gryskoppie, Streepkoppies].

General characteristics
Canaries are brown or partly yellow granivores with 
conical bills; they feed on the ground, directly from 
grass stalks, weeds or aloes or in bushes and trees. 
The terrestrial buntings have sharp bills, longish tails, 
slender bodies and characteristically striped heads. All 
are monogamous. Most are nomadic, and some form 
large flocks in winter. Songs are complex and musical 
twittering and whistling. Sexes differ in about half the 
species; juveniles are duller with streaked underparts. 

size

Genus 
Emberiza

SISKINS p. 330

DRAKENSBERG CAPE
BLACK- 

THROATED

SEEDEATERS pp. 334-336

BLACK-EARED STREAKY-HEADED

BUNTINGS pp. 338-340

CAPE CINNAMON-BREASTED LARK-LIKE

PROTEA

Genus Crithagra

DWARF CANARIES p. 332

LEMON- 
BREASTED

WHITE-THROATED

Genus 
Fringilla

COMMON CHAFFINCH p. 338

(Gr) - possibly 'barley-hunter'.
(L) - white-throated.
(L) - black-throated.
(L) - lemon-yellow breast.
(L) - of the throat. 
(Gr) - white-winged (wing bars).
After Frederic P. Mennell (1880-
1966), director of Bulawayo 
Museum and geologist said to 
have travelled c. 48 000 km on 
foot, prospecting for minerals.
After Roden E. Symons (1884-
1972), forester, game ranger 
and collector from KZN.
(L) - from Hottentot (of Cape).
(Gr) - a bunting; or from 
German ammer, a bunting.
(L) - from the Cape.
(Tsw) - Tswana name of obscure 
origin; or from Zulu 'finch'.
(Tsw) - origin obscure; possibly 
from Tswana taga (small bird) 
and pietsi (zebra; referring to 
the black-and-white head).
(L) - a chaffinch.
(L) - unmarried or single (sexes 
often form separate flocks). 

Crithagra
albogularis (White-thr.)
atrogularis (Black-throat.)
citrinipectus (Lemon-br.)
gularis (Streaky-headed)
leucoptera (Protea)
mennelli (Black-eared) 
   
   
  
 
symonsi (Drakensberg) 
  
 
totta (Cape Siskin)
Emberiza  
 
capensis (Cape Bunting)
impetuani (Lark-like) 
 
tahapisi (Cinnamon-brst.)
   
   
  
Fringilla
coelebs (Com. Chaffinch)

Origin of names
The English canary is derived from the Canary Islands, 
which are not named after birds but rather after dogs: 
Islas Canarias is derived from the Latin Insula Canaria or 
'island of the dogs'. The English bunting refers to flags 
or decorative strips of cloth, but it is unclear how this 
relates to the birds. Siskin is possibly onomatopoeic.



Classification and relationships
Historically the canaries and buntings (and others) 
were lumped into a massive family containing some 
990 species in 240 genera; most of these are New 
World groups such as longspurs, tanagers, icterids, 
cardinals and New World warblers and sparrows.

The differences between canaries, seedeaters and 
siskins (which all belong to the same genus) are ill-
defined; seedeaters are generally larger with heavier 
bills and drabber plumage. Cape and Black-headed 
Canaries belong to a different genus, Serinus; Damara 
Canary (p. 350) is a contentious split of the latter. 

Biology
As is evident from their conical bills, canaries and 
buntings are mainly granivorous, but also eat fruit, 
flowers, buds, nectar and insects. All are monogamous 
and breed singly or in loose groups. Their nests are 
small, open cups made of plant fibres, and are placed 
in trees, shrubs, rock crevices or on the ground. The  
alone is responsible for nest-building and incubating 
the 2-5 (usually 3-4) eggs: plain whitish or lightly 
speckled in canaries; with heavy blotches in buntings. 

Identifying canaries and buntings 
Canaries are easily overlooked when foraging, and are 
often only noticed when flying up with sharp calls and 
disappearing in leisurely, dipping flight. In contrast, 
buntings are tame and conspicuous and can be 
watched at leisure on the ground. The most important 
aspects to consider are habitat, range, size, shape and 
plumage (especially rump colour, facial markings and 
tail pattern). The sexes differ in many species so keep 
an eye open for the more brightly coloured  (at the 
same time keep in mind that more than 1 species may 
be present). Whereas buntings have short, repetitive 
song phrases, telling the songs of canaries apart is not 
easy; fortunately most have simple flight calls that are 
more useful for field identification.

What to look for: canaries and buntings

colour 
of bill?

Also note:  
• size and shape
• habitat and range
• sociability
• flight calls

streaking 
on crown?

colour of 
wing panel?

wing bars?

colour  
of rump?

white tips to 
primaries?

throat 
colour?

white on tail tip or 
outer tail feathers?

width & 
length of 
eyebrow?

colour of 
underparts?

colour of legs?

face/head pattern and 
colours? (e.g. dark cheeks, 
pale cheek spot, pale mid-
crown stripe or prominent 
black and white bands?

yellow 
plumage?

Key to brown canaries & buntings
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

• 
•

•
 
•

• 
•

• 
•

Yellow or partly yellow below...............................2
Not yellow below.......................................................5

Rocky habitats; face speckled.............................3
Savanna; clear face pattern/malar stripe..........4

Tail tip and tips of primaries white; in rocky  
mountain fynbos in SW Cape........Cape Siskin
White outer tail; montane scrub in Lesotho and 
surrounding mountains...Drakensberg Siskin

Belly pale buff; wing bars white; mantle brown; 
short eyebrow; sexes differ...Lemon-breasted
Belly and wing bars yellow; mantle greenish; 
eyebrow long; sexes alike.........Yellow-fronted

Rump bright yellow or greenish yellow.........6
Rump not yellow or greenish yellow................10

Rump bright yellow; white tail tip; very small..7
Rump greenish yellow; no white tail tip.........8

Plain off-white to peachy buff below; broad dark 
malar stripe; throat always pale; subtropical 
palm savanna in E lowlands..Lemon-breasted
Often streaked below; malar stripe spotted 
or poorly defined; throat sometimes dark; dry 
savanna in C and W regions......Black-throated

Lacks a distinctive eyebrow; heavily streaked 
above and below.................Cape Canary (juv.)
Distinctive eyebrow and face pattern; plain or 
lightly to moderately streaked............................9

Large; very heavy, 2-toned bill; not streaked 
below; sexes alike.......................White-throated
Medium; shorter, stubby bill; variably streaked 
below; usually with yellow ..................Yellow
 
White bars on folded wing..............................11
No obvious white bars on folded wing..........12

Rather dull, dark grey-brown; narrow wing bars; 
bill heavy; throat dark; dense fynbos....Protea
Colourful; crown grey; broad wing bars; thin bill; 
throat pale; plantations, Cape Town...Chaffinch

Wing and tail tips or outer tail white...............3
No white in tail or on wing tips.......................13

Black and white bands under eye.....................14
Head plain or with pale brow or cheek spot.....15

Throat dark; rich below....Cinnamon-breasted
Throat pale; pale grey below....Cape Bunting

Habitat woodland, thickets, dense scrub or 
shady gardens; usually singly or in pairs........16
Dry scrub, on plains or slopes; in groups.......17

Cheeks dark; breast streaked........Black-eared
Cheeks grey-brown; breast plain.....Streaky-h.

Chestnut wings;  pied; small.....Black-headed
Pale cinnamon-buff overall; lacks field marks; 
sexes alike; fairly large..........Lark-like Bunting
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SISKINS: Localised endemics with small, discreet ranges. Often placed in their own genus, Pseudo
chloroptila. Drakensberg restricted to Lesotho and adjacent SA, where found in alpine grassland and 
mountain scrub >2000 m. Cape found in rocky fynbos and at edges of indigenous forest and plantations.

Drakensberg Siskin
Crithagra symonsi (Bergpietjiekanarie)
L: 13-14 cm c. M: 12-(14)-18 g
[C. symonsi]. Overlooked until 
a small flock suddenly takes off 
with double, whistled pie-tjie 
calls, showing their black tails 
with white sides. Clambers in 
low bushes, crouches on the 
ground or clings to vertical rock 
surfaces. Tame around lodges 
and villages in Lesotho.

Cape Siskin
Crithagra totta (Kaapse Pietjiekanarie)
L: 12-13 cm   M: 10-(13)-16 g
[C. totta]. Fairly common but 
highly mobile, and often only 
glimpsed while disappearing 
over a ridge, showing white tail 
and primary tips and giving 
sharp whistled calls. Usually in 
pairs or small flocks, but some
times >100 birds after veld fires.

juv.
Sani Top, 
Les

adult 
Mohale, Les

white 
panels 
on inner 
webs

variable: 
from plain 

grey-brown 
to clearly 
streaked

adult 
Naudesnek, EC

adult 
Katse, Les

white 
panels

white panels 
visible in flight

gives pietjie 
call in flight

variation notable 
even in a small flock: 
here 3  and 2 

heavily 
marked

small, 
nondescript, dingy 

birds, best identified 
by presence 

of 

variable 
yellow wash

juv.
Citrusdal, 
WC

adult  
Tsitsikama, EC

less white 
than 

grey-brown or 
faintly streaked

adult 
Cape Point, WC

adult 
Swartberg 
Pass, WC

white 
bandwhite 

band

gives pietjie 
call in flight

pair in fynbos atop 
a coastal cliff

like  but lacks 
white in wing & tail

small, 
nondescript, dingy 

birds, best identified 
by presence 

of 

white 
tips

yellowish rump

pale yellow wash

white 
band

white tips

 E  E
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Finding this highly soughtafter fynbos endemic in the 
steep, windswept terrain it inhabits requires persistence, 
familiarity with its calls and a little luck.

habitat Associated with rocky mountain fynbos, on 
high peaks, in valleys, on rocky slopes, along drainage 
lines and even down to sea-level (but absent from 
strandveld on the W Coast). Also occurs at the edges 
of indigenous forests and pine plantations. 

status Fairly common but often proves elusive. 
Resident or local nomad; some birds move to lower 
altitudes in winter. In pairs or small parties, but gathers 
in larger numbers to exploit food sources. Endemic.

identification Although fairly common in suitable 
mountainous fynbos, this miniature, mobile canary 
can be hard to locate. It is often 'accidentally' noticed 
when flushed from nearby. Then, typical view is of a 
small flock or pair of tiny birds disappearing with high 
whistled pietjie calls. Sexes differ notably but both are 
identifiable by their diagnostic white tail bands and 
small white crescents on the tips of the primaries and 
secondaries (more pronounced in ). Plumage varies in 
streakiness and amount of yellow below. Often looks 
untidy and wind-blasted (but sleek, fresh-plumaged 
birds are very attractive). — Juv: Like  but less yellow 
and lacks white tail and wing tips. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks Range does not overlap with 
Drakensberg. Does occur with various canary species, 
but told from all by diagnostic white tail band and 
white wing tips. Tiny size and subdued streaking 
should eliminate confusion with euplectids (p. 292). 
Compare buntings (p. 338) and sparrows (p. 266).

behaviour Often hard to approach; once airborne 
tends to fly strongly and far in an undulating fashion 
before resettling. However, becomes very tame at 
popular tourist spots (e.g. Cape Point) and sometimes 
approachable to 1 m, especially during heavy winds 
when it is reluctant to flush and hugs the contours 
while flying low over the vegetation to avoid being 
blown away. Bathes and drinks regularly. Feeds on 
bare ground, in vehicle tracks or on footpaths, in burnt 
or cleared areas or among low vegetation. 

biology Food mainly seeds and buds; also nectar, 
flowers and insects. Lays 3-4 pale, blotched eggs in 
a cup placed in a plant growing from a low cliff, in a 
crevice in the cliff itself, or rarely in a tree cavity. 

voice Afrikaans name is onomatopoeic, describing 
the characteristic call given in flight: a high, bell-like 
peechee or triple peecheechee. This is often the first 
clue to the birds' presence and is diagnostic once 
familiar. Song is a high, wispy, sunbird-like warbling.

Virtually restricted to the mountain kingdom of Lesotho. 
habitat Breeds in montane heath, karroid scrub 

and alpine grassland, mostly at 2000-2600 m or locally 
>3000 m in altitude. Common around rural villages, at 
lodges and camps, in low-impact agricultural areas, 
along road verges and in other disturbed habitats.

status Common in restricted range. May move to 
cultivated valleys and other low-lying habitats in cold 
wet spells in summer and in severe winters (but seldom 
below 2000 m). In pairs or small flocks. Endemic.

identification Fortunately for birders who visit the 
mountainous haunts of this sought-after endemic, it 
is one of the most common passerines in the Lesotho 
highlands. Yet, it can easily be overlooked when 
foraging quietly in low scrub or on the ground. Often, 
the first glimpse is of a pair or small flock of tiny birds 
flying briskly away in an undulating fashion, showing 
blackish tails with white outer panels and giving 
whistled pietjie calls. The sexes differ clearly.  has a 
variable amount of yellow on its face and underparts: 
some are bright yellow from chin to vent, others have 
a yellow patch on the throat only; note greenish rump 
and brown upperparts.  lacks yellow but has diffuse 
streaking below. Both sexes look rather scruffy and 
dingy and lack the clearly demarcated head patterns 
of other canaries (but do have a narrow eyebrow and 
pale patch at the base of the bill). — Juv: Like  but 
more heavily streaked. — Var: See above.

confusion risks Range does not overlap with Cape 
Siskin. Sexes also differ in overlapping Yellow Canary 
(p. 350) and some are quite similar, but siskins never 
have such bold facial markings and lack the bright 
yellow rump of that species. Compare also juv. Cape 
(p. 350) and  Black-headed Canary (p. 350). Cape 
Bunting (p. 338) has distinct head bands. Yellow Bishop 
(p. 299) and S Red Bishop (p. 297) are larger, heavier 
and shorter-tailed, with darker streaks above and 
below, and lack yellow underparts and white tail sides.

behaviour Usually hard to approach, flying strongly 
and far once flushed, but does become tame around 
human settlements. Often clings to low cliffs in a near-
vertical position. Feeds with a hunched posture.

biology Food seeds, buds and insects. Nest placed 
in a crevice in a low rock face or in vegetation. Lays 2-4 
whitish eggs with a few darker blotches. 

voice Song is a fast, lively, musical warbling in 
typical canary fashion. Call a soft but piercing, sharp 
whistle with a slight inflection, often preceded by a 
nasal, twanging note e.g. dew, CH'REE, or as Afrikaans 
name suggests, peechee or peecheechee. 

• sexes differ noticeably in plumage
•  yellow below;  brown or streaky
• black tail with white panels at sides
• small range in Lesotho and surrounds
• habitat rocky scrub and heathland

• sexes differ noticeably in plumage
• small white crescents on wing tips
• black tail with white band at tip
• restricted to W and S Cape
• habitat rocky fynbos, forest edges, etc.

Cape Siskin
Crithagra totta (Kaapse Pietjiekanarie)
ALT NAME(S): S African Siskin, Pseudochloroptila/Serinus totta

Drakensberg Siskin
Crithagra symonsi (Bergpietjiekanarie)
ALT NAME(S): Symons's Siskin, Pseudochloroptila/Serinus symonsi
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DWARF CANARIES: Tiny canaries, similar in plumage but occupying mutually exclusive ranges. Black-
throated widespread and tolerant of many open habitats (with surface water). Lemon-breasted globally 
restricted to a small area in Mozambique and adjacent countries where its occurs in palm savanna.

Black-throated Canary
Crithagra atrogularis (Bergkanarie)
L: 11-12 cm  M: 8-(13)-17 g
[1: C. a. semideserti; 2: C. a. 
deserti; 3: C. a. atro gularis; 
4: C. a. impiger]. Tiny canary 
with drab, streaky plumage. 
In flight, reveals bright lemon
yellow rump, contrasting with 
black, whitetipped tail. The 
black throat patch is variable.

Lemon-breasted Canary
Crithagra citrinipectus (Geelborskanarie)
L: 10-11 cm M: 10-(11)-13 g
[C. citrinipectus]. A miniscule 
canary. From a distance looks 
greybrown above and whitish 
below, but up close both sexes 
show intricate face patterns 
and yellow rumps. Sparsely dis
tributed in E lowlands, mostly 
where Ilala palms abound.

ad.  deserti
Rehoboth, Nam

white tip

flies in light, 
bouncy 
fashion

bright 
yellow

gives sweet 
whistles in 

flight

flanks often 
streaked

juv. 
impiger
Cradock, EC

bright 
yellow

variable 
black patch

usually  
framed white

grey-
brown; 
streaked 
darker

dark mottling  
less obvious  
than in 

ad.  
semideserti 

Nata, Bot

ad. 
Inhambane, 
Moz

white

breeds in Ilala 
palms; here on 
a Mozambican 

beach

bright 
yellow

buffy white

juv.
Hluhluwe, 
KZN

bright 
yellow 
rump

lemon-
yellow 
patch

white tip

dark 
malar 
stripe

ad.  
Vilankulo, 

Moz

ad.  
Pafuri, Lim

ad.  
Marromeu, 
Moz

'clown face'

2

1

4

3

ad.  
atrogularis

Brits, NW

 NE
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• smallest of all local canaries
• 'clown face' pattern in both sexes
•  has yellow breast; buffy white belly
• white tail tip and yellow rump in flight
• uncommon in lowland palm savanna

• a tiny, delicate canary with a short tail
• variable amount of black on throat
• striking lemon-yellow rump in flight
• tail has white tips and edges
• common throughout most of interior

Black-throated Canary
Crithagra atrogularis (Bergkanarie)
ALT NAME(S): (S) Yellow-rumped Seedeater, Serinus atrogularis

Lemon-breasted Canary
Crithagra citrinipectus (Geelborskanarie)
ALT NAME(S): Lemon-breasted Seedeater, Serinus citrinipectus

This canary was only described as recently as 1960 and 
the first nest discovered in 1988. It is threatened by the 
caged bird trade and over-exploitation of Ilala palms.

habitat Strongly associated with Ilala palms (which 
are used for nesting material and nest sites) and rarely 
found far from clumps of palms growing on short 
grass plains, in coastal scrub (to just above the high-
tide mark) and in dry, open woodland. Fairly common 
near villages and lodges and in agricultural clearings.

status An uncommon to locally fairly common 
resident. In pairs when breeding; in flocks with other 
canaries (rarely >250 birds) in winter. Near-endemic.

identification Being uncommon, highly localised, 
recently discovered, near-endemic and attractive in 
plumage, this canary is understandably sought-after 
by birders. Usually seen in small, mobile flocks or 
pairs near Ilala palms. Truly miniscule size is the first  
identification clue; the smallest of all local canaries. 
Flits from the ground into leafy cover, showing bright 
yellow rump, white tail tip and whitish wing bars.  has 
a diagnostic lemon-yellow breast and striking 'clown 
face' pattern: a pale patch in front of and above the eye 
with a thin eyebrow extending behind the eye, plus a 
pale cheek and a pale spot at the bill-base, separated 
by a dark vertical line. — Sexes:  has a pale orange-
brown to buff breast patch. — Juv: Whiter below. 
— Var:  can have white or yellow cheeks (see plate).

confusion risks From behind closely resembles 
Black-throated but range does not normally overlap. 
A more likely confusion risk is Yellow-fronted Canary, 
which is often found in the same flock; the latter has a 
yellow-buff belly (quite dull in some), a greener mantle 
and wings, lacks whitish wing bars and has a different 
face pattern e.g. lacks Lemon-breasted's vertical line 
below the eye, and has a uniformly broad eyebrow.

behaviour Forages on the ground, in grass or in low 
vegetation. Fairly unobtrusive but usually not shy.

biology Food grass seeds and insects. Not known 
to feed on Ilala palms directly, but dependent on these 
for breeding: the nest is placed in a deep 'V' formed 
at the base of a partially opened palm frond, 2-7 m 
above the ground. The bulky base is built with spider 
web and old palm flower petals; the nest cup is lined 
with palm fibre strips. Lays 3 white or mottled eggs.

voice Song is a fairly simple, hurried twittering in 
relatively short phrases (sometimes recalling Cape 
Grassbird, p. 200). Less structured and harsher than 
overlapping Yellow-fronted Canary's, but not easily 
distinguished. Call is a simple sharp treat or squeaky 
tree'cheet or sometimes a more mellow cheeo-weet. 

The black throat of this tiny canary is not always obvious.
habitat Variable: bushveld, savanna, grassland with 

scattered thorn trees and bushes. Also in degraded 
habitats e.g. agricultural areas, smallholdings, rural 
villages, open weedy ground in cities, road verges, etc.

status Common resident and nomad. In pairs or 
small parties or flocks of up to 50+ birds in winter.

identification Despite being a common bird in 
rural areas and suburbia, this species could be entirely 
overlooked if its sweet, whistled flight calls are not 
known; infrequently seen on the ground but may be 
heard flying overhead several times a day. May perch 
temporarily at tops of tall trees, but more often seen 
in small parties foraging on the ground below trees or 
in weedy clearings. Initially, just looks very small and 
streaky grey but when flushed, eye-catching yellow 
rump is revealed; rump contrasts strongly with heavily 
streaked grey-brown mantle and white uppertail 
coverts. Also note shortish black tail with broad white 
edges and tips forming a white band along the tail 
end (visible even while flying overhead). May show a 
variable blackish or grey patch on throat. Plain below 
or with diffuse streaks extending onto flanks. — Sexes: 

 on average darker with more black mottling on the 
throat and a greener tinge above. — Juv: Has a plain 
or spotted throat. — Var: Varies regionally in overall 
paleness and the amount of black on the throat.

confusion risks Does not normally overlap with 
Lemon-breasted. Yellow rump immediately suggests 
White-throated (p. 336) but Black-throated is much 
smaller and lighter in build, with white tail tips, darker 
streaking above and (often) a mottled throat and 
streaked underparts.  Yellow (p. 350) is usually in flocks 
with bright  but also differs from Black-throated in 
its larger size, distinct face pattern and bright yellow 
(not white) edges to its tail feathers. Surprisingly easy 
to confuse with Yellow-fronted Canary when flying off 
(sharing white tail tip, yellow rump and similar flight 
call). Compare also Yellow Bishop (p. 299).

behaviour Fairly shy; flies up into leafy cover when 
flushed, flock keeping in contact with sharp calls.  also 
sings during 'butterfly' song-flight. Drinks regularly.

biology Food seeds, flowers, nectar, tree sap and 
insects. Lays 2-4 pale eggs in a small cup, 1-15 m up.

voice Song is a sustained, pleasant, wheezy, hurried 
warbling and twittering inter spersed with harsher 
jeers and downslurred whistles. May include mimicry. 
Not easily told from songs of other canaries. Flight 
calls are often the first sign of a party feeding nearby 
or moving past: a sweet swee or SOO-chee or tu-WEE.
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SEMI-ARBOREAL SEEDEATERS: Large, drab canaries that forage on the ground, in weeds, in aloes 
and in the canopy of tall trees. Black-eared occurs in miombo woodland. Streaky-headed is found in 
woodland (often on rocky slopes with aloes), scrub, thickets, fynbos, forest edges and suburban gardens.

Black-eared Seedeater
Crithagra mennelli (Swartoorkanarie)
L: 13-14 cm   M: 13-(15)-18 g
[C. mennelli]. Dull greybrown 
bird with a black face framed 
by white. Restricted to miombo 
wood land in NE. Usually seen 
perched on exposed dead twigs 
in the canopy, on the ground 
or while performing fluttering 
songflight. Joins bird parties.

Streaky-headed Seedeater
Crithagra gularis (Streepkopkanarie)
L: 14-15 cm   M: 11-(17)-25 g
[1: C. g. humilis; 2: C. g. ende
mion; 3: C. g. gularis; 4: C. g. 
mendosus; 5: C. g. bengue
lensis]. A fairly big, elegant ca
nary with a longish, forked tail. 
A fairly common garden bird in 
many regions. Rather feature
less greybrown except for long 
but narrow white eyebrow.

adult 
Marondera, Zim

adult 
Panda, Moz

some pale-faced  
are similar to Streaky-
headed which can 
show a dark  
grey-brown face 
and speckled 
chin too

face paler than 's

treetop nest 
constructed of 
old-man's-beard 
lichens

indistinct 
bars

speckled chin

heavy, yellow-
brown bill

black face

white eyebrow 
may almost 
encircle face

streaking 
on breast

black and 
white streaks 
on forecrown

distinctly 
streaked

whitish 
belly

swoops or flutters 
like a butterfly in 

song-flight

ad. gularis
Pretoria, GP

ad. humilis
Uitenhage, EC flight fluent, 

relaxed and 
dipping

face covered 
in pollen

fond of aloes

brow 
extends 
far back

very 
prominent 
but narrow 
and curved 
eyebrow

black and 
white streaks 

on crown

buffy 
belly

juv. mottled or 
streaked below

usually only 
faintly mottled

juv. 
mendosus
Masvingo,
ZIm

white or lightly 
speckled chin

dusky grey bill, 
yellowish below

plain 
breast

plain

rump not 
yellow

juv / 
ad. 
Manica,  
Moz

1
2

3

4
5
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The 26th most common LBJ, but rather inconspicuous  
and often overlooked, even in suburban gardens.

habitat Not overly choosy: seems equally at home 
in dense fynbos, forest edges, broad-leaved woodland, 
miombo, riverine strips, protea-dotted slopes, bushy 
grassland, city parks, suburbia and weedy wastelands.

status Common. Undertakes local wanderings. 
Singly, in pairs or in small parties; rarely 20-50 birds.

identification An unobtrusive, rather featureless 
bird; thus easily overlooked or dismissed as a sparrow. 
Most often seen when singing from the top of a tall 
tree. Otherwise, may take flight unexpectedly from a 
patch of weeds or shrubbery, flying off in a leisurely, 
dipping motion and giving distinctive rolling calls. At 
first glance, looks plain, pale grey-brown with a longish 
tail (often broader towards the end and with a forked 
tip). Plumage-wise, the only very noticeable feature 
is a striking white or creamy buff eyebrow, starting 
on the forehead and extending in a narrow, curved 
line to the nape. Also note fine streaking on crown 
and speckling on sides of throat (and in some races, 
chin). — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Streaked or mottled with 
brown below. — Var: S humilis is darker (especially on 
cheeks). C gularis is warmer. N mendosus is greyer and 
more streaky above, with a larger white throat patch.

confusion risks Often confused with Yellow-
throated Petronia (p. 268) which is really the only 
other plain brownish bird with such a distinct white 
eyebrow. However, Streaky-headed has a long, narrow 
and curved (not broad and wedge-shaped) eyebrow, 
plus a streaked crown and less distinct wing bars. See 
also text of Black-eared, Protea and White-throated.

behaviour Forages at all levels: hops on the ground, 
jumps up to pull down grass inflorescences, clings to 
heads of aloes and weeds, plucks berries from shrubs 
and searches the canopy for fruit and flowers; even 
hawks insects in flight. Sings from a high perch or in 
'butterfly' song-flight with rowing wingbeats. Bathes 
and drinks regularly. Joins mixed bird parties.

biology Food seeds, buds, flowers, fruit, nectar and 
insects. Lays 2-3 pale eggs in a neat cup placed on thin 
outer branches, 1.5-12 m (usually 3-5 m) up.

voice Song is a regular component of the spring 
chorus in city parks and gardens. Recognisable by 
its rolling, bubbling quality alternating with whistles 
(like a white-eye) and short phrasing. A rambling, 
softer song type including mimicry is also given. Call 
is highly distinctive: a full, pleasantly rolling sher'R'ry 
or more forceful cher'Ry; given in flight or repeatedly 
from a treetop and incorporated into song too.

The only local canary not occurring S of the Limpopo. 
habitat Breeds in miombo, teak and other sub-

tropical woodlands, on sandy soils. Usually avoids 
cleared areas around villages (unlike Streaky-headed). 

status Fairly common. Mostly resident, but some 
seasonal movements are reported. Singly, in pairs or 
in small parties of 3-5, but forms larger flocks in winter.

identification A medium-sized, compact, robust 
canary usually seen perched on a dead twig in the 
treetops. As its names implies, its black face mask 
is the most striking field mark (visible from a great 
distance). The dark mask is accentuated by a sharply 
contrasting white eyebrow that may encircle the face 
(but is sometimes broken by dark speckling). Also 
note darker speckling on chin, white throat and soft 
darker streaks on breast and upper flanks. Above 
fairly dark greyish brown, usually with distinct darker 
streaking or mottling; crown has fine black and white 
streaks. Heavy bill is yellowish-brown. — Sexes:  has 
a paler face (more grey than black). — Juv: Like  but 
browner, with an even paler face. — Var: None.

confusion risks Northern range limits confusion 
possibilities.  Black-eared closely resembles a Streaky-
headed with a particularly dark face but the latter still 
has slightly paler cheeks, plus a hint of a darker malar 
stripe, unstreaked breast, warmer brown (not whitish) 
belly, less distinctly streaked warmer browner mantle, 
and a marginally smaller bill with a darker top; Black-
eared also has, on average, a whiter eyebrow, bolder 
black and white streaking on the forecrown and a 
partial white border behind the ear-coverts.

behaviour Forages on the ground by walking or 
hopping. Strips seeds off grass stalks or picks items up 
from the ground. Also forages at higher levels in the 
canopy and may hawk insects in flight. Associates with 
other canaries and often joins mixed bird parties.

biology Food seeds, buds, flowers, fruit, nectar, and 
insects. The small cup nest is placed among thin, leaf-
bearing twigs in the canopy, 3-9 m (average 5-6 m)  
above the ground. Nest is constructed mainly with 
straggly lichens. Lays 2-3 pale bluish green eggs with 
a few darker blotches at the thick end. 

voice Territorial song of  is often given during 
a 'butterfly' song-flight with exaggerated fluttering 
wingbeats, or while climbing steeply and then gliding 
to the next tree. Also sings from high, open perches 
such as dead twigs jutting out from the canopy. 
Gives a repetitive but pleasantly rambling series of 
twitters, chirps and whistles, rising and falling. Call is a 
quavering whistle of 2-4 syllables: seehe'heeee.

• black or dark grey face mask
• bold white eyebrow
• white below with dark streaking
• above grey-brown, streaked darker
• habitat miombo woodland in NE

• at first looks plain greyish brown
• striking, long, narrow white eyebrow
• fine black and white crown streaks
• no pale wing bars or yellow on rump
• various habitats including gardens

Streaky-headed Seedeater
Crithagra gularis (Streepkopkanarie)
ALT NAME(S): Streaky-headed Canary, Serinus gularis

Black-eared Seedeater
Crithagra mennelli (Swartoorkanarie)
ALT NAME(S): Black-eared Canary, Serinus mennelli
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SCRUB SEEDEATERS: Massive, heavyset canaries with strong bills. Both prefer vegetation <3 m high, 
and are seldom seen in tall trees. Protea occurs in mountain fynbos and forested valleys, not necessarily 
near proteas. White-throated is found in dry shrublands, on rocky hillsides and in coastal strandveld.

Protea Canary
Crithagra leucoptera (Witvlerkkanarie)
L: 15-16 cm   M: 18-(22)-25 g
[C. leucoptera]. A big, heavy
set canary with a large head 
and massive bill. Drab grey
brown but note black face and 
chin and white throat as well 
as double white wing bars. 
Elusive and inconspicuous and 
best located by song and calls.

White-throated Canary
Crithagra albogularis (Witkeelkanarie)
L: 15-16 cm   M: 14-(28)-38 g
[1: C. a. crocopygia; 2: C. a. 
sordahlae; 3: C. a. albogu
laris; 4: C. a. orangensis]. A 
big, heavyset, sparrowlike bird. 
At first seems to lack any field 
marks but bright yellow rump 
is revealed in flight. Also note 
massive bill and white throat.

heavy, 
pale bill

adult
Franschhoek, 
WC

adult
Paarl, WC

fond of proteas but 
also occurs in  
forested kloofs,  
mountain 
fynbos and 
even semi-
arid fringes 
of Karoo

juvenile 
Cederberg, WC

2 white  
wing bars

narrow, 
indistinct 
eyebrow

black 
chin

white 
patch

dark 
olive-
green 
rump

2 white 
wing bars 

visible from 
close by

flies fast 
and direct

massive 
bill; pale 

below, 
darker 
above

ad. albogularis
Saldanha, WC

adult 
orangensis
Ladybrand, FS

adult 
crocopygia 

Usakos, Nam
(juv. similar)

striking 
yellowish 
rump

fairly 
distinct 

eyebrow

white 
throat

striking 
greenish 

yellow rump

wings plain: 
at most faint 

greenish wash 
on secondaries

bright 
yellow 
rump

unstreaked 
(compare  
Yellow, p. 350)

faintly 
streaked

drinking

no wing 
bars

darker bill
(juvenile)

rump not 
yellow

rather featureless: 
looks plain, pale 
grey-brown

1

2

3

4
2
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• large and heavyset with massive bill
• white throat contrasts with breast
• greenish yellow rump in flight
• distinct, but often restricted eyebrow
• in dry habitats and coastal areas

• heavyset with a massive pale bill
• black face and chin plus white throat
• double white wing bars
• narrow, indistinct pale eyebrow
• dense fynbos in mountains/kloofs

Protea Canary
Crithagra leucoptera (Witvlerkkanarie)
ALT NAME: Protea/White-winged/Layard's Seedeater, C. leucopterus

White-throated Canary
Crithagra albogularis (Witkeelkanarie)
ALT NAME(S): White-throated Seedeater, Serinus albogularis

This drab, sparrowsized nearendemic is able to crack 
open hard seed shells with its powerful bill.

habitat Coastal scrub, strandveld, semi-desert, arid 
hillsides, Karoo scrub, drainage lines, rural gardens.

status Common resident or nomad. Usually in 
pairs or sometimes in small flocks. Near-endemic.

identification A fairly bold but unobtrusive and 
quiet canary. At first glance seems rather featureless: 
more or less plain grey-brown and about the size of a 
sparrow (larger than one would expect for a canary). 
Similar to various other dry-country species but, 
conveniently, associates with other birds (e.g. when 
drinking), thus facilitating direct comparison. When 
flying off (with a full, rolling call), bright yellow or 
greenish yellow rump is obvious. A close view will also 
reveal massive bill (dark above, pale below), subdued 
canary face pattern, distinct but often restricted white 
eyebrow and white throat that contrasts with the 
grey-brown breast. — Sexes:  has a brighter rump. 
— Juv: Similar to adult. — Var: Free State orangensis 
is the darkest and Damaraland crocopygia the palest 
race; the latter has the brightest yellow rump.

confusion risks Yellow rump makes confusion 
likely with  Yellow Canary (p. 350): White-throated is 
much larger and heavier, with a stronger, paler bill, less 
distinct face pattern, unstreaked breast, less distinctly 
streaked mantle, and at most a faint greenish panel on 
the secondaries (not white or yellow edging to most 
wing feathers). Black-throated (p. 332) is even smaller, 
with a tiny bill, heavy streaking above and white tail 
edges. Yellow Bishop (p. 299) is heavily streaked below. 
If the yellow rump is obscured, could be confused with 
Protea (which has a black chin and white wing bars) 
and smaller, more slender Streaky-headed (which has 
a longer eyebrow, darker face and thinner bill). 

behaviour Forages in 1-2 m high shrubs and aloes 
or on the ground. Drinks frequently, often flying far to 
reach water in arid areas. In the br. season the  sings 
loudly from an exposed perch such as a bush, roof, wire 
or fence; otherwise rather quiet and inconspicuous.

biology Food seeds, buds, flowers, fruit and insects. 
Lays 3-5 (usually 4) whitish eggs, with a few dark spots 
at the thick end, in a cup placed in a shrub, 1 m up.

voice Song is a rich, fast mixture of notes delivered 
in short bursts in typical canary style (and not easy to 
distinguish from some others). Includes rapid mimicry 
or occasional longer whistles, nasal notes or short 
trills. Call is a rather deep, tremulous, disyllabic whistle:  
sherRY or sskreeyik, very similar to that of Streaky-
headed Seedeater but slightly lower in pitch.

Finding this localised endemic may require many hours' 
walking in the picturesque mountains of the SW Cape.

habitat As its name suggests, likes protea-rich 
fynbos, usually in mountainous country. By no means 
restricted to such habitats however; often more 
common in tall streamside bush, forested ravines and 
gorges, mountain valleys, small forest patches and in 
semi-arid vegetation at the edge of the Karoo.

status Uncommon to fairly common but easily 
overlooked and localised. Moves in accordance with 
fires and flowering times of food plants. Singly, in  
pairs or in small parties when breeding; more sociable 
at other times; rarely in flocks of 30+. Endemic.

identification A sought-after endemic that can 
be common in the right habitat but is sometimes 
frustratingly difficult to find. Inconspicuous unless 
singing. First impression is of a drab, sparrow-sized 
bird with a massive, pale bill, big head and dumpy 
body. The best field marks are its black chin and 
face contrasting with a small white throat patch and 
double white wing bars formed by the covert tips. 
Rump dark olive-green. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Bill 
darker and wing bars less defined. — Var: None.

confusion risks Differs from similar Streaky-
headed in slightly larger size and more dumpy shape, 
much less distinct eyebrow, heavier and paler bill, 
darker chin and white wing bars. Told from White-
throated by its dark olive-green (not yellowish) rump, 
white wing bars, black throat, paler bill and less 
distinct eyebrow. Much larger and more strongly built 
than Black-throated (p. 332) and lacks a yellow rump. 
At a glance, could be taken for Cape Sparrow (p. 270).

behaviour Can be difficult to locate, e.g. when 
resting quietly in the shady canopy or when foraging 
inside dense tangles, but not shy: once located can 
usually be approached, especially while singing. If 
flushed, flies fast, direct and often far, low over the 
vegetation. Forages in the tops of bushes and small 
trees, but also on bare ground or under shrubs. Drinks 
from secluded pools with overhanging plants. 

biology Food mainly seeds, but also leaf buds, 
flowers and nectar. Diet varies seasonally. Lays 2-4 
whitish eggs with a few dark spots in a compact cup, 
hidden in a fork in a dense bush, about 3 m up.

voice Sings from an exposed perch or from within 
the canopy. Song is a rhythmical, deliberate medley of  
rapidly repeated single notes or short mixed phrases 
including many short snatches of mimicry. Distinctive 
call is a full whistle with a quavering quality: tree'o
hee'hee'heee or sometimes a shorter treeheat.
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BROWN BUNTINGS: Dull but attractive birds 
with striped faces. In fynbos, strandveld, rocky 
hills, mountains, sparse woodland and suburbia.

Cape Bunting
Emberiza capensis (Rooivlerkstreepkoppie)
L: 15-16 cm M: 17-(22)-27 g
[1: E. c. bradfieldi; 2: E. c. cap
ensis; 3: E. c. cinnamomea; 4: 
E. c. vinacea; 5: E. c. basuto
ensis; 6: E. c. reidi; 7: E. c. lim
popoensis; 8: E. c. plowesi; 
9: E. c. smithersi]. A confiding 
greybrown bird with 2 black 
and 2 white stripes on its face 
and rich chestnut wings. Wide
spread; geographically variable.

often 
fearless

juv.  
basuto 
ensis
Mohale,  
Les

ad. capensis
Muizenberg, WC

ad. reidi
Nigel, GP

flight call 
a rising, 
nasal tche
wehwii

grey base

chestnut 
(no dark 
centres)

dark 
legs

much geographical 
variation: underparts 
can be off-white, 
pale grey-buff,  
warm brown or  
dark grey

bright 
chestnut 
wings 

 striking pattern:  
2 white and 2 
black bands

1

2 3

4

5

6
7

8
9

ad. bradfieldi
Uis, Namibia

pale throat

flicks tail 
open 1x/s

pale central crown 
stripe indistinct

Common Chaffinch
Fringilla coelebs (Gryskoppie)
L: 14-16 cm   M: 16-(18)-22 g
[F. c. gengleri]. An attractive 
alien finch introduced to Cape 
Town in 1898. In plantations, 
gives pleasant song from high 
branches but also feeds on the 
ground. Flies with strong, dip
ping motion, showing off white 
bars and giving sharp pink call.

ad.  worn
Kirstenbosch, WC

only introduced bird 
that has not become 
widespread: after 
a century still  
largely confined  
to alien trees on  
Cape Peninsula

ad.  / juv.
Constantia, WC

like House Sparrow, 
but back plainer, wings 

more boldly marked and 
tail sides white

juvenile is a little 
drabber than adult  

 (shown here)

greenish

faintly 
streaked

ad. 
Tokai, WC

pied

white

CHAFFINCH: European finch introduced for its 
colours and song. After >100 years still restricted 
to pine plantations and gardens in Cape Town.

 I NE

ad.  fresh
Noordhoek, WC
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Often virtually fearless where it occurs around humans.
habitat At home in various habitats: fond of rocky 

slopes, koppies, cliffs, ravines and mountainsides with 
sparse scrub, heath or grassland, both in the arid W 
and the moister NE. Also frequents sparse woodland, 
fynbos, strandveld and rural towns and gardens.

status Common in e.g. Lesotho, the Karoo and the 
Cape but uncommon and localised in the NE. Mostly 
resident. Singly, in pairs, or in parties. Near-endemic.

identification A brave and trusting bird (yet quick 
to disappear if deliberately pursued); may forage 
unconcernedly around humans and pets and enters 
buildings to explore if the doors are left open. At a 
distance looks rather nondescript but from close by 
is actually quite handsome. The best field mark is the  
striking head pattern with 2 black bands and 2 white 
bands. The crown is streaked and has an indistinct 
pale central stripe. Throat whitish and slightly paler 
than the breast, which can be whitish, pale grey, 
dark grey, grey-buff or rich buff. Wings extensively 
chestnut. — Sexes: In direct comparison  is paler and 
less contrasting, with buff (not white) and brown (not 
black) head stripes. — Juv: Paler, greyer and more 
marked above; breast and flanks streaked. — Var: 
Much variation, mostly in the colour of the underparts.

confusion risks Occurs with Cinnamon-breasted 
but much paler with a white throat (paler than breast) 
and less prominent central crown stripe; head pattern 
thus less striking. Also, paler and usually greyer below, 
wings richer rufous (e.g. median and outer greater 
coverts lack dark centres) and legs dark. Few other 
LBJs have striped heads, but compare viduids (p. 310). 

behaviour  sings from a high exposed perch such 
as a boulder, bush, small tree, wall or roof for long 
periods, sometimes while opening and closing its 
wings;  often perched nearby. On the ground hops 
briskly or walks about with the body held flat and 
close to the ground; tail flicked open very rapidly, once 
per second. Sometimes performs a short song-flight.

biology Food seeds, grass shoots, small fruit, 
insects and spiders. Lays 2-3 speckled eggs in an 
untidy cup, usually placed low down in a dense shrub.

voice Territorial song of  is a highly variable 3 s 
phrase with a distinctive accelerating tempo: starts 
hesitantly with 2-4 repetitions of the same note, then 
turns into a hurried, chipping ditty of sharper sounds, 
with the middle part loudest e.g. chip, chip, chup
CHEEWIPCHURPchuwee. When flushed both sexes 
give a soft but diagnostic, rising, nasal call: tcheweh
wii or tcheweh'wehwii; often give twice.

• head pattern: 2 black and 2 white bands
• throat whitish; paler than breast
• much of wing uniformly chestnut
• colour of underparts varies regionally  
  but pale greyish buff in most races

Cape Bunting
Emberiza capensis (Rooivlerkstreepkoppie)
ALT NAME(S): Southern Rock Bunting, Emberiza vincenti

• broad white wing bars in both sexes
•  has unique combination of colours
•  dull, but rump green and wings pied
• almost exclusively in alien plantations
• small range in and around Cape Town

Common Chaffinch
Fringilla coelebs (Gryskoppie)
ALT NAME(S): Chaffinch, Eurasian/European Chaffinch

This colourful songbird and the Eastern Grey Squirrel are 
rare examples of alien species that became established 
but have not greatly expanded their ranges. Both were 
introduced to Groote Schuur Estate by C J  Rhodes in 1898.

habitat Alien plantations (especially of mature pine 
trees), parks and gardens. Rarely in mountain fynbos. 

status A common but highly localised introduced 
resident. Population c. 1500-2000 birds. Restricted to 
Cape Peninsula (e.g. Rondebosch, Tokai, Fish Hoek, 
Noordhoek); rarely elsewhere. In pairs, small parties or 
loose flocks, often with the sexes separate.

identification Even laymen could guess at the 
alien status of this finch: it seems out of place with 
its slender shape, longish, notched tail, often peaked 
crown, contrasting colours and undulating flight 
between pine canopies. The stunningly colourful , 
with its grey crown, pink underparts, brown mantle, 
grey scapulars, greenish rump and black-and-white 
wings, is unmistakable (although its colours are less 
obvious when backlit or in mottled shade in the 
canopy). Duller in fresh plumage due to brown feather 
tips; may also show bright yellow in wings and a horn-
brown (not blue-grey) bill. — Sexes: When seen alone, 
much-duller  can be problematic: a less extravagant 
version of the  but still shows a greenish rump, white 
tail sides and buffy white wing patches. — Juv: Duller 
than , with a less green rump. Young  are warmer in 
colour than  of comparative age. — Var: None.

confusion risks Shape, plumage, habitat and 
voice all suggest an alien origin.  resembles  House 
Sparrow (p. 270; also introduced) except for greenish 
rump, much bolder wing patches, white tail sides and 
only faintly streaked mantle. S Grey-headed Sparrow 
(p. 272) is plainer, and only has a small white shoulder. 
Protea Canary (p. 336) has (narrow) white wing bars, 
but a different face and throat pattern and heavier bill. 

behaviour Forages both in trees and on the ground. 
Often tame (e.g. around picnic sites). Flies level and 
fast over short distances; flight bounding if going far. 

biology Food mostly seeds; also small fruit, leaf 
buds and small invertebrates. Lays 3-5 spotted eggs  
in a neat, lichen-decorated cup, placed 2-10 m up.

voice Its cheerful territorial song has made this 
species a favourite cagebird for centuries. Song is an 
unmistakable, vigorous, loud and powerful cadence 
of 12-15 notes (in 2-3 s); falls in pitch but rises in 
volume, with a final high flourish: zeet, zeet, zeet, suwi, 
suwi, suwi, CHAFF, CHAFF, CHAFF, PIRIchewwwwww. 
Diagnostic call is a strong, sharp, repeated pink or fink 
or finch with a metallic quality; also a subdued yupp.



BROWN BUNTINGS: Nomadic finches prone to local irruptions following droughts or rains. Cinnamon-
breasted is associated with open or wooded rocky slopes, quarries and bare, eroded patches in sandy 
woodland. Lark-like found in open, dry scrub, on rocky slopes or in dry grassland, often in mixed flocks.

Cinnamon-breasted Bunting
Emberiza tahapisi (Klipstreepkoppie)
L: 14-16 cm M: 12-(15)-22 g
[1: E. t. nivenorum; 2: E. t.  
tahapisi].  unmistakable with 
rich cinnamon underparts and 
black head with 4 white bands. 
 more subdued but usually 

with colourful ; has a mottled, 
dark throat, pale central crown  
stripe and orangepink legs. 
Perches conspicuously on top 
of rocks or in trees. Forages on 
the ground among rocks.

Lark-like Bunting
Emberiza impetuani (Vaalstreepkoppie)
L: 13-15 cm M: 13-(15)-21 g
[1: E. i. impetuani; 2: E. i. 
sloggetti]. A common but con
fusingly dull seedeater of dry 
habitats. Often in flocks, or with 
gregarious larks and canaries. 
Rather pale, plain cinnamon
brown, with a broad buffy 
eyebrow and rich rufous wing 
panel. Note elongated shape, 
long tail and tiny bill.

dull and featureless 
but nevertheless 
pretty; identified 
by subtle plumage 
features plus  
shape

juv. 
impetuani
Usakos,  
Nam

bright rufous  
wing panel

hint of typical bunting 
head stripes

diagnostic 
soft tec 
flight call

broad 
buffy 

eyebrow

very small, 
blue-grey bill 

(compare larks)

ad.  tahapisi
Masvingo, Zim

juv. 
tahapisi
Bulawayo, 
Zim

ad.  
nivenorum  
(variation)
Ruacana, Nam

ad.  tahapisi
Aliwal North, EC

rich 
cinnamon 

below

yellowish base

throat grey, 
mottled black

dark 
feather 
centres

boldly pied: 
head black with 

4 white lines

flight call a 
soft, nasal 
nehVEH

1
2

1

2

distinct pale 
central stripe

ad.  tahapisi
Vaalwater, Lim

pale 
legs

ad. sloggetti
Beaufort West, WC

ad. sloggetti
Sutherland, NC

ad. impetuani
Springbok, NC

pale 
spot

 NE
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• rather featureless but note shape
• broad, buffy eyebrow
• orange-rufous wing panel
• hint of typical bunting head stripes
• most common in dry environments

• pied head: black with 4 white stripes
• throat black or mottled darker
• underparts rich cinnamon-brown
• lower mandible yellow; legs pale
• likes rocky wooded slopes, bare patches

Cinnamon-breasted Bunting
Emberiza tahapisi (Klipstreepkoppie)
ALT NAME(S): (African) Rock Bunting, Cinnamon-breasted Rock B.

Lark-like Bunting
Emberiza impetuani (Vaalstreepkoppie)
ALT NAME(S): Pale Rock Bunting

This dull, nondescript bunting is one of the most com
mon birds throughout the arid W; however, it is highly 
nomadic and also occurs further E during droughts.

habitat A bird of semi-desert habitats, including 
scrub-covered plains, rocky hills, dry grassland and 
sparse arid savanna. Usually in areas with bare, stony 
soils, e.g. eroded patches, road verges, etc. During 
irruption events/nomadic wanderings may occur in 
atypical habitats such as coastal strandveld, Highveld 
grassland, mopane woodland, bushveld, etc.

status A common to abundant nomad in dry 
regions. Erratic and scarce in moister regions where it 
is mainly present in dry periods (but may be absent 
for years at a time). Sociable, and usually seen in flocks 
of 5 birds to several hundreds; often with sparrow-
larks, canaries and other small semi-desert granivores. 
Sometimes in pairs or rarely singly. Near-endemic.

identification A drab and frequently misidentified 
yet attractive LBJ. Flocks flying to and from water 
reveal their presence by soft but diagnostic tec calls. 
At first glance seems sand-coloured and featureless (in 
itself a good clue). Shape is important: usually looks 
slim, sleek and elongated with a long tail and wings 
and a tiny bill. In addition to its broad, buffy eyebrow, 
it shows a shadow of the typical bunting head stripes 
and a small pale dot on the ear-coverts. Note also 
unstreaked, pale cinnamon breast and rufous wing 
panel. — Sexes: Virtually alike. — Juv: Very similar to 
adult. — Var: Minor; SE sloggetti is paler, greyer and 
slightly larger than the nominate subspecies.

confusion risks Often found with  sparrow-larks 
(pp. 94-96), which have dark belly patches or streaks 
below, and Stark's or Sclater's Larks (p. 90). Fawn-
coloured Lark (p. 68) is larger with a whiter belly and 
walks rather than hops.  House Sparrow (p. 270) is 
similar but the latter is squatter and shorter-tailed 
with a heavier bill, 2 creamy bands down the mantle 
and lacks a rufous wing panel; usually near humans.

behaviour Tends to hop, but also runs over short 
distances (when it lives up to its name). Usually rather 
shy and restless, flushing easily when approached. 
Drinks regularly. Perches on fences, bushes and rocks.

biology Food grass seeds and insects. Lays 1-4 
(usually 3) whitish, mottled eggs in a open cup nestled 
in a substantial base of sticks; placed on the ground. 

voice Song is an incessantly repeated twittering 
jumble, consisting of a rich, fast, scratchy warbling; 
often ends in an almost ultrasonic, wheezy trill. 
Calls include an agitated nasal tweea and a soft but 
diagnostic, tec or tuc or chut, repeated in flight.

The previous name of this species, Rock Bunting, hinted 
at its favourite habitat; however that name could lead to 
confusion with a S European bird with the same name.

habitat Found on open or lightly wooded rocky 
slopes of koppies, hills, cliffs, ravines, etc. Also in 
quarries, pits, on road surfaces, along rocky or sandy 
shorelines of drying dams, on bare eroded patches, 
and in broad-leaved, mixed or miombo woodland. 

status Uncommon to locally abundant at times; 
movements erratic: some birds resident but others 
apparently long-distance migrants or local nomads. 
Seen singly, in pairs, in parties of 4-5 or in small flocks. 

identification A beautiful, quite colourful bird 
with a boldly striped, pied head and rich cinnamon 
underparts. The vociferous  is more often seen than 
the quiet ; identified by its rich colours, black head 
with 4 long white stripes, including a pale central 
crown stripe, plus black or speckled throat and pale 
orange-pink legs. — Sexes:  is a duller version of 
the , with a dark grey-brown, mottled throat and 
less contrasting head stripes. — Juv: Resembles . 
— Var: Namibian nivenorum is paler and yellow below.

confusion risks May occur alongside Cape but is 
brighter and darker, with a black or mottled throat 
(always darker than the breast), 3 (not 2) white stripes 
on the side of the head plus a more pronounced white 
central crown stripe, less rufous wings (all coverts with 
darker centres), yellow bill and pale legs. Compare 
sparrows (p. 266) and moulting  viduids (p. 310).

behaviour Unobtrusive unless singing, but not shy. 
Hops onto a rock or flies into a small tree if disturbed; 
if pushed, flies strongly in a fluent, dipping path (pipit-
like). Forages on or among rocks, or on bare ground, 
hopping rapidly and occasionally jumping up to pull 
down a grass stalk. Drinks regularly. 

biology Food seeds and insects. Lays 2-4 spotted 
eggs in an untidy cup placed on the ground among 
grass tufts or rocks, or in a hollow in a small cliff.

voice  sings from a prominent boulder, small tree 
or fence. Song is beautiful and cheerful, but can be 
monotonously repetitive on hot days: a hurried 1-1.5 s  
jumble of notes with a shrill, metallic, almost robotic 
quality. Phrases start with a drawn-out rasp or lower 
staccato twittering, then increase in speed, pitch and 
volume and often end with a short cicada-like trill; 
however these elements are too fast to discern by 
ear. Difficult to render; perhaps zzzzrreebee'arrbee or 
zrip'teechirryCHEE. Contact call, often given in flight, 
is a weak, nasal peeWEEe or a shorter nehVEH or 
wherewe. Alarm call is a soft, thin veesz or tsiiiii.
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APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL SPECIES

Yellow-bellied Greenbul Chlorocichla flaviventris (Geel
borswillie). L: 2023 cm; M: 32(40)51 g. A common but inconspicuous  
resident in KZN, the Lowveld (and locally in the Bushveld, where its 
range is currently expanding), Zimbabwe, Mozambique, the Okavango 
region and in N Namibia. Found in various subtropical habitats with a 
welldeveloped, tangled understorey, including coastal, lowland and 
sand forests, riverine bush, dense woodland, termitaria thickets and 
mangroves. Large and bulky with a strong bill. Intensity of colour varies: 
some are bright yellow below and deep green above, others are only 
faintly yellow below and brownish above. Underwing bright yellow. 
Combination of dark red eyes and bold white crescent above the eye (and 
a thinner crescent below the eye) is diagnostic. Pairs or small groups 
search low thickets (but also midlevels and canopy) for fruit, seeds, 
flowers and insects. Sometimes pecks ectoparasites and glandular 
secretions from the faces and ears of antelopes. More often heard than 
seen and presence is betrayed by voice: gives a variety of nasal moans 
(like a distant jackal) as well as low guttural growls.

olivegreen 
to brownish

strong 
bill

large and 
robust in build

adult

white ring;  
dark red eye

often raises 
small crest

variably  
yellow below

Terrestrial Brownbul Phyllastrephus terrestris (Boskrapper)
L: 1822 cm; M: 30(  34;  29)40 g. A common but unobtrusive resident of 
the forest understorey, from the W Cape through KZN and the Lowveld 
(and locally in the Bushveld) and throughout Mozambique, Zimbabwe 
and N Botswana. Groups of 36 skulk in dense undergrowth of forests 
(from sealevel to 1500 m); also occurs in riverine bush, thick woodland 
and secondary scrub. Fairly shy and difficult to see well. Looks dark brown 
in the gloomy undergrowth, with a glowing white throat contrasting 
with the brown breast. Note dark red eye and pale eyering and long, 
slender bill. Tail fairly long and slightly rounded (like terrestrial warblers, 
p. 194). Parties spend most of their day near the ground, scratching and 
digging in leaf litter, but also clambering about in higher tangles. Eats 
insects, snails and small vertebrates (and some fruit and seeds). Group 
members keep in contact with a low, agitated, guttural chattering.

white
adult

pale 
brown

long, broad, 
rounded tail

dark 
red 

eyes

dark 
brown

long 
bill

found in chattering groups 
in forest understorey; best 
identified by dark red eyes  
and white throat

African Broadbill Smithornis capensis (Breëbek)
L: 1214 cm; M: 17(26)28 g. An uncommon and elusive resident in 
lowland, coastal, riparian and sand forests, and occasionally in thickets 
and dry woodland. Restricted to the KZN coast, Mozambique and N 
and E Zimbabwe; a small population also exists in the Soutpansberg. 
A small, unusually dumpy bird with a big head, short legs and a very 
broad (dorsolaterally flattened) bill. Crown black in , greybrown and 
streaked in . Both sexes are heavily streaked below. Almost exclusively 
located while performing bizarre display from a low perch: quickly 
flies in a horizontal circle of about 1 m in diameter with whirring wings 
and erectile white back feathers exposed (normally obscured); during 
display, produces an eerie, loud, rolling rattle (possibly through vibration 
of the wing feathers): purrr'RRRrrrrrr. Alarm call is a mewing sound.

dumpy

adult 

very 
heavily 

streaked

large 
head

fluffy white 
back feathers 
normally 
hidden

very broad, 
flattened bill

dark 
crown

An additional 34 species have been included here as they occasionally cause LBJ queries. These have been 
excluded from the main part of the book because they are fairly distinctive, have very limited ranges, are very 
rare vagrants, or because only the  is potentially confusing. Status, distribution, habitat, behaviour and voice are 
briefly discussed, as is identification (with the most important diagnostic features printed in bold). Note that the 
illustrations are not to the same scale. Some other species that may (rarely) cause problems are: 

Mocking Cliff Chat ( )
Boulder Chat
Collared Palm Thrush
Rufoustailed Palm Thrush
Whitestarred Robin (imm.)

Fiscal Flycatcher (juv.)
Bluemantled Crested Flycatcher
Whitetailed Crested Flycatcher
Common Starling (juv.)
Wattled Starling (juv.)

Redbilled Oxpecker (juv.)
Yellowbilled Oxpecker (juv.)
Plainbacked Sunbird ( )
African Firefinch ( )
Jameson's Firefinch ( )

Redbilled Firefinch ( )
Brown Firefinch
Orangewinged Pytilia (juv.)
Greenwinged Pytilia (juv.)
Yellowfronted Canary (juv.)
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Yellow-streaked Greenbul Phyllastrephus flavostriatus 
(Geelstreepboskruiper). L: 1821 cm; M: 21(  35;  27)40 g. A common 
but localised resident with a fragmented distribution: from the E Cape 
through KZN along the main escarpment, as well as E Zimbabwe and 
lowland Mo zam bique. Found in evergreen forests, where single birds, pairs 
or groups of 56 frequent the midlevels and canopy (rarely lower down). 
Large but slender with a very long, slightly decurved bill. Colours are hard 
to see in mottled shade: head grey, with a dark eye surrounded by white 
crescents; mantle, wings and tail greenish; underparts pale with thin yellow 
streaks (seldom visible in the field). Best identified by behaviour: creeps and 
clambers along branches and tangles, hangs upside down and peers around 
corners in search of insects, snails, spiders and berries. Regularly flicks open 1 
wing at a time (diagnostic). The approach of a bird party is often signaled by 
this species' excited, piercing, nasal calls, including a yelping keow and long 
series of downslurred whistles fu-FI-few-few-few-few-few..

adult

clambers like a 
woodpecker; flicks  
open 1 wing at a time

long

dark eye; 
white ring

fairly large 
but slim; note 
behaviour 
and voice

Lowland Tiny Greenbul Phyllastrephus debilis (Klein bos
kruiper) L: 14 cm; M: 13(14.5)17 g. Alternative name: Tiny Greenbul, Slender 
Greenbul. A common but localised resident in lowland forest, mature 
tropical woodland with a welldeveloped understorey and dense secondary 
growth in C Mozambique and locally in E Zimbabwe. Singletons, pairs or 
small groups skulk in the undergrowth and midlevels (rarely also in the 
canopy). Searches overgrown thickets of vines, tangled creepers and debris 
for insects; also gleans from foliage and twigs like a warbler. In appearance, 
like a miniature Yellowstreaked with a grey head, green wings and tail, and 
faint yellow streaks below; however, eye is pale creamy yellow to grey-brown 
(not dark) and bill is shorter with a paler base; may flick wings and tail but 
does not obsessively open 1 wing at a time. Song is loud and insistent: a low, 
nasal series, like a chainsaw starting up: neh...neh...neh, neh, neh-neh-ne’r’r’r’r. 

short; 
pale 
base

pale 
eye

very small: 
could be taken 
for a warbler or 
camaroptera

thin yellow 
streaks hard to 
see in the field

grey 
head

adult

underparts 
green (blends 

into leaves)

Stripe-cheeked Greenbul Arizelocichla milanjensis (Streep
wangwillie). L: 1921 cm; M: 26(39)47 g. Highly localised in Southern Africa: 
restricted to the highland forests of E Zimbabwe and adjacent Mozambique 
(also Mt. Gorongosa). Within its small range, one of the most common 
birds in the midstratum and canopy (and rarely undergrowth) of montane 
forests; mostly >1400 m but lower in winter. Also wanders into nearby scrub, 
plantations and miombo. Found singly, in pairs or in small groups. Looks 
leaf-green with a dark grey head; close examination will reveal a broad white 
crescent above the eye, with a blackish eyebrow above this; short white cheek 
streaks are difficult to see. Fairly large and chunky in build. Juv. has a greener 
crown. Omnivorous and opportunistic, using various hunting techniques. 
Takes refuge in dense foliage if pursued, but not shy. Song is a rhythmical, 
guttural cadence, a bit like a yelping jackal, e.g. chup, chup, chop, chop, chirry-
CHIP-chop or I'm, not, such, a, silly-old-fool. Also a shuffling, scolding rattle. 

grey head

thick white 
crescent and 
black brow 
above eye

short, white 
streaks on 

cheeks hard 
to see

restricted 
to montane 
forests in E 
Zimbabwe

adult

Sombre Greenbul Andropadus importunus (Gewone Willie) 
L: 1821 cm; M: 28(30)39 g. Southern Africa's most common and widespread 
greenbul; its loud, cheerful and unmistakable song is one of the dominant 
sounds in forests, coastal bush, moist woodland and thickets throughout 
the S and E parts of the region. However, mostly overlooked if not singing, 
partly due to its shyness, as well as its uniformly dull olive-green plumage. In 
addition to voice, best identified by whitish eye. Juv. has brown eyes and a 
yellow eyering and gape. C Mozambique race hypoxanthus is much brighter 
yellow below. Usually seen singly or in pairs in mid or upper levels. Often 
glimpsed in brisk flight between thickets. Food includes insects, snails, fruit, 
leaves, flowers, buds and nectar. Distinctive call is a sharp, fast willy! (hence 
Afrikaans name), repeated at long intervals (sometimes in a rapid series). 
Song starts with the same note, then a jumbled chortle, then a soft wheezy 
inhalation not audible from afar: Willy! Come-out-and-fight...scaaaared?

whitish eye 
(best field 

mark)

plain face; 
no white 
eyering

adult

plain 
olive
green

one of the  
most common 
birds in coastal  
forests (but  
more often  
heard than  
seen)
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Ant-eating Chat Myrmecocihla formicivora (Swartpiek) 
L: 1718 cm; M: 35(48)61 g. A common, conspicuous and familiar endemic, 
often seen along roads through the Highveld, Karoo and Kalahari. Frequents 
flat plains, where small parties are seen near their nesting burrows (often 
in Aardvark holes or dongas). Fairly large and dumpy but erect. Perches on 
termite mounds, rocks, posts, bushes and sometimes telephone wires. Looks 
plain dark brown or black from a distance; in good light looks greyish or 
reddish brown with pale feather edges (scaly). Often hovers helicopter-like, 
showing off large white wing patches (usually obscured when the wing is 
folded);  also has a small white carpal patch. Rump and tail dark. Juv. similar. 
Afrikaans name is derived from call: a plaintive whistle, pee-eek; call is also 
mixed into weak song, along with scratchy sounds, whistles and mimicry.
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Mountain Wheatear Oenanthe monticola (Bergwagter) 
L: 1720 cm; M: 28(35)47 g. Alternative name: Mountain Chat. A fairly 
common nearendemic resident in inland SA and Namibia. Pairs or family 
groups are found near rocky slopes, boulder piles, mine heaps, road cuttings, 
quarries, dongas or buildings. Often occurs in higher densities in new 
suburbs than in natural habitats.  are highly variable (originally described 
as several species): either black or bluegrey, with white on the belly, vent, 
shoulders and cap (in various combinations).  is much duller but is usually 
with the polymorphic : a nondescript, dark sooty brown, slim, leggy bird; 
in flight, white uppertail coverts and tail sides are revealed (diagnostic). Juv. 
like  but has a yellow gape. Perches prominently on rocks, roofs or walls, 
or hops on lawns. May flick wings and raise tail.  sometimes starts singing 
intermittently just after midnight. Song consists of lively, musical phrases, 
including mimicry; also given in a high songflight. Call is a rolling preeo.

white plain dark 
greybrown

ad. 

usually with 
striking 

Buff-streaked Chat Campicoloides bifasciata (Bergklipwagter) 
L: 1617 cm; M: 31(35)38 g. A fairly common, localised resident, mainly 
restricted to the highaltitude sour grasslands of the Drakensberg. Pairs 
or family parties frequent boulder-strewn slopes and rock outcrops with 
scattered bushes. At sealevel in the E Cape, but most common at 1500-
2000 m. Isolated populations persist elsewhere e.g. Marakele. Perches on 
prominent rocks, bounds from rock to rock or flies short distances.  is one of 
SA's most striking endemics, with a black face/throat, yellow-buff underparts 
and linked creamy eyebrow and scapulars (compare Pied Wheatear, p. 130).  
is duller but is usually with the ; buff below with orange tones on the breast 
and flanks and fine streaks throughout. Rump pale buff and tail dark in both 
sexes. Juv. resembles  but is spotted above and faintly barred below. Similar 
rockloving species are  rock thrushes (p. 345), Familiar Chat (p. 134), E Long
billed Lark (p. 80) and Longbilled Pipit (p. 116). Song given in fast, sweet, 
warbling phrases that start with 1-4 clicks, like stones knocked together.
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Herero Chat Namibornis herero (Hererospekvreter)
L: 1718 cm; M: 23(26)31 g. A soughtafter but elusive Namibian near
endemic. Locally common (up to 15 birds/km2) but unobtrusive and quiet. 
Restricted to arid rock outcrops, broken hills and mountain slopes, with 
bushes and scattered small trees, in C and N Namibia; sometimes also forages 
on flat ground or along drainage lines at the foot of slopes. First described in 
1931 and the first nest found in 1969. Taxonomically unique. Sits upright on 
a low perch and pounces on insects on the ground like a large flycatcher (p. 
151), but wing flicking and tail pattern more like a Cercomela chat (p. 134). 
Identified by whitish underparts with thin streaks, dark mask, variable white 
eyebrow and rufous tail with dark centre. Juv. is spotted above and mottled 
below. Food mainly ants and termites plus other insects, spiders, seeds and 
fruit. Voice is soft and low but carrying; gives a variety of pleasant, short, 
rolling phrases at long intervals e.g. ji-jio-joo or pri-prio-pree. 
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Cape Rock Thrush Monticola rupestris (Kaapse Kliplyster) 
L: 2022 cm; M: 51(57)65 g. A fairly common resident or altitudinal migrant.  
Widespread in mountainous or hilly regions of SA, Lesotho and Swaziland, 
but avoids the arid W and Lowveld. Usually seen in pairs in rocky areas e.g. 
cliffs, steep mountain slopes and gorges, with scattered bushes and small 
trees; from sealevel to high altitude. Adaptable to human habitation and 
often seen perched atop roofs of buildings in mountain villages or resorts. 
The largest rock thrush; looks thrushlike in size and build, with a relatively 
long tail, robust body, big head and heavy bill and more horizontal posture. 
Underparts, including upper breast, deep rufous; paler patch (only) on throat. 
Above brown and faintly mottled.  has a blue-grey head but brown mantle. 
Juv. resembles  but is more heavily marked. Song consists of lively, thrush
like phrases; sometimes includes mimicry. Alarm call is a low rattle. 
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Sentinel Rock Thrush M. explorator (Langtoonkliplyster) 
L: 1820 cm; M: 44(47)51 g. Common in Lesotho and highaltitude rocky, 
treeless, grasslands in the Drakensberg; some birds move to lower altitudes 
in winter and can be locally common in upland grasslands in the Highveld, 
especially on burnt strips. Occurs in mountain fynbos in the W Cape. 
Endemic. A long-legged, fairly slim bird; often stands very upright; bill long; 
tail relatively short. In , the bluegrey colour extends over the head, throat, 
breast, mantle and wing coverts.  is nearly plain greybrown above and only 
faintly orange-washed below, with an extensive pale buff, mottled throat 
and breast. Juv. resembles  but is spotted above. At a distance, looks rather 
plain greybrown and can be mistaken for a pipit (e.g. p. 116). Perches on a 
stone, cow pat or termite mound; then jumps down and hops rapidly after 
insects. Song is long, rapid and varied but rather soft; consists of whistling 
and warbling. Alarm call is a faint stuttered prree'rree'peep.

pale,  
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breast
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e.g. Long-billed, 
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Short-toed Rock Thrush M. brevipes (Korttoonkliplyster) 
L: 1618 cm; M: 28(33)35 g. A nearendemic rock thrush found in the dry 
W and parts of the Bushveld. Fairly common in 3 main population cores: 
Namibia; N Cape and SW Free State; and NW Province. Single birds, pairs or 
small dispersed groups occur on rock outcrops, wooded hillsides, ravines, 
broken woodland on rolling hills and occasionally in quarries or villages; 
often in burnt areas in winter. A resident or local migrant. Looks smallish, 
compact and heavyset with a long bill but short legs and tail. Nominate  has 
a diagnostic whitish crown; entire head, mantle and upper breast bluegrey 
in NE pretoriae which is best told from Sentinel by its smaller size, shorter legs 
and deep orange (not bluegrey) lower breast.  is also deep orange below, 
with a contrasting white throat framed by much blackish speckling; plain 
greybrown above. Juv. is spotted above and scaly below. Song consists of 
lively whistled phrases, sometimes including mimicry. Call is a thin tseeep.
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Miombo Rock Thrush M. angolensis (Angolakliplyster) 
L: 1618 cm; M: 41(44)45 g. A locally fairly common resident or partial 
migrant. Restricted to Zimbabwe, and adjacent W Mozambique and NE 
Botswana. Found in the interior of miombo, teak and other mature wood
land types with a sparse understorey, especially in hilly areas and near  
granite outcrops; occasionally at the edges of alien plantations. Unlikely 
to be confused with other rock thrushes due to its separate distribution 
and woodland habitat. A smallish, short-billed bird with diagnostic heavy 
blackish barring on its head, mantle and wings.  has a contrasting white 
throat with a dark, densely spotted malar stripe. Breast and flanks pale 
orange but belly whitish. Juv. is more heavily scalloped below. Unobtrusive 
and fairly quiet. Forages in leaflitter on the woodland floor, flying up to trees 
if flushed. Song is slower than other rock thrushes': each simple 2 s phrase 
starts with a long, haunting, descending whistle. Call is a disyllabic whistle. 
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White-throated Robin Irania gutturalis (Irania)
L: 16.518 cm; M: 16(21)27 g. Alternative names: Persian Robin, Irania. A 
migrant from C Asia normally present in Africa OctMar/Apr, and as far S as 
Tanzania. One record of a  in a garden near Williston, NC, Jul 2006. Skulks in 
dry thickets and scrub, especially along streams and in ravines. Fairly large 
and thrushlike. Ad.  is unmistakable: blue-grey above and orange below; 
white throat patch and eyebrow contrast with black face. Ad.  is much 
duller: brownish grey above with a pale throat patch, submoustachial 
stripe, eye-ring and eyebrow; plus orange-washed flanks and faint 
vermiculation on the breast. Dark tail often cocked. Like Common Redstart 
but tail not rustysided and not vibrated. Familiar Chat (p. 134) does lift its 
tail but also flicks its wings and has rusty tail sides. Compare Kurrichane 
Thrush,  Mocking Cliff Chat and  rock thrushes (p. 345). Mostly terrestrial 
and easily overlooked. Betrays presence by fast, warbling song; call a deep 
trrrr (like related nightingales, p. 192), a sharp chi-chet or a clicking check.
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Common Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus (Euro. Rooistert)
L: 1314.5 cm; M: 11(15)23 g. A very rare vagrant. Breeds in the Palearctic; 
winters in S Europe, the Middle East and Africa (generally N of the equator). 
Very few scattered, isolated records from Southern Africa, mostly of the 
distinctive  (but duller  are probably overlooked). Normal habitat is 
wood land and savanna. An active and agile but shy chat that perches 
unobtrusively in the lower levels of trees; flashes out to catch an insect 
on the ground or from vegetation. The first sign of its presence is usually 
a glimpse of its bright rusty rump and tail sides. Tail often vibrated or 
trembled. Attractive  is blue-grey above and orange below with a black 
throat and face and white forehead (plumage duller when fresh due to 
pale feather tips).  closely resembles Familiar Chat (p. 134) but has a more 
extensive rufous rump, brighter tail sides without black tips and does not 
flick its wings. Song given in short, high, melodious verses. Call is a sharp 
whee'ut (like Willow Warbler), followed by 'tongue' clicks.

adult 
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for rusty tail 
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Southern Hyliota Hyliota australis (Mashonahyliota)
L: 1112 cm; M: 9(11)13 g. Alternative name: Mashona Hyliota. Uncommon 
to locally common resident or altitudinal migrant in miombo in Zimbabwe 
and Mozambique; isolated populations at Panda, S Mozambique and locally 
in far N SA. Africa's 4 hyliotas have no close relatives and belong in their own 
family. They are insectivorous, warblerlike leafgleaners that are seen singly, 
in pairs or in small groups. They often join mixed bird parties moving through 
the woodland canopy.  is matt black above, with a white wing patch 
restricted to the wing coverts (not extending onto the tertials/secondaries); 
 is warm brown to grey-brown above with a more extensive wing patch, 

extending as lines down the tertials and secondaries. Both sexes are washed 
pale yellow below (may look white in the field). Juv. is faintly barred above. 
Like Collared Flycatcher, but lacks a pale collar and white primary patch; also 
perches more horizontally and differs in hunting strategy. Song is a weak, 
unstructured, warbling series of squeaks and trills; call is a high tsik.

adult 
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Yellow-bellied Hyliota Hyliota flavigaster (Geelborshyliota)
L: 1112 cm; M: 11(12.5)14 g. Status uncertain: possibly a rare, localised 
resident in mature miombo woodland in C Mozambique. However, the 
much more common (and variable) Southern Hyliota is widely misidentified 
as this species; separation is problematic.  is glossy blue-black above, and its 
white wing patch extends onto the tertials and secondaries (like  Southern). 
 closely resembles Southern, but is darker and greyer above (sometimes 

faintly glossy). Compared to Southern, both sexes are richer, more extensively 
and more orange-yellow below (but variable). Helpfully, may occur directly 
alongside Southern and best identified in direct comparison. Song is a weak 
twittering, incorporating the whistled seek-pit or switt-itt call. 

adult 
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Collared Flycatcher Ficedula albicollis (Withalsvlieëvanger) 
L: 1213.5 cm; M: 11(12)16 g. A rare, localised nonbr. summer visitor, 
present mostly OctMar. Most records from miombo woodland in Zimbabwe; 
vagrants rarely reach SA and Namibia. A small, quiet and inconspicuous bird 
that perches motionlessly in the canopy; occasionally shoots out to catch 
insects in flight (sometimes on the ground). May join mixed bird parties. 
Sexes differ, particularly in br. plumage. Br.  is strikingly pied, with black 
upperparts and white underparts, plus a large white forehead patch, broad 
white hind-neck collar and a pale grey rump. Mostly seen in browner, like 
nonbr. plumage. Recognisable by white wing bar, extending onto edges of 
tertials, plus large patch on base of primaries. Imm. resembles . Told from 
hyliotas by round head, long wing (migratory), white primary bases, more 
upright posture and hunting strategy. Song is a short, pleasant melody. Call 
is a harsh, sharp tec and a thin eehp or seep whistle.

ad. 

white 
patch
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small and compact

Cape Longclaw Macronyx capensis (Oranjekeelkalkoentjie)
L: 20 cm; M: 40(46)51 g. Alternative name: Orangethroated Longclaw. A 
common terrestrial endemic of moist grasslands and wetland edges. Occurs 
from sealevel in the W Cape, E Cape and KZN across Highveld grasslands 
to montane habitats in the Drakensberg; also in Zimbabwe. Adult is easily 
identified by its orange throat bordered by a black necklace. Juv. and imm. 
are duller buffwhite to dirty orange below, with a dull yellowish throat and 
broken necklace. Juv.  is paler. Unless calling, hard to distinguish from young 
Yellowthroated in limited area of range and habitat overlap: Cape is a bit 
smaller and more compact with (on average) less bright yellow underparts 
and without streaking on the breast sides and flanks; both species may show 
yellow edges to their primaries. Song is a simple series of chew-it notes, often 
in duet; contact call is a single, sharp, high whistle tweee, repeated at 1s 
intervals. Listen especially for nasal mewing alarm call, meeuuw! 
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Yellow-throated Longclaw M. croceus (Geelkeelkalkoentjie)
L: 2022 cm; M: 38(48.5)55 g. A common resident of moist grassland near 
water and in grassy savanna. Occurs from the E Cape through KZN to the 
Lowveld, as well as in Mozambique and Zimbabwe. A very large, lanky 
longclaw identified by its yellow throat bordered by a black necklace, 
bright yellow underparts, black streaks on the breast sides, and like other 
longclaws, white tail tips, scalloped mantle, heavy bill and long hindclaws. 
Juv. and imm. are duller yellow below, with a dull whitish yellow throat 
surrounded by an indistinct, broken necklace. Like young Cape, but is larger 
and less compact, and brighter yellow below, usually with some streaking 
on the breast sides and flanks; may show a whitish or pale buff area on the 
outside border of the necklace, and has more white in the tail (50%, not 30% 
of T6 is whitish). Often seen perched awkwardly atop a bush or small tree, 
but spends most of its time on the ground. Song consists of varied chee'wee 
whistles; calls include a sharp few'u-wee and stuttered chew-ip'ip'ip'ip'ip. 
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Rosy-throated Longclaw M. ameliae (Rooskeelkalkoentjie)
L: 1820 cm; M: 30(33.5)40 g. An uncommon, localised and rather elusive 
longclaw of short, moist or shallowly flooded waterside grassland, dambos 
and floodplains. Occurs in 3 isolated populations: coastal grasslands of N KZN 
and S Mozambique; vleis in C Zimbabwe; and Okavango/Chobe wetlands. 
Ad.  is unmistakable, with a beautiful pink throat and underparts. Ad. 
 is duller with a thinner necklace. Outer tail entirely white (could lead 

to confusion with pipits). Juv. and imm. are much duller, with a cream-
coloured throat and broken, spotted often incomplete necklace; faintly 
washed pink only on lower belly (difficult to see); washed browner and 
streaked on breast sides and flanks. Typically shyer and less confiding than 
other longclaws. Song is simple but variable; e.g. a repeated chee-chew, chee-
chew, chee-chew; calls include sharp pipitlike chewt or chit'eet notes. 
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Thick-billed Weaver Amblyospiza albifrons (Dikbekwewer)
L: 1718 cm; M: 34(46)57 g. Alternative name: Grosbeak Weaver. Range 
continues to expand; now a common resident in most of E Cape, KZN and NE 
SA (including Gauteng), as well as Mozambique and the Okavango. Breeds 
in reeds, but forages in tall woodland, forests, gardens and parks (both on 
the ground and in high canopy). Aptly named: massive bill is used to crack 
open hard fruits or nuts (can damage fingers). Br.  is dark brown with twin 
white forehead patches and a white patch on the wing (obvious in flight 
from above and below). In fresh nonbr. plumage looks scaly below and 
lacks the white forehead.  is whitish below with very heavy streaking; 
underwing coverts pale. Juv. like  but bill yellower. Nest (see p. 280) is a finely 
woven oval hung between 2 or more stems. In the morning and afternoon, 
commutes between feeding areas and roosts (up to 30 km): flock rises to 
2050 m; then flies with alternate bursts of fluttering and short glides. Gives 
repeated, loud, explosive squeaks, like a child's inflatable toy: TSIIP!
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Spectacled Weaver Ploceus ocularis (Brilwewer)
L: 1415 cm; M: 28(30)32 g. A common but unobtrusive resident in the 
E and N. Prefers moist, subtropical habitats: woodland thickets, riparian 
bush, forest edges, coastal bush, gardens. Shy; mostly keeps to tangled 
thickets, where it clambers about in search of insects. Betrays presence by 
regular calling. Slender and lightly built, with a long, pointed bill. Told by 
black 'bandit's mask' (and black throat in ), pale eye, orange wash over 
face, unstreaked green mantle and blue-grey legs. No nonbr. plumage. Juv. 
lacks a dark face mask (this developing in its first year) and has a pale, buffy 
brown bill and dark eye. Resembles juv. Lesser Masked (p. 284), but mantle 
is unstreaked. Less sociable than most weavers; usually encountered singly 
or in pairs, and breeds alone. Will be heard before it is seen: listen for 
descending dee-dee-dee-dee call; contact call chook; alarm call chak.bluegrey
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Olive-headed Weaver Ploceus olivaceiceps (Olyfkopwewer)
L: 14 cm; M: 18(21)24 g. Only about 100 pairs occur in c. 100 km2 of mature 
miombo woodland near Panda, S Mozambique. Prefers woodland with 
a canopy of 10 m+, where the branches are festooned with trailing old
man'sbeard lichen (with which the nest is built). Locally fairly common 
within its extremely restricted range, but elusive: stays in the canopy and 
keeps on the move. Forages by hopping along branches and clinging to 
bark. Often joins bird parties. Very bright yellow below; greenish above, 
with blue-grey wings;  has a golden crown and extensive chestnut throat/ 
breast; 's whole head is olive-green. Juv. paler, with a yellow throat, buffy 
breast and a pale bill and legs. Voice high and thin; listen for descending 
tseee-weet-weet call, and thin tssp contact calls. Song short and scratchy. 
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Red-billed Buffalo Weaver Bubalornis niger (Buffelwewer)
L: 2224 cm; M: 71(80)85 g. Locally common resident or migrant in wood
land and dry savanna in the N. In small groups in the vicinity of its massive, 
untidy stick nests (which resemble raptor nests). Colonies are usually 
located in large trees (e.g. baobabs, marulas, mopanes or large acacias) or 
on windmills or pylons. Confusing at first: a very large, oddly proportioned 
bird more like a starling, drongo or thrush.  is black with variable white 
flecks on the sides and mantle and a red or orange bill and legs.  is 
browner with white mottling/scaling below and a paler bill (sometimes red 
or orange like 's). Both sexes have prominent white wing flashes. Juv. like 
 but bill dusky brown. Interestingly, both sexes have a unique penislike 

structure of uncertain function on the belly (largest in sexually dominant  
). Searches for insects, fruit and seeds on the ground. Noisy near colonies: 

gives a scratchy and nasal but high and musical chattering (like a drongo or 
squirrel), while posturing . Breeding systems complex.
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Magpie Mannikin Spermestes fringilloides (Dikbekfret)
L: 1113 cm; M: 16(17.5)19 g. Alternative name: Pied Mannikin. Uncommon 
and highly localised in fragmented range. Occurs sparsely in seeding bam
boo, grassy forest edges, streamside scrub and suburban gardens along the 
E Coast: fairly regular around East London, Port Shepstone, Durban, Mtunzini 
and Maputo, with occasional wandering nonbr. flocks seen elsewhere; 
small populations are also established around Hazyview and Tzaneen. More 
widespread and locally fairly common in NE Zimbabwe and C Mozambique 
where it is also found on floodplains, in open woodland and in cultivation 
around villages. Noticeably larger and heavier-billed than other mannikins. 
Adult told by long and massive bill, black rump and black blotches on flanks 
and breast sides. Juv. is typically rather pale below, and greybrown above 
(but best identified by size). Usually in pairs or small groups; often mixes 
with other mannikins (e.g. at garden bird feeders), which facilitates direct 
size comparison. Fairly shy. In flight gives a deep peeo, peeo.

pale

long and 
heavy bill
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about 30% larger 
than others

ad.

juv.

Bronze Mannikin Spermestes cucullatus (Gewone Fret)
L: 910 cm; M: 7(10)12 g. A very common resident in the moister E and N 
parts of the region. Seldom seen alone; usually in small, tight flocks that 
forage on the ground and fly into trees when disturbed. Occurs in various 
moist wooded habitats with some grass cover e.g. streamside bush, savanna 
thickets, forest edges, secondary growth, rural villages, cultivated areas, 
camps and gardens. Tiny, with very short wings (flight fluttery, almost bat
like). Whitish below and grey-brown above. Head black with a faint bottle
green iridescent wash (also has a glossy shoulder patch). Upper mandible 
dark, lower bluewhite. Rump, flanks and undertail coverts densely barred. 
Unadorned juveniles can be confusing (but are usually with adults, or 
otherwise awaiting their parents' return with food). Very plain grey-brown 
above and warm brown below. May be taken for a firefinch or juv. whydah 
(pp. 322326). Eats mainly grass seeds; also insects, green plant parts, fruit, 
nectar and, interestingly, strings of aquatic algae. Call is a rolling tchrie, tchrie.

ad.

juv.

warm 
brown

barred 
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grey
brown

grey
brown 2toned bill

juv.

Red-backed Mannikin Spermestes nigriceps (Rooirugfret)
L: 910 cm; M: 7(9)11 g. A fairly common but easily overlooked resident 
or nomad. Restricted to the E Coast, Lowveld and subtropical woodland 
in Zimbabwe and Mozambique. Frequents grassy forest edges, riverine 
woodland, moist woodland and plantations. Seen in pairs when breeding, 
otherwise in small flocks; sometimes mixes with other mannikins. Adult is 
strikingly patterned and very beautiful (and thus popular in the cagebird 
trade). Identified by rich red-brown upperparts and wing coverts, white-
spotted panel in wings, neatly barred flanks and rump, and uniformly pale 
bill. Juv. is not easily identified unless seen with adults; variable, but usually 
richer brown above than other young mannikins; bill initially dark, becoming 
paler with age. Flocks feed on the ground or directly from grass stalks. Flies 
into cover with a repeated, clear, highpitched whistle, pii or tsii or tsio.

rich chestnut

adult

red
brown

pale bill

pied wing  
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Scaly-feathered Finch Sporopipes squamifrons (Baardmannetjie)
L: 1011 cm; M: 9(11.5)14 g. A common resident or local nomad, near
endemic to the Kalahari biome. Occurs in open savanna and thornveld; also 
rural villages, farmyards and camps. Always an uplifting sight: beautifully 
decorated little finches found in confiding parties of 520 birds that forage, 
preen, roost and possibly breed together. Adult is unmistakable thanks to 
its tiny pink bill, scaly forehead, broad black 'handlebar moustache' (hence 
Afrikaans name), white eyering, white outer tail and sharp white edges to 
black wing coverts. Juvenile's plumage is more subdued. Nest is a small ball 
of fine straw usually placed 12 m high in a thorny shrub or tree. Searches 
for grass seeds by hopping about on the ground. Voice consists of simple, 
repetitive notes, shrill but pleasant: criip-criip or creez-creez-creez.

juv.

black

ad. pink bill

scaly crown

white 
sides

white 
edges
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Black-headed Canary Serinus (Alario) alario (Swartkopkanarie)
L: 1213 cm; M: 11(11.5)13 g. A distinctive, social canary that occurs widely in 
the dry W and in mountainous areas further E (including Lesotho). Resident 
or a rainfalldependent nomad. Found on scrubby plains, at road verges, in 
old fields, in Karoo gardens, etc. but most fond of dry mountains and rocky 
slopes. Dull  should not cause identification problems as it is usually seen 
alongside the boldly pied  (almost exclusively in small to large flocks). At 
a glance the  looks confusingly plain, but note: dull to fairly bright chest-
nut mantle, rump and wing coverts and almost entirely grey-brown head 
(lightly streaked, and often with a slightly darker throat). Juv. resembles 
 but is more heavily streaked below. Often with vaguely similar Cape 

Sparrow (p. 270) and Larklike Bunting (p. 340), e.g. at waterholes. Compare 
also 'Damara Canary'. Song is a complicated musical warbling (by the ); 
both sexes give sweeping, trilling whistled calls when flying overhead. 

adult 

chestnut 
shoulder

dark 
throat

chestnut mantle; 
faintly streaked

chestnut tail

greybrown head

some faintly 
mottled below

black and  
chestnut  
wings

usually with distinctive pied 

'Damara Canary' Serinus (Alario) leucolaema ('Bontkopkanarie')
L: 1213 cm; M: 10(10)10.5 g. Restricted to Bushmanland, Namaqualand 
and Namibia where it is a locally common nomad. Usually considered a 
subspecies of Black-headed, but split by some authorities. The 2 overlap 
widely and may occur in mixed flocks, yet are not known to hybridise. As 
with Blackheaded, the dull  are usually in close proximity to the pied ; 
even within mixed flocks with Blackheaded, Damara  tend to associate 
more closely with Damara . Identification as for Blackheaded but paler 
(and often plainer) on the head and breast; note whitish cheek patches 
and throat. Compare also Larklike Bunting (p. 340), Cape Bunting (p. 338)
and sparrows (p. 266). Voice as Blackheaded's; often located by flight call  
when flying overhead: a sweet trilling whistle.

adult 

chestnut 
shoulder

white 
cheeks, 

throat

chestnut tail

paler

variable

usually with  
distinctive 
pied 

Yellow Canary Crithagra flaviventris (Geelkanarie)
L: 1314 cm; M: 13(17)19 g. Common resident, nomad or local migrant 
throughout the dry W; an irregular visitor in the E, depending on rainfall. 
Habitat varies: Karoo plains and slopes, strandveld, rural gardens, farmyards, 
arid woodland, Highveld grassland, etc. Usually in pairs or small flocks (or 
large flocks after br.), so identification is made simpler by the presence of 
the bright yellow  (which recalls Brimstone and Yellowfronted Canaries). 
Occurs alongside the much larger and heavier Whitethroated Canary  
(p. 336); told from that species by streaked breast (but streaking reduced 
in some populations); note also Yellow's smaller, more uniform, darker bill, 
stronger face pattern, clearly streaked upperparts and white and yellow 
wing feather edges. Told from Blackthroated (p. 332) by pale throat and 
lack of white tail tips. Siskins (p. 330) have duller rumps and show white 
tail tips/sides. Juv. is more streaky below. Flight call is a short rolling note.

adult 

variably 
streaked

greenish 
yellow rump

no 
white 
tips

white/  
yellow 
edges

white

small

usually with bright yellow 

Cape Canary Serinus canicollis (Kaapse Kanarie)
L: 1314 cm; M: 12(15)22 g. Common and wellknown resident or local 
nomad occurring in fynbos, Karoo scrub, mountains, grasslands and coastal 
habitats of SA and E Zimbabwe; a common garden bird in many towns. 
Despite its abundance, the juv. causes many identification problems, as it 
looks very different from the adults (which are greenish yellow with grey 
napes). Juv. is very heavily streaked on yellowish white to pale buffy brown 
underparts; streaking also extends onto head and mantle. The long wings 
usually have dull yellow-green edges and tips (often forming paler bars). 
The tail is yellow-edged and forked (like the adult's). Many other canary 
species are also streaked below (especially juveniles). Juv. Cape most 
resembles  Yellow Canary but lacks Yellow's distinct face pattern. Compare 
also siskins (p. 330). May be mistaken for a nonbr. Yellow Bishop (p. 299) 
but Cape Canary is smaller and more slender. Frequently utters diagnostic 
flight call: a sweet, trilled pri'i'i'i; also gives a high, whistled swee-hee. 

juvenile

bold and 
extensive 

streaks

greenish 
yellow 
edges

yellow
edged

no eyebrow

not necessarily 
with adults

streaked

forked 
tail tip
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Achaetops pycnopygius   202
Acrocephalus arundinaceus   190

baeticatus   186
gracilirostris   188
griseldis   190
palustris   186
rufescens   188
schoenobaenus   182
scirpaceus   185

Amadina erythrocephala   276
fasciata   276

Amblyospiza albifrons   348
Ammomanopsis grayi   92
Anaplectes rubriceps   290
Andropadus importunus   343
Anomalospiza imberbis   317
Anthoscopus caroli   264

minutus   264
Anthus brachyurus   108

caffer   108
cervinus   110
chloris   124
cinnamomeus   112
crenatus   122
hoeschi   113
leucophrys   118
lineiventris   122
longicaudatus   105
nyassae   115
pseudosimilis   105
similis   116
trivialis   110
vaalensis   119

Apalis chirindensis   250
flavida   252
melanocephala   250
ruddi   252
thoracica   254

Apalis, Bar-throated   254
Black-headed   250
Chirinda   250
Rudd’s   252
Yellow-breasted   252

Arizelocichla milanjensis   343
Baardmannetjie   349
Bergwagter   344
Bishop, Black-winged   297

Fire-crowned   297
Golden   296
Southern Red   297
Yellow   299
Yellow-crowned   296

Blackcap, Eurasian   176
Blouvinkie   318
Bontrokkie   138
Boskrapper   342
Boskruiper   343
Bossanger   260
Bradornis infuscatus   151

mariquensis   152
pallidus   152

Bradypterus baboecala   196
barratti   194
sylvaticus   194

Breëbek   342
Broadbill, African   342
Brownbul, Terrestrial   342
Bubalornis niger   348
Buffelwewer   348
Bunting, Cape   338

Cinnamon-breasted   340
Lark-like   340

Calamonastes fasciolatus   256
stierlingi   256

Calandrella cinerea   60
Calendulauda africanoides   68

albescens   66
barlowi   64
burra   66
erythrochlamys   64
sabota   68

Camaroptera brachyura   258
brevicaudata   258

Camaroptera, Green-backed   258
Grey-backed   258

Campicoloides bifasciata   344
Canary, Black-eared   334

Black-headed   350
Black-throated   332
Cape   350
Damara   350
Lemon-breasted   332
Protea   336
Streaky-headed   334
White-throated   336
Yellow   350

Cercomela familiaris   134
schlegelii   136
sinuata   134
tractrac   136

Cercotrichas, see Erythropygia
Certhilauda benguelensis   84

brevirostris   82
chuana   80
curvirostris   82
semitorquata   80
subcoronata   84

Chaffinch, Common   338
Chat, Ant-eating   344

Buff-streaked   344
Familiar   134
Herero   344
Karoo   136
Mountain   344
Sickle-winged   134
Tractrac   136

Chersomanes albofasciata   58
Chlorocichla flaviventris   342
Cisticola aberrans   236

aridulus   217
ayresii   219
brachypterus   224
cantans   238
chiniana   234
cinnamomeus   222
erythrops   236
fulvicapilla   224
galactotes   228
juncidis   216
lais   232
luapula   230
natalensis   226
pipiens   230
rufilatus   234

subruficapilla   232
textrix   220
tinniens   228

Cisticola, Black-backed   228
Chirping   230
Cloud   220
Croaking   226
Desert   217
Grey-backed   232
Lazy   236
Levaillant’s   228
Luapula   230
Pale-crowned   222
Rattling   234
Red-faced   236
Rufous-winged   228
Short-winged   224
Singing   238
Tinkling   234
Wailing   232
Wing-snapping   219
Zitting   216

Crithagra albogularis   336
atrogularis   332
citrinipectus   332
flaviventris   350
gularis   334
leucoptera   336
mennelli   334
symonsi   330
totta   330

Crombec, Long-billed   204
Red-capped   206
Red-faced   206

Cryptillas victorini   202
Emberiza capensis   338

impetuani   340
tahapisi   340

Eremomela gregalis   262
icteropygialis   260
scotops   262
usticollis   260

Eremomela, Burnt-necked 260
Green-capped   262
Karoo   262
Yellow-bellied   260

Eremopterix australis   96
leucotis   96
verticalis   94

Erythropygia coryphoeus   143
leucophrys   144
paena   144
quadrivirgata   146
signata   146

Euplectes afer   296
albonotatus   301
ardens   304
axillaris   301
capensis   299
hordeaceus   297
macroura   299
orix   297
progne   303

Euryptila subcinnamomea   254
Ficedula albicollis   347
Finch, Cuckoo    317

Cut-throat   276
Red-headed   276
Scaly-feathered   349

Finch-lark, see Sparrow-lark

Flap   299
Flycatcher, African Dusky   154

Ashy   156
Blue-grey   156
Chat   151
Collared   347
Fan-tailed   156
Grey Tit-   156
Marico   152
Mouse-coloured   152
Pale   152
Spotted   154

Fret   349
Fringilla coelebs   338
Galerida magnirostris   60
Grassbird, Cape   200
Grasvoël   200
Greenbul, Sombre   343

Stripe-cheeked   343
Tiny   343
Yellow-bellied   342
Yellow-streaked   343

Gryskoppie   338
Gymnoris superciliaris   268
Heliolais erythropterus   238
Heteromirafra ruddi   86
Heuningvoël   44
Heuningwyser   40
Hippolais icterina   180

olivetorum   180
Honeybird, Brown-backed   44

Green-backed   44
Honeyguide, Eastern   42

Greater   40
Lesser   42
Pallid   42
Scaly-throated   40
Sharp-billed   44
Slender-billed   44

Hyliota australis   346
flavigaster   346

Hyliota, Southern   346
Yellow-bellied   346

Iduna natalensis   182
Indicator indicator   40

meliphilus   42
minor   42
variegatus   40

Indigobird, Dusky   318
Purple   320
Twinspot   318
Village   320
Zambezi   318

Irania   346
Irania gutturalis   346
Kalkoentjie   347
Kanarie   328
Kapokvoël   264
Klappertjie   74
Kleinjantjie   250
Kliplyster   345
Klipwagter, Berg   344
Klopkloppie   216
Koester   98
Koringvoël   274
Kwêkwêvoël   258
Kwelea   306
Langstertjie   242
Lark, Agulhas Clapper   76

Agulhas Long-billed   82

INDEX
NOTE: English species names 
are printed in bold. Afrikaans 
family names are printed in 
regular font. Scientific species 
names are printed in italics.
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Barlow’s   64
Benguela Long-billed   84
Botha’s   86
Bradfield's   68 
Cape Clapper   76
Cape Long-billed   82
Dune   64
Dusky   58
Eastern Clapper   76
Eastern Long-billed   80
Fawn-coloured   68
Flappet   75
Gray's   92
Karoo   66
Karoo Long-billed   84
Large-billed   60
Melodious   70
Monotonous   70
Pink-billed   88
Red   66
Red-capped   60
Rudd’s   86
Rufous-naped   72
Sabota   68
Sclater’s   90
Short-clawed   80
Spike-heeled   58
Stark’s     90
Thick-billed   60

Lewerik   48
Locustella fluviatilis   192
Longclaw, Cape   347

Orange-throated   347
Rosy-throated   347
Yellow-throated   347

Luscinia luscinia   192
Macronyx ameliae   347

capensis   347
croceus   347

Malcorus pectoralis   244
Mannikin, Bronze   349

Magpie   349
Pied   349
Red-backed   349

Melocichla mentalis   200
Mirafra africana   72

apiata   76
cheniana   70
fasciolata   76
passerina   70
rufocinnamomea   75

Monticola angolensis   345
brevipes   345
explorator   345
rupestris   345

Mossie   266
Muscicapa adusta   154

caerulescens   156
striata   154

Myioparus plumbeus   156
Myrmecocichla formicivora   344
Nagtegaal, Lyster   192
Namibornis herero   344
Neddicky   224
Nightingale, Thrush   192
Oenanthe isabellina   132

monticola   344
oenanthe   132
pileata   130
pleschanka   130

Oreophilais robertsi   246
Paradysvink   325
Parisoma layardi   173

subcaerulea   173

Passer diffusus   272
domesticus   270
griseus   272
melanurus   270
motitensis   268

Penduline Tit, Cape   264
Grey   264

Petronia, Yellow-throated   268
Philetairus socius   274
Phoenicurus phoenicurus   346
Phragmacia substriata   244
Phyllastrephus debilis   343

flavostriatus   343
terrestris   342

Phylloscopus ruficapilla   178
trochilus   178

Piek, Swart   344
Pinarocorys nigricans   58
Pipit, African   112

African Rock   122
Buffy   119
Bushveld   108
Golden   124
Kimberley   105
Long-billed   116
Long-tailed   105
Mountain   113
Plain-backed   118
Red-throated   110
Short-tailed   108
Striped   122
Tree   110
Wood   115
Yellow-breasted   124

Plocepasser mahali   274
Ploceus capensis   286

cucullatus   282
intermedius   284
ocularis   348
olivaceiceps   348
rubiginosus   290
subaureus   288
velatus   284
xanthops   288
xanthopterus   286

Prinia flavicans   248
hypoxantha   242
maculosa   242
subflava   246

Prinia, Black-chested   248
Drakensberg   242
Karoo   242
Tawny-flanked   246

Prodotiscus regulus   44
zambesiae   44

Quelea cardinalis   308
erythrops   308
quelea   306

Quelea, Cardinal   308
Red-billed   306
Red-headed   308

Redstart, Common   346
Robin, Bearded Scrub   146

Brown Scrub   146
Kalahari Scrub    144
Karoo Scrub   143
White-browed Scrub   144
White-throated   346

Rockrunner   202
Rock Thrush, see Thrush, Rock
Rooibekkie   322
Rooistert   346
Rotsvoël   202
Sanger   158

Saxicola rubetra   138
torquatus   138

Schoenicola brevirostris   196
Scrub Robin, see Robin, Scrub 
Seedeater, Black-eared   334

Protea   336
Streaky-headed   334

Serinus alario   350
canicollis   350
leucolaemus   350

Siskin, Cape   330
Drakensberg   330

Skaapwagter   130
Slangverklikker   143
Smithornis capensis   342
Sparrow, Cape   270

Great   268
House   270
Northern Grey-headed   272
Southern Grey-headed   272

Sparrow-lark, Black-eared   96
Chestnut-backed   96
Grey-backed   94

Sparrow-Weaver   274
Spekvreter   134

Herero   344
Spermestes bicolor   349

cucullata   349
fringilloides   349

Sphenoeacus afer   200
Spizocorys conirostris   88

fringillaris   86
sclateri   90
starki   90

Sporopipes squamifrons   349
Stompstert   204
Stonechat, African   138
Streepkoppie   338
Sylvia atricapilla   176

borin   176
communis   175
layardi   173
subcaerulea   173

Sylvietta rufescens   204
ruficapilla   206
whytii   206

Thrush, Cape Rock    345
Miombo Rock   345
Sentinel  Rock   345
Short-toed  Rock   345

Tinktinkie   208
Tit, Cape Penduline   264

Grey Penduline   264
Tit-Babbler, Chestnut-vented  173

Layard’s   173
Tjeriktik   173
Tmetothylacus tenellus   124
Versamelvoël   274
Vidua chalybeata   320

codringtoni   318
funerea   318
macroura   322
obtusa   326
paradisaea   325
purpurascens   320
regia   323

Vink   278 
Geel   282
Koekoek   317
Paradys   325
Rooi   297

Vlieëvanger   148
Withals   347

Warbler,  African Sedge   196

African Marsh   186
African Reed   186
Barratt’s   194
Barred Wren-   256
Basra Reed    190
Briar   246
Broad-tailed   196
Cape Reed   188
Chestnut-vented   173
Cinnamon-breasted   254
Dark-capped Yellow    182
Eurasian Reed   185
Garden   176
Great Reed   190
Greater Swamp   188
Green-backed Bleating   258
Grey-backed Bleating   258
Icterine   180
Knysna   194
Layard's   173
Lesser Swamp   188
Little Rush   196
Marsh   186
Moustached Grass   200
Namaqua   244
Olive-tree   180
Red-winged   238
River   192
Roberts's   246
Rufous-eared   244
Sedge   182
Stierling’s Wren-   256
Victorin’s   202
Willow   178
Yellow-throat. Woodland   178

Weaver, Cape   286
Chestnut   290
Golden   288
Lesser Masked   284
Olive-headed   348
Parasitic   317
Red-billed Buffalo   348
Red-headed   290
Sociable   274
Southern Brown-throated   286
Southern Masked   284
Spectacled   348
Spotted-backed   282
Thick-billed   348
Village   282
Yellow   288

Wewer   278
Wheatear, Capped     130

Isabelline   132
Mountain   344
Northern   132
Pied   130

Whinchat   138
Whitethroat, Common     175
Whydah, Broad-tail. Paradise  326

Long-tailed Paradise   325
Pin-tailed   322
Shaft-tailed   323

Widowbird, Fan-tailed   301
Long-tailed   303
Red-collared   304
Red-shouldered   301
White-winged   301
Yellow-mantled   299
Yellow-rumped   299

Widowfinch, see Indigobird
Willie   342
Wipstert   140
Wren-Warbler, see Warbler, Wren-
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